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PREFACE

The NLS-Anaotated .Bibliographies .

Tbe-'NLS Annotated Bibliography: A968-198 9 is the-result.of an on-going- effert by the Center for kimian

Resource lietearch; The Ohio ,State University, to maintain and provide to the :publio an up-to-date record of

research based on data from the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS).

This year's edition contains approximately 1600 +34mimaries of NLS-based journal articles, Worldng papers,

and disscrtaticam.ivhich have been published Over the-past 20 years. It couples newly-found research for this-year

with entries from both-the initial hagiography published by Lexington Books in 1985 (The Mitionalliingitudinal

Surveys oflabor-Market raperiesice: An AntiotatedBibliography) and the:1,cl* updates to that, vohime which

*Oxen published by the Center since 1986. In an effort-to keep researchers appriscdof the Most amen t wOrk in

the field, summaries' of in-Progress NLS research for which the Center had working titles and summaries are also

included. This year's edition contains for the first time research which has been conducted on the new children

*base-

Arrangethent of the Update

The main body of this iublication contains NLS research arranged alphabetically by primary author'slast

name. Each entry is complete with a citation, an abstract, specification of the NLS cohort or cohorts utilized in the

research, and an identification number for easy.referencing.. Four indices are proVided at the back of the

Which allOw the reader to search this compendium of NLS research by: (1) descriptor or keyword (Index A); (2) title

(Index B); (3)1gLScoon (Index C); or (4) primary end secondary authors (Index D).

The NLS

The NLS began in the mid-60s when the U.S. Department of Labor contracted with the Center to conduct

longitudinal studies of- the labor market experience of four nationally representative groups of the ci' U.S.

poptilatian. men 45-59 years of age, women 30-44 years ofage, as well as young men and women who wee

. years old istAhe 60s. Periodic interviews, both personal and telephene, have been conducted over a twenty year

period with the over 5,000 Members of each of thete four cohorts. In1979, yearly personal interviews began with a

fifth 'cohort of 1Z686 young persons, both females and males, who were 14-21 years of age in that year. During the

1986 and 1988 surveys oldie youth cohort, data were collected on the socioanotional, cognitive, and physiological
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development of 5,000 ch4drenUrn o feinak respondents of the youth cohort. More debited information on the

content and strui:ture of the variouSNIAllata files is provided in the NLS Handbook available free-of-charge from

the NLS Public Users' Office.

Key-to the NLS Cohorts.,

'The following key is utilized for easy identificatiOn of the Various NLS cohorts:

M: Oldei Men who were 4=59 during the initiatinterview year of 1966.

W: Mature Wouienwho were 30-44 during the initial interview year of 1967.

B: Young Men cc toys" who were 14-24 during the initial interview year of 1966.

G:. Young Women or "Girls" who were 14-24digiog the initial interview year Of 1968;

Y: YOutkof both"sexes who viere 14-21 during the initial interviewyear of 1979.

C: Children Of feinale resporida4s of the 1979 youth cohort who were one to 17 years of age in

1986.

Source Acknowledgements

Abstracts for certain entries have been obtained via on7line searches and downloads of select: databases. The

Center has received permission in writing from each vendor to reprint abstracts so obtained. Appropriate source

acknOwledgement, vendor identification information, and reproduction limitations are detailed below.

The reader should be aware that all such,abstracts appearing in this publication are copyrighted and may not be

reproduced without the vendor's permission.

'RBI/INFORM) ABI/INFORk the business database, is a copyrighted product of UMI/Data Courier, 620

South Fifth Street, Louisville, Kentucky -40202. Full text articles of most AM/INFORM

abstracts are avaibbk from Data Courier for $10.75 each. Call (800)-626-2823 (U.S.) or

(800)-626-0307 (Canada) for additional information or to order an article.

[AgeLine] AgeLine Database, National Gerontology Research Center, American Association of Retired

Persons, 1909 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20049, (202) 872-4700. Citations and

abstract's are reprinted from the AgeLine database produced by the American Association of

Retired Persons. Used by permission.
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[AM] American Psychological Association (PsycINFO Database), 1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036;004955-7600. This material is reprinted with the permission of

the American Psychological Association, publisher of Psychological Abstracts _and- the

PiycINFO Database (Copyright c- 1967-1989 -by the American Psychological Association)

and may not be reproduced Without its prior permisSion.

[ERIC ED or FJ islEducational Resources Information Center (ERIC), U.S. Department of Education,Document

Reproduction Service (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22304, (800)

277-3742.

WEDRIP/NTIS] National Tecirnical InformatiOn Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port

-*Val Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161,'(703) 487-4650;

t7MT CONTENTS] Management Contents, Inforthatiai Access Company, 362 Lakeside Drive, Foster City,

CA 94404, (415) 378-5000. This material is reprinted with permission of Information

Access Company and may net be reproduced withoitt its prior permission.

MIS AD or PS Os] National Technical Information Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port

Royal Road, Springf ield, Virginia 22161, (703) 487-4650.

[Sociological Sociological Abstracts, Inc.; .O. Box 2.2206, San Diego, California -92122, (619)

Abstracts, Ise] 565-6603. This material is reprinted wk.. eginission of Sociological Abstracts, Inc. (SAI) and

away not be reprodaced without its prior permission.

[1.1M14,0 Full text copies are available from University Microfilms International, 300 North Zeeb Road,

Ann Arbor , Michigan 48106 (800) 521-3042. The dissertation titles and abstracts contained

here are published with painissicar of University Microfilms International, publishers of

Dissertation Abstracts International (copyright 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1988, 1989 by

University Microfihns International), and may not be reproduced without their prior

permission.
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Call for NLS Research

Researchers with either- comPleted, or in-progress NLS-based -research aiaencouragoci-40 keep the Center

informed-of their projects. Summaries of NLS research are published in quarterly issues of the NLS newsletter as

well as in yearly edition of this NLS annotated bibliography. -Postage paid self-addresied 'Call for NLS Reseatth'

.forms can be obtainedfroth the NLS Public Users' Office at the adaresalisted below.
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NLS RESEARCH 1968-1989

ABELL, TROY and LYON, LARRY. "Do- the Differences Make a Difference? An Empirical Evaluationof the
Culture of Poverty in the U.S." knericcin EthnOtogist 6 (August 1979): 602-21.

!pi* analysis of the culture of poverty in the United States produces several findings specific to the theoretical
propositions of Lewis and-subsequent critiques : (1) there are significant differences between the descendants of the
lower class and those of the Middle class in relation to family structure, ht community school system,region of the
country, race, degree of uthaniim,ind-1Q; -(2) these differentiating,behavidix appear to be socially transmitted from
one ,generation-th_the next; for example; poor' fathers have sons who have lower levels of income, occupational
'Prestige and IQ scores, all of the variables ,predictive of educational, occupational, and financial achievement-
(race; region of the country, degree of urbanism, number of siblings, home reading material; and IQ) also
differentiate the lower and middle classes, _(4)' individual and familial factors are more powerful 'determinants of
educational and occupational attainment ttzn structural or societal forces; (5) however, two thirds of the income gap'
between the descendants of the poor and those:of the middle class iii,deterinined by structilial forces beyond
individhatefforts at change. Those findings reveal an explanatory model supportive of Gans' theoretical conception
of the causes of Ovary: "behavior is thus a mixture of 'situational responses and cultural patterns, that is, behavioral
norms and aspirations" (1968: .211). Neither a ,cultural -nor a situational view of behavior can stand alone iri-
explaining.poverty. This analysis of the NI.S.data gives empirical documentation to Lewis's original hypothesis that
certain individual and familial behaviors differentiating the lower and middle classes are causally linked with
occ: up-kis:mid prestige and income. Hoviever;these cultural behaviors are not the primary factors in the perpetuation
of economic poverty, Cohort: B.

2 ABOWD, JOHN M. and CARD, DAVID.. "Intertemporal Labor Supply and Long-Term Employment Contracts."
American Economie Review" 77,1, (Marc h 1987): 50-68.

This,paper compares a contracting model and a labor supply model. One test is whether earnings changesare more
Variable than hours changes, as predicted by the labor supply model, orloss variable, as predicted by the contracting
*del, When thiS test is applied to two longitudinal surveys, it was found that earnings are somewhat more variable
than-hours for men whO never-ohange_employers. The estimates suggest that changes in earnings and" hours not
aisociated with measurement error occur at fixed wage rates. -Cohort:', M.

3 AE OWD, JOHN M. and_CARD,:DAVID. "On the COVariance Structure of Earnings and Hours Changes."
.Econometrical57,2 (Maich-1089):-411-445..

This paper presents an empirical analysis of changes iii individual earnings and hours over time. Using longitudinal'
data from three panel surveys, the authors catalogue the main itatums 'orthe covariance structure of changes in
earnings and hours. An interpretation of these features in terms of both a life-cycle labor supply model and a fixed-
wage labor contract model is ,dien presented. Major findings Of this research include: (1) there is a remarkable
similarity in the Covariance structure of earnings and hours changes across the three, surveys, and .(2) apart from
simple OcOlreincitiithr, the major comPopentlfAiariance in earnings and hours affects earnings and hours equi-
proportionately. 'Cohort: M.

4 ADAMS, ARVIL VAN: "Lessons from the National-Longitudinal Surveys: A Commentary." Current Issues in
the Rebtithiship BetweenManpower and=-31icy. Spec Report 7; National Commission for Manpower Policy, 1976.
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The author, comments on the pane! by RS. Pames, "The National Longitudinal Surveys: Lessons for Human
Resource Policy," presented to the NaiionahCoMmission for Manpower Policy. He also considers the following
questions: 'What have been the unique insighti into labor market behavior gained from the use of longitudinal data
and what are the policy implications thereof? What, are some of the remaining, gaps in our knowledge of labor
market behavior and of what value will longitudinal research with NLS data be in closingdi 'se gaps? Cohort: M.

-5 ADAMS, ARVIL VAN. "The Stock of, Hiunan Capital and Differencesin Post-School Formal:Occupational
Training for Middle-Aged Men." Southern Economic Joanna' 44,(Aritif 1978): 929-936.

This Stud/ examines the extent ofpost=ichool ,00cupationtd training among middle-aged men. White men were
almost two times more likely than black men to participate in formal occupational training. However, .these
differences disappear when racial variations in personal characteristics and differences in prior training are
controlled. The author argues for public policy interventiOn to offset the earlier disadvantage of blacks. Cohort: M.

6- ADAMS, AMT:. VAN; GOLDSTEIN, HAROLD' ; HARRELL; ADELE; MANGUM, STEPHEN L.:et alia.
"The Neglected Source of Human Wealth: -A*tudy of Formal Edification and Training During the Adult Years."'
Final Report, Employment and Training Administranor ,US Department:of Labor, 1982.

This study describes the participants and institudonlinVolVed in adult education and training. Itexaminos labor
market outcomes and explores the economic and social factors influencing participation in these forms of education
and training. Those who benefit. most from adult education and training an ,those, involved in-company-based
programs : white-collar, managerial, professional and technical workers; and participants in short and moderate-term
programs. Most important is_the cumulative nature, of knowledge and skill development over the life cycle. Early
advantages , leading- to knowledge and skill development during childhood and adolescence are found to be
,papetuated in the adult years with important implications for sociarstmdfication. Celiert: B G.

7 ADAMS; ARVIL VAN and MANGUM, GARTH L. The Lingering Crisis of Youth Unemployment. Kalamazoo,
MI: Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1978.

In this reassessment of the youth unemployment problem, the authors have sought to establish the dimension's of
youth unemployment and its iinderlying causes and consequences, to determine the Priorities that shouldbe attached
to the problem, and to suggest policies that would lead to its solution. Among the most significant findings are: (1)
joblesinoss among out-of-sehool teenage youth carries with it a "hangover" effect. Those who have unfavorable
early_labor market experiences are less likely thanothers,to_haVefavorablesubsequent experiences, education- and
Other background characteristics held constantvand (2) education and training have arignificant positive effect upon
the employment and earnings of youth by race and sex. Cohort: B

- .

8 ADAMS, ARVIL VAN:MANGUM, STEPHEN L.; WIRTZ, PHILIP W. "Human Capital Development through
Postschool Education and Training: A Model of Men's Participation." 'Presented: Washington, D.C., Association of
Public Analysis & Mairgement Meeting, October 1981.

This Is an exantinationat the economic and -social forces influencing participation in various forms of postschool
education and training., The study focuses °trendy human capital development and its influence on the cost and
-incentives lar subsequent-development in the adult working years. The results point to the nature of
IcnOwledgre and skill development over the lifecycle with some important implications for efforts to reduce economic
and social inequalities for blacks and white:s. -Cohort: -B.
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9 ADAMS, ARVIL VAN;'MANGUM;STEPHEN L.; WIRTZ,THILIP W-. "Pottschool Education and Training::
Accessible to All?"- The Review of Black Political Economy 15,3,(Winter-1987):.68436.

This article examines lairwledge and skill development during early adulthood when the individual has severed ties
with'formal edncation and entered the world of work. Focusing on the Young Men's cohort, the paper examines the
economic .and social forces influencing participation in -various forms of postschool education. and training. A
recursive:model is used to explore skill derlopMent patterns over the lifecycle. Attention is focused on the role of
early human capital deyelopment and its influence on the cost and incentives for subsequent skill development in the
adult working years. The findings point to the cumulative risitire of skill development over the lifecycle with some
important iniplications for efforts to reduce economic and social inequalities for blacks and whites. Cohort: B.

10 ADAMS, ARVIL, VAN and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Interregional Migration, Education and Poverty in the
Urban Ghetto: Another. Look at Black-White Earnings Differentials." Review of Economics and Statistics 58 (May
1976):156-66.

Tlm authors argue that few of the problems-facing blacks in the non-South can be directly related to their migration
from the South or to inferior Southern black schools. The ntm-Seuthern ghetto appears to be more harmful than a
rural SullOrrn origin. In this enthralment, young black males adopt attitudes toward school and work which appear
to perpetuate their disadvantaged economic status. Investment in quality education, South and non-South, new "jobs
and attention to defects in the market system are important to further economic progress for blacks. Cohort: B M.

11 ADAMSON; DWIGHT W. "Labor Unions andRacial Wage,Differentiali: A longitudinal Analysis." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Washington State University, 1988.

This paper investigates the intertemporal change in-racial union wage differendds. 'Specifically investigated` re
reported longitudinal -wage change results where' black union joiners demonstrate a negligible wage_ gain from
entering the union sector relative to a sign scantly larger wage gain for white union joiners. Also investigated are
reported cross-sectional Wage level results where the union wage differentials for white and black union stayers are
virtually equal. The longitudinal - results contradct the findings of the traditional' cross-sectional studies which
demonstrate consistently larger union wage .differentials for black workers relative to white workers. Two
ictigitudinni models are used to estimate the racial union differentials. The fint'uodel; which replicates the original
longitudinal study;. separates-mobility into (and out of) the union sector from union' sector stadonarity. The second
model' incorporates employer Mobility into the variables; measuring change in union status, and provides a more
accurate assessment of racial union effects since it isolates _workers searching for new jobs from those who change
union status but retain their-original employer.- Both - models are tested using the NLS data setfor Young:Mew over
the '1969=71, 1971-76, .1976-78, 1978-80,1980-81 longitudinal periods. The results are mixed. The first model
generally supports the original longitudinal study's finding of greater wage change effects for white union joiners,
but also fin& larger cross-sectional wage differentials for black union stayers. The second model also supports the
findings of larger Union joiner effects for whites. HOwever, it demonstrates larger wage level differentials for black
union joiners and union stayers,"implyhig that black., receive greater union benefits relative to respective nonunion
stayer reference groups. The results indicate that whites receive a larger union effect because white union joiners,
while in the nonunion sector, are less Productive than blackunionjoiners relative to their nonunion reference group
hopped the white' wage change is Much larger when entering the _union sector. Black union joiners, in general,
maintain a positive productivity differential Over black nonunion stayers, while white union joiners demonstrate a
negative prodactiVity differential relative to white nonunion stayers. [UMI ADG89-02765].Cohort: B.

12 ADELMAN, CLIFFORD. "Devaluation, Diffusion and the College Connection: A Study of High School
Transcripts, 1964-81." Report to The National Commission on Excellence in Education, March 1983.
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This project reanalyzed existing transcript.data- fiom: the Study of Academic Growth (High School of 1969)
-and the-Youth Cohort -of the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience (High School Classes of
1975-1981) in_termsef a variety of measures quantity of schooling, and in- relation to changes in college
graduation requirements betWeen 1967 and-1974. The major findings include the following: (1) There has been a.
considerable deeline in the average credit value of acadeniic courses in American high schools since the late 1960s,
indicating that comparatively'less time is being allocated for them and that students are spending far less time in the
academic curriculum than assumed-in previous research. (2) High-school students are spending more time in and
receiving more credit for "personal service and development courses." This phenomenon accounts, in part for, the
ciropin the time students spenttin the academic' curriculum. (3) There has been aprofoundahift of students from
both Academic and Vocational i'racks into the General Traci, the curriculum, of which iadominated byzsurVey,
remedialearaiperional service courses. (4) The secondary ichol curriculum,has becoine diffused and' fragmented
over the past15 yearsa minor image of the proliferation otaxuses and degreat in-colleges during the period it
question. As' smorgasbord distribution ayttenis- came to, dominate the structure of college '"general education"
-requirements, high schools "repackaged" curricula to reflect higher education models. (5) Grade inflation,
While signifi' cantles not been aspervasive as assumed. Cohort. Y.

13 AKERLOF, GEORGE A-. and MAIN, BRIAN G. -"Au Experience-Weighted Measure of Employment and-
Unempieyinent Di:Miens." American Economic Review 71 (December 1981):1003 -11. _

This study displays empirical estimates of a measure of the average length of a spell in which an employment-year
and unemployment-week is utilized. The results show -Mat unemployment durations' are all longer by large
multiples: Most employment experience is spent in jobs that are quite long. Even -though -there may be less
permanence than previmis times, the average male is employed in a job of long standing; therefore, there exists a
considerable degree of permanence in the labor market Cohort: M.

:14 AKERLOF, GEORGE A. and MAIN, BRIAN G. "Maximum Likelihood Estimation with Pooled Observations:
An Example from Labor Economics." International Economic Review 21,3 (October 1980): 507-515.

The difficulty of pooled observations in:a data-base arises when, for each sample point, some characteristic is
,measured exactly up to a certain level, but no record is made,if the characteristic should exceed that boundary.. This
poses Obvious problems if it is c'sesired to perform a maximum_liltelihood estimate of the probability of an event. It
is shown that whereas most-researchers use ad hoc methods,:it is possible to solve this proble.m by a:non-ad hoc
procedure Vhich is illustrated by an example from labor economics. The crimple arises from a study of the weekly
probability of transition from employMent*to unemployment using theNI.S of Older Men. 'Itliassumed that the
.probability of ,Pkdicting_ whether an _individual employed or unemployed in the following- week can be
represented as a logistic function of personal charadterisdcs. A methodis illustrated by which pooled data can be
incorporated into maximum likelihood estimation in an exact fashion. Cohort: M.

15 ALDRICH, MARK and BUCHELE, ROBERT. The Economics of Comparable Worth. Cambridge, MA:
Ballenger Publishing Co., 1986.

The 1980 NLS Young Men's and Women's surveys provide the principle data base for research presented in this
book on the role of occupational segregation in the malaernale earnings gap and the impact of alternative
comparable worth wage adjustments on men's and women's earnings. Cohort: B G.

16 ALTONJI, JOSEPH G. "Family Background, Labor market Outcomes, and Race and Sex Differences in
Employment and Earnings." (In-progress Research).

1.
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Thit in-progress research will examine the effects offamily,,background_onlabor market success. The analysis will
examine the extent to which race and sex differences in:labor:Market outcomes reflect: (1) differences in parental
charatteristici and family structure; -aniV(2) differences by race,and sex in the connection between parental
characteristics ond labor market outwit*. Matched data records of siblings and their parents from the Young Men,
Young Women, Older Men, and Mature Women cohorts will be tried. -Cohort: B 0 MW.

17 AMOTF, TERES, A L. "ThreeEssayseri Occupational Segregation: Women and, Men in the Labor Force."
Ph.D. Di4ertation, Boston College, 1980.

The nature and extent of occupational segregation:of women and men in the United States labor force is examined in
three, essays. The first essay_ documents occupational segregation and utilizes factor, analysis to differentiate the
characteristics of jobs held predominantly by women:front those of jobs held predominantly by Men. The second
essay discusses and evaluates theories of occupational segregation which have been put forth by economists. The
thirCessay presents empirical work which is designed to identify the mechanist's generating and perpetuating sex
segregation in thelaborlorce. The effect of oceupatiorial sex-type upon wages is examined for a sample of women
and ten from the Natidnal Longitudinal Surveys. The results are consistent with bruksupply- and demand-based
models or segregation. Wages fall as the female share of employment in an -brdividual's occupation approaches a
turning point, afier which a rising share 0f:female employment is associated with a wage premium ceteris paribus.
This pattern is observed for white women and of both races; black women, however, receive a wage premium
as the female shareof employment *roaches a turning point, and are penalized for participation in occupations in
Which the female share of employment exceeds the turning poirit. Cohort: B G.

18 ANDRADE, SALLY J. ""Aspirations of Adolescent HisparkTemales for Marriage, Children, Education ad
Employment." Report to the Natioruil Council of La Raza, U.S. Department of Labor, May 1982.

This study provides descriptive profiles tat the aspirations, of adolescent Hispanic females and males and analyzes the
relative differences-and similarities among young Hispanics, whites/Anglos, and blacks. Young Hispanic females
tended to be married more than other groups (although whites had a similar rate), but data from both the and
the High School and Beyond Survey suggest that young white females value marriage somewhat more than Hispanic
females. Similarly, although Hispanic females apparently, idOdize larger size families to a greater extent than White
females and expect:to have slighdymore children, white females give a higher rating:to the importance Of having
children. Bloat- females were leselikely than either Hispanic or white young women to be married, to expect to
married, and to marry-early. They were more lately to already have had a child than the other two groups of young
-wornenFand while they:tended toidealize large familied,ther had the lowest expectations of havinglarge numbers
of children and the highest percentage who did not expect to have any children. Young Hispanic males seemed
somewhat more positive about marriage than black males and similar or more positive than white-irde,s. In both
surveys, Hispanic males were more positive about larger sized families than were Hispanic females, as was true in
the case -of Black males and females. One of the potentially, most troubling findings hi both Surveys with

. implications fn 5. family. formation was the wide gap in agreement between young Hispanic women and Hispanic men:

about traditional sex roles. Young Hispanic women are very much planning on being part of the lab& force as they
mature (two thirds plan to be working:at age 35). The study concluclet overall that no clear cut pattern emerges that
allows one to characterize Hispanics as less motivated or more traditional in their attitudes than their white and black
counterparts. Cohort: Y.

19 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Discrimination, Segmentation, and Upward Mobility: A Longitudinal Approach to the
Dual LaborMarket Theory." Presented: Atlantic City, Joint Meeting of the American Economic Association & the
Econometric Society, 1976.
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The empirical results presented in this Study make it rather difficult to accept an extreme hypothesis of labor market
-segmentation. The Secondary-- sector appears to bean economic prison from which there is no escape. In
addition, contrary to-the principal tenets. of-Me dual labor market theory, investments in the skills and abilities of
-f lack youth appear to.haVe payoffs in terms of entry into better jobs and in *terms of higher earnings- as well, even
when employed what is defined °herein as the - secondary, market-sector. Nonetheless, the evidence strongly
suggests that-invidious racial discrimination denies numerous youth the socioeconomic fruits warranted by their
hurl* assets. Cohort: B.

20' ANDRISANI, PAUL "Thp-Effects of:EMployinent Opportunities and Incentives o_ n the WOrk Ethic, and
Initiative.of Youths." Report, gati4121coirithissidi for Employment Policy, 1981.

The purpose of this research is tb exit** the effects of early career opportunitieS and incentives on the work ethic
and initiative of youths. More sPecifically, the key-interest is in ascertaining what tappens-to the work ethic and
initiative of youths.who are initially comparable on the basis of their work ethic, initiative, background, and human
capital characteristics, but who subsequently- differ- huterms Of. their early career opOrtunities and- incentives.
Cohort B.

21 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "The Effects of Health Problems on the Work xence.eiCes of Middle-Aged Men."
Industrial Gerontology 4 (Spring 1977):97-112.

An analysis of five years in the work lives of middle -aged men showed that nearly two-fifths of those in their early
sixties-reported-health limitation* The most serious labor market problems that confront mew in their middle year*
appear to be closely linked to the Chronic -he.aldrconditiOns and disabilities thaLmaY- aecompany-advanding- age.
Health status is close* linked-to premature death: Middle-aged inen whose health affected their work in 1966 were
two to three times as Wray to die between 1966-and 1971 as men whose health did not affect their work. Industrial
,injuries are an impOrtant source of health limitations, since they occur with alarming frequency. Cohort: M.

22 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "An Empirical Analysis of the Dual Labor Market Theory." Columbus, OH: Center for
Human Resource Research, The Ohio State. University, 1973.

This study focutos upon the process of labor market entry of male youth in the context of the dual labor market
theory. Essentially, 'Me dual market theory contends that large numbers of workers are involuntarily confined to
substandard jobs 'WI "setrindary" labormadcetwhidr is separated 'from the mainstream, or "primary" sector, by
-impenetrable boundaries imposed by insatUdonalized discrimination, Briefly, the study finds a substantial amount
of upward mobility from time of first job to 1968,--a period ranging from-2 to 10 years. Nonetheless, entry into and
confinement within the secondary sector cannot be consistently explained solely in terms of deficiencies in
aggregate demand, human capital, or motivation. Moreover, -the evidence also suggests the existence of race and
sectoral differences in the process of wage determination. Cohort -B.

23 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "The Establishment of Stable and Successftd Employment Careers: The Role of Work
Attitudes and. Labor Market Knowledge." Conference Report on Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and
Meaning, U.S.Department of Labor, 1978. -

This study analyzes the work attitudes and labor Market knowledge of youths,-conSidering how they-differ from their
older countetpartsand how , they affect and awe affected by successes andfailures upon entry into the labor force.
The findings: shoW the importance of work attitudes and adequate-labor market knowledge for the establishment of
stable and-sUccessful,employment caters. The data indicate that there exists inadequate labor market knowledge
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anteing youth-especially r-,--:!cs, females, poor white youth; however,, there is little justification that the attitudes
toward- wink-of youths *devote, immature, anti-work, or the cause- for their unique lab& problems. In
addition, youth's work attitudes were dissimilar from those of older workers:. they reflected Considerable ambition in
planning carder golds, and they= ere shown to be influenced in an anti-work direction by unsatisfactory labor market
experieices early in work careers. Cohort: B G.

24 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Internal-External Attitudes, Personal Initiative, and the Labor Market Experience of
While and Black Men." JoUrnal of Human Resinticel 12 (Summer 1977):308-28.

The anal: ysis provides support for the hypothesis that internal-external attitudes are strongly related to a number of
aspetts of :bbOr-market. experience. Confidence_ in these findings is strengthened by -the fact that observed
relationships were.independeart individual differences in a wide range of characteristics and:Were supported as
well-by-longitudinal data Findings_ also indicate that thereare only minor differences between young and middle,
aged men,in interne -external attitudes. there :little consistent evidetice:among young men. that- edazational
-attainment had lower returns for-blacks than-whites daring the late 1960s and 1970s. Initiative appeartin have-
considerable labor mmket payofft for young and middle-age-Men;blacks as well as whites, and especially for the
young. g M.

25 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Internal-EXtemal Attitudes, Sense of Efficacy, and Labor Market Experience: A Reply
to Duncan and Morgan." Journal of Thinan Resources 16 (Fall 1981):658-66.

Duncan and Morgait's main criticism can be stated quilt simply: they disagree with the conclusion that attitudinal
change.c011d result-in greater initiative and more successful labor Market experience, particularly among youths;
because the conclusion' -is: inconsistent with their replication and with alms all Other PSID studies as well. The
author disagrees withibeir interpretation of his resean% and shows that a number of studies in addition to hw have
used NLS-data and come to the Same Conclusion he has. Differencestetween NLS and PSED data are discussedas
likely explanations of why, these data sets generate different findings about the role of psychological variables in the-
dynainici of labor market processes. Cohort: B.

26 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Job Satisfaction among Working Women." Signs 3 (Spring 1978):588-607.

This examination of job satisfaction among women in their thirties and fortieS during the period between-1967-1972
indicates that black women were leis satisfied than their white counterparts, and that levels of job satisfaction

-declined throughota.the period for both black and white Women. Woolen who were highly satisfied were most
lkely Inmention intrinsic' aspects of work; however, over 40 percent of the women mentioned extrinsic factors as
the aspect of work they-bled best. In addition; the quality of interpersonal relationships with coworkers and
supervisor was considered relevant m job-smisfiction. Conflicting &naiads between work and home reaulted in
lower than average levels of job satisfaction. The greatest conflict-was the husband's negative attitude toward the
wife wodring outside the home. The woman who appeared -to -be most.satisfied-were- those who were deeply
committed to work, had high self-esteem, andattached importance to intrinsic aspects of their work. Cohort W.

27' ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Labor Market Data Needs from the Perspective of 'Dual' or 'Segmented Labor'
Market-Research: A C..omment on Harrison and Sum." k Counting the Labor Force, Vol I, Washington, D.C.:
National Commission on Employment & Unemployment Statistics, 1979.

This paper comments oallarrison and Sum's paper, which includes a synopsis of segmented labor market theory,
hypotheses, sad data needs. They criticize existing public use data bases and make recommendations for changes.

1
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The author agrees with their criticism in part, and points out ways of modifying the new NLSY cohort to addreii
most of the issues raised in the Harrison- Sum paper. Cohort: Y.

28 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Longitudinal Research and Labor Force Behavior." Journal of Economics and
BliSiatSS 32 (Winter 1980).

This issue contains seven papers examining some of the unique opportunities and problems of longitudinal data,
particularly as they relate to labor force behavior over the life Cycle. Four papers, from a conference sponsored by
the Social Science Research Council in October 1977, review the NLS experience and suggest future directions.
Cohort B G M W.

29 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. The Secondary -Labor Market's Effect on the Work-Related Attitudes of Yo_uths."
Proceedings of the Thirty-Second Annual Meeting,-Industrial Relations Research Association (1980)242-50.

the.purpose of this paper is to examine the effects of earlylabor market-3xperiences on the Work attitudes of youth,
pertiCularly the_ extent to- which secondary labor =diet or "bad" jobs uhape youths' attitudes =in an- antiwork
direction. More Specifically, the key interest is in aster:lining what happens to the work attitudes of youths who are_
comparable on the basis of initial attitudes, pre-libor market biekground, and human capital characteristics, but who
subsequendy differed,* terms of weeks of unemployment, Weeks worked, earnings, Occupational assignments, aid
Occupational Advancement. This, the principal concern of this, study is not whether the "unrealistic" attitudes of
youths become tempered by the oftentinies harsh realities of the world of work. More importantly, the concern is for
whether youths' attitudes which can not be cleaned as unrealistic aware dratted in an antiwork difection because of
the realities of the labor market; particularly labor market segmentation which may irreversibly misallocate youths
dwindle any stages of career formation. Cohort B..

30 ANDRISANI, PAUL J4 APPELBAUM, EILEEN; KOPPEL, ROSS; MILJUS, ROBERT C. "Work Attitudes
and Work Experience: Theimpact of Attitudes on Behavior." R & D Monograph MO, U.S. Department of Labor,
1979.

This monograph is a =unary (prepared by Dr. Florence M. Casey, Office -of Research and Development,
Employment and Training Administration, USDOL) of the authors' book Work Attitudes and Labor Market
Everience: Evidence front the National Longitudinal Surveys (Praeger, 1978). Job satisfaction Was found to decline
somewhat between 1966 and 1972 and the decline was most pronounced among white collar workers, service
workers, feathers, and craft workers. Fewer_ than 15 percent of workers reported dill sing their jobs, however.

-Inequkies in distribution of- rewards among _comparable Waken were most strongly linked to dicsatisfacdon.
Workers with stronger internality enjoyed greater success dain others. Dissatisfaction islinkedito higher turnover
and unemployment and decreased wages, except blacks,- who improired their wages by changing employers. Purely
economic rewards were- not_ so important to satisfied workers as -job content, but-they were major :causes of
dissatisfaction among those who were-less than highly-satisfied. Motivation and high occupational' goals were
important for younger workers. Strong commitment to work resulted in less time out of the labor force, greater
investment in training (among younger women and older men) and greater-labor market advancement (among
yOunger and older women). White working women who perceived their husbands as disapproving of their working
outside thelome advanced less in occupational status, had more unemployment and weeks out of the labor-force,
and had less Likelihood of getting formal occupational training than women whose husbands did not object to their
Working. Cohort:13 G M W.
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31 ANDRISANI, PAUL J.; APPELBAUM,' EILEEN; 1COPPEL, ROSS; MILJUS, ROBERT C. Work Attitudes and
Labor Market Experience: Evidence front the Nadal* iongitudiaal Surveys. New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc.,
1978.

-Numennts foites shape development of attitudes toward work. Jab dissatisfaction does not arise exclusively
among lithe- whose unique labor market-problems brie already been singled out by policy makers-for special.
attention. Job dissatisfaction has not been entirely at the lower end of.the occupational, industrial, and income
strictures, orenly within certain age=sex-race groups. Agoex-race differences in the perceived payoffs to initiative
are Nino-ally nonexist ent, despite the vast differeacts in wort experience that exist on the basis of age, sex, and race.
Ott attempts to anent the eitent to which labor market forces impact upon attitudinal change have met with only
modest Suceins. -Cohort B G M W.

32 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. and -DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "The Age Mix of 'the Labor -:Face in 1990:
Impliestions- for tabor-Market Research." In: The Changing Composition of the Workforce, AS. Glickman, ed.,
New York Plenum Press, 1982.

'Pit *tick revieWs *Wits at-glaciated with the labor force projections produced_ by the Boreal of Labor Statistics
sad advocaats a more behavioral approtich; The Odra sunimarize the findings of recent Irons among economists
to incorporate nodal alittprAltolcigical variables into models of labor market behavier WO find that future research
is needed: -(1) to determine the degree to which the effect of the projected changing age structure of the population
-varies across different segments of the labor market and ever different stages of the lifecycic aid, time periods; (2)

:to determine -why those members of the` -baby bean _Cohort who _experienced long and/or frequent spells of
toe mployineat will probably be morel** than others totuffer labor market problems throUghouttheir careers; (3)

imprOve both the conceptializatiort aid mein ment of labor force data to calthue ,More adequately the varying
degrees of attachment to the labor ying degrees of illIcitSity, ot job search; (4) to understand better the
dynamic_ forces proatteintatraint *tong women managing dust Careers; and-- (5) -to point up problems of age
diScrimination in employment, which may begin to rival race and sex-bised forms of labor market inequality in
future decades. =Colton: B G kW.

33 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. and KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Career Thresholds, Volume 5." -Manpower R & D
Monograph 16, Volume S. Washington, D.C.: -U.S. Government Printing Office, _1976:

the parpOse of this study is to examine the effects of Collective bargaining on the relative earnings and employment
*thence of young bloc collar males orx the 1969=1970 period. Specifically, the authors have eicamined- the
effects of collective bargaining on five dimensions of labor market experience (1) hourly rate of pay at the
beginning of the period; (2) boars usually worked per week (3) likelihood of being unemployed during the 12-
math period; (4) duration of unemployment and (5) growth in bdurly earnings during the period. Additionally,
they examined- the relationship beiwein unionism and racial differentials in these measures of labor market
experience. In all cases, they attempted to ascertain- the effects of collective bargaining on comparable workers
within each race group. Cohort: B.

34 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. and KOHEN, ANDREW L "The Effects of Collective Bargaining as Measured for Men
in Blue-Collar Jobs." Monthly Labor Review -100'(Apri11977):46-49.

This study examines the effect of collective bargaining coverage on hourly rates of pay, unemployment experiences,
and -growth 'in hourly- earnings of young and middle-aged blue collar men. The authors find a significant and
consistent positive impact of coverage on the level of hourly earnings but the impact of unions on joblessness and

1G
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growth is more mixed. Age as well as race differences in these outcomes are noted and discussed. Cohort: B

ANDRISMIL PAUL J. and MILJUS, ROBERT C. " Multivariate Analysis of Individual Differences in
Preferences for Intrinsic versus Extrinsic -Aspects of Work among National Samples of Young and Middle-Aged
Women.* iourstal of Vocational MINIM' 11,1 (August 1977) :1430.

rue authors examine, in-a multivariate analysis,. individual differences in preferences for intrinsic versus extrinsic
aspects of work. Preferates are found tole significandr related to age, occupation, class of worker status, job
satisfaction, educational attainment, and race. There was Mao, evidence of reference difference between white-
collw rid bine- odlar wodcas, between rural mid urban workers, or among individuals with different levels of
incorneff-ohat B

36 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. and NESTEL, GILBERT. 'Internal-Eternal Control as Contributor to and Outcome of
Mork Experience" lomat of Applied Psychology 61 (March/Aril 1976):156.65.

This study a ranked both the infloame of intanal =serial control' on a nurnber of facets of work experience of
middle-aged men and the influence of work experience on change in internal-external control Utilizing an ,11-iteni
abbreviated version of Rotter's Internal-External Control Scale and` mdtivariate tedmique_s, the authors found a
systanitic influence of intanal-external control on success in the world of wade. Confidence in these findings is
strengthened by thefact that the observed rditionships were independent of individual differences in skills, abilities,
and demographic diatribudon, and ware obtained on the basis of longitudinal as well as -cross-sectional data.
Additionally, iliac, data also provide considerable support for the hypothesis that success at work enhantet the
amecimicy of inianal control. Cohort: M.

37 ANDRISANI, PAUL J. and PARNES, HERBERT S. "Commitment to the Work Mit and Success in the Labor
Market A Review Of Research Finilinp:.! In: The Work Ethic -A Critical Analysis, J:Bmbash, et al, eds., Madison,
W1 Industrial Relations Research Association, 1983.

This surreyof studies focuses on the evidence from the rosy and the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) of a
link bealteen the strength of the .wok ethic aid productivity. The literature shows that the strength of individuals'
coati:ItOat to the *fork ethic affects various measures of their success in the labor market, even is favorable labor
market eaperiences have feedbick effects on the extent to which individuals are committed to the work ethic. The
magnitu44,and precise character of the reciprocal relationships described are difficult to ascertain, however, since
many mndies hive Used only limited facets of what might be regarded as a complete measure of strength of the work

ethic. .Despite such limitations, these research findings are significant for public policy. Cohort: Y.

38 ANGLE, JOHN. "Wok and Earnings: Cumulative Experience Method of Analysis of Longitudinal Surveys."
Sodologkal Methods and Research 8 (November 1979):209-32:

The author uses the Cumulative Experience Method (CEM) to answer how a person's work experience affects
hinber earnings.. CEM interpolates an individual's experience between obserinuion points, and weights these
inferred observations by the inverse of their expected error. The linear interpolation and weighting procedure
accommodate easily to missing observations where these occur between earlier mid later observations. Cohort: B.

17
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39 ANGLE, JOHN; STEIBER, STEVENS; .WISSIAANN, DAVID A. "Educational Indicators and Occupational
.Achievement:" Social Science ReSearch 9 (March 1980):60-75.

-Thispaper uses .surveys Of young men and viatica-14 -24 and examines whether 'highest grade completed' is a
sufficient-mainire of adocatien for.* in models Of:occupational-achievement. The data on which this paper are
based are:. approximate information on what subjects were taken, quality of education, degrecareCeived, and
lumber of years completed.. The findings indicate that 'highest grade completed' adequately measures the imptict of
education on Occupational achieve eat, though the other indicators slightly affect this outcome as well. Cohort B
-G.

40 ANGLE, JOHN and WISSMANN, DAVID A., "Gender, College Major, and Earnings." Sociology of Education
54 (Jannaiy1981): 25-33.

This study tests the effect of a person's college major Upon his Or her hourly wage rate in order to see if the content
learned "in college explains the pp between the earnings of men and women. The results_ ndicate that tab direct
effect of gender on the earnings of people with at lent some college education is large and that controlling for field
Of snaky_ reduces the gap only slightly. In addition, the findings also ihoiv that young-women's returns to a year. of
post-secondary educe** are higher than young men's, however, -not enough to offset the negative effect of being,
female, on endings. Cohort H G.

41 ANGLE, JOHN and WISSMANN, DAVID A. "Work Experience, Age, and Gender Discrimination." Social
Science Quarterly 64,1 (March 1983): 60-75.

If %Volk experience is measured by the.formula age-schooling-six (five), it appears that returns in homily wages to
watkakpaience- are Mitch larger for men than women: Most economists interpret this finding as *les& of
,maiming and job experience. Butif work-experience is measnred independently of age and schooling,- young
woolen and-men live about thesame ate of return to a full-time equivalent ,month of work experience. The gap
-betweenwomen's and men's wages increases becaute of age, not work experience. Young men are paid more as
they age be-Cause Of age; young women are not. Cohort: B G.,

42 ANTE[:, JOHN -J. "Costly Employment Contract Renegotiation and the Labor Mobility of Young Men."
American Econontic Review 75,5 (December 1985): 976-991.

-A- model of job matching with costly post-hire negotiations is developed _that is similar in some aspects to
Hashimoto's ( 1981) model, but with particular relevance to the population of young workers only beginning their
labor force participation. The model yields empirical implications concerning the role of wages in the determination
of mobility, that contrast to the implications of an otherwise similar zero negotiations cost model, of job matching.
The model footles on the period immediately following hire when worker productivity-is to a great extent governed
by endowed capabilities rather than detennined by learning 06 the job. The data consist of 709 observations derived
Erode the NLS of Young-Men. Job change-behavior-is tracked between the-1969 and-1970, and also the 1970 and
1971 contiguous surveys. The empirical results show that quits and permanent layoffs are different. The results
tend to confirm the model of job matching with costly contract renegotiation. Cohort. B.

43 ANTEL, JOHN J. "Human Capital Investment Specialization and the Wage Effects of Voluntary Labor
Mobility." Review of Economics & Statistics 68,3 (August 1986): 477-483.
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Studies Of. volutitary labor mobility suggest that job search facilitates job change while specific training inhibits
mobility. Moreover, given that specific skills cannot be transferred between jobs, and since both search and training
are- expensive, it is reasonable for workers to specialize in search or specific training on a particular job. Training on

search sPeci.alization,: homelier, suggests that estimation methods that treat the incidence of a quit-as exogenous
underestimate mobility effects on wages. trim, the endogenous-dummy variable model of Heckman (1978) is
estimated using data from the NLS of Young Men. 'The actual observations consist of 2,165 young White then not
self-employed out of full-time school, and regaling job histories and wages between the 1969-1970 and the 1970-
1971 Contiguous year interviews. The larger wage effects found via analysis result from simultaneous estimation but
also reflect more accurate measurement of wages growth between jol,s. Cohort: B.

44 ANTEL, JOHN J. "The Inter-GeneiUional Transfer of Welfare Dependency." Working Paper, University of
Honstaa, 1988.

This paper examines_ the questions of -whetherk mother's welfare receipt increases the future dependency of her
children and whether the welfare system Works to stimulate the dependency of future generations Parameter
estimates reported here suggest, significant inter-generational effects.. The sample is comprised of young women
from the NLSY aid their mothers.. After controlling for observed and unobierved heterogeneity, a niother's welfare
participation is found to stimulate her daughter's bier motelboli welfare. Cohort: Y.

45 ANTEL, JOHN J. "Inter-Generational Transfer of Welfare Dependency: Program Effects on Future Welfare
Recipiency." Final Report, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, Department of Health and
Hunan Services, 1986.

`.ie reportarialyzes how parental' welfare participation affects the fertility and schooling decisions of children in
4/elfate- families (fertility and low earning potential are prerequisites for welfare dependency): Data from the NLSY
permitted observation of young women still living at home in the early panel years (1979-1980). Later panel years
(1981-1983) permitted the researcher to follow rt tee young women past the normal high school graduation age and
determine whether or not they completed higF icol Or had a child. Estimation of a statistical model of behavior
-indicated that there were no parental welfare elpation effects on young girls' fertility or high school completion
decisions. According to these estimates, welfare participation by the parents in a child's- teenage years neither
increases nor decreases the probability of high school graduation or early Childbearing Further evidence from future
4att collection waves may, of course, modify these findings. [NTIS PB86-161262-XAB] Cohort: Y.

46 ANTEL, JOHN J. "Interrelated Quits: An Empirical Analysis of the Utility-Maximizing Mobility Hypothesis."
Review ofEconomics and Statistics 70 ,1 (February 1988):-17-22.

It is demonstrated how the circumstances_ of quitting a previous job affect the probability of a litter voluntary job
change. In the theciretie-..i(section, a model of expected utility-maximizing job search and mobility is described. The
argument is that workers who voluntarily change jobs but search only when employed- are less likely- to quit again.
This implication can be tested without measuring job utility. The sample comprises 2,182 young white males, with
the data derived from the NLS of Young Men. Job Whines Were recorded between the 1969 and 1970or 1970 and
1971 -annual surveys.. Results ,. suggest that wages negatively and significantly- effect quitting; experience and
education variables are 'generally negatively rebted to quitting. The results provide empiriCal support for a model of
utility-maximizing voluntary mobility. Such optimizing behavior suggests that the method of previous job search is
rebt;u1 to the probability of later quitting.`[ABIfiNFORM] Cohort: B.

19
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47 ANT L, JOHN J., "Job Change of-Young Men" PhD.-DissertatimiXitiversity of California Los Angeles,
1983.

This paper examines the job changing, behavior of young -men in the time,period immediately following graduation
or completion of formaischooling. The paper comprises a theoretical model of Auks and permanent layoffs along
With empirical results using a sample of recent labor market starters derived from the-NIS of Young Men. The
discussion Commences with a theoretical model of job =whim. The model assumes that workers are endowed
with firm-specific skills which Nary in value firm assignment and are imprecisely known to either worker or
firm prior tri some trial period on the jOb. These assumptions imply that workers must search,- often while employed,

to find their highest paying job Further, since workers differ in their. comparative advantage or job-specific
abilities, _firms must Screen prospective employees prior to hire and then monitor winker productiVity, during the
mitral period of einploymeth. Wts aid layoffs follow as outcomes of these two eimuitaneous firms and worker
learning -processes; workers quit when they find_ a-More lucrative job,. and-firths:initiate-layoffs when worker
productivity is found.far below initial expectations. In Contrast to other models of matching, transactions or
negotiation costs infiiiencequit and layoff detisjonsja our *del; Mobility in the presence of transactions ,cost is

distinguished flour the zero transaCtions cost situation in two important respects. First, transactions costs imply that
quits and layoffs aft_different. *ilea of the empirical work that follows is an attempt to dotiiment this difference.
*Conk with trainictiOns,cOsts;E.the welfare implications of job change ate pot; in general, positive as suggested by

the Zero :transactions cost model of mobility Transactions costs imply that mobility decisions are made on the basis
of each decision-makers rent share rather than-for the purpose of maximizing total' job-match productivity. Thus,
some puts and layoffs-May:imply an actual decline in produCtivity. The empirical implications of the job-matching

rood costs were for the Most Part consistent with-the data. Quits and layoffs were found to be
different both in terms of ho* they are predicted by wages, and also distinguished with respect to how-- wages are
affected by Mobility. The results indicated that whilo,quits are negatively related to the wage level, layoffs were
predicted at all by Wages. :Further, although* found only weak positive effects of quitting on wage growth, layoffs
geuerally-jmffied_a-siguifittant decline in wages:. Neither 011ie* patterns of -contrast -between quits and layoffs
could be accounted for-by costless negotiation or zero transactions cost models of job-mafthing. Although results
on the determination of quits aid the Wage growth experience of non-repeat job changers suggested a central role for
Wages in the explanation oftthnever, other factors affected mobility decisions also Firm size, demand -shocks,
union membership,-and non-pecuniary aspects of job value all played some role in the explanation of job change.
[UMI ADG8321952] Cohort: B.

.

48 ANTEL, JOHN J. "Mother's Welfare Dependency Effects on Daughter's Early Fertility and Fertility Out of
Wedlock." Working Paper, University of Houston, 1988.

parameter estimates suggest that a mother's welfare participation increases her daughter's early ferility and early
fertility out of wedlock. Early fertility is defined as first birth before age twenty-One. Using data from the NLSY,
mother's welfare participation and daughter's fertility are simultaneously modeled to avoid any bias derived from
Unobserved family-specifieheterogeneitY. While the welfare System affectsn young girl's:fertility predominately
-through the dependency of her mother, some shall direct effect of state guarantee rates on illegitimate births is also

indicated. Cohort: Y.

49- ANTOS, JOSEPH R..and CHANDLER, MARK D. "Sex Differences in Union Membership: The Impact of
-Occupation and Incluitryi" 1977 Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical

Association (1978):496400.

Results confirm the hypothesis that the occupational and industrial distribution eiplainta significant portion of the
male-female unionization gap. The role of the occupational distribution is largely independent of any variation in
either Inman capital or the incidence of part-time wort :A substantial, part of- the-male-female unionization gap

2 1)
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remains, unexplained. '0:140 variables undoubtedly account for a portion.of the-remaining differential. No
measures of- Sex-, discrimination by unions or systematic male-female differences in tastes for unionization are
availabie. An additional difficulty may inadequate control for sex differences Mille occupational 'distribution,
*iv to the highly aggregated-nature of our variables. In spite of these -deficii.icies, the explanatory power of.
-oecupation_ andinchistiY is impressive. Cohort B G.

SO ANTOS, JOSEPH -R.-and-MELLOW, WESLEY. "The- Youth Labor Marke,4 .A Dynamic Overview:" Paper
No. 11;Bureauit Labor StatiiticS,U.S. bepartMentof Labor, 1979.

This itudyssei six year* of data frOmilteNational-Longitudinal Surveys of young males and female- to investigate
how young people adapt to the market plate. A 'five component recursive model is sequentially estimated for each
'age. from 18 through '27. The -components we education and labor .force status, Nate determination, turnover,
.unemployment duration, and Wage-grbath. Evidence is_ found that competitive forces operate over the long run in
the youth-labor market. 41roduetiya, capabilities we rewarded, and workers initially earning less (more) than their.
potential move up (down) the wage distribution. Job changing facilitates this equilibration, aithough-turneVer
amOng.faitales apper.reto' be less Purposeful- than for males. We also find that deteriorating_ aggregate economic
conditions severely disrupt the youth labor market, increasing unemployment and depressing wage growth. Cohort:
WO.

51 APPELBAUM; EILEEN. Back to Work: Determinants of Mature-Womete :Successful Reentry. Boston:
iubunrHonse,-.1981.

This Study demonshatei-that the et *tootle costs of an extended break are greater than for a shorter break in hourly.
earnings received, in- increased earnings over time after return to --Work,,and'in prestige Status. For women with
extended breaks, he husband's approval is an important factor in job.satisfaction;-hOurly earnings and social Shuns,
on the job,- butontlusbamd's approval, are the explanatory variables that-Significantly affect job satisfaction of
women with shorter breaks in paid -work. The ability to make a re-entry is enhanced by-choice of college major, by
participation in pest-schoOl training programs; and by the characteristics of jobs-held early in the career. By way of
contrast tO these effects of-work-withdrawal, the-author analyzes the characteristics and consequences of part-time
jobs,-an idteinative' way in which ivori:pressiges can be reduced"whild avoiding-the negative earnings-and status
consequences associated with a break in work attachment. Unfortunately, part-tune work has negative consequences
of its own. Part-time work is no panacea for resolving the dilemma of competing work/fari.::ly demands. Cohort:

52 APPELBAUM, EiLEEN. "Determinants of Early. Labor Force Experience Among Young Women: The Role of
Work-Related Attitudes."' Mimeo, Philadelphia: Temple University, 1976.

included in Work Attitudes and Labor Markit Experience: Evidence from the National Longitidinal Surveys, by
Paul J. Anthisini, et at, Neve/otic: Praeger Publications, 1978. Cohort: G.

53. APPELBAUm, EILEEN and KOPPEL, ROSS. "The Role of Work Commitment in the 0Ocupational
Attainment of Young Women." Presented: Bloomburg, PA, Eastern Economics Association Meeting, April 1976.

Included in Work Atdtwks and Labor Market Experience: Evidence from the National Longitudinal Surveys, by
Paul. Andrisani, et al., New York: Praeger Publicadons, 1978. Cohort: 0.
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54 ARAJI, OHARONIC, -Warded White: onterizt/CcapationapYlobilityand Earnings of Part-Time vs Full-Time
Workers. ". flpuribCiduiOisiwal of Social Relations:10,2 (Spring-Suitimer,1983): 61-89.

Hypotheses regaiding'ihe effect of white women's marital and status, personal attributes, and job and family-
related factors On 'their' labor force participation,,,,occtipationaLmobility, and earnings are tested through a- pith
analysiS of data on 585 respondents to the NLS of Mature. (1967,1969, and 1971). Since the hypotheses are
nOtittotigly Suppoirtekit- suggested that a moreprofitable avenue. of investigation might focus on.faCtors in the

ClOollattinnal-_Stnitttne, 9vert,Or`en'iert disc Ohtatinal.0PPOrtatt4i and 'Power or-proportional ntanizatienal
structures. Contrary to -expectidints,..part-time rather than full -time workers were more :likely to experience
occupational °mobility and increased earnings over tittfitnhahlY duet. facto:a-NO as high& initial nCettPatienat
status and education. The latter findings stiggest a need to channel:W*11 into-higher status occupations early in

:life, especially if. they plait to combine employment and me:triage. -Cohort: W.

55 ARMSTRONG; 'TERRY R4, CHALUPSKY, ALBERT B4 MCLAUGHLIN, DONALD H.; DALLDORF,
MARIE R. "Armed Servides Vocational Aptitude Battery: Validation for Civilian Occupations." Final Report, Air
Force Human Reseinces Laboratory,19 .

The .Aritied. Services VOCatiOnal :Aptitude, Sattery -,(ASVA13) has -been criticized as ,a- high school vocational
Counseling -401- since most validity data_ arebased-,on criteria specific to-military occupotiOns. In an effort to
overcome this criticism and encourage wider useof the ASVA13' in high schtml4 this project validated Form 14 of
the ASVAB on civilian Whenthe Office of Management and Budget refused to allow the collection of

Peiferthaneeeritelica data from entlAnyars,:- 'study was reksilthe0 to use holding a ;job, lather than job.
performance, aathe criterion., The ASVALV wait administeeedto employees across the nation who had been holding,
it job in One of 12 different occupations that dO not saint:* a four year college degree. Usable scores were obtained

1,328', Analyses of these data were supplemental-by- existing data from the -NLSY andiby
examining. validity data MilitarY occupationathat are highly- sim*.to some of the 12 ciVilian, oCcupatiOns.
ltesultaindicate that the ASVAB was ose to detect differences among the types of individuals who were members
of different occupations., Four °significant dimensions of between-Occupation variation were identified,
distinguishing_ six clusters among the 12 occupations. ,Auto andShop_Inforntation.(0), playeu the most important
role in-oeticational differentiation in this study; in six of, the occupations, for example, it provided the highest mean
subtest standard score; and it exhibited the most significant betvieen-Occupation- variance. The different:6 between
AS and-Verbal scenes was the most salient dimension of variation,botlrbetween7gendeis and between occupations
controlling for gender, Other analyses yielded information on the interaction of gender, skills, and occupations on
die.relations between age and ASVAB Scores. Clematis' lambda was used to estimate the validity with which
ASVAB,skills predict occupational membership. Cohort Y.

56 ASHENFELTER, ORLEY and CARD, DAVID. "Using Longitudinal Data to Esdrnate the Employment Effects
of the Minimum Wage." Discussion Paper No.98, Centre for Labour Economics, London School of Economics,
September 1981.

This paper investigates, using-micro-economic data, the impact of themiiihnum- wage law on employment in the
covered sector of the economy. Specifically, the effect of changes in the minimum wage on m_oyeinents of
employees.ont, of' the covered sector is tested. In addition, the direction of these' movements, whether into
employment outside the covered sector or into withdrawal from the laborrforce or into unemployment is explored.
Cohort: B G.
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57 ASHENFELTER, ORLEY'and OAXACA,RONALD L. "Secretary of Labor's InVitr..Itinal Conference on the
National Longitudinal Surveys of Yong Men and Young Women." Report, Employment and Training

O.S. Department of LabOr, 1979.

The report summarizes the purpose and results of a conference oil the NLS of Young Men and Young Women. The
conference was held on March 29-30, 1979 in Tucson, Arizona. Six scholarly papers were prepared 6 r the
conference. 'These papers represented studies which illustrated how the NLS-youtbsainple could be used-go
light on important youth lax market phenomenon. Cohort: B G.

58 ASHENrELTER, ORLEY and SOLON, GARY. "Longitudinal Labor Market Data: Sowees, ,Uses,. and
Limiciiii." Washington, D.C.:. &seamiest of Labor. Force Measurements for Policy Formulation, National
Council onEmphiprierit Policy, 1982.

This study irimatigates tie major sources of longitudinal data and their relative merits. This type of data has proven
especially useful Tot three tyPeri Of research: measurement and analysis of changes in individuals' status overtime;,
analysis ofletertemporal relationships; and analysis that must control, for unobserved variables. These data have
enabled other areas of ,research to be developedwhich v otherwise would have ;gone unnoticed. In addition,
longitudinal datit have increased research findings of previously unstable analytical itasumptions. Cohort: BGMW
Y.

59 AY, IINAL. "The Labor Force Attachment of American Youth." PhD. Dissertation,. Pennsylvania State
University, 1985.

The purpose of this study is to deveop a model measuring the labor force attachment of American youth. Using data
from the NI.Sy,.the following two questions were addressed: (1) can acceptable models of labor force attachment be
created from observed measures of yetath commitment to work, willingness to engage in paid employment, and work
experience?-and (2)are models of labor force:attachment, of American ,youth appropriate for sex, niee,-and ago
groups?. Two- and three-latent variable Models of youth labor force attachment were developed through
Confirmatory factor analysis of observed measurei. Results showed that both models fit thedata fairly well, but
measures of fit were higher in the three4atent-variable model. Measures of fit of the model to the data across the sex-
age-raee groups Were about the same; that is, while some observed variables highly. correlated with-thesame latent
variable in all groups, there were some that were weakly correlated in alPgroups. The model with three latent
variables did not fit the categories by race,hecause the T-matrix was not pOSidie definite for whites: Cohort: Y.

60 BACHMAN, JERALD G. and OMALLEY, PATRICK M. "Yea-saying, Nay-saying, and Going to Extremes:
Black-White Differences in Response Style." Public Opinion Quarterly 48,2 (Summer 1984): 491-509.

This study used data from 3 nationwide surveys of youth ranging from 15 to 23 years of age: Monitoring the Future
,PrOject: beSign and Procedures by J.G. Bachinan and L.D. -Johnston (1978), High School and Beyond:. A National
Longitudinal Stndy for the 1980s by the National Opinion -Research Center (1980), and the National Longitudinal
'Survey of Youth (NOY): by- the Center for Human 'Resource -Research (1981). In a1three studies,, respondents
completed-Likert-type questionnaire items, and their, responses revealed important racial differences:' blacks were
more likely than whites to use the extreme response categories, particularly the positive end of agree-disagree scales.
Response style indices (agreement, disagreement, acquiescence, and extreme responding); displayed ranges of
individual differencei, and cross-time stabilities comparable to commonly used personality measures For both
races, agreement tendencies were stronger among those in the south, especially in nonmetropolitanareas; however,
controlling forgeography did little, to reduce.overall black-white differences. Findings reveal potential pitfalls in

2 3
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dealing with racial differences in survey and personality measures and illustrate the need for caution in reporting and
interpreting such differences. [(c)APA].Cohort Y.

61 BAHR, STEPHEN J. "The Effects of Income and Age at Marriage on Marital Stability." Presented: American
Sociological Association, 1977.

This research examines the effects of ethnic status, age at marriage, and family assets on marital stability. All three
variables were found to significantly affect the chances of instability. The work of Bumpasa and Sweet (1972) and
Cutright (1971) was. supported by the data showing that the effects of age at marriage on marital separation do not
-primarily reflect economic effects of early marriage. Likewise, it was suggested that the high rate of-- instat Ility
among blacks cannot.be explained by their poorereconomic status and rate of early marriage. Cohort G.

62 BAHR, STEPHEN J. "The Effects of Income and Assets on Marital Instability: A Longitudinal Analysis"
PrOvO, UT: Brigham Young 'University, 1977.,

This 'study investigates the effects of Warne and assets on marital stability. The results show that total family
assets, expected famkincome, and ethnic status significantly influencamarital For older couples, assets
appear more important; whereas, expected family_ income had somewhat greater affect among younger ,couples:
Being black and having few assets and a low'expected income increased marital instability apprOximately six times.
Cohort: G.

63- BAHR, STEPHEN "The Effects of Welfare on Marital Stability r...1d Remarriage." Journal of Marriage and
the Family 41 (August 7; '153-60.

This paper estimates welfare effects on marital dissolution and remarriage. The findings indicate that white-women,
receiving welfare, experience marriage dissolution more frequently than low-income women not receiving public
assistance. This finding Aid not hold for bbizk women. As the duration of marriage increases, the relatiOnship
beWeen welfare and marital dissolution decreases. Among both black and white women with low incomes, non-
AFDC recipients are three times more likely to remarry than AFDC recipients. However, the relationship between
AFDC alia remarriage decreases asge increases. Cohort: G.

64 BAHR, STEPHEN J. "Welfare and Marital Dissoludon: A Reply." Journal of Marriage & the Family 43,2
(May 1981): 300-301.

'Th!.s article responds to T.W. Draper's (see PA,' Vol 67:03436) reanalysis of the NLS survey data that the present
author (1979) used in his study. it is suggested that Draper's conclusions are questionable due to methodological
limitations, and these limitations are identified and discussed. [(c)APA] Cohort W.

65 BAHR, .STEPHENJ. and DAY, RANDAL D. "Sex Role Attitudes, Female Employment, and Marital
Satisfaction." Journal of Comparative Family Studies 9 (Spring 1978):53-67.

Substantial increases in the proportion of married *ales in the labor force have occurred during the past 25 years.
This -lies FoMpted family scholars to ask whether or not the employment of the wife might affect marital
satisfaction.. Although this question has been-examined by a number of scholars, research on this topic needs to be
extended in at leak twOways. ,First, sex role attitudes of husband and wife would appear to be important but have
not beat examined thoroughly. Second,-other variables known to be associated with feriude employinent have not
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been adequately controlled. The purpose of this paper is to cumin with appropriate controls the effects of sex role
attitudes and the wife's employment status on mind satisfacdn. Cohort: G W.

66 BAHR, STEPHEN J. and GALLIGAN, RICHARD J. "Teenage Marriage and Marital ,Stability." Youth and
Society 15,4 (June 1984): 387-400.

This longitudinal study hypothesized that level of education and length of unemployment areintervening variables
between divorce and neat marriage. This hypothesis was based on the notion thata low level of education and an
increased probability of unemploYment are consequences of -early marriage that affect the rate of divorce. The data
utilized were from the Young Men's cohort of the NLS. Findings indicated that those who married at a later age,
who had more education, and, who did not, experience unemployment were more likely to remain in a stable
marriage. These time independent variablet accounted for approximately 15 percent of the variance in marital
stability, thereby supporting the hypothesis. The data suggested, that public policies supporting education and
employment of young married people may reduce some of the economic stress that contributes to divorce. COhort
B. .:

67 BAHR, STEPHENJ. and- LEIGH, GEOFFREY K. "Family, Size, Intelligenix,, and Expected Education."
Journal of Marriage and the Family 40 (May 1978):331-35.-

In this paper the relationships between familyaire, intelligence, and expected educationmereexamined. After other
relevant variables were controlled, family size had a negligible association with intelligence andexpected education.

'Existing research which shows that children from large families are less intelligent thanchildren from small families.,
may have resulted from inadequate controls for other relevant variables. The strongest and most consistent predictor
of intelligenee was educational encouragement, while the best predictors of expected education were educational
encoengeinent and intelligence. Cohort: B G.

68- BAILEY, ADRIAN. "A Lungitudinal Analysis of the Migration of Young Adults in the United States." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Indiana University, 1989.

This research is an investigation of the migration of young adults in an explicitly longitudinal context. Research on
migration, has traditionally centered on ideStifying the remota why people move. That approach is enlarged in this
research- by shifting the emphasis to investigations of why, individuals remain at particular lOcations for greater or
lesser intervals of residence. The emphasis on duration of residence allows for the investigation ofa wider range of
hypotheses about migration but makes inecesury to use longitudinal information to test these hypotheses. The
prim* objective of the reiearch was to develop a loogitudinal model of migration. This was achieved by using an
extension of random utility theory to the longitudinal context. An attempt was made to specify the complete set of
factors which had-been Suggested by laigely cross- sectional- job search and human capital studies as important
controls on the length of the residential sojourn. The conceptual model incorporates fOur such sources of population
heterogeneity: employment factors,, mobility constraints, lifecycle factors, and the acquisition of 'human capital.
The model is constructed to esephisize the role of migration history for influencing the duration of the sojourn
through these sources of population heterogeneity. A- survival analysis suggested that the systematic variation that
was present in the distribution of soy urn .lengths was linked to migration history. A briber let of research
hypotheses confi rmed the relevance- of employment and =human capital iontrols on the length of the sojourn.
Parameter estimates obtained from a prepoitional hazards model .suggested that unemployment and previous
migration history were most strongly associated with shorter-sojourns, and experience in the current labor market
with longer sojourns and reduced mobility. The research conchides with a summary of the findings and a discussion.
of the usefulness of longitudinal methods and models for the analysis of time-space problems. Cohort: Y.

.
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69 BARER, NANCY, ROUX TEPPEN. "American Indian Women in an Urban Setting." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
Ohio State University, 1982.

'Educational, _Marital and family backgrounds, employment history; current activities and assets were examined to
determine bow well Indian women in urban settings had accommodated themselves to this environment.
ComParbOns wereeinde with- non - Indian urban women from the NLS. The sample (fifty women from thirteen;
states repietenting eighteen tribes), living in an'Ohio industrial SMSA, was also questioned about knowledge of and
Participation. in-their Indian. cultures. Comparisons- with non-Indians showed significant differencesthe Indian
women were less, ell educated, held lower status jobs with less nay, and came UM larger families where parents
had less education and lower socioeconomic statuses. The Indian women themselves shad more children and
marriage: and poorerheillth. They were generally unskilled andinore frequently worked full-time (whentealth-

'.permitted) or held second jobs thin non- Indians. Racial discrimination was reported more frequently against
Indians; more incidents Of age or sex discrimination were not apparent. Comparisons among Indian women, based
On childhood geographic areas, indicated that regional historic and political differences were important in-retention
of traditional heritages. With the-Mississippi River as boundary, the eastern group.'rnosdy from southeastern rural
areas, was prodonuninriy Cherokee and Lumber.. They had less education, fared less well economically, spoke no
Indian languages, and kneW less about their history ant culture than westerners. All women were Christian with two
belonging to the syncretic Native American Chink:Easterners were generally Evangelical Fundamentalists while
most westerners belonged; to mainstream churches. .These urban Indian women were not involved in .pan-Indian
movements; feiv. evidenced, interest or knowledge of backgrounds beyond pride in their heritage. A third were
reservation born; only three lived there beyond age 15. The women lived wherever low-cost housing was available;
no specifically Indian neighborhoods existed. The Indian Center combined features of social service agencies and
gathering place. Eastern families had come to the city for jobs; western women had maiiied men from the area
Although some want to eventually return to home bases to be with other Indians or to help their people, most find
the comforts and advantages of city, life to their liking and would prefer to remain. Cohort: W.

70 BAKER, PAULA. ',Pathways to the Future, Volume IV: A Report on the National Longitudinal Surveys of
youth Labor Market Ey:rip:tee in 1983." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Rese.arch, The Ohio State
University, 1984.

The foUrth wave of data from theiNiLSY is analyzed. The nature and consequences of schoolemployment,the
effective:* of job search and job finding methods among young people, the relationship of race to employment
and educational attainment, the long-term effects of participation in government-sponsored employment and training
-programsand the determitimus and consequences of dropping out of high school in an overeducated society, are
investigated. A longitudinal 'study of-reservation wages, duration of job search and subsequent wages is presented,
based on an empirical eeonometric analyes. Cohort: Y.

71 BAKER, PAULA. "Pathways to the Future, Volume V: A Report on the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Youth Labor Market Experience in 1983." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State
University, 1985.

This report describes theivork experience of the nationally-representative sample of 12,000 Americans who were
age 14-21 whefirst interviewed in 1979 and who have been surveyed annually since then. Chapter One evaluates
outcomes for Post-school participants in government employment and training programs with special attention given
to selectivity bias. Chapter Two describes early labor market differentiation among terminal high school graduates.
Chapter Three analyzes business cycle effects on college enrollment behavior. Chapter Four provides a descriptive
analysis of welfaropatterns among young mothers, and Chapter Five discusses the effect of demographic factors-on
schooling and entry wagei. ,Cobort: Y.

;
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72 BAKER, PAULA; D'AMICO, RONALD; NESTEL, GILBERT. 'Measuring Tune Use: A Comparison of
Alternate Research Strategies." Coltimbus; OH: Center for Hunan Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1983.

Alternate methods of measuring time use-were assessed using data from the 1980 NLSY, pretest, administered to 223
youth ages 15 to-2 in four U.S. cities. The time diary, which ilikited-detailed time use information from the day
preceding the interview date, was compared with a series of stylized questions asking for estimates of time spent on
selected activities in the last seven days. Well-suited to gathering information on a comprehensive range of time use
patterns, the diary's sensitivity to day to day fluctuations and to sporadic events makes it less desirable as an adjunct
to the investigation of specific activities at the individual level: The 7-day retrospective appears to better represent
usual time allocation, particularly activities that occur regularly or during infrequent blocks of time during the day.
The ,diary pirates reliable aggregate time use estimates while the 7-day approach offers a viable alternative for
-micro-level research: Cohort Y.

73 BAKTARI, PAUL.. "Job Competition versus Wage Competition: An Analysis of Competing Models." PhD.
Dissertation, West Virginia University, 1980.

In the 1970s job opportunities ancLoccupational attainment for :individuals leaving school underwent an
unprecedented downturn. The underlying --factors which led to the deterioration of employment opportunities for
high school and college graduates -were-due partly to some exogenois changes iiv.the supply and demand for
educated workers. As a result, during the 1970s, the increase in the supply of college-trainedmorkers was not
matched' by-a similar increase in demand. Among the competing models which are used to explain labor market
behavior, the-wage-competition and the queuing models predict different results-under a changing labor market
equilibriOm. The former model is based on the neoclassical theory of wages and is sindlar_to the type of model used
by Freeman in enlisting: the-returns to schooling. The -job-conipetition -model irconcerned,:with the relative
position of individuals in.' the labor queue and is used by Thurow. Under the wage-competition model,:a:relative
increase in the supply of a given educational group will reduce their average wages through internal competition, but
it does not necessarily- affect the wages Of other groups. Thurow's model- predicts the same type of increase in
supply-will create a humping effect, and:some individrials- may move down thlower paying-jobs. However, the
average for those remaining in their own job-market should not necessarily-fall. To test the- nredictions of the two
models, young white males 14.to 24- years old with differenteducational backgrounds were selected from the NLS
tithing their first year of entry to the labor market covering the decade from 1966 to 1976. Regressions were run on
-wages-and occupationid-status; logit. Was used for analysis of ernployment status. The finding partially SUpported
both of the labor market models, thus demonstrating the Value-of using queue theory in conjunction With
neoclassical theory in studies on the labor market. The results indicated that for high school and college graduates,
the relative changes in supplies increased competition both within and between these groups. However, to the extent
that changes in supply were caused by the size of the baby boom cohort, implications for investment in education for
future cohorts are unclear. Cohort _ B.

74 BAKTARI, PAUL and GRASSO, JOHN T. "Ai. 2mpirical Study of New High School and College Graduates'
Wages Using Alternative Labor Market Models." Review of Higher Education 8,3 (Spring 1985): 193-220.

This study employs data on white males from the National Longitudinal Surveys (Young Men) for 1966 through
1976. Alternative-models are used to explore changes in the returns to college education. Predictions of both

Oeoclastical.theory and a job competition, or labor market queue, model were moderately supported by the data, as
wages of new graduates appeared to be sensitive to: (1) the nuniber_of similarly educated young workers; and (2) the
relative pcisition Of the educational group in the labor market hiring queue. Implications of the demographic effects
on returns, in addition to the effect of the demand for labor and the effect of productivity on labor, are discussed.
Cohort B.

27
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to Student= A Radical Structural Reform (HEW-OS-71- 134). The estimadon
package- developed by Marc Nalom and S. Janes Press in-Uniyariate and
Models (Santa Monica: RAND; R-1306- EDA/N111, 1973). In the analysis, a
examined aid variables which were expected No affect the college-going sad
considered: ire., economic, demographic, educational and institutional proximity or

Procedure utilized was the statistical
ivariate Log-Linear and Logistic
multi-stage decision process was

college-choice decisions were
supply variables. Cohort: B G.

81 BARTEL, ANN P. "The Migration Decision: What Role Does Job Mobility
Review 69 (December 1979)175-86.

This paper apes that one must take account of the relationship between job mobility sad
_the determinants and consequences of the decision to migrate. The results indicate that
different types of geographic moves (associated with either a quit, layoff, or transfer) and
this distinction can often-le ad to misleading conclusions about the role of such variables
labor force participation, the presence of - school (*Wren aid the length of residence in
Cohort: B M.

Play?" American Economic

migration when studying
there are du= distinctly
an analysis that ignores
as the wage, the wife's
the migration process.

82 BARTE., ANN P. "Race Differences in Job Satisfaction: A Reappraisal." Journal of
(Spring 1981)294-303.

man RalPete.5 16

This article has Agin that the blacks in the NLS Older Men sample were significandy more satisfied
in 1966,19619, and 1971 than whites with similar persona, job and location characteristics. While
lower full agea than whites aid should therefore be less sari led, discrimination may have also
sidified with less. In the case of older men, this direct effect of race on job satisfaction dominates
increasingly invariant over tine. For other cohorts, the available evidence is also consistent With greater

the effect over time. Cohort M.

with their jobs
blacks do earn

bbci3 to be
aid becomes

impact of

83 BARTEL, ANN P. "Wages, Nonwage Job Characteristics, and Labor Mobility." Industrial and Labo
Review 35 (July 1982)378-589.

Relations

This paper examines the effects of a set of normage job charaaeristics on the quit decisions of young and middle-
aged men. The data set was constructed by merging data in the NLS -of Young and Older Men with data from the
Dictionary of Occupational Tides file and the Bureau of Economic Analysis file on fringebenefits.. The empirical
analysis stows that some nonwage job attributes have significant influence at worker quit behavior and that there
are important differences in the effects of the nonwage job characteditics across age groups. Young men are
significantly_ more likely thas older Men to quit repetitive jobs, for example, whereas the presence of bed working
conditions is a more important factor in the quit decision of the older cohort. The results also indicate that, for the
older-men, fringe benefits have a stronger effect on quit decisions than wages do. Further evidence on
differences is provided through an analysis of panel data from the Quality of Employment Survey. Cohort B M.

84 BARTEL, ANN P. and BORJAS, GEORGE'. "Wage Growth and Job turnover: An Empirical Analysis." In:
Studies in Labor Markets, Sherwin Rola), ed., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981.

The authors focus on documenting how labor turnover systematically affects the rate of growth in wages both across
jobs and within the job. The working hypothesis is KO interpret wage growth to be the result of human capital
inventhank both general aid: specific to the job. The authors interpret wage growth asoss jobs as being due to
:changes in the individnars Inman capital stock ranking from "mobility" investments (e.g. search) and losses of
specific Mining incurred when job separation takes place. Cohort B M.

es 9
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85 BARILEIT, ROBIN L and CALLAHAN, CHARLES. "Racial Pay Disparities Among Older Men." Northern
Social Science Review (Spring 1984)58 -71.

Using data frOm the NLS of Older Men in -1966,1975, and 1976, a sample of 338 black and 752' white men were
-studied ID determine the-degree of racial discrimination in- wage-determination. Hannan capital, geographic and
_pasboal Chaacaristicvaiabks woe found to be important determinants of wages for black and white older men.
-Besides edaationand job tenurebeing significant determinants of wages, pot time work status, specific
vocatiol teaming, aid amber Of dependents wear -significant; Fakes occupation and residenceat age' 15 are
two =labials* seem to be agnifica and twinge more aisle aspects of human capital investment for white
wages. -Sambas locationis a siglificaot otplansaay- variable for both papule** The findings suggest that the
proportion of the residual in previously-estimated wage equations attributed so racial discrimination may be slightly
Overstated; &bat: It

86- BARILEIT, ROBIN L. and CALLAHAN, CHARLES. "Wage Determination and Marital Status: Another
Look." Industrial Relations (Winter 1984):90-96.

Analysis of the effect of =rind awns upon the handy wise rates of older white malet shows that human capital
variables uphill a great deal tithe =gem of married men, and work status and location Variables explain the wages
of other white men. Significant dittoes* were not found; however, among the three models estimated: Findings
imbrue the observed wage differential between married and atatached males seems to result from role
spec"alization or pat** need, or both. Remarried men appear to be More motivated or at perceived as needier
dam monied's* Almost all of the wage diktats' 1 between ma and continuously single men results
firm octapadoial aidistinarial cfistrandon differences. krona:Is to be des:sniped whether singlemen earn less
became they choose to enter Irma pad occupations, or because they are denied *esti to certain occupations on the
'basis Of their medial stapes. Cohort: M.

87 BECK, RUBYE-W. and BECK, SCOIT IL "'The IncidenCe of Extended Householdsamong hfiddle-aged Black
aid White Worn= Estimates from a 15-Year Panel Study." Journal of Family Issues (Forthcoming).

In this descriptift analysis, data from the NLS of Mature Women are used toampere cross-section-n.1 fifteen-year
estimates of the incidence of =ions types cif winded households. paut on black and white women at analyzed
separately triddie-estinilies fs Proportion of iiididie-aged'women living in extended households are palmed by
man* status. Reside show, large differences between single-year and fifteen-year estimates of the incidence of
extension. Overall, between onnfoinh and one-third cif white middle-aged women lived in extended households for
some time over the fifteen year period and applrOXiMaidif two-thirds of black wan* experienced this household
fixm for at kast part of their middle years. The ads* conclude that, contrary to popular and academic perceptions,
extended families are a relatively common form of hying arrangements for adults in this country, if only-for short
periods of time. This maybe one indicator of the prevalence of the modified-extended family as a family form in
the United States. Cohor- t:

88 'BECK, SCOIT IL "Adjustment to and Satisfaction with Retirement." Journal of Gerontology 37 (1982):616-
62t,

Research over the post 30 years concerning the effect of retirement on personal adjustment has resulted in
conflicting findings. Some studies reported a negative effect for retirement; others showed no effect at all. This
!Indy tested the net effect of retirement on happiness with life and analyzedan evaluation of retirement item in order

i0 &can-specific factors that came lower astisfacdon with retirement. Logistic multiple regression and ordinary
kat squares regression were used in the analysis. The main Wisp are as follows: (1) although a negative
r.
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,Livaism relationship exists between retirement and happiness with life, retirement is no significant net effect; q) 
,heaidi facto, recent widowhood, and income have the greatest impact on happiness with life; and (3) poor health, 

lower income, and earlier retirement are the main determinants of negative evaluations of retirement. 

Cohort' M. 

89 BECK, SCOTT IL 'Detaminaets of Labor Force Activity Among Retired Men." Research on Aging 7,2 (June 

1985): 251-280. 

Data keen the NIS Of Older Men for 1960 to 1981 were used to identify factors affecting labor-force participation 
after "retiranent; Factors- included in the analysis- wete social and-demographic characteristics and mediating 

variables such - as retiranent 'benefits, auiludes Inward- work and retirement, and health status. Three retirement 

plums were identified:I complete rethemaa, partial ntirement, and rejection of retirement., Over two-thirds of the 

maple were fully retired: about 20 percent were partially retired; and about 10 percent returned to full-time work. 
The models Med in thelogistic rinhiple regression analysis predicted rejection of retirement fairly successfully but 
were not as ruiefid in noising pen* retireinart. Retireinest income aid health were the most important factors 

influencilig- work- after: retManters. Disabilities or poor health forced a =Wanda' -minority of men to remain- 

completely -retired, While *ay 
- 

low retirement -13=61s -forced-some wired to work full-time Or pan-time. The 

piopausity to work after retirement varied sanewhatty °emotional groups, but these differences were not large 
and generally Wem explained by ether factors related to occupation, such as the institutional arrangements of work 

aid the manployment tam inie local labor market. Attitudes toward work were reasonably important 
determinants of-labor force participation last were kin sigMficant than the constraints of poor health aid low 

retirement income. [AgeLinel Collett it 

90 BECK, SCCRT H. "Differences in Expected and Actual Retirement Age Among Older Men." PhD. 

Dissertation, thriversityof Florida, 1981. 

This study of retirement analyzes die discrepancy between the expected age and the actual age' of retirement. The 

model combines -Atchley's (1979) general nit4e1 of the retirement process with the approach of attitude-behavior 

theory. Three general factort at hypothesized to determine both the expected age and actual age. The facts are: 

(1) tainraint factors, (2) job-related fames's, aid (3)- social and psychological factors. A secondary hypothesis 

concerns adjmnnem to retirement. It is hypothesized that discrePancies between the actual and expected age of 
retirenient, especially earlier-than- expected retirement, Will lead to less successful adjustment to retirement. A now 

correlation was _found between the expected age aid actual age of retirement. In the analysis of the-discrepancy 
between the expected and actual age, mandatory retirement policies, eligibility for a pension and higher assets 
reduced the negative difference between the actual and expected age, while the existence Of a work related health 

limitation and high commitment to work increased the negative discrepancy. With respect to retirement Satisfaction, 

earlier-than-expected retirementled to lower satisfaction with retirement. Cohort: M. 

91 BECK, SCOTT IL "Mobility from Pre-Retirement to Post-Retirement Job." Sociological Quarterly 27,4 
(December 1986): 515-531. 

While the normative pattern of retirement is complete cessation of labor force activity, about one-third of men work 

during their retirement. This research focuses-on such "waking retirees" by investigating the prevalence and 

patterns of occupational mobility from pee- to post-retirement job, as well as the impact that institutional constraints 

on (re)employment in later life may have on the chances of occupational mobility. Using data from the MS Older 
Men's cohort, a sample of working retirees was extracted from men who retired between 1967 and 1978. Results 

showed a substantial amount ofecamational mobility among the waking retired. The structure of mobility was 
food: to :be similar to younger labor force participants in dint most mobility consists of moves to adjacent 
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occimitiOnal- categories: UnhleiCireer mobility of noa-retired worlxrs,- howeVer, the large majority of moves
conaioned downward Mobility. ,Using the economic segmentation perspective; log-linear and logistic regression
analytkaindicated that waking:astir* WU& prit-Sitirement jobs were in the core sector were more likely to
eIiinieáce occupational mobility At a more specific indicator of bureaucratic control of the labor force, industry-
-level pension comage rates were used in the logistic regressions and higher rates of pension coverage were found to
result in a greater, likelihood of-MObility. These results indicate that the Considerable occupational mobility
experienced by -working-retirees is partially the-result of-structural constraints on the employment of older -men.
Cohort M.

92 BECK, SCOTT H. "Position-in the Economic Structure-and Unexpected Retirement." Research on Aging 5
1983):197-216.

While some workers retire- When andhOwthey_phimed, Others leave the labor force unexpeCtedly and unprepared
for retireaseat. The pimp* of this research was to inVemigate vihethei certain indicators of position in the economic
structure affect the -.probable: y. of _leaving the labor- ft-me-when planned. The- restdts of the 'logistic multipk
regression study:is revealed`thit all duce indicators of economic position, occupational status, 'industrial sector and
self-employment, had :significant net effects on the dichotomous dependent variable, expected/uneipected.
-retirement. These _effects were mediated,m varying_ degrees, by pension coventge and health- status, tbe former
increasing the chancel of retiring -when planned, the latter decreasing- the, probability of-retiring when planned.
"Cohorp _ht.

93 BECK, SCOTT H. "Retirement Preparation Program a: Differentials in Opportunity and Use." Journal of
Geroivelpe 39,5 (SePsember 1984):596-602.

Two issues rarely addressed in the retirement planning field are: (1) the proportion of older workers who participate,
or have the oprairtmrity to participate, in retirement preparation programs; and (2) socioeconomic differentials in
access to such programs. Data from the NLS of Older Men were used to investigate these two issues. The data
-indicate that fewer than 4 percent of this sample of aged 60-74 in 1981 had participated in a retirement
preparation program. Logistic multiple regression analysis indicated that occupational status, government
employment and prime pension coverage were positiVdy related to the likelihood of participation as well as the
lieldixid Of opportunity to participate. Conclusions- from this analysis are: (1) very few older workers ever
participate in retirement preparation-Programs; and (2) those iho would seem to benefit most from preparation
programs, low status and low income workers, are the least Maly to have access to these programs. Cohort: M.

94 BECK, SCOTT -H. "The Role of Other -.Family Members in Intergenerational Occupational Mobility."
Sociological Quanerly24 (Spring 1983):273-285.

The comma of "occupational origin"- has traditionally been measured by father's occupation only, especially in
studies ofoccupational Mobility. 'The purpose this study is to investigate _whether the occupations of other family
members are additional components of men's occupational origins. Using data from the-NLS of Older Men, the
traditional- father-stra mobility table Was- expanded to include -paternal grandfathert' occupations and mothers'
occupations. _Log-linear analyses of thete expanded mobility tables showed that paternal grandfathers' and mothers'
occupations have significant associations with ions' occupations, controlling for-level of fathers' occupations. The
-association -between, grandfathers' and sons' oeccpations is stronger than that between mothers' and sons'
occupations. -It was-Concluded that, while father's occupation is the main component, it does not fully capture the
impact of occapatioriat origin. Consequently, intergenerational mobility frequent than is indicated in
_traditional father-son mobility analyses. Cohort: M.

32
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95 BECK, SCOTT H. and BECK, RUBYE W. °"The Formation of Extended Households During Middle Age."
Imam? of Marriage and the Family 46,2 (May 1984): 277-287.

-Data from the 1966-1throngh-1976 National tringitudinal turveys- of-middle-aged_ and older- men were used to
estimate the proportion nf middle-aged couples forming extended households. Results of the combined longitudinal
lecord'afer10 years were .compared with ernes-sectional estimates of extended households . based on the 1966
survey:. For both blacks and whites, about 7-percent had one or more parents (or parents-ii0aw) in the household in
1960, equipped with abont-11 percent over the lOyear period. The proportion of blacks living in three-generation
households oraith grandchildren or other non-Male* kin was substantially higher than the proportion afWhites. n
almost all cases, estimates of *aided households made Using the longitudinal data were about double those based
on cross-sectional dealt is estimated that for the 20-year period of middle age about 25 percent of white couples
and over SO percent of black couples woad have formed extended hoUseholds; these extended honteholds underline
the contained existence of strong family networks in modem society. hoplicatiais of the findings for research are
disenstied."[AgeLinel Cohort -M.

96 BECK, SCOTT H. and ME, JOE W. "Involvement in Activities and the Psychological Well-Being of Retired
Mat." Activities, Adaptadon, & Aging 11,1 (1988): 31-47.

This 'Mandl repeamt a partial test of the activity theory of aging. The dant used are from the NIS of Older Men
aid the Biadburiu Affect Balance- Scale and ite-subscales of Positive and Negative Affect were employed as
dependent variables while participation in ten types of activities- were used as the primary independent variables.
The central hypothesis that more involvement in activities results in higher levels-of psychological well-being was
Supported in the cam- of Positive Affeet-andAffect Balance. However, involvement in activities exerted trivist
effects on Negative Affect and other hypotheses based on activity theory were not supported. Cohort M.

97 BECKER, BRIAN E. and HILLS, STEPHEN M. "The Long-Rim Effects of Job Changes and Unemployment
Among MaleTeenagers." Journal of Human Resources 17,2 (Spring 1983): 197-212.

Ding on the Yang- Men's cohort of the National Longitudinal Surveys, we examine the long-run effects of
teenage labor market experience on subsequent adult wages.. Our study expands on earlier work by considering the
effects of both unemploymentsal job mobility dining the period of transition from school to work. We conclude
that the net effect of jcb-switching during the teen years is.a positive one for both blacks and whites. Furthennore,
we find that the "scarring" effects of teat unemployment are overstated and that short periods of unemployment are
asiociated: with higher average wages. some 840 years liter. Finally, .thenet effect of teenage labor market
experience on subsequent wages is positive for both races, though more so for blacks. The black teen labor market
experience actually serves to nitro. sy the subsequent black/ white wage differential., Cohort: B.

98 BECKER, BRIAN E. and HILLS, STEPHEN M. "Teenage Locus of Control and Adult Employment."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1979.

This study examines the relationship between -lotus of control and subsequent unemployment experience for a
national probability sample of teenagers. Using multiple regression analysis to control for a variety of individual
differences, the influence of "inamal-eitternal" attitudes held as a teenager on subsequent unemployment experience
in-the adult labor market-is dearthined. The results support the notion that "external" teenagers can be expected to
experience longer periods of unemployment in the future relative to "internals". In addition, thoUrn not entirely
coiscbaive,- there is evidence that- is an important determinant of black-white unemployment differentials.

'-- Cohort B.
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99- BECKER, BRIAN -E. and HILLS,:STEPHEN M. "Teenage Unemployment Some Evidence of the LonkRun
Effecti On Wages." Journal of Human Retources 15 (Sunnier- 1980);354 -72.

'Whilethe issue of teenage uneinPlOymeal hat received a great deal of attention-by policy - makers and the-popular
press, there is little systematic research on the long-rim effects of this experience. This study :tempts to address this

:question -by adanining- the bane /ice of teenage unemployment on subsequent wage rates. The study_ finds that for
the average ouvof-iehocil youth; teenage unemployment has bide effect on the wages earned as a young adulteight
rats later In general, the eitPorience is a positive one for white and black youth, though more so for-the former.
While -extended men: unemployment diminishes. these benefits for both' aces, only black youth -suffer a drop in

-rAibsequent wages. There-is indirect evidence training programs offset of the effect of long-
tam teenage unemployment. Cohn '`B.

100 BECK ER, BRIAN E. and HILLS, STEPHEN M. "Youth Attitudes and Adult Labor Market Activity."
infrartria/Reladonr 20 Water -1481):00:a

In this article, the authors focus: on a Widely rased attitudinal construct-- locus- of controlto examine mle of
personal motivation aid initiative in the labor market experiences of young men. Tbe objectives are to estimate the
*Rutile! of ocus -01 (*NO' on tabseilaeat- employment and acaela140Ymeat- experience and, where such a,
relationship is eitablialied; M extend thermults to the issue tithe extent to which racial differendes in teenage work
attitudes are predictivO of subsequent racial differences in:Unemployment. Specifically, die authors .examine Me
nature of relationships between internal-external control measured in the first yearsof labor market experience (17-
20. years old) laud subieqUent labor market experience during tie initial years in the adult lab& market seven years
Isar. Cohort H.

101 BECKER, BRIANE. and KRZYSTOFIAIC, FRANK J. "The Influence of Labor Market Discrimination-on
_Locus of Centro': Journal of Vocational Behavior 2111982):60-70:

Prior research has established the existence of =dal differences in locus of control as well as a relationship between
labor market experience and locus of control: This study extends this line of inquiry by_ examining the relationship
,between labor market discriinination aid' subsequent change in loCus of control. Drawing on a national probability_
sample = -2857) of yoUg _men,_ multiple regression analysis was used-to estimate' the effect of labor market
discrimination (over a 2 -year period). on subsequent roan of control. The results indicate that-perceptions, of
-employment discrimination influence -the level Of-externality among blacks, over and, above racial identification.
'Blacks who vie* theinselves as victims of employment discrimination experience twice the-increase in externality as
blacks reporting no awareness of discrimination. 'Cohort: B.

102 BECKER, BRIAN E. and ICRZYSTOFIAIC, FRANK J. "Perceived Discrimination, Work Attitudes, and Labor
Market Experience." -Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.

The study examines the process-by which labor market discrimination influences- work attitudes and in tan labor
market outcomes. '-Using the NLS Of Young Men, a two equation Model is developed to estimate both the direct
effect and perceived discriminatien on labor market experience as well as ,fhe indirect effect on such experience via
the perceptions on work attitudes (locus of control). the results suggest no dire& effects of
perceived discriniinition on. wages, employment levels, or employment stability. Young Ideas who perceived
thefitselvesisyictima of racial discrimination, howeVer, developed significantly more deleterious work attitudes and
U a result earned slightly (3%) lowerwages. Cohort B.

3
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103 -BELL,TATRICIA,A. andNVILLIAMS, SARA ROBINSON. "Black Women's Participation- in the Lake
Force." "fee Inquiry in Creative Sociology 9,2 (Novernber1981):169-i61. ;

.h0Restaitif101989.

The, occtipatiOnal aipimtions and work eommitinent- Of black women are ,examined, on the-asSumption that other
factors than economic need may be relevant to their labor force activity. Data from a 1972_ sample of 1,500 black
females taken from the-NIS-are used 46 examine this effect., Of the variables considered, those with significant
effects, on occupational aspiration are educational aspiration, marital-career conflict, and mother's occupation. The
factors, of eMplOymemstatut, attitude toward wives' -working, marital status, and mother's education do not have
significant effects. Factors- affecting -Work commitment include mother's occupation, marital-career conflict,
employment status, and marital status. Evidence suggests-that marriage and family concerns take precedence over
work conc011a for these women. Cohort -G. _

104 BENATA,- HARRY-C. "Union-Nonunion Wage Differentials Revisited." Journal Of Labor Research 8,4 (Fait
1987): 369-383.

An atteinpt ~is -made- to :deve.hip: union-nonunion wage differential estimates that separate -the issue -of a union
.prbductivity differential from the .issue of union exercise of monopoly power.. A -multiple-indicator model is
proposed in which education, exPerience, job tenure, and wages are determined by_wOrkers'-productivity and ability.
Eitimatesnf union-nonunion wage differentials obtained Using_this,itiodel are compared With estimates obtained
using standard methods. The data are from the Young Men cohort of the NLS. The results suggest that the simpler
standard techniques underestimate the monopoly, power of unions,-while the more elabOratecociventiOnal techniques
tend to overcorrect for labor quality differences and overestimate the diffeteritialt. [AM/INFORM] Cohort. B.

105 BEN NI,' CAROL A. "Differences in the Labor Force Statistics between the Current Population Survey and
the National Longitudinal Surveys." Unpublished Manuscript prePared for the U.S. Census Bureau, Demographic
Surveys Division, N.D.

The-anthor seeks common ground between the CPS and the NLS in order- to examine differences in the statistics
derived from them. Age and sex of the respOndentAimitig of the interviewing technique, and statistical adjustment
-are some of variables considered in comparing the two surveys. It is determined that the differences contained in
theatirVeys are due in pan to the adjustment:Sof-the CPS-data as well as to the fact that the NLS does not re-weight
its sample after the first year of the 'survey. -However, the author does concede that the two surveys are not only
different methodologically, but directionally as well, and therefore not expected to Show identical results. Cohort:
BGMW.-

106 BENNER, CAROL A. ?'Longitudinal SUrveys as a Source of Migration MA." Unpublished Manuscript'
prepared for the U.S. Census Bureau, Demographic Surveys Division, 1970.

The NLS as a whole, and particularly the Young Women's cohort, is found to provide thorough and current
migration data. 'One pcissible fault is that intra-SMSA moves are not considered migration, and that the details of
these moves are not asked for in the interviews: Analysis of thirteen individual migrators are included, as are copies
of all interview questions relating to migration. Cohort: G.

107 BENNER, CAROL A. "Preparing Interviewers' Training Materials: An Evaluation of New Materials Used on
the 1971 Survey of Work Experience of Young Women." U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censcis,
ND.

as
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The 11114 evidinnefithe styleorit:tedal:inicendneati in. found the new materials were "much better" as

h showthe materials to be successful due to theinterviewe"rs'

compared
: obtained on evaluation

!.
better" the old materials The basic principles of brevity, direct

language
those who rated

thenist:da

little
ed techniques,'ewes, should be applied to all materials read by

7121311212-As a r4t,' inteive were' may be able to better understand survey content and procedures. Cohort: G.

108- ,BERES;MARY E. Ind PORTO/00D, JAMES!). "Explaining Cultural Differences in the Perceived Role of
WoAiUütraflational Cross Cultural Study." Im.Organkational Functioning In a Cross Cultural Perspective,
O.WEnglafletaL,Cd, Ketiti-Oh: Kent SL-University,Press; 1979.

This study: propose:vs-Am:4d expiaininteulture's influence oil organizations. Central to the model is an
'understanding of culture as a frame of reference consisting of beliefs, values, and behaviors which members of a

. givr have found beneficial to their Survival and have transmitted to successive generations: Using this definition,
the suidy, ekantities theidatiodship between culture and work attitudes, while controlling forsockeconomic- class,
socio-ecological :'environmenr socialization environment, and 'personal circumstances. Findings indicate that
win* with north or ,west Etuo Pean-incestry are more likely value Work for itself than workers with central or
ttait,-EitrOpead-ancestry, 'Worker's with African ancestry are more Value-mitt-for-Me wages it produces.
These differences an significant even after controlling for the factors above. Results from this study suggest
thaterganiiatituti.may consist of multicultural workers with diverse work attitudes even after people have been in-a
Single country ccgeographic area for several generations.. Cohort: M*.

109 BERGER, MARC- C., "Predicted 'Future Earnings and Choice of College Major." Industrial and-Labor
-Relalions Review (April 1988): 418-429.

Various models'haVebeeit suggested to deter** how individuals Predict future-earnings when choosing a college'
,Major These competing models are_ tested by estimating conditional logit models that incorporate alternative-
predicted future earnings measures-Information-from the isfational.Lofigitudinal-Survey of Young Men is utilized.,
Predicted beginning earnings_ and _predicted future earnings streams are used to compare the results to determine
whether individuals are myopic or forward-looking when making their college major decisions The findings show
that, holding family background characteristics ,constant, individuals are likely to choose-majors offering greater
Streami,olfutitte earningi rather than, as some have argiapc1,-inajors with higher, begitming earnings at, the tine of
Choice. In addition, earitingssproLes corrected for self-selection bias have flattened for more recent graduates in
business, liberal arts, and education..[ABI/INFORM] Cohort: B.

110 BERGER, MARK C. "Cohort Size and the Earnings Growth of Young Males." Industrial and Labor
Relations Review 37,4 (July 1984): 582491.

This paper examines the impact of cohort size on human capital investment -decisions and ago-earnings profiles. In
--general;larger cohorts appear to have slower earnings growth, and flatter earnings profiles. Thus, the negative effect0
of cohort- sizeeti earnings levela found by other researchers not only persist e as workers 'age but also increases.
Increases/in, cohort s size depress the earnings-growth of college graduates more severely than -lesser educated i.

workers : These larger depressant effects combined with more rapid increases in cohort size for college graduates,
.caused their earnings to grow more slowly than high school graduates during the seventies. Cohort: B:

..

Ill- ,BERGER, MARK C. "TkeiEffecti Of Labor Force Composition on Earnings and Earnings Growth." Ph.D.
Diasertation, The Ohio State Univenity, 1981.
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Two in the strUcture of wale earnings in the U.S. murrain the early seventies: (1)the earnings of
college giairates *lined relative to high school graduates; and,(2) the earnings of young workers declined relative
to older, more experienced workers At the sometime, the labor market entry of the peak baby-boom birth cohorts
significantIY, altered the demographic composition of the laboeforce, This -.dissertation examines whether the
Changes in the demographic of the labor force can explain the observed shifts in earnings among male
Workers.. In addition,, the impact of cohort size on ageearaingX.profiles is evaluated. Modeliof, the production
process, earnings, and earnings growth are constructed and estimated with data from the March Current Population
Surveys andfthebiLS. The production specified employs a finer breakdown of the labor force than, is used
by other researchers, thus enabling the examination of both Of the recently observed major earnings changes within a
single, consistent framework in particular, the model yields esum of -elasticities- of domplementarity between

schooling, experience and sex groups, which are needed to fully evaluate the earnings effects of changes in factor
.propertions. Shifts in labor force: composition apparently-explain a substantial amount of the recent earnings
changes among WorkerS. Long run predictions based on the estimated Model indicate considerable persistence.
of lower earnings of college graduates relative to other groups and a lifetime depression in earnings for the members,
otthe-largebaby-botim cabaret. The analyses of earnings and earnings growth models illustrate that earnings may
grow at slower rates inlargecohorts.,ErisPiricallests suggest that this is the case for Males with at least twelve years
of schooling and for female college For these groups of workers, the- earnings depression due to cohort
size increasertWith age, implying that earnings profiles are Steeper in small cohort's. The cohort size effects are,
moreover, stronger-for workers with more schooling,,suggesting-acontinued deterioration over time in the earning,

-poweiof recentcoliege graduates relative to other Workers: Cohort: Y.

112 BERGER, _MARK C. and 'FtEISHER; BELTOWM. "Husband's Health and the Wife's Labor Supply."
Journal of Health&Onomics (April-1984).

This paper exalt* les the labor supply respritse of the _Wife to deterioration in the husband's health. Unlike past cross-
sectional studies, responses over times*, directly examined through the use of longitudinal data The empirical
results suggest that the magnitude and direction of the response depend crucially on the attractiveness of transfers
Which the family may qualify for a when the husband's health-deteriorates. When no transfers are available the wife
increases her market work in order to replace the lost earnings of the husband. However, as transfers become more
attractive, the wife begins to reduce her labor supply, enabling her to spend more time ataa home caring for her ai

husband. Cohort: W.

113 ',BERLIN, GORDON and SUM, ANDREW. "Toward a More Perfect Union: Basic Skills, Poor Families, and
Our Economic Future." Occasional Paper -Ntimber Three, Ford Foundation Project on Social Welfare and the
American Future, 1988.

This report analyzes the links between poor skills in reading, writing, and mathematics and social and economic
a 0,!

problems that not only sabotage individual lives but also undermine the United State's ability to hold its own in
world economic competition. Utilizing data from *variety of sources including the NLSY, this report shows that
young people who are deficient in basic *MI= a high risk of dropping out of school, becoming parents while still
in their teens; having trouble finding and keeping a job, and eventually becoming dependent on welfare or running
afoul of-the law. The authors call-for fundamental changes in the nation's educational and job-training systems,
specifically: (1) doubling the size of Head Start over five years, (2) a linking summer education programs to summer

jobs to avoid the loss of learning that typically occurs during the summer months, (3) matching federal job-training
dollarSWith state and local ,finds(4) bUilding a strong vocational training, retraining,_and apprenticeship system
which emphasizes abroad array of occupations and gives employers a central role in designing the programs; and
(5) establishing- school to Work: transition; services as an integral part of the 'high school curriculum for those
students not pursuing postsecondary education. [Ford Foundation] Cohort: Y.
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-114 BERMAN, MADELINE CAROL. "Educational and Affective Results of Divorceon Adolescent School-Age
:Children." Ph.D. Dissertation, Rutgers'Uniyersity, The State University,of New Jersey, 1983..

This study is designed to determine the effects of diinircti on inother-custody adolescents in the areas of academic
achievement, social performance, attitudes, and a future decision to marry. Models were constructed in accordance
with ,Bronfenbrethrer's-social dyad and the Becker-Leibowitz economic theories'of human development. Major,
concerns are (1) whether divorce negatively affects these children's performance; and (2) whether the
*adages under examination provide an adequate fit for the Bronfeabrenner and/or-BeCkerLeibowitz models. The
NLS provides the Oath base for this study. A subtotal:4e of 424 *Aides and 476 males (equalaumbers of divorced
and,noncliVoreed groups) spa 14=18 was selected. For the Bronfenbrenner model, divorce, "mother's Wade and
"mother's encouragement" were selected as Independent vanables while "family income," "mother'seducation,"
child's "IQ" or "divorce" were examined to test the Becker model. Multiple.regression analysis based on path
diagrams is oaed.to evaluate the models and to interpret direct andittdirect relationships among variables.-For both
models, -children'ir.peridimance is negatively affected by divorce with greatest -impact on the variables "social

*.clevistate,"'and "future marriage"-rforgirls): For the Bronfealrenner model; "years of school cempleteci" is strongly
affected by divorce. Although Becker's economic approach -yields .a greater understanding of the relationships
among the variablee thantoet the,Bronfenbronper psycho!sooial Model; the analysis of the data precludes support of
either model as a strong predictor of the outcomes of divorce on the child._ To effectively assist in .thedeveloPment
of children of divorce, educators Must understand the efforts of the component parts of the models in this study.

,Cohort: G.

115 BHOLA, JACQUELINE TAyLciR. "Occupational Mobility and Earnings of Male Workers: Metro and
Nonmetro Comparisons." Presented: The Meetinpef the Rural Sociological Society, 1982.

During the 1970& the rele_of employment growth in nonmetropolitan.areas was higher than in .metropolitan ,streas.
'Employment growth usually provides opportunitiea-foreccupational mobility, which can lead to higher earnings
Usiag,the-NLS of Older and Young Men, the occupational structure of nonthetropolitan and metropolitan areas in
1971-8019761s cothpared: OcCupational- mobility, pattern& of these -two Cohorts from both areas are analyzed,
examining the relation ship between occupational mobility and earnings'. Transition matrices and regression analysis
are tisedlo show that nonmetropelitan residenti_change.occupations more Often than metropolitan residents. While
occupational changers generally have lower earnings than sionchithgers, other factors are important in the
determination of earnings: The* factors (race, age, educatioir, and occupation) may alter general conclusions about
the impact of occupational Mobility (swage dertiminatiOn. Cohort: B M.

116 BIDDLE, GARY C. '"Intraoccupational Wage Differentials by Class of Workers: A Comparison of Wages in
the Public and Private Sectors."' Preiented: Midwest Economics Association Meeting, 1974.

The data for this study are based on the surveys of Older Men (45-59) undertaken in 1966 and 1971 respectively.
The author examines *age differentials between government and nongOvernment withinseven occupational groups.
The results indicate that government wages are significantlYvtater than those In the sector (1965-1970).
The observed shift in public wage may be attributed to: political pay hikes, inflation, union'pressures, lobbying
efforts, and demand increases to attract adequate employees. Cohort: M.

117- BIDDLE, GARY C. and SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Pay Differentials by Class of Worker: A Comparison of
&tidy Earnings in the Public and Private Sectors." Columbus, OH: Department of Economics, The Ohio State
University, 1971
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Using data from the NLS of Older Men, this paper examines wage differentials by class of worker, occupational
group, and race for 1966 and 1971. These differentials vary both across groups and over time. Making use of data
on unionization-from the 1971 survey, die-study compares union-wage-effects in the public sector to those in the
private sector. In general,* appears that the union wage effect in the public sector is comparable to or somewhat
smaller than that in the private sector. Implications are drain for public policy regarding =ionization and strikes in
the public soda. Cohort: -M.

118 BIELBY, WILLIAM T.; HAWLEY, CLIFFORD B.; ._BILLS, DAVID. "Research Uses' of the National
Longitudinal Surveys." R & D Monograph 62, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

This report on the research uses of tha National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience has several
purposes. FM, it proVides a comprehensive Survey of the research that has utilized the panel data on the four NLS
Cohorts. Second; it compares the research done with the content of the surveys in order. to identify- neglected
research opportunities. Third, it suggests direction for future research based. the NLS. Fourth, the information in
this report may_ aid in the research design for 'surveys of two new youth cohorts and continuing surveys of the four
existing cohorts. Cohort B G M W.

119' BI S, MARK J. "Real Wages over the Business Cycle: Evidence from Pi* Data." Journal of Political
Economy 93,4 (August 1985): 666-689.

The cydlical behavior of real wages has been the subject Of numerous studies, most of which used aggregated time-
.series,data. in contrast, the present analysis employs disaggregated, panel data from a pooled sample of the Young
Men. Using these data, a pooled time-series, cross- sectional model is estimated in Which changes in real wages are
related to changes in the national unemployment rate. Analysis reveals real wages to beverr procyclicaL A
percentage point decline in the unemployment rate is associated with arise in real -wages of,1.5%-2%. Averaging
over a cyclically changing labor force is found to couritercyclicelly bias the real wage, although the effect is not
large. Disaggregadon also shows that real wages behave very differently across individuals. Cohort B.

120 BILSBORROW, RICHARD E. and AKIN, JOHN S. "Data Availability versus Data Needs for Analyzing the
Determinants and Consequences of Internal Migration: An Evaluation of U.S. Survey Data." Review of Public Data
Use 10,4 (December 1982): 261-284.

This study develops criteria for appraising the appropriateness and adequacy of sample survey data used to analyze
the determinants and consequences of internal migration, and applies them to four United States national survey,data
sets. The nine criteria *di:44 -concern the needs to be able to identify migrants adequately over space and time;
for an adequate sample of migrants; for data on.households as well as individuals; for a longitudinal (or rather
specialized cross - sectional) approach; for detailed economic and noneconomic information on the period before and
after the move; for incorporating. coin:flunky/area-level data; for experimenting with selected information on
attitudes and tastes; for data modeling the decision process within multiperson decision units; and consideration of
moving costs. These criteria-are used to appraise the utility for migration. analysis of the United States Current
Population Survey, the Survey of Income and Education, the NLS, and the Panel Survey on Income Dynamics. Each
of these data sets is described, and several proposals as offered on hew each might be improved for purposes of
migration analysis. Cohort: B G M W.

121 BIRNBAUM, HOWARD. "Career Origins, On-the-Job Training, and Earningi." Southern Economic Journal
:42 (1976):587-99.
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Career origins are analyzed as a measure of the effect of job experience and job experiences are categorized. These
categories suggest the potential limb the job experience may place on individual training and labor market
experiences. Initial on-the-job training and career origins are crucial for they initiate a dynamic process that
continually affects the leVel of earnings. Failure to account for on-the-job training, for which Canter is a
proxy, will turd to overstate thereturns to education. Cohort:

122 BLACK, MATTHEW: "Pecuniary Implications of On-the-Job, Search and Quit Activity." Review of
Economics and Statistics 62 (May 1980): 222429.

The empirical findings discussed in this pam. provide considerable support for the usefulness ofa search framework
in predicting the pecuniary iMplicatioris of voluntary labor mobility._ First, acquiring information and/or job offers
:under- conditions of imperfect information seems to be a crucial link underlying the productivity of inter-fum
mobility. Second,- the dependency of the return to searching and quitting on relative wage opportunity, suggests that
the 'distribution of wage offers specific to a worker's- skill and- current wage rate is a central determinant of the
_success of labor mobility. -Third,. the contrast between the negative quit impact reported in-this paper during a
depressed economic period and the positive return found during ciestively tight period in other analyses offers
some indirect evidence that prevailing national economic conditions may influence the likelihood of finding a better
paying job for a given level oflearch effort. Cohort: M.

123 BLACKBURN, MCKINLEY and NEUMARK, "Efficiency Wages, Inter-Industry Wage
Differentials, and the Returns to Ability. AlsO: "UnobserVed Ability, Efficiency Wages, & Inter-Industry Wage
Differentials." Washington, U.C.: Finance and Economics Di rission ;Series, Federal Reserie Board,1988.

The empirical regularity that has most frequently been offered as evidence cOnsistent with efficiency wage models is
the- existence of persistent inter-industry wage differentials inv wage regressions estimated for individuals. A
principal competing explanation of theie differentialt is that they are generated by differences across workers in
unobserved ability. While fixed - effects wage equations have been estimated to account for this, the estimates may.
Suffer from measurement error and endogeneity of the decision to change indristries. This paper takes an alternative,
direct approach, by incorporating ability directly in a MIMIC model of earnings, with test scores serving as
indicators of 'unobserved ability, and family background measures serving as causes. The models are estimated
using data from the NLS Young Men's cohort. The results indicate that neither inter-industry nor inter-occupation
wage differentiall are attributable to differences in unobserved ability. Cohort: -13-.

124 BLAIR, JOHN D. and PHILLIPS, ROBERT L. "Job Satisfaction, Among Youth in Military and Civilian Work
Settings." ArmedForces and Society 9 (Summer 1983): 555-568.

This article examines whether the hypothesized changes in the U.S. military from an institution to awoccupation
have resulted in a normal organizational setting for young Military "workers." Of particular concern are those
organizational experiences that reflect social dimensions beyond the monetaryaspect of or.,k. The findings reported
in this articleindicated that in many ways American youth do not regard the iniiitalY rs a normal organizatieoal
work setting. That is, there are significant differences in average evaluations of non-monetary as well as monetary
aspects of the job, although there is also considerable Overlap in the assessments of young people. Although this
overlap indicates that the military is ,a generally, convergent work setting, nevertheless it is ,not a particularly
attractive one. Postenlistment reality for many military 'workers" turns out to be much worse than they had
expected; and thus serious organizational dysfunctions such as high attrition rates might be predicted. In addition,
greater dies faction a;nong service personnel relative-,to their civilian counterparts in the labor market can! be
expected, to reduce the propensity for military service in the upcoming cohort (given an assumption of at least a
degree of inter-cohort communication). The -less satisfactory quality of work life that is reported by youth in the
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military may be a major reason for high attrition rates, for lower than expected propensities for military service;' and
for differences in recruiting success for certain jobs' within a service. Cohort: Y.

125 BLAKE; PAMELA JEAN. "Measurement of Participation in Vocational Education: A Confirmatory Factor
Analysis Model." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State University, 1986.

Th e purpose, of this study was to develop; evaluate,., and determine the generalizability of two measures of
participation in vocational education. The measures apply the confirmatory factor analysis method and used data
from the.NLSY. Two questiont answered, in this.study were (1) Can an acceptable measure of participation in
vocational education be created from Carnegie Units earned_ in vocational courses transcribed front student's
records? and (2) Is the measure of participation in vocational education equally appropriate for sex and race groups?
Two models of participation in vocational education were constructed in this study: the fall model and the restricted
model. Both Models use sums of Carnegie Units earned in high school Vocational education courses as observed
measures-of narticipatiOu. The Full -Model refers' to *nes that could be considered,-in a Verrloose sense, as
vocational education, and consists of nine subject matter components. The Restricted Model summarizes
participation: bribe nine vocational areas into a single index- of participation. Results of the analysis showed that
specific measures of participation in components ofirocOonal education are more reliable than a general measure of
participation. Both measures of- participation were generalizable. over sex and race grOups. How( jet, the Full
Model again provided a much better fit to the data and was more reliable. Cohort: Y.

126 BLAU, DAVID M. "Family Earning and Wage Inequality Early in the Life Cycle." Review of Economics and
Statistics 66 (May 1984): 200-267.

This article proposes an explanation for the fact that while _wages of marrietwomen contribute to equalizing the
distribution of family wages, the equalizing effect declines during the early stages of the married life cycle. The
eiPlination- is based on the- interaction between on-the-job accumulation of human capitll and labor supply
behavior. Empirital results from the NLS panel data suggest that the explanation is plausible and also show that in
contrast to the *silks of previous cross-section studies there is no decline over time in the equalizing effect of wives'
earnings on the distribution of family earnings:* Cohort: G.

127 BLAU, DAVID M. and ROBINS, PHILIP K. "The Dynamics of Child Care Demand." Presented: New York,
Econometric Society Meetings, 1988.

This paper examines changes in childcare arrangements for a sample of children over the first three years of life.
Specifically examined was the dynamics of child care demand, -Le., the extent to which changes in child-.care
arrangements were associated with changes in mothers' employment, marital status, and fertility. It was found that:
(1) women of a higher socioeconomic status and older women were more likely to experience turnover in child care
arrangements; (2) household structure impacted turnover with the presence of other children, particularly pre-school
Children,' reducing child-care turnover, (3) child care turnover was not highly Correlated with marital disruption or
child bearing and was ,found tro be lower in more densely populated urban areas. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the authors' plans for future child care analyses. Cohort Y.

128 BLAU,, FRANCINE D. "The Impact of the Unemployment Rate on Labor Force Entries and Exits." In:
Women's Changing Roles at Home and On the Job, I. Sawhill, ed., National Commission on Manpower Policy,
1978.
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The tabor uses NLS-data of women 34-48 to reexamine the impact of the unemployment rate on the labor force
participation of married. women. The results show that the encouraged worker effect is dominant among white
women, While the additional .wodoer effect predominates amOng blacks. For both races, the unemployment race has a
stronger impact on labotforce entries than on labor fore exits. These findings suggest that the Cyclical sensitivity
of the labor force perticiOation of.manieci women is a result ofeconomic conditions affecting the timing of labor
force entry: In the future, the trend toward in creming labor force participation of Women will eventually mean that
`fewer individuals will be outside the labor force, which would cause the participation rates of marriedwomen to
become leas cyclically sensitive (i.e., the impact demon on mendlparticipation rates will be reduced). Cohort
W.

129 BLAU, FRANCINE D. "Youth Participation Rates and the Availability of Jobs." Supplementary Papers,
Conference on Youth Unanployment: Its Meamaement and Mewling, N.B. Davidson, ed., U.S. Department of
labor,1978.

This manses data from the NLS of -Young-Men aid Women to atomise-the relationship between local area
unemployment rates and the labor supply behavior of youth aged eighteen to twenty-four in 1970. The net effect of
the ineapiopieot rate on the probability of -labor force porticipstion in -1970- is -found to-be negative. Net
disconriaenent appoint to be greater among-ring women than among young men, and to be larger among blacks
dun among "whiter. -Since local labor Market unemployment niks lead to be correlated-over time, the coefficienton
the imeisploymei rate variable in the porlicipation regressions was held to approximate a king-ken supply response
to persistent inter-city differences. The net impact the unemployment rate on labor supply adjustments over a one-
year period is also examined. _.No significant effectof unemployment rase on the probability of labor force entry or
exit between 1970 and 1971 is obtained. These findingt suggest that net effect of the inn and downs of the business
cycle-on the labor force- pinticipatioa of -youth would not be very great. However, prolonged- periods of high
ineciployment could prodircean discoinagement for this age group. At the level-of the local labor market, our
_results suggen.the efficacy and-iinportnice of policies designed so stimulate aggregate de nand in depressed labor
markets. Cohort B G.

130 BLAU, FRANCINE D. "Youth and Jobs: Participation and Unemployment Rates." Youth and Society 11
(September 1979): 32-52.

This research analyzes the relationship between local area unemployment rates and the youth labor supply. Thenet
effect of the miemploymeat rase on the probability of labor force participation was found to.be negative. Net
discouragement was greater among women than men, and larger among blacks than among whites. The "Study also
aterTles the net impact of the unemployment rate on labor supply adjustments over a one -year peidd in which no
signifiatit effect was found. Cohan: B G.

131 BLAU, FRANCINE D. and KAHN, LAWRENCE M. "Causes and_ Consequences of Layoffs." Economic
Inquiry 19 (April 1980:270-96.

Using-probit madytis,. this article finds that differential- treatment accounts for a substantial portion of the higher,
layoff isles of blacks in comparison to whites. However, womenare found to be considerably less prone to layoffs
than men with similar chasctaistics. Among those who obtained subsequent employment (taking intoaccount the. . .
possible selectivity bias, such a subsampk), white males no hurt merely layoffs than black males in terms of
both short -term and big-term earnings growth; women's earnings are not necessarily affected by layoff at all.
However, whites and !sales found to be more Rely to be itemnloyed than blacks and females, Sispectiiely.
Cohort 1 G.
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s.2A maid of Sex-role transmission from mothers so &netted is constructed, using data from three survey yearsof the
NLS onfimie-Women sod Young Women (number of cases not provided). A series of hypotheses are developed,
Specifying race differences on how mothers' sex-role attitudes and work behavior during daughters' adolescence
influence daugluese adult work and sex-role attitudes. The major difference between blacks and whites does not lie
in theleletioaship between attitudes and behavior within cohort; but rather in the manner in which these are
-:tuamitted across *Mentions. [Sociological Abstracts, Inca Cohort OW.

137 BLEW, SARAH STOLTZ: 'Social Class sod Educational and Occupational Aspirations and Expectations: A
Study al Feraaks." M.A. Thais, Universny of 108,-1975.

While this snarly givesnomewhat more supped to-the commonvalues theory than- uo the class diffe ential varies
theory, it does not provide stung iiippost foreither theay. Forthamore, it does not prat, as Han (19( aggested,
duet both theories are wait* depearrig upon the type of success values which is investigated. Tie *logs for
the occupstion linable* must beviewed With reservations., Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this study can be
comi(leCdL-a poen* mutation toward filling the void of information about females with respect . to the
-relationship between socioeconomic* sums and meccas pals. -COliort-G.

138 BLOOM, DAVID E. and MUSSELL, JAMES. "What are the Determinants of Delayed Childbearing and
Permanent Childlessness in the United States? Presented: Pittsburgh, Population Association of America Meeting,
1983.

This,pkier- *seat estimmei of delayed child aid permanent- childieSsiiess in the United Stites and the
deleting': lots of those phenomena. The eitimmss are derived by fitting the Coale-McNeil marriage model !!)survey

:dna at age at firit birth and by letting the piritneteg Of the model depend oncarairites. Substantively; theresult::
provide evidence that the low.** birth futility is experienced in the 1970s were due so both delayed childlieWhig
aid so *raping levels of permanent dultiesioess. The Ii*Its also indkilie that -(4 delayed childbearing is less
Pre..nlein. am Ong black women:, than Woo*, noOlackWomen; education- and -bi*. ,teree pirOcirzion are
import deterininwits of delayed -cluldbeiiiiiig;- (3) the rinflnente of education ane Jth ot! force para. _ration on
delayed childbearing seems to be incamaing IC** cohcats; (4) education is positively associated with heterogeneity
among women -in their age at first birth; (5) tic. &puska of age at first birth is increasing across cohorts; (6) race
has an *significant effect on childlessness; and (7) education is nositively associated with childlessness, With the
effect on eduation increasing mid reading stricingly high Ion's ia the most recent cobrats. Cohort G.

139 BOLIN, PHIL WARREN. "Militag Service and -Military Vocational Training Effects on Post-Service
Earnings." M.A. Thesis, Naval Pougradnite School, 1980.

The influence of military service and Military vocationatnaining on pest-service earriiogs- was analyzed, using the
NLS of Young Men (age 14-24 in ,1966). When indivithials were classified by their propensity to use training,
neither military service nor military vocational training was a significant determinant of post-service earnings. A
di:aggregation of the sample by 1Q. revelled that Military service may be a proxy for ability level rather than a
positive determinant of post-service earaingit. Veterans who did not qualify for vocational training appear to suffer a
post-service wage loss due so foregone civilian job tenure, which is relatively important to individuals who do not
take Vocational training. Cohort B.

140 BORJAS, GEORGE J. "Job Mobility and Earnings over the Life Cycle." Industrial and Labor Relations
Review 34 (Apri11981):365-376.
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Previous studies have 'shown the in the short run quili generally lead to wage increases on the next job and layoffs
to no increase orb a wage cut. The anther of this study argues, however, that the prospect of a job change for any
mason creates a disincentive for a worka tO invest in training that is specific to the current job, and therefore those
who change jobs frequently may aim leis oat/ their life cycle than that who, cilia things equal, seldom change
jobs. An analysis of data frail the NLS of Older Men supports that expectation, showing that for white males job
ape-rations usually lead to wage gains in the short run but nonmobile workers tend to achieve significantly higher
-wages over the long rim. Cohort M.

141 BORJAS, GEORGE J. "Job Satisfaction, Wages, aid Unions." Journal of Human ResourCes 14 (Winter
1979)21-40.

This paper provides a syatematic empirical analysis of t'° effect of union membership on job satisfaction aid wages,
and shows how the interaction between these effects leads to empirically observable relations betWeeo unionization
and inclvidnal quit probabilities. Union members; on average; report loiver levels of ob addiction. Interestingly,
unionization causes grater dissatisfaction at higher tenure levels. These findings are attributed to both the
politicization of-the unionizarlabor force Ind the fact that union members face flatter earnings profiles. The
importance of the Mei-effect is refkaed by the empirical fact that unions have a strong fieptive effect on quit
probabilities allow levels of tenure, but the effect diminisbal (absolutely) as tenure increases. Cohort: M.

142 BORJAS, GEORGE J. "Race, Labor Turnover, and Male Earnings? Mimeo, Santa Barbara: COmmimity &
OrganinaiMiResea- rch Institute, University of California, 1979.

The relationship between racial differences in fakir turnover and the racial wage differential is analyzed. Since job
mobility has important effects on the earnings distribution, any racial differences in life cycle work histories can be
acriected to have-strong effects on the racial.Wage gap. Using the Na donal Longitucfmal =Surveys of Young and
Older Men, it is found that racial diffaences in quit and layoff probabilities and in the pecuniary gains to mobility,
areitspoisible fora significant portion of the racial wage clifbrentiaL Cohort B M.

143 BORJAS, GEORGE J. "Race, Turnover, and Male Earninge Industrial Relations (Winter 1984):73-89.

Data from the /CS of Young Men and Older Men at used to determine whether job histories differ significantly by
race aid whether differences translate into sithstintitil wage differentia& Results show that quit (layoff) rates among
young men are significantly higher(lower) for whites than for blades. No racial turnover differential appears among
mature men. Monetary gains to a turnover event (quit, layoff, or staying on the job) are higher for white youag inen
than for black young men. Among mature men,- whkei have larger_ wage growth rates if they stay on the job, bit no
significant racial differential appears for quitters or for laid off workers. These differences between young blacks
and whites lead to substantial china' in the blade/white wage differential. Cohort: B M.

144 BORJAS, GEORGE J. "The Relationship between Wages and Weekly Hours of Work: The Role of Division
Bias." Journal of Hunan Resources 15 (Summer 1980):409-23.

New empirical evidence on the relationship between *eddy hours of work and the wage rate is presented in this
study. Several methods to avoid the division bias are discussed. Depending on the specification of the labor-supply
function, the unbiased estimates were zero or positive. Cohort: M.
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145 BORJAS, GEORGE J.; BRONARS, STEPHEN G.; 1REJO, STEPHEN J. "Self-Selection and Internal
hfigration." (In-prcignms Research).

.
Existing: research in die inernal migration literature- focuses on the question of. what socioeconomic faders
determine the size of die migrant flow These studies typically use the buman capital framework and try to ascertain
the empirical 'importance of migration costs and benefits in determining the individual's perhability of experiencing
gedgmphic mobility. This in-progress research shifti the foals of attention from the study of migration propensities
to the study of the composition of die migrant flov4 In particular, our main concern is the impact of the endogenous
migration decision on the average sins which characterize the self-selected sample of migrants. Three questions
will guide this resmith*hich uses data from tae NI.SY: (1) what factors determine the "quality" (m terms of labor
market *ills) of migrant to any. given locator? -(2) do persons who experience geographic mobility "adapt" or
"assimilate" their new surronodings quickly? aid (3) who are the return migrants? Cohort Y.

146; BORJAS, GEORGE J. and ROSEN, SHERWIN. "Income Prospects and Job Mobility of Younger Men."
Researihin labor Econotaks 3 (1980) :159 -181.

This, study -approaches labor -turnover -as sorting_ phenomenon thai arises localise imperfect information and
mniality,cons crease mismatches iii the existing *cation (*workers to fiims. labor turnover is the device through
which workers nerve to their highest'. uses. In this framewmk, a job change occurs when it is discOvered that
.alternative produCtivityarceedientat productivity. Gains from mobility to movers are larger than the gains would
hive been stayers had they moved. Ccitherselyi the gains to _immobility are for stayers than for movers
had -they stayed. The empirical remits are nit precise, since job separations cannot_-be predicted accurately at the
mime level, hut nevertheless suggest that Itimr- turnover-improves the allocative of of the labor force.
Cohort:

147 BORKER, SUSAN and LCUGHLIN, JULIA. "Earnings, Health and Marital Status Qum- A Longitudinal
Study of a Glum of Mature Women." Presented: Eastern Sociological Society Meet*, 1979.

This paper compares three groups of married women, the control group whose marriages remained intact forat least
10 years, a group whose marriages ended in separation or divorce, and a group who were widowed at a particular
point in that time period. The women whose marriages would end in divorceor separation were more likely to be in
the labor force, hod tel higher Imo*, more predictable wages, and had -contrilouted a proportionately larger

. share of the total household income while married. Cohort W.

C.

148 BOWER, SUSAN; LOUGHLIN, JULIA; RUDOLPH, CLAIRE. "The Long-Terrii Effects of Adolescent
lthrldmaring:, A Retrospective Analysis." Journal of Social Service Researth 2 (Sommer 1979): 341-55.

'This study explores the effect of adolescent Children* on the hourly wages ofwomen in die labor force. Women
Who were adolescent mothers earn leas than other married or previously married women due to an inability to
achieve comparable educational. levels. Adolescent mothers more favorable socioeconomic backgrounds fare
better than other adolescent Mothers in terms of education and income;, however, their losses are substantial
compared to women ft* the same background who postponed cluldrearing. Finally, adolescent mothers are more
bike- ly to be or to have been heads of hotiseholds, with the economic disadvantages ofthat status. Cohort W.

149 BORKER, SUSAN; MAKARUSHKA, JULIA LOUGHLIN; MUDRICK, NANCYR.; RUDOLPH, CLAIRE.
"Earnings Patterns and Marital Disruption: The Experience of Mature Women." Presented: San Francisco,
American Sociological AssoCiatice Meeting, 1978.
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Thei Traiablea which predict the -hourly wages of ernplOyed women are explored in order to illtuninate the
relationship between women's marital status and their incomes. We emphasize two findings: first, the predictability
of income- per leo!. is -greater: for formerly married women that currently, married "women. Second, remarried
women behave differently that first married women.. Further, these differences in behavior, i.e, maximization- of
euningS, appear characteristic of fir* married women who will later-be divorced or separated. Differences in
income_ are related to women's job choices, cboicifl which-the need or-desire for income is balanced by the
convenience, appropriateness or interest of available jobs. Three factors are explored which may affect these choices
for women who are or have been married: first, the amount of other hoinehokl income, second, the other dethands
on the Woman's time, energy and status behavior; third, the experience (including the anticipation of the experience)
of being fermedy married.,Coheirt W.

150 BORICER, SUSAN and MAICARUSHICA, JULIA LOUGHLIN. "Marital Status, Early Childbearing and
Income-Achievement of Mature Women." Mimeo, Syracuse University,,1977.

This analysis relined in three major fmdings. First, the characteristics of the women in the labor force are changing.
-Mature women employed it 1972 have more education and higher occupational status than those employed in 1961
Women are investing in -educational programs and career deyelopment at a much later agef'an is "normal." Second,
among _women there-are differences in the extent to which they are obtaining incomes -commensurate with their
educations aid OcOupations: While factors= such as discrimination affect all women, we find it most difficult to
predict the incomes clone gram,- married white women. This suggests that their own behavior is effective: Third,
women Who become mothers before their eighteenth birthday earn less than othez women in their middle years This
is primarily because of the effect-of adolescent-child-bearing on high school completion. For these women; the
economic effects oldie timing go( childbirth are negative and Persistent: -Cohort W.

151 BORKER, SUSAN; -MAICARUSHICA, JULIA LOUGHLIN; MUDRICK, NANCY R. "Socioeconomic
Changes Associated with Social Role Displacements in the Middle Years." Presented: San-Francisco, American
Sociological Asiociation Meeting, 1978:

This research concerned the detikrithiation of incomechoices by women who have experienced a role lkspbcement.
Our findings corroborate other work which indicates that the divorced and separated generally receive more income
from Wages; and that widows use public transfer income when their children are young, but return to work as their
children get 614er. We also found that health is a factor in choice of work or public transfer dependency. In addition
to be limits that health places on the ability _to work, mature women withequally poor health but unequal lab&
force histories and educations may- Utilize the limits iniposed by health differently as they choose between public
transfers and employMent as sources of income. Cohort W.

152 IBORUS, MICHAEL E. "An Inventory of Longitudinal Data Sets of Interest to Economists." Review of Public
Data Use 10 (1982):113-126.

Economists use of longitudinal data sets has grown markedly. Many are unaware, however, of the broad range of
information that is available. This article presents details on many of these data sets. Cohort: BGMW Y.

153 BORUS, MICHAEL E. 'Pathways to the Future, Volume ITh A Final' Report on.the Nati9nal Longitudinal
Sonya of-Youth Labor Market Experience in 1981? Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The
.0hio State University,1981.

.
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This report is based on data from the1979, 1980 and 1981 interviews of the NLSY. Four analytical chapters
tonipdse the volnme. Charicteristios that increase job sati,..rftion among youth are discussed and compared with
,those of slightly older then and ,women. The relationship Oetvieen.orime and employment is examined, using a
model -.that combines, economic and .sociological approaches. The report, also examines the _effects of two

- determinants of educational- ispiradens and delinquent _behavior: high school -= students' participation in their
school's informal social-system-and-their expression of positive feelings toward their schools. The final chapter

'Compares the quality of eduCation in Public versus private sdiools. Cohort: Y.

154 BCIRUS,-.MICHA4. E. Tomorrow'sIVorkers., Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 4983.

The fist chapter-provides -an-ow:vie* of the yir.#11:poplati.66 and its employinent -status. The next chapter
describes those who are 'already working, including thelOds of jobs they have, their attitudes toward those jobs, and
the determinants of their pay. Chapter three:fociseaon Yotiths who are seeking employment,-their Methods-- of job.

their wage expectations and the limitations and berried they must overcaine. Bocause.a major determinant
of employment success is ethic** aid training, chapter four enhageson experiences of the young people in
school and in it -variety cif *Ming programs. The 'fifth chapter, focuseson another set of crucial :determinants of
success in the work force-the hopes, plans, and expectations of the youths thekaelVe,s. The final chapter summarizes
the findings of the earlier chapters and draws implications for public policy. Cohoit: Y.

155 BORUS, MICHAEL E. 'Willingness to Work Among- Youth." Journal of Human Resources 17 (Fall
.1982):911-593.

-Considerable discussion has centered around the hypothesis that high rates of unemployment among black and other
mihocitY. youth May result from a reluctance for such young peopleto accept menial employment. To lost this, the
1979 "Nair (*Aimed youngmen and women aged 14-22 about their willingness to accept full-time employment
in each & seven occupations at varying_ rates of pity, Previous research was contradicted-by findings that black
youth are more willing an their white col-Immo:is-to-accept employment. Some sex-stereotyping was found in
OcCupational *fere:lees and-many youths- stated that they would -be willing to work for less than the; existing
taitiinium wage. Cohort: Y.

_ 156 BORUS, MICHAEL E. Youth and the Labor Market: Analyses from the National Longitudinal Survey.
Kalamazoo, M1 W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research,

-Data frOM the first three surveys (1979,198(, ,1981)-of the NLSY are analyzed. Chapters focus on employment-
related questions as the youth make the school-to-work transition: changes in employment patterns of black and
white Young- men, ,educational choices, .public and private school differences, economic returns to vocational
elastic*, time-use behavior, aid the relationship between delinquency and employment. Major findings are that
hard-Core -unemployed youth tended to be older than others, more likely to have participated in training, to be
married, tO,have children, and to live in a central city of an SMSA, where there is ahigh unemployment rate. Jobs
tended tote sex-stereotyped,- with young wonien in clerical, service, and sales. A comparison of data from the NLS
young men's cohort shows that black' employment declined over the 1970s, apparently due to lengthy joblessness
among a growing-subsample of the blink population, whereas the slight decline among whites appears to be due to
higher job turnoVer. Poverty and unemployment increase the probability of dropping out of school, and pregnancy is
the:major eau* for young -Women.- 'Comparisons betiveen private and, public schools show that enrollnient in a
CollegePieParatOry curriculum,, notthe' tyPe of School,-is crucial in determining achievement scores. -Males and
dropouts were more likely to engage in illegatactividesi -race and poverty status do not correlate significantly with
illegal behavior. Cohort: B Y.
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157 BORUS, MICHAEL E.and CARPENTER,"SUSAN A. "A Note on the Return of Dropouts to High School."
-Youth and *key (Jime-1983):501-7.

jkligh school age dropouts who return.to school each year are studied to test the hypothesis that the same variables
leading to *dropping out of school influence the decision to retign to sehool Findings show that older. youth and
those unable to specify their curriculum were less likely to return, and that young people expecting to attend college,
as well as those who were never married; were more likely to return. In addition, youth living in countries where
local goVertunent.expenditures per strident were over $975 were more likely_ to return- than .youth from countries,
where less was spent on schools. -These findings contrast sharply with the many significant factors found affecting

dropping out 0,004 Only age, intention not to attend college, and not being able to specify a curriculum were
significant variables. They were positively related to dropping out and negatively related to returning to school:
These findings suggest that the return to school decision is in many respects a random individual event. Cohort: Y.

158 BORUS, MICHAEL E; CARPENTER, SUSAN A.; CROWLEY, 'JOAME.; DAYMONT,,THOMAS N.; et

alia. "Pathways- to the Future, Volume IL A-,Final- Report- on the National Survey of Youth Labor Market-
Experienee in 1980." Columbus; OH: Center for Human Real:wee Retearch, The Ohio State University, 1982.

This is the filial report on the 1980 datirfrom the NLSY derived from interviews with-12,141;youngpeople, age 15-

23 Topics atamined include. (1) the variables affecting the employment prospects of unemployed youth, -(2)_the

changes in employment patterns of black and white young men in the decade of the 1970s; (3) the changing patterns,
in -wage and _reservation mage.differentials-for black and *into- young men .during the 1970s, (4). the variables
affecting the decision to dropout of school without finishing the 12th grade, the decision to return to school after
having dropped out, and the decision to go directly to college after completing the 12th grade; (5) the effects of high,

-school curriculum on labor market success; and (6) the relationship between delinquency and employment status.
Cohort:. Y.

159 BORUS, MICHAEL E.; CROWLEY, JOAN E.; DAMICO, RONALD; POLLARD, TOM_ IC.-; et alia.
"Pathways to the Fun= A Longitudinal Study, of -Young Americans (Preliminary =Report on the 1981 Survey)."
Columbus, OH Center for Human Resource Research, The OhieState University, 1982.

This is a Preliminary' report based on the 1981 interview of the NLSY, inationally representative sample of 11,340
young men and women, ages 16 to 24 Topics examined include an overview of the characteristics of the civilian

youth-population; employment status of youth by sec; race, age and health status;- the differences between males and
females in growth in earnings between the first job and the job held in 1981; changes in government employment
and training programs from FY 1979 to Fl 1980; and the ways in which adolescents spend their time..Cohort: Y.

160 BORUS, MICHAEL E.; CROWLEY, JOAN E.; POLLARD, TOM K.; SANTOS, RICHARD. "Pathways to
the Future: .A Longitudinal Study of Young Americans, Preliminary Report on the 1980 Survey." Columbus, OH:
Center for Human Resource Research; The Ohio State University, 1981:

This basically crosii-tabtilar report contains preliniinary studies of the second wave of data from the NLSY. After a
descriptive overview of the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the youth who were 15-23 years old,
Chapter-2 discusses the employment and unemployment status of the youth population at the time of the interview.
Information is O:netted on the labor force participation and unemployment .rates of various segments of the
population, the job search activities of the unemployed and the nature of the employment of those who are working.
Chapter 3 examines the employment hiatory of the young people during, the preceding year including the number of
weeks worked and jokturnover. Participation in government employment and training Programs is the subject of
Chapter 4. Here the report presents the characteristics of participants in these programs, the types of services they
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*oat,* their reaction to the *grams. Chapter 5 considers the eduCatiOn and schooling of the youth; particular
attention is pailto the decisions to drop out of high school, to realm to high school, to graduate from high school
(for 12th-gteders), and to go on to college. Finally, Chapter 6 analyzes delinquent behavior by this age-group and
their ,contacts with law enforcement .agencieS., The analysis describes those who engage in various -types of
delinqUent behavior and the freqUenty of such behayicir. Cohort: Y.

c,s =

161' 'BORUS, 'MICHAEL E; CROWLEY, JOAN E; KIM, CHOONGS00; POLLARD, TOM K.; et alias
"Pathways to the Future : A Report on the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth Labor Market Experience in
1979." -Colinius, OH ce*er for Human ResourceResearch,The Ohio State University, 1981. -

The rePcirtis the first on a nationally representatiye sample of the 32.9.million young people who were ages 14 to 21
on December 31,408.. It is a deseriptiye Presentation of the staais of youth in the spring of 1979,-their position and

,problems in the labor market, their reactions to school and the factors influencing their schooling decisions; their
training, both the goyeniment sponsored and other vocational training which they receive, ,their health status; and
their attitudes; both towards their present situations and the future, Chapter 2 describes the labor force participation
and employment status of the youth for the week in which they were interviewed in the spring of 1979 The NLS
data are compared to the Current Population-Survey; Chapter 3 examines the employment conditions for thote, youth
who were employed at the tinie.Of the snrveY. Chapter 4 presents *Work experience of the youth for the preceding
ycar, 1978, and analyzes the *lemma .nts of weekt-voikod'and unemployed during the year and job annoyer.
Chanter :5' discusses the job search and techniques of youth, both-the employed,* the unemPloyed. .be
willingness of -youth to accept specific jobs at various Wages, and the wages at which unemployed young men will
accept the job' they are seeking are also examined in this chaPter. Chapter 6 Studies the attitudes of young people
-thWard:high:ichoOl, their high school', programs and maims for not completing high Shoot, and for =attending
college. Chapter teitaMinesVartiCiPants in -goVenutient,sponsorect training programs, the types of services they
receive _ and 'their eititialt# toward theie programs. Chapter 8', deals with the post-high school training proyided
onside of regular schools, government programs and ,military. Chapter 9 'studies he health status- of young
People, at the time they were interviewed. Chapter 10 details the extend of age, race, sex discrimination felt by

people as viell-as their perception of the difficulties they have in the labor market, Chapter 11 examines the
-edticational, Occtipational and fertility aspirations and expectations Of the young people as well- as their desire for
finther training. Chapter presents a surnMarY of the major findings in the volunie, Cohort: Y.

162 -BORUS, MICHAEL E.; CROWLEY, JOAN-E; RUMBEAGER;RUSSELL W.; SANTOS, RICHARD; et anti.
"Research on Youth Employment and Employability Development Findings of the National Longitudinal Survey of
Young -Americans, 1979." Youth Knowledge Developthent -Report 2.7. -Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
P4ntin8Offic4-1480.

his' repOrt presents,preihnioary cross-tabular analyses of the 1979 NLSY data A nationally representative sample
of112,693-yOuth- age 14-22 were interviewed for the first time in that year Topics covered include: descriptions of
the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the .youth, their employment status, their work:experience
during the preceding year, participation in government employment and training programs, job search behavior,
-percePtiOni of barrieri to employment health status, attitudes and expectations, and schooling experience. Cohort
Y.

163 BORUS, MICHAEL E.; MOTT, FRANK L.; NESTEL, GILBERT. "Counting Youth: A Comparison of
Youth Labor Force Statistics in the Current Population Survey and the National Longitudinal Surveys." In
Conference: Report .-on Youth Unemploynsent: Its Measurement and Meaning. U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington D.C.: US. Government Printing Office, 1978.

50
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This report. foeuses on the accuracy of employment- related Measures in the (CPS), Current Population Survey by
'comparing those estimates with NLS estimates. The results indicate that NLS data report: (1) considerably higher
-labor force participation among young men and women, especially those who attend school; (2) significantly higher
uneMplOyment= rates' for, young women and:approximately, the same rates for young men: (3) more unemployed
-seeking -Pamitne empioyment;14) higher levels of unemployment;- and (5) youth who are employed were more
likely to work either part time or overtime depending on their age. Cohort: B O.,

164 BORUS, _MICHAEL _E. and NESTO.L,- GILBERT. "Response Bias in Reports of Father's Education and
Socioeconomic Status." Journal of the American StatistiCal Association 68 (December 1973):816=20.

This article compares independent interview responses of 'fathers and their sons to questiOns about the educational
,attsitunent and, occupational states oltho father. There is At high degree of congruence between the son's and
-father's estimates of bothtneasure& When, however, reporting differences are regressed on various demographic
characteristics- reported b.* son, ,the responses of youths with certain characteristics are found to deviate
.Significandy from their fathers. Cohort: -S M.

165 BORUS, MICHAEL E.; -pARNES, HERBERT'S.; SANDELL, STEVEN K; SEIDMAN, BERT. The Older
Worker. 'Madison,Ar: Industrial Relations Research Association, 1988.

This comrendium reviews the current state of knowledge about the status, characteristics, and problems of older
workers. -Drawing upon research from a variety of data sources including the NLS, articles in this book detail the
labor market characteristics Of older_ workers, the particular dilemmas (king older women worker& the impact of
age and :health on job performance, .factors- impacting the decision to retire, and the -challenges to our nation in
maintaining an activeiViell-trainalolder work force. Coh M W.

166 BORUS, MICHAEL E. and WOLPIN, KENNETH I. "The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market
Experience:- Past and Future Uses to Study Labor Market Policy Questions." Vierteljahrshefte zur
Wirischafteorschung 4 (1984): 428-438.

The authors,discuss past and poisible future uses of the NLS" paneli with particular attention to the implications of
NIS-based research for policy - making. The NLS 'consists of five separate longitudinal data-bases covering distinct
segments of the labor force, each cohoit being selected as representative of a period in the'life-cyCle when people are
likely to- undergo a particular labor market transition. The value of the kingitudinal nature of thii data is emphasiied
in discussions of acctUnplated research on labor supply, unemployment, and wage and earnings differentials. Future
research -uses for ill-five cohorts are outlined with emphasis on dynamic modeling and the redefining nUresearch
:pOblenis as result of recent changes ,in socioeconomic conditions. A discussion of the history and institutional

context of the NIS is included, as is a description of the data and tapes. Appended tables display survey years and
type of interview for each panel, as well as NLSY cohort variables and a summary of research questions explored to
date using NIS data. Cohort: B,,G M W Y.

167 BOULD, SALLY. "Black and White Families: Factors Affecting the Wife's Contribution to the Family
Income Where the Husband's Income is Low to Moderate." Sociologital Quarterly 18 (Autumn 1977):536-47.

The author examines the factors affecting the, wife's, contribution to the family income for both bbokand white
families where the husband's income is below the median for all male-headed families. The findings show that both
races respond similarly in regard to ',their overall contribution, the demand for female labor, and -.the effect of
children. In addition, the evidence does not support the assumption, that black wives are compensating for, their

5
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husband's weak economic position. The definition of the provider may differ among black and white families.
_Cohort: W.

168 BOULD, SALLY. "Female-Headed Families: Personal Fate Contra! and the Provider Able" Journal- of
Marriage and the Family 39 (May 1977)439-49.

This Study examines black and white female heads of families, ages 30-44. The results show that single mothers
experienced:significant difficulty in providing for their families. The source aiwell as the amount of income
received affected their sense of personal fate controL In addition, pool. women who relied upon AFDC, child support
and-other unstable Orates of income perceived themselves as less able to plan for their lives. Cohort: W.

169: BOULD, SALLY. "Unemployment as a '-Factor in Early Retirement Decisions." American Journal of
Economics and Sociology 39(kiiit ,180).:123-36.

For ode workers, previous unemployment has a significant impact upon early retirement decisions for both Black
and White &alai. This relationship holds when controlling for Social Security, and pension eligibility, assets, health

. limitations, family responsibilities, occupation, changes in unemployment rate of the local labormarket, and urban
residence: Cohort: M.

170 BOUND, JOHN; GRILICHES, ZVI; HALL, BRONWYN H. "Brothers and Sisters in the Family and the
Labor Market." Working Paper No. 1476;NBER, Inc., 1984.

45 This paper investigates the relationship between earnings, schooling, and ability for young men and women who
enteredithelaborlorce .thiring: the late 1960s and 1970s.. The emphasis is on controlliirg, thr both obierved and
tinobservedfamily characteristics; extending a framework developed earlier by Chamberlain and Griliches(1975) to
the analySis4 mixed-sex pairs of siblings. Using the,NLS of Young Men, and Young Women, which drew much of
the sample from the Same houieholds,the authors were able to construct a saMple containing roughly 1,500 sibling
pair*. For several reasons, particularly the need to have data on two siblings from the same family, only one-third of
these iairs had Complete data; this fact led the authors to develop new methods of "estimating factor models, which
combine the data for 'several "unbalanced" covariance matrices. The authors' use the data on different kinds of
sbling pairs ,(male-Male, Male-female, female-female) together with these new-methods to investigate the question
of whether family-backgroand, ability, or 'Ore the same thing for males and females, in the sense that they lead to
similar consequenceifOr success in Schooling and in the market place. WithAt simple two-factor model to explain
wage* Schooling,-and IQ scores, the authors were able to test.whether these factors are the same across sibling's of
different sexes, and whether the loadings on the two factors .are similar.. The conclusion is that the unobservable
factors appear to be the same and play the sarne role in explaining the IQ and schooling of these siblings, while there
.remains evidence of differences once they enter the labor market. Cohort: B G.

$.;

171 BOWERS, NORMAN. "Youth Labor Farce Activity: Alternative Surveys Compared." Monthly Labor
Rei,leiv 104 (March 1981):3-17.

Important findings from this comparative analysis include: (1) all three longitudinal surveys reveal higher Istimates-
of -labor, force participation ratios and empleyment-population ratios than does the CPS; (2) with theimportant
exception of tlk, newest NLS, unemployment' rates are little different between, studies; (3) raw inter-survey
differences ate, in many instances, not statistically significant; (4) comparisons of the full CPS with otherone-time
Or ,yearly surveil-ignore the problem of rotation group bias, a factor that certainly accounts for some of the inter-
survey differences; (5) the discrepincies, eSpecially between the CPS and the1966 and 1979 NLS data, appear to be

o
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concentrated among young teenagers and those whose major activity is attending school, perhaps because of the
marginal nature of their labor force activity. Again, however, the evidence for this proposition is only suggestive;
(6) the focus on self versus proxy response as the cause of inter-survey variations probably obscurei a number of
other important influences that may be producing the dilly:aces. Cohort B Y.

172 .BRADDOCK, JOMILLS MCPARTLAND, JAMES M. "More Evidence on :Social- Psychological.
Processes that Perpetuate Minority Segregation: The RelatiOnship of School Desegregation and Employment
Desegegation." Center for Social Organization of Schools Report, Johns Hopkins University, Ni). 338; June 1983.

This report used :data:from the black subsample of the NLSY to investigate the effects of school deiegregaddi on'
subsequent employment desegregation. Analysis is based on 472 female and 602 male biacks.who reported being
employed either-full- or part -time at, the time of the 1980 survey. It was found that in:the north, blacks; from
denegregated schools were more likely so be located in desegregated occupatianat work groups. Moreover, blacks
find desegregated school, backgrounds made, fewer racial distinctions about the friendliness of their ce-workert or
about thompetenee of theiremployMent supervisors. In contrast? blacks from segregated schools Aended to find
desegregated co- Workers to be less friendly and white supervised to beess competent. Evidence suggests that both
eadi school4esegeption _experience* and current coMmunity,Clesegregation petterns Tromoto desegregation in
work envininmeits, with schOol desegregation showing a grenterimpad, particularly among norlern blacks. Thus,
it :Ours that the inferred social-parlsological processes that perpetuate minority segregation across institutional
settings are not *tactual, but are outcomes of cross -race experiences in the varied institutional settings. Results
also suggest 'that early desegregated experiences create different attitudinal bails among blacks that, in pan,
produces or sustains desegregation in adulthood. ((e)APAr Cohort Y.

-171 BRITO, PATRICIA. K. and JUSENIUS, CAROL L "Career Aspirations of Young Wome!a: Factors.
Underlying Choice of a Typically Male or Female Occupation." Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section of the
American Statistical Asioiciation (1978):50-59.

This paper examines the personal characteristics which influencc,a young woman's preference for typically male or
typically female occupadons. Preference formation is apparently different for women who have had or plan to have
a college education and those without such expectations. The:results indicate that family background is oriy slightly
associated with occupational choice. Education, marital and childrearing experience, and labor experience-
later in lifehave a mire significant impact on whether typical or atypical occupations are chosen than childhood
environment influences. Cohort G.

1

174 BRrID, PATRICIA K. and JUSENIUS, CAROL L. "A Note on Young Women's Occupational Expectations
for Age 35." Vocational Guidance Quarterly (1980). ,=

This analysis examines women's occupational preferences for age 35: 'Only a quarter of college educated women
and less than 20 per cent of non-College women Preferred typically male occupations. The results also show that the
number and types of occupation& regardless of sex-typing, to which young women aspire are limited. Furthermore,
occupational projections show that demand-supply-relationship for workers in many of their preferred occupations,
both male. and female, are to be unfavorable. Thus, if women are to choose male-dominated occupations, public
policy directed at reducing demand-side barriers is not enough. It will also be necessary to broaden young women's
awareness of the range of jobs available and ef::!,*- employment prospects -in occupations they are considering.
Cohort. G.

53
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175 ,BROWN, CHARLES; "Equalizing Differences in the Labor- Market." Quarterly Journal of Edonottgcs 94
(Palma, *ry' 1980):113-134.

`.7

The theory of equalizint differences asserts that *Accra receive Compensating wage premiums when they accept
jobs with undesirable nothvage characteristics, holding the worker's characteristics constant. Previous research
provides _Only inconsistent support for the theory, with wrong-signed or insignificant .estimates of these wage
premiums fairly carman. An &Wised reason for these anomalies is that important characteristics of the worker
remain unmeasured, biasing the estimates.. In thispaper,longitadinal data giro used to test this conjectrire. Although
stick data improve the control:for woritercharacteristics; the plausibility of the estimates is,not markedly improved.
Alternatfvo explanations for these results are cons' Acted. Cohort: B.

476 BROWN, CHARLES. "Estimating the Effects of a Youth Differential on Teenagers and Adults." Report of
the,KarimuerWageStudy Commission 5 (1980:389-427.

This paper reviews and selectively supplements previous work on the effects of a youth differential. Topics covered'
include: the effect on deramdlor'teenagers and adults; the effect on teenage labor supply:.the r.Sffect On human
capital sec restrictions typically placed on use of the differential in actual legislative proposals; tax credits
And Youth differentialsCohort: Y.

177 BROWN, CHARLES. "A Model of Optimal Hunran7Capital Accumulation and the--Wages of Young High
School Graduates." Journal Of Polilical Economy 8400119n:299-316.

This paper esdinates the parameters of Ben-Porath's model Of optimal accumulation of human capital over the life
Ode. A discrete-time version of the model inPresented, and 'previous estimates of its parameters are considered.
Using longitudinal data on wages of young White high school graduates, these Paraineters are reestimated. The point
estimates of the two key parameters (the discount rate and the elasticity of investment costs with respect-- to
.investment4 are- implausible on a priori grounds,,confuming the essentially. negative conclusions of earlier stubies:

oliortB.

,
178 BROWN, CLAIR. "How 'Economic' are Women's Work Decisions?" Presented: San Francisco, American
Sociological Association Meeting, 1982.

'Work decisions for women (aged-37-51 in 1974) are simulated assuming that women maximize the economic return
to Work within an institutional framework. In addition-to the ,`wage test, which measures the potential market wage

-spina the value of housework time, a minimum Moo* lest is used. Within this framework, only one-third of the
women's work decisions were consistent witkthe efficiency' test-based on wages. Over half of the decisions were
market-oriented- (i.e., women were -working more than predicted) and one-tenth were 'home-oriented. With the
income test added,, hrea out of seven women's work decisions Were economically lational and one-third were
market-oriented; Cohort: W.

.;

179 BROWN, MURRAY and MANSER, MARILYN. "Estimation of the Demand for Manage Based on a
Bargaining Medd" Discussion*Priper 419, Economics ReSearch Group, State University ofNew 'Yoricat Buffalo,
1977.

The paperbegiat with a summary of the M13 model of household formailei, deriving the conditionsunder which a
marriage will take place, the reasor6g underlying the threat point specification, and the effects on the marriage
decision of ehangaiik the. exogenous variables especially the effect of changes in the female wage rate. The
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Marriage realilation equation and its stochastic specification are given. For both whites and blacks, the wageand_
income variables are significant determinants of the marriage decision. -If the marriage decision is responsive to the
same factors that influence the fertility, labor supply, and consumption decisions of married couples, then the total,
impact of those factors on-the:latter decisions cannot be assessed without reference to changing marriage patterns.
Cohort W.

180, BROWN, MOutAy- and MANSER, MARILYN. "Neoclassical and Bargaining Approaches to Household
Decision-Making with an Application to the Household Labor Supply Decision:" Presented: Vienna, Austria,
'Econometric Society, 1977.

The author focus on the differences in the household deniand functions that derive froth the neoclassical model on
the one hand, and the bargaining solutions on ow hand. Using data for households which include nonworking
wives, the authors obtain estimates of leisure demand which are based on our most general bargaining
models and test various restrictions on the* The empirical results indicate that the neoclassical restrictions are not

-,1

appropriate for our data. ,Specifically, the test for equal effects of and female incomes on household demands
is thjected- and symmetry of the Shaky, Matrix is also rejected. The authors offer a bargaining approach an
alternative to the neoclassical "complete tytterir of demand:equations:40w W.

i
181 BROW!,. RANDALL, S.; MOON, MAR lLYN;, ZOLOTH, BARBARA S. "Incorporating Occupational
Atiainthenrin.Studies of Male-Female arnings Differentials." Journal ("Human Resources 15 -(Wifiter-1980):3- -- -:

28.

This ttudylocrises on determiningthe extent to which differences between males and females in hourly wages are
due to differences in occupational distribution versus unequal pay _within occupational categories, and to what extent

these differences in occupation and wages are explainablety.dgerencet _between the sexes th observed attributes.
The results - thew that only 14 to 17 percent of the total-. Wage differential is attributable to differences in
endowments : Most of the unexplained difference in overall Wages arises from unexplained differences in wages :

within the broad occupational categories rather than from unexplained differences in occupational distributions.
Cohen: MW.

182 BROWN, RANDELL_ S; MOON, MARILYN; ZOLOTH,,BARBARA S. "Occupational Attainment and
Segregatienby Sex:" Industrial and labor Relations' Revieni 33,4 (July 1980):"506-517.

The authors use multinomitil logit and multiple discriminant analyses to predict the probabilities that an individual-
will attain each of several occupational categories based auk individual's characteristics and nualificatioris By
estimating-the parameters of this model from a sample of men and then applying them to a sample of women, the
authors tiinulate the occupational distribution that these women would have attained had they been treatedas if they
were men. Even after making adjustments for taste differences between men and women, the authors find that their

-hypothetical 'results vary substantially from women's actual occupational distribution. They conclude that a
significant proportion of occupationaLsegregation by sex can be attributed to discrimination. Cohort M W.

183 'BUCHELE, ROBERT: "Jobs and Workers: A Labor Market Segmentation Perspective on the Work
Experience of Middle-Aged Men." Presented: Boston, Secretary of Labor's Conference on the NLS of the Pre-
Retirement Years, 1976.

By using a labor market segmentation perspective, the work experiences and earnings of middle-aged men are
analyzed. The results show that substantially more favorable, outcomes are consistently associated with jobs in
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higher coinplexity and auter-un y occupation classes and with "core" industries. In addition, the influence of human
capital variables and var*s ;meant* of the -worker's "circumstances of employment" on the outcomes ,being
studied, , varies according trirk. worker's occupation class. Cohort M.

184 BUCHELE, ROBERT. !labs :and' Workers: A Labor Market Segmentation' Perspective on the -Work
Experience of,Youpger Men." PhD. Dissertation,- Harvard University, 1976.

us thesis utilizes a labor market aegmentation; hemeWork to analyze the work experiences (atdtticks, employment
stability, aminp aid occupational achievement) of sample of young Men from the National Longitudinal Surveys
Career Threshidds data. Jobs are cli?sifted by detailed Census industry and occupation, and the -outcomes
experienced by indiyiduals *analyzed so determine (1) the separate contribution, apart form workers' personal
(hyena capital) CheraCteristici, of job class in accounting for differences among workers in earnings, job satisfaction
and employment behavior ; (2) how workers' personal =lutes ib'eriett With job characteristics in generating these
°MOONS; and (3) how. personaleharacteristics influence inilividualifjob (Occupational class) loeation. Cohort B.

185 BUCHEL.E, ROBERT.. "Sea Discrimination and Labor Market Segmentation." In: The Dynamics of Lab&
Market Segmartatioir,Pranialilldruinn, Ne* York Atadentic Press,1981.

Sex discrimination in employnterit and earnings is analyzed from a labor market segmentation perspective. This
:proifides-1 useful framework: because it -focuses clearly on the two forms which discrimination may take: job
-discrimination (unequal access to certain classes of jobs)" and pay discrimination (unequal pay in similar kinds of
jobt).. C.ohort -13 G;

186 swims; ROBERT and ALDRICH, MARK. "How Much Difference Would Comparable Worth Make?"
-indirtrial Relations 24 (Spring 1985): 222-233.

Using data from both the NLS of Young Men aid Young Women as well as the Dictionary of Occupational Titlet,
the authors_ prop* a model of employment and earnings determination which specifies that workers' earnings are
determined primarily blithe requirements or characteristics of their jOh._ The authors conclude that women are
differentially rewarded for their job requirements and tenure irrespective of the sex composition of their job and that
more than crowding or eitcess supply of:women.* Women's -jobs must be involved. The imdifigs suggest that
obeyer** worth, narrowly defined as equal returns to this study's Measures of job reqUirenieets (e.g., GED, SVP),
would induce the earnings gap by about 63 percent. Requiring equal returns to job teethe would reduce the gap by
another 35: percent. In conclusion, the paper discusses some qualifications to the study's -findings as well as the
implications for occupational segregation_as a causal factor in the inale-female earnings gap and the impact of
comparable worth on the laws of supply and demand. Cohort B

187 BUCHELE, ROBERT and ALDRICH, MARK. "Where to Look for Comparable Worth." In: Comparable
Wonh: Analyses md.F.vidence, A. Ilill and M. ICillingsworth, eds., Industrial Relations Press, 1989.

188 BURK, JAMES.. "Patriotism and the All-Volunteer Force." Joitrnal of Political and Military Sociology 12
(Oa 114985): 229-241.

This paper considers the impact Of patriotic motives on decisions by youths to enlist in the armed fortes. Basel on
an analysis of the 1980 NLSY, it argues against the conventional focus on levels of pay and other market-linked
conditions of work as explanators of why youths enlist. the principal conclusion is that patriotism,_ defined as
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readiness to act in the service of one's country, plays a critical part in affecting the quality and composition of the
All-Volunteer Force. Cohort Y.

189--BURRELL, LINELL "Male Workers' Attitudinal Paceptions &Their Jaht and Their Characteristics: A Two-
-Colon nalysis." Th.D., Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State University, 1980.

The *pose of thit study_ was_ to deserminnif there wee job-related attitudinal changes between younger and older
male workers and to explore the rebtionthipt associated 'ASV -their job attitude and the differences between the
cohorts. Tbe data anthe cohorts wan port of a deta base collected by the NLS. The cohorts Used in this study were
males betweenthe ages of 20 to 30 sod 50 to 64, in the year surveyed. 'Statistical vestments used 'were freqtiency
analysis, cliflqqafc analysis, multiple regtession,analysis, and a comparison of means- analysis (using program t-
test): Siseifieent relationships were found between the cohord'iob attitude d age, class of worker (wage, salary,
self-employed and-other),-Isconte, race aid seif-eneem measurements (Ratter Scales). -Nonsignificantrelation-Ships
were fowid between job Atka& areuthinuMber of dependents (*lading wife), industry (worker was associated
with), health and physical limitatiosis,-educatian,marital status and self-esteem measurements (Rotor Seale.q.lt was
crincluded dot (1) cohort differences related to job attitude were or sigefficant- for older workers than for the
younger work* (2) racial differences vete diverse between the cohorts; (3) cohort differences measuring- self-
esteem of the workers were more -intrinsic and-ettrin- sie for the olderivaikers than for the younger. _workers; (4)
health-related Man hours loss from job was significantly higher for older workers although' minority- waters of both
cohorts had less health-related tune bss from employing* than their White cciuntotans; (5) job attiv4s and marital

- stand were-associated with one another and provided information that was interpreted. Cohort: : B

190 -BLTITER,,LS. and-MOFFITT, ROBERT. "A Computationally-Effitierit Quadriture Procedure for the One-
Factor MultinOmial Probit Model." Econometrica 50 (May 1982):761-764.

In this DOW the authea point out that the use of Gaussian qiildrature is extremely efficient and is-Well-within the
bounds of computational feasibility .Co Modem competed-. They state the nature of the integrals that need to be
evaluated, provide a brief exposition, of Gaussian quidrature, and provide a numerical illustration of its use in
estimating a one- factor nialtinomiatprabit model. Wort G.

191 BUTLER, -RICHARD J. and EHRENBERG, RONALD G. "Data from the Consortium for -Longitudinal
Stades:Its Potential Use in Analyzing the Educational and Labor Force Outcomes of Disadvantaged Wank"- Final
RePort, Assistant Secret* for Policy, Eiralgation; and Research, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.

The report summarizes the palatial usefulness of a rather unique data base collected by the Consortium for
Longitudinal Studies (CLS) based at Cornell University in analyzing labor market outcomes ofyoung people. This
data base competes favorably to the National Longitudinal Surveys data in terms of breadth of information on
cadent labor market status, family background, and health and attitudinal (both with respect to school an4work)
measures. It lacks, however, detailed information on family assets, labor market :histories, and crucially; on
participation in government-sPonsored progrand after the onset of formal schooling. Its singular contribution results
from its being a losetudinal -study of disadvantaged youth, many of whom were enrolled in pre-school intervention
proirmns that began before -their formal schooling- Perfixmance was recorded. Unfortunately, the independent
br;ginningc L! CLS data bases' component projects lead to what is undoubtedly its chief defect-the lack of a
cohesive sanpting design. Cohort

192 -CADDELL,,KAREN E. and LYON, LARRY. "Culture of Poverty: An EmpiricalEvaluation." Presented: the
Meetings of the Saiithwestem Sociological Association, 1979.
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_ -Using data frontthe NLS of Young Men; the Culture of poverty model (i.e., that individual characteristics of thepoor
aid in maintaining their poverty) was evaluated. Multiple regression- aided in determining the most important
variables. The m:sal effects of these variables were analyzed with pith models. The results indicate that individual
cultural vim' bier (faMilk.size,:home reading- material, IQ) combine with structural variables (region, standard
metropolitan statistical area) to contribute to maintaining low levels of pay and prestige across generations. Thus,
.iimited Support for the cukure of poverty is fotmd., Cohort: B.

193 CAIN, VIRGINIA S. "aiaaging Fertility Expectations of American Youth.' Ph.D. Dissertation, University of

Maghlfit 1986-

Recant research indicates the-the discrepancy-between final' fertility and earlier birth expectations results not Only
from people not achieving their original goat bit also from the goal itself changing. This study tested the hypothesis
tint -changes in fertility plans arc related to other- events occurring an the lives of .the young- adults. This research
examined ;henget in fertility plans between j979 and 1983 anongtheNLSY, a large national sample of young
adults between 14- and 21 years old in 1979. The simple was divided on the basis Of gender, racial/ethnic-group,
age,- and *rental status, that is, no children, first child born between 1979 and 1983, and first 'Child born before the
1979 interview. -Maltinomial bet Was ited40,exaritine Whether an increase, decrease, or no change in number. of

-births expected could be explained by changes in various aspects of the work and family arenas of life. Findings
shorted considerable change an fertility plans between 1979 and 1981:. Almost SO percent of the sample reported a
change, with the -nOtioritY: of those -reilacing the imMber of children expected. Variables most important for
explaining ONO( in birth expectations were Amp related so family formation. Generally,_Maniage was associated-
-With -a -reduced- likelihood 4-.19*ring-bath expectations _ While divorce increased the likelihood of
_expected number of children. AMMigwOmen who had 1-first birth between the two interviews, factors associated
with ,their- children were most important for aplaining -c_ hange.. -Factors associated with 'die birth of the men's
children were lets imponant in ekplitining changes in their- fertility plans than those_ measuring -a:40S of their
current relationship' s with children, i.e. whitherthe men lived with their- biological children and/or /Step- or adopted
children: _ The iernItS point to several area that could benefit from further investigation. The models providing the
best fit of the data .wire those for white women with eluldren. This suggests the need-for considering a different
-framework for explaining -fertility among non-whites. The exploratory-analyses of the data from the men and
childless women r shiny: the invariance of family-formation issues for fertility plans but indicate the need for
considering the multiplicity of family forms in which young adult live. -Cohort Y.

194 CALDERON, VIVIAN. "Maternal Employment and Career Orientation of Young Chicane, Black, and White
WOMCIL Ph.D. Dissertation, Universitkof California, Santa Cruz, 1984.

Data from the 1979 NLSY-provide support for a causal model of career orientation in which maternal employment
-Plays a primary role. Career orientation measures of (1) work commitment and (2) realism in planning educational,
vocational and birth. goals were significant work-related issues for-young women 16-22_ years of age. Maternal
employment operates via enrollment and family attitude-variables to raise career orientation. Effect sizes and the
intern Of relationship among the model variables differs for each ethnic./racial group when a causal structure is

_ baptised on- the data. For all groups, the moreemplOyment observed, the greater_the positive effects. Largest
significant direct effects for maternal employment are °Waved._ in the white sample, followed by blacks. But
hierarchical causal_ analysis indicate the largest significant total effects-for maternal-employment occur in the
Chicana simple, followed by blacks., -Particularly noteworthy is the way maternal employmentvitiates traditional
gender role -attitudes among Chi9mas. For young black women, t effects of maternal employment are more
uniform the intervening variables, with enrollment status playing a -slightly larger ,role in raising career
orientation scores. A review of the status attainment literature provided the background for the study. The review-is
°Ranked by gender, race/ethnicity, and developmental gage. 'Cohort: Y.
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195 CALHOUN, CHARLES A. and ESPENSHADE, THOMAS L "Childbearing and Wives' Foregone Earnings."
Population Studies 42,1 (March 1988): 5-37.

This paper combines multi-state life-table analysis aid the human capital medel of wages to derive new estimates of
the impact of children on hours of market work aid earnings for American women aged-15 to 55. Panel data from
the NLS Mature Women, Young Wcmen, and NLSY are used to estimate multi-state tables of working life to
assess the *SO of futility On female labonr-forcebeluiciour. :Potential earnings based on a, himian capital wage
-model an combined with the working life "histories- *plied by the life-table, analysis to estimate opportunity
expenditures (i.e. the money value of foregone employment opportimides) associated with different childbearing
patterns. The impacts of race, school enrollment, educational attaininent, marital stator, marital-status changes, birth,
cohort and,ferillity. are considered. Some specific findings- are: (1) : with identical childbearing patterns,. white
women forego roughly five .tunics as much as black women in market earnings between_the ages of 15 andr-'55 -
approximatdy $25,000 per birth- for white .women, versus $5,000 perlinh for black women, in 1981 dollars; (2)
foregone boils of market- work per birth are two so- three times highetfor, white women than for black women
approximately 1,500 to 3,000 hours per birth for white women, con** with 600 to 1,000 hours per birth for black
women, (3) opportunity expenditure. . for white women and more edikliied black,women.have been declining over
tunic (4) oppOrtimity expenditures on children are roughly- proportional, to the number-of -births, for women-- of
similar backgriutid and labour market experience; and mit is the labour supply_ reductions _immediately follOwing,
each birth that contribute most toobserved-opportunitY exPendituresimhereal the marginal effect of total family Sire
is smsdl by cimiparisim. Cohort G WY.

-196 CALL, VAUGHN R. A. and ono, LUTHER B. "On "The Effects of Early Marriage on the Educational
Attainments of Young Men": Commas on Kerckhoff and Parrow." Journal of Marriage and the Family 41,2 (May
1979): 217-223.

-While K.Kerchoff anci-A. study is stated to be similar to an earlier one by V.R.A. Call and LB. Otto,- they
find, not that early marriage has no significant effect on educational attainment, but that it has a negative effect. The
authors suggest-that thus difference is due to their inclusion of artintrol on education prior to Marriage. There are
difficultia, however, in their- use of the _1970 NIS:Wang -Men's panel, rather than data from -Lenawee County
followed wither fifteen-years, as a basis for conclusions Both the theoretical and estimation models-used also
differ. A reanalysis of the Lenawee County data from the Call and Otto study confirms the original co-nein:dons. In
reply to Call and Otto, Alan C. Kackhoff and Alan A. Parrow state that the reanalysis of the Lenawee County data
does add to the understanding of the issues, confirming that the inclusion of a measure of academic performance is
crucial. However, the paper criticized was not an attempt at replication, but a separate study. The two studies
produce similar resilts When the same model is used:- but when academic achievement is-included in the model,
,results differ. Further investigation is needed to produce definitive conclusions. Cohort B.

191 CAMARA, WAYNE J. and COLOT, PATRICIA L "The Reality of Longitudinal Data Collection:Locating
V amshing Veterans." Presented: New York, Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, 1987.

This paper investigates the-utility of varions procedures Aised id locate-and interview veterans as part of -a
longitudinal .research study being condicted for-the Department of Defense. The populations- are comprised of
below entijeaptinide- standards males who entered the military during the late 1960s, and potential ineligibles whci
entered *weak 1976 and 1980. The latter group entered because of the misnomiing of the enlistment exam SCAM
_Several methods were used subjects of both populatitins_and compared to existing data collected from
National Longitudinal Surveys on equivalent samples of low-aptitude am-veteran males. Future researchers-are
encouraged to _investigate multiple locating methodologies and -assess the quality of existing data and known-
*Mc: teristica of the population priori) embarking on longitudinal data collection with special populations. (ERIC
-EP-290'7:751 Cohort: Y.
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198 CAhlEICON; A. COLIN. "Youth Earnings and- Work Experience." Ph.D. Dissertation, Stanford University,
-1988.

The annual work experienceind" the annual -earnings O1-Yinith are *analyzed using ,data from the NLSY. Unlike
previously available data sets,- the,NLSY provide data en every Job held by youth, and monthly data on school
attendance.. Youth work experience is usually described using survey week data; or annual data on weekt, worked
serf average -weekly hours anti* over all --jobs. in the first study, annual -Work- experience is additionally
investigated at the level of the individual jobs held by each youth in she sample The experiences ofin=sehool and

jotit-iif-selicot *di are separately analyzed. 'NLST data for 1978-84-highlight the extent m which employment and
schooling are not mutually exchisive.:Yonth.mtending school show a very strong attachment to the workforce, one
-duit is understated by Current PopidatiOnSurveyttatittict and underemphasized-in the literature. Youth not only
-eXhibitsreat-job, mobility, but there is great variation in-the hour* and wages of the different _jobt held. Some of
= these jobs may held tinuiltaimotitily:-These features irensuallYnot-incesperated in models of youth labor suPply.

ittaidard economic analyses -that use _annual earnings, the poteritial, Canimbiation- of results because of
measarement error it earnings is acknowledged. However, without additional information it is impossible to either
garage the Magnitude of the measurement error or take corrective action. Such additional infOimatirin is available
from the NW, since for each individual in each year two separate *cassia, of annual earnings are aVailable. In the
second study, multiple indicator niOdels arc fitted to these two measures of earnings. NISY data for 1980-84 for out-
of-school youth iliChtate that Measurement error accounts for appeninniately 20 to 30percept Of the variance of the
logarithm of earnings, aid even more of the variance in the change in the logarithm of earning*. Measurement min
is serially unCorrelaied. -63' *rolling for **Tomcat error, true earnings need not be differmiced; but may follow a-
pro_cess more ecimples thann simple AR(1)proeess. [UMI ADG88-08352] Cohort Y:

o 199 CAMPBELL, -JOHN'IL_ "Houiehold -Demand: A Synthesis of Interdisciplinary Theory and Empiricisin."
Ph.D: si Or ta tio , University of Oklahoma, 1975.

Renagenee- Of Social-- scientists' -Concern withlioUsehold demand:has -created intradiseiplinary disputes within
economics over the -mad' interaction of the economic .determinants of marriage, labor . force participation, and
'fertility,. To test the validity of opposing views, a theoretical Model of household utility maximization is developed
initially and then tested empirically- mint a novel, data :base and several estimation procedures. In -general, the
-results make the following tentative observations : (1) average wage rates are an inadequate proxy for general time
indite; (2) racial" difference* in, household demand cannot be accurately measured by -analysis' of covariance
estimation procedures; (3). ordinary leak' squares are generally inferior to the Tait and Twin Linear probability
estimation proceduret;,(4)*coltrary to Willis' and new household -demand school of thoughts belief, individual
family mealier- utility functions are not independent and most importantly, (5) competing views within economics
and other social scientists contributions reinforce each other when all included simultaneously as household

-.demand determinants.: Cohort W.

200 CAMPBELL, JOHN M. and THOMAS, R. WILLIAM. "A Comparisonof Alternative Limited Dependent
Variable Estimators."

This paper is included in the.monograph by P.R. Gregory, "The Economics of Fertility, Educational Choice and
Labor Farce Behavior," NIE Monograph, November 1976. Cohort W,

201 CAMPBELL, PAUL B. and BASINGER, KAREN S. "Economic and Noneconomic Effects of Alternative
Transitions Through School to Work." Columbus, OH: National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1985.
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. ,
This gad_ ***OP* fewes*o_ onalY04 estimates the Whig= et various secondary educational pathways as
well as latstsecondary'irithWays_ on selected economic and noneconomic outcomes Econoirrie outcomes are based
primarily upon the data available in the NLSY. Investigation of noneconomic outcomes is based upon data froin the
High School of 1912. 'Previous findings -olearnings advantages in favor- of white nutlet relative to white
wontep,-even_Whenechication and ability are controlled, were confirmed gin High school Vocational -gradirate,S

-employed an 014filiglekteOiolisPiCryea significan earnings adYaOtaileTover_otherWise 'similar general curriculum
grmhMies. For the most liartt: youth who ehialo a POStsecOOthoY credential earn significantly more than those who
end their education with a high school diplonni. Insane Cates .there appears to be an earnings benefit for those Who
had attended,postsecOndarrichooliart had not obtained a degree. For other labor market outcomes,- such as labor
forte participation and employment stability, the influence of educational pathways is less clear, but it tends
to be With respect to noneconomic outcomes, :those who achieve a pOstsecOndary. degree :other -things_
being Nu* are not ldtplir to legs* aid vote and to _accepi as positive the Current societal trend toward brOadening
the role of women an the labor market. itesearelt7including; knowledge of costa-- as an element in choice is
recomMended, as well as noliciei that result in better infonned student choice& -Cohort: Y.

202 ,CAMPBELL; PAUL B.; BASINGER, KAREN.= S.; -DAUMFR, MARY BETH;, PARKS, MARIE B.
"Outcomes of Voting-nil Education for Women, Minorities, the Handicapped, and the Poor." Cokunhos, PM The
NatiOnal Center for Research in-Vocational Othreation; The OhiO State UniVertitY;1086.

illia.,Study: examined the _effects of the, high- ichoed -curricula nnTbbor market and 'porrOrecondary education for
Iv**, minorities, handicapped persons, and those of *04 socioeconomic Status. It Used -data from the NLSY and
the High School and Beyond-Survey. The emphasis of was uponthe: effects of high school, vocational
education, :although_ *Wendt,: education was also :included: in the analysis. Vocational education conveys an
advantage in wages and earnings if the respondent graduated from high school and works on a training-related jOh.
It also provides at opportunity; comparable With general curriculum graduates, for postsecondary education. When
compared to :Others like themselves, Hispanics and blacks are .-less likely than -majority -whites to be enrolled, in
VoCationil education in high school. There is a large deficit, an earnings related t9 gender, with women in every
group earning less than men. -11frOority and white women are at the greatestrlisadvantage, and Hispanic women are
at the least, but Still sabstantially_disadvantageM_However,-a similar wage -disadvantage does not for Minority
men compared with Majority White men. -These findings apply only to high schOol graduates. Cohen: Y.

203 CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; ELLIOT, JACK; HOTCHKISS, LAWRENCE; LAUGHLIN, SUZANNE;- et alia.
"Antecedents-of Training-RelatedPlaceinent."- Mimeo, NatiOnal Center for Research in..Vocatioraal Education,The
Ohio State University, 1987.

Using data from the NLSY and High School and Beyond surveys, his study examines personal and school
characteristics _associated with training-related job placement -= for graduates of high school vocational programs
Previous studies have found training-related placement to be positively associated- with wages, .labor- force
participation, and anployment. This sandy confirms these associations with more recent data. Multivariate analysis
is-used-to assess the validity of conceptualized influences on training-plated placement in the first job, the current
job, and the total timein,the labor force. The principal findings were that:level.of concentration and grades an the
Vocational- specialty -were associated with training-related placement and that being in the .trades and industrial
specialty correlated with increasing rates of training-related placement over time. Cohort: Y.

204 -CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; ELLIOT, JACK; LAUGHLIN, SUZANNE; SEUSY, ELLEN. "Dynamics of
Vocational ducation Effects on Labor Market Outcomes." Mimeo, National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1987.
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.104 surdy eStigates,thetcOnocnie dike:ones of Vocationaleducation. The Model takes into account the lifetime
earnings of both vocational and non-vocational station* Ni-tir, Oath were 0104 and expected lifetime ran* Si
were estimated tr991'ce9aan data to at* model. Findings were that vocational education provides, in the short

adireet-Wage advantage for vOcatiOind- students *Jobs related to their training compared with those without
such #ainitig and that Oyel:;0100 thla advantage becomes indirect, operating through -increased. houra of ..work and
fuller employment rather than through higher Wage* Academic courses taken to the exclusion of vocational courses
have a negative assOCiation. with discounted Wet*: earnings when- pOsuatondary attendance is controlled:
Moderate concentration in vocational courses combined with academic courses seems to yield the highest lifestream
tarnings.ohort:,

47.

205 ,c010341., pAor..B.; diuOrgia; pAIRICIA;CHUMVUMA, FEDELIA, et a10.
'"Employment Experiences of Students with -Varying Participation: in Secondary Vocational-EdttrAtien: A ,Report
*sea-on-Me 1919 ant11986-$4, New 'YOU* Cohort." loportiCOlumits,qENation4 Center f&ResearCh in
Vocational Education, The Oh* State University, 1981

Th4-494r-Psed-11 new specification 9t in vOrdatiOna l. edth*tiOn. to estimate the effects of high school
antic** on the labor, Market expatiate-eat* Oath: The new specification was developed bYOperationalixing five
descriptive concepts that eflect 'the4an:abi*of'*00410nat _400410--CLile4410re aaaignOd.t9 a pattern group
based tin the scores obtained from transcripts for *bile *apt!: The five pattern groups were labeled Concentrator,

Lunited C;996entiatatindantiatatif4i904`g*O0F. antriWitionta0009nal_, and viern:9, fderCtil?Y- the degree of
involvement in ,editor**. "EstioMtett -Were derived ifOr-#1-0dtfvoit,eantingSoraining-ielated:placement,
1069r:toata _.-atafnai job prestige, and -Other job characteristics.a?. The NLSY data ware-SOPPIOnlentadlhik a sample of
high school siOdOiks-fok-wheim'09001*.higlyschoot,00043'1* 10516t030- through twelve were avail**

.7=5 Comparisons with another nationalatitinie show it to be repreSeutatiVe, of high sehool iortb. characteristics by
ipatterns of part in vocational education Iii#9anaiY7Ati-nainSiOetai Oitniat9-0*--taindatiOns. Training-
related ,placement and labor fotte;staffis*ae-examined,nsint look be representative of high school yotith. Job
characteristics ' b patterns of participation in vocational education were analyzed Orli! several: biyariato _ cross-
-.tabulations. Training-related placement and labor force status were examined using loghnear analyses of multiway
-tables. ,Estimates of effects on earnings were obtained using ordinary least agnatesregression. Cohort: Y.

_266, CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; GARDNER,IOHN A.; SEITZ, PATRICIA. "High Sabot Vocational Graduates:
Which Doors Are Open?" Report, Columbus,* National Cent* for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, 1982.

The -information _presented '* this report has been assembled from a -series of studies Airected toward an
understanding of the nature and consequences ofsecondary vocational *Cation; Different patterns of participation
in VOCitienal. education :* the secondary 'school- can be reasonably assumed to have varying effects upon
participation:in. the lab*, market and upon participation in additional schooling prior to labor. market puny.
Socioeconomic status, sex, and race appear to influence the patterns of participation in vocational education. There
was no pattern of significance that suggested that more intensive vocational -.preparation was systematically
associated with reduced levels of postsecondary attendance Higher levels Of educational aspirations were associated
with higher probabilities of post-secondary participation. -Additional factors that positively influencepor secondary
Participation include class rank; and for whites only, parents' education Y.

:2Q7 CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; GARDNER, JOHN A.; WINIERSTEIN, PAUL. "Patterns of Transition Between
Work and 'SOM." Columbus, .OH: National Center for Research in Vocational (=Education, The Ohio State
University, 1984.
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This study e.npiricaly determined the most :.frequeally :f011owed pathways that describe the transition- from.
,secondary education to as the principal activity. The role of postsecondary education in its various forms of -1

particiPationwas,attonnteri. for by use of four .key concepts: delay, interruption, degree and sequence Thirty --

pathways
,

accounted,for 87--i*Paa! of the Class respondents and 90 percent of the NLSY respondents

'Because substantial Pagticrna'afffia-1445 not been graduated for an ample 6=19 allow f9T a relatively larilar
propottion of those in delayed pathways andikintalier portion in the no post- secondary pathways, some changes are
cxpected. -S'ke,Y-ARdigg. that *Fels' For the Nat64:',w.rce0 of the respondents
attended sortie-000 postsecondary Fograin. But no single pathway within this 64-percent accounted for as much
as a tifth-Of the respendesita. A number of potentially causative descriptive variables Were considered,- with results in _
:general assuming expected direct** 'These will be analyzed more rigorously in the next phase of this research.
-Cohort:. Y.,

208 CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; GARDNER, JOHNA4 SEITZ, PATRICIA. -"PoStiecondary Experiences of Snide*
with Varying. Participation in Secondary Vocational Education" Report, Columbus OIL National Center for
:Research in.Vocational EdiicatiOn,The.OltiO State University, l982.

This repoit'e4ininedihe effects of:seCondaty.vocational-edtiCation on the Oust-high school educational activities of
youth. The **findings are:, (1) Alhajoriti Of high school ates, both vocational and notivocationtd; enroll
in a*P'PRPPf'06**004417-:PrOgrani-(2) Maker levels '0:04c4tkoPal-*Pira*Ons, were associated with higher
,probabiiitieS of ipoitaecoadaii. Paiticiptition.: This was true for attendance in four-year colleges and -in all
postsecondary programs ObObined. In factieduCatiOnid aspirations explained-a larger proportion 'Of-pestaecondary
,behavior than any otheiVariable. ,(3) Less frequent participation in poitsecOtidarYingrarnS was found for in inority
youth with at ieast some vocational experience, TherelvitS,'06Wever,:no pattern of significance OptsuggoSted that
more *tend*, vntatienal, ReeParatiOn was systematically associated With ,rechiCed. :IeVelS. of 'postsecondary
*Oda 114-2"kt' whites, secondary vocational e 49440644es not kem to ieduc4-0i#4P764e4m...4ary
although it does influence the -type of postsecondary _PrograM pursued., -(4): Additional factors which 'positively
influence postsecondary participation inCiude class rank and, for whites only, parents' 'edueation. Living in the Weat,
was associated ***a higher,attentiancein two-year _colleges, and, for certain subgroups of the youth population, a
higher- unemployment rate and - residenee in a rural' area shoWed, an increased likelihood of postsecondary

.,1)artiCiPatSa-'-cak!rt;- Y.

209.C,AMPBELL, PAUL B.; MERTENS, DONNA-M.; SEITZ, PATRICIA; COX;STERLING. "Job SatisfaCtion--
Antecedents and Associations."':Report to the.U.S.'Department of Education, 1982.

This study used data frinit the NLSY, integrated with the high school transcripts of a substantial proportion of those
youth who had already graduated from high 'school; to consider the nature and the associations of job satisfaction for
those who were employed. -A -factor analysis of those survey 'items: that were intended to tap job satisfaction,
together with other items having construct.petential, identified four forms of job, satisfaction: (1) personal on,the-

job -deVeloPinent;-(2)- worIcing-,:cOnditions; ,(3) job .rewards, and (4) human interietions. These were related to
-Vocationareducatice, job characteristics, race and sex, hourly. rate of pay, occupation, and motivation. Vocational-
education was found to be positively, related to working conditions and, indirectly, to personal on-the-job
development and job rewards. The largest factor in job satisfaction was occupation, which was usually, although not
always, positive. Cohort: Y.

210 CAMPBELL, PAUL 13.; 'ORTH, MOLLiE N.; SEITZ; PATRICIA. "Pattemaof Participation in Secondary
Vocational Education: A Report Based on.Transcript and Interview,Data of the 1979 and 1980 NIA New Youth
Cohen."' Report, Columbus, pit National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University,

.1981:
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This stridy,addresied piaoso,ofihe ainbigirotra-closeriPtiort of vocational education as it applied to evaluation,
10sea01%.64:policy-,forination. A ,..set-of.- descriptive COncepta-waadeVeloped,:that --embodied' commonly held
assumptions about vocational education. These included intensity; of training, continuity of training, proximity of

:1 to time of entilOyinerit seeking, the of **Ow areas in Which , training was received, and the
addition of lOgiCitly,related study outside Main area of Coneentratiikr: These concepts Were made operational by

ing thetti.* quantitative tortes ie11018 to ejeclita;Pelata'ke of specialty. Patterns of participation
YO-4'e then described and tested ataiPat 'a sample of PecoRdatY, vocational education ParticlPaits. Five patterns were
ldentitreci--rartging from extensive -involvement and cOthinitinent to .Vocational' education -0 . incidental use of
available courses without establishing a specialty . 'iThe patterns held up well under alternative analyses 'Cohort.

211: ,CAMPBELL, -RICHARD T and SiiNitETTA, "Status ,Claims and -Status Attainment:: The
-Detioninanti ofTPinaniia-1-%Vell-Being," American Journal of Sociology 861(Novernber,l980):61,8-629.

tins:' paper exaininet- theldinierisiartality -Of 'status measUrea*related.tonet- worth and occupation. the -rneasures of
status considered include, home equity,-Saying&-realettate assets; brisaresS assets, earnings, and pension coverage..
The authors -.coon** the sole of each in status evaluations and examine enipirically whether the process of
attainment of each ia the sink; This hypothesis is rejected and a fain model presented that allows a differentprocesa.
of attainnient:iceeaCh'MeaSure. It was found that, net of earnings, family formation measures have large effects on
the different status measures consistent different patterns of family needs ,tinally, theimplications- of using,

-wealth and consumption measures as measures of status are discussed. -Cohort: '14-

212 'CAMPBELL, RICHARD t.;'MUTRAN,-ELIZABETH; PARKER, ROBERT 'Longitudinal' Design and.

Arraysis:,A,CoMparison of Three Approaches.* Research on Aging 8,4 (December_ 1986): 480-502.

This Paper:. coin** -606- Method's of analYaing data in-longitudinal studies of -aging:, 'multivariate analysis of
variance :(MANOVA); tbe-41814. structural equation method, and-event history analysis: The basic concepts, of
earit approach are explained, and each technique is applied to data from the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
J04cqgxpefiePe0 to illustrate its use analyzing factors affecting the retirement decision. The results indicate that
each 'approach has a particular conceptualization of development and change and particular design requirements, and

-_- therefore each is appropriate Under different' data collection regimes. MANOVA is ideal for comparisons of groima
over time because its tests are and unambiguous, but it does not provide information about_ the process by
which people withdraw :front the labOrk0e. The LISREL path analytic approach deals well with the concept of an-
intervening variable and perMita rionaciditivity, and nonlinearity, but itdoessnet deal well with causal cOntingencies
or permit tests of alternative sequenees. Event history or transition models requires exact information on the timing
Of..transitionst and it can be to estimate a number of models under various assumptions about thc form of the
underlying transition rate. [Ag-e1.1nel Cohort M.

213 . CAMPIONE;.-,WENDY A. "Predicting 'Participation in Retirement Preparation Programs." Journal of
-.GerontologY 40, (May 1988): 91-95.

The probability Of participation in aretireinent preparation program was estimated' by applying a logit regression
model todita from the 1981 NLS of Older Men. The finai`sainple consisted of 294 retired men who were aged 45
to 59::in:the-initial'iurvey year (1966) and who had had the opportunity to participate in a-retirement planning
prograin. Variable*, postulated ; to influence participation were occupational status, preretirement income, -job
-satisfaction, health natio, ,change in 'health, 'Marital' status; pension eligibility, prior unemployment, constraint by
mandatory retirerneir, riles, and eaPectedlethetheat,experience plans for retirenient). Occupational status,
Marital status, health stritua,,preretirement income, and constraint by ,mandatory retirement rules were significant
predictors of participation Moreover, -a positive -selecithity bias existed in that those :individuals most likely to
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-,Succeed,ikretireinent were Mine who were volunteering, for and participirentui retirement preparation programs.

tAileLiaeLC *re 'itt

;14*CANDIDO, ALBERTO:DA COSTA. "The First Job; Its Determinants and Impact on Early Carder." Ph.D.
liisiertatiOn, University of,Califortrik:Los Angeles; 1983.,

Ibli,W4focusedon the experience of.young.ineri and young women as:they enter into the labor force. As the
entry *Oct** is a crucial *inept within the overall of sepial stratification, it was examined in the context of
stratification r*searclr. Such research has drawn- upon' three lia.oretiCai perspectives to guide data Collection and
anaiysis: functiOnaiisrk:nnO-*eberian conflict perspective, andneoiviodsin. Each perspective leads to distinctive
hypotheses regarding the stratification Process, and therefore suggests equally distinctive hypotheses regarding entry
MO the labor force. 11,0e;; hypotheses were tested with sub-samples 'frOm, the NLS These .sub-samples were
composed of men and vernal who reported the *caption of their 'first job definedas that on *hien-they
*Corked', at,'Ieristaltronth-after .haVing left-School. full-time. The sub-samples were -drawn from two samples
representative of national civilian non7institationalizat population aged 14 through 24.:The results showed that
the assumptions (*bodied in the'flilictiOnaliSi.model of determinants of occupational status and earnings are closer
Vibe faete: 5aa:the'anintnPt!ons.b00041UPon correspondence theory, a neo-Marxist perspective. The basic Blau-
Duncan-medel__Ylaa successfully *Plicate& 'fa eetePatiacniYith,the Per.aPectives, the assumption that *-
Weber* model wouirL,More, adequately :account for Variation in occupational and earnings attainment of

'respondents was denionStrated. This model further indicated the relevance of factors such as sex, race, and industrial
sector in predicting occupational status and earnings. Results SorAsted that rather than pursuingarialysia of status
attainment from diverie;themetical,perspec6Ves; the appropriel approach is eclectic. Each perspective idontiPed
releillit:Ptedic*.lincl' these could . readily be conibined. in an eclectic model However, even such an 'eclectic
model Woald not be likely to explain more than one half of the variance in occupational status and earning. Cohort:.
13 6:

215 .CANTERBERY, E. RAY. "A Vita Theory of the Personal Income Distribution." Southern-Economic journal.
40'14y 1979):12-47.

This paper develops a testable theory of the personal income distribution in which the distribution of endowments is
esidogenOns. Human capital theory is modified by integiation with labor market theory .(hence, the term vita theory)
and with the faults or the discrimination and migration literature. This approach provides a general framework for
otherwise diffuse empirical findings in whioh, personal income differentials are attributed to education, experience,
training, .dual -labor ,markets, as well as to, differences in race, sex, class; and region. Variables over which
'individuals, have personal :Control and those in which they as members of society have collective control are
delineated; thus the relation of endowments o public policy choices also is made clear. Cohort: B.

216 CARLINER, GEOFFREY. "Measurement Fsrior and the Estithation of Labor Supply Functions from Panel
.Minteo,.Univer4 Of Western Ontario, ND.,

A, model in *hid the horisebOld's utility depends on the level of the composite good produced in each period-with
inputs of bushand's and wife's home thneanct market goods is developed. Given the full wealth budget constraint,
two wage elasticities are deriyed::. The elasticity of an individual's labor supply with respect to a one period change
in his own wage includes substitution in consumption across periods, sriettitution of his home time for otherinpUts
so household production within the period, and a small 'wealth effect. The labor supply elasticity with respect to a
permanent change in the wage in all periods includes only within period substitution and a large wealth effeztt, Thus
the temporary elasticity is predictedto,be more positive than the permanent-wage elasticity, and presumably larger
thin zero;Cohort:
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217 CARLDIER, GEOFFREY. "Permanent and fiansiiory Wage Effects in a Multi-Perk:4d Family Labor Supply
Model" Ontano:- Department of flcononncs, University of Western Ontario, 1980.

59

Using a subset of Of /Married white men, this paper develops a model in whiCh the hotriehold's utility depends on
the level of the composite goods produced in each period with inputi of husband's and wife's home time and market
goods: uiven, the full wealth budget cOnsuaint,-two wage elasticitiert are derived. The elasticity of an individual's.
lab* supply with respect to a one -period, change in his own wage includes substitution in consumption across
0064; substitution of his home time for other inputs to household production within the period, and small wealth
effect. The labor Supply elasticity with respect to a permanent change in the wage in all periods includes only within
period substitution and a large wealth effect. Thus the temporary elasticity is predicted to be more positive that the
permanent Wage elasticity, and ,presumably 'larger than zero. The ether findings of this paper are a signiiicantly
negative permanent cross <-Wage elasticity of Wife's wage on husband's weekly hours; but small and insignificant
effects on other Outstares of husband's labor supply. 'Health, age, and education affect labor supply directly, as well
as indirectly through their effect on wage raw: Finally, persistent differences among individuals account for over
one fifth of the unexplained valiance the log of weekly hours, while temporary fluctuations or measurement error
account for the remaining four fifths. Cohort M

V

218 CARLDIER; GEOFFREY. "Social Security and the Labor Supply of Older Men." Final Report, Employment
and TrainintAdministration U S Department of Labor, 1980.

The SociallSectirity earningt test currently. reduces benefits by fifty cents for each ,dollar earned above a certain
.exempt amount: .Increasing the exempt amount or eliminating the earnings test (1) encourage men
who retire completely - under, current rules to work part timc:(2).encourage pensioners who currently work part time
to Welkin* hi 40; and (3) encourage workers who currently receive no benefits even though they are eligible to
become pensioners ' and Work: fewer : hours. Regression results. using data from the -MIS. of Older Men. suggest
retirement behavif*.. The estimated effects of wage rates and benefit levels also suggest that eliminating the earnings
,test will not increase labor. supply but will 'increase the net cost to the government of Social-SeCurity.pensiont.
Cohort: 44.

219 :C4LIN_ER, GEOFFREY. "The Wages of Older Men." Journal of Haman Resources 17 (Winter1982):25-

Net _depredation rates in hunian capital are estirnated from wage data on a longitudinal sample of Older Men aged
4544., The results indicate that wage rates begin to decline in the early fifties at rates under one percent-annually
and decline at about two percent annUally after age 00. This decrease was offset by the general increase in wage
-levels so that on average the real wages of men approaching retirement .did- not decline during the period studied.
The general increase was larger for blacks than for 'Whites, probably because, of decreases in labor market
discrimination between 1966 and 1974. An appendix presents a,GI.S estimator for &variance components model in
which the number of observations per individual varies. Cohort' 'M.

220 CARLSON, ELWOOD: -"Family flackgrotuid, School and Early Marriage." Journal of Marriage and the
Family 41 (M5i,1979):341-51._

The ,effects of :family background and school attendancece _oh the timing of early marriage are investigated, and
findings 'show that Marriage is indirectly influenced by families, hrough .impact on ,school as an alternative to
,insuriage. :Mack girls more often come from families with attributes leading to early : marriage; however,' they are
:half as likely to form early marriages acwhite girls from similar educational and family backgrounds. For whites,
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rural and low suburban rates of early marring, consequtzaces of differing family socioeconomic patterns by size
and Place. Cohort G.

221 CARR, TIMOTHY L "An Analysis of the Duration of Unemployment." Proceedings of the Business and
E;onomic Statistics Section, American Statistical A13001tIOR (1971):644-48.

This studypresents an empirical test of a simple job search model where search continues until a job offer matches
the searcher's previetisly established reservation wage. The results provide support for the Model and as -such
conflict withother reservation wage studies which establish a negative relationship between reservation, wages and
the duration of unemployment. nest* .Ats,spell of OnemplOYment data to a Weibull distribution and tests its
hrptheies by examining the parameters of the distribution. Cohort: B. ,

222 CARR, TIMOTHY. J., "A Comparative Study of the Duration of Unemployment of Young-and Middle-Aged
Men." 'Final Report; -Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,-1979.

A-niunber of hypother4 concerning the job search behavior, ofunemplOyed workers are tested in this study. The
empirical literature on unemployment is reviewed and data front the NLS of Young Men (aged-14 to 24 in 1966) and-
Older Men(aged 4-59).are analyzed, Variables examined include: -duration of search, return to search, wage offer
level,- probability of receiving an offer, search cost; and length of horizon: The unemployment duration model and
the acceptance wage model are _presented: ind,'discussed- in terms. of these -variables: Transition: rate (Le:, the
probability of Moving :from uneniPloyettounployet status) is analyzed. Findings are summarized both from
policy perspective and as an indication of the efficacy of the hyPotheSes tested, and directions for future research are
suggested. 'Cohort:43'M.

223 CASEY, FLORENCE M.. "Work Attitudes and Work Experience: The Impact of Attitudes on Behavior." R &
D Monograph 60; Employment and Training AdMinittration, U.S. Department Of Labor, 1979.

This report is based on the study Work Attitudes and Labor Market Experience: Evidence from the'National-
LongitudineSarveys by Paid Andriaarri, Eileen:ApPlebaum, Ross Koppel, and Robert C. hfiljus of the Center for
Labor and Human Resource Studies, Temple UniVersity, Philadelphia, PA. Cohort: B G M W.

2/4 CATTERALL, JAMES S. "A Process Model of Dropping Out of School: Implications for Research and Policy
in an Era of Raised Academic Standards." Mimeo, University of California: Los Angeles, Center for the Study of
Evaluation, 1986.

This paper draws on path-like Models of student attrition developed by researchers concerned with American higher
education to suggest a process model of dropping out of school which is applicable to secondamschools. It notes
that existing research on 0001 (layouts has been conducted largely without the guidance of such a model. Central
featurei of the model; the academic and social systems of the school, are discussed and the influence of indiiidual
student characteristics andof activities in the largor-r-Jcial.system are considered. Accumulated evidence,On school
dropouts-is discussed in light of the suggested model. Ways in which this evidende tends to support the structure
and central of the model are explained. Four-national longitudinal surveys are identified (Project Talent,
-Youth in'Transition StirveY,, the NL.SY, and High'School and-Beyond Survey) and the major studiei describing the
surveys and Using them to study dropouts are cited along with their fmdingi. Findings are reported in.the-areas of
pupil background in-school performance and activities, and out -of- school interactions. -Some implications of
the model-for future research into dropping out the effects Of legislated academie standards for thehigir School

CT,
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diploma, and dropout preVention efforts are explored. Four pagof references as 'Wel as figures and tables are
included. [ERIC ED-281137] Cohort:, Y.

225 CHAMARE: TTE, STEPHEN. "Military Service as a beterininant of Post-Service Earnings." M.S. Thesis,y
PlaYa! Postgraduate School, 1981.

The relationship between military service and post-service eamingi,was analyzed using the 1976 data of the NLS of
= Young Mef Age 14 to '24 years in 1966). The sample was broken down by race and veteran status: When earning

attributes were examined, it was found black veterans on average were socio- economically better off than black non-
veterans,while the reverse was true thewhiteit ThiS erii, which included draftees, lottery seinetees, and volunteers,
failed to produce a military which was representative of society. The_ post-service earnings analysis indicates that
the effect of mditaryservice on subsequent civilian income was negative.- This effect was particularly true for those
veterans who Tailed to use the military'sin-savice or post-service opportunities to further theirgeneral level of
education or undertake vocational tor:ling. In sum, a term in the military has a more positive earnings effect than
4civilian unemployment, but a more negative earnings effect than civilian employment. A major recommendation is
that programs withdrawing members from the civilian sector for extendea paiods' need to compensate adequately
thosemembers either dining or after service. Cohort B.

L

226 CHAmBERLAII "Multivariate Regression Models for Panel-Data." Journal of Econometrics 18,1
[Atinals,Supplelintat] (January 1982)546.

lbe relanonshipbctween heterogeneity bias and strict exogeneity is examined in a distributed lag regression of y on
-1 ..,the relationship is NCO strong when x Is continuous, weaker when it is discrete, and non-existent as the order of
the distributed lag becomes infinite. The individual Specific ,random variables introduce nonlinearity and
lieteroskedisticitY, so a framework =sui,_thie for the estimation of multivariate linear, Predictors is Proiided. _A
Online* distaace, estimator is used to impose restrictions, being generally more cfficient than the conventional
estunators, such asquaskoaximum- likelihood. Computationally simple generalizations of 2- and 3-stage least
squares exist to accomplish this efficiency gain. The sample of Young Men in the NLS is used to illustrate some of
_these ideaa. Regressions on leads and lags of variables, measuring union coverage, Standard Metropolitan Statistical,
.Areas (SMSAs), and regions are replied. The'results suggest that the leads and lags could have been brought about
-just by a random intercept, which gives some support-for analysis of covariance type estimates. These estimates
point to it iiibitantirl, heterogeneity bias in the union, SMSA, and region coefficients. Cohort B.

227 CHAMBERLAIN, GARY. "Omitted 'Variable Bias in Panel Data: Estimating the Returns to Schooling."
Annalis de 1'INSEE 30-31 (April-September 1978):49-82.

nit paper uses panel data to control for heterogeneity-in estimating theeffect of variables thatare not changing over
lime. Identification is achieved by structuring the cross-equation residual covariances via a set of common omitted
variables, which in Wm related to a set of measured exogenous' variables. The principal finding is a substantial
downward bias, in regression estikaites of the effect of schooling upon wages for a sample of young men. This
finding is interpreted by relating schooling to the variance in experience-earnings profiles associated with
investment in on-the-job training. Cohort: B.

228, CHAMBERLAIN, GARY and GRILICHES, ZVI. "More on Brothers." ,In: Kinometrics: Determinants of
Socio-Economic Suc:ceii WithinlBetweeri &milks, P. Taubman, ed., Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing, /983.

=
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The major teens Of this study is on estimating the income-schooling relationship in the presence of an unobserved
ability variable. The main results are the negligible ability coefficient and the substantial schooling coefficientin the-

; earnings equation. The authors expect the ability coefficient to increase as the sample ages. On the _whole, they feel'
that the from theexpectirtion data are better indicators of the eventual peak schiraling and ability effects.

5

229 CHAmsERA.AThi, GARY and GRILICHES, ZVI. "Unobservables with a Variance-Components-Structure:
Ability,' Schooling, and the Economic Success of Brothers." International Economic Review 16 (June .1975): 422-
449;

Cohort

This ittikleciahorates an econometriC procedure aimed at detecting bias in earlierivork on unobserved variables, but
,*.fincli no bias. The authors promise M pursue krther the question as to whether the effects of unobserved variables

'aro Orre aPProPri4elY rOooeive51 of a fixed Or random; Cohort B.

230 CHAF'MANJIRUCE I., "An Economic Analysis-of Quit Behavior: _A CaseStudy of Young U.S. Maks."
pbD. Dissertation, Yale University,1982.

-c?

This dissertation investigates theoretically y and empirically_ the economic determinants of voluntary labor turnover.
A model is developed that incorporates aspects of both search and human capital.theory., The predictions of this
framework are tested and confirmed in general with-the use of the NLS of Young Men. The model assumes that
workers attempt to improve lifetime earnis through job change; and will do so in response to stochastic changes in
demand. These chringes, have implications for both wage levels and job opportunities._ *major-- Copsiraint to
quitting is seen to be the existence of vierker-fmanCerffirinlpecific humancapitat. These investments are not
transferable and thus job change is more expensive *greater the opportunity cost of foregone returns. Perhaps the
most important contribution of the thesis lies in the empirical analysis. Estimates of the worker's wage relative to the
meaty of his alternative distribution are derived through the use of residuals from an earnings Metier]: It is
demonstrated that this is a more appropriate test than the use of wage, the conventionally utilized variable. Further,
approximations of tvOdrequranced rum specific training outlays are computed through estimations of wage growth
as a consequence of job specific tenure: A feature of this approach is the use of a two-stage least squares procedure
treating tenure as an endogenout, variable in the wage equation. The results suggest- that ordinary ',least Raines
estimations misrePreietnthe relationship between tenure and wages. The quit estimations reveal that _workers had
higher probabilities of senaration the lower was wage relative to the mean of the alternative wage distribution, the
lower was age, the lower was firm specific tenure, the lower was specific training; if they did not belong to Unions, if
they were healthy and if Were white. This last finding is of interest given that it provides weak evidence for the
existence of racial discrimination. This follows if blacks have higher expected durations of unemployment-given a
quit. Several issues remain unresolved-from the exercise. First. local nnemplOyment rates rippea.!v not to-matter as
quit determinants, a finding at variance with time series studies. Second, it is not possible to distinguish the major
search hypothesis of the model from an identical prediction from job mismatch theory. Cohort B.

231' CHAPMAN, -BRUCE1. and TAN, HONG: W. "Specific Training and Inter-Industry Wage Mfferentials in
;V.S:Manufactirring."- Review of Economics and Statistics 62-(Angust 1980):371-378.

The Owns to general and-SOCO4C training are investigated by disaggregating the earnings function. The findings
show gnat both general and specific training are important in wage determination. Due to industrial differences in
Worker financed stocks of specific training, wages are not equal- between_ industries, even, in models for:Pna-1r
Capital attributes. Cohort B.
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232 CHEN; YU HSL "Youth Labor Supply and the Minimum Hours Constraint." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio
State University, 1986.

.

The purpose of this study is to teat Whether *Ploy* offer minimum bows_of work, H('d), because of fixed.
costs-of hiring new Workers and niiii*ium was law.. If they do, the standard approach of estimating labor supply
functions, which asionies that an *Oland can always choose= his desired haus of Work, will-result in biased
estimation, and * **aiding policy as the data of actual hairs of work are treated as desired boas of
work, while they might simply be the minimum working bourn required by einployers.- The sample, from the 1982
:Nisy;-_contairiS-194- iiidivideals Who_are male,ringle, and high, chool. terminal gredintes in 1918 cr-1919.,The
-model with dieMininum . bourn carnal* SMWMIIC).staried- with a linear-labor; suPPly function .and a linear
-minim_ vin bars (00))7firnctien. The model without the mininiwit hours constraintIMOMHC) can be obtained
from MWMHC, by setting H('d) = The pinnaces in both models were estimated by the_maximum likelihood
Method: The ratio tea* then used watt the hypothesis that there is no minimum hours constraint,
Which was rejected: Thus, one will get biped eltimates of labor supply:fun-aims, at least for youth, if the minimum
ha at constraint is not taken-in* consideratiOnAt was shoivitinMOMHC that the wage and income coefficients
estimates a nude sitsdnated. As wage rates increeseohe increase in Minimum hairs offered is-less than that of
desired-hairs of 'Work.. For thole, individuals walking at H('d): hours, the inarnse in wage rate will increasetheir
*bedlam* of work lest than that of.H('s)-throej the increase in H('d). Coinerine*Iy, the wage coefficient
estimate obtained in MOMEIC will bein general, underesftated. Similarly, for tholeindividuals Working H('d)
hairs, their, actual hears of work stay intact when their noniabor income changes. This implies Underestimation of
-the income eoefficierrs. Collect Y.

233 CIIENOWETH; LILLIAN. ""The -Career'Patterns and Intragenernional7Mobility Processes for Mature
American Women." Ph.D: Dissertation; Texas A & M University, 1980.

Based on data from_the NLS,div.research assesses three_ niajer life career patterns for mature American women
home, labor force, and mixed camera.. The research then evaluates five general propositions and fourteen derived
hypotheses concerning: -Ii) Variability. in the career- patternsof mature Ainaican -Won. ,4,12) aiffe-,Ocai-in the
intragerierationatmObility of *Men with mixed:and labor' force careers; and ,(3) variations in the frequency of
ceciipiairinaFchingenmaig _wawa with _labor:force-earners. in- the first phase of the research, three general
propositions and nine rit-iivi:dhypoth6es are tested pertaining to the relationship between women's career patterns
and their familial inielini.:,ts, himian Capital investments, and characteristics of the-job and market. The findings
provide- support -for the -general- *positions. All nine independent variables: marriage, children, mother's
anployment, husband's income,-liusband's.anitnde,-health,. education,- earnings and demand for female labor are
siglificantly---related,to overall- variability in women's career patterns. More specifically, low human capital

.invesunepts inhealik and WM:40k as well as high familial investment ina conservative marriage (as reflected by
husbarid's ettitnde) are associated with dispropxtionate representation of with home careers. These findings .

suggest that mature Arne/lean *Omen are likely to experiende substantial involvenrsu in the labor force,-Le., mixed
careers, regardless of their familial investments, human capital investments, or job characteristics. The second phase,
. of the research assesses differences in inuateneratiOnal mobility between women with mixed and labor force career
patterns. The finding do not suggest tipificantly different mobility processes for women with mixed or labor force
tatters. The three hypotheses regarding differences in the fact, frequency and type of mobilityare not supported by
the data. Women -with these:two dissimilar -carter patterns appear to evidence similar intrageneratidnal mobility
processes. The third phone of the research investigaia the frequency of occupational change for women with labor
force careers. The 'findings indicatethatthat_ reflecting familial investments, hiimantapital investments, and
structural opportunities are correlated with thefrequency:of mobility. This of the research develops a five-
-variable Summary medel-which'explaini six_percent of individual level variationin the frequency of occupational

_ change for white women and' twenty percent for black women.- Cohen: W.
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234 :CHENOWETH, LILLIANand MARET, ELIZABETH G. "The Career Patterns of Mature American Women."
Sociology of Work and Occupations: An International Journal? (May. i980):222-51.

This study-identifies three major life-cueet. patterns of mature Amerkiii women: home,labor ft:* andmixed
-careers. -Nigh commitment to traditional:familial roles Mid values, high familial resarces and low human capital
tend to refleccwomen with home careess. In comparison. -low cociimitment b traditional nits and values, low
.fantaial re,Ofiret and high Minas capital represent Women in the labor force. In additica, the results suggest that
mature women are likely to haVe experienced cOnsiderable involvement in the labor fiXte regardless of their familial
-investments, familial fen:inves or human capital investments; Cohort W..

.235. CHENOWETH, LILLIAN and MARET-HAVENS, ELIZABETH G. "Women's Labor Force ParticipationA
Look at Some Residential Patterns."

=

Monthly Labor Review 101 (March 1978):38-41.

Ring womenroughly one-third of the U.S. -wonienexperimee much less labor. force activity than their urban
counterparts. This study.providet no support fcc_the spendatiOn that Women in rural areas would be affected by
greater opportuaitien for_labor market-activity.:Comenely, the supply ,characteristiet,of rural women; although
Men* in some respects from women, indidate a potentially-large untapped resource for-American labor.
Cohort: W.:

236 'clONG KEYWON. "Poverty and tfigration: Synthesis of Macrolevel and:AficroleVel_Perspectives of
Itfigration." Ph.D. Dissertation, Utah State University, 1987.

This study assesses effects of contextual and personal characicrisdcs on the migration propensities of individuals,
with primary focut on several measurements of indiiidual poverty status and the poverty level of the residential
areas. The-restricted opportunity perspective on poverty,: the. human capital perspective and the microeccoomic
PasPective on migration, arc the major fiuneworks-gUiding the study; Logistic regression analysis of data from the
NLSY and from the 1983:County aid City-Data Book- is employed to investigate differences in du; mignakai
behavior .between- the-poor and poppoor, and significant main and interactive effects of the macrolevel and
microlevel factors on the migration behavior of American youth. The major findings are: (1) youthliving in areas
with less employment opportunities are more migratory; (2) poor youth arc less migratory than the nonpoor; and (3),
the poor livid in areas with less employment °ppm-males are least migratory. These findings are consistent -when
migratiiiii is classified into primary-aid repeat migration, but are not consistent across the ethnic groups. Fmdingt=
Point to the importance of (1);:ifitegratilig -macrolovel and .microlevel perspectives for better understanding of
migration behavior of indiiiduaLs; (2) comparing the migration behavior of the poor with the nonpoor; and (3)
controlling ethnic group status in the migration study. [UMI ADG88-23613] Cohort Y.

237 CHEONG, KEYWON; TONEY, MICHAEL B.; STINNER, WILLIAM F. "Racial Differences among Young
Men in the Selection of IdetroOolitan an_ d Nonmetropolitan Destinz''.ons." Rural Sociology 51,2 (Summer '1986):
.42-228..

This study is an empirical examinationof the extentla which racial differences exist in young Men's selection of
metropolitan and itanmettopolitan destinations, after adjusing =for compbsitional differences. Ilia -tendency of
preViout studies to focus on migration of a single racial group left a gap in systematic comparisons acrossrace.
Results here; bated on the YoungMei cohort of the NLS, indicate that yoUng black males are Much leis likely than
yoting white males to select nonmetmpolitan destinations. Migration thus increases racial segregation. The findings
arc 0;scussed in both deniographic and socioeconomic contexts. Cohort:
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218 CHERLIN, ANDREW: "TheEffasi Dissolution." Demography 14 (August-1971):265-
12.

'This stiidY analyzes the tel between the:presence of children and marital disruption. The results indicate
thit children are a deterrent to inaritat disrupthil only when they are preschool ages, when time and effort required
for the duld are signify* Cohort W.

239 CH_E R L I K _ A N D R E W . " E m g o y n i e n t ; I n c o r n e, M a r ri a g e, a n d Divorce in T w o Cohortt.of W o m e n . " F i n a l

R e p o r t, EMployment and Training Administration; tr.s. Departinent of Labor, N.D.

Data are analyzed: from_ the :NIS of yoing Women and Mature Women On the following faipies: (1). the
postponement of marriage:among:women* their twenties; (2) the.determinants of divorce and separaiiosnrnong-
young and mature married women; (3) cohabitation and subsequent marOatte; and-(4) the reliability and valt4itY 0f-
reiniptetive measures of brolly stricture. A -snag* of effects of emPlOYmeit, -eamm.,_gs, work_ attitidei,,,
educational attainment, and other sodal demographic and economic characteristics are reported: During"the 1969 to
1975 period, the proportion of_young.ivomen-wantistoo be hriuserives at age 35as-opposed, to wanting to work
outside,the Itme401-Sharply, lowering the probibilitY of 'Marriage for these-women. Employment and income are
more important daerMinants of divorce and -separation for-married women in their thirties- ansilatiess 'than for
ntaniatroMen -in their- rwaines.. Single, cohabicatingivOmen marry at about the same rate as do single; 'non-
aihabitating women. Cohort G W,,

240 ANDREW. "Employment; Interne, and Family life: The Case of-Marital Dissolution" In:
Women's Changing Roles at Home and Olathe Job, Special Report No. 26, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

This:paperixesents eVidence that 'several aspects of a cattle's economic-guidon influence the-probability of
marital #ssolitiOn. Two effects have the most relevance for policymakers.- First, increased stability and security of
the husband's employment decreased the probability of dissolution, independent of income levels. Sedond, wives-
who have independent sources of income that compare favorably with the incomes of their husbands have a greater

-probability of marital dissolntion. Cohort W.

241 CHEItLIN, ANDREW. "Ile National Longitudinal Surveys and Sociological -Research: Contemporary
Sodology9,4 (July.1980): 512-515.

This paper recounts the historical development and research content of the National Longitudinal SurVeys- of Labor
Market Expenaice. In addition, it briefly reviews, frdin a sociological perspective, some of the NLS research which
has been conducted over the years an_ d pinpoints dilemrnas aid challenges facing the researcher working with this
large laigittidirial data base.: Cohort -BG MW Y.

242 CHERLIN, ANDREW. "Postponing Marriage: The Influence of Young WOmen's Work Expectations."
Journal of Marriage and the Family 42 (May,1980):355-65.

This paper investigates the determinants of one compinent Of the recent changes in family life: the postponethent of
marriage among women in their early. twenties. Single women in a national longitudinal study who planned to be
housewives it age 35 as opposed so those who planned to be working outside the home- were. more likely to many
in the near future. -But; between '1969 and 1975, the, proportion of single women who planned to belotitewives
decreased sharply. Evidence is pretested which suggests that the change in future work plans may have reduced the
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chances that a woman in her early twenties would marry in the next fewyears. The implicatiOns of these and other
findings for the study of the transition to marriage are discussed. Cohort G.

243 CHERLINE ANDREW. "Social and Economic-Determinants of Marital Separation." Plip. Dissertation,
Uniyenity of California at Loa Angeles, 1976.

Th social aid economic deteinthiants of separation gat divorce were studied using a national sample of 5,000
*mien- aged_ 30 to 44_ who were interviewed annually from 1967 to-1971. A subsample of about 3,500 nonfarm_
women who were married with their husbands present *1967 was extracted from the data The characteristics of the
women whotemained, married until 1971 Were compared _Statistically with the characteristics of the women who
separated or divested. Cobert

244 CHERLiN; ANDREW. "Work Life and Marital Dissolution." In: Divorce and Separation: Context, Causes
and Consequences,- G. Le Anger &O; eds., New York Basic Book, 1979,

Work lives affect family 1iies.. A growing body-Of evidence suggests_ that_whedier and when we marry, bow many
children we have, and whether a marriage ends it divorce me all determined, in part, by employment and income.
Two influences, aspects of it couple's economic ski** seem to have the most substantive importance in affecting
marital dissolution. First, greater stability of the husband's employment decreasedthe probability of dissolution,
*dependent of income levels. Second, wives whose potential wage compared -favorably with the wage of their . ,

husbands bid -a greater probability of dissolution. The evidence suggests that the relationship betweentwo married
pain:era' work lives and their chances of divorcing or separating is more eomplek than earlier studies 'implied.
Cohort W.

245 CHERLIN, ANDREW and HORIUCHI, SHIRO. "Retrospective- Reports of Family Structure: A
Methodological Assessment."' Sociological MahodiandResearch8 (May 1980):454-69.

The authors investigate response inconsistencies in regard to a-national panel of young-women who were asked:.
"With whom were you Hying when you were 14-years old? The findings show that- there is considerable,
inconsisteney between 1968 and p7 . as to whether or not the respondent said in 1968 that at 14 she was living
with both parents. The authors suggest that some of the respondent's households may have changed composition so
there may not .have been a single, true answer so the question. In addition, the author hypothesize that others
changed:: their response's to fit With what -.60 vieWed as soundly more- acceptable responses. Despite the
inconsistency between 1968 and 1972, the responses lead a) similar conclusions when they Were used in multivariate
analyses. Cohort G.

246- CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND. 'Declining Earnings of Young Men: Their Relation. to Poverty, Teen
Pregnancy, and Family FoMiatica." Report, Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse, Children's Defense
Fund, 1987.

This article examines bow the lack of adequate job opportunities at decent wages makes it difficult for many young
people, particularly rning men with limited skills or educational credentials, to get a good start in the changed labor
Market-of the 1980s. Using data from the cps and NLSY, thereport focuses primarily on the earnings and marriage
faits of young men and traces the sharp dedinia in employment and earnings, falling marriagerates, and increasing
poverty among young families and their children. 'Some of its key findings include: (1) between 1973 and 1984, the
average real annual earnings among malai sot 20 through-24 fell by nearly- 30 Percent, from- S11,572 to $8,072 in.
19801ollars;:(2)- the percentage of yams men able to support their family with income above the poverty line
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dropper) from 60%:iix,1973 to 42% in 1984; ; (3) yciting Men ,without high school diplomas suffered-the largest
-pert intagndrOp in. their real annual earnings during this Period; (4),athting high school dropout& thOsemith strong
basic academic skills earned twice as mach as dropouts _with a Weaker educational folindation; and'(5) youths ages
18 to 23 who have the .wealreat reacting math -skillsmath -slls are eight times 'more Illtelylci have children out -of wedlock.
The concluding section of the report disCustes a set of strategies designed to-bolster the self- sufficiency of young
familiek Cohort:

747 OMIIIC9S.ViOMAs N. and NESTEL,GILBERT. "The Eccitiomic Consequences of Poor Health, by Race
aid Sex." prortedings of the Social Statistics Seddon, Mexican Statistical Association (1982):473-471;

This paper draivs .on data collected infiie-NLS, of. Older Men and Mature Wothen to evaluate the relationship-
between health status aid labor market outcomes. The authors recognize that the same health problem can have
different economicsoinequences for different subgroups of individual& The principal objective of this study is to
quantify these intergroup differences by computing earnings losses stemming from the of pear health on
houri-vidiked and wage rates 'of white and blaCk men and = women. A uniqUefeatUre of this analysis is the use of
health_ measure that is not behavioral and is constructed from responses= to question* about fiinctionai limitations;
(e.g walking and-lifting) sal'signi and symptoms -of illness (e4, aches and nervousnets). .Maainiunilireiiliond
techniques and OLS are used to estimate the equations and attention is also given to Possible seleetivitybiat in wage
equation& Cola* W.

248- CH1R1KOS, THOMAS -N. and: NESTEL, GILBERT. "Economic Conseqiiences of Poor Health in -Mature:
Wand)." In: Unplanned Careers: The Working Lives of Middle,Aged'Women, Lois B. Shaw, ed., Lexington:
Leitington Books, 198.3.

Theeconomic Oleos _of Variations in _Women's health are analyZed from two related perspectives: first, the impact-
& poor health labor supply and wage rates is examined and earnings losses calculated; and second, the analysit is
extended to the' familY unit to study whether the wife's health milli influences-the yak-behavior of her spouse.
The health measure used is the impairment index of fithctional limitations caleniated for all _women in 1971. Wage
aid hair equations are estimated by multivariate procedures (OLS and "I'OBIT). Issues of sample selectivity-bias are
addressed. The findings shoiv that *omen-with health problems suffer conSeqbences that coinpoimd their already
disadvahtaged position in the labor market. Black men were also found to-increase their work activity in respOnie to
the poor health of their wives; there is no eiridence of a similar compensatory effect among white:women. Cohort:
NTIT:

-249 CHIRIKOS,_THOMAS N. and NFSTEL, GILBERT. "Economic Determinants and Consequences of Self-
-Reported Work Ditability." Journal of Health Economics 3(1984):1177136.

This paper examines the determinants of self reported mirk disability in samples of older inen and women stratified-
;OrraCe. 'Strong:1Pupport is found.* the hYpOthesis that economic factors as well as poor health influence the
probability, individuals report health limits in the amount or kind of work they dm In particular, lower expected
wage rates significantly raise the probability of reporting work disablement, controlling for health status and health-
related job requirements. Theimplicatioas of these findings on estimating health and wage effects in labor supply
studies are examined. Policy implications We also discussed. Cohort: M W.

250 CHIRIK08; THOMAS N. and NFSIEL, GILBERT. "Functional Capacities of Older Men for Extended Work
Lives." Special Report, Social Security Administration, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1988.
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The extent to which 'health crinditiOnS otphyaical -job requirements aff ect the functional capacity of older men to
remain at work is an important 'consideration in judging policies designed to advance the age of retirement. _A
continuous-time :Maricov; model of retirement, disability and death is developed in this 'report to test hypotheses
'Obit the *Buena of impaired health and non-sedentary work on the ability of men in their seventh decade to delay.
re:tile-Mein. The model is estimated with panel data'cOvering a seventeen-year period for a nationally representative
sample of older American men. -Nor health is found so affect significantly thelikelihood.bf retiring in a disabled.

-state. Since the impairment status of the elderly may deteriorate over time as mortality rates iMprove,--__.retireinent
Tolley must bb braced for the very real- possibility that the fraction of older **km .wip:wilLtave. difficulty in
delaying retirement because of their health sob- ens will increase in in thefu tuto.HoWever;P_ hYsical jobre- Urenent-
arc found to play a slightly more ambiguous role in the ability of men to delay retirement. Workers in non,Sedenuiry .

jobs are indeed more likely: to retire disabled. But cohort projections of the fractions of ',men in various :non-.
Sedentary and sedentary job categories capable of extending their work lives are quite similar, even when differences
in background characteristics of these men is taken' into account Thus, even though some workers will be adversely

-affected by advancing the age of retirement, this hardship is unlikely to fall disproportionately on only some small
number of workers or those at work specific types of jobs.- Cohort M.,

251- CHERIKOS,-THOMA.S.N.-and-NEtTh4,- GILBERT. !Further Evidence on the Economic- Effectsof Riot,
-Health." Riiiiew of Economics and Stadstige (February 1985):-61-69.

This paper examines in current_ economic welfare attributable to different profiles or histories of health
status over the preceding ten year period. A t*o-equation model, estimated with National Longitudinal Survey data
for four sex-race group's, provides convincing evidence. that health problems incurred in--the-past adversely affect
current earnings. This legacy is difficult to overcome : it remains even for individuals in improving health willing to
devote -relatively greater effort to Market -wort A _history Of poor health is also shown-to exact substantially-
different economic tolls from men and women as well as from whites and blacks. Cohort MW.

252 CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Health 'fist* and Current Market Earnings: Further
Evidence on the Economic Effects of Poor Health.' Presented: Dallas, Association for the Social Sciences in
Health, -American Public Health Association, 1983.

Empirical research by economists and sociologists on the interrelationship between health and socioeconomicstatus
has-- freqiiondy been limited by the absence of suitable longitudinal measures of the crucial variables: This paper
draWsort a unique data set, the NLS of Older Men and-Mature Women, to constrir.1 ImigitudinarmeasUret of health
history and to analyze the relationship between these histories, and measure's of current economic status._ The NLS
has followed nationally representative samples of 5000 white and black men, then 45-59 years ofage, and an equal
number, of white and black-wcimen; then-30-44 years old, since the mid-sixties. A :Narietyof health measures as well
as detailed economic data are available for various years over the period the panels have been followed. Responses
to health-related questions over the decade-1966-1976 are used to prOfile the health histories of each panel member.
The effects of these histories on such current labor market outcomes as wages and annual hours worked are-then
estimated using multivariate statistical techniques. The analysis shows that a history of-health problems definitely
creates.a legacy of adverse economic consequences. It also shows that this legacy differs substantially-among sex
and race groups. Substantive and methodological implications of these findings are dikussed. Cohort: M W.

253 CHERIKOS; 'THOMAS N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Health Status and Work Activity of OlderMen: Event-
History Analyses of Selected Social Policy Issues." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The
Ohio State University, 1985.
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The "mterreladonthip betiveen'leahlr status and. work activity is-analyzed in order to cast 'further light On- three
controvert* '.6y Whether the average health levels of older men havedeterithated, improved or remained roughly
Constant** the past 25 years, and the extent to which below-average health leads involuntary labor torCe,
withdrawals, (2) whether the health of older men who retire deteriorates as a result of retirement, (3) whether recent
improvements in mortality have selectively favored individuals at higher risk of disablement; and thus contributed to
pre- and post-retirement health trends. The results tuggett that health levels of older w 41 have deterioratedOvorthe
pest *decades; pertly as a consequence of improvements in life thipectancy. These health trends have contributed
to the observed --041inein labor three participation of this population subgroun. Little evidence is found, however,
*0-4' tfte claim that retirement harms health *Mt. r Cohort: M.

254- CHIRIICOS,1110MAS N.:and,NESTELGILBERT. -"Health-Pension. interaction in the Analysis of-Early
RetireMeartreads." &iambus, OH: ';ICentei for Human Resource The Ohio StateUniversity,,1984-.

This study tests whether there is an underlying interaction betweer policy inducenients and health-related retirement
ibehaiiqr. Inclusion of mortality in the model ensures that selectivity biases are minimized and permits direct testing
of several key inferences made in previous studies. Findings are (1) Work-limiting health conditions are neither
permanent one-influenced,thichisivelY by impaired -Physical or psychological functioning _ so saidies- using these

sas proxies for the capacity to engage in market work are likely to overstate involuntary withdrawals from
the labor face: (2_ ) Evidence of -interaction, effects between policy-related and health-related outcomes provides
fundamental support for the hypothesis that inducements arising from social insurance and income transfer programs
-influence labor market behavior. (3) This analysis provides weak evidence that life expectancy biases the results of
early retirement studies that use mortality and health proxy and pension wealth as indication of policy inducements.

'C-611Prt

255 ailitiKOS, THOMAS -N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Impact of Poor Health on the Work Status of Women."
Presented. Morgantown, West Virginia University, Ccnference on Women and Health, 1982.

This paper documents the effect ordeclinint health on the market earnings of women. Trio magnitude of this
effect is then compared to _a similar estimate for men-. The NLS of Older Men reinterViewed-in 1976 (ages '55:69)
and-Mature -Warren reitherviewedin,1977, (ages 40-54) provide the data base for these analyse* The findings
provide convincing evidence that poor health exacts heavy toll from the economic status of women by reducing
likelihood they will work at all, by reducing the,atnber of hours if they continue to work, and by reducing' _

ivagesjhat reductions are generally larger for women than men. Cohort: 'M W.

256 CHIRIICOS, :THOMAS N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Impairment and Labor-Market Outcomes: A CroSs-
Sectional- and 'Longitudinal Analysis." In: Work4nd Retirethent:,A Longitudinal Study of Me,, H. Panics, ed.,
Cambridge: 414T Press, 1981.

The effect of health on selected labor market outcomes of middle- aged and older men provides the central theme for
this paper Particular emphasis is direeted, at the effect of health on hours of work and wages using cross sectional
and longitudinal data. An index of impairment level (functiOnst-limitation) is -developed to measure health status.
The statistical implications of this measure rather than the more _conventional work-limiting -response- is also
explored. -Both,the'.1971,aird :1976 survey of Older Men are used in the analysis._ The various relationships are
estimated '111. multivariate techniques (OLS). As expected, poor-health reduces participation and theextent of work
activity ,ariel 'thereby earnings. there is also rconsiderable evidence that the impairment levels are 'instable,
suggesting improvement in health as well as the incidence of additional problems with increasing age. There is
limited evidence that occupational mobility is used as a:Mechanism' for adjusting to changes in iinpairment- status.
cohort M.
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257- CIIIRIICOS; THOMAS N. and NESTEL, GILBERT: "Incidence and Chronicity of Functional Impairments in
'Older Men." Presented. 111th Annual Meeting of the American Public Health Association, 1983.

This stUdrmeasinei changes Oyer , a Avt year -period in functional impairments in- a represeritatiVe,sample, of
American Men between 60-74 years of age and analyzes the impact of these changes on self appraised health status,
normal role function, Mobility,* self-sufficiency in Personal-cafe.- The relationship between impairinent status and
survivorship is also investigated. The analysis shews that the functional capacity of older men is reduced-as they

-'ate and that these diminutions increase the likelihood of rePortintligothCnithAilliitation0 in work activity, travel
-restrictions and assistanceinativi ties of daily living *Weyer; considerable evidence is also found that functional
capacities arc restored, with concomitant improvements in health and disability status. The Chronicity or duration of
:functional iinpainnentals taliertintolUeation by this eVidetice. Finally, impairment status is found to be a strong
predictor of mortality, suggesting that int/ea:dm:life expectancy may substantially increase the number of disabled.
elderly needing medical and social service support. Cohort:

258- .CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N., and NESTEL, . GILBERT., "Job Characteristics and Health, Status Effects on
Retirement Behavior.' ColuinbuS, OH: Department of Preventi-e Medicine, The Ohio State University, 1986:

This tepOrtitivestigate* Whether: jot Characteristics are:significant determinants Of the labor force attachinent of
older:Werkeri-lindivfiether these cliatactetisties have an eVeamote pironouncerf effecton work activity,when they

interact 'Wit!! poor health. A continuous jinx-Mar** model 4 interrelated 'W9rk and functional gains profiles is
used as the general framework for the research. The model includes Several different nieitSureS of job characteristics,
an intertetiiporal-indeX-- of physical and Mental capacities, and control 'Variables, characterizing the financial
incentives and sOciOdcMOgrai*katahta of these workers. The parameters of the model are _clIt4n*.d with panel data
covering the 17-year (1966-1983) of she Older Men's cohort. The statistical findings present a mixed picture
of the importance of occupational factors on labor market attachment:- Some effects of occupation or occupation-
related factors as-job conditions, onlhe.functional- histories Of older men- are detected. These effeets,-iii-turn,
generallY:tranalateintoiliereduced.likelthoodnf continuing attachments to market work, consequently, they are of
Some interest to policy-makers dealing with the rapid-historical declinein the labor force participation rates of men
over 45' years of On the other hand; the-net influence of job factors is generally very small relative to other
determinants of retirement, and their theaithileffeets are not always coitsismt. -Thus; the) do not appear to offer,
policy-aialrettnitich leverage in dealing With dcéliñing trends in male participate,' res. Cohort: M.

259 C'HIRIKOS,._ THOMAS -N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Longitudiniii)Analysia of Functional Disabilities in
Oldet Men." Journal of Gerontology 40,4 (July 1985): 426-433.

The study examines longitudinal changesiin various functional disabilities and the effects of such changes on self
reported health, role function, mobility, and-self-Sufficiency. Using data fro the NU of Older Men, the analysis
revealed that: (1). sizeable percentages of men report motor-sensory *functions with black men -experiencing
-higher rates of dysfunction than whites; and 2) that functional disabilities are strong predictors of mortality, Cohort.

260 CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Sex and Race Differentials in the Economic
Consequences of Poor Health." Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,
1982.

The,effect of poor health on earningtis explored with data-collected from reinter** s of OlderMen and Mature
Women in 1976 iiiids1977: Additional controls for race were introduced to allow for white and black men and
-Women comparisons, Two health indicators were calculated:_ an impairment index of functional limitations and-a,
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health hiitory nteastire._thatlaunnarized.the respondent's health In the OM-ten-year ,period.. Wage and hours
equations were estimated by.multivariam techniques (OLS, and TO134) with the wage equations containing an
additional tennificigiect for sample selectivity bias. The findings show that poor health affects men and women of
each race ditteientiy. Blacks were :generally less likely than whites to sustain labor market activity:and earnings
when 'faced With -a health problem .- Unhealthy whites, however,. also inetured, substantial earnings losses.
'DiffuericeS in responses were also found between men and women of each race. Cohort. MW

, 26CHIRIKOS, THOMAS and NESTEL,- GILBERT:, "Work' Capacity of Older Dien and Age-Eligibility for

`MCciic*e }it*Os." m OFal 014' iSePte000008):' OF -881., .

aPiir -ariaities the &nations, of work, capability of men, using data frog. the:NiS of Older Men on
approximately 3!599 white and 1,400 black men who were age 45J to.59: in -1966. An event-history framework
technique was used to a six-state health-event model. -projections of adjusted prevalence rates indicate that
40 percent oi the total cohort:of Whiter men at age: 60 can expect to be capable. of work at age 67, and about 54
percent of those who survive until ageol'_Will be capable of Work., Similar simulations for black ma reveal-that of
thaw who survive until age 67,-41 percent will-hefunctionally capable at-that age, In recent years, successive
cchorts have experienced loweraverage,impairm* levels. ,Economic welfare, Which will probably-improve over

":.4 ume ihtnthiInCrease'the capacity of men to,Ietnain ,Working in their sixties. These results suggest-that.'serious-
,. Consideration could be given M. adVaricingibe-:age of eligibility for Medicare benefits An appendix containsr

**led Oci**.anti ssatistal dat4.140-inil 034;ft:At _
262 CHISWICK, BARRY R. "Au Analysis of the Economic Progress and Impact of Immigrants." Final Report,
Einployment and Training Administration, U.S. pepar#430i of Labor,,1980:

The:theoretical:analysis of earnings' and occupational mobility is based on-the:international transferability of skills
and the favorable aelf-SelectiOn-of **grants: Detailed analyses are porformediy_raegethnie group and sex 0970
Census-forthe U.S: and for Britain, Canada, and isitel).. ictinornic,thigrants-initially have lower earnings than the
native-born but their earnings rise rapidly with the duration of residence, reach equality after 1 Lto 25 years and then
,Ooy'hive,;higher-earains. The Children of immigrants earn. 5 to 10 -percent' More.than those with native-born
parents: Additional analyses are:performecifor adult white men using the two unique features of the NiS. Using
longitudinal data on earnings, it is found that earnings rise more rapidly in the U.S: 'for the-foreign-born than for the
natiie-both. --Using the data on immigration generation, it is found that among-the native-born those with foreign-
born parents have six percent higher earnings, while among those with native-born parents earnings are-higher by
approximately one percentage point for each foreign-born grandparent. These patterns in the NLS'are consistent with
the the*** model air4 other empirical findings. Using aggregate production function analysis, it is shown that an
-increase-in supply of either low-akilled or high-skilled immigrants- decreases the :wage of that type of labor, and
increases the return to both capital and the other type of labor Immigration tends to increase the aggregate income
of the natiVepOpulation, unless the immigrants 'tie substair.il net beneficiaries of income transfers -A bibliography
-*included.- Cohort: M.

263 CH0,-pILLJAy. "Education and Earnings of Working Women." The Meetings of the Southern Association
otAgriculugai-Scientists, Rural SociolOgy Section, 1983._

The buthan- Capital theory pretlicts, among other, things, that higher investments in human capital, especially
education, yield higher returns in.terms of earned income. Although this theory has been questioned, it has been a

-46Minant'Perspeetivein stiglimof the relationship between education and earnings The theory is tested here as it
applies ***en, using thelqatiac Women cohort of the NLS, Education was measured in terms a(l) highest
grade attended;-(2) bighest'gradelnumber, of years of formal schOcling) CoMpieted;, and (3) number of Months of

78
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yocationalriaining received. Two measures of earnifigS were used average' weekly earnings and natural logarithtt
of the same. Analyses show that there is little or no significant direct effect of education on earnings. Only a small
.amount of significant indirect effect mat identified..Theie significant effects are specified in a pith model.
Essentially the same 'findings were obtained even when the analyses were performed separately for' whites: and
blacks.. No significant direct effects of education on earnings were found. As for indirect effects, they-were greater
for blacks tlian "for whites, perhaps due iti die-fact that tank, white women who have:higher educational levels are
married and stay home. Vocational training had little pr no indirect effect. Formal school have wider
general application and therefore increases the chances of paid employment.- Cohort: W.

264 CH6,-$11. JAY. "Education and Income of Women:, An Analysis of NLS." Preleinech the Meetings of the,
Ainericrui:SoCiological Associaticia,'1982.

The effects of educationen earnings are not direct but indirect through employment. Level of educational attainment'
is a proxy for the leVel of some marketable "skills", which' include knowledge and exPertite.:Education, as a proky

skills, is used: here broadly, to include informal, (vocational training and other learning experiences) as well as
fort-nal-School education.. Therefore, in testing , the- modified hypothesis and ascertaining whether -the, general
proposition also'holds:true fOi women, both the number_ of. years of school completed and the- tither of months of
Vocational training completed -iieretised. Data were obtated.from the-women subset ofthe The.effecti of
tither of years of School completed on-earnings through employment, controlling for such background variables as
labor market conditions,, number of children, and health ,conditions; were found to-be-significant. The effects of
nitiber- ekniontha of,vocationa. training completed were barely;significant. These findings-at- consistent with
finding from evaluations of numerous shoit-ter. training programs`, and indicate -that emphasia on, ancrhigher
investments in, long -range programs under the Elementary and Sectulary Education Act and Higher Education Act
are more desirable than training:Programa such as WIN or CETA., Cohort: 'W.

265 CHO, PILL JAY. "Work and Welfare: A Cross-Sectional Analysis." Ph.D.-Dissertation, The University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1981.

This dissertation is concerned with the relationship betWeen work and welfare. ,A review of the literature indicates
that there ammo competing hypotheses. In general, sociologists *aim that people are more likely :to continue
working even-whenit-isttian economical necessity because of the "meaning of work." Economists, on the other
hand, insist that, at the same level of incorne, people tend choose leisure rathei than **Mc. We tested the null
'hypthesis of no effeeta of welfare on work against thealternatiVe hyPOthesis of negative effects using data from the
NLS, bccanse it contains rich iniortation on both work and welfare. Since AFDC is usually the focut of the work-
,Welfare debate,-the sample was choSen from the Mature Women subset of NLS whose marital Status is similar to that
of-AFDC mothers, i.e:, all women excluding those who aremmairieci, spouse present." Beettse the feedback effects
Of work-on welfare had to be takeninto account, and bocauSe we wished to use multiple indicatois of therheoretical:
concepts, We develeped a model whiCh manifests these two important points in addition to other features of causal
relations involved. Thus, we used Joreskogis,maxhnum likelihood method (LISREL) as well as ordinary` least.
squares method -(reressionanalifsis) to test -the hypothetes mentioned above. We found little significant effects'of
welfare on woric,,whilework exerts significant impact on welfare. Thus, it seems more sensible to try to reduce the
welfare burden by increasing work rather than to attempt to increase work by reducing welfare. Cohort:. W.

266 CHO, PR.L. JAY. "Work and Welfare: A LISREL Analysis of NLS." Presented: Toronto, American
Sociological Association Meeting, 1981.

This study concentrates -on the labor Simply of women whose marital status-is-similar to that of welfare (AFDC),
mothers. The LISREL analysis uses the maximum likelihood method for estimating the unknoWn' coefficients in a

7 9,
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set of linear structural equations. It allows for both errors, in equations (disturbances) and errors in the observed
-variables (measurement errors) and yield estimates of the residual covariance matrix and the measurement errotco-

-: variance'matrix as well, as estimates of the .unknown - coefficients in, the structural equations, provided that all
parameters are identified. The results of the LISREL analysis show that none . of the control variables of labor
supply has significant effects on the !Oar-supply of *elf* mothers. Cohort: W.

<.

267 CHO, WOO HYUN. "Promotion Prospects, Job Search and the Quit Behavior of Employed Youth." -Ph.D.
Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1983.

DStit from the NLSY 1979,1980 and 1981 surveys and the Quality of Employment Survey 1972/731977 are used to
test .8 medel- or'the determinants of,job, search and quit behavior of-employed youth. Results show 'a negative
relationship between- ork.the-job search: and quit and the probability of promotion - within the firin. Promotion
probability Oitis- found' to be determined by the worker's accumulated learning in the current job and the firm's
--'provision of learning, through high qUality-"teachin&instruttion and supervision." The findingssuggest that wage
'rate alone may be a misleading indicator of the desirability ofa job, and that accepting a job offer and/or discovering
the attributes of the current jOb does nottiecessarily mean that a worker must Commit to a long spell of employment
in that job, but may be able to progress through a hierarchy of jobs within the thin. Cohort: Y.

268, CHRISTE' NSEN; SANDRA. "Improving Youth Employment Prospects: Issues and Options." Congressional
-Budget Office, Washington; Government Printing Office, 1982:

As the 9otikress ceitsiders- reauthorization-of -CETA; the YEA, an the TJTC, itimust- appraise the ongoing
characteristics of youth employment problems and decide what policies will be most apprOpriate to deal with thein.
In its efforts to Create a set of policies that might improve labor market prospects for youths, thispaper is intended to
-aid the Congress. Chapter II examines the-dimensions of youth employment in more detail and presents projections
for the 1980s. Alternative policy approaches are described:in Chapman: Chapters IV through VI examine current

;Programs that attempt to implement these approaches, as well as a number, of specific options that might be adopted
in the future.- Cohort: Y.

269 CHRISTENSON, BRUCE. "The Occupational Achievement Process Among 30 to 44 Year Old Married,
Never-Married, and Divorced or Separated Females:" M.A. Thesis, University of Iowa, 1976.

The process of occupational achievement among white females is examined, with focuseson: (1) implications of
sex role socialisation for female Occupational achievement;_. (2) the impact of role conflict on occupational
achievement of married women; and(3) differences in the achievement process across marital categories: Cohen:

270 cputorisicr; AMES. "The Value of Veteran' Status in the Labor Market." Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas Tech
UniiierSity,;19,35.

This itody investigated the impact of military serviceon civilian labor market performance as measured by wage
-rates and NLSsiata from the Older Men and Young Men cohorts were used to represent the
World War 1.1 -'and Vietnam generations respectively. Labor market outcomes were modeled using ordinary 'least
squares esthmitifit. The decomposition of regression results was used to identify sources of the differential between
veterahs-and-nO0e;ianS. The tesults-ot the study are (1) veterans of both generations consistently outperform
niin--veteratit; (2) the prehtiumolthe World War II veteransappears to be large and permanent; (3) the ,premium' of
the V!etnarn-eraveterandeèiiies in se and significance over time; (4)' minority veterans fare better than white

Q
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ivies** oy the principal source of the premium among World War U veterans is a superior-endowment of
characteristics; and (6):Vietnimera veterans also gain from endowments, but to a smaller degree than the previous

.gene ions. Cohort: 13 M.

271 COGAN; JOHN O. "Fixed Costs and Labor Supply." Econometrica 49 (July 1981):945-963.

This piper presents a theoretical and empirical -model of,libor supply when there are fixed costs associated with
entry into the labor maitet. An implication of existence of fixed costs is that will not be willing to
work beidow -some minimum number of hours, tamed reservation hours. A maximum likelihood estimate that
allows reservation hours to be .non-zero and differ randomly among individuals is developed. The estimator is
applied 40 data on married women to estimate their labor supply functions The results indicate that fixed costs of
work are of prime importance in determining, the labor supply betavior of married women. The results also suggest
that large own-wage elasticities found in earlier studies of married women's labor supply are,; in part, due to ignoring
the existence of fixed costs of labor market entry. Cohort: W.

272 COGAN, JOHN F.. "Married -Women's or Supply A Comparison of-Alternative Estimation Procedures."
In'Yemak i'etbor Supply: Theory antiEstimation, LP. Smith, ed. 'Princeton University Press 1980: 90-118.

Four methods of estimating the parameters underlying married women's labor sapplyfunction are examined in order
to &al with the problem that no market Wage.is.observed for women who do not work. The implicit restrictive,
assut: concerning the _disturbance- structure of two conventional empirical approaches are brought, to light.
Gronau's '_approach of estimating, reservation_ wages is compared with conventional methods and judged to be
inferior on methodological grounds. Using the same restrictive assumptions as the two-conventional approaches, it
generates less information concerning the determinants of married women's labor supply function, Empirical
comparisons are made-among:the two conventional methods and Heckman's 1974 maximum likelihood method.
The selectivity bias in estimating wage' offer equations is important for the intercept, and the return-to-prior labor
market experience, but small for the return to education. Large, and systematic differences in the estimated
parameters of the hours of work equation are found between Heckman's approach and the conventional procedure of
using only the subsample of-working women (Model I). Systematic, but relatively small differences in estimated

'hours of work paranietas (except for the wage coofficient) arefound between Heckman's 'Method and in alternative
conventional approach of imputing wages to all women and estimating the hours of work equation over the entire
sample of observation (Model .11):_, Comparisons of predictions _among the procedures reveal a striking,. similarity
between Heckman's prediction of these methods and Model II, but large differences between the other approaches
and Model I. The relatively-large difference in estimated wage effectibetween Heckman's niethod,and Model-11
suggests that the higher cost of the former procedure may be justified by the adyantages of obtaining a more accurate
estimate. If, however, the estimate* are Used to predict reservation wage a (for use as in estimate of the value-of
time) or labor force participationrates, the small differences between the two approaches suggest that the simpler
and Cheap* conventional approach may be preferred. Cohort: W.

273 COHEN, PATRICE K. "An Alternative Household Welfare Function: An Analysis, of Labor Supply Behavior
of,Married Households." PhD. Diaaertation, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1983.

In the &sedation, I develop a household utifity function which attempts to capture the insights from the bargaining
franteworkint'at the same tithe' is _sufficiently simple that closed form solutions for demand equations can be
derived. I hypothesize a Stone-Geary utility function for the household in which the subsistence level comModitiea
are interpreted existence levels of commoditieS. -I then derive Ccmptuitive statistics and analyze the
restrictions imposed by traditional household' utility analyset. Like others who have worked with price dependent
preferences, ;I- find that-, the comparative .statics, and restrictions' on demand, equations ,differ depending on the
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assumptions made about the relationship betweeuirics in the utility function and pricesin, the budget,.?3nstraint. I
find that if prices in the utility function ere the same as prices in the budget constraint, then symmetry of the,Slatsky
matrix does not hold. Some _Cross-compensated price effects are equal, but others are not.- After-analyzing the
theoretical implications of this utility fUnction, I then estimate the demand equations derived from the theory. The
-system of equations I estimate is a linear expenditure syitem, similar to that usually derived frCm the Stone-Geary
utility frinction. The major difference is that the marriage existence levels are unique to each family, not constant as
the subsistence levels usually_ are. Thus, before estimating the linear expenditure system, he marriage- existence-
levels are estimated. These levels ardinterpreted as the amount of a coMmodity the individual would consume if he
or she -Were divorced. hi estimating these marriage existence cOMmodities, some assumption_ must be made about
therelationship between'the price vector anindiVidual, faces when married, and the price vector an individual faces
When divorced. I estimate the model under both of Mese assumptions with regard to woinen's wages. I fmd that

',there does-seem tobe a significant difference in the structure of-Wage compensation faced by_Married and divorced'
Wr.men. After estimating the marriage existence leVels, I then estimate the system of earnings functions using _the
NI.S of Mature Neaten: In order to obtain-art indication of the implications of my. model, I also estimate a system
of earnings functions- derived from -the 'linear expenditure system in which commodities are interpret :id as
subsistence level commodities, andare estimated as constants. The labor supply elasticities derived from these two
different-models ire -surprisingly 'similar. 'However, to geta better indication of.* difference between the two
specificationrathelinear, expenditure system, I use the estimates of both models,,obtained with-1968 data, and
calculate a predicted labor supply for "1912, using 1972 values, for the variables. 'find that the predictions of-tae
models in Which the barred terms are interpreted= as marriage existence levels -ire closer to actual values than the
predictions, of the models; in ,which the barred comrnodides- are interpreted as subsistence levels. [UM ADG84 .

06890]. Cohort' W.

274 Ow, ELCHANAK ',Foregone Earnirigs of College Students: A Microanalytical Approach." Working
Papers in EcOnornics, University of South Carolina, 1983.

Data from the 1970:wave of the NITS of Young Men and Young Womemare employed to estimate the foregone
earnings of college students. The basic methodology involves_ the estimation of earnings functions from male and
femaleyouths who are not enrolled in schdol, and the potential earnings of enrollees is derived by substituting the
Characteristics of enrollees into the earnings functions of the nonstud..:nta. Actual earnings are subtracted from
potential earnings to derive estimates of foregone earnings. The estimation procedure providesa range of estimates
by employing alternative earnings functions and-assumptions concerning{ potential hours per year. Self-selection
bias, part-dine-vs. full -time enrollment, and levels of enrollment are also considered. Our results are then compared'
to other studies, and a projection of earnings foregone is made for 1975 and 1980. coot G.

.

275 COLEMAN, J.S. and HOFFER, T. "ResPonSe toTeuber-James, Cain-Goldberger and Morgan." Sociology of
Education 56 (October 1983): 219-234:

Coleman and Hoffer critique Morgan's analysis of privateschool effects. They suggest that Morgan's findingsare
inconclusive because of his failure to weight the data, because of his small and unrepresentative sample of private
school youth, and because of a rniispecification in his theoretical model. Cohort: Y.

276 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE. "Sources of Support Among_ Adolescent Mothers." U.S. Congress
-(Forthcoming);

A forthcoming Congressional Budget Office study examines the sources of support used by adolescent mothers in
their. .firsilears of parenthoOd. included in the study is an analysis of *the 1979-1985 NLSY that examines the
Otter= of welfare receipt arnong.thOse adolescentwomen (15-19 years' old) who had their firstihild during the
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survey years. The analysis estimates *Probability, that an adolescent mother makes a transition onto welfare after
having her first child;, the length of time an adolescent mother slays on welfare in her first "spell"- of welfare receipt
and the probability that she leaves the Program; and the probability that she receives welfare in various periods after
birth Furthermore, the welfare dynamics of adolescent mothers with different characteristics, such as marital status,
age, and race; are also eitaininedicohort Y;

277; COiiSTANTINE, JOHN. A. ,and. BAHR, STEPHEN I. "Locus 'of Control and Marital Stability: A
Longitudinal Study." Journal of, Plvoki 4,1(Fali-1980):11-72. 0.4

The relationship between locus of control andinarital-sabilityof young men between-the' ages, of 16-25 who were-
instriedis investigated. 'A factor analysis of the locus of control measures found three factors: a leadership scale, a
.persoiffd scale and a fate saile. These men were followed for five years to ascerti"in those who were still Married and
those whoWere,fipt Analysis of covariance controlling forage and socioeconomic status was conducted cauparing.

the marriectgroupvitlithe divorced or separated grOUp. *significant differenceinthe two grOuPs appeared on the
leadership scale only., Theimplications--faihis,finding are discussed in relation to-clinical practice and 'future
reseatCh. Cohort: -a:

'278 COOK, ERIC WILLIAM. "A Variable' Coefficients -Analysis of Young Men't Labor Supply Using- the
National Longitudinal Survey" -PhD. Dissertation, Florida State University, 1983

This-study Measure A the determinants of rnen'slabor, supply behavior by integrating, the use of high quality labor- -i

market data with the test of both empirical and theoretical labor sUpplvtiffideling. The ten year histories: of men's
labor market behavior associated with the !LS of Young -*en permitted '-', the use -of-lhe-randoth- Coefficient's, -_-;, regrossien."(ftcit).modelwhiCh relaxed. the usual assumption of homogeneity of individuals' labor supply behavior:
This innovation was combined 4ith the econometric and thepretiCalieatureS:froM previous empirical research
in order to assess mell'aiaberaaPPly behavior more itc*dtcbv. There were several impariant findings of this Study. i.

.First, when indivicktals' coefficients were different, a Monte Carlo experiment proved that the-RCF .46inaffir was ---,

substantially more accurate than .both the_OLSP and Oi..Skestiniatort. Second, the degree of heterogeneity in.
individuals' labor supply coefficients and Variances; was founci,to be . so large as to require 'recOgnition. This
-indicatedthattlie CiLSP:01§A,,and GLSH estimators were not effi;lent.- Third, the final results were sensitive to '..=

.(1). the omission of education fit:tin-the labor supply equation; (2) the use of a non-random sample, and (3) not
adjusting the estimation method to account fa..the endogenous explanatory Variables :hi- the labci. supply equation.
Fourth, the coefficient and elasticity estimates indicated individuals' responsiveness to charges in both the wage rate --_;

and income was extremely lay., This estiastepviehisticity-Was,even more nour.ced than the Me-last-labor
supply estimates obtained in previous empirical research. Finally, it was.foiirid:that the variations in individuals'
labor supply coefficient responies,Were significantly explained by _a number of background yariableS., The emphasis
upon individUalS',heterogeneity, in labor supply behavior was an important contribution of this study for empirical

6 -'!-modeling' in this area Since the -theory of labor supply _begins- at the individual level,. empirically' modeling
,.., individual differences represents a coalescence althearyvrith the econometric which heretofore *not'

-..
-been attenipted. -Cohort:,13.

279 COOKJUDITH A. and-GREY, DENNIS.. "ChldCare Arian, 'Tents Among Adolescent and lotng Adult.
-.,'Parents: Findings from kNational ,Survey."' Presented:. San Antonio, 79th Annual Meetings of the American

tiCirikigical*ssOciation,1984.

,

The_puiposes of this study -aretoklentifY the characteristics related,th Use .of aparticulattypt.- of caretaker (in' thiS-
-ease a relative or tionielatilie) in families with preschool children. This involvesiheuse of a model to explain the-
chikl-care chtiicea,:of, employed mother* of preschoolers in the, years 1967.and 1971,-.-,by-Richard.-Shortlidge, and-

83
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applying this Model to data front the 19781NLS of Young Women and the 1982_:NLSY. This analysis identifies age;.,
Mee, sei,,4inly composition, and-region of residence as important variables The 'model first demonstrates that
characteristics of family composition are major influences °lithe nature of child care arrangements. Some household
characteristics, such as the presence of a Spouse or anadult, represent a family's child care resources, while others,
such as the presened of both aninf, int-and preschooler, signify additional child care responsibilities. A second
finding was that the model works better to explain the child care choices of females than it does for males, more
likely became of the strew emphasis on women's rile as child caretaker in American Society. Third, differences
exist in predicting the , child care choices of females by age at first birth. Tan* teenagers at birth : are more
constrained in their child care choices by the presence of a parent to care for the child, their region-of residence And.
city size, and the need to arrange child care for both an infant and presehoolers. Cohort: -G Y-.

7430!COOKSEir, EuzABETil C. "Outcome of Adoleseent-FffSt Premarital Pregnancies: The Inflitence of Family
BaCkgrotind." Pb.D Dissenation;BrOwn UniVessity; 1988.

This research focuses upon Ito* ,aspects of -faintly background influence how adolescents -iii-tb-eUnited,_-StateS
resolve a first Premarital pregnancy Comparatively -Sparse attention has been paid:-to adolescent premarital
pregnancy resolution, and previous studies that have addressed the iistrik.haVC been flawed by a number of Common'
problems. Often all three choices (abortion, out-of -wedlock parenthood,or marriage to legitimate the birth) have not
been modelled as *Partite outcomes, , and when this has been date; the data used have not been froM 'a national-

= saMPlefireelnding-nationWidesgenersnzainlitt Of reSulis. In this research, datniroin the z44.sy_aie utilized which-
' Provide a sufficiently large case base, and diversity of racial/ethnic, religious:and family structure backgronndi.
Most *patiently; these data reflect a conscious effort to collect quality abortion reports and thus enable the three
pregnancy outcome choices to be Segregated from one another, hat siskultaiteously modelled. Pregnancies *iring

-between February 1973 March 1982 are included is the OM*** 'SeitirteM41_bagistie regression is Petf*Med
to analyze data since the dependent _Variable of pregnancroatcorne-is-citimpriSed of three ; categories. The
Independent variables utilized (age at firstconception, religious affiliation, race/ethnicity, parental education, family
structure, aid number of siblings), measure a nUniber- of Randy background characteristics hypothesized to effect
-how. the adolescent resolves her first preinarltaL,Pregirney. All of the predictor Variables (excluding religious
affiliation when not modelled ii,Part of an interaction, term with trace/ethnicity): were found to be- sicmifr
predietert of adolestentyreMarital'preggancY resolution: Some, for example, race/ethnicity, parental edit:1*n and
,number of siblings, were -found to be especially powerful. filings of this study may be put tugeUt use in
helping to pinpoint areas where services such as counselling teabetters;.and provision of advice, and material goods_
to adolescent parents may be best provided. tii4f At.108-2248*OPbUrt:

_20 COONEY; ROSEMARY -S. atici, CULLiNAIsl,,,MERITTA .s. "Atypicality of Occupational Attainment:.

Preemployment AipiTations, Parental Role Modeling and Work-Experience. American Sociological Associii,on,
-19 ; _

-

6T, ThisTaper preSenti an examination of the relevance of the socialization perspective, partictdarly aspirations and
Paternal role modeling, for understanding sex-type of first full-time civilian job after leaving full-time education and
current:job. Data were drawn 'front the 1966-1980 144S,-, with the sample restricted to whites aged' 1448 who were

:enrolled full time at theinitial-IMrvey dale-1966 for men and -190 for women. The general conceptual framework is
derived from the status anainmentlittrature.. ,Major claboratiOns include Marital/family and-work histories, with
attention to the Sequencing of these experiences before and atter their first job. While the greatest directinfluence of

:background and 'aspirations is shown, as :expected,. to be bit-first jot!, it is 4-nportani; to evaluate indirect
through first job, on -subsequent work and'familylife history, experiences. .(Sociological Abstracts,' Inc.]



282 001*Y, TF.R.E'SA M. "School -and Work TIVISitiOlIS in,_ dung Adulthood: The Influence of Prior and-
Concurrent Faridiy Conditions!! Ph.D. pis satation, ThePennsylvaida State University, 1988.

This salty used three data sets-from the NLS to compare the relative influence of familyconditions measured at two
points in_ tithe-early adolescence (age 14) and Young-adulthood (age the 'Probability of young. adults'_
making the-transitions out ce r.:hoOl and into work by age. It is argued that the timing of.linily-influences on
yoMig adult?. transitions is imortartt since such influences as parents' occupanen, income, Marital status and family
size are known to change Overlithe.-Inginic regression analyses were used to compare prior ,(age 14) and concurrent
= (age .18) family influenceaon the transition bawler of 740 white women and 631Menyto were ages 14-74 in the

1960s 'The analyses revealed tharibrMis sample, family conditions were extremely stable over the period
-aim .4 to-48. Thus,- CoMpiiisans of prior and concurrent -famk predictors of schoOl and Work transitions Were
impossible to make. HoleVer; regarding more family influences on trafisitiarbe!....vior, significant gender
differs es Were found, as well Is- differences:in family innuencet on the school verma the work 'transition.
Specifleatiy, concurrent Wilily, income yart negatively related to- the likelihood of men, hat- not *Mei leaving
-School: The opposite was true for the transition to tone. A110,'living in a single-parent family at 14 was related to a
0010 likelihood at men; but not *Mien; entering york by age 18. Women living in one-parent families at age .18
were-lesi likely thirrother- women to leave school by age 18. Overall, family. conditions were better predictors of
men's than wamen's Work- _transition and,- -for the total _sample; funnily conditions mere much *ranger 1x-edictal's of
-the schoolthanthe transition.-Methodological problems esiertatered When trying to examine flintily instability-
nit its consequences are addressed, alangWith-alternativeMethods_ for studying lie relative infinenre of prior and
late- family conditions, and Me:impact Of tamily Change. -Reasops . fot,the lack of- predictive power. in the tested
models are ezp!ored; and teicOnmendations failumre research are made. (UNIT ADO-179761 Cohort: B G.

COPPOCK, DAVID S. *piriCal Tests of Job Search Theory Using the 1):ation of Unemployment," Ph.D.
Dissertation, Yale.Univenity,1080..

This disnertition-niet data on the duration of unempkithan.to,test,theories of: ob search., Two questions are
emphasized:. *int, *bother the Probahility. that an unemployed individual :accepts a-job offer' incroaSes -or stays
cObstant:Oier the spell- ctananployinent, as predicted by:job search Models. Second,- hether periods of high
unemployment are Charictedied by a paucity-of job offers or by misperceptions on the part of job searchers about
the. Visit offer stribution. EstiMating ;taw the prObability of adeepting,a job oder chinget over the spell-of
uriernPlOyinent (Miration dePendence) is.dertult because negative duration dependant* (i.e.,- a declining probability

sin* inifllidninn; for Ihn (inn- aS 404' heterogeneity in the acaPtande
prObabilityitcrOts:individaals. 'It =is shOwni in fact; that some past attempts M'Overeome this problem rely on
:arhitiaryltinctional-form assurnptiOnt which-cannot be-jtk-Aleti. -However, it is shown that soire. inferences about
heterogeneity l duration deOepciOce_ can be Made When data are available on 'more one spell of
unemplorite4 for some individuals. : These Methods are implemented using data from the of Older:Men: The
-results are consistent with job search theory; Under various hypotheSes about the nature of business, cycles, a simple
model of* Search is used M make predictions about how the coefficients ofan _unemployment duration equation
-shOidt change over the husineis cycle: CyClical eatimates are obtained, using .alsaniple of-adult-Men from the
Current Population Stirry;. The results support the hypothesis recessions are characterized by a paucity of job

offers. cniinn: -M.

:

'210,:CORCORANEMARY: "The Employment and Wage Consequences of Teenage Women's Nonemployment."
In The'Yoirth.labOr' Market Problem Job -Nature, Causes, tt-COnsequeithei,11. Freeman, eds., Chicago
Universit-Y:of Chicago Pres0982.

'The anther a . 440es:how-lack of employment during the teenage years affects future employment ncl.wages. The
reaultdadicate considerable peraistencein the women's employment behavior,. whiCh in :part may , be - due. -to
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unmeasured mthvidusl differences influencing a woman's propensity to work. =Evidence also suggests that early
lioneMplOyMentis,aisOciated withlOWer future wages. For white women, wage losses associated with prolonged

. pony/ark -are greatest when it Occurs at the beginning of theircareers. For teenage' women with less 14 years of
achooling, nonemployinent is pervasive and prolonged. h is associated with a lower probability of employment in
the short run and with wages throughout women's work careers. Thus, early employment behavior has lasting
iMpliCationt for women's figure ecorioniktareet:Cohtict:-:G.

285 COTIERMAN,,ltOEERT. "Estimation of a Dynamic, hriOdel of Labor &poly; The Case of Older Males."
Final keport,-Ass*tant Secretary for policy,' Evaluation, and Fen:arch; U.S.-DePaninentOf Labor,1977.

The first chapter of this report on the employment of older Males provides a theoretical analysis of a dynamic labor
supply model: A number of comparative dynamics results art Present...I, with particular emphasisplaced on the-

:: labor supply !Acme, Changes in the initial stock of ssers; the level Ofwage rates, the rate of wage growth, and the
length of the **on A point of special interest is die possibility that differentrates of wage growth may explain a

13000110idiffUi'eaces in labor supply and retirement older men. The second chapter provides an
'econoMetric, frame** for estimating a dynamic labor- supply modelusing panel data. The third Chapter Presents-
empiriaal,retults eitimated on . a ,siibiampk ofOder Men &stint from the: 'NIS. Included in these-results are
restimates u(thePataTatess'iatertaiaing participation probabilities, weekly hours 131"COC? ald'iigiOrWatO rates

-c°61X-t--

286 "An Empirical Analysis of the Determinants of Initial Occupational Choice by We, itgh
_ -*la* Ofildua*," PD. Ws*** 110.#0,0041434,1andi-1080.

An nipirical: anal 'yais --01 the --deteiMMants ocenpational choice .by male high-School graduates
C°gIgct-ed The approach used was ha.sed on the theory of utility, according to which, the individual selects

, a particular outcome from a set of possible outcomes based on both-observed and Unobserved characteristics of the
._41044414 *100, particular psslble outcome. in this seudY,

. the occupational thOce-Set'eatitahied three posiible
Ctitcosneti; civilian sector employment, military and college enrollment. For the empirical analysis, a sample
-0,1,748,inak high kited: graduates was drawn from the 1979498I:NI.,Sy. The *pineal 'Model omitted of a.
prised-discrete/minims**. simultaneous 4 equation system: Three estimation strategies were Used:,a Simple two
stage bgitgg4i,Paii**laarea procedure, and two modified procedures correcting for self-selectivity and choice-
based rOinStit bias. The -results India* that the .dsei,:siontO enlist is most Sensitive to the net income of the
individual's family and the Predicted civilian sector wige. Mao important are the Military .experierce-- of the

father and the desire to acquire additional training hiliddition;-the differences iii-4estOateys across
the three eninutT tiOn procedures illuStratethemportance of correcting for sample biaSes. Cohort: Y.,

287 CRAMER, JAMES C "Family StruCturtind _Presented ; Chicago, the -meeting of the-
NO.,gati9n. 4*441044 4.#104.4987.-

tie risks- of Itri ***eight and iniar -torpit* -and mortalityare higher,for. teenageand unmarried mothers than
for Other Mothers: These risks are Conditional:, the difference in_risks between married and unmarried Mothers*
small alaaat aidalek kats and large Oalualk older WOOL An explanation of the 'conditional risks is -proposed in
:terms of income and fatitly. structure. Teenage and unmarried meters have low incomes; hence the higher risks:.
110100CtiaMlitiiet teenage mothers, the effects of low income are mitigated by living:at-home with relatives and
receiving financial 'ass*** from relatives. This hypothesis is tested with data on birtkweight- for white mothers,
using thaN4y: The expected patteriii of low income and residential and financial assistance from relatives are
Indeed 'found, differences in income ar4uSiSta, ate

. by age and marital status arc Very larg,C. However, income and
fatally assistance ate ii*14140.-in!thweight and meit,euitS-Prbithiutte'4eteinlinaticS. e;g.i weight gain, prenatal

4
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care, or smoking. Thus, income and family, assistance do not explain the effects of age and marital status on
birthweight among -white mothers. Smoking and.prelregnancy weight-for.height do explain thete effect weight
gain and prenatal -Care :are also important. 'Those results_ suggest that youth -subcultures,_ Media advertising and
*age*, and -personal preferences, not i110111C, are the factors -responsible for =poor pregnancy outcomes among,
teenage and mtmarried white mothers. Cohort: Y:

288 otAmER, JAMES C. rPatterns of perverty and Financial Assistance Among Premature Mothers." Presented:
Baltimore, MD., itpidatiOn Assertiation of America,' -1989.

Women who deviate from the normative life cycle by bearing children "too soon" relative to the proscribedage or
sequence of vier* (e.g. teenage or unwed can be called "premature mothers." One of the most pressing
_problems experienced by premature mothers is a high incidence of peverty. This paper user NLSY data to describe
-patterns of poverty among premature mothers from before birth until three years after birth, by met and ethnicitY.
'patterns of assistance from relatives and from public programs, and relationships among the types of assistance; also
ro deircribed.,,SeVeral factor* associated with pate* of poverty and assistanceare examined:Cohort:

i89 CRAP JAMES C. "RaCe/Ethilicityand theRetenninants of Low Birth Weight." -(In-progress Research)..

The incidence of low biithWeiglit is high for Blacks and Puerto Ricans in the US relative to White Anglos, MeSiCan.
Americans; and Native Antericant The Black-White difference,in,birthweight remains large Oren when maternal,
age at birth, birth order, Marital status, and education are controlled. Income often is mentioned as ahlreiYcaate,
although other groups with:low income (e.g., Mexican AMericans,-NatiVe:-Anteritans) have favorable birthweight
:distO:ntions. The iegatiiic-effeCts- of income in these Other :groapt-May be offset by other, more favorable
.ciuraCteristica; clearly a Multivariate approach to explaining birthweight differentials is needed: Thepurpose of the
PropoSen research ; is to constrict a causal Model- of birthweight, proximate determinants, and .sotioeconOmie.
characteristics, and to use this model to explain similarities and differenCes in birthweight ;Mont Blacks, Mexican:
AMericaria,-NatiyeAmericanS, Puerto Ricans, and White-Angloi The proximate determinants include indicators of
stress; nutritional status and PhYsical. site of the mother, smoking, and prenatal care- Socioeconomic characteristics
include income, age, inaritaTstatus,-eddcation, etc : Income it a central focus of the model: Survey data will be used
to measure family iincome in considerable detail MaayThighlisk groups live with relatives and receive various
types of assistance -fisi,e10,4,_os well as various :- types', of Public astistance. Household income, kinship
assistance (with housing, finances, and child care), and be considered along with family
income Proximate determinants are included irr,the;MOdel'in order to explain racial and ethnic differences- in
birthweight in medical/biological and policy-relevant terms, and in Order, to trace the causal inechanisinS by Which,
income and other socioeconomic characteristics are associated with birthweight. The research will use data from the
-NLSY- for a nationAy, representative sample of 4,000 babies born to mothers aged.1429.- [FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort:.

290 CRAWLEY BRENDA. "Detenninarits of Force , Participation duringihe Retirement Decade: An
AnalySit of Aged Black Males and Aged White Males.7', university of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1981.

This study -*I:litigated socioeconomic -factors which impact on aged:participation-during the retirement, decade.
While the Pihriary-,fodus of the , study Was :descriptive, the following hypothesis 'based on available but limited
research was tested; older white males are more likely than older black males to have higher labor force participation
rates during the retirement when -income, editaatiOn,landage are -held constant: 'Labor force participation
during the retirement decade was the dependent.Variablo; race was tlie independentiVariable, and income, education,
.ancl'age were the control variable:1.3hp basis unit' of StudY=wasit $LS Cohort of 2,111', men aged 66 to 69 in 1976
The, hYPOthesis 01 higher white 'la* force ,partiCipation: rates relative to blacks was rejected; ',Under the light
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'Conditions of Contthi, the dominant pattern was higher rates for black.. Thisfindingheld for upper and lower income
Status, well and leis, well educated, and "young" and -"Old" aged blacks. Further- research is recommended to
determine if these findings are indicative of new patterns of aged labor foice participtlion,le. patterns which will

greater labor fOrCe attachtherit by.blacks over (*.Cohort:- M.

0

.291 -CROWNS; EffEEN M. "Women's Jbor Force Participation and Fertility; A Comparison of Evidence froM
the National-Longitudinal Survey of. Young Women Maid* Consumer Panels." Final Report, Employment-and
TrainngAmnistratiokt.S. Departfiefit of Labor, 1979.'

The purpose Oldie study has been to replicate analyses originally done with the 'Consumer Panel data using data
from the1,145 0f Young Women. In spite of the differences between the two samples in demographic characteristics
aid the **fir in operational ' definitions of theoretical concepts, results of these analyses relating women's
,employment And fertility are Often- similar. Where differences exist they can in **be -attributed 'ttldifferentei-
betWeen the tWo,aarnPlesin_their Stages' iii,the, family life Cycle:: -the social.and:econernic climate at the time of
"Marriage and tarty- Childbearineand-, the socioeconomic characteristics of the tainPle The reiationsiipibetWeen-
eMP1Orient and ferality. are not dieSame,fOr white and black Women in the NU sample. The funiings_for white
women are more similar to the findings from the Consumer Panel than are those for black woinen.-- CortG0 .

.292 ROWLEY, soAN-g. "Delinquency and Employment: Substitutions Ch.7-,8puriouaAsiociations." Preiented:
Washington, DC., American Society of Criminology, 081,

_ The hypothesis that unemployment leads to crime is implicit in much of the policy work or employment. Data from
the 1980 ripy'linking self-reports of crime and various indices of employment shoW.thi.,there is little direct effect,
either, of On*on employment or of employment on Among high school youth, school experience seems
much firm important than labor, ferCeeiperience in the etiology Crime. Early, transition out Of childhood may be

. ,

assoristed*ith both employment outcomes and With ,beliaviers. Relationships baleen crime and work May-

-be raesa: erhleadea aral olhertaelrgrearatfaeterg,'Pehori:

-293 COWLEY; 110AN E Temographic.s of Alcohol Use Among Reipondents of _00982 National Longitudinal
Survey of Labor Market Experience of Youth Columbus, OH. Center- for liurnan-Restiiite-kesearc, The-

_ 'Ohio Statelliiiiiersity,4981..

rePnit Provides iimple 63'3a-tabular reaults froth the sidininistration of a short series of alcohol use questions on-_ _ .

- the:1982:NLSY. The printer; focus : is on the variations_ in reported alcohol consumption by race, sex, and age
Several clear patterns emerge even from the -simple ,cross-tabular analysis presented here Young men are more
likely so drink than are -young women, .ami.yoUP8Fuea are much more likely to drink heaVily! White males consume
the most alcohol virtually any way it is measured..- Hispanics reporta pattern of drinking sirallaticYtbat of -whiles,
,althoughatashghdylowerlevel BJickmales,ontheotherhand,tendtoreponlowerlevelsotdrinlung,bothm
terms of number of drinkintoccasioOsind quantity of ligunr.consiirmil. While black males drink substantially-"
more than '64 any of the ethnic categories atriii, females, :their pattern, of reSpOnSes is more similar to the female
pattern than to the pattern for _White Or Hispanic males .' That s is, black, males tend not to report drinking great
quantities of alcohol atone session, and are less lik ely than other; men 0:frequent lairs. 'Cohort:: Y.

,294° CROWLEY, JOAN E "The Demographics of Alcohol Use Among Young Americans: --Results from the 4983
National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience of Youth." Columbus, Of!: center for Human tese4ree

Research, The Ohio State thliversitY,4985.

-1}
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This research reports Ottthe drinking patterns of the general Population as theyare leaving adolescence and entering
adulthood. -Drinking patterns in -1082,Were described in a previous report: This report focuses-on three issue.; an
assessment otiheConsiitaicy Of *So* between-19k and'1483,, a descrintion of the demographics of drinking
Patterns using:indicts detieltipe# from:the '100:tiata, and tt description Of the occupational -patterns- ottanlcing
-,innong yoring peOplo. The trends in the data suggest that drinking to thepoint Of drunkenness Maypeak at about age
19.or 20. jet?* with more education, whose parents have rale* some college, who are not pOor,- Who, are white and
who come from mainstream churches twit* drink twice a week or more, but tre4erally`in Moderation: Youth with
the characteristics associated with JOWer levels of *dine and status have Mitch higher of non-thinkers.
and overall dirk fruit:featly, than odor youth, brit those who driiik tend to drink larger quantities per drinking

,dity-!coecnOntion and,industry _ge seen to ititve little effect on drinking., Cann: Y.

295' CROWLBY, JOAN E. "LongitirdintEffects of RotirementonMeres,WeilLtenig and Health:" Journal-of-
do piychalogy4,2- (Whiter 198445;113.

TX* Pat* explored both theysychologicaland.physidal quality Of life of retired-men; using data-from-the NIS-of
;dee Men.. Ave- categories of lake* were established:. voluntary early- age, voluntary. normal -age; health,
andatory; and ditcourage&-the analysis is based on 1400, men (aged 54,69, yrs) who were in the labor forte at the

interview, had:not retired:before: that time, and who -WereintervieWed About, haltthe respondents,
retired in the years-betWeenifiterviews. ilsintseVoranteasinet of well- being, voluntary retirees were found to
consider themselves better off 'gym did '.'o*er: retirees _ Or,..coniparable respondents -still -working. The effect of
retirement- on Well-being See*, highly, related -to? other ,cirCOMstances -164)1001y, finannial security.' and- healthy
surrounding theitig.'viduillr.theilhan to the event Of ietirementmer, Se-. [(c)APA] COtort: M.

296 CROWLEY, Jr0AisiE. "Longitudinal-Modeling of the Relationship between Crime and Employment among
Young White AMericittiS."- Presepted:penveri American Society i.k...CriniitiOlogy,,

BOth *economic * sociological theories of crime foCris on illegal "aCtivitios as.ratiOnal alternatives to conventional-
einploYitterit wider -nertaiti*Conditioni.. IWO alternate Models- of:the ,betWeen crime and employment' were
.developed,- one hypothesizing *at lacters such as edberitiOrt. and employment -history, affect -cane- through
detezininifig,thO.individual's expected-,wage,:and.the other:model, typothesizing thatthese factors are-indicators of
commitment to conventional rOles. *sly* were calculated, using data froin the )%114Y. Neither- model vat-
en(uely atipparted Among white ,females, :there were no significant -relationships between any predieters ..and

behaVior,: or-between .,criminal behaViOt and- employment. Among white *lei, violent crime was
,associated : With- *6- out oUthe- labor ,torce. May leflectAife --styles, rather than rational
414400 of costs-and benefits.:C011Ott, Y.

ciitol,y4y,. JOAN_ E ';ongiturlinal and Cross-Ctihort,Employinent _Patterns of Women
`washipgton; b.ci, American PaYeholOgicul Association,' 1982.

Presented:

ThialtaperireVieWs,:the researck.derielin !abet 'foree:particiPatiotr, ,wages,_ and oderipational:.iegregatiOn which.
utilkied,tke Mature Women,-Young WoMeO;and rasy data:- goe4 sir veCohort of women shows higher leVels
of.-commitment to the labor foree. EVert-:iiMong .tie,, mature .women;, a very high proportion worked either
continuously sporadically. Young women are Showing, stronger commitments to .the labor inaegt,' higher levelt
of iducatiOit,, andYlOwer levels of fertility ( and expected); meaning', that ~there shotdd bo- fewer -conticts-
*v., * bonier* work and greater eaPeCted returns to entployntent. :Mantles toward Work are becOming more
favorable, both across, cohorts and across time within' Cohorts:. *TOMO% continue to be concentrated in relatively few,
oecUpatiOnsi and the aspiration* of respondents in the youth cohort indicate that kgreat.deaLbedifference betWeen
Men and waiter! Oasis*, although the; gap is not ,as wide as itlivas.fot the youtkfroin:the 1960s:cOhorts. ,Most

'13.9
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trends are in the direction of inereased'employnient, wages, and 'decreased occupational segregation. Cohort: G W

298- CROWLEY, JCiANE. "Status Yariadonsin Alcohol Use Among Young -Adults: -Ranh§ from the National
iotigiMdinal, Surveys of Yotith." -Columbus, 014: Center -fin. Human 'Resource Research, TherOhio State

Previous *ports in thiS series -have fàusedofl descriptions of likohot use patterns among -NOY: Thisqeport
extends the descriptive material to the 4984 data, and extends those results with multivariate apalySes of alcoholuse
patterns as they are related to indicators: of socioeconomic Status. In 1984i, the questions On alcohol use were
supplemented for the first lime with questions on problems resulting from *oho) 4 1 A major *don: Of this
--roam details the _Omani of reported problems within theyoung adult population : The atithou concludes that
alcohol use is not well accounted for by broad socioee.inemit Categeries. Alt:Ohoirebtt,d problems ate not simply
function of alcohol consumption since Patterns in relationships between Status .variables- and drinkingpatterns were
not affected by theiociosion of drinking behavitir in the Models :Cohort:. Y.,

0

299: OkOWLEY, JOAN E. "Three Generations. The NLS of Labor Experience of Women" -Presented:
,WashingtOtt,_6:6:, ArnericitiPsycholOienlAssocintiOn, 1982.

-Ibiss pal* reviewileatareh on dentiagraphic and labor farce related:change* 'identified in ,the-NLS. Women , are
,planning on greater labor force -participation, ,higher -levels of education, and lower levels Of :fertility. Working,
produces more faVorabie attitudes toward work among .women, :Which in turn is associated with greater.,labec force
participation, among theWeinen thentielves-ant among their daughters. Even among the'MatUrewonten, the
majority fenintedispeading substantial PiciPOrtionSoftheittioieu the labor force during decade_stUdied.'Bittek
women are more likely to be forced out the labor force dun to ill health, while white women appear to be able to
adapt to ill health by reducing hours or weeks worked. Among the young women, those who expect to work tend to
have fewer children, but :having children ..,,,does not -*ear, to -affect subsequent employment, indicating that
expectations about fertility and labor force participation are substantially formed priorto entry into the labor market.
Marital zdisruption has a smaller effect on is commonly §uPpOsed. There are _ still -. sntleistntial
differences between men and women in their occupational aspirations, but the differences are diminishing generally._
Young women appear to be 00008 to higher prestige jobs in the late 70s they in the late 6,4 Overall, the,

itind§IineovereCtin-research: on women using the,NLS- data -'sets -Show continued economic ,progress for
*bitten. There is some of a- counter-trend, however, .in the increase: over time in early: childbearing,
eSpeCiailY antsingrninOritY,Woraen: -COO* '.0 W_Y.

300 COWL "Welfare and Early _Motherhood." 'Presented: Seattle, Association of Women in
-psychOlogyi'1983.

Anecncitate*idettte haS' ted ,to 'OOncemthat Oakiy Childbirth -leads to. Welfare dependency . antopig young women,
particularly minority women This paper, uses data on women from the -198210y, to-look at the links betWeen
-Childbirth; poverty and welfare, comparing women who had had a first birth before their 18th birthday with women
who had had Andrea at an older age and *itinOti-MOthers. 'Early childbirth Was,aisociatett.with poverty, low
educational attainment and aspirations, low self-esteem, and traditional views of women's roles ,Multivariate
analysis showed that family composition, ituticiiiaoy,niairiage and independence from parents*S-aisociated with
Staying. off welfare: following childbirth. Controlling for background-factors, race is not a significant oredictor of_

c_welfare receipt. Cohort:

9 0
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:3O1 CROWLEY, JOAN E. and SHAPIRO;DAVIR.- "Aspirations and Expectations er Youth in the United States:
Part:I:Education-and Fertility." Yo-uth,& '&46, 13 (June 1982):391.422.

Dat from the first wave of the NLSY are presented and young people's plans for education and for,-parentlectia are
examined: All analyses look at variation-by race and sex. Half of youth aspire to complete, college, and almost
all.ekpeet to complete 'idiom. high School: Two thirds '.express a desire for occupational training -addition to
regular schooling. Analysis of expected fertility shows a strong preference for a two child family : multivanate
,model was developed, 'Usint, both 'socialization and human capital perspectives in the specification Family
baCkgrOund;is highly. significant in explaining plans for both education- and fertility: Sex role traditionally, was t
highly significant predictor of the outcome variables for both men and women. With baCkgroitnfactors controlled,
black ,yeinhaSpire:tO higher .levels of education Mait , do 'whites. Among young women, the eXpected inverse'
relationship- between expected fertility and expected education was very weak, suggesting that these women do not
expect their families to prevent their attainment of their educational goals. Cohort: Y.

302 CROWLEY,-JOAN Brand SHAPIRO,-DAVID. "OccupationalAspirations And Se.-SegregariOn: Trends and
-Predicriona." INesented;.LOS AngelesAineriCan psythological Association, 1981..

This paper uses two approaches to understanding occupational aspirations and their impact on segregation in the
labor -force .comparisons : of occupational : aspirations from two cohorts measured over a 'decade' apart, and
Multivariate analysis of occupational aspirations from the younger of the two cohorts The data rely Primarily on the
1979 ". interview. of the',N4s comparisons drawri llom: the 1967,NLS of Young, Men and the -196S :N48. of
Young Woinen.. Youth in the 1979 cohort showed a-Strong preference -for, careers in professional an managerial;
occupations. Compared with the earlier cohorts, young -Won't* shifted out of lower-skilled to higher-Skilled-
occupationa,-alMongh still showing the traditional concentrationinclerical-poSition& Over the decade,- young men
Were more iike/y1O aspire to skilled trades in-1979 than 41.190: *Men in 1979 were only half as likely wothen.
in -19611- to Saythat they expeCted to-be honsewivesnot in' the:Paid labia. forceatage-35.. The Multivariate analyais
showed that sex-role traditionality was associated with lower aspiration both:for men and women, even Wigi-social
background Controlled., the result for men wis not expected, since none of the sex-role measures directly assessed
men's roles Sex role traditionally may serve to !Ole the range of occupations considered appropriate, both by men
andt, Women. ,Cohört BOY.

303 CULLINAN, MERITTA L "Sex-type of Parental Occupations and Sex-Typed OccupatiOnal,,ASpiratiOns::
Factors Affecting' the Sex-typad Occupational Attainments of Young White Women and Men." Ph D Dissertation,
'For 1i University,-1989.

This research focuses-on ehe differing,socialixierion experience of women and men asa faCtor in theaccupational,
attainment process. Specifically; this study examines the role of socioeconomic family backgrothid' characteristic-a,
particularly parental role modeling as exemplified by the sex-type of ,parent's occupation, and atypicality of
occupational aspirations, on atypicality of first job as well as that of occupation held in the final stiivey year Using
data drawn (OM the surveys of Young Won'cn and Young Men in theNLS,,,a sample of white 14 'M. 18- year old
-women and men is followed from the initial Survey, year, when they were still enrolled cull-tune in school, to the last
.survey year-14 year later.- During this time; tki'men and women left full-tithe education, began their first full-time
civilian OcCupatiori, adopted ,Maritalifiunily roles and accumulated mirk experience. The study makes use of a
theoretical theiclei,drawn'fiom'stittut ateaininent and human capital studies of occupational attalliment Given-the-
ruiaing0=kehqate41*. the above .schools, this research incortorAtek measures of socioeconomic family background
characteristics and aspirations, as well as measures of human capital qualifications end labor market commitment, as
factors whieh,impact On che'oage4orialiittailmCnt process of 0..liana Wonien. Family background characteristics
are found to influence -atypical --attainment. Father's atypicality directly " influence* -_son's entry-level, atypical
employment, whereas mother's itypiCality has a, diritt-influence-on:daughter's atypical current achievements This

A
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-offers cithErinatioti of importandeOf familybackgrOunil characteristiCa In atypical **inept and specifirailr
Offers evidence suppOrting aiathe-Sex tole model effect MixeOveit pro-omploymynt aspitationWplay an importanti
role m the atypical attainment process of women and men. Atypicality,OfloccupatiOnal aspiration's has significant

,,- direct effects on both entry-revel and on current atypical occupational attainment for both sexes. The importance of
nontraditional aspirations for atypicality of first for subsequent atypical attainment apProximatelylityeats

. later supports the .Contertriorittliit the seX-type ofpre,employment aspirations does Contributes significantly, to the
explanation of sex-typed OcCuPtitionni attainment. [UMIADG89-10752]' Cohort: -B G.

304 MINNINOHAM,'SUSAN -MARY., "Shift-Work Patterns, Arong Youth: A Three-Year Analysis." PhD.
Pi,OC,044.440,-PniviOty 004 a Oland:1986;

-"This- dissertaticateXamine.s shift Work, (day versus noriday work-hoizs)froth,a, sociological perspective, applying,

" some concepts rooted 4tliodual/segniented labor market literature to an analysis of shift distribution at one point in.,

.,.-. -° time and patterns of Shift changes overa three7yearperiod. The oicrationaliiationa derived from this literature are

A .-._ SeCtor,labor market (high/low caPacityjObs), race,,and:gendera& OrCdietor variables 'Marital status, income last
,; ,

year (a proxy for experience-in the labor force), college student Statig,,full-time/part-tirne employment status, and
age-*.iere Wallis control variables The data are from the NISY (1980-82)._ Both the bivariate and multivariate
hypotheses reflect a general' theme : lhepropoSed:pegative-impact principle. The results support application of,. ...., A

-this Principle, For both the sector/shtft: re jlationahip 4 stronger for workers who hold low-capacity jobs and

who report loWetiricomes. :Pt:C.-shift pattern, the'seCtorishift-relatithiship is stronger for students and for unmarried
respondents. For shift distribiniaa..a student/shift and employment-stattis/shift association is stronger among lower-
income resPOthienti The gender'ariable cOrtfcrris to thenegative-anPaCt principle but not in Predicted 'manner.
Race sliOs.riiiaSSOciatiOn Withshift,viorkin terms of either a main effect or higher-order interactions with other
Variables. The age variable 4 Sireilarlytinrelated at the bivariate -level' and appears only weakly in a higher-order
interaction 1111 PotilarWIYM 'Coh9r4 Y.

305 ctiiKris; EitNilN*.; BORACK, *ILES I ; 'WAX, STEPHEN R. "Estithating the Youth Population Qualified
for Military Service" Mimeo, Navy Prsonne1 Research and Development Center, 1987

This repOrt cicatribes nmethodoi?gy for estimating the number of male, high school graduates be expected-
:0 c114111K1 for military service under existing aptitude and physkal,qtandards. Using data from the 1980 Census and
11I.SY- profile* data, estimates for each year (1984-1990) by aptitudecategorytteCruiting district, and racial/ethnic
grotipare presented. The results indicate a decline in the qualified military available (QMA), a-shift in QMA- from
the Northeast to the Southwest; and lir movement in the QMA racial/ethnic' mix toward -a -larger, Hispanic share.

'c.9094;!Y; =

306 D'AMICOAONAID. "Career Paths and Career Origins:, Tne Effect of First Job Industry on the Attainments
of Mature Men." 'C.Olumbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohioliate University, 1981.

:' i The ftindamentid contention of this papetis,thathe industrial environment encompassing-avorker's career origin
--c_ has pervasive and irrevocable effects on his Subiequent,careeudeVelopment. This is so even for workers-who

transfer to a neW.induatrial:Setting. The Bnitage&that exist between internal labor. markets, and career
it,,,,'" paths are explorei.t.'ptipiriCally,-it is demonstrated that industry of 'first job -4 isignificant and strong predictor of

earnings and occupational SEI for workers late in tbeir,Career& Tnis finding holds -despite controls for number of
relevant human capital and Other such variables as current job industry, and with various alternate: universe, A ,

restrietions. --,The 'final, sections of this paper explore the ways in which industries , impact, on 'careers These,
't.,,,,,Z processes arc complex and not Welt'sieciftecf by current :models of industrial organization. In conclusion, it is

=

I I
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argued that these results support the relevance of institutional erivironnientsin shaping career development, ancrthat,
industry:is an appropriate level of aggregatiOriat which these processes can be studied. Cohort: M..

307 D'AMICO, RONALD. "bees Employment During High School ImpairAcademic Progress?" Sociology of
Education 57,3guly iS 4:152-1,64.

The extent Of high school-emplOyMent is doCtunented-and itsielatiOnship to study timejsee time spent at school;
class**, knowledge of occupational tasks,, and the probability of dropping out before completing high school is
evaluated. Results show that more extensive Woric:,:inVolvement is associated with decreased- study time and
dcc Pied free time at school for soMerade/sex,groups,htit no effects.on class rank-are uncovered. Very extensive
-Work involvement of white male sOphomores and white female juniors is associated with an increase in their rate of
dropping out, but less intensive work involvement ni those most race/sex groups in grade 11 actually appears to
lead to -increased -rates of . high :school _completion. That high _school employment may foster !lie! school'
achievement is explained by a: congruence 'hypothesis, which holds that,a correspondence exists 'between the
personality traits promoted and rewarded by employers and those traits promoted and rewarded by teachera. Cohort:
Y.

3 AM08 .D'ICO, RONALD. "The Effects of Career Origins on Subsequent SocioeConomic Attaitunents:" _Work 4rid: ,I.. , ._ _
w

OCCit-pations'12;3.(August1985): 329-350.
,

An atteroptiktoade-to demonstrate that the institutional structures and enynpturient of a _wodcer's_ career origins.
-shape opportunity structures and -channel- subsequent career developments Specifically, the first job held after
school is a particularly strong, determinant-Ofoccupational placement and the earnings attainment of a worker late in
his career. Data-froin,the 1966 NL,S, of Young and Older, Men are used to relate current earnings and occupational
status to: first4oh chiaacttriStics., the findings Andieate that the worker's first job- does indeed strongly influence
occupational attainmen later career,,bm'ikless likely to be a strong predictor of earnings. attainment: The
survey also shows that-the institutional effects on socioeconomic attainments are complex and not easily measured
or explained. A stud) using firm-level attributes conducted saver &longer period of time may reveal Stronger effects
Of first job characteristics on Workers' eventual anainnient. 'Cohort: B M.

309 D'AMICO, RONALD. "Explaining the Effects of Capital 'Sector for Incoime-Deterinination." Work and
Occupations 9-(NoVeMber 190:411439.- .

This article explicates some Of the Mechanisms whereby econoinic sector-affects earningS. It- estimateshoth direct-
and:indirect- aectoraY:effects,, disaggregates the _dependent variable into hourly wage and annuaLhours,worket
Components and explores the interplay between sector and occupational distributions. The final section explores the
extent to wioch. Capital :sectors exhaust the relevance of industrial structure for earnings. The author finds that
substantial interindustry variation in wages exists net of sector. -Cohort: B.

3iOD'AMICO, ONAidp.. "Industrial Feudalism Reconsidered: The-Effects of iinioniiitioo on Labor Mobility."
.Work iffidOCcuixitiO0i1,4.(Noyembei1984):407437.

hirecent.Yeart,rmiciologistic have displardincreasing.attention to investigating -the-Ways in Which' insthutional or
organizational features of the labor -Market 'con,* workers' mohility.patterns,throughont the economy. Notable-
within this Celia* of research by virtue of their giFing omission are analyses of the role of trade unions This paper
attempts to fill this.* hylnyestigating union effects on patterns of job mobility. It finds that union effects vary by
'typed union andbY type of job change, with industrial unions pronioting theincidence 'of intra-firni 'Occupation_

9 3
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-,..- 'Changes and craft unions decreasing the incidence of inter-occupation moves. The author concludes that unions
operate to lead . coherence and stability to careers by -binding their members more closely to organizational and

Q
. occupatiOnal stnictures.c.Cohort B M

311 D'AMICO,, RONALD. "Informal Peer Networks.* School ,Sentiments as Integrative and Social Control
Mechanisms:" 'Presented: Detroit, American SociologicalAssociation,ion, 1983.

The amount of lion-Study, time which youth spend in high school and their expression of positive sentiments toVeirds
their, schools -art taken to be indicators of degree of involvement in and commitment to educational' institutions,
respectively. _According tnsoCiai Control theory, these variables should be positively associated with a tendency for
'studentS to embrace socially accepted *des, of behavior. These hypotheses are tested by investigating the effect of
.non-study school time and school sentiments on youths' educational aspirations and their commission of delinquent '
acts. Results shoW mixed support for the hypotheses, with important race and sex differences found. Cohort Y.

:.,

312 D'AmfCO3 RONALD. "Pathways to the Future, Volume VI: A Report on the National Longitadinal'Surveys
of Labor Market Experience of yoUth in '1984." Columbus, Oft -Center for Human ResoMce.ReSearch, The Ohio ..

State thiiversity,1986. ,.
2,

ThiS report describes the work experience of a nationally-representative sample ol 12,000 Americans who were age- -3

-, - 14-21 when first interviewed in 1979 ifid'who'hr.ve-been S-Arveyed annually since. then: Chapter One exainines-,
welfare, education, and labor market outcomes for CIA participants and rjn-participants. Chapter Two aims to

z --
identify_theinfhiences-on the length of time young people are unemployed. Chapter Three examines a method for
determining the existence ;and., iMpact !.. of selection ;bias,_,WhiChis,knoWti to affect ,outcomes --of labor policy<
discussions depending on how the bias is corrected. Chapter Four examines

, the long-run impact of teen-age,
unemployment on later labor market success. .ChaPter-Five examines variation within families in investMent, of
,resources in their children's educational and occupational attainMent, Process. Chapter Six; adds evidence to °awl,
studies showing boW, pervasive employment is among high school youth Chapter Sevenprovides infc*mation about
the on-the-job training Provided to /Out* men by private employe* Chapter Bight compares the post-school work

-experience of youth who served in the All-Voluitteer Force and those WhO did not. Cohort: Y.

313, VAMICO, RONALD. "A Quantitative Procedure for the Assignment of Industries to Capital Sector Types."
ColtiMbus,OH: Center for HumanResource Research, The ,Ohio State University, 198t.

While dual -economy theory, 'has been shown-to -enhance 'oaw understanding of the process of stratification in
.America, a satitfactory..oPerariesialization of the fundamental concept underlying this theory- that of a bifurcated
industrial structurehas yet to be devised. This paper attempts to fill this void by factor analyzing production and
product market characteristics of indtiatries. The resultant factor structure is inspected for evidence of dualism and
factor Scores ate used to assignintitistries to sect*. 'Cohort; B.

314 'rkitiOCO,RONALD: "Status Maintenance or .3tituis Competition? Wife's Relative Wages as a Determinant
-OlLabOr itipplY and Marital instability:" Social Forces 61(Jime1983):1186-1205.

This paper tests twe-conteading theorkaabOtit theeffect of d..; interaction between:husband's and vrife's earnings
capabilities on the wife's labor force participation and on the probability of Marital dissolution. The first of these is
-Patio* llittus-Oompetition model which Suggests that, Other -things equal, the higher-a woman's wage potential
relative to her husband's, the more peripheral. should be her labor. face attachment. Violation of this constraint by
her employment In a: status -competitive position Is presumed to lead to increased risk of marital= disruimion. By
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conttait, Oppenheimer's status maintenance model proposes that the family's efforts to enhance its position in the
socioeconomic hierarchy is an inducement to the wife's employment the more congruent her-potential labor .force
achievement is with husband's. Our results generally support the Oppenheimer model,- although some support
for Parsons' model was found. The paper concludes by emphasizing the need for study of the interactive linIcages_
between husbands' and wives'eareera. CohOrt: W.

315 -D'AMICO,-BONALD. "Supply and Demandfactots inIncome Determination." Columbus, OH: Center for
Human Resource Research,Tho Ohio State University, 1980.

Thii Taper endeavors: tO clarify lente unexplored issues evolving from dual: economY- theory. In particular, the
author tries to model the process by which individuals get allocated to sectors, elucidate the mechanisms by which
capital sftctor affects earnings, and note the overlap between occulitional and industrial dualism. The final section of
WS papet- attempts to evaluate dualism in a somewhat broader sense. In particular, the author explores the extent to
whir:t capital- sectors exhaust the relevance of industrial, structure for earnings. The author- finds that substantial

industry variation in wages exists net et sector.. Cohort:

`,

316 RONALD and BROWN, TIMOTHY. "Falterns of Labor Mobility in teDual Econotin`y:,- The Case
of kemi-skilled and Unskilled-Werkers." Social Science Research 11 (June1982):153-75..

The -focus'of recent ,Stratification. reSeareltdeinonstrates increasing recognition of the structured- nature of social
inequality. Among the -forms these. efforts have taken has been-the development of a number of models' drawing
attention to the importance a various labor market divisions or cloaVages. The crucial role which restricted labor
mobility' must plat insthaintabling,theie cleavages, while largely untested,- has long been recognized. The authors
argue that analysis of the patterns of job sequencing can be used to :draW important inferences regarding the
existence and character of labor market structures, From this premise, job transition data are used to test 4Aumber
of propositions deriimd from dual- economy ,theory, relating to the-extent-of intersectoral moves and the patterns of
intersectoral and intrasecteral_ moves. .Using log-linear methods, it was found that theitypothesited evidence of
restricted intersectoral job shifts and patterns of intrasectinal moves were indicative of the pervasiVoness,drigidly-
stkuctared internal labot'marketa in the core., While these results are consistent with a dualistic interpretation,
are equally as consistent with any model einphisizing the- existence of. strong intraTiim and, intra-inclastry job
;gni-tares. Cohcirt: B M:

317 ID'AMICO, RONALD and DAYMONT,' THOMAS 'N. "Industrial organization,-EcOnomic Conditions,-and
the Labor Market Success of Young Men: Ail Overview and Extension." Social Science Research 11 (September
-1982):201-26..

The relationship between workplace organization and socioeconothicattaitunetits of workers,, although an issue of
some currency in contemporary stratification research, is complex and as yet not well underitood. -In contrast to dual
ecotioria theory, this paper. attempts to sort out the separate effects of various components of the social organization
of production profitability, capital intensity, market power, unionization) on -job rewards. Moreover, various
consideratiOns suggest- that .these -structural effects -vary-- with business`, cycle, activity., 'Accordingly, one of the
research aims is to examine the extent to which various dimensions of organizational structure serve to differentially
'in.ndate wOrkers,=,ftorn wage., stagnation as economic conditions deteriorate. Finally, because firms- May devise
different: institutional responses to declining product demand, these structural -effects on :both wage- rates and
unemployment propensities are examined. -Cohort.

95
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318 tr.AMIC0,- RONALD; 11AURIN, JEAN; -MO'IT, FRANK ,L. "The Effect of Mother's Employment on
AdOleseefitind Early Adult Outcoines Of. Young Men and Women In Children of Working Parents: Experiences
4 Outcomes, C: Hayes* S. ICaminermitit, eds.,Washington: NatiOnal Acadetuy Press, -1983:

This research' uses dais from mother- daughter and mother--son pairs to examine theeffezts-ofmotliees employment
on her children's educational attainments, early adult sex role attitudes, career attainments; fertility expectations and
pbits do Vat Measures of "mother's employment include several items tapping the extent of her -labor force
participation when .her children were still young. The models also 'include measures of mother's educational
attainment and set role attitudes as controls: -None of t.',e measures of-mother's employment has any important
effect of outcome measures of either sons or daughters. However, Mother's educational attainment and
"sex role attitudes did have some streak effects; especiaity for daughters. Cohort: B G W.

319 -DAHMANN, JUDITH SOISSON. "Women's Intergenerational Occupational Mobility: The Effects of
Mothers' Occupations on the Occupations of Children." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Johns Hopkins University, 1984.

This dissertation examines the role of wOnen inprocesse-s on intagenemtional mobility; invardcular, the effect of
'Motherk'nccOpations ()lithe occupations of children of both sexes: Most previous research on occupational, mobility
has focused Oninovetnent froin fithers'-to Sons' -occupations. 'Research on mobility patterns AV/Omen has followed
in this tradition and; until recently, these mobility analyses-have defined mobility for women in the same way as

"'Men (i.e., as movement from fathers' Oectipations). In this dissertation, it is argued that mothers' occupations, like-
fathers', are n potentialsource of occupational influence on children's occupational-choices and as such should be
includea:as"fattors in Mobility models of botkinen and women. Farther, the dissertation suggests that known
differences in'Wtsit patterns of men and women-- notably differences in the propensity to participate in the labor
force and sex differentiated 'anent of occupational positions of labor force participantshave been neglected in
Past mobility research, and -that:M understand' women's mobility; theSe factors -need' to be considered., _A set of

=hypotheses- about -the nature of mothers', effectarin her children is posited and Using Methods- of loglinear,niodel
analySis, theie"hypinheses are tested, using two data sets, the-"Explora6ons in Equality of Opportunity Survey" and
the NLS of Manic Wonien: The hypothesis- test results 'show that mothers' occupations affect the oceupaticirit of
their children, even when the effects of fatheraoccUpations haVe been included in modelsof mobility and that these
mother-child effects are not simply a product oe the fact-that a mother is in the labor -force and not in the home.
Pun*, the results indicate that the effects of a mother involve more than a simple reinforcement of the occupation
of the father., In tents of mothers' effects on daughters,- the results show that mothers affect daughters of all ages;
and theSe effecti are not restricted to oecupatiOna traditionally held by women. Finally, theresearch results indicate
that the sal=tyPec nature of women's occupations is not transmitted intergenerationallY; that is,_whether or not a
inother holdi a female sextyped-Oecupation in tuutlated to whether or not a-datightees occupation is female sex-.,
typed. Cohort: W.

320 'DAL:TON, AMY H. and MARCIS, JOHN G. "The Determinants of Job SatiSfaction for Young Males. and
Females." Arfriaric EConomic Journal; 4,3 (September 1986).

Thegrowing role-of females iii thelabor force makes the study of the qiialityof the ivorkplaco important for policy
cOnsiderations.- regression analysis; is used to test for the possible existence of gender differences in job
-satiafactiOn among 'young adults. Data are drawn from- the- 1980-NLSY, a sample consisting of 967 females and
1,230 males: The --results -indiCate gender differences in the._ determinants job2tatisfaction. .For 'males, job
satisfaction; is .6i:ire-closely associated *ith general background characteristics, ,such as eduCation level, marital
status, and racial/ethnic cliffeleace* Job satisfaction for females is more cloiely linked. with the workplace; for
exaMpleohn Wage rate, experience in the labor market, and job tenure. Five of the seven workplace variables
produced conflicting,signs On the coefOcienta for males and females. Cohort: Y.
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321 DAN1EWICZ, SUSAN C. "Changing Attitudes Toward Women's Employment:" Ph.D. Dissertation, Iowa
State University, 1987.

The effects of membership and reference groups on attitudes toward women's employment were analyzed using four
waves of the Mature Woman Cohort of the NLS. Attitudes, attitude change and change in employment and desire for
employment were all considered. Evidence is presented for the influence Of-both membership and reference groups_
on attitudes and attitude change. Women who are employed and prefer to stay that Way, are;mOre approving of
women's employment at all points -hudnie. In -addition employed women's_ rate- of approval appears. to be
accelerating 'relative to the remainder of the sample. Attitude change Inward increasing approval is divided**
probability of adopting appro*l and the probability of maintainir g that approval-once it is adopted. The two rates
are different and change differently over theperiod of the study. The probability of a woman.maintaining approval
of women's employment during the period frorit 1967 to 1972 is related to her own,cmploytherit; women with some
experience in the labor force are more Rely, to maintain' approval than women outside the labor force:.During the
remainder of the study, however, the probability that *omit Outside the labor_ force will .maintain an approving
attitude greatly increases relative to other women. his suggested that the women's movement may have reinforced
approving attitudes in Warren, regardless of their position in the labor force. Attitude change from disapproval to
approval, on the other hand, is related to employment and this relationship remains constant throughout the study.
Women in the labor-force are more likely to change' from disapproval to approval than are other women at all Points
in the study. Implications for the understanding of nonnative change are discussed. (UMLADG87-21877] Cohort:
W.

322 DARABI, KATHERINE and ORIT4, _VILMA. *Childbearing Among Young Latino Women - in the United-
States." Anieridaijournal of Public Health 77,1 (February 1987):-2528..

This analysis is based on 1979 and 1982 data from the NLSY. The purpose Of this paper is to compare rates of early
childbearing among white, bliek; Mexican and Puerto Rican young women, and to see how these rates compare after
controlling for marital, rxioeconomic and generational statuses. A comparison of-rates of premarital births among
the four racial/ethnic origin groups demonstrate that the Mexican and PuertnRican adolescents fall *between the
extremely low rate of the whites and the extrancly high rate of the blacks Mexican and Puerto Rican adolescents
have similar proportions of premarital first births, but differ in their proportions of marital first birth& The marital
first birth rate for Mexican adolescents is *ice that of the Puerto Ricans. The bulk of Mexican first births, hie births
of whites, occur within marriage. -Puerto Rican adolesi....,!is, on the other hand, are similar to blacks in that they are
More likely to have a first birth outside of marriage than within. These initial racial/ethnic differences in premarital
first birth rates are not greatly diminished by a control for SES of the family origin. Cohort Y.

323 DATCHER-LOURY; LINDA and LOURY, GLENN C. "The -Effects of Attitudes and Aspirations on the
Labor Supply of Young Black Men." Presented:- Cambridge, MA, -Conference -on Inner City Black Youth
UrirploOtent, 1983.

This study uses not only-the Young Men's cohort of the NLS, but also a sample from the 1979 NBER survey of
inner city black youth. The NLS :sample of black men 17-19 differs considerably-from the NBER 20-24 year olds
because the latter is restricted to individuals living in low4come, inner city areas of three large- northern or
michvestem:SMSAs whereas the former is a nationally representative sample of all individuals of the relevant age
group living in any SMSA. Furthermore, labor supply-for the NLS group was measured as of-1972 compared to.
1979 for the NBERsample. Nonetheless, the magnitude of the aspiration effects are similar. The results obtained
indicate that attitudes and occupational 'aspirations have a large, significant effect On the hours worked by young
men. These effects seem to be stronger for black men than for white men. Evidence from the NLS further suggests
that occupational aspirations are not merely a reflection of past labor-market contact but may instead bo causal
factors altering labor supply. Cohort B.
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324 DAULA, THOMAS; FAGAN, THOMAS; SMITH; D. ALTON. "A Microdata Model of Enlistment in the
Armed Forces." Unpublished manuscript, 1983.

Using the NLSY, -the ainhces- estimate- A structural model of:enlistment -behavior, relating the probability of
: enlistment for Male high school graduates to.military earnings relative to potential civilian earnings, unemployment
conditions; and variables rePreienting tastes, for military job. Potential-civilian earnings:are derived from an
earnings function estimated with the_civilimi Subsamplo. This function is estimated along with the. choice eqUation,
to account-far possible sampleselectithiblas. -In contrast to previous efilistrfient suidies,-Which use aggregate time
series or cross- sectional datainibitantially highei relative pay elasticities were fOund and attributed to the errors in
variables problem inherent in using aggregate data to characterizeindividuai behavior. This finding has-important
-implications for the future manpower costs of the armed forces, especially given the declining proportion of 17 to 21
year olds in-,_the population and the armed forces'incrensing demands_ foumore intelligent youths to work with
sophisticated weapons Systems. -.Cohort: Y.

325 DAUM, MENACHEM. "Ctirrelatesthid_C.onsequences of Salaried and Self- Employment -in -Mid and Late.
Life." Report, Brookdale Center onAging, Hume College, 1984.

This report distinguishes ,between the tociodemographic, job, and attitudinal characteristics opabried and self-
employed men. A sample of 4,114 men-aged 45-to 59 in 1966 who participated in the-NL:i of Older -Men were
followed for 12 years: Those whO were self-employed at the beginnin gOf the survey,Were.nicce likely_than salaried
men to be white, better educated, in white-collar occupations or service industries, to haven piMious histegy.of self,
employment, and to work much longer hours. They also were somewhat more with their jobsrand were
mach more likely, to expect to woik part age 65. The salaried and self- employed did not differ in median income.
Manny of die same Characteristics were predictive of Subseqiient switches froth -salaried to soff-eniployed- work:
Alniost half of those ivh0 switched to self- employment: returned to salaried employthent oveethe=12-Year Period; but

factors predicting this return could not be identified. -The success rate of transitions to self-emplOyment alsO could
not be determined:Transitions to self-employment were related to perceived progress in one's career and decreased
job pressurtik but they also were related to increased job fatigue and difficulties in keeping up with job demands.
Life satisfaction in later _life was not related -to type -of employment. RecoMmendations- are made for those
considering a transition to self-employment inmid- or late life. [AgeLine] Cohort: M.

326 DAUTERIVE, JERRY W. and JONISH, JAMES E. -The Structure of Wage Rates Among BlaCkand White
Career Women." Presented: New Orleans, Southern Economics Association; 1975.

This study, claim from the NLS of Mature Women 30-44, analytes.dte impactof differences in human capital and
labor market **tine upon career women's wage.rates on the racial earnings gap. The results. indicate that the
determinants of intopeisonakdifferrtice,s in wages are formal and informal investments in human Capital. Other
significant determinants -are-structural`characteristics of occupaticins, industries, and labor markets _which have an
important role in explaining wage differentials. Evidence also shows that wage differential? are significant among
black and white women. In Order to narrow the earnings_ gap, differences in human _capital endowments and market

characteristics must be considered. -Iri addition, programs should be designed -to eliminate_ the clustering of black
women in lower paying jobs. Cohort: W.

327 DAUTERIVE, JERRY W. and JONISH, JAMES E. "Wage Differences among Black and White Career
Women." Review of Social Economy (Apri11977).

The structure of wages of career women is examined by attempting to evaluate the differential impact in human
capital and labor market structure upon the wage rates of career women and on thoracial earnings gap_within this

n c",
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.group. The results support the following two hypotheses:-(1) differences in human capital and in the distribution of
labor market characteristics were shown to be basic determinants of interpersonal wage differences of career wimen;-,
and 12) differences in racial endowments of human Capital- and labor market structure accOunted for most of the
observed wage differences among black and white career women. Cohort W.

328 DAVIDSON; NAOMI B. "Supplementary Papers' from the Conference on Youth Unemployment Its
Measurement and Meaning." Washing on, D.C. U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

Nine papers presented at the conference on Employment Suititrics and YOuth are presented. Focusing on the
meaning of unemployment counts in the U.S., the first three papers included: "Measurement and Interpretation of
Teenage Unemployment in the United States and Other Countries" by Beatrice Reuberis; "What Do Teenage
Unemployment Statistics Measure?" by Orley Aihenfelter; and "Youth Participation Rates and the Availabilty of
Jobs" by Francine Blau. Assessing important factors which underlie the employment and unemployment statistics,
the next four papers include: "Family Status and-Labor Force Pettems" by Martha Hill; "Education, Occupation,
and Earnings" by-David O'Shea, "Alienation and Adjustment to Limited Prospects" by David Gottlieb, and "Do
Youth Really Want to Work?: A Comparisdn of the Work Values and Job Perceptions of Younger and Older Men"
by Patricia Miller and William Simon. The last two papers examine the long-term consequences of the employment
experiences of youth: "The Relationship Between Youth Employment and Future Employability and Earnings" by
Wayne Stevenson, and "Employment and Earning Patterns: The Dynamics of Change" by David Farber. Cohort: B
G.

329 DAVIS; JOSEPH M. "Healthand the Education-Earifings Relationship." Monthly Labor Review 96 (1973):61-
63.

Results from an examination Of the relationship between educational attainment and annual earnings of healthy and
unhealthy men show thiit earnings increase in a steady,- upward direction through the entire range of educational
attainment among healthy men, but not among disabled men. Cohort M:

330 DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "Impact of Health on Earnings and Labor Market Activity." Monthly Labor Review 95
(1972):4649.

Results from a comparison of the earnings and the labor market activity of healthy and disabled men show that poor
health negatively affects annual earnings through both total hours worked and hourly rates of pay. The effect on
total liors worked is a consequence of differences betWeen healthy and unhealthy men in number of-weeks worked
during the year. Time spent out of the labor force is more important than unemployment to explain the differences
in weeks worked annually. Cohort: -M.

331 DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "The Impact of Health upon Earnings and Labor Market Activity, of Middle-Aged Men."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1972.

The examination of the relationship between health and labor market success for middle-aged men inflicates that
poor health negatively affects annual earnings through both total hours worked and hourly rates of pa The effect
upon total hours worked is primarily a consequence of difference between healthy and unhealthy men in number of
weeks worked annually, although differences in number of weekly, hours alio explain some Of the difference. Time
spent Out of the labor force is somewhat more important than unemployment in explaining differences in the number
-of weeks worked annually although the difference between the unemployment experience of disabled and
nondisabled men is not inconsequential. Cohort M.

,
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332 DAY,- RANDAL D. 'School Age -Pregnancy in Rurak:and-.Urban, Washington Setnrigs." (in-progress
Research).

This research seeks _to: (1) examine selected demographic 'factors -predicting school-age pregnancy and economic
effects following-pregnancy in rural and urban Washington settings, (2) to examine teen-sexual refusal strategies,
and:13) to determine -factors affecting likelihood of teen pregnancy-in:rural/Urban settingt. To answer-the above
objectives, data will be analyzed from the National Longitudinal Survey ofLabor Market Experience. Data-will be
collected on location from rural/urban and ethnic groups to assess levels of pregnancy and refusal strategiea. Those
will include family, personal and -community variablea. The primary_ progress made this . year was the work on a
special aspect of teen pregnancy, sex guilt and sexual decision making. -My work.with the larger data during the last
-*paring period lead me to the exploration of how younger unmarried couples Make sexual-decisions. In particular,
I explored the impact of individill variables (such as.personal sex guilt leveL prior sexual activityi-religiosity) and
dyadic variables (inch as couple communication about sex, Sex -guilt differences; and couple sexual activity level) on
important sexual decisions (i.e. _ effective contraception use)._ It was found that dyadic couple variables were much
more-important in predicting how these types of decisions aremade than were the individual variables. This project-
is of special interest because there are a number of practical and empirical implications associated with this process.
With this study nearing completion, there will be three manuscripts submitted for publication by project completion.
[FEDRIP/NTIS]

333 DAY, RANDAL D: and BAHR, STEPHEN' J: "Income Changes FolloWing Divorce and Remarriage."
.;ronrnal ofpivorce 9,3 (Spring 1986): 75-88.

Data were examined for the young men and young women cohorts of the NLS: All respondents who were married
were follosiied for 10 years and divided into three groups: (1) those who remained married, (2) those whodivorced
and did notremarry, and (3) those who divorced and remarried Selected results show that female per capita income
decreased substantially after-divorce, wiper male per capita income increased substantially., Among those who
remained married there was no difference-between Mild;; and females in per capita family income. Differences
betWeen male and female income levels could not be attributed solelyto number of dependents. _Even among those
with no dependents, fanales had much lower incomes than males. [(c)APA] Cohort: B G.

334 DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "Changes in Black-White Labor Market Oppertunities, 19664976." In: Work and
Retirernfnt, H.,t:Parnes, ed., Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981.

Data from the 1976 and earlier surveys of Older Men, 45-59 in 1966, are used to assess the efforts made-over the
previous decade by the federal government and many private groups to improve the labor market opportunities of
older black men. Using two measures of auccess-hoUrly rate ofpay and amount of unemployment experienced by
an inVidualand two regression models for each Measure, it is concluded that the opportunities for older black
men improved from 1966 to 1976, although_ racial eqUity has still not been attained. Cohort: M.

335 DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "Pay Premiunis for Economic Sector and Race: L A Decomposition:" 'Social
'Science Research 9'(September 1980):245-72.

This study examines two issues concerning a dual economy theory of labor markets. First, the economic sectors are
analyzed for the degree to which differences in rates of pay are accounted for by sector differences in: human capital
coMposition, unionization, occupational skillrequirements-and other factors producing an ability and willingness to

-pay high wages. The primary factors that produce a paypiertiuM in the monopoly sector are its willingness to pay
high wages and its higher levels_of unionization. Second, the results of adeComposition by race show that contrary
to prior research, blacks are found to be relatively more disadvantaged in the competitive sector. Cohort: M.
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336 DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "Racial Equity, Racial Equality, and Reverse Discrimination." Columbus,
Center for Humans Resouree'Research,The Ohio State University, 1980.

The author examines the degree of CoMparibility,between the two goalt-of racial equity and equality. This is done
by a regression . standardization procedure which projects future levels of black-white earnings ratio. The most
-interesting projections deal with the assiiaptions of racial equity in labor market and educational institutions : The
results show convergence of the black-white ratio to be a very slow processanother fifty years for it reach . 95._
To the extent, that racial **My is a goal of public policy, the findings show that-this cannot be achieved Without,
reverse discrimination. Cohort B.

337 _DAYMONT, THOMAS N. and ANDRISANI, 'PAUL J. "The Economic Returns to 'Military Service."
'echnical Report:. Center for Labor and Human Resource Studies, Temple University. Prepared-for the U.S. Army
Recruiting COMmand, Evaluation Directorate, 1986.

The *pose of this study is to assess the extent to Which service blithe-military is a goad-career investment for-
young nien. Many young menenter the Armed Forces with theariticipation that their training and experiences will
enhance their civilian careers. However, others i sem to hold the negative view that skills obtained through military
training have hide payoff in the civilian labor minket. Using data from the NLS of OldetMen and young Men this
study found that (1) there is a significant earnings advantage for young men in the military relative to their civilian
coimtaparts; (2) the earnings of servicemen drop 'substantially -at the- time- of separation; -(3) civilian earnings of
forma servicemen then rise rapidly and overtake the earnings of their civilian counterparts within 'one to four years
after separation, (4) higher earnings of veterans persist until the end of the period coyered by the study, (5) Many
veterans go back to school to further their education; (6) veterans who obtain college education earn more than men
Who work in the civilian labor market and then go to college; (7) unemployment trajectories mirror the earnings

-trajectories; (8) economic returns to military service for minorities are greater than for whites; (9) civilian earnings
for Army veteraiis -are lower- than other services; -(10)_ OMB differences exist among those with combat arms,
technical, and other types of military service in terms of subsequent civilian eamingS:-Cohart: B Y.

338- DAYMONT, THOMALN. and ANDRIS: "; PAUL J. "The Health and Economic Status of Very Early
Aging _and Work 6,2(1983): 117-135.,

This study begins by reviewing key issues raised in the Kingson-Myers debate. Then, using Kingson's analysis as
-point of dePartureove compare the health and economic status of different groups of Very Early Retirees (VERs).
--Comparisons-of mortality, functional and work limitations indicate that Social Security Disability Insurance(SSDI)
recipients had somewhat more severe health problems and-work limitations than unhealthy nonrecipients of SSDI.
A substantial number of =unhealthy nonrecipients of SSDI received -,other disability benefits or appeared to be
ineligible for SSDI' for reasons other than health. Unhealthy VERs who did not receive any disability benefits
_suffered somewhat greater, economic hardship than did- recipients. of-SSDI or other, disability- benefit.s. Group'.
differences in- health notwithstanding, the finding that a substantial proportion of nonrecipients with severe health
Problems experienced poverty indicates ICingsmes concern that some unhealthy VERs may have been denied SSDI
-benefits unfairly -is warranted. But the analysis also reveals that- the-social problem n is not -nearly as- large, as
ICingson'sunalysis suggests, and a few SSDI recipients may not have deserved benefits. -Cohort M.

339 DAYMoNT, THOMAS N. and ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "The Research Uses of the National Longitudinal
-Siiiveys:An Update." Review of Public Data Use 2,3 (October 1983):203-310.

This article comprehensively surveys the research that has been done using the data frinii the National Longitudinal'
Surveys, including both the fOur original NLS cohorts and the new ,youth cohort. It is an update of the previous
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survey by William T. Bielby, Clifford Hawley, anth_Daiiid Bills,: and documents the accelerated- growth and
increasing diversification' in NIS based research that has taken place since their report. 'However, in addition to
updating that-survey, this article also discusses some reasons for the extensive use of the_NLS and identifies some
research areas in which future NLS,inidiea are likely to yield high intellectual dividends Cohort: -8 0 MW

340_ ,DAYMONT,THOMAS N. and RU,MBERGE1t, 'RUSSELL W. "The' Impact of High SchoolCurriculiim on
the Earnings and-Employability of Youth." In: Job Training for loath, RE Taylor, , et at, eds., Columbus, OH:
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1982.

This study locks at differences-in high school curricula and relates high .school training -to. occupations,* labor
market. sUCceSS. The authors examine 'whether the returns' to vocational training acquired in high school, are
contingent on whether students obtain an occupation corresponding to their specialty area and examine race and sex
differences in both high school training and labor market opportunities. Cohort: Y.,

341 ,DAYMONT; THOMAS' N. and STATHAM; -ANNE, ""Occupational Atypicality: Changes, Causes, and
Consequences." In: Unpkinned Careers: The Working Lives of Middle-Aged Woinen;I... Shaw, ed., Lexington, Mk
Heath 8ECo., -1981

Little change was found -in- the tendency for middle-aged women to be -employed in female-typed occupations.
Family constraints on the time and energies-of women do not explain the differential allocation of women to male-
and female-typed occupations. ,Among Whites,_those-nto displayed a,Strong commitment to the labor market were
only very slightly.niore-hiely than women with a weak Commitment_ tOte in atypical or male-typed occupations;
moreover, among blacks, those who displayed a strong commitment to the labor market were actually-slightly more
likely to be in female-typed -occupadons:. Those results thus contradict the hypothesis, derived from human-capital
theory that occupational sex segregation- is largely explained-by men and women_ choosing,z different occupations
based on differences in their commitment to the labor market Cohort 'W.

342 DAYMONT, THOMAS N. and TSAI, PAN LONG. "Sex *equality in the Labor Market: A Multidisciplinary
Apiiroach." -Presented: Toronto, American Sociological AssociationMeeting, 1981.

The authors argue that by considering theories finni a variety of disciplines A the complementarities among them,_
our understanding of sex inequality in the labor market can be improved. Further, these theories suggest' important
sex-differences in labor market preferences and preparations that have not previously been included,* empirical
studies. Our results indicate that at least fOrroimg college graduates; a substantial amount of sex' inequality in labor
market position is due to the traditional sex-based division of labor within the Wine and sot differences in labor
market preferences, preparations, and participation. These factors accounted for one-half of the sex difference
inaccuPational sex-type andalinost 90 percent of the sex difference *lowly. earning& The results also indieatet
that nr!_one set of factors were dominant in explaining occupational, and sex inequality in earnings. COort: B G.

343 DE-LA PUENTE, MANUEL. "A Preliminary Analysis of the Oecupational Aspirations of Hispanic,- Black,
and White Youths: The Role of Government-Sponsored Employment and Trairing." Report, National Council of La

Departinentof Labor, 1982.

This report examines the occupational aspirations of Hispanic, black, and white young men and women aged 14 to
21, focusing on the impact-that participation in-OvernMent-sponsored employment and training program=
has on the occupational aspirations of these youths. Program participants are compared with tionpardoipanta,, and
additional comparisons are conducted_ among Hispanic, ,black,_ and white partiCipants and nonparticipants; The
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report has ,five- major objectives. it (1) determines the impact that-participation in ,govertiinent-sponsored-
eMploynient and timiaing programs , has on the occupational aspirations of Hispanic, black, and white -male and
-female1yOuths;-(2) review the employment literature_ to examine the Contention-thata synthesis is needed_ between
the two dominant paradigms in labor market research (the status attainment and labor Marker approaches) and the
realistic analysis of labor markets at _well-as amore comprehensive and accurate picture of minOrity workers; (3)
examines the research on youth employment with special emphasis on minority youths, and also discusses the role
of such programs: in addressing the employment ;Problems, (-AIM*. young people; (4) bridges the gulf -between
research and public policy by extrapolating policy implications from the studies reviewed and discussing the pOlicy,
relevance of the:NLAY'4979,-findings; and (5) delineates. areas where additional research is ',Warranted, and makes
empirically based recominendatiOns for public policy. Colt* Y.

344' 'DELOCCA, KENNETH P. "An Analysis Of the National Longitudinal Survey Youth Cohort Data RelatedtO

Industrial Arts and Vocational Education;' ,P1t,P. Dissertation', University of Missouri-Columbia, 1985.

The purpose of this. study was to investigate, the effect ofindustrial arts, voeationalscr general education. course
exposure on high school graduates.(with completetranscriPts),in the .NLSY. Four sets of thrusts (demographics,
post high school work experience, post high school educational experience and work concepts) were used to
investigate the effects of such mosure. It was found diaL industrial arts exposed respondents outnumber_ their
vocatimial- counterparts, hence the typical grouping together of industrial arts and " Vocational, education data seems',
most inappropriate Despite their typically lower academic records, industrial arts and Vocational- education
reipondents do go on for further education after high school,nttencliiig the first four years of college in larger
percentagesthando general education respondents The study concludes that industrial arts and vocational education
exposure seems to have a positive effect on post high School labor market experience. Industrial arts and vocational
education -respondents appeared_ to;be unemployed for shorter amounts-of time than do their general education
counterparts. Cohort Y.

345 DENTON; NANCY :ANNE. "factors Influencing Young Women's- Transitions -among Multiple -Role
Combinations: U.S. 1968-73." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of-Pennsylvania, 1984.

While interrupted marriage, labor force and education histories Of Young U.S. women have received much attention
in . the literature, little 'attempt has -been made to analyze -these-roles- as competing but not necesSarily mutually
exclusive Options and to include all women. Using a pooled data set of 18,916 One-year transitions for women aged
14 to 3Q from-the NLS- of Young Women-068-1973, this dissertation addresses two main issues: the frequency of
and _movement among various Oombinations of these 'throe -roles and the effect of background and Current
characteristics on the probability of making particular transitions. OLS is used to estimate-the marginal change in
the underlying-- transition probability associated with laving ,a particular characteristic:, Results show- that role
combination is a major feature in the lives of-young women. At time I, over one third are in two Of the three roles,
but only .1.21ereent are rn all three simultaneOusly,viith the combination of wife and prevalent. In
bivariate analysis,, combining 4610 is strongly _associated- with being white and having at least some college
education. While there is clear association between origin-and dtsdnationlole_combinations, it is also clear that
young women change role combinations oftenelver forty percent of the young women changed roles during the one
year interval, a proportion which increased over, time. Thus the normative serial ordering pattern of school,- work,
then marriage needs-,to be explutded to include -combinations of adjacent, roles and 'allow for back ,andlorth
movement among the combinatiOns. The more -Proximate current -Characteristics of the -woinen- change their
transition probabilities by greater absolute amounts than do the more remote background characteristics. More
specifically, the birth. of a new _child, compared to not having one, and higher education, compared to women who
have nor finished high school, have the largest significant effects for the *west number- of transitions. Yet the
strength of -..he background. characteristics, even after controlling for the currem characteristics, is impressive.. -Being
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hiack as OPPosed,to:White,- higher parental education, aindaidre encouragement to attendcollege renv.,in important
determinants of the transitions. COliort G.

346 DES J, SONALDE;. CHASE-LANDSDALk, LINDSAY; MICHAEL, Rop0u. T. "Mother or Market?
Effects.. of Maternal Employment on Cognitive- Development of Four-Year-Old Children." Demograpio,
(FOitheoming); Presented: New Orleans, Meeting's of the Popidation Association of Ainerica, 1988.

This-paper is a first report-on aproject investigating the influence of friatethat eriiployinent on-the cognitive and
development of young children. The-data setnaiyzed is the newly available "Children of the National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth,"a 1986 survey of the54030 biological offspring of the females in the NLSY data set.
The paper focuses on 'the cognitive development, of the four-year-old children, Of -whom there are 585.
Demographic, economic, and social- background -factors are controlled-in:the -,analysis of relationships among
Maternal employment, child care, and the child's- test score 'on- the Peabody:Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT):
Cohort C.

347 DESAL.SONALDE; LEIBOWITt, .ARLEEN; WAITE, LINDA J. "Women'S Labor Force Participation
Siurounding the First-Binh: Effect of Occupational Characteristics and Work Commitment." Presented: Baltimore,.
"41).,Populition Association of 1989..

Ibiapaper examines. the factors-affecting women's labor force participation (hieing pregnancy and immediately
following the first 'birth, -using. labor- forte participation data5from the NLSY' and occupational data 'froth the
Dictionary- of Occupational Titles and CPS. It focutes on-two sets of occupational and individual characteristiCs:
,(1)- characteristics that ir.dreasathe-cost of labor force withdravial; and--(2) characteristics that make it easier to
combine motherhood with employment. Results indicate that these_ effects depend on women's work commitment,
as Measured by the-desire to-work at age 35. Cohort: Y.

348 DEX, SHIRLEY and' SHAW, LOIS_ B. Bridsh andsAmerican Women at Work:, Do Equal OppOrtunities
Policies Matter? London: MacMillan, Ltd., 1986.

Ushig.data from the Mature and Young Women cohorts and the British' WoMen in Employment Survey, his book
comparescdie effects of childbearing On the labor-market experiences of women in the United Statei and Great
Britain. The prinCipal findings are that British Avoinen tend to stay at home longer after the birth of a child and are
more likely _than American Women lo.return to work, part -time: As a result,-British women are more likely than
American momen to experience doWnward occupational mobility after childbearing begins. The authors_ consider
some of-the possible causes of these differentes- in work behavior, including differences in: equal' opportunity
legislation:. the availability of childcare subsidiesand maternity` leave; tax incentives for hiring part-time workers;
and in industrial structure. and growth rates of -the twaceuntries.. Cc port: -G W..

.349 DIAMOND, ARTHUR M. -"T4 Distribution- and Determinants of Individual Wage Profile Slopes."
Colt-MMus, OH: Center for Human Resouite Research, The Ohio State University, 1983.

Individual wOgeprofile slopes have been estimated for thafirst time using 5-10 (not-necessarily consecutive) years
of -wage, observations for 1,5771Oting men from the NLS of Young Men. The distribution of wage slopes centers
around a mean annual, percentage increase in real' wages of 4 percent. The apparent unimodality of the distribution
of the alaiies as well as the preponderance of positive slopes even for high school dropouts irio constitute additional-
evidence against the dual labor markets The deterininants of the slopes were learned by regressing the slopes
on human capital variablei and on other tcntrol variables. Wage slopes increase with education, years of marriage,,
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;and years of additional experience. Wage slopes decrease with age in year one, the wage in the first year, the years
of -dxperience in the first year and the number of observations used in calculating the slope. Also, whiteshad higher
slopes din- blacics. Cohort: B.

350 DIAMOND, P.A. and HAUSMAN, JERRY A. 'Individual Retirement and Savings Behavior." Journal of
Public EconoMics 23,1/2 (February/March I984): 81-114.

liteNiS.of Older Men is exiiminedto determine the extent Of low wealth holdings. In 1966, about 7.6% of men
aged 45-59 repined negative net wealth, while another 12.1% reported nonnegative net Wealth below $1,000. The
analysis is continued on the premise that the-life-cycle theory is applicable only to part of the population. Further
examination of the data indicates the presence of considerable variation in individual propensities to Save. ,An
individual model of wealth- accumulation is estimated with the first _16 'years of panel data -from- the NLS. The
presence of pension and Social Security' benefits has a significant effect on retirement behavior. Individuals who
prefer to retire -early shOuld have greater savings propensities. The savings-to-permanent-income _ratio rises with

-permanent income in a sharply nonlinear fashiOn. Cohort: M.

351 DILLARD, K. DENISE and POL, LOUIS G: "The Individual Economic Costs of Teenage Childbearing."
Family Relations 31'(1982)149-259.

Although the deSireto-lr.vo children remains high ithong most Americans, more future parents are beginning to
acknowledge the disadvantages of large families and the advantages of small ones. Previous findings on the
economic, costs of raising children are reviewed and examined especially as they apply to the rapidly growing

-population of-teenage ehildbearers. -Using data from a variety of soiircesiinfonnation was tabulated on the average-
lost,of education by age at first birth, the average annual income and hourly wage for women by educational
attainment, the expected annual reduction of indome due to low educational attainment, and the direct costs of
subsequent fertility. ResultS -shoWed- that children born to teenagers were substantially more expensive than those
born to women who delay, first births Wild their twenties. Cohort: G.

352 'DIPRETE, THOMAS A. "Analyzing Labor -force- Transitions -with Panel beta." Research in Social
Stratification and Mobility 3(1984): 61-76.

While_ event-history data are always preferable to panel data, there are many situations in which they do not exist or
!MIMI be collected. This analytis of transitions among labor-force statuses for young men who participated in the
NLS is intended to illustrate the usefulness of longitudinal models for data analysis even when event history data are
not available. Continuous time Markov models can be-estimated and-constrained so that hypotheses can be tested.
Further, it is feasible to specify the intensityparaineters as functions of covariates andestiinate the coefficients._
Good starting, values, are important to obtain the estimates-without a large expenditure of funds, and one way in-
-which these values might be obtained is suggested. Cohort: S.

353 tllRECTOR, STEVEN -M. "Underadinsunent Bias in the Evaluation Of Manpower Training." :Evaluation
.Quarterly 3 (May 1979):190-218:

A review of the literature suggests that choice of control group may have affectedthe results aridimlicy implications
of the major- evaluations of governmental training programs. It is- argued- that the usual evaluation designs
underactrust Tor preprogram differences between trainees and die control_ group and -djus -yield biased estimates of
program impact. Attempts to statistically correct for such bias are presented and disenised. Cohort: B.



354 'DIRECTOR, STEVEN M. "Underadjustment Bias in -the Quasi - Experimental Evaluation of 'Manpower
Training:, Ph.D. Dissertation, Northwestern University, 1974.

This research deals with the methodology of evaluating manpower training programs. The emphasis is not upon the
structuring of cost-benefit models but upon evaluation design. The common methods of evaluation produce biased
results. This study recommends using true randOrnized experiments wherever, possible. These experiments are far
more feasible than is generally conceded. Cohort: B.

355' DOERING, Z. "Segmentation Analysis of Market Survey Intention and Enlistment Behavior Data." (In-
progress Research)

The objective of this on-going effort is to extend earlier work searching tOr differenCes in- enlistment behavior
Uhlmen two identifiable groups: (1) those with positive intentions to join the military; and (2), those with negative
intentions. Survey data (from the youth attitude tracicingstudy, NLSY, and the applicant surveys) and' enlistment,
data will be combined with data on the economy, resources for recruiting, policy factors, and market data to examine
market reactions and identify factors that trigger enlistment for each group. Econometric modeling and geographic
market segmentation analysis techniques will be applied to the data. Using these data, 'noels will be formulated and
recommendations made for improving recruit market strategies by taking advantage of marginal differences, in
enlistment behavior. Cohort: Y.

356 DOESCHER, TABITHA ANN. "Fertility and Female' Occupational Choice." Report, Employmentand
Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

This study hypothesizes that working woman selects her occupation, - defined as a vector of characteristics, in
accordance with her life cycle fertility and labor for& participation., It focuses on two characteristics in particular
the occupational atrophy (the depreciation in participatiOn) and:the flexibifity2of hours within an occupatiOn.
Through the use oft- multiperiod utility maximization model and comparable statics analysis, the project
investigates the qualitative effect of an exogenous change in family size on the woman's choice of her occupational
characteristics. In general, the empirical analysi), which uses data from the NLS -of Mature Women,supports the
theoretical hypothesis; as family size increases, women tend to select occupations with lower atrophy rates-and more
flexible hours. Cohort: W.

357 DOESCHER, TABITHA ANN. "Fertility, and Female Occupational Choice." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980.

Since World War II, Anierican women Avith children have entered thelabor force in increasing numbers. Hoiyever,
Medial roles of labor force participant and mother, are competing roles since each activity requires a considerable
commitment of time. Although existing research suggests thatwomen can reconcilelihese two roles by, decreasing
family size and/or by curtailing labor force participation, theme is a paucity of investigation into alternative strategies.
One poisible option is that. woinen- who want to work and, who -want to have children can select the occupation
-which allows the greatest degree of Compatibility between market work and childbearinechildrearing. The primary
hypothesia of this study' is that a Working wornan selects her occupation, defined as a vector of characteristics, in
accordance with her desired life cycle fertility and labor ,force participation.: The study focuses on two-
characteristics in particular the occupational, atrophy rate -,(the depreciation in human, capital resulting from
intermittent labor force participation) and the flexibility of hours within an occupation. The multiperiod theoretical
model depictst representative woman as selecting the occupational atrophy rate and the occupation- specific supply
of labor, which enables her to maximize her lifetime utility, given her lifetinie labor force participation and fertility
decisions. Through the useof comparative analysis, the model investigates the qualitative effect of an exogenous
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change in the number of children on-the woman's choice of her. occupational atrophy rate, her occupation4ecific
supply of labor in each period, and her occupation-specific flexibility of hours, where flexibility is measured as the
difference in the opdmal wieldy " labor supplyy. The anaiYiis concludes that this effect is composed of two time
effects and an earnings, or *age rate, effect. The latter effect can :be furtherdecomposed into act income and
substitution effect. These theoretical hypothesei are tested with data from the NLS of Mature Women. The first
occupational characteristic, the atrophy rate, is estimated for twenty-one occupations using a wage growth function.
The estimated atrophy rate is then the dependent variable in a weighted least squares regression analysis. Because
an occupation in which hours are more variable allows mOreflexibility in seheduling work, the standard deviation of
"hours worked within an occupation is used as a proxy for the second characteristic, flexibility of hours: This variable
is calculated fOr each of tie three-digit Census occupations from the.,1970 Current Population Survey --it is the
dependent variable in an Ordinary least squares regressic i. Far:both characteristics, the sign of the coefficient
associated with the number of children is of particidaririterest. In general, the empirical:analysis suppc,:s the
theoretical hypOtheses: as family size increases, women tend select occupations _with lower atrophy rates and more
flexible hours. -Cohort: W.

358 DOHERTY, WILLIAM. "Impact of Divorce on Locus of Control Orientation in Adult Women: .A
Longitudinal Study." JoUrnal of Personality and Social Psychology 44,4 (April 1983):834-40.

Using longitudinal data for adult women from the NLS, this study examined the relation between getting divorced,
-and changes in the individual's, locus of control orientation. The sample contained 1,814 white women ages 3246
years who were in their first marriage in 1969. Marital status and locus of control (an 11-item abbreviated version of
Rotter's Internal - External Locus of Control Scale) were measured in 1969, 1972, and 1977: Based on previnias
literature on locus of control and life events and on divorce, stress, and mental' health, the author hypothesized that
divorced people, in comparison with those who remained married, would shtry a short-term increase in externality
froth 1969-1972, folloWed by a return over, the next 5 years to levels of locus of control comparable to that of the
group -who remained married It was also hypothesized that locus of control scores would not predict the likelihood
of becoming divorced over the 8-year period. All dute hypotheses were confirmed. The fmdirigs were discussed in
the context of two larger theoretical issues: the influence of important life events on locus of control and the causal
direction in the well- documented association between divorce and mental health. Cohort: W.

359 DOHERTY, WILLIAM and BALDWIN,,CYNTHIA. "Shifts and Stability in Locui of Control During the
1970s: Divergence of the Sexes." Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 48,4 (1985): 1048-1053.

Using NLS data from the Older Men, Mature Women, Young Men, and Young Women cohorts, this study
investigates changes in locus of control orientation from the late 1960s through the late 1970s. Each subject was
administered locus. of control' scale three timea over a seven or eight, year period. The scale was an 11-item
abbreviated version of Rotter's Internal-External Locus of Control Scale (I-E; Rotter, 1966). The findings showed
close similarity in locus of control scores among the four groups in the late 1960s and the early 1970s. However, by
1976=78 both groups of women had moved substantially toward the external end of the scale, while both groups of
men remind basically, unchanged. Changes in scores for women could not be accounted for by demographic
fact-Ors entered-into multiple-regression analyses. The authors suggest a "cultural-shift" interpretation of the sex
differences found:, women in the mid-1970s became more aware of the external constraints on their ability to meet.
their goals in the labor force and other settings; as'a group men presumably did not experience similar changes in
their perceptions. Overall, the findings presented here document a major divergence between the sexes on perceived
control during a decade when sex role issues reached national prominence. Cohort: B G M -W.

360 DOLINSKY, ARTHUR LEWIS. "A Longitudinal Study of the Determinants and Consequences of Public
Assistance." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of PennsylinMia, 1985.
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The study investigates the determinants and consequences of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
Micro data gathered by the NIS of Mature and YoUng Women cohoria from the late:1960s through late 1970s are
used to construct a model 'that examines welfare recipience, taking into tuccount yariOus influences,both proximate
and remote. Within this context the nature of intergenerational dependency is considered. Among 'the basic study
results is that of the importance of education (opportunity) as both a determinant and consequence of recipience.
Accordingly, its role as an intervening variable in transmitting dependency across generations appears, to be'most
significant. Cohort G W.

.361 DONOHUE, JOHN J. "A Continuous-Tune Stochastic Model of Job Mobility: A Comparison of Male-Female
Hazard Rates of Young Workers." Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 1986.

This study examines male and female heard rates in the periods 1968-1971 and,1979-1982 using data for young
workers from the various samples of the NLS. Contrary.to a nurnber of previous micro-data studies, I denionstiate
that for the period-19684971 female works-47,quit their initial full-time jobs at substantially higher rates than male
workers. Moreover, Mille male hazard rates show a monotonic decline, female rates show a nonmonotonic U-shaped
pattern, which I -attribute to a "birth, effect " - -young women leaving the labor force to have children. For the; period
1979-1982; however, young women had become almost indistinguishable from young men in terms of job tenure,
attachment *, the labor foiee, and percentage of workers who ap'Profeasional, managerial, and technical. The
'finding of thetquality in hazard rates between male and female workers in.die, later period was inva,;ant to different
parametric assumptions about the nature of dirration dependence and the existence of unobserved heterogeneity.
Two :factors contributed to the elimination_ of the first-job- "tenure gip" between young men and women: (1)
women's increased commitment to_ the-paid workforce, and .(2) their increasing age at the time of first marriage
and/or first pregnancy. Evidence from- examining lie ia held dtiring-the,sample period suggeSts that these
factors dehiy, but do not entirely eradicate, the point at whiCh -Wanen begin to leave their jobs at a higher rate than
men. In the period 19684971 the female-male ratio of expected tenure on initial full-time jobs was 59%.and the
corresponding ratio of earnings .was roughly 73%. By 1979-1982, the tenure gap closed-and-the earnings gap had
narrowed to almost 90%. Since-the narrowing of the wage-gap seems to lag the narrowing,of the tenure_ gap, the
direction of the causation may be from lower tenure to lower wages:WM' ADG8728124] Cohort: B c Y.

362 DOUGLAS, BARBARA ELLEN. "An Analysis of the Academic Composites of ASVAB and the PSAT, the
SAT, and ACT: A Correlation Study." Ph.D. Dissertation, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1986.

The primary, purpose of the study was to determine the degree of correlation between the academic composites of the
ASVAB and the math and verbal sections of the PSAT, SAT, and ACT. The sample of the study (N = 3,331) is

.extracted from the 1979 NLSY, and consists of the forowing subgroups: cohorts with ASVAll scores and PSAT
scores (N is 1,332); cohorts with ASVAB scores and SAT scores (N = 920); and cohorts with ASVAB scores and
ACT scores (N Ig 1079). Various correlations coefficients were obtained between the ASVAB academic composites
and the math and verbal sections of the PSAT, between the AS VAS academic composites and the math and verbal
Sections of the SAT, and between the academic composites of the-ASVAB and the math and verbal sections of the
ACT. Further correlation analyses were performed with reference to the subsamples of the study: male/female,
Hispanic, black/white and rund/urban. The study concludes that, due to the positive relationship existing between
the ASVAB academic composites and the math and verbal *dons of the PSAT, SAT and ACT, the use of the
ASVAB could be increased so as to provide a counseling tool for the college bound student. The ASVAB could,
therefore, fairish the college counselor with an additional source of information to he considered when making
important selection and placement decisions. Cohort: Y.

363 DOWNING,,DOUGLAS A. "Teenage Emp/oyment Personal Characteristics, Job Duration, and the Racial
UnemploymentDifferential." Ph.D. Dissatatiori, Yale University, 1987.
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The reasons for the high -level of teenage unemployment, particularly for black teenagers, have beeninvestigated
usingdatafrbm the .1980 census, the NLSY, the Current Population Siiney, and ,the -Bureau of Labor Statistics
Gross Flow data. Most unemployed 16-17 year olds are found to be in school, most unemployed 18-19 year olds are
out of schoOl. Black teenagers are found to have shorter -job durations when they are employed, but-this is because
they are much more likely. than white teenagers to have their jobs come to an end, rather than that they are much
more likely to quit or be fired. A Model:, of trictional unemployment indicates that the high_ level, of black
unemployment cannot be accounted for by higher job Black-teenagers are much more likely to have jobs
with the government than are white teenagers, indicating that blacks lack informal connections that are one of the
ways whites find out about job -opportunities in the ;private _seeter: The labor .market experience of -Several
disadvantaged groups are investigated, -. central city residents, teenage ,women with children, teenagers from, poor
families, teenagers With low class standing in high school, and teenagers whose parents had low education In each
case blacks are more likely to be in the disadvantaged group, and members of the disadvantaged group are less likely
to be ettiptoyctlt but there ;still- is a degree, of high black unemployment : that cannot be explained because of
Membership in one of these disadvantaged groups. [UMI ADG87-29059],CohOrt: Y.

364 DRAPER, THOMAS W. "On the Relationship Between Welfare_ and 'Marital Stability:_ A Research Note."
JOurnal of Marriage & the-Family 43,2 (May 1981): 293-299.

Five waves of data from the NLS of Mature WOnien consisting of 3,690 3044 year old females were analyted using.

a cross-lagged panel correlation. In many cases, the results of the analysis are consistent with the view that marital
instability increases the need for welfare, Aid to FaMilieSirith Dependent Children, and food stamps. There was
little evidence to support the previously reported effect of 'public assistance on marital instability. [(e)APA] Cohort:.
W.

365 DRAPER, THOMAS W. "Sons, Mothers, and Externality: Is There a Father Effect?" Child Study Journal
12,4 (1982): 271-280.

Cross-lagged panel correlations were used to examine the relationship between the presence of sons in the family
and personal locus of control in two samples of mdthers from the NLS: 2,594 32-46 year old married females living
withiheir spouses and 592 respondents either not married or married but not living with their spouses. Over time,
single respondents with sons three years of age and under became more externally oriented. This effect was not
observed in respondents with spouSes or in single mothers with daughters. The effect was limited to those single
respondents with young Sons who were responsible for, other dependents. This effect was strongest- for the-less;
educated respondents. -Ethnicity, family income, and age of respondent did not affect the relationship. Findings are
consistent with those of E.M. Hetherington et al (1978), suggoting that fathers play a unique role in determining the
qualityof the mother-son relationship. [(c)APA] Cohort: W.

366 DUBOW, ERIC F. and LUSTER, THOMAS. "Adjustment of Children Born to Teenage Mothers: The
Contribution of Risk and Protective Factors." Working Paper, Department of Psychology, Bowling Green State
University, 1989.

This study was undertaken to examine the contribution of risk anct protective factors in the adjustment of chir&em
born to teenage mothers. Using NLSY child data, information was obtained on a subset of 721 children ages 8-15
and their mothers. Results showed-that several risk factors (e.g., poverty status, urban residence, mother's self-
esteem) were modestly related to children's academic and behavioral adjustment. -Exposure to increasing_numbers
of riskfaCtors was associated with greater vulnerability to adjustment problems. 'Several-protective factors (e.g.,
intelligence, self-esteem, quality Of the home environment) were also modestly related to children's adjustment, and
enhanced the prediction of adjustment above and beyond the contribution of the risk factors. For children exposed
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to risk, the presence the protective factors reduced their vulnerability to academic and behavioral difficulties.
Cohort: C.

367 DUNCAN, GREG J.; MORGAN; JAMES N.; ANDRISANL PAUL J. "Sense of Efficacy & Subsequent
Change in Earnings - A Replication/Internal-External Attitudes, Sense of Efficacy, & Labor Market Experience."
lour-hal 41111.4an Resources 16,4 (Fall 1981): 649-666.

In a recent article, Paul AndriSini, **data from the NLS panels of Young and Older Men, found internal-external
attitudes- related to- the level otand subsequent changes in their economic -status. Annttempt is-made here to
replicate part of Andrisani's analysis and is limited to rsi analysis of the effects of initial efficacy on subsequent
change in economic status. The replication indicated somewhat smaller effects of initial efficacy on subsequent
changes in earnings in Panel-Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data than in the NLS data but prothiced larger
effects when the time period was extended. However, the evidence did not sipport-Ariddianra conclusion that an
attitudinal changenmong whites and blacks with external attitudes would result in greater inidative and a more
successful labor market experience. In a reply, Andriiani contends that Duncan and-Morgan's PSID findings are
inconsistent with the evidence. Further, Andrisani finds the replication questionable and points out that it ignored
about 92% of the data. Cob*: B

368 DUNCAN; GREGORY M. and-LEIGH, DUANE E. "Wage Determination in the Union and Nonunion
Sectors: A Sample Selectivity Approach." Industrial and Labor Relations Review 34 (October 1980):2-34.

This paper re-examines the question of whether wages are ditermined differently in the union and nonunion sectors.
This study rises a metliodobgy proposed by Heckman and Lee to correct for the possibility that wage differences
may determine the union status of workers as well as vice versa. The authors -find that union status is strongly
related to the predicted union-nonunion wage differential, but their evidence nevertheless reinforces Bloch and
Xuskin's empirical finding that the union earnings function is less sensitive than noiumion- earning§ function to
changes- in nearly every observable attribute of WOrker3,, such as education and experience. The authors also
conclude that previous studies using separately estimated union and nonunion wage equations may have understated
the sweets of unions. in raising the relatire wagesof their members. Cohort: M.

369 DUNCAN, KEVIN C. "The Impact Of Structural Change on Human Capital and Dual Market Theories of
Racial Earnings Disparity: PhD. Dissertation, The University of Utah, 1987.

The human capital approach to racial earnings disparity suggeSts that the distribution of earnings may be altered by
altering the distribution of Molls among Members of the work forte.. Early human capital theorists placed emphasis
on increasing the tpuintity_ of- schooling as a means of increasing skills:, however, the theory has been modified to
recognize the importance of the quality of schooling in improving the skills of labor. Empirical studies on the quality
of schooling have suggested that as racial differences in educational quality have narrowed-so have differences in
earnings betWeen black and white males:The nictitate on school quality suggests that differences in earnings can be
explained by the quality of training undertaken by blacks and whitet before they enter the labor market. My research
has found that there is little evidence to support the orthodox hypothesis regarding the relationship between school
quality aid earnings. Using an index of school quality from the NLS of Young Men, regression results indicated that
increaservin- educational Aprality- were associated -with reduced earnings, for whites, but did not significantly
.contribute to the earnings of blacks. The signifi Cant and negative School quality coefficient may indicate that higher
-educational quality induces young white males to attain higher schooling levels and postpone their entrance into the
-lab& market.- HOwever, increases in school quality do not perform the satire function for young blacks. In addition,
the results of the human capital regression model were sensitive to the period in which the model was estimated.-In
1968, black -and:whke males were rewarded with higher earnings for higher levels of labor market experience.

- 1
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However, in 1978, only white males continued to be rewarded-for their labor, market experience. These results
suggest that racial differences in earnings cannot solely be attributed to differences in the quality of iraining
undertaken before blacks and whites enter the labor market. [UM ADG8724278) Cohort: B.

370 ECICSTEN, ZVI and WOLPIN, KENNETH L "Dynamic Labor Force Participation of Married Women and
Endogenous Wolk Experience." Review of Economic &ladies (April-1989).

A dynamic model of married women's labor force participation and fertility is *mated using the NLS ,Mature
Women's cohort data The estimates are used to predict changes in the lifecycle patterns of employment due to
changes in schooling, fertility, husband's income, and the magnitiide of the experience effect on wages. Findings
show- that although work experience increases the ditutility Of further- work, this effect is overwhelmed by the
positive effect of experience on Wages, leading to persistence in the employment patterns of these women. It was
also found- that an increase in young children and in husband's income substantially reduces participation while
increased schooling his a powerful positive impact on participation. Cohort W.

371 ECKSTEIN, ZVI and WOLPIN, KENNETH L "Estimating a Market Equilibrium Search Model from Panel
Data-on Individuals." Econometrica (Forthcoming). Working Paper, University of Afinnesota, Department- of
Economics, 1989.

This paper deinonstrates the feasibility of estimating a Nash labor market equilibrium model using only information-
of workers. The equilibrium model is adapted from-Albrecht and Axell,(1984) and is based on workers who are
homogeneous in terms of market productivity and heterogeneous in terms of non-rdarket productivity, and on firms
Which are heterogeneous in terms of productive efficiency. The equilibrium model is contrasted in terms of its fit to
thellata with an unrestricted version of the model *hid is based on la mixture of negative binomial distributions.
The equilibrium model fails to conform tothe data in exactly the dimension of its major focus, namely, it implies that
measurement error accounts for almost all of the dispersion in observed wages. The equilibrium model also does not
do wellin fitting the.unempbyinerit duration distribution compared to the Unrestricted model. The problem is that
the duration distribution itself does not support the existence of significant heterogeneity, as evidenced by! the
estimates of the unrestricted model. The- per also illustrates the use of such models for policy analysis by
simulating the welfare effects of a minimum wage. Cohort: Y.

372 EGGE, KARL A. 'Slack-White Differences in Annual Hours of Work Supplied Among Males 45-59 Years of
Age." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1973.

A number of factors are examined that are expected to be related to the amount of labor an indilridual supplies. The
data indicate that for both blacks aid whites the amount of labor supplied, generally speaking, is inversely related to:
(1) hourly wage rate; (2) level of non- labor income; (3) age; (4) local area unemployment rate; and (5) the presence
of recent unemployment experience. It is directly related, on the other hand,- to: (6) being Married_ (spouse present);
(7)-. being healthy; and -(8)- being in white collar jobs. Moreover, the -relationship between each of the eight
"explanatory" factors and hours supplied is-different for blacks than for whites.. For example, the effect of-hourly
wage rate on hours is much larger for blacks; while the effect of personalunemploYment experience is actually the
opposite for blacks frost' what it is for whites. Combining the mean of each of these factors with their estimated
effects on hours supplied, the authoris able to shed some light on-the sources of the gross white-black- difference in
hours supplied by ascertaining Which factors tend to widen and which ones- to lower the observed differences.
Generally speaking, it was found_that wages, age,and personal unemployment experience tend to widen the white-
-black difference in hours supplied, while local labor market unemployment, net income per_ dependent, and marital
-status tend to narrow the differences. On the basis of these findings, Egge suggests that as wages continue to rise
over time, and as these men get older, the black-white difference in houiS supplied will widen. Cohort: M.

LT 111,
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373 EGGE, KARI. A.; KOHEN, ANDREW-4 §11EA; J01-1N-R.; 74.1*,,FREDERICK A. "Changes in the
Federal Minimum Wage aid the Employment of Young Men, 1966-67 In: Youth .Unemployment and Minimum
Wages, Bureau of Lab* Statistics Bulletin 1657. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Goverment rinting Office, 1970.

These data permit the "before and after" experience aloud' to be related to the wage they were earning before the
new inniMium became effective. The authors ask whether those youth whose marginal productivity was lower than
the newly established ;miiiimuM-- had relatively less favorable employment experiences =after the minimum wage
changes than those whole ii,-mes already-had been-above the minimums. One would expect the low productivity
youngsters to be among the first to-fief Whatever restriction of employment oppossunities the minimum wage
created. The fact that the authors have been unable to find in their dita any general tendency for the foregoing
relationship leads to the conclusion -thatif the minimum Wage increases did indeed create unemployment'among
youth, the effect was not a pronoimced one. Even when the analysis was focused on these subgroups of young men
Who might, on a priori grounds, be exPecied to be mott,vulnerable to the impact of the mininuirn Wage, only a small
namber of such subgrpups showedany signs of adversity. Cohort: B.

374 EHRENBERG, RONALD G. and MARCUS, ALAN J. "hfinimum Wage Legislation and the Educational
Outcomes of Youth." Research in Labor Economics3 (1980):61-93.

This analysis of the Statewide data on white male and female teenagers from the 1970 Census of Population and the
1966 NLS data for nonwhite male teenagers yields conflicting evidence. The former suggest that the effect of
minimum Wage changes on teenagers' educational decisions is small, and that the major effect of the changes is to
redistribute jobs from the children of the poor to the duldren of thenonpoor. The latter suggest that such changes
induce a shift from full-time schooling to full-time employment for nonwhite male teens from low-income families.
While coherent eitplanarions can be provided for each of these results, confidence in them-would have been
increased if the various data bases had yidded similar findings. Cohort W.

375 EHRENBERG, RONA!. p- G. and MARCUS,_ ALAN1. "hofinifitum Wages and Teenagers' Enrollment-
Emplciyment Ouscornes: A Makinonnal Logit Model." Journal of Human Resources 17 (Winter 1982):39-58.

This paper tests the:hypothesis that the effect of minimum wage-legislation on teenagers' -education-decisions is
asymmetrical across family income dasses,:with the legislation inducing-children from low-income families to
reduce then' levels of schooling aid children froni higher- income families to increase their educational attainment.
The Nihon Use data from tbe NLS- of Young_ Men and Young Women,_ and exploit the fact that, although the
-,mininunn wage is fixed at a point-in time, its value relative m adult wages varies across areas. Multinomial logit
models of teenagers' enrollment-employmcnt outcomes are estimated. The hypothesis appears to be confirmed for
white teens; bowery, the evidence for nonwhites is More ambiguous. Cohort: B G.

376 EHRENBERG, RONALD G. aad OAXACA, RONALD L. "Impacts of Unemployment Insurance on the
Duration :of UnempleyMent aid the Post-Unemployment Wage." Industrial Relations Research Association
Proceedings 28th Annual Winter Meeting (1976):234-41.

This study confirms that =employment insurance (UI) benefits lead to longer spells of unemployment. While UI
benefits also raise post-unemployment-wages, these wage effects are statistically significant only in the cases of
older males and females. Thus, the predictions of the search model are verified for these older groups of workers,
bat not for the younger Cohorts. At the margin, the percentage wage gain for each additional week of unemployment
is larger among older workers and among males. Cohort: B GM W;
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377 EHRENBERG, RONALD G. and OAXACA, RONALD L. "Unemployment Insurance, Duration of
linemploymeet, and Subroquent Wage Gain." American Economic Review 66 (December 1970):754-66.

The estimated:impact:et' -unemployment insurance benefit denier- on Unemployed individual's duration of
unemployment, pestunemployment wages, and durations d spell' out of the labor force is calculated. Three-
estimates are presented for each group:., (1) the impact of the current benefit level relative to the absence of benefits
(2) the 'impact of increasing the -replaiement :fraction fioni.0.4 -10 05; and (3). the impact of increasing the
teplacernent fraction trom Off-to 1.0. The results seem to indicate that an increase in UI benefits would-induce
:additional productive job search for older males and females, with the magnitudes of the ipact on both
posnmeniployment wages and duration of_imemPloyment being larger for the males. In contrast, an increase in UI
benefits appears, go increase the diFationof unemployment for the younger males and females but has no impact on
their postuneteploymait wages. :Colton: B G MW.

378 b.141ILICH,.LISA MARIE. "Women's Career -Orientation, Labor Supply and Fertility Behavior." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Pamsylvania, 1984.

The central issue in this 'Nis is whether 'career oriented" women respond differently from- "traditionar women in-
their childbearing f aid tabor -supply behavior to changes in exogenous variables_ such as wages and husband's
-income. To Or; extent tint they do, and to the extent that more women are becoming career oriented, economic and
demoirit01006.*sists tased on traditional models of women's labor supply and futility behavior may be in error.
This is an eMpirical dissertation with a two-stage model; using the NLS of Young Women. The first stage estimates
a woman's degree of orientation using data early preferences and desired-occupation. This stage of the
model draws Oen the Mincer and Polachek- veto' ach to women's occupational- 'Choice. In the tecOnd_Stage,lhe
anther estimate i the reduced form of a simultaneous model of women's labor force participation and fertility, while
cant-oiling sped** for heterogeneity of preferences over family and career. Estimation is done separately fors
different groups of women separated by degree of career orientation, and also forthe sample as a whole, using slope
dummies on exogenous variables such as husband's-income to test directly- for differences in reiporse. :Hours of
work are estimated using a Tobit model to correct for truncation at zero, while the fertility equation is estimated

'using ordered Probit on Children ever born.. Willits at also reported for Ordinary Least Squares estimates. The
results of this research are_ antemely robust-in finding surprisingly -little differences in fertility response among
different types of women. The labor supply response of career written is found to be more elastic with respect to
wage rotes den-that-of traditional women. These findings suggest that Standard economic models of fertility, so
for gas they incorporate socioeconomic stains and race variables, are broadly applicable and not merely appropriate
for Modeling the behavior ef traditional women. However, it is clear that career orientation plays an important role
in the wage elasticity of women's labor supply behavior. Cohort G.

379 E1TELBERG, MARK J.; LAURENCE, JANICE H.; WATERS, BRAIN K.; SELLMAN, WAYNE S.
''Sulipopulation Analyses of Current Youth Aptitudes." Proceedings, Annual Conference of the Military Testing
Association 2 (1981): 1618-1626.

This paper describes the subpopulation analyses that will appear in a forthcoming report on the Profile of American
Youth. In 1980, the Department of Defense and the Military Services, in cooperotion with the Department of Labor,
sponsored a large-scale research project to assess the vocational aptitudes of American youth. A national probability
sample of approximately 12,000 young men and women, selected from participants in the National Longitudinal
Survey (NLS) of Youth Labor Force Behavior, were administered the-Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The results will be analyzed to identify subgroup diffaences in test performance. The subgroup variables
selected for analysis are age, sex, race/etimicity,level of education, socioeconomic status, and geographic region.

113:

Subgroup comparisons will be made on "the basis of Armed -Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) scores, ASVAB
composite scores, aid an estimate of reading ability. The ASVAB scores will also be used to estimate the numbers
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and percent of 1980 youth population subgroups eligible for military, enlistment, based on 1981 Service aptitude
standards. Cohort: Y,

380 ELIAS*, SCOTT R. "Young Adult Labor Force Careers in the U.S.,.1979-I985: An Analysisuf the Initial
Stratification and Attainment Process" Ph.D.- Dissertation; Pennsylvania State University, 1989:

This thesis- inVOIves an analysis of initial labor force _careers of young adults in the U.S. ,from 1979,1985. The
concept* model of the career process-isinfOrmed by competing socioeconomic theories or research _traditions,
including the status attainment tradition, nonclassical economic theory, segmented labor market theory, and various
other structural theories, with an emphasis on the career process as a We course phenomenon. Data from the NLSY
are used to estimate: (1) latent class models to determine the structure /form of; initial labor_ market positions; (2)
multinoinisd logic models for the initial labor market positiorti; (3) a Box-Cox specification of the conditional hazard
model for-transitions to a subsequent labor Market position; and (4) sample seleedontype regression-Models for
labor market wages sherd* initial and sobsoqUent positions attained. SOMe importaiu findings include: (1) initial

-labor market positio ns -cat be- adequately, charieterized by an industry measure which -allows- for error -in the
classification_ scheme; (2)bOmogeneous-market models of wage attainment, such as the human capital modeVare
-found to be in most cases inadequate is describing the wage attainment process in the early labor. force career; (3)
finisher market behavior the year immediately following the of schooling is large part determines the
initial and-subsequent labor market attained .during the-initial-labor force career;- and (4) the level -of
education _an -individual' attains is only weakly tied to the-initial labor market attainment- process. Differences
between race/sex greOps in the initial labor force career process are emphasized throughout the thesii. abort: Y.

381 ELLIOT, JOHN F. "Factors Related to the Decisions of Rural Public High School Students to Participate in
Vocational Education" Ph.D. Dissertation, 'The Ohio State. University, 1988.

The:Oppose of this study was to identify the factors related _to the decisions of Oral high school students to
participate in vocational education. Spetifieally, the reasons why rural public high school: students enrolled in
vocational education courses were-determined. Two national longitudinal data baseS, High School and Beyond
(HS&B) aid the NLSY, provided the bases for the regression analysis. In addition, a face-to-face interview and a
questionnaire which reOlicsted questions from the national longitudinal surr=eys were administered -to a randomly
selected sample of Ohio students who planned to enroll in vocational education courses in their jonior.year. Rural
individuals who completed high proportions of vocational education were more likely to score lower on achievement
tests and:be Wm levier SES families than those graduates who completed lower proportions of vocational
education. Some motivational- variables, such as meMbership or a leadership position in a vocational youth
organization, participation in vocational work experience programs, the desire to work in a vocational job at age 35,
and no aspiration tupiirsue postsecondary education surfaced as being associated with graduates who completed
higher proportions of vocational education. The rural sample in Ohio was white. Studentt enrolled in vocational
education courses at home comprehensive schools felt a sense of belonging Few people not associated with Joint
(Area) Vocational Schools (JVS) spoke highly of them. In addition,to the clustering of vocational students in lower
-SES and ability quartiles, ftirthereluttering occurred within vocational education. When compared to home -school
vocational students, students attending JVS's were significantly lower in ability and SESJob preparation ranked as
the number one reason (58%) why Ohio students enrolled in vocational edtication courses:Enjoymmit of vocational
subject matter and the environment in-which the Vocational education courses were taught ranked second (52%).
Other reasons to enroll in vocational education courses included personal reasons, Monetary benefits, perceived ease
of grades, attraction of affiliated youth organizations, preparation for education beyond the secondary level, positive
Prior experiences with vocational teachers, and contacts with individuals in vocatkaial trades. [UMI ADG88-24493]

'COhort:-
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382 ELLWOOD, DAVID. "Teenage-Unemployment: Permanent Scar or Temporary Blemish." Presented: Airlie
House, Virginia; Conference on Youth Joblissness and Employment, 1979.

,Several important-Conchisions derive from the early pattern of labor Market performances of young men: (1) The
-early years of labor market experience are times of substantial change.-Employment rates rise,- as do participation
rates. Considerable evidence shows weak labor force attachment early in many_yoUng men's careers. (2) Although
the distinction between time out of labor force and time unemployed is conceptually appealing, the division, is not
accurately captured in these retrospective- data Unemployment rates- behave Very erratically-over time for this
group. All of the results in this chapter suggest that time not eraployed is a far better measure of the labor Market
performance of young men. (3) 'Even-though a general improvement-in eMployment rates appears for these young
men over.- time, early labor.- market patterns persist. Young' men With = poor records -early will typically have
ceMparatiVely pock records later. (4) Controls for :heterogeneity eliminate at least- two-thirds of the observed
Persistence in employment, but evidence of experience dependence remains. That is; even controlling for individual
differences in the propensity to wort experience dependence remains. -However, the absolute magnitude of the
effect s Small, "There is no evidence in these dati that time outer work _sets-off:along term cycle of recurring,
"nonemployment." -Early Work experience has a sizeable impact on wages. Controlling forindividual-effeets,
experience in the second, third, or fourth year out of school tends to be associated with wage increases of between 10
and 20 pen;ent a year. Cohort: B.

383 ELSTER, ARTHUR; 10ETTERLINUS, ROBERT .D.; LAMB, MICHAEL E. "The Association Between
Adoleacent Parenthood and Problem Behavior." Pediatrics, (FortliComing).

The association betWeen problem behaviors and parental status was studied among 1263 urban and 388 rural 15- to-
"I7-year old teens from-the NLSY. The duee'parental status groups appeared ordered in risk; with -school-age
mothers having engaged in the most problem behaviors, followed, in turn, by young adult mothers (those who had a
child between 19-21 years of ago) and then women who had not had a child by age 21: When individual behaviors
were- analyzed,. schocil-age mothers -were- more likely than either young adult mothers or non-mothers to have
reported -school suspension, truancy, runaway, smoking marijuana and fighting. Urban-women, overall, engaged in
more problem behaviors than did- rural women, and blacks reported fewer problem behaviors than did whites.
Cohort: Y.

384 EMBERSON, HEATHER V. "A Longitudinal Analysis of Single, Female Labor Force Participants' Net
Worth." PhD. Dissertation, Oregon State University, 1988.

-Being old and female in America often means being alone and To offset this Outcome financial preparation for
retirement should begin in the pre-retirement years. The purpose of this exploratorystudy was to assess' the financial
preparedness of mature, single wOmen as they approach retirement by examining the, relationships of economic,
demographic and attitudinal variables to net wail). Data were drawn from the NLS of Mature Women for a sample
of-white and black women who were single during the _15 year period and who were in the labor force in 1967.
Analysis of Variance, t-tests, --simple linear and segmented, step-wise multiple regression analyses were used -to
analyze:the data. Race was a significant factor throughout the. tudy. For regression analyses, previous income,
education, attitude toward-women working if it is necessary to make ends meet, and the respondent's job category
were all significant-variable,s. The findings indicate that this mature female sample does not accumulate asteta',at a
rate that-would suggest economic self-sufficiency 'in retirement. Recommendations include educational programs
that address women's attitudes toward working and saving.' [UMI ADG89-00146] Cohort, W.

385 ENGLAND, PAULA. "The Failure of Human Capital Theory to Explain Occupational Sex Segregation,"
Journalaf Human Resources 17 (Spring 1982):358-70.
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Thohanan capital, theory has not provided an explanation of occupational sex: segregation that fits the evidence.
Findings _do ot 'show that "maim are penalized more for time spent out of the labor 'force if they: choose
predominantly female occupations than if they choose predominantly male occupations The findings contradict the
contention of Polachek. Cohort: W.

386 ENGLAND, PAULA. "Women-and Occupational Prestige: A Case of Vacuous Sex Equality." Signs 5
-(Winter 1979):252-265.

A fociis solely on-occupational prestige,_shciws a Surprising lack of discrimination against women. The findings
seem to contradict notions of extreme sexism operating in the labor market. Yet on analysis this sex equality turns
out to be rather vacuous. _Although women have a Very,tirnilar occupational prestige distribution to that of men,
women's incomes are vastly lower than men's and they seldom have the power to supervise or otherwise control a
man's Work. Sex equality of prestige is surprising in light of women's lesser income and power because, in general,
:there is a correlation between thoprestigei-MaiMe, and interpersonal-power associated with an occupation. Cohort
w.

387- ENGLAND, -PAOLA;_FAIUrAS-, GEORGE; _IGIBOURNE, BARBARA; DOU, THOMAS. "Explaining
Occupational Sex Segregation and Wages Findings -front a Model with Fixed Effects." American Sociological

- 53,4-(August 1988): 544-558.

'Does segregatiOn arise because "female" occupations have financial advantages for women planning-some years as
homeworkers, as human capital theorists claim? Or, do female occupations have low wages that-are depressed,by
the sort of discrimination at issue in "Comparable Worth"? To answer these questions, the authors use a model with
fixed effects to predict the earnings of young men and women from-a pooled cross-section time-series . A fixed-
effects 'model is ideal for answering these questions because' t corrects for the selection bias that results from the
tendency of persons who differ on characteristics that are unmeasured but affect earnings tc.r klect themselves into
different- occupations The data are from the NLS Young Men and Young Women cohorts Ifidefiendent,iariables
include years of employment experience, education, marital status, hours worked per week, the sex composition of
one's occupation,- and measures of occupational skill demands and working conditions taken from the Dictionary of
OccupatiOnal- Titles. Separate-analyses, are performed for white females, black females, -white males, and black
males It was foiind that female occupations do *have the advantages presumed by neoclassical Writers. Rather,
there is evidence of pay discrimination against men or women in predominantly female occupations Findings are
interpreted using economic and sociological theories of labor markets. Cohort B G.

388 ERENBURG, M. "Men in the Pre-Retirement Years: Papers on the Occasion of a Conference on National
-Longitudinal Surveys of Men 45-64 Years of Age." Aging and Work 3,4 (Fall 1980): 279-280.

This paper presents s-a brief-summary of NLS and non-NLS-based research on pre-retirement men. Reviewed are
NLS_ papers ,by S. Muller, "Determinants of Poverty Status and Poverty-Level Wages: A' Reconsideration of Human
Capital .Theory"; R.E.Hall, "The Effectiveness of Training, Programs in Raising- Earnings"; P. Andrisani,"Health
Limitations and Labor Market Experience_ During the Pre-Retirement Years"; and A. Bartel and G. Borjas, "Middle-
Aged Job Mobility: Its Doterminarits and Consequences" as well as non-NLS research by E. Ginzberg, "Programs
and Policies for Men in the Pre-Retirement years" and D. Affeldt, "The Outlook for the Older-Worker". Cohort: M.

389 ERICKSON, JULIA. "An Analysis of the Journey to Work for Women." Social Problems 24 (April 1977):428-
35.
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The basic argument of thiS panei is that, the j_ ourney- to work haS a different meaning for women than- for4nen._
Unlike men, women's home-role requirements are important predictors of the length of their. journey to wort Data-
from the NITS of Mature Women aged thirty to forty-four are exainined. The main findings are that-women with
demanding home-roles have shorter journeys to work, and that although black women" have longer to work
than white women, this is a function of residence and not of differences in therelationship of the home roleto the
length of journey to work: Cohort: W.

.

390 ERICKSON, JULIA.. "The Dilemma of Education: Home and Work Roles for Women." Presented: Chicago,
American Sodological Assotiation Meeting,1977.

This research analyzes the relationship between education, home role and work attachment on the basis of measuring
women's work histories.by -work attachment. The findings show that educaticin facilitates auachinent to the, labor
forte and, at the same time, increases the likelihood of a marital role that conflicts with work attachment: Cohort:
W.

391 ;EitiOssoN, JOIA. "Work_ Attachmentimd Home -ROle -Among a COhOrrof American Woinen." Ph.D.
Dissertation, university of Pennsylvania, -1976.

The marital and mothering demands of the-Stroles (home role demands) of ,Women were measuredby maritatstatus,
family income, migration status, and-age-and number" of children. The greater the demands, -as measured by these
variables, the loWer the leVel of work attachment for- woMen. It was also foUnd that these patterns changed over time,
in that if the home demands lessened,,wonien increased their involvement in working and-vice-versa. These findings
can be summarised in more detail as folloWs: (1),. Marrying is associated with a movement out of work and
is associated Aith.entry into work. (2) As family income (less respondent's) -increases, women leave work-and
when family income decline& they into W6-k. (3)- For most -women migration is associated with a movement
out of the labor force but for Sane young women it facilitates a movement into work. (4) As the youngest child
'ages, women increase their involvement in working. The arrival of a new baby has the opposite effect. Cohort: W.

392 EVANS, DAVID: S. and JOVANOVIC, BOYAN. "An Estimated Model-of Entrepreneurial Choke under
Liquidity Constraints." Journal of Political Economy 97,4 (August 1989): 808-827.

This paper devel6pi and estimates a behavioral model of entrepreneurial_choice under liquidity constraints. Using
data-from the NLS of Young Men, it was found that liquidity constraints bind:and prospective entrepreneurs must
bear most of the risk inherent in their venture. Whether people are more inclined to become entrepreneurs. Capital is
essential for starting a business and liquidity constraints tend to exclude those,with insuffitient funds. Cohort: B.

393 EVANS, DAVID S: and LEIGHTON, LINDA S. "Some EmpiriCal Aspects of Entrepreneurship." American
Economic Review 79, 3 (June 1989): 519-535.

Using.data on full-time, self-employed workers from the NLS of Young Men, coupled with CPS data, this report
examines self-employment entry and exit over the life cycle and focu.,..i on the rebitiNie returns to business and wage
experience and-education of self-employment vs wage work. Key findings include: ,(1) The probability of switching
into self-employment is ronghly, independent of age and total labor-market experience. This result is not consistent
with standard job,shoppinimodels such as -William Johilsen (1978) and Robert Miller(1984) which predict that
YOunger- workers will try riskier occupations first. (2) The probability of departing from self-employment decreases
with dtiatiOn of self-employment, falling from about 10 percent in the early years to 0 by-the eleventh yeatin self-
employment: About half of the entrants return to wage work within seven years. (3) The fraction of the labor forte
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thatin sei,.f7einploye4inditt*, with age until the early 40s and then-remains constant within-the rani-merit years.
This reladonshin re:nilts fronilhe process of entry and exit over the-life cycle. (4) Men with greater assets are more
likely to sviitclik:Ito self-eMployinent 1MA:tem*. This reaultis consistent with the vie* that entrepreneurs face-
liquklation Constraints: -(5) Wage experience has a much smaller return in self-employment than inwage work while
-business experience has just about the same return in ,wage work as in self-employment. These differences may
reflect some combination- of true _productivity differences and the results Of selection into and out of self-
employment over time (6) Poorer wage workers - that ia;unomployed' worker*, lower-paid wage workers, and men
who have changed jobs a lot- are more likely to enter self-employment or to be self-employed at apoint in time, all
else equal. These results are consistent with the view oLiome-sOeiologists that "misfits" -arc pushed into
entrepreneurship. (7) As predicted by one of the leading psychological theories, men who believe their performance
depends largely on their own actions that is, have an internal locus of control 'iis-measured by-a test known as the
'Rotter Scale - have a greater propensity to start businesais. -Cohort:sits.

,394 -EVANS, DAVID S. aintLEIGlITON, LINDA S. "Why Do_Senaller Firms Pay Less?" Journal of Human
Resources 24,2 (Spring-1989): 299-318.

'This paper uses data from the NLS of Young Men and the CiurentPopulation Survey for 19831o. examine' the
relationships among:wages;-. firm size, and plant size., Results indicate that: (1) plant size has little independent
effect on wages once the-firm- size of finns: with fewer than 1,000 employees is controlled fOr;--(2) evidence of
sorting on observed and unobserved ability characteristics across firm sizes was found. Better -educated and more
stable workers are in larger firms; and-(3) results from a first-difference estimator indicate-that about 60 percent of
the wage-size effect is due to unobserved heterogeneity when all firms are considered and about 100 percent when
.firma with 25 or moreempt6yeea are considered. -Cohort:S.

395 ftALARIS; EVANGELOS M. "An EMpirical Study of the Tuning and Spacing of Childbearing." Southern
Economic Journal 54,2(0ctobei 1987): 287-300.

Data from the Young Women's cohort of the NLS are used to study-the role of economic forceson the timing and
spacing of births. An empirical , model of the timing and spacing _ of childbearing is estimated and evidence is

:presented that economic factors significantly influence these aspects of fertility. The main results with respect to
economic explanatory variables are that an upward shift in a woman's _wage profile results ina tendency to postpone
childbearing and an opposinglendency for closer spacing. An upward shift in her husband's earnings profile results
in earlier timing Of births. Cohirt: G.

396 FALARIS, EVANGELOS M. "Migration and Wages of Young Men." Journal of Human Resources 23,4 (Fall
1988): 514-534.

This report, specifies a two-period nested logit migration model with selectivity. The model-, is estimated using a
sample of young male-workers from the NLSY. The respondent's choices among the nine U.S. Census divisions
during the first two years after leaving full-time schooling are studied. The author addresses several methodological
issues and documents that wages significantly affect the migration decisions of young workers. Cohort: Y.

397, FALARIS, EVANGELOS M. and PETERS, It ELIZABETH. "The Effect of. the Demographic Cycle on
Schooling and Entry Wages." Working Paper, University of Delaware, 1988.

This paper examines the effect of the demographic cycle on schoolingnUainrnent, age at school completion, and the
level of entry wages. Unlike most previous studies which assume that schooling is exogenous, the authors explicitly
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treat schooling attainment and the age LIschocil completion as choice variables. The direct effect of cohort size on
entry wages and its indirect effect On wages through the schooling choices of individuals are studied. It was found
that both men and women r change theirschooling Attainment and age, at school completion in response to the
demographic cycle. These changes lead to 'significant 'indirect effects of cohort size on the entry wages of 'men and
of women which tend to Mitigate the adverse direct effects on entry wages of an increase in cohort size. Cohort: B

398 FALARIS, EVANGELOS NI; and -PETERS, H. ELIZABETH. "New Evidence on fileEffect of the
Demographic Cycle on the Timing of School Completion." Working Paper, University of-Delaware, 1988.

This paper -presents- noW evidence which rejects the timing 'hypothesis of the effect of the demographic cycle on
Schooling Which-was proposed by Wachter and Wascher (1984). The authors formalize the timing hypothesis indle,
context of a statistiml model -and argue, that -the timing hypothesis implies certain restrictions on iheparameteri of

this-model. Using more detailed data than' those used by Wachter and Wascher, we estimate the model, test the
restrictions, and reject the timing hypothesis. The study of Wachter and Wascher has enhanced Our understanding of
the effects' of the demographic cycle on.individuif behavior by showing that individuals do not passively' sufferany
adverSe consequences of a baby boom on 'their economic well -being but they alter their investment in schooling in
response thstich a deniographic phenomenon. This research_clarifiea the relation between the demographiccycle,
schooling attainment and the tithing Of its completion. Cohort: B G Y.

399 FALARIS, EVANGELOS M. and PETERS, H. ELIZABETH. "Responses of Female Lfixir Supply and
Ferfility to the Demographic Cycle." Worldng,Paper, Univertity of Delaware, 1988;

This paper_proposes a model according to which -women alter the timing, of the first birth and the rettn*e,to work
following that birth in order to mitigate any adverse effects of the demographic cycle on their wage profiles. The
authors predict that women who We:reborn during the upswing of the demographic cycle would have-an incentive to
have their first birth earlier and to return to work more quickly (holding schooling constant) than would women who
were born during the downswing-of the demographic cycle. The-empirical evidence confirmS these predictions.
Cohort G W Y.

460 FALARIS, EVANGELOS M. and PETERS, H. ELIZABETH. "Responses of Female Labor Supply and
Fertility to the Demographic-Life Cycle." (In7progresS Research).

Much of the variation-over the last fifty years in fertility and work activity across U.S. women born in different years
has been: in the age at first birth and in the length of time spent not working following the first birth. This project
will address empirically the issue of _how important the demographic cycle (i.e. baby boom and baby _bust) is in
explaining the variation in -,the age at first birth- and in the- dine-not working following the first birth. Previous
research has -foUnd-that both men and -women change their schooling attainment in response to the-demographic
cycle. Theie changes tend to mitigate the adverse effect of a baby boom on wages to a much greater degree for men
than for women. Why is the mitigation smaller for women? The authors test the hypothesis that women have other
behavioral responses to the constraints imposed by. the demographic cycle: changes in the timing of fertility and in
lifecycle labor supply. Specifically-we test the hypothesis that, conditional On schooling choices, women time their
rust birth and labor maticet reentry following the first birth in order to faCe amore advantageous wage profilethan
they-Would Otherwise.. Hazard rate models are estimated to study the effect of the demographic cycle on the interval`
from age-12 to the age at, rust birth and on the interval not working.following the first birth. Data are utilized from
three NLS dohcrtS (the Mature Women, Young %Oen,- and-NISY) which contain individual Observations over a
period of time _on women ..born in 1922-1936, 1941-1954, and 1957-1964. Thug ,inforMation available on
individuals born during various phases of the demographic cycle including the age Of a woman at her &it birth
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linterval since age 12,in days): and _the length of the interval not working following the first birth. Many of the
younger women in our sample have not had a first birth_ yet ca. have had a birth but have not returned to work by the
time of the most recent survey. The hazard rate models enable us ,to utilize information on such individuals. The
-demographic cycle is measured= as numbers of people born in a particular year relative to people born earlier or
subsequently (relative-cohort size). Controlling for exogenous individual characteristics and cohort-specific effects
other than cohort size, he effect of relative cohort size ofilge at first birth andlabOr supply following that birth is
studied. COhort: c W Y.

461 FARBER, HENRY S,. "Trends in Worker Demand for Union Representation:" The American Economic
Review 79,2'(May-1989): 166-171.

The dramatic decline in the demand for union representation among nonunion workers over the last decade is
investigated using data on worker preferences for union remsentation from four surveys conducted in 1977, 1980;
1982, and 1984. Relatively little of the decline can be accounted for by shifts in labor force structure. However,
virtually all of the decline is correlated with an iacrease in the satisfaction of nonunion workers with their jobs and a
decline in nonunion workers' beliefs that unions are able to improve wages and working conditions. Cohort: B G.

402 FARBER, HENRY S. "Unionism, Labor Turnover, and Wages of Young Men." Research in Labor
Economics 3 (1980):31.53.

The empirical- work utilized ii-sarimle 'from- the NLS Young Men's data set. The major hypotheset were supported
by the results. 'First; 4nd consistent with the rationing hypothesis, it was found that more skilled workers were more
likely to work on Union. jobs. Second, it was found 'that those workers less likely to quit were more likely to be
union, members. 'a-result, the observed negative coirelatiOn ,between unionization and =quits among young
workers Linn overstatement (in absolute-terms) of the direct impact of .uzionization on quits. In conclusion, two
,general comments are in order. First, the differences between the results on quits and the results on total permanent
job transitions are evidence that quits and involuntary terminations must be -modeled as distinct phenomena.
Second, the obvious differences between the re-stilts of this study relating to young workers and the results of studies
that deal:with a more varied group of workers is evidence that unions have differing impacts on different groups of
workers. Studies that deal with a Wide yariety of workers and rely on a single union dummy variable to measure the
average impact of unionization may be misleading when the results are applied to particular groups. Cohort:, B.

403 FARNWORTH; MARGARET. "Meritocracy.and Success: The Role of I.Q. in Processes of Achievement and
Social,Allocation." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Georgia, 1981.

This analysis examines the relationship among I.Q. and education, occupation, and income. On the basis of the
significance of I.Q. differences for each outcome and the strength of the I.Q. effect evaluated relative to the effects
of selected social background factors. As a result, the evidence found in this study fails to support the meritocracy
thesis of educational processes. In its relationship to occupational and economic outcomes, the meritocracy
principle is tentative pending further-analysis. Cohort: B.

404 FAULK, DIANE. "Job Expectations and Unemployment among Young Women with Work Experience."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1973.

Using data from the NLS of Young Women, three questions are addressed: (1) how realistic are the expectations of
unemployed youngwOmen; (2) what are some of the demographic correlates of unrealistic expectations:-And (3) how
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are expectations related to the extent of unemployment, hero measured in terms of duration of current spell and
incidence in the second year? Cohort G.

405, FEATHERMAN, DAVID L.. "Istues for ManpowetResearch on Youth in the-Transition from School-to
Work." Joist* of Economics and Business 32 (Winter 1980):118425.

Unemployment and jab, search among youth are conceptualized as behavioral components of the' transition into
adulthood. Within this life-cycle perspective, recommendations are made fotthe design and content of empirical
studies of the labor force -activities of young persons, using the- levelopment of the NLS of Young Mon as an ,

Migration. Cohort:

406 FEATHERMAN, DAVID L. "Retrospective Longitudinal Research: Methodological Considerations."
Journal of Economics and Business 32 (Winter 1980):152-169.

Longitudinal research designs for the study of human development and social change customarily are equated with
prospective panel follow-ups. These prospective studiei are often costly, inefficient, and impractiCal, as illustrated
by the history Of several such ifivestigstions. By distinguishirt between longitudinal data and longitudinal research
design, this paper considers a variety Of issues that can be investigated by students of human development and social
change without investing in a longitudinal research design. One instance, based on the use of retrospective reports,
is examined together with considerations Of accurate measurement. Cohort B.

407 FELDSTEIN, MARTIN S. "The ImpOrtance of Temporary Layoffs: An Empirical Analysis." Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity 3 (1975):725-45:

The purpose of this paper is to present a range of new entpirical information on temporary layoffs that can provide a
foundation for future analytic arid econometric research. This paper analyzes the manufacturing turnover data.
Some of the implications of temporary layoffsfor the theory of unemployment, wage rigidity, the Philips curve, and
unemployment insurance are briefly discussed: Cohort M.

408 FELMLEE, DIANE IL "The Consequences of ,Employment Discontinuity for Women's Occupational
Attainment." Presented: the Meetings of the American kick:44W Aisociation, 1981.

The employment pattern of many females is characterized by breaks in wage employment. The hypothesis that such
discontinuities will adversely affect females' ,,occtipational attainment is tested. Data from the NLS ofYoung
Women (19684973) are used to construct complete work histories for white females who are not enrolled in school
full-time. Using a continuous -time stochastic model, rates of upward and downward mobility are compared for job
changes with and without a break, in employinent. Mobility-is measured in terms of wages and socioeconomic
status., The:findings support the hypothesis. There are immediate attainment costs associated miih- a break in
employment for white females. Job changes separated by periods of nonemployment have higher rates of downward
mobility: and lower rates of Upward mobility than tutinterrunted job shifts. Additional analyses uncover differences
in the processes of changing jobs with or without an intervening period of nonemploymentas well as the negative
consequences of family constraints on women's attainment. Cohort G.

409 FELMLEE, DIANE H. "A Dynamic Analysis of Women's Employment Exits." Demography (May 1984):171-
83.
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This iesearCh exaMines women's rates of leaving a job to become nonemployed (unemployed or out of the labor
force) 'using a stochastic continuous, time model. The -data consist of employment histories of white women
constructedfrorn the NLS of Young Women (19684973). The results demonstrate the importance of examining the
Underlying processei in: women's employment. Several differences are found between the determinants of
employment exits and what might be expected from the cross sectional and, panel literature on- female labor forCo
participation. The' findings_ also provide evidence' of the interdependence of, fertility and employment, with young
children increasing rites of employment exits and with high wages on a job decreasing rates of leaVing a job beCause
of a pregnancy. Finally, invOltintary employment terminations are examined, and their transition ratesare found to
decrease with job wages and job tenure and to increase when a woman has children. Cohort: G.

410. FELMI..E.E,' DIANE K "The Dynamics of Wonien't Job Mobility." Work and Occupations-11,3 (August
1984): 259-28L:

The job mobility, of young white women is examined, using a continuous-time stoChastic model. Arirlysis of NLS
data on Young Women indicates that rates of women's job transitions within full-time employment are decreased by
job rewards, socioeconomic status, and wages, and increased by IQ and age. A woman's educatior., however, does
not have significant effects. The family constraints of being married and husband's income limit mobility. Shifts in
and Out of Piinc-tine employment are also common, and wages and young children are found to be significant factors

-in influencing changes to part-time jobs. Comparisons are made with previous findings for men. ;Cohort: G.

411 FEL1VILEE, DIANE H. "Returning to School and Women's Educational Attainment." Sociology of Education
61,1 (January 1988): 29-41.

`OVer the past twenty -five. ears, more and more United States women have been returning to school after a period of
employment in the labor 'force. Factors that Make it'hIcely that women will leave the labor force to obtain more
schobling, and whether this increase in education significantly improves their wage levels and job prestige when
:they return .to work are investigated using employment history data from the NLS of Young Women, 1968-1973,
(number -of cases is 3,638 white and 1,459 black respondents aged 14 -24). The results of the_ initial analysis reveal
that job rewards are an important influence on women's rates of returning to school. In addition, regression analyses
demonstrate that-women's return to school yields modest wage-increases and increased occupational prestige (with
certain exceptions)' in subsequent jobs. Women who return to school are -also more likely to improve 'the
occupational category of their job, although usually they remain employed in gender-typical occupations. In
general, additional schooling benefits women's occupational attainment, but, perhaps beanie of structural barriers,
there are limitations to these benefits. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort: G.

412 ELMLEE, DIANE H. "Women's Job Mobility Processes Within and Between Employers." American
Sociological Review 47 (February 1982):142-151.

Rates of women's job to job transitions are iinalyzed with a multivariate, stochastic modellife results demonstrate
the significance and the abantagei of firm- internal labor markets in women's employment: Fitt, the process of
job mobility differs greatly within and between employers. Voluntary job changes made between employers rely on
observable job rewards and generalindividuid resources. Shifts within a firm depend largely on a woman's age and
jobduration, signifying the importance of seniority and job-specific resources in determining promotions. Second,
jobs in firm-internal labor markets offer higher wageS and socioeconomic status to women than other jobs. Cohort:
G.
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413 FELMLBE, DIANE H. "Wonien's Job Transitions: A Dynaniic Analysis of Job Mobility and Job Leaving."
Ph.b:Dissertallon; University of Wisconsin Madison, 1980.

The number of women in the labor force has increased dramatically in recent yeati. At the same time, numerous
studies have been done on women's employment issues.' However, research' has generally been of a cross-sectional
nature and has failed lo focui on the dynamics of women's employment activities. This study is a longitudinal, in-
depth analysis of two major processes involved in women's employment job mobility and leaving employment.
The Young Women sample of the NLS (1968 -1973) used to develop an appropriate data set for this study. The-_
panel and retrospective information is' traniformodinto a set of employment transition histories fdr each person in
the. hite women sub-samPle. A multivariate, continuous-time, stochastic model is -used to analyie indiAduil level
employment transition rates. In-the firsustep of the analysis, basic factors in the *west of women's job mobility
are identified. Women's rates of job to job changes are negatively -arisociated :to job rewards and positively
associated to individtralresource& In addition, several family-related-constraints have substantial negative effects on
rates ofjob shifts. Being married, ftir instance, slows doWn rates of women's job changes The process of changing
jobs is not simply a function of emplOyeri' and emplOyees' desires: Job changes are also a function of thettructival
access that individualt have to jobs. Additional analyses demonstrate the interaction of the mobility process with
two accesslactors in a job change, the locuS of control ( voluntary /involuntary) and the type of employer transition
(same employer /different employe* The process of voluntarily changing jobs differs substantially:from that of
changing jobs involunntrily.. Furthermore, models -fornues.of voluntarily changing jobs WitIrthe same employer
differ from models for rates of voluntarily changing jobs with different employers. Job shiftt to a new emplOyer rely
on general; screening information such as wages, SES;IQ, and edritatiOnal goal. Job shifts with the same employer
(indicative of firm internal laho,inarkets) depend heavily on age and length of time on a job, a result which implies
that moves in firm internal labor markets are largely a function of seniority, firm-specific resources, and vacancies in
a firm. 'Rather than being continuously employed, many women move out of eMployment fot-periodi of time
Therefore, in the thirdPart of the study transitions.out of employment are modeled in a dynamic framework. Models
for rates of ler..ving employment because of pregnancy are contrasted:with models for rates_ of leaving emPloymerit,

due to reasons other than pregnancy. These models differ in wayS that imply that fertility behavidr influences
employment decision& owever, the wage variable- has a negative-effect both on-rtes of leaving, job aim
pregnancyand on rates not due to pregnancy.. This suggests that high wages are a disincentive to leaven job for any
reason, Le.;,,,the-wages -of -a job influence pregnancy decisions -for employed vornen. In sum, results provide.
evidence that labarforce activity influences fertility behavior as well as that fertility belt ',nor influencei labor fort,
behayim The fmal. question addressed -concerns the ConiequenceS of employment discontinuity for women's
occupational attainmenCkesults show that women are More likely to make job changes that result in degeases,,
rather than increases, 'SES or wagei when their jobl"changes are interrupted by nonemplortient than when the
changes are made without a break.-Further research demonstrates that the negative consequences of discontinuity are
not due simply to differences in the characteristics of the women or jobs involved in discontinuous job changes.
Instead, costa are embedded in the prOceSS of job changing. [UMI ADG81=02196]- -Cohort: G.

414 FERREE, MYRA M. "Causal Models of Stability and Change in Women's Work: Relevant Attitudes and
Employment Behavior." Presented: the Meetings of the American Sociological Association, 1981.

Data from the NLS of Mature Women indicate that normative attitudes toward employment underwent considerable
real change in the period 1967,1972 even when allowances are made forthe inevitable measurement error in the
variables. The model of attitudes that was constructed from the three items available longitudinally had two distinct
work - relevant dimensions.. The major factor was a general orientation toward working for its own sake :-the second
factor refleeted the relative importance of thnindividual's own preferences as compared to her husband's and was
termed-"independence." The relationship between attitudes and employment was found to be complex and mutually
reinforcing. The longitudinal model, which provided the-best fit-to the data, showed the general attitude toward
employment having a substantial impact on subsequent employment while both this general attitude and
independence were somewhat affected by prior employment. in this longitudinal model,. attitude clearly had more
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effect upon employment that the reverse. An analysis of reciprocal causation for the simultaneous relationships;
however, showed the predominant direction of causation running from employment to attitude. This relationship=
was ,substandalwhen only prior employment was controlledlas in 1967), °tat persisted even when both prior
employe exit and prior attitude were controlled (as in -1972). Those women who-iiere employed in the period 1968-
1971, in-particular, were more likely to develop more favorable attitudes toward employment in 1971 While the
effects of employment on attitudes.at not-as great as some 'miens:studies have suggested, it does appear that
attitudes ate influenced by employment as well as having an impact on attachment to the labor force. Cohort W.

415; F4RREE, MYRA M. '1"iyonten's Work and Employment Attitudes: A Longitudinal Causal Model."
'Patented: Anierican Sociological Association Meeting, 1981.

Although the- aggregate of women's -employment- has been rising while women's sex role attitudes have been
becoming more favarable, the natare of the relationship, if any, between work and attitude for individual women has
not been adeqcsaly examined. 'Prior studies- have suggested a feedback process in which employment affects
alzaude more than the.revesse, but have,beatflaXed by inaufficient attention to measurement problems, especially
the difficulty differential reliability creases for causal. inference. Using:a confirmatory model fitting approach to
kingiadial dita, the present study shows there to be two distinct wodc-relevant attitudes; while the change in both
since 1977 is related to the extent of alwornen's prier employment, only one feeds back into -greater -labor force
participation in subsequent vans. The _effect, Of attitude on employment, however, appears to be comparable in
magnitude to the effect of employment on attitude when reliability_ ofmeasurement is taken into account. Cohort:

416 FILLENBAUM, GERDA G.; GEORGE, LINDA K.; PALMORE, ERDMAN B. "Determinants and
Consequences of Retirement Among Men of-Different Races and Economic Levels." Journal of Gerontology 40,1
(January 1985): 85-94.

This papa, examined predictors and consequences of retirement for black and -white men differing_in economic
status. Data were drawn from the Social Security Administration's Retirement History Surveys (1969 and 1975) and
the National Longitudinal Surveys (1966 and 1976). Basic work-related charicteristics were the only prxlictors of
retirement for black men, while more Varied matters predicted retirement for whites. For blacks, the impacts of
retirement were few and centered on ecclomic and health Maim _Economic consequences of retirement for black
men:ware.aining4,7probnbly because they-- were .recipients of age-related income supports and other :income
Subsidies. and sr.pplements and had received low pre-retire:tan incomes. There were fewer determinants of

:retirement for lovi than for high income earners. Retirement tended to level incomes: Economically marginal men
those whose preretire,mait incomes lay between poverty level and the intermediate bildget levelwere most affected
by retirement. 'Methodological issues are also discussed. [AgeLine] Cohort M.

417 FIRESTONE, JUANITA M. "The All Volunteer Force and American Youth: An Attitudinal and Demographic
Comparison" Ph.D. Dissertation; The Dtiversity of Texas at Austin, 1984.

The primary focus Of this research is on the variabilities in attitudes among civilian and military youth in Amerida.
'Under conscription, military service Was seen as an act of citizenship and contribution to the collective well-being.
The- emerging all-volunteer structure- replaces this sense -of duty with motivations based on labor market
considerations: pay, benefit% alternative employment opportunities, etc. Data for analysis were obtained from the
NLSY. A comparison of the deMogriphiC profiles of civilian :and military youth revealed several important
differences. As expected, blacks are overrepresented and Women are severely underrepresented. The militari, group
is somewhat alder than the civilian group. individuals in the military with the exception of white males are min
lilrely to have completed high school but less likely to continue their education beyond a high school degree. The
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military group is also undarepresentadve of while males With at least a high school diploma. In comparing attitudes
about job satisfaction and sex agyrcipriate roles using multivariate analysis, it was found that overall job satisfaction'
waslower in the military sample.- and _that interaction -poems:fa each group were different. The analyses of
attitudes towards sex roles revealed military status itself did not directly affect perceptions of sac appropriate roles.
However. being in the military interacted with the other control variables to reinfoite and intensify present attitudes.
Thus, 'women in the military held less traditional sex role attitudes than civilian women, while dulitay men had
more tiaditionsl z sex role attitudes than civilian meat. It was concluded that criteria affecting the attitudinal
dimensiont inherent in choosing ajob or occupation are not universal constants (ie., always guided by market place
standards), but are *Clic 03 the atgaditational environment. In other words; the present format for recruitment aid
retention in die All Wafter Force-economic incentives --may not be the best means of insisting a representative
aid voluntary military. Cohort- Y.

418= FISHE, RAYMOND P.R.; TROST, ROBERT P.; LURIE, PHILLIP M. "Labor Force Earnings; and College
Choice of Young Women: An Examination of Selectivity Bias and Comparative Advantage." Economics of
Education Review 1: (Spring 1981):169-191.

A generalized aPprOach to selectivity bias is derived and-applied to the joint decision of college attendance and labor
force- participation for young, women. _The results here indicate that these decisions are stroogly caudated.
Moreover. the wed rate datum to college education is found to be very sensitive to this coaelation. This fact
suggests that ignoring the _relationship betWeen these two decisioni leads to rate of return estimates that are biased
downward foi those who attend college and Naiad upward for those who do not attend college. Cohort G..

419 FISHE, RAYMOND PH.; 1ROST; ROBERT P.; LURIE, PHILLIP M. "Selectivity -Bias and COmparative
Advantage: A Generalized Approach.; .Preseised: San Diego, Western Economics Association Meeting, 1980..

The two stage method of multiple decision-making has been generalized and correlation between these decisions has
been allowed for. The earnings of =young women are studied' in this expanded framework and it is found that
comparative advantage exists in this NLS data set. In addition, the estimates of the conditional wage equations
gene ally support the argument that these women are making income maximizing choices, which has been an
implicit assumption in most of the literature on female labor force participation. Cohort G.

420 FLANAGAN, ROBERT J. "Discrimination Theory, Labor Turnover, and Recial Unemployment
Differentiab." Journal °Mamas Resources 13 (Spring 1973):187-207.

This paper examines theoretically and empirically the feedback- from racial wage differences to unemployment
differentials among experienced workers. Although ,the received theory predicts that the removal of racial wage
differentials will increase the relative unemployment of blacks, this conclusion rests on a demand oriented analysis
of discrimination which omits the effect of market discrimination on racial differences in quit behavior, movements
between market and nonmarket activity, and related unemployment. The empirical work in the paper analyzes
turnover flows and the probability of incurring unemployment, conditional on turnover by race. In clarifying the
role of racial wage differentials on supply behavior, the results challenge the traditional interpretation of the effect of

wage discrimination:Cohort: B M.

421 FLAD,TAGAN, ROBERT J. "Labor Force Experience, Job Turnover, and Racial Wage Differentials." Review
of Economics and Statistics 56 (November 1974):521-29.
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This paper seeks to estimate the influence of an unstable walk history on_waget, die, value of alternative forms of
post-school experience for whites and blacks, and to isolate important differences in the wage structure for each race
which are the -source of net racial wage differentials. The analysis indicates that the single most important source of
racial hourly wage differentials is the lower level Of and return to bladrschooling investments. The differences in
returns among the older cohort ire 'partially attributable id the fact that only whites experience occupational
advancement as apart of the return to their investments. Cohort B M.

422 FLANAGAN, ROBERT J. "Labor Turnever, Racial Unemployment Differentials, and the Dual Labor Market
Hypothesis? 'Report, Manpower Adninditration, U.S: Department of Labor, 1974.

Them thrust of the repro titan analysis of racial unemployment differentials m the corirrat of received theories
of racial discrimination. Noting that the average duration of unemployment is similar for white and black males, the
analytical _anphasis is on die flow of new unemployment which is decomposed into turnover flows and conditional
unemployment probabilities._ The links between racial wage- discrimination and racial unemployment differentials
are also cretinism!: The faults include findings that differences in quit and layoff rates between the races are quite.
small, that die practice of wage dismiminition or occupational- segregation tends to widen racial --unemployment
differentiskand compensatory post-school training investmentt do not wan in be the main read ie racial wage
equality man maks. The analysis did not support the dual market view of racial wage differences. Cohort B

423 FLELSHER, BELTON M. "Mother's Home Time and the Production of Child Quality." Demography 14 (May
1977):197-212.

This paper deals widi the effect of mother's time spent out of the blicir force, and presumably in the hone, on the
"prediction"- of child quality, where child quality is measured by intelligence (IQ), level of schooling attained, and

:market mama' g pent* The residtaindic ate that mother's home time is most effective in producing (male) child
quality for mothers who have attained-relatively high levels of schooling. The results suggest that education
progrinis which devote equal sehdol resources to all (Male) children do not necessarily provide equal educational
opportunity and:that the influence of family background on economic success is indirect, operating through home
invennients in children. Cohort: B W.

424 FLEISHER, BELTON M. "A Multiple Equation Family Model? Columbus, OH: Center for Human
Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1976.

This paper presents a multiple equation model of labor market demand for mother's time, mother's supply of time to
the makes, family,kitility, and 'quid quality. Disaggregate data are used to obtain estimates of the relationship
between the wife's market wage rate and her investment in human capital; the effect of market wage, family income,
and fertility on years of post-school labor supply; the family's demand for number and quality of children; and the
interaction:M*6st child quality demanded and the number of children. The econometric technique used is
designed to avoid simultaneous equation bias, particularly in estimates of wage and fertility effects on labor supply
and price and income parameters of the fertility demand equation. Cohort: W.

425 FLEISHER, BELTON M. PARSONS, DONALD O. PORTER, RICHARD D. "Asset Adjustments and
Labor Supply of Older Workers." In: Income Maintenance & Labor Supply-Econometric Studies; G. Cain & IL
Watts, eds, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1973.

The central hypothesis of this paper is that empirical research on labor supply, with particular reference to males in
the age group where market work is the nonormal mode of behavior, has suffered from the lack of an adequate
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fOrmubdon of the role of nonemployinent sources of purchasing _power in affecting labor-supply decisions. In
particular, recent -extensions of the clinical labor-supply. mode', which have proved fruitful in increasing
tmderstanding of the behavior of other groups in the work force, appear to be of little help in understanding, the
behavior-a older primacy workersmales between ages 45-59. This paper, *beret*, concentrates on the role of
nonhuman assets and boneinPloymerit income in the labor supply flint:don of older The authors present the
derivation and empirical estimation,of two variants of an asset-adjustment model of labor supplyand develop a-
system of labor- supply equations in which hours of work for an individual are determined by wage rate and the
difference between the actual and desired stock of nonhuman assets:_ The value of assets conditions work decisions
principally relative to some desired asset level rather than throtigh its level alone. A large number of the regresSions
yielded admires of the labor - supply parameters' that are-quite &risible. For families- with incomes less than
$10,000, annual bans of wort seem to drop ahem 100 to 200 hours when hourly wage rate is 81 higher, while about
ate -half of the deviations of assets from desired leVels are eliminated within-a year by transitory adjustments in
hours of_Wock. In many of the regressions, the -44e ml consistency is quite good: However, in the more complex
model, in which the authors attempt to incorporate transitory wage effects as well, the results, appear suspect. The
major empirical :problem uncovered in- *Li -study is the high sensitivity of labor supply-estimates to different_
definitions of a given variable and to different sample compositions. This may be a characteristic of male workers in
this age group, 45 to 59, becatise more- narrational models suffer =from the same-problem. This group-does not
respond- dearnatically to changes in labor-supply: conditions, which could well explain the difficulty of getting
reliable estimates of the effects of the change.-The results imply that clynaOric aspects of asset adjustments cannot be
ignored. Because_ the expected time path of supply- responses depends critically _on the asset-value of the MT
program, one- Mini conclude the inferences. drawn --from .experimental -short-term programs 'are lardy to
unden*timate the impact on labor supply. Cohort -M.

426 FLEISHER., BELTON M. and PARSONS, DONALD O. "A Disaggregate Study of the Effect of
Unemployment Rates on Labor Supply." Report, Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1975.

The project foinses on two loosely-related hypotheses regarding a contradiction existing in the results of previous
research on the relationship between labor force participation and :Unemployment. This contradiction is the
persistent tendency of the estimated effect of unemploydent on labor force participationand hence estimates of
hidden unemploymentto be greater when cross section data, based on SMSA aggregates are used than when
economy-wide time series data are used. The hypotheses put forward to explain this contradiction are (1) that the
cross section estimates are biased as the result of labor force heterogeneity across SMSAs; and (2) that the problem
of mutual determination of labor force participation and unemployment is a much more likely cause of spurious
correlation between these two variables in the cross section than in the time series data. Cohort: M W.

427 FLEISHER, BELTON M. PARSONS, DONALD a; PORTER, RICHARD D. "Dynamic Analysis of the
Labor Force Behavior of Men and Youth." Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1972.

A theoretical and empirical analysis is made of the labor force behavior of males aged 14-24 and 45-59. The
economic forces (including wealth, wage rate, and unemployment rate) which influence the work and schooling
decisions of males ire examined, and the empirical importance of these and other factors is determined using data
from the OlderMen and Young Men. Cohort: B M.

428 FLEISHER, BELTON-M. and PORTER, RICHARD D. "Assets, Non-employment Income, and Alternative
Models of Labor Supply." Report, Manpower AdministrationU.S. Department of Labor, 1971.
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The report is based on-a very !finked portion of the NLS data collected in the first two surveys of the older group of
,Men in mid-1966 and mid-1967. Previdus reports7The Pre-Retirement Years, Volume I (1968) and Volume II
(1969)-foontainmore-rcOmprehensi* -presentations of the findings -of -those surveys, based entirely on tabtilar

Here the focus is narrower and the analysis is more intensive Professors Fleisher and Porter describe their
progress to date in aninvestigation of *fors influencing the amount of labor supplied by men 45-59: Their aim
is to estimate parameters of the labor -54y function for individual workers. Such estimates are of interest because:
of their relationship to important propositions of economic theory, and because-labor market policy can be designed
properly Only-if- the structure of labor market relationships is well Understood. In-this report, Fleisher and Porter
_make full Use of the longitudinalnature of the surveys, having developed ananalydcal framework especially well-
lulled to 'take advantage of-the unique chatacteristics_ of these data They develop -several alternative models,
evaluate their results, and show him they are of use in estimating the work disincentive effects of a "negative
-income tax". Cohen: K

429 FLEISHER, BELTON Wand RHODES, GEORGE F. "Fertility, Women's Wage Rates, and Labor Supply."
American Economic Review 69 (March 1979):14-24.

Our empirical results encourage us to believe that a disaggregate multivariate approach is useful for the study of
_fertility and labor :supply behavick. There is fairly- persuasive evidence that the number of children demanded
responds negatively to their cost aid positively to family income, ceteris paribus. Our results suggest that declining
'faulty size will reduce the future discrepancy in male-female wage differentials Increased labor force attachment
maypnove- to be amore powerful form toward male-female-wage equality than "equal opportunity" labor market

- IcgisIatiOiLcobOrt BOW.

430 FLEISHER,-BELTON K and RHODES, t.i:..3RGE F. "Individual Labor Force Decisions andUnemployment
in Local Labor Markets." Review of Economics and Statistics 61 (November 1979):629734.

The net discouraged worker effect of unemployment On labor-force _participation for two important labor force
-groups is shown to be smaller than estimates based on published aggregate Census data indicate. Our explanation of
the relative magnitudes of -estimates derived- from cross-section and time series data in terms of aggregation bias
teems to fit the case of married women better than that of married men. Cohort: K

431 FLEISFIER, BELTON K and RHODES, GEORGE F. "Unemployment and Labor Force Participation of
Married Men and Women: ASktililtaneits Model." Review of Economics and Sods-at 58 (NoVeniber 1976):398-
406.

The authors develop and estimate a simultaneous model of labor force participation and unemployment rites. The
Coefficients of the labor -force participation rates in the structural unemployment- equation are negative and
itatisticidly significantThere is also evidence that-the unemployment component associated- with demand is
correlated:with labor -force participation. The results suggest implications-for:policies based on concepts such as
"hidden unemployment" and "full eniplOyment G.N.P." At the local labor market level, the results indicate policies
designed to raise labor-force pivtitipition through Stimulating aggregate demand will not have a substantial effect on
local labor forces. Cohort MW.

432- FLIGSTEMI, NEIL and WOLF; WENDY. "How Can We Explain the Apparent Sex Similarities in
Occupational Status Attainment?" In: Women's Changing Roles at Home and on the Job, I. Sawhill, ed., National
Commission on Manpower Policy, Report. 26. Washington; U.S. Government Printing Office, -1978.
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lathe past, studies to discover the extent and nature of sexual inequalities in economic rewards and labor, market
Nations -haVe been concentrated: in three *major areas: wagn differentials, occupational segregation by sex, and
occupational status differentials. While research in two of these areas-wage differentials and occupational
segregation by sex, have illustrated sexual inequalities and --pointed to ways- to remedy them, research -on sex-
differences in_ occupational status attainment' has led to the somewhat paradoxical findings that men and: woinem
essentially hait paiity.in labor market positions. This paradox has ambiguities as to the mechanism by which sexual
eqUality in labor market positions could be obtained. This paper attempts to discuss and empirically assess why-the
Status attainment literature produces seemingly- paradoxical findings abOut,_ sexual, _inequalities in labor- market
pOsitions. Oda -paper, these three research traditions are briefly discussed and the Stithors posit an test one
explanation for the counterintuitive findings of the status attainnientliterature. They find that one potential source
of bias in estimating equations for women's occupational attainments is the exclusion of nonworking women from
the occupational -attainments equations, They preSept a- technique that presents estimations of the -structural-
parameters for all currently ernployedwoMen, regardlesi of their occupational status. Cohort: W.

433 FLIGSTEN, NEIL and WOLF, WENDY. "The Impact of the Censoring Problem on Estimating Women's-
Occupational Attainment Equations." Discussion Paper 371-76. Institute for Research on PovertY, University of
Wisconsin7Madison, 1977.

Research On- sex differences- in- occupational attainment-suggests that working -men and working women attain
essentially the same-Mean level of occupational attainment and do so throtigh quite similar processes. A possible

-explanation for these similarities is that the sample of working women contains an overrepresentation of successful-
women, sine women wbo- Can . afford-not to work Swill stay out of the-labor lope Unless they find _ a job
Commensurate with their education. This we define as a censoring problem By extending ttechnique developed by
Heckman, we can estimate the structural parameters for all women, regardless of current employment status. This
pmeedure allows us to astess the impact of the censoring problem on women's occupational attainment equations.
Cohort: W.

434 FLIGSTEIN, NEIL and WOLF, WENDY. "Sex Similarides in Occupational Status Attainment Are the
Results Due to the Restriction of the Sample to Employed WoMen?" Social Science Research 7,2 (June 1978):197=
212.

Research on sex differences in occupational attainment-suggests that working men and working -women attain
essentially the same -mead level of occupational attainment and do so through quite similar processes. A possible
explanation for.these similarities_ is that the sample of working women contains an overrepresentation of successful.
women, since women who can afford not to work will stay out- of the labor force unless they find a job
commensurate. ith their education. Ma" is defined as a censoring problem. By extending a technique developed by
Heckman, _the authors estimate the structural parameters for all women regardless Of current employment status.
This procedure ,allows assessment of the impact of the censoring problem on women's occupational attainment
equations. Cohort: W.

435 FLINN, CHRISTOPHER J. "Behavioral Models of Wage Growth and Job Change over the Life Cycle." PhD.
Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1985. Cohort: B.

436 FLINN, CHRISTOPHER J. "Wages and Job Mobility of Young Workers." Journal of Political Economy 94,3
(June 1986): S88-S110.
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This paper presents adiscrete-time version of Jovanovic's model of Worker-fum matching. Descriptive evidence is
presented that supports the notion that unobserved, worker-firm heterogeneity is an important component in the
intertemporal structure of wages ft:E.:young workers A structural econometric model of wage dynamics --under
worker-firth sorting is developed and estimated. Finally, a formal test of the matching model is carried ont, and the
thatching structure on intertemporal covariances of wages is, not rejected. The .resultairidiCUte the necessity of
jointly consideringprikesses of turnover and-wage growth when analyzing the labor market experiences of young
wthkers. Cohort B.

437 nusiliiCHRISTOPHER J. and HECICMAN, JAMES-J. "Are Unemployment and Out of the Labor Force
behaviorally Distinct Labor Force States?" Journal of Labor Economics 1 (Winter 1983):28-42.

This paper tests the hypothesis that the classifications "unemployed" and"Out of the force" are behaviorally
meaningless distinctions This hypothesis is rejected: Distinct behavioral equations_ govern transitions_ from out of
the labor_ force- to employment and from unemployment-, toanployrnent. The-evidence reported in this paper-is
broadly consistent with-NersiOns_of starch theory in which unemployment is a state that facilitates the job search
process In appendix, the authors demonstrate that log- concavity of the wage-offer distribution-implies that the
exit rate from unemployment is an increasing function of the tate of arrival of job offers. Cohort: B.

-438- FLINN, CtIRISTOFHER1. and HECKMAN; JAMES J. "Models for the Analysis of Labor Force Dynamics."
Advances inEconometrica _1, R. Baseman and G. Rhodes, eds., Greenwich, Cr, JAI Press, _1982.

This article presents new econometric methods for the empirical analysis of individual labor market histories. The
techniques developed here extend previous work on continuous time models in four Ways: (1) a structural economic
interpretation of these models is presented;-(2) time varying explanatory variables are introduced into the analysis in
a general way; -(3), unobserved -heterogeneity components _ are permitted to be correlated athoSs spells; and (4) a
flexible model of duration dependence is presented, that accommodates many previous models as special case and
that-permits teitsnmong competing specifications within a unified frainework. In addition, longer range types of
state dependence can be introduced into the Model and their empirical importance tested. Two sets of empirical
results rite *tented. The first set is an-analysis of employmethandnonemploymentdata using both regiession and
-maximum likelihood procedures Standard regression methods_ are shown to perform rather poorly and to produce
estimates wildly at _variance with the estimates from our maximum likelihood procedure. The maximum likelihood
estimates are more in accord with a priorithethetical notions. A major conclusion of this analysis is that the discrete
time Markov modelvidely Used in labor marketanalysi.s isinconsistent with the data The second setof empirical
results is a test of the hypothesis that "unemployment"- androut of the labor force are behaviorally-differentlabor
market states. Contrary to recent claims, the authors find that they are separate states for the sample of young men
Utilized. Cohort: B.

439 FLINN, CHRISTOPHER J. and HECKMAN, JAMES J. "New Methods for Analyzing Structural Models of
Labor Force Dynamics." Journal of EcoAorneirlcs 18,1 (January 1982): 115-168.

The economic theory of decision-making_under uncertainty is used to produce three econometric models of dynamic
discrete choice: -(1)-for a single spell of unemployment; (2) for an equilibrium two-state model of employment and
non-employment; (3) for a general three-state inoderwith a' non-market- sector. The paper provides a structural
economic motivation for the continuous time Markov model widely used in longitudinal analysis in bicrtatistics and
sociology, and extends previous work on dynamic discrete choice to a continuous time setting. An important feature
of identification analysis is separation of economic parameters that can only be identified by assuming arbitrary
funCtiOnar forint from economic parameters that can be identified by non-parametric procedures The paper
demonstrates that most economic models for the analyskof trtuitted data are non-parametrically under-identified.
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It also demonstrates that structural estimators frequently violate standard regularity conditions. The standard
asymptotic theory is modified to account for this essential feature of many structural models of labor force
dynamics. Empirical e_ slithates of an equilibrium two-state model of employment and non-employment are
presented. Cohort: B.

440 FLYNN, ROBERT J. "The Effect of Schooling, Training, Work Experience, and Economic Sector on the
Vocational Success of Low-IQ and AVerage-IQ Young Men." In: Frontiers of Knowledge in Mental Retardation:
Social, Educational, & Behavioral Aspects,i). Milder, ed., Baltimore: University Park Press, 1980.

The effect's of schooling, training; work, experiende, participation in the. Core versus, the periphery industrial
economic sector, and relevant control variables in lefts of their impact on occupational status and annual earnings
are examined. This study estimates multiple regression models for four race -IQ groups-40w and average IQ for
black and white men. Tlie results show, that the factors responsible for vocational success are alike for low IQ and
average IQ groups within racial categories. Cohort: B.

441 FLYNN, ROBERT J. "Mental Ability, Schooling,and Early Career Achievement of Low-IQ andAverage4Q
Young Men:" American Journal of Menkil Deficiency 84,5 (March 1980):431-43.

Thiistudy constructs and estimates a13-variable, 7-stage causal model of the career-attainmentprOcess of low-IQ
and average -IQ young men; Multiple - .regression analysis was used to estimate the model on the low-IQ groups
within white and black racial categories separately.`The findings shoWed gross, differences to exist between low-IQ
subjects- on -a' number of variables. The regression. results, however, indicated that the determinants _of career
attainment had similar effects among low4Q,and average-IQ subjects and that the status- attainment theory applied
equally Well to the two IQ groups. Cohort: B.

442 FONDELIER, SHARON. E. "Keeping Track of Respondents in Longitudinal Studies." Presented: AMA
Census Conference, 1976.

Experience with the NLS has shown that it is poisible to retain most of the respondents in a longitudinal study even,
if they are part of a mobile population group and the study is extended over several years. The problem of keeping
track of the respondents can be reduced if certain pertinent information is collected during the interview and then
retained for use when follow-up interviews are to be done. With enough information from previous interviews and

. other sources, longitudinal survey. interviewers - should be able to locate all but a very few of their respondents:
-Cohort: B G M W.

443 FOSTER, ANN C. "Wife's Earnings as a Factor in Family Net Worth Accuthulation." Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Missouri, 1979.

Three areas are examined: (1) the relationship between the wife's employment and earnings and family net, worth;
(2) whether families of 'working and nonworking wives have comparable net worth or whether the wife's earnings
alter the family's net worth position; and (3) the impact of the wife's earnings on changes in net worth while
controlling for changes in income and number of family members. Cohort W.

444 FRANK, ROBERT H. and FREEMAN, R. T. "The Distribution of the Unemployment Burden: Do the Last
Hired Leave First'?" Review of Economics and Literature 60,3 (1978): 380-391.
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Relative contributions of unemployment frequency and unemployment duration to the distribution of totalhours of
unemployMent across individuals --within each of several imPortant labor force groups, were examined. National
Longitudinal :Survey data for the 1966,197 period were -emPloyed. These data contain detailed personal and
entploymein-telated information for large cohorts' of- young males and females (aged 14 to 24 in 1966), mid-career
womeir(aged 30 to 44 in 4966), ancolder nialeslaged 45 to 59,, in 1966): Despite the fact that they; had snorter
periods of unemployment young men and women tended to have much higher employment rates than adults. The
frequency of unemployment periods-was fonr to five times higher for youth cohorts. In cohorts for -both older men
and the incidente of increased- unemployment fell heavily on those individuals with lo* personal
unemployment rates. For the young women's group, the opposite pattern emerged. The study's principal
contribution is that it allows 'Variations hi indiVidual unemployment experience to he linked explicitly to individual
variations in the length and frequenCy of unemployment periods. [AgeLine] COltort: B G M W.

445 -FRANK,. ROBERT' H. and STOII{OV, VLADIMIR. "Changes in Pension Benefits and the Timing of
.Retirement." Final Report, Assistant Secretary for Planning, EValuation &-ReSearch, U.S. Department of Lab_ cir,
1975.

The research described in this,paper_dethils the development and estimation of a model of the retirement decision.
The estimates-are-intended to Serve as a basis for calculating the effect of tht EMplOyment Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 on the retirement data- chosetrby individuals covered by the -Act. Three existing studies which
deal with-the issue of early, retirement are examined. A simple theory of thretiremerit decision is outlined,then
-employed as a guide in the apecifiCation ofan estimating equation which can be employed; using the_1971 NLS of
Older Men data, to make the kinds of quantitative inferences which existing studies do not permit. Cohort:- M.

446 FRANIZ, ROGER S. "Attitudes and Work Performance Among Young Men During the Transition from
School to Work." American Economist 26,1 (Spring 1982): 43';.50.

, This study attempts to build on earlier ones utilizing longitudinal. survey data by assuming_ that labor market
performance and attitude changes during work are simultaneously,determined. That is, attitudes which affect work
perforinante are- simultaneously affected by them, as-well as by non-work experience. A model is designed to
estimate- these relationships for young men who are experiencing their initial full-time contract with the labor
Market,.*hich investigates how attitudes-affect labor market performance during the transition from school to the
World- of work. Taken toget4r .the results, indicate that Internal-externat attitudes have substantial effects on
subsequent labor_ market performance _and that they are responsive t0 -work. Furthermore the data supports thert
hypothesis _that economic Progreas amongblacks: an be enhanted.through, the development,of- internal- anitudei
among blacks. This develOpment,- in turn, is,saii as dependent upon increasing the mobility of blacks which would
assure them of greater wage gains with the aging process. Finally the "phase transition" seen occurring between the
'ages of,21 and/4 would seem to show that $1 spent on "mental health" at age 21 may be as productive as many
more dollars spent at age 25. Cohort: B.

447 FRANTZ, ROGER S. "Beyond Allocative Efficiency: The Role of Psychological Factors in Worker
Motivation, Career Choice, and Industrial Mobility." Ph.D. Dissertation,Washington State University, 1978.

This study focuses on some substantial and pervasive direct and indirect effects which an individual's attitudes are
likely to produce on his labor market experiences. The Young Men'a sample of the NLS is used to examine two
issues: (1) how a belief in internal external control affects labor market experiences; and (2) how a belief in internal-
external control is affected by the transition from school to work. In deieloping ti conceptual framework for testing
these issueS, the author considers that labor market experiences (wages, occupational status; turnover) are affected
by three major classes of variables: (1) psychologicatorieniation, or attitudes in general; (2) human capital; and (3)
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market structure. In addition, one's labor market success or failure, his attempts at beginning his own family, world
events, and his new status as one gaining financialand emotional independence are Crucial in determining how his,
transition_ period affects hia attitudes towards himself. The model is designed to deal' with, interactions between
attitudes and human capital variables. This dissertation concludes that attitudes affect the economic benefits of
bur* capital and-, earnings, and that attitudes are affected by the work and personal experiences during _the
transition period between school and work. Cohort B.

448 FRANTZ, ROGER S. "The Effect of Early Labor Market Experience upon Infernal- External Locus of Control
Among Young Male Workers." Journal of Youth and Adolescence 9 (1980):20340.

This study examined the influerke of some personal and labor maftt factorkon changes in internal-external control
-among young male workers. Utilizing 960 male-respondents:in &multiple regression analysis and an abbreviated
version of the .'itotter Internal7External :Control Scale, this study found that labor market success, race, and
employment in the private sector enhance feelings of internal control during the transition between school and work:
Cohort-B.

449 FRANTZ, ROGER S. "Internal-External Locus of Control and Labor Market Performance: Empirical
aidence Using Longitudinal Survey Data." Psychology 17,3 (Fall 1980): 23-29.

This article examined the effects.of several personal and labor market characteristics Of the individual on hourly
wages and feelings of locus of control, as measured by an abbreviated version of ROtter's ,internakxternal locus of
control scale. Responses:from .976, young _men, taken from die.Young.Men's coh-ort of theNLS, were studied.
Internal-external control- was found to affect hourly wages. independent of other factors_ such as educational
attainment, labor Market experience, race, and' collective bargaining affiliation. Internal-external locus of control is
-affected by labor market success, race,' and city size. [(c)APA] CohOrt B.

450 FRAZIS, HARLEY J. "The Diploma Effect." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin - Madison, 1988.

This dissertation deals with the college diploma effect on earnings. A "diploma effect"--a particularly large return to
completing the final year of college compared to earlier years of collegehas been found in some studieibut not in
others. The major part of the dissertation examines the existence of the diploma effect. Most of the analysis is
performed -using the-Panel Study of Income Dynamics- (PSID) and the NLS -of Young Men. OLS analysis of
- earnings,- reveids that neither- the, addition:. of IQ, allowance for, different time paths - of- earnings for different-
educational levels, or interaction of schooling with other characteristics accounts for the diploina effect. To correct
for selection bias, a model of choice of:level- of educational attainment and-earnings-is developed. The results of
correcting for selection bias indicite:that selection bias does not account for the diploma effect in either dal&set. A.
sensitivity analysis (performed using. Bayesian technique developed' by Learner) shovis that the results are not
sensitive to the excliision of family background variables from the earnings Estimated diploma effects are
not consistently statistically significant inlhe NLS or in the PSID.InoresSing the sample size by combining the NLS
or the PSID- wih the 1970 Census,-treating IQ and selectioribias:earreetion terms -as missing observations in the
Censusthe estimated diploma effects greatly increase in. magnitude, and" the effects are consistently statistically
significant. The final part of the thesis examines explanatiOns of the diploma effect. A version of the Spence
screening model where family background Nariables _affecting the cost of schooling are observable to-both the
einployer. and ,the analyst implies-that selection bias correction should account for the diploma effect. A version
where family background variables observable to analyst are not observable to the,employer is not supported by
-the data A model is developed where.workers Signal that they know the degree is expected by obtaining the degree.
If such knowledge is correlated With productivity, and undei certain conditions, an earnings differential for the
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diploma above that reflecting the acquisition of humeri capital can be sustained as one of multiple equilibria. [U II
ADGI39-03016] Cohort: B.

,451- FREDLAI4D, J. ERIC and LITTLE, ROGER- D. "EduCadoind- Levels, Aspirations and Expectations of
Military and Civilian Males, Ages 18-22." Armed Forces & Society 10,2 (Winter- 1984): 211-228.

Based on the 1979 data from the NLSYohis article examines differences between 18-22 year-old servicemen and
males of the same cohort who have never served with respect to three dimensions of manpovier quality: educational
levels, aspirations, and eXpectations. Blacks, whites and Hispanics are considered separately. Blacks and whites are
also disaggregated by branch of service in some analyses. Two purposes are served First, information on ,these
three dimensions provides insight into the *Silky Of *tie who serve in comparison with those who ,do not.
Educational leVel is, the most often cited quality measure in the debate over the efficacy of the all-volunteer force:
Setond, educational aspirations and expectations are also e measure of quality but, in _addition, are valuable in
assessing the utility of postienice educational programs as a recruiting attraction. Itwas found that, among whites,
the:Unitary group has less education than the civilian group; however, the military group contains more high school
graduates. Further, when the samples are confined to those having 12 or feweryears of education,,the military group
averages' more education. Finally,, beaux. the sample: is truncated at age 22, and because military, service isan

_alternative to more schooling, the finding of a greater mean educational level for the civilian group is not surprising.
In shat, if amoimief educidon is_ taken as an index Of. intellecitial ability, it is difficultto arguethat the military
attracts much lower - quality whites than the average. It -particularly difficult to argde that the quality of white
servicenienis lower than average, when the civilian group excludes those who have gone on _directly from high
school to college and graduate school. The results for blacks and Hispanics are much clearer. Blacks and Hispanics
who enlist are (as of 1979) clearly superior to theaverage of their age group; when educational leVel is the criterion
Of cpiality. The most interesting results of this study concern educational aspirations and expectations. It was found
that whites, blacks, and Iffisparks in the Military desire, on average, significantly more years of schooling than their
civilian counterparts. Also, the servicemen, on average, actually expect M complete more years of schoolliig. These
results hold even when the civilian grolip includes those who have gone on directly from high school to college, and
they prevail mere dramatically when the college group is excluded. They also obtain in the context of a multivariate
model: Cohort' Y.

452 'FREDLAND, J. ERIC and LITTLE, ROGER D. "Job Satisfaction Determinants: Differences Between
Servicemen and Civilians." Journal of Political and Military Sociology 11 (Fall 1983) :265 -280;

-Univadate analysis- indicates that-job satisfaction- in the military is lower thanfintlieti-VilianiectOr. MultiVadate
analysis demonstrates that military service itself or the personal characteristics of servicemen exert little independent
influence. Rather, specific elements of satisfaction which have policy implications--feelings that the experience will
be valuable later, for paitipleaccount for mostik,he difference. Racial differences and the likelihood of being
married also suggest some policy alternatives. segment of each service who report being very satisfied with
their military job appear to be influenced by different job satisfaction factors than the majority. Cohort Y.

453 FREDLANb, J. ERIC and LTTILE, ROGER D. "Long Term Returns to Vocational Training: Evidence from
Military Sources." Journal of Hunan ResourCes 15 (Winter 1980):49-66.

This study investigates long- run returns of mid-career white inalemorkers whO received military vocational training
during WWII and immediately thereafter. The cross-section earnings regressions strongly suggest that those who
utilized their vocational training receive long-term premiums. In contrast, those individuals who did not use their
training in subsequent employment did not appear toearn premiums, which indicates that the training effects are job
specific. Cohort M.
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454 FREDLAND, J. ERIC end` LITTLE, ROGER D. 'Psychic Income and Self Employment." Journal of Private
Emerprise.,1,1 (Fall 1985): 121 -127.

This paper reports on preliminary longitudinaLempirical research on the characteristics of self-employed workers
using.the Older Men's cohort for 1966 to 1971. The self-employed, with greater human capital on average, work
longer hours for the same income,- whlie reporting equal or better job attitude, greater job commitment, and less
immediate retirement plans. Those who haii recently become self - employed do not appear to be better off in terms
of income, but their reported- job attitude and commitment show marked improvement and they postpone their
retirement plans. Thus, there is a strong suggestion that their. switch to a self-employed, status was accompanied by
the accrual of a measure of "psychic" income.. Cohort ,M.

455 FREDLAND, 3. ERIC and LITTLE, ROGER D. 'Self-Employed Workers: Returns to Education and
Training." Economics of Education Review 1 (Summer 1981):315-337.

An empirical investigation of human capital returns to owners of unincorporated nonfarm businesses is described,
and the results are compared with those for a similar cohort of employees. Dataare from the Older Men's cohort of
the NLS. A single-equation aemi7log regression model is employed throughout. Results show that human capital
returns to self-employed workers are basidally consistent mith results for employees, but some differencesemerge.
As' hypothesiied, returns to general training are somewhat, aiger avid returns' to specific trait-ling somewhat smaller
for self-employed workers. The time path of returns associated with job tenure also differs; Cohort M.

456 FREDLAND, J. ERIC and LITTLE,- ROGER D. "Socioeconomic Characteristics of the All Volunteer tome:
Evidence from the National Longitudinal Survey, 1979." Final Report, U.S. Department of Defense, 1982.

This report contains six Separate, although related, studies. Each study compares young male members of the all-
volunteer force as of 1979 either with men of the same age cohort who are not servin& or with those too young to
serve at the time of the survey. The studies are cross-sectional. They address the following areas: socioeconomic
characteristics, attitudes and intentions to serve of 14 to 17 year old males, vocational training, educationallevels,
aspirations, and expectations, job problemi and characteristicS, job satisfaction. Cohort Y.

457 FREDLAND, J. ERIC and LITIiE.,.ROGER D. "Socioeconomic Status of World War II Veterans by Race:
An Empirical Test of the Bridging Hypothesis." Social Science Quarterly: 534-551.

Reasons for positive returns to military duty for World War. II veterans 20 years after discharge are explored. The
bridging -hypothesis appears to be overly broad; what matters-most ft* white veterans is education, training, and
personal independence. In contrast to the bridging, literature-,, black veterans -generally benefited less than white
veterans from bridging experiences;, but gained' substantially from employment in government, which may be
associated with the veterans' preference status of ex-servicemen. Cohort: M.

458 FREDLAND, J. ERIC and LITTLE, ROGER D. "World War II Veterans: -Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary
Returns to Service." Presented: San Diego, Western Economics Association Meetings, 1980.

This paper investigates some specific attributes of the bridging hypothesis by comparing groups of white and black
World War H veterans with their contemporaries who did not serve. Contrary_ to literature of the 1960s, some studies
during the 1970s lend support to the proposition that military 'Service can improve one's place in the income
distribution or enhance socioeconomic attainment particularly for members of minority groups. These
improvements, some sociologists havoargued, may be explained by the "bridging" environment which the military
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service occupation provides. The authors conclude that the bridging hypothesis is not a satisfactory explatkition of
the difference between veteran and -.non-veteran positions in the income distribution or their socioeconomic.
attainment ladle keig run. Educational differences are important; but occupational choice and other labor market
factors red further investigation. Cohort: M.

459 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Black Economic Progress after 1964: Who Has'Gained and Why?" In: Stssdiei in
Labor Markets, Sherwin Rosen, ed., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981..

This study used three types of evidence to analyze the nature and cause of black economic progress in post-World
War II-years: (1) aggregate evidence on the timing and incidence among skill groups of changes in the relative
earnings or occupational position of blacks; (2) cross- sectional evidence od the family background determinants of
the socioeconomic achievement of blacks; and (3) infOrmation from company personnel offices regarding personnel
policies toward black (and other) workers affectedly civil'rights legislation. Cohort: B M.

460 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Career Patterns of College Guiduates in a Declining Job Market." Discussion
Paper 850, Harvard Institute of Economic Research, 1981.

This-study examines the earnings growth of college graduates relative to high, school graduates in the depressed
Market of the 19700. Evidence does not support the conclusion that young graduates who suffered economic losses
Will recover the - traditional college advantage as time_ proceeds. Finally, divergencies between cross - section and
longitudinal income profiles in the period wee found, which raises doubts about the use of cross-sectional data as a
method of approximating true longitudinal income profiles. Cohort B.

_461 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "the Effect of Unionism on Worker Attachment to Firms." Journal, of Labor
Research 1-(Spring 1980):29-61.

Findings from an investigation of the effect of unionism on job tenure show that (1) trade unionism is associated
with greater job tenure and lower probabilities of separation; (2) the increase in worker attachment to firms resulting
from unionism is due to changes in .worker behavior caused by union work settings; am! (3) some of the union effect
on tenure appears due to grievance systems which give unions a voice in the job market. In addition, findings
suggest that unions have non-monopoly wage effects on the job market. Cohort

462 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "The Exit-Voice Tradeoff in the Labor Market Unionism, Job Tenure; Quits and
Separationl." Mfintr. Harvard University, 1977:,

This paper examines the effect of trade unionism on the exit behavior of workers in the context of Hirschman's exit-
:Voice dichotomy. Unionism is expected to reduce quits and permanent separations and raise job tenure by providing

a "voice" alternative to exit when workers are dissatisfied with conditions. Empirical evidenCe supports this
contention, showing significantly lower exit for unionists in several large data tapes.. It is-argued that the grievance
system plays a major role in the reductkm in exit and that the reduction lowers cost and raises productivity. Cohort
M.

463 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Job Satisfaction as an Economic Variable." American Economic Review 68 (May'
1978): 1357140.
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'Satisfaction is shown to be a major determinant of labor market mobility, in part, it is argued, because it *Poets'
aspects of the workplace not captured by standard- Objective variables. Satisfaction is also found to- depend
anomolously on some economic _variables (such as unionism) in ways that provide insight into how those factors
-affect people.. Most variables hie -age, wages, and a race dturuny , had the expected -opposite coefficients
satisfaction compared to quits. Overall, the results of comparing satisfaction as a _dependent variable with quits
,indicates that, consistent with economists' suspicions, satisfaction cannot be treated in the same ways as standard
economic variables.. The divergent effects the and to-a-lesser extent tenure have on satisfaction and quits
-suggests that at least some economic institutions and variables have very distinct effects on the subjective way in
which individuals view their job satisfaction. The empirical analysis finds jobsatisfaction to be a major determinant
abhor market mobility and turns up puzzling relations between certain economic variables, notably unionism, and
satisfactiOn that appear attributable to the subjective nature of the Variable. _Cohort: BM.

464' FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Longitudinal Analyses of the Effects of Trade .Unions." Journal of Labor
Economics 2,1 (JanUarY-1984):1-26.

This paper examines how meastirement error biases longitudinal-estimates of union effects. It develops numerical'
examples, statistical models, and econometric estimates which indicate that measurement error is a major problem in
longitudinal data sets. There are three major findings: (1) the difference between the cross-section and longitudinal
estimates is attributable in large part to random error in the measurement-of who changes union status: -Given
mocleaterrors of measurement, of the magnitudes observed, and a Moderate proportion of workers changing union
status, also of the magnitudes observed, measurement error biases downward -estimated__ effects_ of unions by
substantial amounts, (2) longitudinal analysis of the effects Of unionism_on nonwage and wage outcomes tends to
eonfuni the significant impact of Union* found in cross-section studies, with the longitudinal estimates of both
nonwage and wage outcomes lower in the kingitddinal, analysis than in the cross-section analysis of the same data
set; and (3) 'the likely, upward bias Of cross-section estimates of the effect olunioris and the likely downward bias of
longitudinal estimates suggests that, under reasonable cOnditions,,the two sets of estimates bound the "true" union
inuiisct posited in standard models of what 1111i011S do. Cohort B.

465 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Occupational Trainingin Proprietary School and Technical Institutes." Review of
Economics and Staditics 56 (August 1974):310-18.

The effect of occupational training in proprietary schools.on job status and earnings of male workers is examined.
Similar- patterns in earnings between, proprietary_ training and formal schooling appear. Proprietary training costs
compare-le-those of colleges and universities, but, the social rate Of return is higher because of-a-lack -of public
subsidies. This type of occupational training differs among workers and job markets. Theearnings of older black

-men, iii comparison -tothose of their white-counterparts, increase more with proprietary -training and job tenure.
Those who use their training at work also .obtained higher returns than those whose training was less job specific.
Cohort B.M.

466 'FREEMAN; RICHARD-B. "Parental Family: Stability and SocioeconomieSuccess: Effects of the Broken
Home." Mimeo, Harvard Institute of Economic Research Discussion Paper,-1972.

This study analyzes the impact of family structure on educational,' occupational, and income achievement in the U.S.
during the1960s. The results indicate, that coming from a broken family has a modest negative effect on the socio-
economic achievement, more so for whites than blacks. This is largely-because of the lesser educational attairunent
achieved by youth from brolcenkouseholds. Secondly, intergenerational mobility patterns are less significant for
blacks than for whites reflecting the same phenomenon Third,-a majority of the reduction in educational attainment
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associated with broken homes result from the lower family income in those families. Finally, prevalence of broken
homet in the black community is not a major factor behind black-white economic differences. Cohort: B..

467 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. "Social Mobility in the New Market for Black Workers." Kuneo, Harvard
Institute of Economic Research Diseission Alper, 1974.

This paper extunines,the effect of. the -*proved labor market for black Americans on longstanding patterns of
intergeneritienal social Mobility It finds that the impact of parental status on blacks has increased substantially in
recent years aid that black/white background hive become the critical factorin economic disparities
among young Workers. The results-contrast sharply with traditional findings or the "failure" of black-families to
transmit socio-economic status to their children and on the relative importance of background and discrimination as
deterinimuits of economic differences between black and whitemen. Cohort:. B M.

-468 FREEMAK-RICHARD B. "Who Escapes? Relation of Church Going and Other Background Factors to the
Socioeconomic Performance of Black Male Youths fromithier-Qty Poverty Tracts;" Presented Camixidge,,MA,
Conference in Inner City Black Youth Unemploynient,-Auguat 1983.

this piper examina factors.which detaining "escapes" from die socioeconomic spiral ofa ghetto with data from the
1979-80 ,National Bureau of Economic- Restarch-Matheniatica surveys of inner-city black youth (NBER) and from
the 1979,81 Nationaliongitudinallurvey of Young -Men. The NBER Survey had the advantage of gathering
information on youths' allocation of time in a day and on socially deviant behavior (crime, thug use) in addition to
Standard school and work questions. The NLS data peal* comparison of young blacks and whites not possible with
the NBER Sanity. The primary finding is that even in relatively homogeneous. inner city poverty areas there is
enough diversity; in the measured backgrounds of youths _ for certain ,asPoects- of youths' background to provide
remarkably good predictions about 'who escapes.' There is also Some indication that at least part of the background-
achievement relation among- young black men -represents: a 'true' causal-link rather than a sorting of youths rby-
beckgrotind and achievement. The pitwipe' variable on which the paper focuses, church-going, is associated with
substintia! differences in behavior of youths, and thus in their chances to "escape" from inner city poverty. ft
affects allocation of time, echbolloing, Work activity, and the frequency of socially deviant activity. In addition to
churchloing, the background factors that most influenced 'who escapes' are whether other members of the family
work and whether the family is on welfare. Youth's allocatien- of time and other activities are significantly
influenced by madiet opportunities perceptions thereof), with those who believe it would be easy to find ajob if
they- had to .find one more likely to engage in socially productive activities than others, and youths who see many
opportinities to make illegal money less likely to engage in socially productive activities than other yoiiihs. Cohort:

469 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. and MEDOFF, J.L. "The Impact Of Collective Bargaining: Can the New Facts be
Explained by Monopoly Unionism? Discussion Paper 886, Harvard Institute of Econoniic Research, 1982.

In this ptiPerwe focus our attention on the question of whether union-nonunion differences in nonwage outcomes
can, in fact, be etplained in terms of standard price-theoretic responses to real wage effects, as opposed to the Teal
effect of unionism on economic behavior. We reach three basic conclusions. First, unions and collective bargaining
have real economic effects on diverse nonwage variables which , cannot be explained either in terms of price-
theoretic responses to union viage,effects or' be attributed to the Poor quality of our econometric "experiments."
Second, we find that while sensitivity analyses of single-equation results and longitudinal experiments provide
valuable checks on ciOss-sectional findings, multiple-equations approaches produced results which are too sensitive
to small changes in models or samples to help resolve the questions of concern. Finally, on the basis of these
findings we Conclude that the search for an understanding of what unions do requires more than the standard price
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theoretic "monopoly* model of unionism. New (and/or old) perspectives based on institutional or industrial
relations realities, contractarian or property rights theories, or other potential sources of creative views are also
needed. Cohort: B M.

470 'FREEMAN, RICHARD B. and MEDOFF, LL "Why Does the Rate of Youth Labor Force Activity Differ
Across Surveys? Presented: Airlie House, Virginia, Conference on Youth Joblessness and Employment, National
Bureau of Econontic Research, 1979.

One prereqtdsite for analysis of the economic problem of youth is a set of sound estimates of the employment and
labor force status of the young. Existing estimates of the extent of labor market involvement and the extent of wodc
activity of tbe young based on the monthly Current Peculation Survey and from special longitudinal surveys of the
young give strikingly different pictures of the labor market for-young. men. The purpose of this study is to answer
facie questions by providing a detailed quantitative analysis of the'..ivergenc.es betWeen the rates of labor force
activity for male youths indicated by these surveys. Cohort B.

471 FREEMAN, RICHARD B. and WISE, DAVID A. "The Youth Labor Market Problem Its Name, Causes,
and Consequences." Im-TheYouth Latior Market Probkor Its Nature. Causes. &Coniequences, R.Freeman, et al.,
eds., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982.

This article ebboratet on the findings of the National Button of Economic Research (NBER) On the nature of youth
employment, the causes of changes in youth employment rates over tinge, the causes titindividual differences in
employment experiences, and the consequences of youth unemployment. The maims find that lack of envie/Mau
is not a Severe problem for the vast majority of youth. _Black youths are=lesSkiely to-be employed than white
youths, but once employed.the two group* have similar _wage gates. Vocational training in school, in contrast to
work experience and academic perforinance,is shown to be gambled to employment and wages. The authors also
find that early employment experience has virtually: no_effect on later employment after controlling for persistent
characteristic* of individgials, and that wages earned upon entry into the labor force do not affect wage rates earned a
few years later. Not working in earlier years is shown to affect subsequent wages negatively. Cohort B.

472 FREIMAN,,MARC P. "Empirical Tests of Dual Labor Market Theory and Hedonic Measures of Occupational
Attainment." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1976.

Dual labor market theory Was tested by examining the occupational mobility patterns (and their determinants) for
whites, nonwhites, and nonwhites with fewer than twelve years of education. The primary data source was the NIS
of Young Men, although the Survey of Eccaomic Opportunity 0967), and job data from the Dictionary of
Occupational Tides Were also used in the analysis:- Occupational status was defined by two measures: the hourly
wage rate and a =gun of occupational prestige derived from an estimated lrdonic price index for occupational
characteristics. The primary focus was on the effect of initial job quality on subsequent mobility.- Cohort B.

473 FURSTENBERG, FRANK F.; BROOKS - GUNN, J.; MORGAN, S. PHILIP: "Adolescent Mothers and Their
Children in Later Life Family Planning Perspectives. 19,4 (July/August 1987): 142-151. See also: Adolescent
Mothers in Later Life, New Yak: Cambridge University Press, 1987.

Reviews the results of a longitudinal study of over 300 primarily urban black women who gave birth as adolescents
in the 1960s with follow-up results obtained from reinterviews in 1972-and 1984 with both the mothers and their
then teenage children. This Study found that_a substantial majority of the Mothers completed high school, found
regular employment, and escaped deperideoce on public assistance. However, whilemany teenage mothers do break
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oat of the cycle of pOverty, the majority did not fire as well as they would have had they been able to postpone
pwonthood. Data from the 1982 NLSY, 1983 Current Population,Survey,and 1982 National Survey of Family.
Growth are used to Provide coinrimisons with national samples of women. Interviews with the teenage children of
the mothers originally interviewed in 1966 revealedlhat (1) mother's economic status had pervasive effects on the
child's academic performance; (2) receipt of welfare in the first five years aftet_the child's birth had negative_

impact on preschool-behavior and strive:amen-4- and (3) mother's marital status was clearly associated with poor
academic performance and behavior problems among adolescents. Cohort Y.

474 I.URSTENBERG, FRANK F. and THRALL, CHARLES A. 'Counting the Jobless: The Impact of Job
Rationing on the Measurement of Unemployment." Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science (March 1975): 45-59.

This paper argues that the official' definition of_ unemployinent dies not accurately consider-the actual population
-available for work. The behavior involved in actively seeking employment is subject to a normative bias resulting
from eipectatis, from feelings of obligations, acme of right to a job, and case in accomplishing the job search.
These expectations are a part of_"job rationing ideology" -Which is-present in-Social Security regulations, which
conceals the level of job shortage _while alleviating strain which woe'4 otherwise result. Secondary analysis of data
for Women 30 044 supPons a model Of tontiMitam of attachment so einilloyinent. Finally, nonnative considerations
Must be recognised in Order to_improve:'inethods of determining labor supply, otherwise a ,failure to use such
methods would be a barrier to inaelligent economic and social planning. -Cohort: MW.

475 GAGEN, MARY G. 'Job Displacement of Established Women Workers: Correlates and Employment
C.onsemiences." Ft.D. `Disseitation,-The Ohio State University, 1987.

The Mead* Correlates and consequences of Permanent job loss were investigated, for the NIS Mature Woolen's
cohort:, using a subset of workers who were established in their jobs over the years 1969 to 1981. This approach
focuses on the job loss event itself,- in contrast to the prevailing practice of studying diced workers ,irum cases of
plant shutdowns or from a population of unemployed workeriTheories which could explain labor reductions
were surveyed from across disciplines in order to deriVe4 set of variables for use in a displacement model. The
theories tend to focus on either diaracseris ofthe firiii or On characteristics of individual viorkers to explain the
-incident* of displacement across the viodforce. It was shown that there was a fairly high degree of convergence
among theories in terms ofpredicaor mishits. -Displacement was found to be related more closely-. to structural
features, associated with fi than to characteristics of-the individuals who lost their jobs. The industry of
employment Wris the Single largest predictor of. dhplacement.Spetifically, manufacturing, traditional services and
Ivholesale/Mtail trade displaced-vied* at approximately equal EMS. In contrast, professional and business services
confer relative;inunimity to job loss, at least over the period studied. This finding offers a different profile of
displaced workers from that described in the laige body of plant shutdown literature, but supports findings from
other national samples. Recent layoffs are also strong, rxedietori of displacement Education tended to prevent
displacement Consequences of-displacement were similar b that described -in the- plant closing literature:
unemployment, wage -erosion and leaving the labor force were typical, and peraistent. Multinomial logit of
employment status was used to analyze displacement's effects on unemployment, labor force leaving and
employment rates. The model explains more about labor force leaving than it does of unemployment, although
displacement significantly affects both. Policy implications were discussed. [UMI ADG87-26632] Cohort: W.

476 GALLIGAN, RICHARD J. and BAHR, STEPHEN J. "Economic Well-Being and Marital Stability:
Implications for Income Maintenance Programs." Journal of Marriage and the Family 40 (May I978):283-90.

t
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The authors examine the effects of economic well-being on marital stability. The results show that income by itself
has onlr a negligible effect on marital dissolution;_howeverohe level of assets has a significant effect even after
relevant variables are controlled. The dissolution rate of blacks is significantly higher than for whites as is the rate
for less edudated women. The results suggest that direct income supplements may have little effect on marital
,dissolution unless they increase the level of family assets. Cohort G.

477 GARCIA, JOHN A. and AVALOS; MANUEL. "Hispanic Youth in the Labor Market Explorations into the
Job Search Process." Report to the National Council of La Raza, U.S. Department of Labor, 1982.

The job search proces.s for Hispanic youths is exarnined= according to four interrelated areas: (1) labor market
knowledge; (2). type of job search method Utilized; (3) search extensiveness; :and (4)- search time. Results of the
analysis show Hispanic_ youth tend to rely on informal methods of job telich._ Given these sources, the kinds ofjobs
these youth secure may be lower paying and less occupationally mobile Positions. Since Hispanic youth limit their

method options; levels of search extensiveness are also lower. Cohort: Y.

478 GARCIA, PHILLIP and HURTADO,.AIDA. "Differences in Unemployment and Job Turnover Rates Among
Young Hispanic, Block, and White Workers." Report, National Council of La:Raza, U.s. Department of Labor,
1982..

The primary objective of this snarly is to investigate the determinants Of Hispanic youth unemployment throng); the
use of multivariate techniques on data from the 1979 NLSY. The specific statistical aims are to estimate the
parameters of these determinants and to expktin,More precisely why Kip-antic unemployment figures among young
workers are often five to ten percentage points higher than for like-aged white labor force participants. The findings
suggest that an over-representation in highly -unstable jobs,_regard less of relevant background characteristics,
contributes to higher _rates- of -.Hispanic youth imemplorment. Other results also suggest that Hispanic -teens
denionstrate a rebdiely high degree of labor force attichmentthus higher rates of Volimtary job separations among
Hispanic youth do not contribute to observed Hispanic-white unemployment differences. -Cohort Y.

479 GARDNER, JOHN A.; CAMPBELL, PAUL B.; SETZ, PATRICIA. "Influence of High School Curriculum
on Determinants of -Labor Market Experiences." Repcirt, Columbus, OH: National Center for Research in
Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1982.

Previous research on labor market effects ofvocational education is extended by explicitly modeling the intervening
factors in the relationship between secondary vocational education and labor market outcomes. The estimated model
shows that-vocational education may have both direct and. indirect effects on earnings, income, and unemployment,
and that the indirect effects operate through such intervening factors as unionization, industry, occupation, job
tenure,' labor market experience, and postsecondary education. Cohort: Y.

480, GARDNER, WILLI AM MEYER, MARION; KE1TERLINUS, ROBERT D. "Longitudinal Analysis of Life
Events: A Methodological Introduction." (In-progress Research). Cohort: Y.

481 GAREN, JOHN E. "The Effect of Firm Size on Wage Rates." PhD. Dissertation, The Ohio State University,
1982.

A substantial amount of empirical work in the economics literature has verified the correlation between firm size and

wage rates is positive and significant, even after controlling for standard measures of worker quality. However, little
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theoretical work has been done to explain-this regularity. A model'of wage rate determination is developed which
yields implications about wage structure in large and small- firms. The model-focuses on the desire of rums to
evaluate the abilitiesof their workm kiss Oiled that self-selection devices do not sort *kers perfeedy, thus a
substantial variation in ability remains fora given set of observable chmicteristios. The firm can insure the retention
Olin highest aillity.i0keri, as well as those of lower ability, by paying everyone the opportunity wage of most
able. Alternatively, it can save on its wage bill by attempting to evaluate workers' abilities and paying each his
opportunity wage. -ft is shown that the wsge required to maintain the quality of the firm's labor force is smaller, the
more accurate the firm's evaluation is. Die to hierarchical *less of control," large firms encounter higher costs of
evaluating workers, thus rely more on paying -wage premiums. The model is consistent with the observed
correlation between_ rum size sad wages, but it also is supported bitother evidence. It is shown that larger firms'
less accurate evaluations lead to a smaller_ return to measured ability for workers in large firms. -Results using the
NLS of Young Men indicate this is the case, where IQ is used as a measure of ability. Furthermore, wage dispersion
should be smaller among workers in large -firms because large firms; having inaccurate evaluations, cannot
differentiate well among workers. Again, the data support this. The model is also consistent with findings regarding,
the educational attaimtent and prodnctivity of workers in large firms. Cohort-

482 ,OARE41, JOHN E. "The Trade-Off Between Wages and Wage Growth." Journal of Human Resources 20,4
(1985): 522-539.

ThisT paper tests the theory of compensating differentials by esdinating the sacrifice in current earnings necessary to
Acquire- employment leading to future Wage. growth. UtiliXing-lOngitudinal data from the Young Men cohort, the
predicted *aide of each individual's actual wage growth subsequent to the current period is related to the current
wage.. The results indicate a strong,- inverse relationship between currefit'earilingt and the amount of future wage

:growth "purchased.", The magnitude of this trade-off between current and future earnings vanes with schooling, as
does die total amount of current earnings capacity invested in wage growth. These findings are then compared to
related results in the human capital production function literanire. Cohort:

483 -GAREN, JOHN E. *Worker Heterogeneity, Job Screening, and F111 Size." Journal of Political Economy 93,4
(August 1985): 715-739.

A inodel of job *ming is constructed in %Odell' firths make wage Offers to workers on the basis of an imperfect
evaluation of their abilities. If large rims have higher costs associated with acquiring information about workers,
they scree n,Wortviit with less accuracy and choose a wage compensation scheme different from the one small firms
choose. Tin't_ produces the often observed positive emulation between firm size and wages. The model also
predicts that wage structure, and possibly wage dispersion, will vary by firm size and that individuals who acquire
more,schooling_Tnli opt to work in a large firm. These hypotheses are tested using disaggregate data on individual
workers ,_from the 1969 -NLS _Panels of Young and Older-Men. The empirical results are quite supportive of the
model.'lluis, the cost Of acciiring information about personnel rises with firm size, and large firms face numerous
information problems that small firms do riot,Cohort: B M.

484 GARRY, STEPHEN L. "Report to the Illinois General Assembly on Missing Young Adults." Chicago; IL:
illinois Critninal Justice Info nation Authority,-March 1984.

This report to the Illinois General Assembly summarizes the results of a six-month investigation into a wide range of
topics concerning missing young adults. Data from the NLSY, in conjunction with other information sources, were
-used to study the unique problems of_ missirig 17 to 21- yeSpolds. Recommendations- include: (1) immediate and
official elimination of the-to-called "204Thour rule" for delayingiction in-a missing persons report; (2) computer
entry regarding a missing person as soon as, all information needed to make the entry has-been collected; (3)
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enhanoing current law enforcement systems so they will have more precise and more useful statistics about missing
persons; ,(4) redirecting efforts to develop a profile toward improved and faster information gathering by police.
Cohdrt Y.

485 , GARVEY; NANCY. "Job Investment, _Actual and Expected Labor Supply, and the Earnings of Young
WoMen," -PhD, Dissertation; Columbia University, 1080;

-Using human...Cat:dal theory, this thesis investigates the relationship between patterns of work experience, actualand
planned and the wages of young women. The results support the hypothesis that more attached _workers invest more
in general mining and consequently earn-more than less attached workers : The initial earnings capacity of more
attached women is also found to be _greater. Consequently, their-wage 'profiles are not only steeper but also
consistently above the wage profiles of less attached Women._ In addition, the labor force withdrawal associated with
the birth of the first child's found to significantly decrease earnings, the size of this depreciation effect diminishes
after women return to work and are ablend.testore their previous skills and make additional investment. Young men
Were found to invest more than young women in both general and specific training, but the relative magnitude of
their investments is most similar to that of young women with stronger lifetime labor force attachment. _Finally, vet),
little- of the wage gap -between- young women and men_ is explained- by differe. es in work experience- of
invettnients.-Cohort: B G.

-486 GARVEY; NANCY and REIMERS, CORDELIA. "Predicted vs. Potential Work Experience, in aii)Earnings
Function for Young Women." Research IA Labor Ecenomics,, Volume 111 (1980).

When an earnings -function -is estimated and 'data, on actual-work experience are unavailable, potential' work
eXpetience--ageminus educational attainment, minusl (or 6)-is ofien substituted for actual experience., This paper
explores the biases introduced by this procedure and proposes that predicted experience, based on demographic
information, be used instead. Using NLS data, we estimate a predicting equation, by both OLS and Tobit methods,,
for women under age 30. We then compare the estimated earnings functions using potential, predicted, and actual-
work experience, and we find that the coefficients estimated using potential experience differ. substantially from
-those estimated using either predicted or actual experience, whereas the latter are very close together:: Moreover, the
bias introthiced by using potential experience *ides by race. Cohort: G.

487 GEER, EDWARD -M. "The Relationship between Participation in- Vocational Education, Pay, and
Employment of 16- to 21-Year-Olds in the Continental United States." Doctoral Dissertation, The Pennsylvania
State University, 1984.

The purpose of this Study was to determine the relationship between participation in vocational education and pay
ancrernployinent of civilian 16-to 21-year-Olds-in the continental United States. TData were collected from 11;406
civilian-non-institutionalized NLSYiespondents who-were not enrolled in school at the time of the 1979, 1980; and
1981- interviews Three criterion variables were used in this study: labor force status, employment status, and hourly
rate of pay; The following variables were used *mace, gender, marital' status, responsibility for the support of
dependents, high school diploma GED),"lotation of current residence,(Standard:Metropolitan Statistical Area
SMSA), whether residence is urban or rural, collective bargaining, local unemployment rate, and participation in
vocational educallon. This study *lied the self' .reported method of participation invocational educationas well as
transcript data contained on the NLS computer tapes. Three methods of analysis were applici to the data. Cross-
tabulation was utilized to determine the relationship between participation in vocational education and labor force
status. Least squares regression was used to determine the relationship between the _variates and the criterion
variable hourly rate of pay. Logistic regression was used-to analyze the relationship between the variates and
employment status; The findings were of two types: variates that showerra distinct relationship with the criterion
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variable;, and thoie which were significant because their:did not she* any relationship with the criterion variables;
Of the former, only the year-1979and uhh7ing transcript data, did the total for males and females show a positive
relationship for ..each additional Carnegie Unit ; eaw' .in vocational education when regressed on labor force
-participation. Also, fir 1979, males and the total for males and females showed a -positive relationship for each
additional Carnegie Unit earned when regressed on employment. Males, for 1980, who gave, self-reports for
'Participation in vocational : education,, Showed_ a -negative relationship when regressed on employment. No
relationship exists between the other-Variates and the criterion variables Cohort: Y.

488 GENERAL ,ACCOUNTINO:OFFICE. "Disability of Men." Information -Brief No. 22, White House
Conference on Aging, N.D.

The Objective of this discussion is to provide some insight into the disability of men. _ Specifically, the data presented
is about men Whose aget ranged from 45 to'59 in .1966 Ind folloWs them as they aged over the 1966 to,1976 peiiod.
Analysis was directed towards showing sources of disability payments and whether the sources changed over time
and deseribing what happens over time to men who were .receiving disability Payment' in .1966. Overall, 11.1
percent of the sampled men were receiving disability payments in1906., Another 20 percent of the sample reported
health related problems who were rot receiving any paymenti. The Veterans Administration' was the major source
of disability Payments, but -there were considerable .differenees between- the age ,groups The Veterans
Administration was the largest source for both the 45 to 49 and 50 to 54_ age groups These percentages reflected a
high concentration of World War!! ',veterans with service connected diSabilities.. The second highest source for the
45 to 49'age'group was Workmen's Compensation. The 55 to 59 age group received the largest portion of their
payments from Social Security (33.2 percent). -Many persons receiving disability payments Were full time workers.
At least 50 percent oi'd)ose drawing -jtrat-'a Veterans Administration disability were working 48. weeks or more
dining 066. The percent of men continuing to receive disability payments decreased over time from 51 percent in
1966 to 24percent in 1971 [AgiLine].-Cohort: M.

489 GERHART, BARRY. "How Important are Dispositional Factors as Determinants of Job Satisfaction?
Implications for Job Design and Other Personnel Programs." Journal of Applied Psychology 72,3 (August 1987):
366-373..

,Acconling, to recent research, including a.1985 study by Staw _and Ross, worker attitudes are, to a large degree a
finiction of .stablo individual -.traits, not situational characteristics. This implies that job redesign and related
personnel programs are prone to failure because they only change :die job Situation. Problems with this study, which
used men 45 to 59 and 50 to:64 years of age, prompted another study designed to examine the relationship of job
satisfaction with disporritional- and situational factors in -younger adulis. The NLSY, a national probability sample
interviewed' annually, -Provided' data for the study. Two measures- of job complexity were analyzed in order, to
determine how changes in 'complexity impacted job satisfaction. The study found that changes in complexity and
other situational factors are important predictors of job satisfaction, while dispositional factors present measurement
,problems that preclude their: use as accurate predictors. These results are contrary to the findings of Staw and Ross.
(AEI/INFORM Cohort: Y.

490 GERHART, BARRY. "Sources of Variance in Incumbent Perceptions Of JO Complexity." Journal of Applied
Psychology 732 (May 1988): 154-161

Substantive research in the job design area has relied heavily, on incumbent-based perceptions of job complexity
(IPJC) measures (e.g., the :Job Characteristics Inventory and the Job Diagnostic Survey). However, little research
!tea addressed the Construct- validity of .IPJC meanies. The present study used longitudinal data .to assess the
coveiget4 validity of an IPJC measure by examining its reliition with an independent measure of complexity
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.derived -frOm the fourth edition of the Dictionary of Occupational. Titles (DOT-complexity)._ In addition,
discriminant validity ssed by examining the relation between the pc measure and a relatively broad range of
*With,* (e.g.; education) and situational ,pay level) variables, controlling for bOT-Compleitity. The data are
taken from the NLSY 16-21 in 19-24 in 1982). Results indicated that IPJC did converge significantly
with DOT-complexity : Moreover, the set of individual and situational 'factors did not add-significant explanatory

'power, to an equation predicting-IPJC using Only ,DOUOinplexitY, thus-providing support for the discriminant
validity of the IPJC measure as well These results may help alleviate reservations concerning previous substantive
job deign research that has relied :465.4 exclusively on IPJC measures. [MGMT CONTENTS]. Cohort: Y.

491 GEWE10E,,JOHN; MARSHALL, ROBERT C.; ZARKIN, GARY A. "Mobility Indices in Continuous Time
'Markey Chains."' Eennorietrka 54,6 (November 1980): 1407-23.

The axiomatic derivation of:Mobility indices forfirat-order Maikov chain nioclels in discrete time is extended to
continuous-time Models. Mai* of the logical inconsistencies among axioms noted in the literature for the discrete
time Models do not arise for continuous time models: It is shown how Mobility indices in continuous time Markov
chains may be estimated from observations at two points in tfine. Specific attention is given to the case in which the
states areIraetiles, and an anniticatexample is given. -Cohort: B.

492 GILL, ANDREW. M. "The Role of Discrimination in Determining Occupational Structure." Industrial
Laborielations 1?evioi, 42,4 (July 1989):61O-623.

This study, attenipts to isolate therole of discrimination in detemiining racial differences In Occupational-structure.
Logit techniques art, used to identify and distinguish betweendetenninants of theprebability that an individual Will'
choose an occupation and theprobability, that an individual will be hired for a desired job. The ompirical_reaults
indicate that much of the under-representatiOn of blacks in managerial, sales and clerical, and craft occupations can
be attributed to employment diserimination. These findings thus seriously challenge human capital models, which
treat occupational distribution Ss resulting froth individual choice. Cohort -B.

493 qu,', ANDREW M. "Social Security and Life-Cycle Labor Supply." PhD. Dissertation, Washington State
,Uniyersity, 1985.

This ditsertaticin examines the labor supply consequences of the social security, earnings test and benefit structure in
a life-cycle setting. Specifically, the research addresses the contention that the implicit tax on earnings at the age of
social security-acceptance induces a- iiibstitution of market work to younger agei of the:life-cycle by changing an
individual's relative wage Pattern. Using a sampled middle-aged men from the NLS, this study will present new
-micrOeconomic evidence related to the full life-cycle adjustment to the social security system. A recently developed
empirical- Model-- of labor supply that incorporates the life-cycle considerations mentioned is implemented. The
empirical methodology includes the use of -panel data to estimate marginal utility of wealth-constant demand
functions. Estimation of the Model-pa:wicks parameter estimates needed- to construct intertemporal substitution
elaiticities, as well as responses to parametric changes in wealth and wages over the life cycle. Cohort: M.

494 GILL, DAVID HENRY. "Aspects of Vocational Development in Older Males: An Exploratory Study." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Texas A & M University, 1981.

The-purpose- of this study:Was to examine the relevance-and descriptive applicability of vocational development',
theories for the later lifestages of maintenance and decline in older males. The following objectives guided the
research: (1). To determine whether or not the maintenance period is characterised by limited occupational change.
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(2) To determine whether _or not:die-decline stage is Characterized by withdrawal' from 'paid work, followed by
lack participationcontinued lack of partrcipation in work. (3) To develop a model that would predict the. predisposition to, withdraw

.from Working life among older males. Pertinent data were obtained or derived for 5020 Older Men from the NLS.
Data were analyzed using dencriptir statistics, cohort analysii, and multiple regression analysis and an extension of
MRA commonality analysis..Major findings: ,(1), occupational- stability increases with -age, the 'incidence- of
occupational changing dropping rapidly in the early sixties. (2) even after the age of sixty, over 10 percent of the_
respondents reported' a change:in_ occupation ,over :a two-year _time, period. (3); about fifty-eight' pertent of the
respondents changed oecupationt at'least once during the ,ten-year time frame of the study. Over ten percent of the-
respondents Aged 64-68, reported'haVing:changed jobs at least throe times duringthose ten years,,mhile over five
_percent repOrted least, three Changes of oecniational field& 14) the initial decision to retire attained a peak rate of
incidence of thirty-one percent at 'age 66,brit displayed an earlier sharp rise around the age of 62 (from nine percent
at age 6146, twenty percent,at age 63). 15) about one-fourth of the respondents reported theniselvcs as retired at
Some time during the Period of ,Study (men aged 45-68 during the period 1966-1975): Abouthalf of-the men who

retired, later reported a return to-work. (6) Whereas-Wider-ice of- retirement in creases with tigerSo also does post-,
:retirement work-involvement, particularly after age Thirty-six cent of the men aged 62-66-who rePorted
their first retirement in reported being employed. (7) factors that performed best as predict* of attitude
'toward retirement were the effect of dependent others (including indicatOri for life of parents and attitude
toward 'leaving children an, .inheritance), oceupational (including indicators for occupational change,
employer change, and job tenure); and socioeconomic stairs (including indicators for net family assets, educational
level,And score ori,Drincan socioeconomic Wiwi). 'Findings of this study ,suggest that those men who did not feel
financial obligations for dependent family, who -Were more occupationally Mobile and had, higher Sociot manic
status were more positively disposed to retire. Cohort:, M.

495 GILROY, CURTIS. "A Demographic Profile ot(Minimum Wage Workers." In: Report of the Minimum Wage
Study Commission, Volume II (1981):153-213.

This paper examines the dernographic characteristics of minimum wage workers over the 1966-77-period using the
Young Men's and Young Women's cohorts. Age sex, race,- and'labor force status are the variables of primary

;ititerest4ahort: B M.

496 GLASS, JENNIFER. "Job Quits and Jcb Changes: The Effects of young Women's Work _Conditions and
Fiunily Factors." Gender do Society 2,2 (June 1988): 228-240.

Labor' force-exits are conceptualized as a_parallet option to employer changes in the gender-specific opportunity
Structure for,employed yonng women, and it is hypothesized that the same working conditiOns should predict WO.
In addition, it is hypothesiied that family, characteristics (including pregnancy and the presence of preschool
children) rather than working conditions, should differentiate between job changers and job leavers. Logic analyses
of data on a random stibiaMple from the 1970 -1980 Young Women's Panel of the NLS (sample= 2,740) indicate
that employment conditions ,do, affect decisions to change jobs or exit the labor force in similar .ways. However,
houiehOld 'factors affect labor face exits more strongly, than they do job Changes:-pregnant women are more, likely
to leave the labor force, though unproved job Conditions and existing preschool Children (implying prior experience
with substitute care)onhancotheir llicelihood of remaining continuously employecL,[Sociological Abstracts, Inc.]
Cohort: G.

497 GOLDSCHEIDER; FRANCES K. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Nest-leaving Patterns and the- Transition to
Marriage for Young MO and Women:" Journal of Marriage and the Family 49;3 (August 1987): 507-516.
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Young adults have been leaving the parental home at increasingly early ages over recent decades. They have also
been delaying marriage: This article armies that ,the increase in independent living during young adulthood may
have caused some of the delay-in marriage and examines this question on the basis of data from the NLS of Young
-Men ,and. Young Women.. It tests the hypotheses that: (1)living independently during young adulthood delays
tnarri*ge;-(2)the effects of nonfainily living are smaller for those in group quarters than for others; (3) living away

. has larger effects if it occurs relativelyearly 'in adulthood; and (4) the effects are stronger for women than for men.
The results *wide some support far these hypotheses, especially among women:. Cohort: B G.

498 GOLDSCHEIDER, FRANCES K. and -WAITE, -LINDA J. "Sex Differences- in the Entry into Marriage."
American Journal of Sociology 92,1 (July.i986): 91-109.

Among the many transitions young -people make as they enter_ adulthood, marriage is perhaps the most, important.
This paper uses data from the NLS of Young Women and Young Men to examine the transition to marriage and hoW
it differs by sex, testing the extent of variation in the desirability of marriage for men and women, and the effects of
Marriage market-factors and-marital and nontharital roles. The design of the analysis allows the effects of these
frictors to vary over the young adult year& The pattern of findings suggests that recent declines in the marriage rate
have not resulted -from 'increased barrier* to marriage but from declines in relative preferences for marriage. Cohort:
B

499 OOLDSCHEIDER, FRANCES K. mut -WAITE, LINDA J. "Sex Differences in the Transition to Marriage:
Evidence about Change." Report, NICHD Center for Population Research, 1985.

Anions the many_ transitions youtig people make as they enter adulthood, inarriageis perhaps the most important.
This paper uses data from the NLS young Women's and- oring Men's cOhorts to.exathine the trartsitkn to marriage
,anctflowit differs by sex, testing the extent of variation in the desirability-Of marriage for men and women, and the
effeCts of marriage marker factors and marital, and nonmarital roles: The design of the analysis allows the effects of
these factors to vary over the young adult years. The pattern of findings suggest that recent declines'in the marriage
rate have not resulted from in_ ereased barriers to marriage but from declines in relative preferences-for marriage.
Cohort: B G.

500 GOLUMB, SUSHA. "'Changing Patterns of Employment in Agriculture in the United States." Ph.D.
Dissertation; The Ohio State University, 1981.

This study/ examines the-change in the distribution of agricultural employment over a ten -year period that has also
been merithcr by significant changes in the, structure of agriculture. Also examined are-the characteristics of
households employed in agriculture, with a special emphasis on multiple occupation, small-Seale farming, a category
of agricultural employment that has increased over the last ten years. The data that are used arefront the NIS; a
-longittiditial study of the labor designed to be representative of the entire United States. This study looks at
one cohort, the Mature Woriten, in both' the first year (1967) and the latest year (1977) for which data are available.
A sample of 549: respondent households in agricultural employment has created froth an original. 5,000
respondents in '1967. This study involves-the development-and use of &typology of agricultural employment that
divides farming occupations into two broad-groups, namely those with declared farm occupations and those -.without
farm ocaupationi but for whom there isevidence of farm income or assets. These. hvogroups are called primary and
secondary occupation farming, respectively. The- think category of agriculturatteniployment used in this study is
.paid -farm labor. The definitions used in this study have revealed a sample oPreSpondent households in farming
occupations that insignificantly larger than that normally encounteredin Census material, which dies, notnonnallY
succeedin picking up many part-time farmers. The general change in agricultural employment from 1967 to 1977
seen in-the NI..! shows a decrease in primary occupation farming and in paid farm labor that is comparable to the
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-decline in small- to medium-sized farms and in the farm labor force seen in the Census of Agriculture. The data also
show an increase in secondary occupation fanning, and this adds a dimension , to the increase in very small farms,
Under 50 acres, seen hi the 1974 Census of Agriculture (vol. 1,, part 51,_pg. XIV). A dualisni in the scale of
agriculture to very large and very Small farm size appears to be developing as primary occupation farming decreases
and as secondary occupation farming increases; together with the increase in the number of very large farms that is
trend seen in the Census of Agriculture. This,does not represent a similar shift in the farming population according
to Me .NLS data. There is very little movement of population- from :Primary to secondary occupation-fanning
Insteadohere is a tirmoverin farming, as primary occupation farmers leaving agriculture altogether and secondary"
occupation farmers also from outside agriculture. The newcomers to secondary occupatiOn farming exhibit the
.highest average income, education, and other socio- economic characteristics of any other group in agricultural
employment in the NLS: Although these newcomers have the highest-total family income of any group, when one
looks at wages and salary for husbands and wives ',(resPon0e!ils), one sees a decrease in husband's wages and an
increase- in the number of iespOndents. (wives) in -the. labor force when _they enter the category of secondary
occupation farming. -While the nun -firm income of tlic, households in secondary occupation farmingallows them to
avoid the _pressure of competing ,with large-scale, highly: mechanized farms ,(and suffer the same fate as the
households in -primary ,occimatiOn farming),,, the increased _labor force activity of the respondentS in secondary
occupatiOn farming and the cut in waget Of the already einployed husbands support the contention made in this
study that this is an ideological moire on the parof thenewcomers to secondary occupation fanning. (UMIADG81-
29034) Cohort W.

501 GONUL, FUSAN. "Comparison of Hazard Functions with Duration Dependence and Stayer-MoverStructure
with an Application to Divorce." Paper, Graduate'School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie-MellonUniversity,
1988;

Performances of hazard functions with an implicit stayer-mover, structure are examined in Monte Carlo samples.
The-results are then applied to dation duration of first marriages 'from the NLS of Young Women. The Monte
Carlo experiments conducted in this study uncover the cases when the built-in stayer-mover structure Of the flexible
,hitiard function is _useful and when it is not Only in,some cases, the flexible hazard function yields a plausible
estimate of the stayer proportion, and blots* cases it either under'- or over-estimatetit. It is important.to be aware
of this bias if one uses flexible hazard functions to obtain estimates of life time behavior where a change may never
take place,-ii in, for example, divorce fdr those married. Cohort: G.

502 GONUL, FUSAN. "An Empirical Analysis of the Effects of AFDC on Week, Childbearing, and Marital Status
Decisions of Young Women." Paper, G_ raduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie-Mellon University,
19:':.

This paper presents an empirical analysis of labor force participation, marital status and fertilitypatterns of young
Hispanic, black and white women over the observed portion of their life cycle with special attention to the effect of
Aid to. Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) on <their decisions. While prior literature has primarily
considerecreffects of AFDC payment's on these decision variables separately, there is no comparable evidence when
these cheicet are considered iimultaneously; In this study three choice variables, marital status, labor force.
participation, and fertility, are interacted with each other in a hazard function framework. Estimation is done using
data from the NLSY. The main findings ire such that a favorable change in the basic AFDC guarantee gives,
incentives to have a child, and incentives not to work. Impact of AFDC on changes in marital status is found to be
insignifiCant. There i4 some evidence that the insignificant effect of AFDC on marriage probability- is due to the
interaction of work and childbearing decisions with the marriage decision. Cohort: Y.
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503 GONUL, FUSUN. "Astructural and Structural Methods in the Estimation of Models of Labor Force
Participation and Search Behavior." PhD. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1986.

This dissertation consists of three essays. The first Ilan attempt to determine whetheror not unemployment and out.
of the labor force are distinct states. Waitinktime distributions are estimated using data from the NLSY, and the two
states are tested for equivalence using a restricted sample where transitions between unemployment and out of the.
labor force are deleted thic to insufficient information on beginning and ending dates of these passages. Then all the
,information in the data is included and the test is performed again with a special treatment of missing dates using an
exponential Bessel function distribution that is developed by enumerating all possible transitions in the period with
missing dates. Contrary to previous results,anemployment and out of the labor force are equivalent states for young
men. -HoweVer, they are not equivalent for young women; The second essay discusses the implications and various
interpretations of a defective Gompertz-like hazard function widely employed by economists. A nondefeCtive
distribution is. derived, the performance -. of both distributions is compared, and the predictive -power of each
distribution-is analyzed: If the behavioral model under investigation mostly displays stayer characteristics, then the
defective distribUtion can explain- the immobility more parsiMOniously than a nondefective one, and if the model
mostli displays mover, characteristics, then a nondefective. distribution has more explanatory power than the
defective one.. The third essay builds a wealth nuctimizatiop model of labor force participation in a nonstationary
environment with layoffs and uncertain job offers. Given the _stnictureparameter estimates, experiments are

to ascertain -the impact of changes in forcing variables on unemployment and employment duration.
Cohort: Y.

504 GONUL, FUSUN. "Determining Whether Unemployment and Out-of-the-Labor Force are Distinct States."
Columba& OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohic State University, 1985.

This report focuses on the question of whether or not Unemployment and out-of-the-labor force are equivalent. It is

shown, using data from the 1979 survey of the NLSY, that for males the two states -are not distinct while for females
the states are distinct. These' findings raise serious questions about the meaning of official unemployrneht statistics.
Cohort: Y.

505 GONULJUSUN. "Dynamic Labor, Force_Participation Decisions of Males in the Prerr ore ofLayofk,,and
Uncertain Job Offers." Journal of Human Resources 24,2 (Spring 1989):195 -220.

This paper presents a utility maximization model Of-Workers Who make decisions to work or not over a life time.
When they work they earn wage income, when they do not work they have leisure time but earn no income. The
objective is to Maximize the presented- dimountedr-value of utility arising from the participation decisions. In
addition to duration probabilities, state dependence enters- the- Model by -016_,existence of a different risk while
working, namely, the dismissal risk, than the one while not working, namely, the possibility of no job offers. The
method used in solving and 'estimating this problem is to embed a dynamic programming algorithm within a
maximum likelihood routine. The data are from the NLSY. Given the structural parameter estimates, experiments
are performed to ascertain the impact of changes in forcing variables on unemployment and employment-duration.
Cohort: Y.

506 GOODWIr, LEONARD. "Poor Youth and Employment: A Social Psychological Perspective." Youth and
Soctetyl 1 (March 1979):311-51.

Thii paper researches, nonemployment of poor youth and its psychological impact& The results illustrate high
unemployment rates for poor youth. Youth programs such as supported work demonstration projects show that
work Offortincreases markedly; however, thisnctivity tends to decrease over time as the, youths leave the programs
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and have to make their way in the regular labor market. In addition,, loss of-employment bears- a negative
psychological impact which discourages poor persons from further work effort Suth discouragement may underlie
the findings of Becker and Hills (1979) and Corcomn (1979) that low employment during the teenage years seems to
affect negatively the subsequent earnings of blackleenaged males and the short term employment rate and longer-
term earnings of poor teenaged women. Cohort: B.

507' GORDON, HOGAN. "The Role of Part-time Jobs in the Labor Supply Choices of Young Woli,41." Ph.D.
Disienation, The University of Wisconsin - Madison, 1987.

This dissertation examines young women's weekly, hours choices with' models,* which part-tiMe jobs' may pay
lower wages'than full-time jobs for someone with equal qualifications, using data from NLS of-Young Women.
In part one, data on a cross-section of married women from the 1973 survey are used to estimate the determinants of
the choice between part-time work, full-time work and not working, and the full-timelplut7time wage differential. A
binomial probit model of the part-time/full-time dioicb, and trinomial probit and logit models, which add the choice
not to work, are each estimated'and used to correct for selection bias in the wage equations. All three models predict
that the part-time wage available to the average married woman is much lower than'the full-time wage.,Bleelcs and
Southerners have especially poor part-tiMe opportunities. The magnitude of the wage differential is quite
sensitive to the distributional assumptions of the model. In part two, event history analysis is used to analyze the
determinants of transitions between full-time jobs, part-time jobs, and spellsnf nonwork for a sample of women just
entering the labor market, followed for up to two years. Controlling fin' observed 'characteristics, the rate of exit
from part-time jobs is twice as high -as the rate of exit from full-time jobs. The exit rate from full-time work to
nonwork declines- , steadily' with spell duration, while the-exit rate from part-tithe work to, nonwodcfalls and then
rises. These results support the hypothesis that part-tithejObs offer lower wages, and less wage growth.'Wbilepart-
time jobs more easily accommodate the care of young children, there is only modest evidence that full-time workers
move to_part-tithe jobs after a birth. Full-time workers leave their jobs at a much higher-rate close to childbirth, but
almost always exit-to nornrodc. Mothers of children less than-One rarely take 'a job, but the few who do work are
more likely than others to take a part-time job. [UM! AGD8S- 00361 -8807] Cohort: G..

508 GOT'IFREDSON, LINDA S. "Aspiration -Job Match: Age' Trends 'in a Large, Nationally Representative
Sainple of Young White Men." Journal of Counseling Psychology 26 (1979):319-328.

-Age trends in the match between vocational aspirations and actual jobs were studied, in a nationally representative
sample of 3,730 white men 16-28 years old who were interviewed yearly over a 5-year period. As the men aged;
higher agreement between jobs and aspirations (classified according to Holland's typology) occurred. In addition,
the distributions of both aspirations and actual jobs differed.with age. Larger proportions of the older men were
engaged-in enterprising work, and the distribution of aspirations, which wage 16 diverged markedly from the
distribution of jobs, resembled that distribution more closely by' age 28. Implications for changing strategies of

counseling and research are discussed. Cohort' B.

509- GOTTFREDSOI1, LINDA S. "Change and Development in Careers."' Final-Report, National Institute of
Education, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1980.

Sociologital and psychological approaches are important in explaining why people end up- wit' 1 different
occupations, but the two traditions continue to develop sepaprelkstressing different issues and ways of looking at
the occtibational_ world. These differences can be itiriunarized'by saying that sociologists focus on vertical
differences among jobs and psychologists on horizontal differences. One objective of this volume is to make a case'
for using both dimensions of jobs when studying career development. Another feature of this volume is to study the
development and change,* careers. Three types of changes can be identified: (1) changes in jobs and behavior that
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occur as people mature and age (developmental Change);_(2) culture changes that alter the opportunities and attitudes
of people born: at different times in, history (cultural,ehange readting in cohort differences);. and..(3). changes in
environment that affect the opportunities and behaviiir of many people currently in the labor market (diff&ences
becartse of period in time that may affect manyc.ohorts or ages). Cohort: B G M W.

510 tiOTIVREDSON, LINDA S. and BECKER, 'HENRY J. "A. Challenge to Vocational Psychology: How
Important are Aspirations in Determining Career Development?" Journal' of Vocational Behavior 18 (April
1981):121-31.

This study assesses the relative importance of previous aspirations and preVious jobs in determining later jobs held.
The results supported the hypothesei that (1) men more often achieve congruenCe between their aspiration and their
field of employment by changing aspirationt to match the job rather than vice versa; and (2) aspirations for field of
work generally are not as useful as actual job field for predicting the field of jobs held 1 to 5 years later. In addition,
middle -class young men were no more able to attain, their aspirations either for field of employment or for status
level of occupation than were lower-class male youths. Cohort: B.

511 GOTI'FREDSON, LINDA'S. and BROWN,- VICKY C. "Occupational Differentiation among White Men in
the First Decade after High School." Journal of Vocational Behavior 19 (December 1980:251-89.

Results froin- an examination of the rate at which occupational differentiation proceeds among young white men (16-
28) suggest that the rate of labor force Participation stabiliies in the early twenties, differentiation among men by
education and the distribution of men among different broad levels and fields of work stabilizes by the mid twenties,
and the sorting of men with different= socioeconomic backgrounds into different occupational groups continues
through the late twenties at which age it _appears . to have been largely completed. Although socioeconomic
background helps .to differentiate meta in various fields and:levels of work, academic achievement is the major
dimension by which men are sorted. Cohorts- B.

512 GOTTSCHALK, PETER. "Correlations Between Mothers' and Daughters' Welfare Experiences." Working
Paper, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1989.

This, report describe§ the preitious work on intergenerational correlation of welfare experiences of mothers and
daughters and presents new evidence based on the NLSY. Previous studies artificially limited the time period over
which mothers and daughters were observed by focusing on the mothers' and daughters' experience during limited
Windows during the beginning and end Of the survey. The descriptive duration tables andmultivariate: uations
presented in this report overcome this drawback by using all the information -in the survey. The results show a
strong degrees:if correlation between mothers' and daughters' welfare experiences: The daughters of mothers who
received assistance were more likely to have a child at every given age and were much more likely to start an AFDC
spell after the birth of their first child. The facts presented are consistent with two competing theories - daughters
may have experiences similar to their mothers' because they face similar constraints or because tastes or information
are passed from one generation to the next. Since these two theories have very different policy implidations, this
study is Only an intermediate step in the study of intergenerational welfare dependency. Cohort Y.

513 GOTTSCHALK, PETER. "Earnings Mobility of Primary Earners." Feral Report, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.

Data from five cohorts of the NLS were used to determine the degree of earnings mobility in the lower tail of the
earnings distribution. The study documents that a substantial proportion of the low earnings population was
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immobile. Two major policy conclusions result from this study. Fust, there is a demortstmted need for programs fOr
die chronically undereMployed. Earnings poverty is more thao a transitory or life-cycle phenomenon. Likewise, -it
is a problem that affects more people than the stereotypical teenager, ex-offender or welfare mother. Second,.
programs guild be taritercd at Pen*. with hiskIries of low earnings over more than, one year. However, if long
work histories are not available it is bitter to target programs on people with recent low earnings than to use other
attributes such as race, region err icucational attainment as proxies to identify the long-term earnings poor. Cohort:
BGMWY.

514 GOTTSCHALK, PETER. "Einz;-ags Mobility: Permanent Change or Transitory Fluctuations?" Review of
Econoinics and Statistics 64 (Augusti982):450-456.

Analysis of always married .ntiddle-aged males indicates.that a considerable amount, of Variability in measured
earnings reflects, transitory variation. When these transitory fluctuations are eliminated, 43 percent of the persons
with low earnings in a: random year are seen to ha* low earnings in all of six years. This indicates a-good'deal of
permanence within the low earnings population. Mobility_ Patterns are.found to vary with the perSon's place in the
earnings distribution. The greatest amount of Mary variation in earnings is seen to have been experienced by
those at the top and the bottom of the earnings distribution. Examination of demographic characteristics indicates
that being non-white, older, haying low *cation, or living in the Southern United States or outside an SMSA all
-increase-the probability -of having permanently law eatnings' more- than they increase the probability of having
temporarily low earnings. Households with a husband receiving permanently low earnings are seen to have been
More unlikely to have a wife or other member *ticking, and are more likely to receive public assistance. HO/ever,
these other sources of income are not found to be sufficient to compensate for the head's low earnings in many
cases: Cohort -W.

515 GOyDER, JOHN C. "Income Differences Between the Sexes: Fmdings from .a National Canadian Survey."
Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology 18 (1981)321-342.

Data from a recent-national Canadian survey are Used to address _the question of income differences between
waking males and females: The propOrtion of the inequality attributable to interruptions in the female work career
is estimated; along Withthe importance of factors such at education, occupational SES, and liiiiismoried per year
Actual (before adjustments)- income inequality between males and females is foar;l: to be less in Canada than in
comparable American data. This-difference is found to be Understandable in terms of the factor; included in the
model of income attainment rather than the level of residual discrimination ,against female -workers in the two
societies. The income difference by gender among nativity and language minorities in Canada is examined, and it is
shown that the inequality between the sexes is smaller among French-speaking Canadians than among others.
CObort: M

516 GRANT, BRIDGET F4 HARFORD, THOMAS C4 GRIGSON, M. BETH. "Stability of Alcohol-
Consumption Among Youth - A National Longitudinal Study." Journal of Studies on Alcohol 49,3 (1988): 253-260.

Using data from the NLSY, this study examines patterns of alcohol use during 1982 and 1983 among young adults.
Changes in the incidence, remission, age chronicity, and abstinence of two groups of consumers were analyzed. It
was found that (1) consumption levels for each group increased between the ages of 17 and 22 but thereafter
declined;- (2) there was continuity of drinking behavior over time; and (3) important sex and age differences were
observed in the various factors studied. Cohort: Y.
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517 GRASSO, JOHN T. "The Contributions of Vocational Education Training and Work Experience to the Early
CUM Achievements of Young Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1975.

The- study of non-college-attending, male, high school graduates examines vocational, .general and °college
preparatory high school curricula and certain post-school training opportunities to uncover differences in their
effectiveness, either alone or in *junction with post-school programs, in preparing youth-for careers. Based on
ditkfroni the NLS of Young Meu1966459, the following serve as criterion measures in a multivariate framework a
general occupational friformadon test, attiindes toward adequacy of preparation, participation in post school trainin&
skill level of jobs, ivages, measures of career potential; overall- Job satisfaction, and unemployment experience.
Multiple _regression is used to identify and nieasure the net effects of educational- and training- variables by
controlling statistically for other influences, With <femme analyses conducted for white and black youth. The
empirical findings reported- aid discussed for each criterion measure are summarized and provide the basis for
specific conclusions- which do not support the view that vocationzAucation at the secondary level is superior
preparation for the world of work. Four major implications for secondary education are drawn from the findings.. A
14-page bibliography, a cfiscussion of statistical setts of the significance of intergroup differencet in regression, and
tabulated regression results are appended- Cohort , B.

518 GRASSO, JOHN T. "Documentation of Statistical Data Sets: The Case of the National Longitudinal
SUIWYS.I. Presented: New York, Workshop on Documentation of Large Machine Readable Data Sets, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1974.

Following a general description of the NLS fiks, this paper examines various problems encountered in the pre-
existing documentation and concludes with a description dearest efforts to improve the documentation of this kind
of social science data e. Cohort B M W.

519 GRASSO, JOHN T. "On the Declining Labor Market Value of Schooling." Presented New York, American
Educational Research Association Meeting, 1977.

This paper reviews existing work and presents new analyses on changes in the labor market effects of higher
education. Attention was devoted principally to the work of Margaret Gordon and Richard Freeman in order to gain
perspective on- recent changes in college-labor market effects. Reanalyses of published data from the Current
Population Reports as well as analysis of microdata from the NLS lead to new and consistent findings. Results
indicate: (1) declines in relative earnings among new labor market entrants as a group; and (2) declines in relative
earnings amen 'older and more experienced college graduates. Results do not support the hypothesis that a recent
oversupply of college graduates has led to declines in relative earnings among new college graduates. Cohort B.

520 GRASSO, JOHN T. "Vocational Education, Training, and Job Skills for Youth." Presented: San Francisco,
American Educational Research Association Meeting, 1976.

This is a report of march concerning the role of high school education in preparing youth for the world of wodc.
Its 'undertaking is related to many events in -the past fifteen years: the persistence of high rates of youth
unemployment, even during relatively good economic times; thepassage of major legislation at the national level on.
voc education and training; and, of ceurse, the inception of "career education."The relevance of findings of
much existing research to policy questions is sharply circumscribed by limitations in the _design, data and
methodology of such studies. One example ofa problem area involves comparing groups of youth with respect to
earnings to determine the "payoff" to "investment" in vocational education. Not only can an emphasis on earnings
lead to disregard for other important questions (and it appears that it has) but there are literally a host of
complicating factors relevant to appraising results based on the first year's earnings of young persons. Using data
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from a national sample of youth, the analysis focuses on graduates of various high-school curricula who did not
continue their education with college. Specifically, data are examined with respect to: (1) their desires for
additional training after having gained work experience; (2) the kinds of further training desired; (3) the actual
acquisition of such trig.,ing; and (4) the kinds of first jobs as well as subsequent jobs which were obtained by the
youth. In the liner case, variables relating to jobs are based on several ratings of occupations. Cohort B.

521 GRASSO, JOHN T. "Vocational Educatioo, Training, and Work Experience as Investments fix Youth?
presented: Princeton, Workshop on Current Research in Economics of Education, ETS & NBER, 1975.

This is-a reporion recent research on-the career preparation lid early aster achievements of male high school
graduates. This review raises questions on the conceptual and methodological differences between the NLS study
and previous research. Restricting attention to the case of male high school graduates who did not attend college,
the author examines three major means for the development of (1) secondary education, including its several
-distinct curricula; (2) post-school traiiiMg and learning opportunities of various kinds; and (3) informal training and
learning associated with accent wodc- experience. At the Same time, the study explores facets of the labor market
-activities oldie youth, using a3efies of measure: s of "success? Findings of the study relate primarily to questions
concerning the relative effectiveness of the different memo of preparationindividually and in combination. Thus,
the scope of study permits cony:titian to previous research which utilize cost-benefit analysis to ascertain the
effectiveness of vocational education.. A brief overview of recent cost-benefit studies is presented. Cohort: B.

522 GRASSO, JOIN T. and KOHEN, ANDREW L "The National Longitudinal Surveys' Data Processing
System." 1n The Survey of Income andkrogramParticipadon: Proceedings of the Workshop on Data Processing,
IX Kaspizyk, etail., eds., US. Department of Health, Education, & Welfare, 1978.

This paper discusses some important aspects &experience gained from the NLS projectiiii an effort to assist
plamiers oldie new Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). Reviewed are the dilemmas inherent in
managing a lisge-scale, complex data base aid coordinating a project whose responsibilities are split among several
geographiCally distant agencies.. The review provides details orithe impact of staff turnover, staffing expertise,
internal organizational design and management decisions on significant aspects of the NLS survey design and data
processing= tasks aid concludes with specific suggestions and recommendations for the implementation of SIPP.
Cohort. BGMW Y.

523 GRASSO, JOHN T. aid SHEA, JOHN R. "The Effects of High School Curriculum on Age-Earnings Profiles?
Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section, Anierican Statistical Association (l972):265-70.

Within imuftivariate framework this paper examines the relationship between high school curriculum and one
important indicator of labor Market success, hourly rate of pay subsequent to graduation. In view of our failure to
find a statistically significant difference in starting wages for any curriculum group, for either whites or blacks, it
-appears that the Vocational high school curriculum per se does not provide skills which lead to immediate market
advantage& Cohort: B.

524 GRASSO, JOHN T. and SHEA, JOHN R. "Effects of Vocational Education Programs: Research Findings and
Issues." In: The Planning Papers for the Vocational Education Study, Washington, D.C.: National Institute of
Education, 1979.

This paper contains a review of available data aid evidence from selected national surveys bearing upon vocational

education issues. After a brief introduction to the national surveys, the identification of the high school curriculum
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of respondents is discussedowiealing shjetcontings and we6 sthat have indeterthinate effects-upon findings
lased on these data. The case of female vocational students suggests that the vocational-programs in high schools
_should be intaprited separately by set. Findings presented on the high school_ students include curriculum
differences in students' backgrounds and aptitudes, in -attitudes- toward school, in educational aspirations, in
occupational_ goalt,_in occupational information,- and on career development issues. This review inCludes topics
concerning curricular effects in basic skills, on retention in high school; in transition to college andon educational
attainment, and in acquisition,of post-sehool training. Finally,- the.revieW &cusses the effects Of curriculum and
training upon post-School labor market and psychological or attitudinal outcomes. Cohort: B G.

525 GRASSO, JOHN T. and SHEA, JOHN R. "Vocational Education and Training: Impacton Youth." Berkeley:,
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1979.

The report examines: (1) choice of high school curriculum; (2) relations between curriculum, on the one hand, and
aspirations, occupational information, and highest year of school completed on the other; (3) psychological reactions
to the high school experience of those who have followed various tracks; and (4) the eady labor market and Wier
mining experiences of former vocational students as compared with their general program peers with equivalent
years of schooling (10-1102; 13-15). 'Multivariate techniques, including path analysis of the educational attainment
process, are used extensively. The experience of men and women, blacks and whites, is treated sepaiataly. The
analysis is based on data from the NLS of-Yomg Men (1966-73) and Young Women(1968-72). Cohort: B G.

526- GREENSTEIN, THEODORE. "Social-Psychological Factors in Perinatal Labor-Force Participation." Journal
of Marriage and the Family 483 (1986): 565-571.

Using data from the NLS of Young Women, this study-analyzes eightyears of panel data from 895 white married
*omen, with husband present, who had a first birth prior to the-1978 interview. The purpose of this research was to
investigate social-psychological factors that may affect exit from the labor force prior to the birth event andreentry
following the birth event. Covariance analyses suggest: (1) that there is a large and Statistically significant effect of
attitude toward married women in the work. force on labor-force-participation throughout the perinatal period
(women with more favorable attitudes were more likely to be in the labor force); and (2) that the effect of attitude
toward married worsen in the work force on perinatal labor-force participation is stronger than that of proximity to
the birth event, age, age at first marriage, husband's inednie, or edircation. Cohort G.

527 GREENSTEIN, THEODORE' and CLAYTON, KAREN J. "Labor Force Participation of Young Married
Women." American Sociological Association, 1987.

Using panel data frian the NLS of Young Women, the labor force participation of 1,747 white married females is
examined from the time of rust mart age until the birth of first child. Multiple regression analyses indicatethat the
factors having significant effects on labor force participation during this period (in order ofmagnitude of effects)
are: husband's attitudes toward wife's labor force participation, wife's most recent income, wife's education, wife's
age, premarital labor force experience, husband's current income, and wife's mother's work experience.
Implications and suggestions for further research are discussed. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort: G.

528 GREGORY, PAUL R. "Educational Input and Fertility Response." Final Report, National Institute of
Education, 1975.

This report summarizes the most important findings in a study designed to investigate the linkages between
education and fertility in the United States. The basic hypothesis is that education will affect fertility and that
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fertility and *triage-decisions will affect educational choice. Results indicate that a woman marrying and having
her:first child- at age -16 will coMplete 33 fewer years eduCation than a woman who never marries. Educational
choice is significantly r affected by the individual's .socioeconomic statusas reflected in parents' education and
occupationand by attitudes towards housework and child care activities. The total cost of children, both explicit
and implicit,- varies not only with family size; but also with the timing of family formation. It is apparent that if
child birth ° are delayed until the mother has completed her formal education, then the foregone education costs of
fertility will be Minimal Cohort, W.

529 GREGORY, PAUL-R. and MOORE, WILLIAM J. "Earnings, Occupational Choice, and the Early Years of
Family Formation, -White and ,Black Women: A Study from the NLS." Report, :Employment and Training
Administiation,-U.S: Department of Labor, 1977.

Ibis, project emphasizes the impacts Of children and economic variables tipen the labor force participation, hours and
weeks worked, earipatioiral and educational chokes; and market wages of young women (NLS Young Women,14-
24). We find that the presence of young children :in the home has a more important impact on the taper supply of
young married **eh than do Standard economic variables and that the impact of children and economic variables
such as wages and husband's income is greateefor_ young-than for the mature women NLS Sample. As to market
wages, we that the *Sake- of a child tinder three reduces market wages and results in a lifetime earnings loss
equal to roughly two yetis earnings. We also find differential Child effects on white and black waget. We find that
occupational-and educational chokes of young women are .strongly :interrelated ind are influenced by home
environment and family assets. Comparisons of married and singles and whites and blacks reveal significant
differences. Cohort: G.

530 GREGORY:PAUL R. and THOMAS, R. WILLIAM. "Mr Eclectic Model of Fertility: Economic, Attitudinal,
and Demographic Factors." Fertility, Education, and Labor Force Project, Working Paper #1, Houston, TX:
University of Hauston, 1975.

The authors examine:fertility determinants of married women (30-44) with spouse present. First, findings Show
economic variables arc significant however, non-economic variables dominate the explanation of variation in
complete fertility. -Second, evidence is lacking of a strong positive income effect on complete family Size; however,
thereistribstantial evidence of price effects-on fertility. Third, wife's age at marriage is the single most important
factor in the analysis, and toward children have -a substantial effect Finally, being black has an impact on
family size in that blacks have more children. The hypothesis that completed family size varies directly i relative-
into:generational income is not supported by the results. Cohort W.

531 GREGORY, PAUL R.-and THOMAS, R. WILLIAM. "The Economics of Fertility, Educational Choice and
Labor Force Behavior." Draft of National Institute of Education Monograph, 1976.

This monograph summarizes the-findings of the investigation.of the relationships among family size, educational
choice, marital patterns, andlabor force behavior of-American women between the ages of 30 to 44 in 1967. This
study, which concentrates on the linkages between fertility and other aspects of household activity,- seeks to integrate
models of fertility and home and Market activities into a comprehensive model of household behavior. To this end,
we attempt' to develop &household behavior model which reveals the simultaneous linkages among family size,
education of parents and children,- female earnings Patterns, the timing of marriage, and the allocation of time for
working, caring for children, and other activities. Cohort: W.
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532 GREGORY, PAUL It and THOMAS, R. WILLIAM. "The Fertility-Behavior of Black and White Families:

'

Some Evidence-froth the NLS." Fertility, -Education, and Labor Force Project, Working Paper #2, Houston, TX:
University Of Houston, 1975..

This analysis estimates Separate blikk-white ,mtidels of fertility using an expanded version of the Chicago-Columbia
fertility model. Attitudes toward children (ATC) do not significantly affect black families; however, white families
with positive ATC have larger families than those with negative 'AWL The husband's education exerts little effect
on black _fertility; howeVer,:it exerts a strong negative impact on :White. fertility. For couples without children,
involuntary sterility and-lack of contraception have a greater incidence among blacks Income also plays a more
-important role in determining blacks not having children black-family size. Finally, black-white endowments
acetinnt, for close to one half of the differential; coefficient difference and an unexplained residual accounts for the
remainder This finding suggests that if blacks were to achieve economic parity with whites, only one half of the

_ fertility differential Would disappear. Cohort W.

533 GREGORY, PAUL R. and-THOMAS, R. WILLIAM. "A. Model of Educational -Choice Responses to
Economic, Attitudinal, and Family Responsibility Factors." _Fertility, Education, and Labor Force Project, Working

Hton, TX:University of Houston; N, D.

This paper -examines the impact of socioeconomic background; attitudes, and family responsibilities on the
,educational choices of women. Women who undertake family -responsibilities early in life tend to sacrifice
education and acquisition of human capital. Striking differencesoccur when Competing black and white educational
-choice models : (1) rural blacks quire one year less education than rural Whites; (2) different black-white attitudes
exist toward ;.children -(3): the -black Model- fails' to be affected by the father's Occupation; (4) black females'
education is retarded More by early births and less by early marriage than is white female education; and (5) parent's
education has similar effects On both black and white educational choide. -Cohort: W.

534 GREGORY, PAUL R.; THOMAS, R.WILLIAM; MOORE, WILLIAM J. "RelationshipBetween Fertility and
Labor Participation of Married Women, White and Black Women." Final Report, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S.-Department of Labor, 1976.

The report contains results of a study of the impact of fertility (number of children and child spacing) mirk labor
-force .participation, labor supply, and hourly 'earnings of married women 30-44 in 1967. Literature surveys are
included. The data solute is the NLS Of Mature Women. Regression models (OLS and Probi)t of labor force
particiPation, houra (weeks) worked, lifetime labor supply, and hourly earnings are-ostimated for white and black
samples to determine the impacts of children, attitudinal and socioeconomic variables on labor supply and earnings.
The sources of the black earnings differential are analyzed. Cohort W..

535 GRIFFITH; JEANNE E. "Unemployment, Occupational Mobility, and Retirement A Survey of Policies and
Experiences." PhD. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins,University, 1984.

1:

This dissertation_ examines the relationahipe , among late-life unemployment, occupational mobility, timing of
retirement and financial need following retirement, rising data from the NLS Older-Men's cohort. The major
hypotheses tested were that (1) late-life unemployment leads to a long-term reduction in status and income; (2) late-
life unemployment and declines in occupational status reduce the age of retirement; and (3) late-life unemployment
and declines in occupational status increase income needs followingretirement. The findings concerning the effects
oilinemplOynientmere-consistent and -strong for the white men-in the sample. Unemployment .161 to reduced
occupational status and income even at the end of men's careers. For the most part, Men with recent unemployment
experiencea 'had higher, probabilities of retireinent -in their early sixties, and a substantially greater probability of

:v.
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receiving-Post-retiremera public rusk:Mice income. Unernployertmen,howeVer, showed a much lower probability,
of Working after they retired; probably as a result of prior negative labor force experiences The hypothesized effects
of changes in -status were not supported by this analysis, with the sole exception that men with preretirement
increases in status were much less likely to work following retirement and, conversely, those with decreases in status
were more likely to work. Floor effects operating on the observed behaviors for the population of older black men
are suggested to account for the racial differences in results Policy implications, suggest the need for much greater
attention to the interplay among manpower, income security, and retirement policies. Attention must be paid to how
older workers and their fathilits are affected by rapidly changing conditions often beyond their control Cohort: M.

..
536 GRILICHES,2VI. "Earnings of Very Young Men." In: Income Distribution eryi,Economic
Griliches, et al., ed&, jlew Yorlr: Wiley& Sons, .197C1.

This study replicates the author's _earlier (1976),restilt.s on newer data from the NL., f Young Men, discirtse&the
distribution of earnings as opposed to wage rates, and outlines a model for the analysis of tizr.;:, series on individuals.
The effect of schooling, on wage rates is far stronger than is the-effect of IQ, and this difference is:even-stronger
when the effects of these two variables on earnings are considered. Only half of the Observed variance in

=Schooling is explained by family background and IQ, so other forces affecting schooling remain to be identified. In
the late 1960a, young 'blackinen-Were completing more schooling than white, of similar background andability.
ColKxt: B.

537 GRILICHES ZVI. "Estimating the Returns to Schooling: Some Econometric problems:" Econometrica 45
(January 1977):1-22.

Iris -study ,Sunieys, various econometric 'issues that arise in estimating a relationship between thelogaritlun of
-earnings, schooling, and other variables and focuses on the problem of "ability" as an omitted variable. The paper
shows that in optimizing models the "ability bias" need nu iie positive Using recent analyses from the NLS of
Young Men, When schooling is treated symmetrically, is allowed to be subject to errors of measurement, and is
correlated' with the disturbance term, the usual conclusion of a significantly positive "ability bias" in the estimated
-schooling coefficients is not supported and pOssibly even reversed. CohOrt: B.

538 GRILICHES; ZVI. "Expectations, Realizations, and the Aging of Young Mew." Harvard Institute of Economic
Research, Discussion Paper 710,1979. Also in: Research in Labor 3 (1980): 1-21.

,

This paper exploits the fact that educational andeccupational expectations were asked in the NLS, and that by 1975
a significant fraction of this cohort had actually reached the point at which the success of their forecasts could be
evaluated ex,f)nat: It was hoped that this work would indicate how good are Such expectations and what they can tell
us about the unmeasured aspects of the individuals Unfortunately; the following data and sample design problems
were enceunteredi,-(1) the sample turned out to he smaller than originally expected; and (2) the educationait
expectations question was asked only of those still in school, about one-third of the total. The major findings of this
study are (1) the quality of such expectations is not impressive. The R2 between expected and actual schooling (for
those with valid expectations) was 0.47 and between expected occupation in 1966 and actuarin,1975-less than 025;
(2) even though unimpressive as far as accuracy of forecasting is concerned, these expectations were close to being
ratioruil, in the sense that it is difficult to improve on than by using that were known to the respondents as
of 1966; and (3) constructing an alternative occupational scale and reweighting the observations made little
difference to the results:Cohort:13.
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539: _GRILICHES, ZVI. "SchoOling Interruption, Work While in -School and the Returns from Schooling."
Scandinavian Journal of Economics (1980):291-303.

Recent suggestions for expanding the work experiences of school age youth make sense only if Such experiences are
in fact valuable or can be had at little real cost. These issues are explored using data form the NLS of Young Men,
focusing-on:the effects of school interruption and of work while in school on subiequent wage rates. While the
'interpretation of the results is .clouded by- selkelection problems, there is no evidence in the data that interruptions
or- work while in school lead to any -negative effects. Expanding work opporoinities for. the young is unlikely to
detract froin their fuoire academic and economic achieVement. Cohort: B.

540 GRIUCHES, ZVI. "Sibling Models and Data in Economics: Beginnings of a ,Survey." Journal of Political
Economy 87 (October 1979):537-564.

This paper reviews a number of recent studies of the income- schooling -ability nexus using, sibling data and diScusses
the problem of 'identification- in, such, studies. Special, emphasis is plated on the role of errors in- variables,
concluding that modest error levels can account for much of the observed difference between total and within-family
estimate;; of returns to sehoolirig. It also.sUggests that the family may not contribute as much to the transmission of
inequality as is commonly thought; since it is a force for equality within (among siblings): Cohort: B.

541 GRILICHES, ZVI. "Wages of Very Young Men." Journal of Political Economy 84 (August 1976):S69-585.

The purpose Of this paper is to replicate the results of an earlier Study of "Education,- Income, and Ability" (Griliches
and Mason 1972) on a new set of data,.the NLS of Young Men, focusing on the estimation of economic returns to
school-in the --Presence of individual- differences in ability; errors. in "variables in -the ability-measures and Me
endogeneity of the schooling variable. The major *chi:1011-s are (1) the 'treatment of "experiende" matters. Using,
estimated experience instead of age changes the 'relative size of the estimated - "ability bias"; (2) this bias is quite
-smult on the order of-.01; (3) the contribution-of the ability measures to the fit of the equation is miniscule; (4)
family background variables are not significant on top of the schooling and,ahility variables, and (5) allowing for the
endogeneity Of schooling raises its coefficient significantly. There is,no evidenCebf a "net" ability bias when the
estimation method treats schooling and experience symmetrically with test scores. Cohort: -B.

542 GRILICHES, ZVI; HALL, BRONWYN -H.; HAUSMAN, JERRY A. "MiSsing Data and Self-Selection in
Large Panels." Annales de I'INSEE 30-31 (April-September 1978):137-76.

Twb problems which occur hi analyiing large panels of cross section data are considered: missing data and self -
selection. In the case of randomly missing data, ,using only the complete data sUbsample.results in unbiased but
inefficient .estimates. We denionstrate that in large panels the efficiency gain's from using efficient methods are

to be quite small. Par non-random missing data, we present a methodokigy which corrects for the bias which
occurs if only the complete data sub-sample is used Lastly, we formulate and estimate a model-where the missing
data arises from self-selection in the decision to remain in school. Using the NLS of Young Men, we find that
accounting for self-selection increases the estimated returns to schooling by 50%. Cohort: B.

543 - GRILICHES, ZVI and YATCHEW, ADONIS. "Sample Selection Bias and Endogeneity in the Estimation of a
Wage Equation: An Alternative Specification." Annales de l'INSEE 43 (July-September 1981): 35-46.

ThiS paper re-estimates a model, previously estimated by Griliches, Hall, and Hausinawin order to determine the
effects of introducing additional information.. The model contains a wage equation, together with two equations that
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determine the observed level of schooling; Schooling appears endogenoutly in the wage equation. Furthermore,
account is taken of the sample selection problem that arises because some members of the sample are still in school,
so that their wage and desired schooling levels are not observed. The results correspond closely tolhose previously
obtained by Griliches,'Hall, and Hausman. Cohort: B.

"544 GRUBBS, TERESA J. "Child Care and the Employment of Mothers: Evidence from the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth:" Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Maryland- College Park, 1989.

'This dissertation addresses four major shortcomings in the literature on cost of work and on the effect of child care
expenditure on women's work effort. The previous, literature has, assumed, costs associated with child care
expenditure are either fixed or variable; rather than testing the nature of the costs. The bias associated with missing
data on child care expenditures for,non-participants has not been addressed. Using Heckman's (1979) methodology,
this study addresses this The endogenity of child care expenditures in a model of hours of work will be considered.
Finally, the effects of actual expenditures, as well as the effects of family composition,_ on:mother's labor force
partidipation and. will be explored. Empirical implementation of e simultaneous model of child care
expenditures; the decision to work; and the hours supplied is crucial to evaluating proposals forgovernment subsidy
of child care. Advocates of employment-oriented day care believe the government can-take a role in promoting full
employment', and family self-sufficiency by ,subsidizing -custodial ,day _care. slots_ for children. or by providing
;subsidiea.,to _Parents in the form of vouchers or tax credits. The rationalifor providing-such assistance lies in
lessening the work disincentiVe effect of high cost child Cafe. Using data frointli09:82-1986 panels of theNLSY,
thit dittertation clarifies the effeCt of child care expenditure on women's work effort. Cohort: Y.

545 GUSTAFSON, THOMAS A. "The Retirement- Decision of Older ,Men: An E_ ntpirical Analysis." Final
Report, Employment and Training Administration,,U.S. Department of Labor, 1982.

-This Study explores the sensitivity of estimates of the probability of retirement to variations in empirical
specifications. An evaluation of the recent microeconeinic literature relating to the retirement decision and to the
labor supply of older workers stresses the wide divergence of resulta from different stUdies, includinga controversy
:abdiat the relative roles of bad health and retirement benefits in explaining the decision to retire. This study uses a
siiiiple theoretical and enipiricai: model of -the retirement.decision, viewed as a binary choice. Various possible
definitions of both dependent and independent variablet are explored in detail. The model is estimated with a
number of variations in the empirical specification using the sainplenf Older Men from the These variations
include diffefont-formulations,of the key variables, corrections for selectivity biat, and use of tubrsamples of
different demographic groups. The study concludes that both bad health and retirement benefits affect the retirement
decision; 'this result is robust in the fate of changes in specification. In _contrast, a number of other variables
hypothesited to be important, including the rate, do not Consistently have much explanatory power. Cohort:
M.

546 GUSTAFSON, THOMAS A. "The Retirement Decision of Older Men: An Empirical Analysis." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Yale University, 1982.

This study explores the sensitivity -of -estimates of the probability of retirement to variations in empirical
specifications_. An evaluation of the recent micioeconoinic literature relating to the retirement decision and to the
labor supply of older workers stresses the wide.divergence of results from different studies, including a controversy
about -the relative roles of bad health and retirement benefits in explaining the decision to retire. This study uses a
simple theoretical and empirical model of the retirement decision,, viewed at -a binary choice: Various possible
definitions of _both dependent and independent. variables -are explored in detail. The model is estimated with a
eumbetof variations in the empirical specification, using the sample of Older Men from the NLS. These variations
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include _different formulation" of the key variables, corrections for sclectiYiVzies, and-use of sub-samples of
different deniographic group& The study concludes that both bad Ltidth and retirement benefits affect the retirement-
deision; this result is--robust in the face of changes in specification. In contrast, a,number ot other variables

.hypotheaized to be important, including the wage rate, do not consistently have much explanatory power. Cohort:
M.

547 GUSTMAN, ALAN L. and- STEINMEIER, THOMAS L. "The Relation between Vocational Training in High
'School and Economic Outcomes."' Industrial and Labor Relations Review 36 (October 1982):73-87.

This paper examines the relationships between various economic outcomes and vocational training in high school
for thou who have completed- exactly twelve years of schooling. The authors attempt to determine whether the
findings remain robust: when different surveys and time periods of analysis, different- measures of the quality and
kind " of vocational training, and other variations in,specifications are used Using some samples with particular
specifications, the authors find evidence of positive returns to vocational schooling. For White-females enrolled in

:business programs the evidence-is strongest. For white maleS the evidenee is much weaker, but the authors do find
that trade, and industry courses:may -hive a positive influence on subsequent yearly earnings. Sample sizes for
minorities are small, and so the findings- for them remain unclear:, Within specific sex and race groups the findings'
vary, sometimes widely, depending on the simples, time periods, and dependent variables used and on the
specification of the eatiniating equation. Cohort: B.

548 HAHN, ANDREW and FRIEDMAN, BARRY. "Did -;.".e CETA System Work tbr Disadvantaged Youth? An
Overview of Program Impacts after Program'Participation." In: The CETA Youth Employment Record,_ .Report to
the U.S.Deparatient of Labor, 1983.

An analysis of comparison between the CETA-group and a matched comparison group showed one consistent result:
CETA youth worked less in unsubsidized jobs than their matched counterparts. A two part explanation is presented
to account for this.finding: (1) the unsubsidized work of the CETA- group was low because of continuing subsidized
work; (2) as subsidized jobs ended, unsubsidized jobs did not replace them immediately, since they were found only
Slowly. The unsubsidized -work of,the CETA -group consequently remained below that of their counterpart& One
can surmise that the CETA group-shortfall should be only temporary and that eventually unsubsidized -jobs will be
fimind, but 'this assumption xernains to be tested---When later NLSY interview waves become available. Also
examined ,were the positive CETA effects fm particular subgroups. No single pattern emerged for who gains,-but
findings include:. (1) slightly more CETA youth enrolled in schOol in both follow up years; (2) total weeks worked
was greater among CETA youth. in 1979; (3) minority CETA participants who were in school in the folk* up year
worked more weeks,of unsubsidized jobs than their matches in 1979 but not in 1980; (4) by 1980 more CETA young
women (enrolled in school and`Workingl `Worked than their counterparts in unsubsidized jobs; and (5) generally, the
only unsubsidized employment.vartablo'for which a CETA advantage appeared is earnings per week. Cohort: Y.

.549 HAIRE, JAMES BENTON. "An Investigation of Selected Sociopsychological Variables in Relation to the
Traditional or Nontraditional Occupational Choices of Middle Age Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, 1981.

This study attempted to identify -the power of a small set of sociopcychological predictor variables and:combine
them into models which could demonstrate their relationship to an Uidividual's choice of occupational strata. To
accomplish Aida,. the -data were. treated statistically using Pearson Moment-Coefficients of Correlation between
measures of .the independent and .the dependent variables. Additionally, coefficients of multiple correlation were
used to determine the valiz of independent _variable combinations in the prediction of occupational choice strata.
;Data for this research were obtained from a cohort of 1203 women, 30 to 44 years Of age who participated in the ten
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year :NLS, Coefficients of correlation consistently ;,yielded' "insignificant or negligible " -or "low" results. The
Conclusions of this study are that these selected variables should not be used,either singly or in combinations as
the sole choice of predictors of 'occupational strata. This does not preclude the possibility of using them with some
other Independent variable, or combination of variables. The results of this research demonstrate that the
occupational- choice process far more complicated' than can be accounted for_by the predictor variables chosen.
Cobalt: W.

550 HALL, ROBERT E. and KASTEN, RICHARD A. "The Relative Occupational Success of Blacks and
Whites." brooking; Papers on Economic Activity 3 (1973):781-95,

t,thin the labor Market, blacks suffer relative to whites in tweways: first; blacks are less likely to have high-paying
occupations than whites;Ind, second, within each occupation, they are paid less. The authors divide the total deficit
in black earnings into, components attributable to the occupational and wage dimensions. They find that they are
approximately equal in size, They study the occupational component in detail, attempting to subdivide it into two
parts; differences arising from the unequal treatment of blacks and whites in the labor market and differences arising
from the unequal endowments of the two groups. cohort: -B.

551 HAMEL, HARVEY R. and GOLDBERG, MARVIN. "Wage Expectation." In: Youth Unemployment and
Minimum Wages, Bulletin 1657, U.S. Department of Labor, 1970.

This chapter addresses teenagers' wage expectation using the Young Men's cohort of the NLS and also the Urban
Employment Striveys of six U.S. cities. Both wages earned andwage expectations increase with age for both racial
groups and ar Ihigher for whites than for other races. Contrary to the hypothesis of unreasonable expectations, the
average Wage expected by unemployed young men is, within any age-color group; lower than- that for the eMployed.

However, Me roportion of unemployed teenage males Willing to accept employment at a wage below $1.40an hour
(the, miniMuiri[Wage at that time) was less than the proportion of employed teenagers actually receiving,leas- than
$1.40, except among black and ether races 15-17 years old. 'The- tendency for wage expectations for most
unemployed teenage groups to fall in the $1:40-$09 range ton greater extent than is true of wages received by
employed teenagers suggeits the possibility that expectations May be'affected by the level of the minimum wage.
For the 1517 year old group, wage expectations and wage levels received me_about the same. Amcing the 18-19 year
old group,- however, w_ age expectations among unemployed whites are above the wage levels received by those
employed. For blacks and other races in that age group, average age expectations and Wages receivedare almost the
same. Unemployed 18-19 year olds of both white and other races are lesi willing to take low wage jobs. It seems
that the average wage expected by the unemployed teenager Is below that received rby those employed. The.
unemployed teenager appears, however, slightly, disinclined to accept the lowest wage jobs compared, at least, with
his employed counterpart. However, there are large numbers, of teenagers, both unemployed and out of the labor

.force,;,who did indicate a willingnesslo accept low-Wage employment --at least if the right job came along. Cohort
B.

'552 HAN, OE OK KIM. "Determinants of Choice of College Major among Women and Men: Comparisons of
Cohorts in the Late 1960s and 1970s." $.D.-Dissertation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,.1985.

The primary purpose of this Study is to examine Meted related to the choice of college major among young women.
The study compares a cohort of women in the late 1970s with one in the late 1960s to explain the dramatic increase
in the relative representation of women in nontraditional fields during the 1970s. This study also examinessamples
of merlin, the late '1960s and 1970s to analyze sex differences in the determinants of the choice of college major.
The data are taken fain three NLS cohorts! NLSY, Young Women, and YoungMen. College major is specified as
a function Of aspirations for market work and home work and of personal characteristics such as family background,
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race, and attitudes toward women's role.. The equations are estimated by three statistical methods: (1) ordinary
least squares (OLS);12) multhionial logit maximum likelihood (MLML); and (3) trichotomous (or ordered),logit
maximum: likelihood (TLML). It is found that in the past, women from low income families and money-oriented
women tended to choose male-dominated fields; today, however, women from high income families and those with
aspirations for. igh earning occupations tend to choose nontraditional fields. Among women in the late 960s, those
who intended to be working at age 35 chose female-dominated fields, whereas a decade later work aspirations had
no significantiMPaCt on choice of major field. In addition, family-related variables such' as expectations of early
Marriage and high fertilityare, positively, related to'the choice of female-dominated fields'among the older_ cohort,
but not the younger cohort. Comparisons between males and females show, a decrease in sex differences over time.
In the older cohort, high family income influenced both women and.men to choose college majors traditionally

-proper for their sexes:: high family income, in _the younger cohort had an equal effect on both sexes toward male
fields. In sum, the rapid increase in enrollment by women in male-doMinated fields of study during the 1970s is
explained in kirge part by their increased aspirations for better-paying occupations. This study.clearly. shows that the

aspirations_ of today's women are changing toward nontraditional rolej in the society. Cohort: B G Y,

553 HANNON, NATALIE RODKIN. "The Influence of Individual Factors, Economic Sector, and Sex
Stereotyping on Women's Occupational Mobility and Status Attainment." Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham University,
1986.

This study, using data from the Mature Women cohort, examines the relationship between. human capital and
structural- variables on the, status attainment- of women and the extent of their intragenerational occupational
mobility. Multiple regression is employed to assess the relative influence of the various factors on: whether a
woman experiences upward or doWnward mobility orno mobility; the amounts of upward and downward mobility;

and on status attainment. 'Defining mobility in terms of moventea!)etween the gross occupational categories, about
one half of the women experienced intragenerational mobility; whereii about two-thirds of the women were mobile
when mobility was defined as movement between docks of a-socioeconomic score based on detailed occupations.
Compared with men, the women were more likely _toexperience no mobility, or to be downwardly Mobile.. The

:structural variables dO a better job &explaining- mobility and status attainment than do the individual variables.
However, economic sector and sex-typing explained different proportions of .the variance depending upon the
dependent variable. For type of mobility, economic sector explained slightly- more of the variance than sex
stereotyping; for status attainment, the opposite was true. Almost all of the variance explained by the structural
factors for amount of upward mobility was-due to sex stereo_typing; whereas sex stereotyping contributed almost

nothing toward explaining downward mobility. Cohort: W.

554 HARDY, MELISSA A. "Effects of Education on Retirement Among White Male Wage-and-Salary Workers."
Sociology of Education 57 (April 1984):84-98.

Education is generally :recognized as a major-determinant of occupational status, and its effect on career-entry
positions as well as'on subsequent locations within the occupational structure has been well documented in the Status
attainment literature. Using the more recent waves of the NLS of Older Men, -this study focuses on labor force exits'
and examines the effect of education on retirement behavior. Results from a series of logistic estimations indicate
that the net direct effect of educational attainment on the transition to a "retired" status primarily consists of discrete
effects located within non - manual occupational categories..Having acquired aoollege degree reduces the likelihood
of retirement among professional, technical, and kindred workers, and the presence of a high school diploma makes
retirement less likely for tales and possibly clerical workers. Cohort: M.

555 HARDY, MELISSA A. "Job Characteristics and Health: Differential Impact on Benefit Entitlement."
Research on Aging 4,4 (December 1982): 457-478:

?.?6,:
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This paper investigates the influence on eligibility criteria, current labor, force participation, characteristicsof current
or last job, health, and age on the utilization of retirement' benefits. Reapondents. were White males draWn from the
1975-wave of the National Lcagitudinal:Survey of OW Men.. Estimates from Multinothial logit models indicate
that more highly educated workers and self-employed workers were more likely than other workers to he employed
at °Ida ages, one reason being,their flexibility'in defining retirement options. Self- employed workers and workers
With low job tenure and low net assets were likely to combine benefit income and earnings, n a given year Workers
with reported health limitations appeared to be predisposed to retire when eligible for-benefits, with such workers
aged .ind over more likely to be dependent on Social Security benefits only; [AgeLine] Cohort: M.

556 HARDY; MELISSA A. "Occupational Structure and Retirement." In: Current Perspectives on Aging and the
Lije Course, Zena Beau, ed., Greenwich, CT: JAI Press, 1985.

The research literaturcon retirement has generally identified OASI and pension benefits as the major "pull"factors
and mandatory. retirement and-health limitations as ..the major "push" factors determining retirement behavior.
Descriptive data analyses of older workers: suggested' occupatione ,f"!..fferences in retirement 4leterininants, and
retirement stodieS that incorporated some form of occupational distinction into the analysis indicated some variation
in retirement behi!- The research reported in this chapter was undertaken with the aim of developing systematic
evidence relevant to tbis issue. Information from the NLS of Older Men, from 1973,1976 and 1978 was analyzed in
order to'examine determinants of, retirement with respect to the question -of variations by occupational. category. A
retirement model that included health limitations, comPulsorysetireinent,,secOnd pension coverage; Duncan's index
oi_saloecohoMic status; education, ,job tenure, wage, and age-eligibility variables was estimated by means ofa
logiatc regression procedure within occupational groups. Occupational differences in retirementpatterns primarily
involved the pension-related variables; however, the similarity in the 'patterns of effects suggested that, once
retirement-age differences were controlled, the variables that influenced retirement behavior were fairly consistent

_across occupational category. Cohort:- M.

557 HARDY, MELISSA A. "Racial Differences in Retirement." Presented: the Meetings of the American
Sociological Association, 1984.

Determinants of retirement for older black wage-and-salary workers are examined to assess the extol.: of racial
differences in retirement patterns and:status. Using 1976 and:1978 data from the NLS of Older Men, retirement
models. for blaoks, and whites ire compared. The major differences involve job tenure, joint policies of compulsory
retirement and second pensim coverage, and Duncan's index of SES-factors that influence the amount of retirement
income. In general,,-priVate pension coverage is more important to whites; blacks appear to be more heavily
influenced by factors that determine Social Security benefits. Cohart: M.

558 HARDY, MELISSA A. "Social Policy and Determinants of Retirement: A Longitudinal Analysis of Older
White Males, 1969- 1975." Social Forces 60 (June 1982):1103-1122.

This paper analyzed short-term changes in the retirement behavior of older white males. The 1969 to 1975 period
straddles a major taming point, in the Social Security system andalloWs examination of the hypothesis that older
workers quickly respond to policy changes that alter their opportunity structures. Retitment is aliproached through
labor. supply, Which allows maximum flexibility in analytic conception. -Changes in the i.Natterns of results during the
069-1975 period reflect the interaction:of the "pull" dynamic of liberalized benefits with other determinants of
retirement behavior. The strongest shifts were observed for-workers with health, limitations and workers facing
compulsory retirement but covered by second pensions. Cohort: M.
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559 HARDY, MELISSA A. "The Structure of Retirement: A Longitudinal Study Of SocioeconomicPactors.that
Influence the Retirement Detisions of OlderMales." Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana UniVersity, 1980.

This research attempts to integrate relevant theoredcril perspectives and methodological techniques from economics
into a sociological iturlyOf retirement behavior. The 1969, 1971,1973 and 1975 waves of the NLS of Older Men
are analyzed by Means of both cross- sectional and longitudinal designs. The author looks at white males aged 45_ to
59 in 1966 and, using; alternative conceptualizations of retirement, places major emphasis on the influence of
structural features thatiserVe-to Organize the work experience of older men. Retirement is approached in two ways.
FOS, itis approached through labor SUpply,-lhat is, hours worked per yearwhich-allows maximum flexibility in
analytic conception, of the retirement process. ,A generalized version of Tobit analysis-is used to estimate these
retirement ,models. Second, retirement is approached -.through several _categorization ,Schemes of labor force
participation which are devised to capture major choices in work behavior. These models are estimated by binary
and nrultinOmial. logic analyses. The analyticdeSigtis -make-use of both an age cohort` tructure (defined by ages of
benefit eligibility) and a birth cohort structure. The author haS argued that the retirement process is More complex
than the simple choke of labor force participation or withdrawal'. _Instead, retirement denotes a kind of occupational_
status that involves different-kinds of costs and_reWards for different categories of workers. The attempts of older
workers to maximize the benefits apd'mininrize the costs of retirement are limited by the oppOrtUnity structures they
faCe. Of the factors Considered, health limitations and retirement policies have the avowal negative effeds on the
work activity of older- men. The -soonest positive effect is associated with self employment. _Self-employed
workers are more likely to be in the labor force working relatively deintinding scheddles; they are also more likely to
be-taking advantage of positions-of -quasi:retire-tient. The over time patterns of results suggest the-impwiance of
more general economic conditions and changes in Social Security legislation for work decisions._ Cohort: M.

560 HARDY, MELISSA A. and PAVALKO, ELIZA IC "The Internal Structure of Self-Reported Health Measures
Ationg Older Workers and Retirees." Journal of Health and Social Behavior27,4 (December 1986): 346-357.

This study investigates the internal structure of the self-reported health measures available in the 1976 wave of the
NLS of Older Men. In assessing the relationship between a measure of work-limitations and a set of health factors
based on reports of specific symptoms, -activity limitations and problematic work Conditions, it was found that
physical symptoms and activity limitations were especially strong predictors of reported health conditions that limit
the respondenet ability to perform on the job. The mix of specific symptom/condition/activity limitations
associated with reported work limitations differs not only by occupational category, but by retirement status as well,
in that employed workers in lower blue-collar POsitions were less likely to report work limitations when they said
they experienced several symptoms of wealciess/fatigue or mobility restrictions. The authors interpret the results as
supportive of the notion that the evaluative context invoked by a health quettion can influence the consistency of the
health reports obtained from respondents; Cohort: M.

561 HARDY-HAZELRIGG, MELISSA A. 'The Socio-Economic Structure of Retirement." Final_ Report,
Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation, and Research, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.

The study investigateS the retirement behavior of older males_ from 1969 to 1975 within the more general context of
labor supply. Using the` NLS of Older Men for 1969, 1971, 1973, 1975, labor supply medelt are estimated for all
waves by *donates generalized version of- Tobit: analysis. The core variablei in the analysis include health
limitations, retirement policies of the work place, faMily composition, net family assets and hourly Wage;measures
of itib status, education, employment sector, job tenure and unemploymentare included as controls. Of the factors
considered, health limitations and retirement policies of the work place had the strongest negative effect on the labor
-supply of older men; family composition variables and employment sector had strong positive effects in the older
cohorts. The coordinated effects of compulsory retirement and relatively lucrative pension benefits as well as the
existence of a health limitation Also appear to interact with Social- Security eligibility. The-overnme igttems of
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_results suggest the importance of more general economic conditions, prevailing economic trends, and changes in
Sticial Security legislation for labor supply deciaions. Cohort M.

562 HARRIS D. -W. "Analysis of Youth Labor Force 'Transition -Probabilities." Master's Thesis, Naval
Postpaduate SelicoL 1984.

;Many of the enlisted supply research to date foeises on the transition of individuals from high school to the military.
Little is known of theie who have chosai other options, such as further education, employment, ar to remain out of
the labor force completely: With the decline of the 17-21 year old male poPolatiak research must be directed
towards the entire labor market. This thesis uses data from the NLSY to estimate the transition probabilitiesamong
seven possible states for individuals aged 17-22. The states we high school, college, active servide, employment full
time, employment pan time, unemployment, and out of the labor force. Tests are made to determine if the transition
probabilities are stable across and independent of time. t_was found:that the system was generally stable across
thin but, was not independent of age and labor force industry; MIS AD-A153-763-8-XAB] Cohort Y.

563 HARRIS, ROBERT_ M. and HOLUNGSWORTH, DAVID K. "Locus of Control and Work Limitations of
Handicapped Wouien." Journal of Applied Rehabilitation Counseling 11,1 (Spring 1980): 40-43.

Onset of a ditablipg condition whether it implies prinacy, or not usually =brings with it a change in the person's
perception of the environment. Traditionally, Routes locus of control has been used to describe an individual's
psychological orientation to the environment. Suidiet which investigate the impact of disability on locus of control.
are all but Licking. This study investigates the relationships between women with work or activity limitations and
their perception of personal and environmental control. Correlational and chi-sqUare (contingenty table) analysis

, are used to ditriss the rdationship._ Cohort W.

564 HARRISON, BENNETT and SUM, ANDREW. "Data Requirements for 'Dtik h *Segmented' Libor Market
Research." In: Counting the Labor Force, Appendix Volume I: Concepts and Data Needs. Washington, D. C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1980.

This paper reviews 10 major current and/or previously administered labor force, employment, and earningssurveys
_to assess the extent to which they collected data on the types of variables relevant to research on segmented labor
marketsCohort B M.

565 HARRISON, SCOTT G. and WATTE, LINDA J. "Mature Women's Kin Availability and Contact." Sociology
and Social Research 71,4 (July 1987): 266-270.

The frequency: of contact that mature women have with their children, parents, siblings, and-in-laws is examined
based on data horn the NLS Of Mature Women, a longitudinal survey of appmximattly5,000 females aged 30-44 in
1967 when the panel begat. In 1981; the 3,677 respondents remaining (aged 4459) were asked hovi often they had=
face-to-face or telephone contact with the different types of kin. A-7 -point scale ranging from daily to never was
used to measure frequency Of contact. Respondents Were most frequently in contact with their children, followedby
parents, in-laws, arid siblings._ More than 95% of each subgroup who had kin were in contact with at least one kin
member monthly. It is concluded that these findings may reduce the concern about a lack of family support among
the next generation of elderly. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort: W.
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566 HASHIMOTO, MASANORI. "hfulimbm Wage Effect on Training on the Job." American Economic Review
72 (December 1982):1070-1087.

This paper eiamines the theoretical sgument for the adverse minimum wage effects and presents empirical evidence
on the effects of minimum wages- on the- training of young male worked. The author fords that an effective
minimum wage diminishes training in two ways: First, to the ,extent that the .minimum wage results in lost
employment, it deprives the diSemployed workers access to training. This outcome is-a definite side effect of
decreased emplopialt caused by the minimum wage. Second, even those workers wlxi Manage to remain employed
at wages near the minimum wage-may experience a reduction, in an-the-job training. The second effect is the
primary Ideus of this study. The author concludes that there should be youth differentials of exemptions in-the'
minimiun *age rates. By allowing young Workers to pay for their training by accepting reduced current wages,
youth diffematials would help to alleviate the adverse Minimum wage effects on future earnings. Cohort: B.

567 HAURIN, DONALD R. "Women's Labor Market Reactions to Family Disruptions." Review of Economics
and Statistics 71,1 (Febmary 1989): 54-61.

This pager examines the impact of different types of household disruptions on women's labor supply. Utilizing data
from tbe Mature Women's cohort (1979,1981, and 1982) it was found that newly discovered or separatedwomen
inciew,their work hours more than do new widows. If a woman worked 960 hours in 1982, the increase in work
time 'fps., those women recently divorced or separated is 540 hours while the estimate for widows indicates a slight
declinein work time. Non-significant reactions are found if the womal'S husband repo& a new health limitationor
the husband Suffers ten weeks or more of unemployment during the year. Cohort W.

568 HAURIN, DONALD R. and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "The Migration of Youth and the Business Cycle: 1978 to-
1984." Economic Development Quarterly 1,2 (May 1987):162 -169.

This study investigates whether the relocations' choices of youth correspond to the business cycle, and identifies
other correlates with relocation decisions. Analysis- is based on a state's viewpoint and policy questions are
evaluated in this context. The authors ford that the, migration of youth is highly cyclical and that in a downturn
relative to the rest of the nation, a state can lose a substantial proportion of its youth, the group forming the next
generaOn of a state's labor supply. The coordination of redevelopment goals calls for states to not only concentrate
on attracting desired types of einployeri, but also on retaining a labor fine with the apprbpriate skills. In particular,
the study.- indicates that midwestern states which have recently focused on attracting "high-tech" industries have
simultaneously lost their brightest and most highly motivated youth. Some support was found for the hypothesis
that a state supported jobs program can tide youth- over the downturn and raise their long-term retention probability..
Cohort: Y.

569 HAURIN, DONALD R. awl IfAlURIN, R. JEAN. "Net Migration, Unemployment, and the Business Cycle."
Journal of Regional Science 28:7 9988): 239-253.

An empirical test of the effects of exogenous shocks upon a region's population size is conducted in the framework
of an equilibrium locational model. The model emphasizes the separation of endogenous from exogenous factors, a-
point omitted in most empirical studies of aggregate migration. Exogenous changes are manifested in the local
relative cost of living and the local relative unemployment rate. Hypotheses are supported in analyses of data from
both the NLSY as well as Census. Surprisingly, a simple measure of the size of a shock te -a regional economy has
t,±e greatest explanatory power compared with more sophisticated measures based on prior business cycles. Cohort:
Y.



570 -HAURIINT; DONALD R. and HAURIN; R. JEAN. "Youth Migration in Deindustrializing Regions of the U.S."
Presented: Cambridge, U.K.: Regional Science Aisociation Twenty-ninth European_Congress, 1989.

-Because youth are the most mobile cohort in the U.S., theories about the causes of migration are best tested upon
this subgroup. The focus of this researchis to analyze the causes of oat - migration and return migration of youth in a
region of-the O.S. that is in the process of decreasing employment in its manufacturing sector_ and increasing
-eitiployment in its service Serum (the region is popularly known as the "rust belt". There are three major topics in
the research. The first extends whits wcsk_of the authors vihme- the. aggregate amount of out and net youth
migration from a *industrializing region in the U.S. is measured. Migration in each year (1979-1987) in this region
is' compared to that in a Sithilarly, sized area where manufacturing employment increased. Age specific migration
Mies ire then-Compared" 10 uneinployment,levels in each region, testing the hypOthesis dial:aggregate youth- net
migration is a !appose to structural changes in the regional economy. The second topic uses micro data to analyze
the determinants of a youth's length of Stay in-a regiOn. The empirical model allows for censoring and for time-
varying explanatory -factors aid thus, corresponds to _the- temporal sequence of the locational decision- making
process of youth. Explanatory factors include a number of demographic descriptors, educational level; occupation;
and industry _Also, a potential" wage variable is Created for four regions. Youth are hypothesized to migrele in
response to either differences in the level of regional potential wages or changes in these differences. (Differences in
the level of mil* nominal wages may rifleit differences in such as clintate,, thus they would not
induce Migration. Changes in these differences are assumed to reflect structural changeSin the economy of the
regiont. This week will test for both-effects):. The third topic uses the same micro data set to analyze rernigration to
the- home- (deindastrializing)- region. Here, the authors attempt to identify the characteristics of youth that are
correlated with a successful out-migiatAon. The empirical Model again uses duration methods for analysis. Utilizing
data front the 1979-1987 NLSY, the aiithors test for the factors that affect the migration deciiion of youth and then
compare these results with their model of the remigration decision of previous out-migrants. The application is to a
deMdustrializing region of the U.S. and the results are contrasted with those fora region of sintilar spatial size which
exPerienced growth in manufacturing employment: Cohort: Y.

571 HAURIN, R. JEAN. "A Model of Educational Attainment from a Social Learning Peripective." Master's
Thesis, The Ohio State University, 1985.

This paper develops a model of the individual educational attainment process using social learning theory as the
framework. Hypotheses are developed concerning the influence of family background factors and significant others
on educational achievement, asPiratiOns; and educational attainment over a ten year period. Also considered are
intervening life-cycle events such as marriage, fertility and military service which generally have not simultaneously
been examined in previous research. Particular attention is devoted to sex differences in the educational attainment
process. The model is empirically tested on nationally representative cohorts of males and females using two -stage
least ktiarei. The results provide supper: for the influence of the education of same-sex parent, income and parental
encouragement-as predicted by the social learning theory framework. However; further testing on data sets with
greater detail on "significant other" relationships is advised. The :mulls argue against using composites of parental
characteristics. Mother's employment characteristics have little effect on the attainment process for either sex, while
marriage and fertility events represent significant limitations only for females. Recommendations for future research
include further development of attainment models for different race-gender groups. Particular attention should be
given to investigating the impact of parental encouragement among these subgroups as well as to what differencet in
the edutational attainment process obtain for youth from intact versus non-intact families. Cohort: B G.

572 HAUR1N,It. JEAN and MO1T, FRANK L. "Adoleseent Sexual Activity in the Family Context: The Impact
of Older Siblingt." Presented: Baltimore, MD: Annual Meeting of the Population Association of America, 1989.
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This paper uses, a subset of approximately 2,000 black and white sibling pairs identified from multiple-respondent
households in the NLSY to examine the influence of an older sibling'sage at first sexual intercourse upon the sexual
initiation of a youngersibling,- net of shared family background factors. Additional effects from-an _oldersibling:s
earlyregain-Cy Or-marriage arezelso investigated. Using a framework derived from social comparison theory,
hypalreses,relating to difference. s by gender- composition of the pair are tested using a two-stage failure-time model.
Resulti provide evidence of a direct, but modest size older sibling effect for white, but not black youth. Thiseffect
is approximately equal in magnitude for same-and opposite-sex siblings. Little support is offered for the greater
salience and association of sexual 'activity for brother-brother as compared to sister - sister pairs. Earlier than"
expected older sibling events such as marriage or pregnancy alter the impact of the older sibling's sexual activity on
the behavior of a younger sibling only feryounger males. Cohort Y.

573 HAURIN, R. JEAN and MOTT, FRANK L "Social Policy and Demographic Change:Trends in Survival for
U.S. Males in the Years Preceding Retirement, 1906-198V Columbus, OH: Center for Human ResourceResearch,
The Ohio State University, 1987.

Using data from the NLS of Older Men (196f=1921), this paper examines the extent to which survival respects for
men in the,years- immediately preceding the normallaitement -age have-been affected by the many changesin
medical-and health care:and in Social Security retirement and disability provisions during the period. Hypotheses
relating both- to generalized improvements in survival-probabilities and to _the narrowing of survival differentials
between population subgroups defined by socioeconomic, marital, health arui eMployniefit status are tested. Results
indicate that may of the-traditionally evidenced differentialt narrow or vanish over the period. Consistent= with
expectations, the greatest improvement in survival- s evidenced foilhe retired, particularly those with health
problems. The selective improvement in survival chances for this group is related to ongoing transitions in medical
and health care well at-retirement trends in general Cohort M.

574 HAVEMAK ROBERT H. and WOLFE, BARBARA' L. "The Decline in Male Labor For& Participation:
Comment." Journal of P olitical Economy 92,3 (1984): 532-541.

This article comments on Donald O. Parsons' "The Decline in Male Labor Force Participation" which concludes that
the recent decline in labor force participation can be largely explained by the increased generosity. of social welfare
transfers, particularly Social Smarity disability payments. The magnitude of Parsons' estimate and its impacton the
public debate, over disability transfer policy require careful scrutiny of its basis. Ttr3 authors deseribe Parsons'
econometric model and construction of variable; and test the robustness of Parsons' elasticity estimate by presenting
alternative estimates based on corrections and extensions of his basic model. They conclude that Parsons' simulation
says little about the causal relationshipt among these similar time- series-patterns. 'Because- of changes in the age.
composition of the labor force, abor market opportunities for older workers, the incidence of work-related
impairniefits, the leliel_of employment and earnings -of-spouses, the application of eligibility standards, and the
coverage of private tensions, none of which are reflected in Parsons' simulation, his conclusion is unwarranted..
Cohort: M.

575 HAWLEY, CLIFFORD B. and BIELBY, WILLIAM T. "Research Lbes of the National Longitudinal Survey
Data on Mature Women." In: Women's Changing Roles at Home and on the Job. Special Report No. 26, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1978.

This report on the research uses of data gathered on Mature Women from the NLS has several purposes. First, the
authors provide a comprehensive survey of the research that has utilized the panel data on the cohort of mature
Women. Second, comparisons are made of the research done on the content of the surveys in order to identify
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neglected research opportunities. Third, judgments are forinedivith respect to the direction of future research based
on this data set Cohort W.

576 HAYFS,.HLL RADER. "Men in Female- 'and Male-Concentrated Occupations: A Comparative Analysis."
Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University,1984.

The study sought to deterniine what, if any, differentiating characteristics exist between . men who -enter atypical.
occupations compared with men who-are employed in traditionally; male-Concentrated occupations. The objectives
were to examine whether the two .groups differed in regard' to selected, background characteristics, educational
Variables, current 'demographic variables; employment characteristics, job satisfaction/job attitudes, sex-role
attibides, and contribution to household work. Data from the NLS of Young Men were chosen for analysis. Female-
and male-concentrated Occupations- were defined and resulted in a- sample of 48 female-concentrated occupations
with 171 respondents and 63 male-concentrated occupations with 181 resporidents. Univariate methods of analysis
were used to compare and contrast the groups with respect to 70 variables. Discriminant analysis was used on a
selected group of 12- variables of the respondents' current charaeteristics. The results indicate that although there
were differenixs between these samples, the grogpt were more Ace than-different. However, some of the lack of
differences were -helpful in providing empirical evidence which, for this sample, dispels_ some of -the_ Myths of
anecdotal speculations and refutes some of the limited-sample findings of previous literature in the area. The males.
empbyed,infemale-concontrated occupations were not more likely:than the males employed in male,concentrated
occupations to have experienced "male-absence" or to have experienced "father loss."- Valuable outputs of the study
he in its review of the literature, discussion of reasons males would want tei,enter or would not want to enter female-
concentrated occupations, exploration, of the measurement problems in the area, and its isolation of-potentially
significant variables for further study., The study concludes that the most important issue on pursuing investigations
of occupational gender concentrations and-individuals who enter cross-sex typed occupations is the development of

-inethOdsto define and measure atypical or "nontraditional" occupations. Cohort B.

577 HAYWARD, MARK D. "The Effects of the Work Role on Early Retirement." Presented: the Meetings of the
American Sociological Association, 1984.

The influence of the occupational work role on the early retirement transition of older men is examined. Attention is
focused both on the independent effects of work characteristics and on the extent to which these characteristics
account for the effects of certain traditional determinants of early retirement Using data from the NLS 9101der
Men and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, a, model of early' retirement is specified in which two labor force
continuation -ratios reflecting dichotomous contratts_between early and late retirement are a function of major
dimensions of the occupational work role (cognitive skill, manipulative skill, social skill, and physical, and
environmental demands); other job attributes (union membership, wage compulsory retirement regulations, and job
temire); and certain traditional explanatory factors (health, pension coverage). The results indicate that aspects Of the
occupational work role are major determinants of early retirement. Moreover, the findings suggest that when the
nattire ofinxk is controlled, the influence of health increases while the effects of pension icoverage decline. Past
research- irqj have overestimated the- actual- pecuniary influence of pension benefits while underestimating the
influence of health limitations. Cohort: M.

578 HAYWARD;MARIC.p. "The Influence of Occupational Characteristics on Mc'': Early Retirement." Social
Forces 64,4 (June 1986): 1032-1045.

This paper exiunines the influence of occupational characteristics on the early retirement of men, using-data derived
from the 1973-1981 interview waves of the NLS of Older Men. The results indicate that there issome age-grading
of occupational "attractiveness" such that occupational characteristics gain or lose their direct salience for retirement
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depending on the age of incumbents. In addition, when the nature of work is controlled, the influence of pension
coverage declines, suggesting that past research may have overestimated the pecuniary influence of pension benefits.
Cohen: M.

579 -HAYWARD, MARK D.; GRADY, WILLIAM R.; HARDY, MELISSA A. "Oceupational Consequences for
Men's Early Retirement" Seattle, WA: Battelle Human Affairs Research Center, 1985.

This study examines the consequences the occupational work context for men's early retirement Theprbject
consists of three major -stages, The first stage focuses on the relationship between the nature of work in the
occupation and-the occupationally-based opportunity structure for older men's labor force participation; The intent
is to identify those features of the occupational context that help define older men's opportunity structure: In the
second stage of the project; the analysis focuses on the direct contributions of the occupational context to early
retirement relative to traditional retirement determinants. The results indicate that while occupational characteristics
are not the dominant force directly influencing early retirement, there is some age-grading of occupational effects
Such that both task and non-task. ocCupational-,Characteristics-:gain or lose their: direct salience for retirement

, depending on the age of incumbent& -Finally; in the third stage of the study, the analyses address whether the impact
of traditional retirement determinants is shaped by the nature of the Work. The analyses indicate that the occupation
serves to structure the influence of several key determinants of early retirementparticularly the effects of health
status and job tenure. In general, the results of this study substantiate the importance of considering the occupational-
context in analyses Of men's early retirement Cohort M.

580 HAYWARD, MARK D.; GRADY, WILLIAM R.; HARDY, MELISSA A.; 'SOMMERS, DAVID.
"Occupational Influences On Retiremerit,-Disability and Death." DerhOgraphy (Forthcoming)._

This research examines- the alternative mechanisms by which occupations influence the nature and timing of -older
men's labor force withdrawal: In particular,- the riuthors assess _the extent to which occupational -factors operate
directly and indirectly on exiting events anctivhother occupations augment or constrain traditional determinants of
labor force particiPation. Based- aka discrete-time hazards modeling approach, the reaults substantiate that the
occupational -task activities, substantive complexity and physical demands, are key elements of the work
environment that-are evaluated against the set of non-work alternatives. In the case of retirement, these aspects of
occupational attractiveness function as a dominant and direct force in retirement decision-making. With regard to
disability, the occupational attribute of substantive complexity operates as an indirect advantage :(through higher
wage rates). by reducing, the risk of a disability exit 'Indicators of career continuity also determine the rate of
retirement among older workers. Finally, results suggest that financial- characteristics %and health -problems are
central to the distribution of older workers across the alternative destination atatuseS of retirement, disability and
death. Cohort: M.

581 HAYWARD, MARK D.; GRADY, WILLIAM R.; HARDY, MELISSA A.; SOMMERS, DAVID.
"Retirement,- Disability and Death Among-Older Men in the U.S.: The Influence of Occupation:" Presented:
Chicago, IL, Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, 1987.

This research examines the alternative mechanisms by which occupations influence the nature and timing of older
men's labor force withdrawal. In particular, this research assesses t&; extent to which occupational factors operate
directly and indirectly on exiting events and whether occupations augment or constrain traditional determinants of
labor-fore participation. Based ones discrete-time hazards modeling approach, the results substantiate that the
occupational task activities, substantive complexity and physical demands, ;are key elements, of the work
environment that are evaluated against the set, of non-work alternatives. In the case of retirement, theaspects of
occupational attractiveness function' iS a dominant and direct force in the retirement decision-making calculus. With
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regard to disability, Mae factors operate directly by defining vocational OppOrtunities. Other occupational attributes
such as mandatory retirement regulations and measures of career continuity also are key and direct determinants of
'theretirement ision., Cohat: .M.

582, HAYWARD, MARK D. and GRADY, Nyt4i-IAM R. "The Worklife Patterr 7 of a Cohort of Older Men in the
.U.S., J906-183." Presented: Baltimore, MD, Population Association of America Meetings, 1989.

MUltiVariate increment-decrement working life tables are estimated for a cohort of older men in the United States for
the period 1900-1983 The apprcxich taken allows multiple processes to be simultaneously incorporated into a Single
model, resulting g in s more realistic portrayal of a cohort's labor force behavior.. In addition, because the life table
-Model is develOped from multivariate hazard -equations, we identify the net effects of sociodeinegraphic
characteristics on the potentially complex process by which the labor,force career is ended. In contrast to the
assumed homogeneity of previous working life table analyses, the present study shows marked differences in labor
force mobility,, and working the nonworking life expectancy ,according to occupation, class of worker, education,
race, and Marital status. -Policy and substantive implications of these patterns are briefly discussed.. Cohort: M.

583 HAYWARD, MARK D.; HARDY, MELISSA A.; GRADY, WILLIAM R. "Career Relinquishment Patterns
Among Older Men in the United States." Presented: New York, the -Meetings of the American Sociological

- ;Association, 1986.

This study investigates the ;influence of the occupational Context and other sociodemographic characteristics on
men's rates of retirement, disability, and death in the U.S. The intent is to identify career relinquishment processes
for major subgroups in the labor market to more firmly ground: -Current theory building atteinpts. Using a hazards
Model approach, the authors :estimate a_ dynamic . model of career relinquishment and identify the effects of
occupations and abciodemegraphic factors on the three-events marking the termination of the labor force career.,
Estimatet from-die haitirdi mOdoli.were used,to construct multi-decrement Working 'life tables. The results allow
quantificadon -Of, -for a cohort of older men, the inipli4dons of the occupational context and sociodemographic
factors in terms of the relative frequency of retirement, disability, and death, the pace of lauvr force withdrawal, and
the number of years workers of a given age can anticipate being in the labor force. To provide substantive direction
for future research, possible inechaniinis which may explain the observed subgroup differences -in withdrawal-
patterns are discussed. Cohort: M.

584 HAYWARD, MARK D. and HARDY, MELISSA A. "Early. Retirement Processes Among Older Men:
Occupational Differences." Research on Aging 7,4, (December 1985): 491-515.

This studtexarnines the influence of the occupational context on early retirement, focusing c_. the ways in which the
nature of work constrains early retirement processes.Using data from theNLS Older Men and the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, a model of early retirement is estimated within occupational job families where a job family is a
cluster of occupations grouped according to major task dimensions The findings indicate that the effects of certain
traditional determinants of early retirement vary substantially across occupations, demonstrating that the labor force
opportunities of older men are defined within an occupaticid context, and that' the impact of individual and job
characteristics relevant to the early retirement decision are shaped by the nature of work. Cohort: M.

585 HAYWARD, MARK D.; HARDY, MELISSA A.; GRADY, WILLIAM R. "Labor Force Withdrawal Patterns
Among a Cohort of Older Men in the United States." Social Science Quarterly (Forthcoming).
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This study identifies sociodanographic differences in men's rates of retirement, disability, and death and assesses
the influence of social contextual factors on the labor force withdraCval process -Using a hazard-model approach, a
dynamic model of labor force Withdrawal is developed.. Parameter estimates from the hazard models are then used
to construct multiple decrement working life tables. The results allow us to quantify for a cohort of older men the
implications of social contextual -factors -in -ter* of the relative frequency of retirement,Aisability; and death, the
pace Of labor force withdrawal, and- the number of years workers of a given age can anticipate being-in the labor
force. Cohort: M.

50 HEATH, JULIA and KLICER;-13.F. "An Econometric Analysis of the Determinants of Poverty Spells Following
DiVorce- (Forthcoming). COhort: W.

587 HECICMAN, JAMES J. ""The COmmOn Structure of Statistical Models of Truncation, Sample Selection and
Limited Dependent Variable i and a Simple Estimator for Such Models." Annals of Economic and Social
Measurement 5 (Fa111976):475-92:

2

This study analyzes the 0.4.1 that arises from Sample selection, truncation and limited dependent variableswithin the
familiar specification error framework of Griliches andliMil. The author discusses a simple estimator for censored
samplareestimateletnalolabor supply, wages and 'labor force participation: In aoentirical example, the
estimator yields estimates close to the maximum likelihood estimates. Cohort: W.

588 HECKMAIl, JAMES L "Effects of Child-Care Programs on Women's Effort." Journal of Political Economy
82 (March/April 1974):5136-5163.

The economics of 'tied _Work payments and methods, for estimating the effect of such payments on labor- supply are
discUssed. It is important todistinguish the conceptually easier Problem of modeling the response to tied offers from
the More demanding problem of providing reliable estimates of the appropriate behavioral functions It has been
shown that knowledge of consumer preferences is necessary to estimate program effects,' and methods have been
'suggested-for determining these preferences By directly estimating indifference curves, hours of work and work--
par4ipation, equations have been derived :torn a common set of parametetz- ne separation of preferences from
constraints allows us to estimate the labor-supply. parameters of individuals from data generated' by nonstandard
constraints, such as the broken-line budget constraints resulting from thtax system, where a tractable labor-supply
function does not exist. At the cost of estimating a savings function, we an embed the traditional one-period Model
of labor supply into a life-cycle model. Both the distribution of tastes for work and distribution of marketwage rates
for the population at large are- estimated The estimates- suggest that wage rates are strongly correlated with
preferences for work so that simple "reduced-form" labor-supply functions obtained by regressing him worked on
wage rates give biased estimates In forming ostiinates,n- statistical procedure is employed which avoids both this
bias and censoring bias.- Cohort W.

589 HECKMAN, JAMES J. "Sample SelectMn Bias as a Specification Error with an Application to the Estination
of Libor Supply Functions." In: Female Labor Supply:. Theory and Estimation, Princeton: Princeton University
Press,1980.

The author discusses the bias that results from using non-randomly selected data within, the specification error
frameworkof Griliches and Theil andpresents a method that enables economists to use simple regression techniques
to-estimate behavioral functions free of selection biai A model of female labor supply and wage rates is estimated
with this technique. The empirical results suggest that selection bias is an important problem in estimating labor,
supply functions but-is less important in estimating wage functions. Very high estimates of the elasticity of female
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labor supply at derived, but these are shown to be consistent with conventional estimates that ignore selection bias.
.Cohort:

590 HECKMAN, JAMES J. "Shadow Prices, Market Wages, and Labor Supply." Econometrica 42 (July
1974):679=94.

This paper develdps a model which generates the probability that a woman works, her, hours of work, her asking
wage, and her offered wage from a common set of parameters. TheSe parameters 'Bow for estimation of the value
of time for non-working women, and the wage rates they would face in the market. A method of estimating these
parameters is proposed and aPplied. Cohort W.

591 HECKMAN, JAMES J. and BORJAS", GEORGE J. "Does Unemployment tank Future Unemployment?
Definitions,Questions and Answers from a Continuous, Time Model of Heterogeneity and State Dependence."
Ecohontlea 47 (August 1980):247-283.

Thii paper presents statistical methods for tearing for the presence of true state dependence. Methods used are based
on extensions of exiSting-models for continuous-time discrete-state Markov processes. Forthit paper a new model
with forms of state dependence is developed. Four main types of structural dependence are examined:
Markov dependence, occurrence dependence, duration dependence, and lagged duration dependende. Cohort B.

592 HECItMAN, JAMES J. and.WILLIS, ROBERT J. "Reply to Mincer and Ofek." Journal of PoliticalEconomy
87 (February 1979):203-211.

The authors defend and qualify their earlier article, "A Beta-Logistic Model" [JPE, 85, 1 (February 1977): 27-58]
which had.been- questioned by Mincer and Ofek. Heckman and Willis estimate the lifetime probabilities of labor
force participation of married women, conditional not only upon marital status but also. upon variables like children,
income, and local labor market Conditions. They summarize corrections in their statistical model, and suggest. that
assumptions both in their own earlier work and in that Of Mincer and Ofek were incorrectly based. Cohort:- W.

593 HEINEAOGER. "Labor Market Inefficiencies and Relative Wages between Unionized and Non-unionized
Workers." Oberlin College, 1979.

This paper supports a theoretical explanation of unionization's effect on wageS with empirical data from Cie NLS of
Older Men age 47-67 in '1969. Higher levels of education are shoWn to decrease the benefits of unionization,
contrary to expectation. Hence it concluded that not only does a union-caused increase in efficiency promote wage
differentials, but the reduction of the wage-Product gap, due to unionization as well. Cohort: B M.

594 HEKELER, RICHAP.1; W. "The Labor Utilization of Married American Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of Chicago, 1983.

The rise in labor force participation of married women in the post-war period has been noted and factors suggested
for. its-existenc,e. Scant attention has been paid to the adequacy -of. employment among married women, however.
Hauser's 'r.,abor -Utilization Framework and data from the NLS's cohort of Mature Women have been employed to
detertnine the- extent of um: rmilization among married women in the American labor force,as well as the effect on
labor miliiation of childcare responsibilities and several factors 'identified in- past research as influential to labor
force entry decisions. Four types of inadequate 'utilization. are defined: underutilizition by unemployment,
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involuntary part-time employment, loW income, and a mismatch of education and the skills required of one's job.
Over half of the sample were adequately employed and their percentage increased to 73.4 in 1977. The low income
amounted for the:bulk of inadequacy with unemployment, low hours; and -misniatch ranked respectively. An
analysis of- bivariate. associations= indicated marked racial differences with nonwhites sharing the disadvantaged
position. Nevertheleas, high levels of adequate labor utilization were associated for bOth races with decreased family
responSibilities;- higher, levels of education; and higher status occupations. Labor utilization-was not-differentiated
by previons.work experience or attitudes towards women's employment. For nonwhites, having a highly educated
mother or one who helda white-collar position increased the proportion of-those adeqUately employed to -near
equivalency. with whites. Differences across :paternal influence categories were absent for whites. "Results from log-
linear analyset indicated that the presence of :young children in the household was .the most important factor
amounting for-the observed. variationt in labor, utilization. Occupation, race, and education ranked respectively.
This research illuminates the-Significant pool of lost productivity represented by married-Avomen and suggests the
importance-of developing schemes to ease the conflict of mother-and worker roles. .'Moreover,_ it= highlights the
severely handicapped- position of nonwhites in the labor force and suggests that those who are able to escape their
disadvantaged milieu by achieving higher levels of education will compete e-with- whites on equal footing. Cohort

595 HELER, EDWARD, "A Human Performance Model of Work Disability." _Presented: Baltimore, MD, Eastern
Economics Aisiiciation Annual Meeting, =1980.

This paper preseps and avaluaf.s a model of Work-related disability from the.perspective Of the interaction betWeen
occupational-perfizmance requirements-and performance. abilitiei of impaired workers. The Model .is tested with
-data from the 1966;1971, -1974, and 1981 waves of the NLS Older Men's cohort. The onset of an illness or injury
,producing a-change in, the.ocCupational performanCe abilities of mature aged men-as the result of the interaction
between- their functional impaimients and' the performance requirements of their job reduCes employment
participation by approximately 60,percent. Cohort: M.

596 HELER, EDWARD. "A Socioeconomic Model of Disability: The Interaction of Occupation and Health on
Disability." Ph.D. Dissertation, Syracuse University, 1985.

This research develops a model of employment behavior to explain the labor supply disability responses of impaired
persons from the multidimensional perspective of health condition-role.performance interaction. The model for this
behtvior draws from the economic psichological theoriei of role response, and is based on the human performance
;paradigm. Labor supply disability is theorized to occur when functional abilities for -job -task performance cannot
fulfill the functional requirements for performance. Proxies for occupation, health, and the occupation - health

interaction are entered into the conventional labor supply model of economics. The model is spetified using data
from the Older:Men cohort .of the NLS, and from the Dictionary of Occupational Tides, The quasi-experimental
multiple Time-Series Design is employed to isolate the occupation-health interaction' effeets, on a control
(nonimpaired) group and an experimental (impaired) group. The cross-sectional time-series equation is estimated by
generalized least Fivarps regression. The model is a valid predictor of labor supply behavior. Explanatory power is
increased over the conventional labor supply model by 5.7 to 10.1 percent, and Over the conventional health model
by 2.0 to 7.8 percent The occupationzhealth interaction effect which is observed reduces the labor- supply of
impaired men by an average 60 percent. The results also indicate that labor supply models which do not include
occupation and occupation-health interaction variables may be misspecified. (UMI ADG86-06146) Cohort: M.

597 HENREITA, JOHN C. "Race Differences in Middle Class Lifestyle: The Role of Home Ownership." SoCial
Science Research 8 (March 1979):63-78.
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Race differences in "middle class" lifestyle are examined by home ownership and net worth. The major findings-
are:, (1) whites at any earnings level are very likely to own homes by ages 50-64; however, only-at relatively 'high,
earning levels do blacks 'begin to approach, the home ownership rates of whites; (2) the net worth of blacks is
substantially lower than that of whites after adjusting for variables in a standard status attainment model; and (3)' Ate
race difference, as well as other "Variables effects; is much smaller for home owners than for renters. The reason for
this is probably forced saving through home ownership. Cohort: M.

598 HENRETTA, JOHN C. .and CAMPBELL, RICHARD T. "Net Worth as an Aspect of Status." American
Journal of Sociology 83 (March 1978):1204-23.

This article discusses the role of net worth as a component of status and estimatesa status attainment model for net
worth. The findings show that: (1) the effect of family background is transmitted via education; (2) the effect of
education is asymptotic rather than linear (3) single and divorced persons possess substantially feWerassets, net of
other characteristics, than married persons; and (4) net of all other variables, earnings haVe a considerable effect on
net worth. Coftortt M.

599 HEROLD, JOAN and WALDRON, INGRID. "Part-time Employthent and Women's Health." Journal of
Occupational Medicine (1985).

The relationships between part-time employment and self-reported health, are analyzed for a national probability
sample of middle-aged women. Overall, there was a tendency for full-iimeworkers to-have the best health, part-
tinteiworkers to haVe intermediate health, and women who -.were not in the labor force to,have the poorest health:
However, the pattern varied by race and maritestatus. For married black women, part-''me workers reported poorer
health thanfull-time workers. This appeared to be due in part to the lower socioeconomic status between part -time
and full -time workers. Additional hypotheses anti releyant evidence are presented in the paper. Cohort!' W.

600 HERTING, JERALD R. "The 'Effect of Differential Fertility on Group Occupational Mobility." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Washington, 1987.

This dissertation incorporates the effects of differential fertility by occupation on social mobility. The dissertation
addresses how this demographic factor may influence a sub-population's overall upward or downward movement in
the stratification system and how ignoring this factor may influence analyses based upon the father to son mobility
table. Using datt from the 1973 OccupatiOnal Change in a Generation and from the NLS of Older Men and Young
Men I examine the mobility experience of fathers and sons for three ccihorts of blacks and three cohorts of whites. I
employ three distinct techniqUes: a continuous mathematical representation of the mobility process, a technique that
adjusts for differential fertility in the margins of father-son crosstabulations, and a log-linear model which
incorporates a dimension that reflects differential supply of sons. Simulations using the mathematical mode.how
interesting effects of a ,population's initial average occupational status and status- distribution. Applied to U.S.
blacks, the model shows that for blaglcS as a whole differential fertility weakens the positive effect of recent changes
in social mobility for individual blacks. The technique to adjust for the marginals in an intergenerational mobility
table provides further support for the impact of differential fertility, on the social mobility of blacks. The log-linear
model, however, suggests only slight effects of the dimension representing differential fertility. [UMI ADG88-
02249] Cohort: B M.

601 HESS, MARK W. "From School to Work via Military Service: An Improved Transition." M.A., Nayal
Postgraduate School, 1980:
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Drawing on theimplicaticinsoftimian capital thedry, the screening hypothetis, and dual labor market theory, the
-NLS of Young Men age 1424,in 1966 was used to test the benefits of military-service at civilian job entry. Veterans
and non veterans of the same race were compared in each NLS' year-from 1966 to 1973-on 11 differerit'variables using
discriminant analysis.. PiVe variables Were selected -from the results of discriminate analyses and studied
longitudinally Over-the NLS years. Job entry occupation,and industrial sector was examined usingxcntingency
tables. Veterans received significant and systematic pay rate advantages over better educated nonveterans. Veteran
advantages were lest obvious during the recession and recovery peritid of 1970-1973. Military.tervice may impart
subtle labor-market benefits such as productivity, experience, and maturity. Recommendations are provided to assist
flit* veteran transitions during periods of economic instability. Cohort: B.

602 HIGGINS, R. J. "Specification of Veteran Status in Estimating Post-Service Civilian Earnings." Master's
Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 1984.

This thesis analyzes the earnings cf veterans and nonveterans by race over a fourteen year peric4 from 1966 to 1980,
using the NLS of Young Men aged14 to 24 in 1966. The primary finding is that,bonafide first term enlistees tend to
have different returns to their veteran status than veterans as a whole and multi -term veterans in particular, and that.
.these returns,,,On average, tefictO.be positive: This thesis also develops criteria for a single, term of enlistment by
length of service in a particular branch .of the armed forces. In support of these findings, a working definition of full
employment is also developed. The-estimates of earnings equations fir the fully employed subset of people are
compared to the entire sample of young iner4NTIS AD-A150-581-7,XAB] Cohort: 'B.

603 HILL, C. RUSSELL "Capacities, Opportunities and Educational Investments." Mimeo,` University of South
Carolina, ND.

The matter of dropping out becomes a social problem when the consequences of leaving, high school early begin to
impinge seriously on &het* or when -dropping out results froin incomplete informatione.g., On income,
employment or-other prOspectswhiCh was availabler,but not known to the student or when dropping out reflects
ineqUaliti of educational oppOrtunity. The external diseconomies from dropping out most frequently mentioned and
Measured are the- social-costs of the increased unemplo,ment of the dropout and the resulting lots if taxable earnings
or iiationatouqMt. Of course, there may be other social costs, some of which were mentioned in the introduction to.
thit paper.. But the extent of the relationship between dropping out and increased crime and drug usage, for example,
is not well known. -Nevertheless, by examining later-waves Of this cohort, it is possible to analyze the activities and
labor market achievement of the dropouts subsequent to their leaving high school. Cohort: B.

604 HILL, C. RUSSELL and WALLACE, RICHARD M. "Racial Discrimination and, the Collective Bargaining
Coverage of Male Youths." Working Paper in Human Resources, College of Business Administration, University of
South Carolina, 1978.

This paper' utilizes data from the 1969 wave of the NLS' of Young Men; the sample includes 1;472 individuals, of
whom 982 are white. Union members are shown to have a distinct wage advantage over comparable workers who
are not union members. Nonwhite youths were found to benefit less from union membership and, in fact, the results
suggest that unions discriniinate against nonwhites:. the racial differential in earnings is considerably greater among
union, members than among comparable nonmembers. COhort: B.

605 HILL, ELIZABETH M. and HILL, M. ANNE. "Resources and Reproductive Effort: The Positive Effect of
Doing Relatively Well." Presented: Baltimore, MD, Population Association of America, 1989.
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Assuming some congruence betweenecOlogical resources and the economic resources available:4ov ourselVes, the
:authors tested whether predietion of some measures of reproductive effort for a Contemporary, ,V.S. sample would be
\enhanced by- using several re-Source:- measures, along the lines of life history models. Feitilikand work history
information was analyzed for one cohort of young men in the large public data base, the NLSY. The probabilitiesof
marriage, having any children, and having a .r.aw child in the 1986 were estimated by the following predictors:- (1),
the previous year's actual earningif,--(2) earnings. relative to.that "expected" from' indicators like education, jab

-experiendo, parents' SES:- (3) the interaction between_ absolute an relative earnings. "Expected camings" was
estimated two ways to reflect (a) long-term and (b) shorkerm variance._ The results supported the importance of
"relative" income. Better earnings than expected generally had a positive effect on reproduCtive effoit. However, in
the short-term analysis, the positive effect of relative earnings decreased as absolute earningi ircitased. The effect
of absolute earnings-. varied. Thus, this study provides evidence for-the different effects of absolute versus relative
-income. In particular, these results suggest further economic research on the interaction between absolute and
relative resources. Cohort: Y.

606 !um, M. ANNE and O'NEILL, JUNE. "A Dynamic Model of Women's Work." Working Paper, Center for
the Study cf Business and Government, Baruch College, New York, NY, 1989.,

'This analysis uses data from the NLS of ,Young_ Women to examine changes in life-cycle work patterns across
cohorts of women -born between 1944 and, 1954. The authors examine intercohort changes in schooling, births,
marital' status, and ask how the timing and duration of spells in and out of the labor force have changed across
Cohorts. Multiple spell hazard rate modelLig "and,rich longitudinal data allowed the authors to distinguish among
secular, cohort, and duration effects on labor force behavior. Cohort: G.

607 HILL, M. ANNE and O'NEILL, JUNE. "The Incidence of Underclass Behaviors in the United States."
Presented: Baltimore, MD., Population Association of:America, 1989.

This study utilizes the NLSY and the 1980 Census Zip Code File to develop measures of the incidence of underclass
behaviors and to examine how this incidence varies by race, ethnicity, geographic area. and whether or not the
individual came from an underclass background. The underclass behaviors to be studied include low labor force
attachment, welfare dependence, out of-wedlock child-bearing, criminal involvement, and low educational
attainment. Cohort: Y.

608 HILLER, DANA V. "Determinants of Household and Childcare Task Sharing." vented: the Meetings of the
American Sociological Association, 1980.

Competing hypotheses explaining husband/wife division of family work are reviewed. It is argued that these should
be subsumed within two key explanations: relative power of spouses, and socialization. In addition, within the
socialization explanation, social clas&phenomena should be distinguished from sex-role ideology. Data from .the
NLS Mature Women -Cohort are used to compare the strength of these explanations in predicting degree of
household help and child-care help received by 1,288 wives in 1974. Thirteen independent variables as indexes of
relative;power and socialization are analyzed. While zero order correlations vid regression coefficients are not
dramatic in any instance, relative power, as !manned by wife's employment and wife's income, is shown to be the
dominant explanation for degree -of help_ received with household chores and 'cli40:1 care. Minority women also
receive more help than white women. Little support is indicated for socialization explanations. Cohort: W.

609 HILLS, Si. "Analysis of the Relationship Among Ability Measures, Education and Earnings." Master's
Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 1987.
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This thesis analyzes_ the interrelationship of measures of ability and education-on eaniings differentials by using a
standard 'human capital earnings fiuicdon. The data used are from the _1983 and 1984 panels of the National
-Longitudinal SUrVey of Youth aged 14 to 21 4_1979. The Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT) and coding speed

subtest of the Armed Service's Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) Form 8A) were examined and compared for
their relative utilities in- measuring : ability. The results shoWed, that both AFQT and coding speed performed as
measures of ability by refining the estimates returns to education. Their relative utilities varied according to an

Occupation-and level'oreducation.INTIS 415-A189,1746-XAB] Cohort: Y.

610 1-111.14, STEPHEN M. "Attitudes of American Male Workers Toward UnionCeitification." Columbus, OH:
Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1983.

Using data froth,- the . NLS of Young -Men, this study found striking 'differeices in attitudes toward certification.
among union and nonunion sectors inthe-U.S. worlcforce. In addition, strongly Persistent attitudevare observed
across industrieS and by race within the nonunion sector. Four job, characteristics (autonomy, security, -pay
adequacy, and the degree of danger associated with the work) were significantly related to positive attitudes toward
certification. Forces other than job characteristics or economic environment' most he behind the conversion to pro-,
certification attitudes Likely candidates are the relative power of individual actors in theindustrial relations system,
the legal provisions :Whkh .help to -establish ;power relationships, and the -character of management structure in
specific industries. Cohort: B.

611 .HILLS, ;STEPHEN M. "Attitudes of 'Union and Nonunion Mnle-Workers -toward Union Representation."
In al and Labor Relations Revitni, 38,2klanuary 1985): 179-194.

'Using as its data baie the National Longitudinal :Surveys cohort of Young Men, this study ;found that striking
differences in attitudes toward certification appear between union and nonunion sectors of the U.S: wo4c-force. In
addition, strongly persistent attitudes are observed across industries and by race within the nonunion sector. ;.Four
job chanieteristicss(autonomy, security, pay adequacy, and the degree of -danger associated , the Work)-- were

significantly related to ,positiVe- attitudes toward certification Forces other than job characteristics or economic
environment must lie behind the conversion to pro-certification attitudes Likely candidates are the relative power of
individual actors in the industrial relations system, the legal provisions' which help to establish power relationship:,
and ,the character of management structure in specific industries. Cohort: B.

612 HILLS, STEPHEN M. "Career Thresholi.:::, Volume 8: A -Longitudinal Study of Fifteen Years of Labor
Market Experience of Young Men." Final Report, Employment and TrainingtAdministration, U.S. Department of
Labor, 1985.

-Fifteen years of data collected from a nationally-representative sample of young Men who were age '14-24 when
first interviewedin1966 are analyzed in this volume. ',Chapter One examines involuntary disloeltion from jobs and
shows that Oat for -young workers. age 297-39 in 1981, finding new employment can be diffienii, Chapter Two
compares displacement patterns_ in the construction, automobile, and steel industries with :.tat in other industries;- it
finds seVt,ail: significant patterns including that highly skilled and highly unionized workeis were less mobile than
others. Chapter Three examines the labor market behavior of you. men ash is affected.bythepresence of other'
wage earners in the household, and finds that wife's employment cushions the effects of the niale's
Chapter tour focuses on geographic -Mobility and tirids-that-tyonng,Men and the,1 families respond directly to
economic signals when nutldng decisions about moving. Chapter Five discusses career trajectories, and Chanter Six
the experience of men of draft-eligible age during the Vietnam conflict Cohort: B.
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613- /WAS, STEPHEN M. "The Effects, of High, Unemployment in the Late 1970s On the Wages of Young Men.
and Women." Columbus, OIL Center for Human Resource Reseatth, The Ohio State University, 1985.

-Using data from the NLSY,- this Study examines whether the unemployment experienced by youngmen and women
from,19704980 had an impact on their earnings in 1984. Results indicate that early unemployment did not have a
significant negative- impact nn-long-nm- wage.rates 'for-any .grotip other than _minority-women. 'Even for female
minority yoUth, the analysis showed that early unemployment was positively linked with long-run earnings for these
who did not experience unemployment of long duration: -Only.when the duration of early unemployment-exceeded
24 weeks was ...arly-uneMployment linked with 'reductions in long-run earnings. The study concludes that youth
uneMplOyment has few significant effeets on 'Iong-nun earnings over. and above the loss in work experience-which
accompiiiks unemployment. Cohort Y.

614 HILLS, STEPHEN M. "Estimating the Relationships betWeen Unemployment CompeUsation and the Duration
of Unempkoymentt-ThThe Problem of EligibloNon-filers." Jourflal of IlsonanRisources,it (1982):460,70.

This paper teats the sensitivity of the relationship between unemployMent insuranceiind unemployment duration,
usir three.defibitiona -for the appropriate sample of 'spoodentsle estimate a duration of-Unemployment model.
The audiors neplicaterthemodel originally ntilized-by Ehrenberg and Oaxaca,'but perforrn the replication .011 data
derived froth the detailed-Work histories -available in the -1970. and 1971 -.NLS of 'Older ant-Young Men: Our
replication con** -Ehrenberg itutcaxaca's -earlier findings: that-a larger: replaceinent .ratio -associated with
significantly more UnethployMent for any one individual, all else constant. After the sample used-to estimate the
*del is. redefined, however, the :strong -relationship ?between- the wage replacement ratio...and _duration -of
MiemPloyment disappears. Cohort B M.

615 HILLS, STEPHEN M. "How Craftsmen Learn Their Skills: A Longitudinal Analysis." In: Job Training for
-Youth, . R. Taylor, IL Rosen,. & F. ,Pratziier,.eds., Columbus, OIL National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, 1982.

,Eyenliverafts]occapatiOns, a- substantial proportion__ 4'41:human& obtain their sldlla through inforhal methods.
Their skilled manual iraining:prograins is -7 ,0 much greater- than _among those-% to do-hot
become craftsmen, neverthelesS, more than 40 percent in crafts positionslid not report-such training: An additional
30 percent of the young men received training either through aPpreMicesfip or company training, i.e. tied directly to
the johk they held; relatively few obtained_trainitig independent of work experience. Cohort' B.

616 MILS, ST/LPfiEN M. "Longitudinal AnalySes of Training Processes in the-United. States." Pirented:
Urbana; RupertP..Eyans Symposium on Vocational Edacation,1982.

Longitudinal -data provide a clearer picture of the decentralized training 'systein in the U.S. Flews of youth can be
partitioned into -various, categories of:training and-work-experience immediately prior_ to_entering. the work force.
Orouns can be-identified which are absorbectqUite slowlyintovaid employment. Subsequent to entering the work
world,

' training -records are accurately compiled linOugh lOngitudinat PO yielding better' information on the
complexity oftrainingProcosses and the benefits associated with various combinations of training-methods.-Fmally,
longitudinal records olviork experience permit analysis of irregular working patterns and allow researchers to assess
the costs 'associated with temporary labOr force_ withdrawal: -Each- of ,tbeie uses o_ f longitudinal data has been
illtistrated through the studies -that aresuthmarized in this report. ;Cohort: B ,y:
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617 HILLS._ STEPThEN M. RA Longitudinal Analysis of Monetary Benefits to Training, for-Craftsmen?
ColumbuOH Center kir Human Resource Retearch, The No State University, 1982.

Skill acquititionfor jobs in the U.S. is somewhat haphaaaid and highly Voluntary. During 1980, about 25 percent of
high school seniors were enrolled in vocational educational curriculum An unknown number received training in

-unregistered programs riaf.n host of other special training programs financed by einplcyc,4. The military were also
involved in training. nk addition, -about 17 percent of youth were enrolled in federal government sponsored

-employment and training pregramt. Apprenticeship is a relatively small component of the total training received by
American youth, accounting for only 5 percent: It is only utilized for highly skilled positions. This study
demonstrates the interdependence among a variety of training methods. The estimates reflect the benefits to
-.Mild* methods of training. Cohort B.

61641ILLS, STEPHEN M. *Occupational Mobility and Structural Change in the U.S. Economy: A Re-iew." Final
Report, Organiianau for Economic Co-operation & Development -Directorate for Social Affairs, Manpower &
_Educationill4N, France, May 1,986.

A: review. of iiient data on U.S. oteupatienal mobility begin by, documenting the degree of occupational mobility
within- the -U.S. :economy- at different points in tune to -illustrate= how- hues -change- under different , economic
conditions. - Mobility rates in variant -manu 'facturing industries are also compared with service industries to
'determine if depressed markets are reflected in mobility rates by industrial secter; The primary focus for the review.
is onfactars which, if changed through policy intervention, would have an impact on rates of mebility. Education
and training variables are given strong emphasis since they are clearly amenable to change. Variables which are
-related to the broader,eccinnnic "opportunity structure" are also considered, even though they may be more ditflcult
for policy makers Walter. The *Indies on occupational mobility are revievie;3 separately for men and women since,
the research differs significantly in approach for each sex group Differences in occupational mobility'P?y race as
well as:the:topic of inforgeneranonal mobility are not reviewed. Cohort: 'BGMW Y.

619 HILLS, STEPHEN M. "Unemployment Insurance and the Duration of Unemployment:, A Noteon Ehrenberg
and Oaxaca." Columbus, OH: Center forIbmian Resourcet Research, The Ohio State University, 1979.

This study tests the sensitivity of the earlier results ofEhrenberg and Oaxaca. The findings indicate that for male job
changers; the amount Of previous wages replaced by Unemployment .Insurance has :little effect on duration of
-unemployment Local labor market conditions and personal considerations appear to be more important than U1'.
-Cohort-Li! M.

620 "HILL, StEpHEN M Miemployment Insurance, Job Search, and the Duration Of Unemployment" PhD.
-Dissertation, The Univers ity of Wisconsin, 1974.

Two hypotheses- arendvanced_ by_ the study: "(1) that a measure of-the amount -of unemployment insurance an
individual is eligible to receive and/or a measure of the potential duration for Which the same individula is eligible to
receive UI should be related positively to the actual duration of unemployment which he she experiences over any
given, period of time; and (2) that the same- two measures for unemployment insurance Should also be related
positively to the change in the stream of earnings_ in periods before and after a period of receipt of UL Cohort: It

621 HILLS, STEPHEN M.; BEdICERBEIAN E., BlLS, MARK J.; D'AMIC. 0, RONALD; et alia. "Career
Thresis4 ,Volume 7: Ten Years of Labor Market Experience for Young Men." Columbus, OH: Center for
gran itesource Research; The Ohio State University, 1980.
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.

Chapter 1 ondinet historical and demographic changes 'affecting the work lives of the 3,644 youngmen who were
age 1444-when- first interviewed in 1966 and who remained in the sample ten years later; The declining labor
Market Opportunities of these who graduated from college are discussedlu Chapter 2; these declines were largely
confined to undergraduates and opportunities varied considerably by degree Sid field of stddy. Chapter 3 describes
the *Tact of investment in _college quality for the young; men, focuainifoolater earnings and ,graduate school,
attends,* the quality of the institution does make a difference in the 1St& market position of young me:10db*.

*via the effect of peers. -Chapter 4 examines the intensity and sUbseqt-iiiiteffectivenesS of occupational training; the
'retina- to taming Compams',favorably.With other jai/eminent activities (Le;,,formal schooling and experience), and-
the magnitude of this return depends critically on_theinth-itsity of training acquired, company training is generally
mere rewarded than training acquired elsewhere. Chapter -5_ looks at labor market witices aftd' young Men = leave
Scheel and frds that whiles expesierred *cry little turmoil in the years immediately following their schooling, in
contrast to blacks, *hcr-experienced ,the:reverse. Chapter 6 discusses the nature and consequences of teenage
unemployment in the school-to-week transition period; a stibStant41.1 portion of both race groups held several jobs in
die immediate post-high school period. Such Mobility appears to have been a positive experience for blacksas well
as: *bit*. in seems of hardy_ wage rock black teens who changed-jobs infrequently during this transition period.
were among the lowest wage tuners- 8-10 years later. How the social organization of industries affects the labor
market success of young Men is-discussed in Chapter 7, which considers specifically the effects of-unionization,
capital iintensity, market power, -firm, Si.V, and profitability on , earnings 5anti-UneMployinent propensities.
linionizadon had strong positive effects on the earnings of young men. Chapter 8 examines whether changes in
altitudes **sad blacks by -whites and increailrig political Ovid for blacks unproved the relative labor market

..opPei*tiercif-yOung black men. The relative earnings oppartimities of these Men. did improve :Substantially
betwei:A' $66- and 1976, but, paradoxically, little, It any, improvement -appeared in their relative employment
oPpnitunities;Stilitmary, and conchisiorts are provided in ehapter 9. Cohort B.

622 HILLS, STEPHEN M4 BECKER, BRIAN E.; _ICIM,_c110ONGS00; D'AMICO; RONALD; et alia. "Market
befenies:, Eirly'Work Decisions of Today's MicIdle7aged -Men." Columbus, .Olt Center for Human Resource
Reisiiiih, The Ohio State UniverSity, 1983._

This *pat reviews the itiii4;5of protective- mechanisms Oi market defenses whichinsidated the young men cohort,
1906,1918, from the uncetudf.lieS of the labor market. Discussed are: (1) the nature and consequences of teenage
imentPloYinsat and the labor market choices of young males during the school to work transition Period; (2) the-
declinnig:labor inerket opportunities for college graduates; (3) investment in .5college quality and occupatiral.
training 010 its impact On eitraingS; and (4) chnilbef=iii the relative employment and earnings opPo:rtunities.ofyoung
black male:I/COI* a:

_623 -HILLS, STEPHEN M.; D'AM1C40 RONALD; SHAP*O, DAVID; LYNCH, LISA M.; 4 alia. The Changing
Labor Market:4 Longitudinal Studj, of Ykng Men. , LexingieMA:- Lexington Books, 1980.

In a revieiv ,of,the 19604981 ,data from he-Voting- M.Wasiihortslhis book discusses theconsequences of. job
dislocation on the careers of yotitg men, and focuses on diskernentlivithin the construction, automobile, ant steel
"industries. Also ,examined are-i-,e -household' Oats, of unemployment, the factors influencing career .mobility
.patterna,theslong-rtm:iffeeta of military service, and the extent of skill transfer between military and civilian
-ocCàhortB.

- :624 -HILLS; STEPHEN M. and LEIGH, DUANE B. "Employer-Sponsored Training, Union Status, and the Wage
0 _ Rates of Young Women." Presented: Vaneoltyer; B.C., Meetings of the Western Economic Association, 1987 .
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'Using data from the NLSY, this study tests to see if the difference in wage rates-for unionized and non-unionized
young women is, in part, due to additional training which women, may receive in unionized jobs. Result- show that
in the first few years-of their working lives, the company training that non-college bound women receive has little
impact on the wage rates they earn. chus- training does not play trole in explaining the sizeable union/non-union
difference in wages. In fact, few of* human capital variables have tee impact expected on young women's wage
rates Results for young women are contrasted with results for young men and questions are raised regarding the
early chiiiees that women can be expected to make in the labor market. Cohort Y.

625 HILLS, STEPHEN M. and REUBENS, B.G. "Youth Employment in'the United States." In: Youth at Work: A
Crass-National Survey, B.G. Reubens, ed., Totowa, NJ.: Allenheld Ostrom, 1983.

One Of six chapters Written by experts around the nation, this chapter on the U.S. seeks to establish the following:
evidence for a distinct youth labor market when compared with-the jobs held by adults, differences in the nature of
the- jobs held by youth when in school and immediately afterleaving school; relationships between the types of jobs
youth have early in their working careers and their later employment, and whether variation in the characteristics of
:youth jobs in turn affects the rate, incidence and duration of youth einployfirent. Cohort: B G.

626 HILLS,:STEPHEN'at,d0(1;_SANTOS,,RICHARD. "Utility of lob. Training Methods Among Young Men."
COlturibus, OHCemer for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1983:

The NLS Young Men's cohort respondents interviewed iii 1980 reinforced the findings from the mid-1960's that on-
the-job -training- is by -far the most common way of acquiring job -Skills. The earlier study- of all -labor force
-Pt..4icipantt age -2:',64 found that 37 percent of those with less than three yeart of college reported OJT as the most
kelpfarnethod of acquiring job skills. Race was an important faotorthroughotit- this study. Rates ofuse of training

ffered strongly hy race and were unaffected' by Moodtking,controls for level of -education and type of job held.
Cohort: -B:

627 HILLS, STEPHEN M.; SHAW, LOIS B.; SPROAT, ICEZIA. "Teenagers: What Are Their Choices About
Work?" In: A Review of YoutkEmployment Problems, PrOgrami & Policies, Youth Knowledge Development
Report 24-.X.S. Departnient of LabOr, 1980.

This paPer,presents a serieS of observations and -recommendations that 'Would improve teenagers' employability.
Family 'background is a strong but -indirect influence on a young person's success in the labor market. School
completion is a major -determinant of labor market success.- Increased Imoviledge of the labor market and career
alternatives is to.eded. VocatiOnal,irairting even after high school graduation is Useful. Temporary unemployment
Of youth is usually not detrimental to future ,surcesi Job shopping appears to be desirable. Public service or
subsidized jobs can provide, young people with experience and the opportunity t6'..e4plor,tho 'world, of ,work.
'teenage pregnancy is a serious barrier to young women's long-term career success. Transportation inadequacy is an
Mrpedimont to teenage employment. Discrimination accounts for ,a substantial part of the labor m2rket problems of
-ybthh. Cohort: -B G.

628 HILLS, STEPHEN,14. and THOMPSON, JOHN E. "Changing Family Composition and the Distribution of
Family Income in the US." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1983.

unlike findings from previous research based on the full age range a the population, data from the NLS'of,Young
Men revealed growing income inequality between 1076 and 1980 tor families ol the baby boom generation. -Part of
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the growth in inequality _occurred within married families, but the change was not a function of th0 rising labor force
participation of -viornen. For blacks- as well as whites, the inclusion of wives' -earnings in total family 'income.
decreased income inequality. Although we not know- what donttibuted to :itingincomailiequality among
-married-. couples, a strong factor in the LOW& of income inequality across all --household .units was the rising
'pn:iportion of foriale-headed households. Cohort: B.

-6'29- HIRSCH, WERNER Z. andRUFOLO, ANTHONY M. "Determinants of Mtinidpal Wages: Some Tests of
-theconipetitive,Wage Hypothesis." Riiiarch in Urban Economics 2 (1982):309.27.

Wage setting is a ComPlicated phenomenon since_Wages are only one aspect of an employee's compensation. In a
competitive labor market, wages should adjust for the skill requirements of a job and for the difficulty or hazards the
pOsitiOn, pretentS. Wages also should reflect fringe benefits, the efforts of individual workers, and so on If wage
differentials do arise for noncompelitiVe reasons, a competitive labor might offset many of the effects. To
evaluate effectively whether local governments do indeed pay tdo much," it is necessary to determine how. market
foreeiimpacton wage-setting behavior and worker selection., The hypothesis that local governments simply pay the
competitivaOr.prevailing; wage for each occupation is tested and rejected., However, wherl, "human capital"
considerations are used in a Separate test, it is not possible to reject the hypothesis that wages are determined the-
mune way in both the public and_priVate sectors although some evidence still suggests that the public sector departs
from the competitive model in rewarding vatic* --_"personal- cklia-cteristics." It is not possible- from the data to
determine whether cilies get certain "human capital" only because they happen to pay high wages for other reasons,
or whether they pay high wages to attract well-qualified indiuiduals Cohort: M.

630 -HLRSCHICOWfIZ, M. R.. '"Post S&iice Earnit* Growth Ratesof Military Veterans in the Era of the All-
Voltinte-er,Force? Mattees Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, 08S.

This thesis analyzes the effect of Military -training, -Veteran atatus,, and military experience on the post service
earnings growth rates of veterans The NLS of Young Men, years 1c71 to 1981, was used as the source of data.
Two similar earnings growth-rate rno- 'it were estimated the first used veteran status as an explanatory variable, and
the setOnd, equation- substituted ch4ges in Military -experience for "v4dran.statu& Veterans were found to,have
higher earnings growth rates, compared with their Lon Veteran' cohorts Results of the effects on earnings growth
rates from both increases in military experience and general lyPetof transferable military traiiCag were insignificant
and thus were inconClusiire. -Blacks suffered econontic disadvantages, as their earnings growth rates were less than
their non blackCohOrt& Analysis of a 'clisaggregated sample consisting only of L;lacici indicated that black veterans
no-longer ,receive significant; ecomknic advantages over black non veterans The earnings growth, differences
_between black ,veterans and black non veterans were not significant. [NTS -AD-A199-964-11-XA13] Cohort: 13:

631 HOFFERTH, SANDRA L and MOORE; KRISTIN A. The Consequences of Age At First Childbirth: Causal,
:Models.' Final Report, Natioral Institute of Child Health and Human Development; 1978.

The impatt Of a wonian's age at the bi;.% of her first child on I later_ poverty-wat assessed using two national
longitudinal 44 sets. Analyses- are based on annual interviews conducted between 1968 and 1972 with young
women aged 14 to 24 in 1968 Information on women 22 to-52,in' 1976, both wives and female ,heads,_ was
obtained- from tha`Panel.StUdy of IncoMeDYnarnict-(PSID) interviews, which were conducted between 068 and
076. Related analyse4 doetiment'a direct impact of early childbearing on schooling, marriage,,and-familY size,- and
an indirect:.impt on employment, earnings, and -Welfore recipianCy,,through its effect on education, marriage,and
fertilitY. Te explore these indirect effects, causal models were developed and estimated. Results indicate that The
'impact' of an early birth is complicated and differs among different population sub-groups Early childbearing *as
:-OSSOCilital.with greater poverty in both taniPles. Cohort:- G.
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632 HOFFERTH; SANDRA L.; MOORE, KRISTIN A.; CALDWELL, STEVEN B. "The COnseqbencealif Age at.
First Childbirth: Labor Force Participation and Earnings" Final Report, National Institute of Child Health and
HUEnan beyelopinent, 1978.

The impact of a woman's age at the birth of her first child on labor force participation and earnings was assessed
using two national Iongitudinal data sets. Information on women aged 22 to 52 in 1976, both wives and female
heads, was obtained from the-Panel-Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)irervievia, which were conducted between.
1968 and 1970. A first birth during the teen years does not directly affeCt,whethe,-,a woman is working years later,
her aertunulated WOrkeXperiente, or the occupational status, hours of work; hourly -Wages, and-annual earnings of
working women, when other :factors arc controlled. However, since early childWitring affects schooling - and
fertility, it has an indireetriinpact on labor force participation and earnings. For examPtO,,,tcanage childbearers have
larger families and consequently accumulate -less work experience anii\ eam less ,ot hour net of other factors.
Cohort: G.

633 -HOFFERTIOANDRA L. and MOORE, KRISTIN A. "Early Childbearing and Later Economic Well-Being."
American Sociological Review 44 pctobeei079j:184-88.

INit data from the NLS Of Young Women on aaubsample of those women who have borne a child by age 27,:we
.finti- strong direct:effects-Within a path-analytieframeWeek,:sach that later cbildbearers complete more education,.
have smaller families, and :work fewer hours at age 27. The relationship with education it recursive among. wurien-
having ,a-first'child by age 18, but simultaneous among later childbearers. Effects of age at first-birth on economic
well-Wing et -27- are indircet.: .Le Wet education is related to reduced earnings _among women and among-other
household : roeiiineis (us-a-tidy the husband). Since :resOurdes . must be divided among more family members, the
incidence of poverty is greater. For woman who are at -least 19 when they have-their-first birth, the timing of that

-birth is important, to later well-being primarily because of the smaller families and increased Work experience to
those who postpone their first birth into the twenties Havz, an early first birth Was found to be less detrimental to
the later economic well-being of black women than white women. Cohort: G.

634. :HOFFMAN; EMILY P. "ComParative Labor Supply of Black and White Women." Review of Bladic Political
EcOninny11.(Suninier 1982): 429-439.

This paper reports on determinants of annual hours employed and lab& force participation using'theNLS-of Mature
Women. ',Labor force, participation rates are considerably lower for -women With young children'. Labor supply-is
predicted for white and black women, married spouse present and widowed, divorced, and Separated; for 1969,1971,
and 1974. Black and white women are to have inelastkl.tabor supply; but with increasing elasticity from 1969
to 1974. White married women decrease their annual h.s of work in response to an increase in husband's earnings
to a greater extent than black married women. Cohort: W.

635 HOF:FMAN, EMILY spetermiaants of Youths' Educational and Occupational Goals: 'Sex amylace
Differences." gonomici oj'Eciatatien Review 0,1 (1987): 41-48.

This study explores whether there are ;different* tetween- black- and White,- and niale and female youth in their
-educational arid:occupational goals, and :whether' the* differences- changed between 19664968 and 1979. -Both
reduced 'form and-structural equations were estimated, using the NLS of Young Men, Young Women, and NLSY

sets Occupational prestige goal and edneational,g0a1 were found to be simultaneously related to each other.
Sex and race differences, in determinants of educational and occupational goals were found' to exist, and to have
.changed overtime, for both the 196&.1968 and the.1979 cohorts: Cohort : B G Y
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630IHOFFMAK,EMILYP. "Economic Progrest of BlackWomen." Economics Letters 6 (1980):191-195.

This study uses data for the NLS Young and Mature Women. While black women are much closer to earnings
parity with white women than is true for black relative to white men, such a comparison is misleading since it
-ignores maximization of utility including leisure) by households (not individuals) and sex discrirnination. Earnings
are closer to parity than we hourly wage rates because black women supply, more labor than white women. It is
utility Parity for households, not earnings parity for individuals; which gives a clear measure of well-being for blacks,
-relative to whites. Cohort G NY:

637 HOFFMAN, EMILY P. "Family Labor Supply,: Non-Market Work, and .Feirility." Presented: Denver,
-EconotnetrieSotiety, 1980.

This study inVestigates -determinants of labor' iepply. for husbands'. and wives,' at.d:hritus of non-Market *irk and
fertility for wives In addition, labor, supply, hours of non-market work, and fertility_ are predicted for widowed,
divorced, and separated women. The data are the NLS of Young Women for 1972 when the women were ages 18 to
28 and the NLS of Mature Women for1967,(ages 30 to 44). Lab:* shpply and fertility elasticities are shown to vary
by age,, marital status, and race for weir While labor supply elasticity- is :found- to differ by race for :husbands.
Cohort:. G W.

638 HOFFMAN, EMILY P. "Fertility and Female Employment." Quarterly Review of EconOinits and Business
.25,1-(SpIring1985):85,96.

This study investigates the relationthip between fertility and female employment for black and white wives, using
th=NLSof Mature Women. Fmding:kare that fertility is a negative significant determinant of employment, annual
hours employed is not a significant determinant Ofeitility, and labor force participation is a- negative significant
-determinant of pie-schoOl children (ages 0.to ,Black and white women differed' significantly in determinants Of
fertility and in determinants of labor force participation but not in determinants of annual hours employed. For black
wives, husband's inconia negatively affects fertility, while for white wives, husband's income has no effect on
fertility. Cohort: W..

639 HOFFMAN, EMILY P. "itacial Differences in Family Labor Supply." Presented: Boston, Eastern Economics
Association;1983.

This Study E....vates the family labor supply model: anneal labor supply for eachspouse isa function of one's own
and cnC!s,.spouse's earned and unearned indome. Labor supply is predicted for black and white wives and their
husbands tobit and OLS for the wives and OLS for the husbands. The labor supply model is fitted using data
for Si from the NLS of Mature Women. Wives reduced theitlanor supply in response to an increase in husband's
wage for white but not black wives Own earned income wit: it ore strongly positivel!i:freltied to labor supply- for
rand than for white husbands. Cohort:- W.

640 'HOFFMAN, EMILY P. "Supply Side Discrimination." Presented: Washington, D.C., Econometric Society,
1981:

This study explores whether black and white- male andletnale youth differ in-their,educatiOnsoal and planned
occupation. A simultaneous equations model is fitted using two stage, lean squares, in Which education. goal and
planned*CupatiOn.(rneasured by occupational prestige) at age 30, for males and 35 for females are the endogenous
varlahtzt. Youth evidently are better able-to V.- :their cduelitional goal than their occupation goal .Evidenee. Of
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supply side discrimination exists in that race affects desired occupation, while sex;:race, and sex and race interacted
affect desired ethication. Cohort: -B G.

641 HOFLER, RICHARD A. and .POLACHEk, SOLOMON W. "A New ApprOach for Measuring Wage
Ignoraticein the Labor Market." Journizl of Eamomics and Business- a7 (August 1985): 267-276.

A new econometric approaCh is presented for the evaluation of information content within labor markets. Ignorance
is defined as the difference between the wage (price) individuals earn (pay) with complete information and thewage
(price) they actually receive (pay) given their limited information stock", -A frontier production function approach is
employed to measure ignorance for various markets. Data were obtained from the NLS- of Older Men and -Was
limited to those subjects employed in 1971 and meeting other criteria, leaving a sample of 219 nien. The empirical
results are highly consistent with-the analytic results of starch theoiy. Specifically, labor market ignorance appears
to be greater among blacks than whites, greater in.rural than urban areas,- and greater among those with more risk
aversion, higher, opPortunity, costs of search, and-lower levels of education and-job experience: In addition, union

-membership is found to drastically reduce labor- market ignorance;!stiggesting a-neW interpretation of the role of
unions.'COhort: M._

642- HOGAN,'DENNIS,P.;RAO;;LING-X1N; PARISH, WILLIAM L. "Race, Kin Networks, and Assistance to,
Mother-headed :Pamilies." Working Paper No 1988-30,, Population -Issues Research Center, Institute for Policy.
Research 8cEialuation, Thi.. Pennsylvania State UniveMity,-1988

Using NLSY data on black and white.Amerioan mothers who are single or currently married in.1984,,the research
investigates relating to kin, networks, Childcare,, and financial to faindies. The analysis confirms that
black mothers have better access to kin and are more likely to coreside with-10-.than white mothers,, the childcare
they use more often is provided by kinfolk and is free, and they more often receive half or more of their income from
someone than their husband. Most of the differences in childcrie and economic support are attributable to the
greater proportion of blacks who are Single and to their better kin acteSS. There is no evidence that blacks are more
responsive than 'whites to the -needs: of single motherS. The persistent black advantage in , support -network,.
ii' ,olvenient is due to the greater likelihood that they coresideArith adult kin and use free childcare rather than to any
black advantage in financial _Support. But almost one third of single black mothers were not involved in support
networks, and the network support was insufficient to provide adequate childcare for many :mothers who were
involved. ,COhOrt:. y.

A_

-6431 HOGARTII; JEANNE MARTHA: "Retirement Behaviors of Low-Income and Nonlow-Income'Males:" Ph .p.
Dissertation ;,,,Tho Ohio State University, 1981.

Standardiabor *Mimics theory -and :Segmented labor market theory were used to develop regression models to
explain differences in age of retirement and in number of 'weeks worked after retirement between low-income and

,nonlow-income'nen. It was hypOthesiied,,that-aVailable financial resources, .ability to work, and adequacy of
financialiesources,were determinants of retirement and postretirement work: It Wan. further hypothesized that age of
retirement and number of weeks Worked after retirement would not differ between the two groups and that variables
:studied -would miChave differential, effects on retirement behaviors of the two groups Data drawn from the
k NLS Older Men cohort. Low-income men in this sample retired' at an earlier age than,nonlow-inconie men (61.2
versus ,61.7' years) . AvailableTutaOial,reiourcesabilitY to work-, and adequacy- of financial resources were
confirmed as determinants of retirentent. Available financial resources (wife's earnings and anticipated Social
Security benefits) and adequacy of financial *sources (marital status, change in marital status, and family size)

effects on age of retirement for low income and nonlow-income men: -Low -Meant, men in this sample
Worked a :greater. nuirther of weeks after.retireinent- than did nonlow-income men (814 versus 4.44 weeks).

:
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Available financial resources and ability to work were wnfumed as determinants of postretirement work;_ adequacy
of financial resources appeared not to affeet-tioizairement work. Available fthancial resources (wife's earnings,
Social Security and pension benefits) and ability to work (level of "education) had differential effects on the number

-of weeics.Worked after retirement for low-income and nonlow-income men. Co;tort: M.

644 K4INGSWORTH;DAVID K. and HARRIS, ROBERT R. "The Labor Force Participation of Handicapped
W,onial; An Empirical-Analysis." Joifrnal of kijilied Rehabilitation Counseling 11 (1980):100-03.

-Rehabilitation- is charged- with -the restoration,, of people ,Av -have , or stiffer handicappinw conditions which
sufficiently impair their ability to perform in the labor forci ,Aet or lead an independent life. Traditional
research efforts have been focused upon the overall effect of rehabilitation efforts. This study investigates the
impact of one's socioeconomic status as well as the person's locus of control and severity of the *.r limitations have
on their level of participation in the-labor-force. Correlational and chi-square (contingency) _ analyses are used to
describe and test the strength of any relation

645 :Hoausioswoirm, DAVID-K. and -PEASE, LA "The-Impact-of Public Assistance On the Rehabilitation
Process of Handicapped Women." Journal of,AppPf.d Reitabikadon Counseling 11 (1980):1Q-95.

Public assistance has been il'..scribed as a "free" lunch for the service recipient. .However, nothing- can be further
from the facts. Transfer doiliiis'operate as a'strong vocational disincentive, not by destroying the will ordesire to
Work, but more by adding to the environmental barriers of -seeking-, gainful employment. This current -study
investigates,* impact -of-eint:sfer income upon`the work behavior of handicapped wolnen. Correlational analysis,.
contingency .(chi-square) analysis and analysis of variance were used to -test the strength and direction of the
relationships between work behavior and;dliability, family size, educational attainment, and transfer income from
various sources. -CohOrti- W.

646 HOLTZ-EAKIN, DOUGLAS; NE-WEy, WHITNEY;. ROSEN, HARVEY S. "Estimating Vector
Autoregressioni with Panel pitta." Econometrics 56,6 (November 1988): 1371,1395.

TfuS- paper considervestimaticin and testing of<vector: aatgr_e,ssion coefficients in panel data, and applies the
t..chmques to analyze .thedynimic. relationships ,between wages and hours worked in two samples of American
males, the PSID and-NLS of Older Men. The model allows for nonstationarY individual effects, and is estimated by
applying instrumental Variables f. to the quasi-differenced autoregressive equations Particular attention is paid to
sPecifYing-lag lengths; _forming ,convenient test statistics, and testing for the presence of meastzement, error. The
empirical results suggest the absence of lagged hours in the wage forecasting 'equation. Our results also show that
lagged hours is important in the hours equation, -wliich is consistent with alternatives to the simple labor supply
-model that allow for costly hours adjustment or preferences that are not time separable. pikort: -M.

647 HoL*; HARRY 3: "Black Youtiploriemployment Duration and Job Search." Presented: Cambridge, MA,
Conference on Inner City Youth Unemployment, 083.

This study analyzes :lengthy durations of nonemployment spells that are, observed for young black males relative to
,those of 'young white males, and focuses particularly on reservation wages as determinants of thiration.. Self-
reported reservation wages are compared for-blacks and whites before and after controlling for various indicators of
'labor demand such as .received Wages, meeki, Worked; and the personal characteristics which determine them:- The
effects-of these reservation wages on duration of nonemployment spells and on subsequent wages_ are also analyzed.
-Finally, some evidence on the determinants of repo. ,ed reservation wages for blacks and whites is presented as well.
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The data used in the analysis 'are taken fror. :the NLSY and-the National Bureau of Economic Research Survey of
Inner-City:Black Youth. Reported reservation wages of, young blacks for the job which they are seeking, ai well as
the jobs themselves,, ate-fairly comparable to-those of young whites. But after controlling for labor market
characteristics of individuals such as reeeiVed-Wages and weeks worked, the reservation.wages of blacks appear to
be high. The jobs Whr-' are sought also *neat to be more unrealistic' for. blacks than for whites relative-to thou
which are ultimately et aimed. Reiervation wages for specific, low-wage jobs are generally, lower for blacks, than for
whites, and they appeared be more comparable only after controlling fOr weeks4orked. An overall picture emerges
in which young blacks seek and aspire to jobs and wages which are comparable to those of young whites, but less
realistic' for the blacks. Whites with higher reservation wages are more likely to actually obtain higher wages while
terii black counterparts are relatively more likely to gain longer spells of unemployment. Cohort: Y.

648" HOLZER, HARRY J. "Informal Job Search and Black Youth Unemployment." American Economic Review
.71,3 (June -1987): 4464 52.

Data from the 1981-and 1982 panels of the NLSY are used to test for racial differefiCes in-the use and effectiveness
of various job search methods. Also, the total obierved difference in emploYinent piobabilities is decomposed into
components attributed to each method of search, and further into differences in'use, job offers, and job acceptances,
'based on all methods. The results show-that the two informal inethods of search checking with friends and
relatives and direct application withdutirefesral -=-,acconnt for87%-9096 of the difference yeath e;inployiiient
,probabilitiesbetween blacks and whites.. In addition, virtually all of this reileeta-differences_in the ability:of these
Methods to produce job 'Offers, as .oppOsed 'to differences in used or -job acceptance rates. Thus, the
evidence Strongly' indicates that young blacks face Inore severe barriers, witen tising informal rather than:formal,
-search methods, possibly :because of the, greater role 'played by .personaLcontaces and subjective employers'
impressions in the former.' [AM/INFORM] Cohort: Y.

649 HOLZER, HARRY J. "Job Search by, Employed and Unemployed Youth."' Industrial and Labor Relations
Review 40,4 (July-1987): 601-611.

New. evidence is preSented,:_ort-- search choioes and outcomes for -empleyed and, unemployed young men. in
p;Oictilar,, the search choices .analyzed include the reported reservation wage, the number of search' methods used,,
mid the time spent per Method by each searcher. The employment outcomes considered are the likelihood of gaining
new employment -by- receiving and accepting job offers and the wages of offers received-and accepted. The.data
used come from the-NLSY. The results:indicate that young:unemployed:job Seekers-choie higher levels of. search
effort (as mersured by number of methods used and time pit method) and lower reservation wages (relative to
offered4ages): than did comparable-employed job seekers in '1981. These differences in search selections_ at least
partly, explain search outcomes betWeen 'the 2 groups _uneniployed searchers were more likely than employed
searchers to obtain new emPloyinent, and the wages they gained were. slightly lower. [ABI/INFORM] Cohort: Y.

650 HOLZER, HARRY J. "Reservation Wages and Their Labor Market Effects for Black and White Male Youth'
Journal of Human Resources 242 (Spring '1986):157 -177.

Self-reported mservaildr wages, the lowest wages- considered acceptable, for_unemployed ,young black and white
males'in one year were used in an empirical analysis to:explain wage and employment results, in the following year.
A- set of zquations were estimated utilizing data.froin'the-1979 and-1980' panels of the NLS,Y. In absolute terms,
young -blaCks desired-Wages comparable to*** of young ,white's. bUt received wages much lower- than those of
whites. RelatiVe to what blacks obtained in:the market, reservation Wages_were highet-for blikks,than" for- Whites;
The-relatively higher reservation wages of young:blacks affected their unemploymentdurations, while the wages-
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they received were influenced somewhat. For young blacks, rising relative reservation wages and their recent wage
and employment trends seemed to be related. Cohort: Y.

651 HOMER, C.J.; 1AMES,,S".; BERESFORD, S.A.; SIEGEL, E.; et Alia. "Maternal Work, Job Characteristics,
and Birthweight." Presented: TheMeetings of the Ambulatory Pediatrics Association, 1987.

The Mohan-investigated whether work during pregnancy and two characteristics of work,-physical, exertion -,and
occupational stress, defined as work with bOth high pSycholOgical demands and low job control-increase a wernies,
risk of delivering a preterm, low birthweight infant. 'Twenty -five , hundred pregnant women in the NLSY were
A-tidied. Delivery of npretertn, low birthWeight infantoheoutcome \Triable; was defined as both gestation less than
38 weeks and birthweight ,under 25001 puns. Work status, jet- title, and data concerning. other factors that might
affect the irucome of pregnancy were obtained. Classification of job experidnee was based on job title, using an
established catalogue of occupational characteristic's.. Analysis -was by multiple.Qgi.stic regression. Women who
worked during pregnancy were less-likely to deliver a.,PreterM,= low birthweight, infant than women who did not
work, even considering known socioeconomic and behavioral differences. Among women who worked, both high
physical exertion, and low demand/low _control work were associated with increased frequency of preterm, low
,birthweight when considered alime. When these job characteristics were _considered- together, and other factors
related tri_birth outcome taken into account, only physical- exertion remained associated with this outcome. These
findings support a policy of limiting Work-related effort-during pregnancy. Cohort: y.

652 HOMER, CHARLES; GORTMAKER, STEVEN; WISE, PAUL; EVANS, ALLISON. "Black-White;
Differences in Pregnancy OutcomeS and Infant Devekiiiment." (In-progresi-Research). Cohort: Y.

653 HORNEYi.MARY JEAN anctMCELFtOY, MARJORIE B. "A NaSh,Bargained Linear Expenditure System:
The Demand kw Leiitire and Goods." Report 8041, Center for-Mathematical Studies in Business and Ecoraalics,
University of Chicage,,1989.--,_

-consistent with the Nash bargaining model, this report presentatiopirical estimates of a linear-expenditure system.
A three commodity syitem is presented along with the different-tests that this expenditure system collapses to a
neoclassical one As a result, the authors found some evidence-that the model does,not colkipse to the neoclassical
one This research and other studies mentioned in this paper, mark only therteginning of evaluating empirical
Phyoff Ma bargaining approach; Cohort: W.,

654 HORTON-MANN, CAROL GAIL. "The Relative Wagei of Men and Women Over Business Cycles and Over
Time." Ph.D. DissertationiVashington State UniVersity,:1984.

The purpose of- theatudy is to empirically determine whether the wage gap between men-andmomen varies over
time or with the level of macroeconomic activity: Six theories of the wage gap are considered and it is demonstrated,
that each explanation implies different cyclical and time trends. The aorta utilized are from the NLS of Young -Men

1967-16, and Young WOmen, 19608. A system consisting of an offered wage equation and kreser4ation wage
equation is estimated separately in* men and women by weighted_two stage lead squares with a selectivity bias
cotTebaon and anUniocorielation correction. A heteroscedastie- robust varianceestimator is used to 'Obtain consistent,
standard -errors. Results Show, that the gap in offered -Wages,* greatest in the South, in rural areas, and among
unionized employees. Differences average _characteristics between. men and women, including occupation and
measures Of productivity, account for less than one-third of the gap in offered Wages. The remaining portion is due
primarily to a lower constant term for women than for men, indicating that the offered wage curve for female labor
is.stO the lefroUthe offered-Wage, curve for male labor. Returns to the 'productivity variables are higherAar women
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than men. An interesting finding is that the gap in reservation wages exceeds the gap in offered wages. Economic
activity does not affect the offered wages or reservation wages of women relative to men. The gap in both offered
wages and reservation wages narrowed over this time period. Of the six theories analyzed, these results best support
Beckix's theory of disCriniinatiod. Cohort: B G.

655 HOSEK, J. R: and PETERSON, C. E. "Enlistment Decisions of Young Men." Interim Report, Rand
Corporation, 1985.

This study analyzes factors in the enlistment decisions of two segments of -the recruiting market: , high -school

seniors, and nonstudent high school graduates. It draws on.ciata from the .1979 Departinent of,Defenie Survey, of,
personnel entering. military service and from the=1979 wave of the msy. The authors base their empirical analysis
on ti,/potheses derived-from the 'theories of investment in human capital and career choice, and on the theory of
recruiter behavior. They find that seniors and graduates differ substantially in-the empirical- determinants of,their
enlistinent decisions; education of their enlistment decisions; edheation expectations play a major role in enlistment
behavior, and a graduate's enlittmerdProbabilityit much less in areas with a fairly high proportion of seniors laid
recent graduates, whereas a senior's enlistment probability is unaffected. [NTIS'Ap-A1587069-5-NAB]: Ccikort; Y.

, 656- HOTCHKISS, LAWRENCE, "Noneconothic Effects of Vocational Education." Columbus,---OH: National
=Center for Research in Vocational Education; -_1987.

project examined the noneconomic effects of secondary vocational education on sixstypes of outcomes measured
while respondents were in high school' (basic skills, career expectations, significant others' career expectations for
the stiident, attitudes-such as, self-esteem andlocus of control, grades, and homework), and five types of post-high
school outcomes (postsecondary education, marriage and family, voting behaVidr, criminal behavior, and substance
use).- TwO major national data sets were used to study these Outcomes: the High School and Boyond (FISB) Survey
and the NLSY. "Three measures of curriculum were used:----Nocational profiles based on student transcripts; self-
reporting of academic, vocational,- od-general ciirritulttin; and a curriculum index of course -work, self-ropOrt track,
remedial courses. taken, and honors courses-taken; A large number of control, variables were included in the
analyses. -Results of the stiidy.:indidate_small negative effects of vocational curriculum on-basic-skills, educational
expectation,- occupational expectation, perceived ability to complete' college, grades, and hours per= week spent on
homework. Findings regarding most secondary schooling are mixed. VoCational curriculum in high school does not
appear to have strong effects on the other outcomes studied. Limited evidence showed that vocational education is
-associated with reduced use of marijuana and other drugs, as is academic curriculum. [NTIS ED 297132] Cohort:
Y.

'a

657 HUDIS,'PAULA M. "Ccimmitment to Work and Wages: -Earnings Differences of Black and WhiteVomen."
Sociology of Work and Occupations May 1977): 123-45.

-Findings iridicate.thittlitelower. econonnie status of black,women is caused by lower human capital accumulation
and less prestigious occupations.. Black women partially compensate to/touch deficiencies by achieving a higher rate
Of wage_ return on their human capital and occupational status they obtain. The results shoW that Work_experience
:doesinfluence differential wage returns to schooling for blacks and occupatiorial status for blacks and whites. In
addition, the analyses ,:provide support. for an occupational decision-making explanation which contributes to

_

observed differentials in wage returns to schoohng. Cohort: W.

658 HUDIS, 'PAULA M. and .ICALLEBERG, ARNE L. "Labor Market Structure and Sex Differences in
Occupational Careers." Presented: Chicago, AmericadSociologidal Association, -1977.
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Results suggest the utility of a career concept for understanding the variety of factors that affect the distribution of
socioeconomic rewards to individuals over their employment lifecycles. We have found evidence for the varying
impact oflabor market characteristics and family status, as"-well as personal resources, for men and,womennna
across stages of the lift:, cycle. Cohorc''B G M W.

659 HUDIS, PAULA M.; STATHAM, ANNE; .HAYWARD, MARK .D. "A Longitudinal-Model of Sex-Role
Attitudes,,Labor Forte Participation and Childbearing." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The
Ohio State University, 1981.

This study analyzes the over time interrelationshipsnmong sex role attitudes, women's labor force participation, and
fertility. Sex-role attitudes and employment have a positive effect on the work decision. However, prior sex-role
orientations have no significant subsequent influence on childbearing: Since there is a correlation between labor
force participation and fertility, an indirect relationship betiveen sex -role attitudes and fertility may be inferred. The
husband's perception concerning the work decision is a significant factor which influences childbearing. Cohort: G.

660' HUNT, JANET C. and ICAt, JAMES B. "Migration and Wage 'Growth: A Human Capital Approach:"
Southern Economic Journal 51,3 (January 1985): 697-710.

Using panel data, migration is analyzed as an investment inhuman capital: The study focuses on two,issues: (1) the
economic- motivation for migration and the reasons some movers receive high returns-relative to others; and (2) a
test of the human capital model explaining wage profiles of nonmosiersifirtt-time, and repeat migrants. The NLS of
YoUng Men 1966-1971- cross-section is employed to identify migrants and ,measure earnings' for a 4-year interval
after the location decision was-made. Two procedures are used to determine whether migration pays relative to
remaining in_ the current location. Findings support the-idea that-migration is properly treated as a human capital
investment. Job status, nfluences the monetary return to migration; distance moved is also positively correlated with
.migrant wages over the-entire time period of the panel. Thus, wages clearly, increase with the amount of expenditures
or physical relocation andjob search inforMation. Repeat movers-receive a 13% wage gain over nonmigrants and
onetime movers. Cohort: B.

661 HUNT, JANET C. and JUICER; B.F. "Collective Bargaining and Union Membership Effects on the Wages of
:Male Youths." Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1982.

The primary objective_of this paper is to demonstrate that the union- nonunion wage differential is a function of two
effects. The bargaining effect indicates the differential between the wage received by a. nonunion member of a
collective bargaining unit and the wage received by a comparably productive individual in the abSence ofcollective
bnigaining. The differential arises, in large:part, from the bargaining monopoly power,'ff organized labor. Th6.
Membership effect is the wage differential within a bargaining unit between union and noniinion' member's. Holding
other pioductivity-affectifig' factors constant, if this latter effett exists,. it may be attributed to a process of
socialization and =indirect economic benefits .which unionism. brings to the work place. An important benefit, to
union members is the receipt of relatively more specific tin-the-job training, a necessary inducement:to negate the
benefits of-free riding. A seniority scheme that encourages the payment of -wages below the employee's valued
contribution tnoutputduririg his early .work -life and greater during later years will benefit .workeri with relatively
long tenure. Such a remuneration scheme willIewatri,one who acquires specific training. The authors find.that
union members- have a:30 to:38;percent _wage advantage over comparable nonmembers of a collective- bargaining
unit. In addition, ,their analysis indicates that about 11 to 13 percent of this differential can be attributed to tne
membership (training) effect. In-addition, the results of the analysis Shed:light_ on the two arguments that union,,
nonunion wage differences result from quality -adjustment behavior on the part of the employer and the difier*e:.;_
are simply a compensation for a lower quality of work environment. Cohort: B,,
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662 HUNT, *NET C.;. KIR 4a, B.F.; -WILLIAMS; C. -GLYN. "-The---Effect, of Type of -Union_ on M_ ember-

-Nonmember Wage Differentials." journal of Labor Aesearch 8;1,(Winter-1987):-59-65.

Whin been shown'that the union-norintion wage differential pante *Composed into bargainitg and membership.
effects. A study was conducted to distils the membership effect and to examine the role of type of union as a factor
in wage deterinitatiort An empirical model was proposed and data obtained from:a sample of 1,065 workers
between the ages of 18 and 27 in the- 1971 cross- section of-the :Young Mea cohort of the National Longitudinal
Survey., Results tended to reaffirm the existence of a membeiship effect of unions that is separate from a bargaining
effeet It also was found- that the ability to confer a wage advantage to union members relative to nonmeMberi-
depended on the type of bargaining unit. The compensatory aspect O'higherwages for unstable work was dominant,
particularly-ationg craft Worked. The effect of local unemployment rate on-wage was ambiguois and generally
insignificant -Cohort B.

663 HUNT, ,SATIY NORTH. "Womet's Labor Force Participation and Family-Financial Resources." Ph.D.
DissertatiOni-Tiiias-Womeies University; 1982.

This study was designed to investigate the association behveen selected socioeconomic and labor force variables and
fa ily financial rose-tree variables. Objectives were to (1) categorize career patterns of a representative sample of
mature women in the U.S.; and (2) dater_ Mine effects of career patterns and selected socioeconomic characteristics of
women on-family. .financial resources. Data for this inVestigation were derived from the NLS. -Responses .from
3,942_Mature Women (ages 30-44), who participated -in the surveys from 1967 to 1977 were used. Chi-Square
analysis was performed to determine relationships betvieen the components of family-financial resources and-labor
force atachitent, rate, highest, grade completed, total family income; respondent's income, health, age, number of
dependents, marital status, and residence oldie mat ire- women. -Using the -.05 level of significance,- abor force
attaching* did not:hive a siglificant relationship with the financial resource Variables. :However, significant
relationships were -found between:-(1),net _worth and the variables of race, highest grade completed, total family
income; health, number of dependents, marital status, and residence; (2) dollar amount in Savings/checking accounts
and the variables of race, highest grade completed, total family income, respondent's income, health, age, number of
dependents, marital status, and residence; (3) dollar amount of U.S. Savings Bonds and residence; and (4) market
value of stocks; bonds, or mutual funds and total' family income. Multiple regression procedures revealed that race,
.total family income, age, number of dependetts; and residence-Were significant predietor variables for net worth,
using the .05 level of significance. The combination of vice, total fanny income, number of dependents, marital-
signs, and highest grade completed-acenutted for twenty -two percent of the variance in savings/ checking accounts.
Total family income, number of dependents; and residence accounted for six percent of the variance in U.S. SavingS
Bonds. Twelve. percent of the variance in stocks;-bonds, ornuitual _funds was explained by race, total family
income, age, aridnumber of depetdents. Labor force attachment was net found to contribute significantly-to the-
explanation of valance in the family financial resource variables. Cohort:. W.

,664 }WANG, KYUDAE. "A Structural Approach to Estimating Sex-Based Wage Discrimination: Causal and
Indicator Models." Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of/ Wisconsin - Madison, 1987.

This study compares a causal model, suggested bylumancapital theory Avith an indicator model, suggested by the
theory of *misdeal discrimination. The models are investigated by: (1) developing a framework for estimating wage
discrimination, (2)- estimating/comparing the structural -coefficients among productivity- proxies, piodiictivitY, and
wages, (3) employing two techniques obtain, productivity scores (ie., least squares and weighted least squares) in
tir indicator- model; and (4) comparing. estimates of wage discrimination across the models. In addition, reverse
.regression analyses are perforniedin oider to compare the indicator model with reverse regressionThe data for
_empirical analyses are taken from the Young Men and Women cohorts of the NIS. In NS study estimates of,-wage
discrimination- differ depending' on the assumption about the relationships between productivity proxies and



_productivity and. the method used to obtain productivity scores within the indiCator model. Reverse-- rekr4sion,
however, leads to the same estimates of wage discrimination as does direct regression when weights for productivity
scores are created either by direct regression etieffiCientt or the least-squares method. Iniplications of this work for
fiithre theoretical and empirical development are suggested._ [UMI ADO87-24315] Cohort '1! G.

665 ILAN, MBA C. "Differences in Locus of Control between Mature Black and WhiteWoinen: Iinplications for
-Social Stratification." Presented: the Meetings of the Southwestern SocioldgicaliAssociation, i979.

This study examines the; differencet locus of control; .as. measured by the kotterInterialtxternal g-E) kale,
between black and; hite gimlet who_ ere respondents inthe NLS of Mature Voinen in 1969. Externalloeus of
control is Manifested by individuals who believe that a reward or an eventis- the result of luck, chance, fate, or as
being under the control of powerful others. The reverse is true foran internally oriented individual . As suggettedby
previous investigators, the Roder was teed to measure a "general locus of control" and a"seMo of personal fate
control" Comparison of-means on die two I-E measures indicated that black women tended to be more externally
oriented -Abair the white women. However, in several, analyses, it was revealed that -this did not have 'as much
influericCtinlocus- of control orientation compared to tithicition,_-income,_ and. health. Subsequent analysis of
covariance confirmed this finding. It was also shown that age. had a significant effect on sense of Personal fate
control. The theoretical implicationt of the concept of locus of control for social stratification are discutsed. Internal
liens of control is associated with high position, while external locus_ of control is associated with low position in a
stratification syttein: Cohort' W.

666 IVERSON, THOMAS JOHN. "The him* Of Early WO& Experientece the High School Retention of Young
-Men." Ph.D.-Dissertation,"The University of Teitas at-Auitin, 1980.

This study examined- the relationthip between Work experience during the last- year of _school and high school
graduation. The policy framework was presented from the point of view of a professional within the delivery system
of the Department of labor's- emploYment and training programs. Analysis of the-administrative rules and
regidationi- for these prograMs indicated the assumption, by- program administrators, that work experience was-
necessary for _youth to remain in school: Some economists-and school- system officials:were seen as viewing the

-programs from a different perspective.' They argued that work experience draWs students from school into the full
time labor force and, theiefore, the prOgraMs hindered high school retention. This issue was examined by analyzing
the NLS of Young Men !sing an econometric Model. A single equation, with retention as the dependent variable
and vectors representing family backgretind, personal characteristics, and the labor market as independent variables,
was used to model this problem. As the dependent variable was diChotonitius, probit analysis wat chosen as the
appropriate technique to analyze 'the relationship-between work experience and retention. Variations in model
specification and sample size Were employed to examine certain me it variables and to gain further insight into
variables_ which were "borderline" in statistical significance. The results indicated -.a marginally significant
relationship between Week experience and retention which was c positive. Thus, these results support the
,Departinent of Labor's claim that work experience is a positi$ factor in enabling- youth to remain in school In
addition, these results should calm the fears of economists and school system officials that such programs mill draw
students out of school prematurely lead to a greater incidence of dropping out Cohort B.

667 JACKSON, PETER and_ MONTGOMERY, EDWARD. "Layoff, Discharge and Youth- Unemployment."
Pretented: Cambridge, MA, Conference on Inner City Black Youth Unemployment, -198i

Three different data sets (NI.SY: cps, and the NBER Survey) -Were used in this analysis of the unemployinent
experience of black youth* Blacks are found to be less likely than whites to quit or be temporarily laid off and inore-
hicely to be discharged of perm:trendy. laid off. The high rate of job loss for blacks appears to be the. result of low
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tenure.ortertimity and lack of employment in sectors and occupations which seem to have lowor_turnover, layoff,_
'and discharge lath. This: difference, in the ineidence of job loss was 'found to be a major factor in explaining the
difference between whites' and blacks'nriemployment rates. Cohort: Y.

668 JACOB, HERBERT. "NO Fault Divorce and the Post-Divorce Finances-of Wonien." presented: Washington,
D.C., The Meetings of the Law and Society-Association, The American Political Science Associgtion,1987.

This study examines Weitiman's: hypothesis that the passage of -no -fault laws has .worsened the post,divorce
finsuicial situation of woolen. Using data from-the Young Women's cohort (1968-1983), the analysis found:no
support;for that hypothesis. No relationship was .fotind betwoln net family assets or salary 'and wageincothe of
respondent (and husband, if Present) and loCation of divorce or year of divorce (a proxy for location). Cohort G.

60: JACOBS, JERRY "Industrial Sector and Career MObility Reconsidered." Ancr4tan'Sociological RevieW
48,3 (June-1983):415- 421..

The relationship between indriranal seder and career mobility is reexamined: It is argued that one must separate
stayers- and movers when studying career mobility. Data from the National Longitudinal Siirveys of Older Men and-
from the-March 1981 Current population Survey are employed. Two industrial sector models-are tested, and are
compered with *blue-A:Oar vs. White-collar dichotomy. Industrial sector is shown to have_only a modest impact on
career mobility and is no more important for blacks and women than= for white men. For all groups, collar-color

;Inhibits cater mobility significantlymort than does industrial sector._ Cohort; M.

670 JACOBS; JERRY A. Revolving Doori: Sex Segregation andWomen's Careers. Stanford, CA: Stanfont
University Press 11989.

Using large national-Sample-a of women studied over time to assess stability and change in the sex typing of career
-aspirations, college majors, and occupations, the author attempts to determine at .what point during the life cycle
women are tracked into women's jobs. His indicate remarkable rates of mobility between make- dominated,
sex - neutral and female- dominated fields on the part of individual women. !Ice's this mobility imply_ henxistence
of equal opportunity-- for woman ?` The evideneozsUggests the contrary,: because, while indiAdual- mobility is
common, change lithe structure of sex segregation is slow. The author first places sex segregation in a historical
and comparative context and- critically --assesses -theories of segregation. Hi 'then develops' a theory of sex
segregation that stresses the enduring operation of social control precestes- that constrain women's career
opportunities throughout the life cycle., Later chapters consider aspirations; education; and careers. The discussion
of women's careers includes a _review of the literature on harassment as well as case studies of sex segregation
within the legal 'and Medical profestiont. /A chapter on reconciling edopoinic_and'aosiologiCal perspectives-on
discrimination is followed by the conclusion which discusses coinparablewitrth and other possible remediet._

671 JACOBS, JERRY -A. "The Sex Typing of Aspirations and Occupations: Instability during the Cardert of
Young Wothen." 'Social Science Quarterly 68,1 (March 1987):-122-137.

This paper examines the extent to which- socialization. causes young worsen to pursue sex-typical careers. 'Three-
links are essential to the socializatiOn perspective: (1) the sex type of young women's oecupational aspirations must
be stable over time:. (2) the sex type of these aspirations mutt predict the sex typed occupations they pursue; and
(3) the am type of occupations women hold must be stableover time. Data from the NLS of Young-Women show
that-each Of these the links is weak: The conclusion highlights the role Of career contingencies in the reproduction
of the sex segregation of occupations. Cohort: -9.
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672 JACOBS, JEFtitY A. "The Set:Segiegadon Oecupatioris and the Career Patterns of-WO-Men." .Dissertation,
_ Harvard thiiiersity, ND.

This thesis examines the relationship between the sex-segregation of occupations arid the career patterns of women.
While most women are channeled into female-dominated occupations, a minority obtain employment infields where
men predominate. :BOth groups arc assumed to remain so employed throughout, their; labor force experience. It is
assumed.that the sex-segregation of occupations is Mirrored- in the careers of women. The hypothesis that women
who change occupations dining their tamed rarely change the sex-type of their occupations is not supported. The
characteristics of 'occupations and of individuals examined have only a weak effect on the process Of sex-type
mobility. The length of einploymeM.spells in each sex-type employment category is also examined using the
dembgiaphie tool of survival analysis. The median laigthof spells in all Categoriesii mute alart---only several years
in length. -Mover; to male-dominated occupations by women are facilitated by previous detachment from the labor
force. it- is :argued_ that 'human , capital; social-psychological and labor-market segmentation approaches to
Understanding the sex-Segregation of occupations all need to take into account the striking degree of career Mobility
which Messes sex-type boundaries. It is argued that career experiences are crucial in maintaining the sex-segregated
struetureof occripotiOns. Cohort: W.

673 JACOBSJERRY A. "The Sex-Segregation of Occupations as a Circulating System." Presented: the Meetings
ofthe American Sociological Assticiation, 1985.

i -Evidence deinonstniting a substantial degree of- career mobility -betWeeir male-dominated and female dominated
-occupations is presented, focusing on the mechanism by which the-sex-Segregated structure-of occupations is
-reproduced. Despite a high degree of segregation, the career-patterns of individuals indicate substantial circulation
between female-dominated, sex-neutral, and male-dominated occupations. Evidence on career patterns ,frointhe

.., -NLS of Mauro Women and *Current Population &tidy shows that for individuals changing detailed occupations,
.. -there, is only a slight positive relationship between the sex-type of initial occupation and that of occupation of

destination.. Particularly striking is the high rale of attrition of women in male-dominated occupations, asubstantial
proportion of whom move to feniale-dorninated jobs. Leg-linear models are tested that indicate the consistency of
this pattern for a variety of labor-market situations and for a range of demographic groups, The implications of these
findings for research on sex-segregation mid foci:alleles designed to reduce sex-segregation are discussed. Cohort:-
W.

614 *cops, JERRY A. and FURSTENBERG, FRANK F. "Changing Places: Conjugal Careers and Women's,
Marital Mobility." Social Forces 64,3 (March 1986): 714-732.

The relationship between the socioeciacinic status of successive hUsbands for two national samples-of women (the
Mature and Young Women cohorts) who married two or More times is investigated. Socioeconomic homogamy, as
indicated by the educational attainment and occupational status of spouses, is SirniIar-in first and second marriages
for both cohorts. On average, the socioeconomic standings of husbands in subsequent marriages are about equal to
those in previous marriages, when adjustments' are made II* the career' trajectories of the men involved.
Socioeconomic variables, timing, and the presence of children all influence the chances of finding an accomplished
second husband. The implications of these findings for the welfare of children of disrupted families and for future
trends in socioeconomic homogamy are diseased. Cohort -G W.

675 JIANAKOPLOS, NANCY AMMON. "Honsehold Wealth Accumulation during Periods of Inflation: Some
Evidence from Longitudinal Dais." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1983.
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This study focuses on the 'effect dmiticipsited Mid unanticipated, inflation-related anci-real capital gains and:loises,
on the accumulation of Wealth by individual households. The eic post-change in individual-household wealth,, or
-Saving, is hypothesized to be positively related to the quantity of unanticipated, inflation-related, real capitalgains
accruing honseholds. Similarly,indiVidual,bouseholdrsavingis predicted to vary _inversely with the quantity of _

-anticipated; inflation-related; -real: capital, gains which householda. experience. Measures of anticipatddand.
unanticipated; inflation-related; real capital gains are incorporated, into a life-cycle model of individual-household
saving behavior., An individual-household saving function is estimated empirically using panel data from the NLS
of Older Men., The parameters of the saving function, over the intervals 1966-1971 and 1971-1976, are estimated
separately and in a pooled 65811-13Cti01.1 and time-series model. The preponderance of the empirical estimates
siippart, the hypothesized relationships. The ,greater-than-predicted magnitudes of the coefficient estimates
associated with the unanticipated capital-gains.variable suggest that changes in wealth resulting from capitaUgains,
are tiotquickly-recogniZed and are not eirily.rechriMielled into consumption spending The greater-than-predicted_

accumulation out of capital-gains can be iatesprded as partially offsetting the less-than-predicted saving out
Of expected' earnings and net worth estimated_ in the regressions. The results indicate that households respond to
inflation-induced wealth changes by substituting saving from the appreciation of existing assets for the acquisition
of new assets. The measures Of real capital gains capture the influence of the composition, as well as ther Magnitude,
of individual-household wealth. Including -.measures ci real capital gains in 10W-cycle. inbdel, of individual
household wealth .accumulation improves the -erml iinatorYpoWer of the model. The significance of both- of the
capital _gains- variables emphasizes the iiimOrtinco of distinguishing between anticipated and unanticipated real
capital gains when mainlining the determinants of individual-household saving behavior. Cohort: M.

676 JOHNSON, SHIRLEYB. "The Impact of Women's Libeiation on Marriage; DiViNCC; and Fainily Life Style."
In: Sex, Discrimination and the Division of Labor, C.B. Lloyd, ed., NY: Columbia University Press, 1975.

The "Women's Liberation Effect" is defined as a change in the preference hardtops-of *Omen in the fade of more
_activities outside the household. This paper utilizes an economic analysis to study the effects of the attitudinal.
change in .women on , household production. functions, preference functions of spouses, and patterns of marriage,
divorce, and household formation. In a final section, some feminist proposals for further changes in Marriage and
the married household are critically evaluated, using the economic model of marriage as a framework of analysis.
The women's liberation effect appears to have fon' 'ffie economic returns to marriage, at least temporarily. The
present demographic -situation in the -United 'Statcdreharacterized by -a -decline in the income elasticity of the
marriage rate, a rise in the age at marriage, and a high rate of divorce, can be interpreted as . reflecting a
wdisaptilibriumw due to changing tastes as well as changing relative productivities of nien and women within the
context of the traditional marriage. In the long run, however, it is possible that changes in the preference functions
of both men and women as well as changes in household production functions will fundamentally alter the way in
What& costaild -tennis tram marriage are evaluated. Cohort: W.

677 JOHNSON, T. V. '''Description of 'Profile of American Youth' Data for Military Manpower and Personnel
Analysis." Master's Thesis, Naval Portgraduate School, 1983.

The succeis, of arty military-organization in:accomplishing its mission .depends bigely on the-quality of.the
personnel who omistitute the organization. The NLSY and the Profile- of American 'Youth (1980 nationwide
administration of the Armed'Services VoCatiorial Aptitude Battery) offer, a wealth of information on the behavior.
and characteristics of a nationally representative *Ole of young men and women This thesis has developed 'a data
tarp extract designed primarily for analysis seeking o obtain insights on the current and projected 'quality' of
military personnel Instructions for using the data base extract areproVided, along with a brief description of the
survey.and, the computer,program (SPSS) and a selected group of frequency diatsibutions from the extract. [NTIS,
AD-A141-257-6] Cohort: Y.

L.
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- 678 JOHNSON, WILLIAM CllitINGTON;, WILLIAM P.; CULOsTAN;,PAUL-R. "Income Security for the
Ind," atrial Relations 18' (Spring-1979):173-83.

theauthoirs analyze the deficiencies of social insurance programs fel-disabled- workers. .Four improVernenti are
:Suggested to increase their adequacy and efficiency: , (1) -adopt measures of (after-tax) earnings capacity as the
measure of adequacy, (2) conaidet the impact on households as well as on disabled individuals, (3) consider total
and not individual-benefits receivedly each household; and (4) identify gaps in the coverage provided by public
programs for the disabled. The authors also suggest. that consolidation-- of disability programs could increase
administrative efficiency. Findings show that potential ,savings from program consolidation can only be identified
by studies that consider the economic well-being of disabled households and the total benefits that are received from
all public prograins for *disabled. Cohort: M.

-670 JOHNSON, WILLIAM R. -lob Shopping Among Young Men." Final Report, -Employment and Training
Admininaticit,IJ.S.Pepaitinent of Labor, 1980.

the-danseiaiiil effects Of job mobility among young men are examined. The effect Of job mobility in the rust five
years of a worker's career to improve matches between workers and -job While mobility in the second five years
does not appear to be efficient since it reduces wages and increases wage dispersion: Early mobility can be
explained by unlucky first job matches and imperfect information about the labor market. Later Mobility is reduced
only by formal education. 'Race and family background do not affect job mobility when Other faCtors are accounted
for. Hence, the conclusion that some identifiable racial or secialsgroups have "pathological" rates of job mobility
noes not Seem to be vaunted. -Cohort: 'B.

680 JONES, ELTZABETH. "Racial Comparisons of Female Labor Market Entry Models." M.A. Thesis, Baylor
University, 1979.-

Attempts to discover the main_ determinants of Variation in education, ric.iime, and occupational prestige_for. black
and white femalet. entering the job market reveal that in both, the black and whitethodels, years of education
completed was the prime predictor of income and Oceupational-piestige.. The most pronounced difference between
the models lies in the importance of structural and social-psychological variables for the black model as compared to
the white niodel. _Labor market discrimination appears to exist fon:I-cc:mad:0i prestige but not for incoine. Cohort:-
G.

681" -JONES, ETHEL B. Dere/Winn-is' of Female,Reentrant- Unemployment. Kalamazoo, MI: The W.E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, 1983.

This work questions the typical- assumption -that a- woman's reentrance into the labor 'force is automatically
*accompanied by a -tell of unemployment. The protibility of reentrance and unemployment jointly happening, is
estimated ind Personal and labor market characteristics that lead to unemployment upon reentry are identified. The
probability of unemployment upon reentry is estimated to be one-third: The reentrants more likely . to experience
unemployment arc women, of less education and-less-Work experience,_ migrants, persons -without young children,

'blacks, and those not identified with a particular type of work activity as indicated by occupational certification.
The findings-suggest betirthat simple policy preteriptions are not feasible and that continuation, of the rise in labor
-'force participation of women may not increase female unemployment rates. Cohort: W.

682. JONES, ETHEL B. "Union/Nonunion Differentials: Membership or Coverage?" Jcnunal 'of Human
-Resources 17 (Spring 1982):276-285.
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Data from the original: four. NLS cohOrts are used to estimate-- the differences- in the union wage effect when
"unionism" is designated by membership compared with collective --bargaining, Covetage. Contrary to a . priori
expectations, designation by membership results in the larger estimate. Theauthor discusses why nonmembers who
are covered by ii.collectivebargainint contract appear to obtain .11 smaller wage advantage than union members,
pointing otit that-the appe.mande 011ower benetita may; in part; stem from response error. 'Cohort B G_M

683 JONES-, _ETHEL B. and-LONG; JAMES ,E "Human 'Capital and Labor Marlcet EMployinent Additional
Evidence fOr Women." Journal of #UMan Resources 14 (Spring 1979):270-79.

this paper examines the effect of using potential eicpetience-as--41)p:icy for actual labor market, experience.
Researchers often are forced to use "potential due to the lack of data covering individual work hiatories:,
The results show that Using models with potential experience may be guides for policy decisions, because they
underestimate the effect of past-work experience on female employment rateS. The paper-also demonstrates that
.differencesin human capitalvariables Explain part of the difference in the employment ratios of blacksand whites.
Differences in the ability of the various models to explain the black-white employment rate gap suggest that further
research is needed to tnderstand the employment differences** groups of people. Cohort G W.

684 JONES; ETHEL B._ and LONG; -JAMES E. ''Part-Week Work and Human Capital -Investment by Married
Women." Journal of Human Resources 14 (Fa111970):563-78.

This paper uses NLS data to exantinethe relationship between port-week work and the wages and postschool human:
capital investment of married Women. The empirical evidence presented is consistent with-the hypothesis that part-
week workers and their employers will have relatively lower iincentive to invest in on-the-job training _sincepan-
week _work Means-fewer hours in the labor market than full-week employment. The effect of part-Week work.hy
women on the male-feinale wage differential is ambiguous because the labor force participation of Married women is

_discontinuous over the life cycle. Cohort W.

685 JONES, EtHEL B. and LONG, JAMES -E. "Part,Week Work and Women's Unemployment." Review of
Economies and Statistics 63-(FebruitrY1981):70-76.

This report investigates differences in the spells and duration of unemployment between part-week and full-week
Werkera.. Once employee and labor, market characteristics are introduced into the model, probability and duration of
unemployment are found net to differ betweenthe groups. Cohort G W.

686 JONES, ETHEL-B. and LONG, JAMES E. "Women and Part-Week Work."' Final Report, Employment and-
Training Administration, U.S:Departnient of Labor, 1978.

This two-part report examines four-aspects Of the part-week job association of married women; (1),-die proportion,
experiencing pan-week employment; (2) characteristics increasing the probability of part-week _work; (3) the wage
effect from part-week in the work-life history, and (4) and the impact upon her unemployment experience. The data
base-- is the NLS Of Yoinig Women (1968-73) and of Mature-Women (1967,72)._ Over a six-year, pe.riod,,thiee of
every, five wonam who _Wetted held apart-week:job. The work historyuseally -showed both part-week and full,
week. The test of a household decision-Making model found young;children, more -Children, a higher-income
husband; a lower potential market wage, and poor health among significant &eters increasing the probability of part-
Week employment. . Intervals of Part-Week employment increased the current wage teas than full-week. At particular
periods of p&cntial work-life, no work experience° was 'less_ depreciating ofluture earnings than part-week

I.
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employment. Compared with full-week, unetriploytnent incidence wat,..less frequent, and no consistent.cfifferences
were observed With respect to duration or the multiplicity of spells of unemployment. Cohort: _O W:

687 JOVANOVIC,SBOYAN and MOFFITL=ROBERT. "An-Estimate-of a Sectoral MOdel of Labor Mobility."
timer, Cv. Starr Center of Applied Economics, New York University,1988.

.

This paper develops a model of sectoral labor mobility and tests* main implications. The model nests two distinct
hypotheses on the origin of --mobility:. -(a), sectoral: shocks, and (b) worker-employer miSmatch. The relative
importance Of each hypothesis is estimated; it was found that the bulk of labor mobility is caused by mismatch rather

-thanby sectoral shift:Cohort: B.

0
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688 JUD, O. DONALD. "Racial Discrimination and Occupational Choice: Estimates Based on a Sample of Young
Men." Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S.'Department of Labor, 1979.

J.

The study: employs datalrom die_NLS of 'Younger Men for and 1915 to examint.- the economic and , social
factots-that account for black-white earnings differentials and to detolinine how the effect of these socio-economic
=factors :differ depending on the individual's chosen career path and parental background: Single equation earnings
Models that allow variable interactions between race, occupation, and socio-economic background are estimated, and
racial, occupational; and social class differentials in the determinants of earnings are examined crossFsectionally'and
through time Because the study employs &longitudinal sample of ,younger men, black-white .differentials in the
returns to training, and experience (both -general and, firm-Specific) are measured direCtly, and possible racial
differences in the level of OJT are eliplicitlyqUali6fied. 'COhort:513.

689 JUD,G., pOisTALD -and WALKER,1AhlES L. "Clasi and Race Discrimination: Estinimes,Based upon a
Sample of-Young Men." -Social Science Quarterly 57,41March.19771:731,749:

Recent data and' research indicate that,* traditional patterns of racial inequality of opportunity have changed. The
educational gap between the races has -narrowed and employment.discrimination appears to have significantly
declined. However, the gait* have-not been equally distributed among the black population. This suggests that
while employment discrimination against highly educated 'black males may have virtually disappeared; large
numbers of lesser educated black, niale& still suffer Nun significant racial- discrimination. Results point, to the
Continuing existence of substantial racial discrimination. And, although racial discrimination appears-stronger-for
blacks-of lower soCioecOnomic-,backgrodnd, pervasive discrimination by class- as described by some radical
economists cannot be documented. Cohort _ B.

690 IUSENIOS, CAROL L. "the Influence of Work Experience, Skill Requirement, and Occupational Segregation
on Women's Earnings." Journal of Economics and Business 29 (1976-77):107-15.

Two possible causes foilwomen's lower-wages relative to those of men' are diamined: that women have less work
experience and that they are eitiloyed-mainly in stereotypically female occuPations. The results indicate that both
-work experience and> occupadonal, segregation are critical determinants of moinen's, wage position. Women earn
significantly leis in low-skill typically female 'occupations as compared to low-skill typically. male occupations.
However, women typically female occupations do not earn less than their counterparts in typically male'

_Ocuplitions. COhfut W.
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691 JUSENIUS; CAROL L. "Occupational Change: The Movement of-Women Between Stereotypically Male and
Female Jobs." Coliimbus, OH: Ceti* for !Inman Retturce Research, The Ohio State University, 1975.,

Thearticie reports on changes in the distribution of Women in traditionally male.and and _traditionally. feniale-jobs
between 1967 and 197i. 'The data &movements between typicid-arici atypical &Cu-Orions indicate that- although
white women are moving into atereotypically male jobs, black women are not. Black women who move from

-atypical to typical, jobs appear to earn-only 80 percent of the rate of white women. Atypical_ jobs appear to be less
satisfying than typical, but more lucrative, for warien of all races. C ehort:- W.

692,'JUSENIUS, cAx4.. L. and SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Barriers to Entry and Re-Entry into the Labor Force."
Presented: 'Workshop, on Research -Needed to Improve the Einploymencand Employabi!ity of Women, U.S.
.Department of Labor, 1974.

This paper focuses on barriers thatwomen face when they consider entrance or re-entrance into he labor force. Part
I discusses, in general terms, the problem and the existing literatun, on the subject points out those topics which
require additional research. Part 11 focuses on waned the methodological and empirical problems inherent in such
analysis s they bear on future research needs. Cohort: G W:

693 JUST, DAVID ALLEN'. "The Relationship benimen Feinale Delinquent Behavior and' Work Values,
Occupational Aspirations, and Labor Market -Experience" Doctoral. Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State
University, 1984T.

The purpose of this study was to detenninetherelationahip between female delinquent beha0or and work values,
occupational aspirations, and labor-,market eXPerience. Data was derived from the 1980 NLSY. Analyses were
conducted, on approximately 4,000 youth and three criterion Variables were used -.work values, occupational
aspirations, acid labor force statui. The variates examined were delinquency, gender, ethnic origin, age, suspension
from school, Current residence (rural/urban), and residence in a SMSA. Three methods of analysis were applied to
the data: logistic regression (to analyze work values, employment status, and expected ability to achieve aspirations
at age 35); least squares regression (to determine the relationship' between the variates and the criterion variable,
"occupational aspirations"); and cross-tabulation (to illustrate the relationship -between the delinquency index and
employment status). The findings were of two types: variates that showed a diatinctrelationship with the criterion
variables; and those which were significant because they did not show any relationshipto the criterion variables. Of
the former, the variate, "suspension from hool," had a markedly negative Influence for both males and females: for

5 example, females suspended from school may be more likely to have lower employment rates and lower
expectations, than those not suspended. On the other .hand, delinquency seemed to affect the variables in quite a
different Manner:, work values and aspirations' were not adversely affected' by delinquency, and in the case- of
employment rates, as the number of delinquent acts increasedso did the employment rates The remaining variates,
such as age and current residence, were also assessed in relationship to the three criterion, variables:'here again, some
mutual exclusivity was noted. For instance, current residence seemed to have no direct on either work Values or
occupational aspirations Recommendations were offered concerning the reduction ofpresent inequities, integration
of the school system with the juvenile justice system, and the initiation of further research and pilot programs within
the vocational education system. Cohort: Y.

694 KABIR, MD. HUMAYUN. "Socio-Economic Determinants of Mobility of Middle Aged Men in the United
States." Ph.D. Dissertation, Brown University, 1981.
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This study- sought detailed information on the possible determinants-of geographic mobility of middle aged inert:
Mobility dependedsin background, socio- economic status, life cycle stagejabor force, status, and health conditions.
Cohort: M.

695 KAHN, JOAN R.; ICALSBEEK, WILLIAM D.; HOFFERTH, SANDRA L. "National Estimates of Teenage
Sexual Activity: Evaluating the C.omparability of Three National Surveys." Demography 25,2 (May 1988): 189-
204.

In this article, the reliability with which teenage sexual acti rity was reported in three recent national surveys is
examined. Unlike' other study-effects-analyses otobjeetive demographic. phenomena such as births and marriages,
the study, focuses on a more sensitive question age at first intercourse as,reported in-three very different surveys.
Specifically, we compare reports for the 19594963 cohort' in the 1979 KatitnerZelac Study of Young Women, the
1982 National Sirvey of Family Growth, and the 1983 wave of the NLSY. For theagea when the majority of teens
become sexually active (16-19), the three:surveys provide .Comparable estimates' f early sexual activity. For the
younger teen ages, lowevek there is some disagreement among the estimates. Nevertheless,. all three studies
produce consistent estimates of the determinants of sexual activity throughout the teen years. Cohort Y.

696 KAHN, LAWRENCE M. "Union Strength and Wage Inflation." Industrial Relations 18 (Spring 1979):144-
55.

The hypothesis that" he effect of union strength on wage inflation differs according to overall economic conditions is
tested' tiring ordinary least Squares regression analysis of data-for a period of relatively high employment (1968-
1969)-and for a pair:id of recession (1970-71). In general, the results indicate that union strength his a rather small,
but positive, impact on _wage Infladon for union niemberi -during periods of economic' expansion and a similar
Moderate and Positive effect on wages for non-union and union workers during recessionary periods. Cohort: B.

697 ICAHN, LAWRENCE M. "Wage Growth and Endogenous Experience." Industrial Relations 19 (Winter
1980):50-63.

This study uses the NLS of Young Men and -Woman to estimate the effect of the accumulation of employment
experience on wage growth. Unlike preVious work on wage growth, the endogeneity of experience is explicitly
taken into account thioughthe use of two-stage least squarei- Comparison of oigs and 2SLS suggests the existence
of a reciprocal impact between wage growth and experience. In addition, the effects of business cycle condition's on
wage_ growth are examined by race -sex group. Knowledge of such effects can be useful in 'evaluating the impact of a
frill- employment national economic policy on labor market, inequality. Cohort: B G.

698 KAHN, LAWRENCE M.-and LOW, STUART A. '"AnEmpirical- Model if Employed Search, Unemployed
.Search, and Nonsearclt." JoUrnatof HunanHuman Resources 19,1(1983):104 -117.

The 1969-1971 NLS of Young-Men were used to study the employed worker's, choice among employed search,
unemployed search, and not searching fora new job. It Was assumed that an unobserved variable, search intensity,
governs this, choice such that unemployed -Search- involves a greater intensity- than .employed search, which, of
course,,is associated with greater intertsity,than ni3nsearch. The principal results are that, current wages, seniority,
-collective bargaining coverage, employment outside construction, and employment by government are each, ceteris
paribus, negatively associated with .searcir intensity. further; each of these variables lowers the probability of not
searching and raises the probabilities Of employed and unemplOyed job search. Cokirt:
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699 KAHN; LAWRENCE, M. and LOW, STUART A. "'The-Relative Effects of Employed and UnemployedJob
Search." Review of Economics.and Statistics 64(May 1982):234-41.

This, paper- uses the NLS., of. Young Mon to estimate the .relative wage effects-of employed and unemployed job
search. Uneinployed search in principle allows one to contact more firms per unit of time ban employed search;
however, unemployed search alio implies ,foregone wages.,Because-search mode (i.e., employed vs. unempleyed)
results:hom, a worker choice process, the endogeneity of search mode must be taken into account in estimating the
relative wage effects of the two search modes. Using selentivity-biai_ correction techniques; it is found that
unemployed search yields about a 10 percent higher eipecied wage offer than employedsearch. Cohort B.

'700 KAHN, LAWRENCE M. and LOW, STUART A. "The Wage Impacts of Job Search." Industrial Relations
(Winter 1982):53-61.

This research, unlike Studies of the return to quitting, accounts for search that does and search that does not lead to
job change. More importantly, unlace all previous studies of the return to quitting (except Blau and Kahn, 1981),
and unlike Black (1980), this study controli for the endogeneity of the search decision in estimating its wage effects.
It is :found that when the endogateity of the search decision is .taken into account, search-does- rield'a greater
expected wage offer thanwarld have been obtained in the abience of search. The importance of.controlling for
selectivity bias (between searchers and nonsearchers) is underscored by the negative estimated effectof search using
single equation methods. In addition, several of the single equation quit studies (Bartel and.Borjaa, 1077; Cooke
1979,1980; Blaik, 1980) found negative returns to quitting (and Black's results for the wage effects of search also
sometimes indicated a negative' return). Although -there may also be nonpecuniary or long run wage returns to
-searching, selectivity bias corrected results suggest that there- is an immediate wage payoff -to search activity.
Cohort B.

701 KAHN, SHULAMIT and GRIESINGER, HARRIET. "Female Mobility and the Returns to Seniority: Should
EEO Policy Be Concerned with Promotion'?" The American Economic Review 794 (May 1989) :-300 -304.

This paper investigates the effect of sex differences in quit response to wage incentives. Using data from the NLS of
Young Men and Young Women, it was found that full-time working women who have held their job a year or more
are more responsive to wage incentives than men. Cohort B G.

702 ICAHNE; HILDA. "Economic Research on Women and Families." Signs 3 (Spring 1978):652-65.

Recent ecortemie research on women and families has increased both in volume and in range. This review ,covers
studies of women's productive activities and their roles in the market and in the American family. It emphasizes
new directions in nOninaiket and family-related research and in contributions to the-study Of productive activities
and work discontinitities over time. Although the writings of economists define the profile of issues considered
relevant, contributions of other social scientists are also included. Cohort W.

703 'WINE, HILDA and KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Economic Perspectives on the Roles Of Women in the
American Economy." Journal of Economic Literature,13 (December-1975) :1249 -92.

The-purpose of thiS article is to present in nontechnical language an overview of 'some of the recent economic
.literature relating to women.. The article identifies therange of topical intereS4 of economists and spells out some of
the findings. This review cannot cover all of =the economic areas bearing on women. It looks primarily at the
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literaturn relating to women's economic- roles and omits a number of-areas where a general, theoretical or analytic
frarneWeric also has a relevance forwomen., Cohort G W.

704 KALACHEK, EDWARD. "Longitudinal Surveys and Labor Market Analysis." In: Counting the Labor Force,
Volume 2: Data Collection, Processing & Presentaticin:Natilmal & Local, Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979.

AIL major labor market relevant panels either in existence or being created are described to review their
development, to assess their contribution to the system of employment and unemployment statistics, and to indicate
opportunities for major improvements. The record of labor nuuketlesearch based on panel data is reviewed. One
section explores the promise and limitations of the Current Population Survey viewed as longitudinal subfile.
Cohort: B M.

705 KALACHEK,'EDWARD; MELLOW, WESLEY; RAINES, FREDERIC. "The Male Labor Supply Function
Reconsidered." Industrial and Labor RelatiOns:Review 31 (Apri11978):356-67.

The failure to &thieve an adequate 'theoretical grounding for eidter the wage or the labor supply concept partly
accounts for the wide variety of results yielded by econometric investigations of the labor supply function based-on
individual hoagehOlds. The -theoretical background can be supplied by decomposing wages into permanent and
transitory components and-by expanding labor supply to include unemployment time. 'Data frOm the National
'1.otigituclinal Survey was used to examine the labor supply function for older males and findings suggest that'prior
labor supply studielL are irrelevant for asseselg the impact of, public policy, proposals. An exaggerated emphasis
appears to= have been plicedon __the position of the bUdget line. This emphasis _does not reflect the parameters
affecting lab& supply decisions. -Labor supply variation derives less from wage variations than from variations in
attitudes, health, and demographiclactora. Unemployment time for mature males is also actually- desired work time

0 and must be considered as such when examining policy issues. Cohort: M.

706 KALACHEK, EDWARD; RAINES, FREDERIC; LARSON, -DONALD. "The Determination of Labor
Supply: A bruimic.Model." Industrial and Labor Relations Review 32 "(April 1979):367-77.

This paper specifies a model of labor supply. change to test the sensitivity of static results and estimate the speed of
labor supply-response -to -disaepiniciert betWeen actual and"desited" hours Of work. Eniploying-data from -the 1966,
1969 and 1973 waves of the NLS of Older. Men, the authors find that-workers respond rapidly to changes in deiired
labor supply, fully adjusting -actual- hours within a two-yesi interval, but that pro:existing labor supply
disequilibrium is liqUidated,more slowly: The authors infer that institutional constraints on nom are of limited
importance but those imposed by area- or industry- specific demand fluctuations are of moreImPortance. Cohort:
M.

707 KALACHEK, EDWARD and RAINES, FREDERIC. "Staticnnd:Dynamic Labor Supply Functions." Final
Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

Data from the NLS of Older Men are used to examine the determinants of wage differences, labor supply and labor
supply change. The analysis stresses the distinction between the permanent and transitory components of wages,
and differential-responses-to these coefficients. Findings include: (1) personality,-attitudinal and psychological
characteristics affect wages; (2):Waters with the same human capital receive substantially different wages; (3) this
difference-affects quits, _layoffs, thnduration of =employment-Ind hiring standards; .(4) labor supply responds
positively to the permanent And negatively to the transitory component of wages; (5) the use of measured wages in
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labor supply regressions leads to misleading results; and (6) workers adjust labor input rapidly when their leisure-
income choices alter. Cohort: M.

708 KALACHEK, EDWARD and RAINES, FREDERIC. "The Structure Of Wage Differences_ Among Mature
Male Worked." Journal of H uman Resources 11 (Fall',1979):454-506.

A number of hypotheses concerning die deterntinains of interpersonal differences in wages are developed and tested
The role of personality structure and of knowledge acquired costlessly from the environment in the overall formation
Of human capital is found to be considerably important. Testing the hypothesis that labor market segmentation and
disequilibrium 'account for a:substantial' Portion of the -variance- in wages shows that human capital differences
appear to be the prime determinant of interpersonal differences in wages among older males, but that workers with
the stane.level, of human Capital can earn substantially different wages depending on union- Membership, industry,
and occupation affiliation. Cohort M.

709 KALACHEK ,EDWARD and RAINES, FREDERIC. "Trade Unions and Hiring Standards." Journal of Labor
Research 1 (Spring,198o):63-75.

The empirical data are compatiblewith-the hypothesis that employers respond to union wage premiums by raising
'the editeational component of hiring Standards. This behavioratinechanism by which rents are liquidated appears to
be bringing about a significant shift in the quality- location of American Workers. More education increasingly
represents preparation for a union job; Normative ,considerations aside, the implications of the process for the
distribution of income and for the allocation of educational resources would seem to warrant serious consideration.
Cohort: BGMW.

710' KALLEBERG, ARNE L. and HUDIS,.PAULA M ."Wage _Change in the Late Career: A' Model for -the
Outcomes of Job Sequences." 'Social Scknce Research 8 (1979):16-40.

This paper elaborates a model for the outcomes of job sequences and illustrates its utility by an empirical analysis of
the detennhtants44 wage change for men in their late careers. We argue that job sequences represent- the baSic
Components Of careers and- that a focus on these sequences useful- for explaining the determinants 'of
_socioeconomic inequality over the life cycle. Our model -permits as to estimate the effects on wage change of a wide
array of personal resources and measures of the opportunity structure. We further assess how these types of factors
differentially affect wage change for various..Patternt of labor market behavior and for -blacks vs. whites. Our
.empirical analysis of data from the NLS of Older Men suggests the importance of patterns of job sequences for wage
change and for the explanation of racial differentials in career nrimicemont. Cohort: M.

711 KANDEL, DENISE B. 'Pregnancy, Parenting, and Drug Use." (In-progress Research).

The overall aim of the research is to father the_ understanding of the relationships of drug use to sexual, activity and
pp:Marital, fertility among young men and women. Setondary analyses -Will be carried out on a representative
national probability sample of young men and women from the NLSY, the longitudinal survey conducted by Ohio
State- University. This national sample (N=12,069), first interviewed in -1979 at age 1441, and reinterviewed at
annual intervals through 1985, includes an Overrepresentation of blagkae(N=2,986),,HispaniCs (N=1,959) and
-disadvantaged'whites (N=1,929), and nienteraolthe aimed forces (N=1,215),as well as a large number school_
dropouts-(4=3,402),(1984- tinVeighted,sarnPle six*. Although originally designed as a study of the labor force
experiences of young Americans, since_1082, participants have also been queried annually about their use of alcohol,
sexual activity and fertility histories.- In Wave VI (1984), at age 19-26, several questions on . illicit drug use and ,
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-cigarette smoking were included by the printipatinvestigator under funding from NIDA. The specific aims of the
reseruch are to assess:,!" * hc relationships between the use of legal and illegal drugs (alcohol, cigarettes, marijuana
and other illicit drugs) ;A futility behavior, including, sexual activity, contraceptive -practices and childbearing
linear young Men and women, and premarital- pregnancies among young- women, (2) the effects of the use of
alcohol,. cigarettes and illicit drugs on health behavior of mother and child, in particular prenatal maternal and
postnatal intaitaiedical; care, birth outcome and breastfeeding; '(3), limited_ aspects Of the effects of alcohol,
cigarettes and illicit drug use on child-rearing practices of men and women; and (4) the contracts and similarities of
effects outlined in and (3) separately among adolescents aid young adults. In addition to,Cross,tabulations and
regression analyses, modified Gutman scaling Will be used to investigate developmental sequences of involvement
in use and sexual activity. The dynamic relationships between drug use and sexual behavior will be explored
through event history analysis. The NLS provides an opportunity to investigate the relationships between two health
coniprostrisingheliMiors among groups of young peopleknOvin to is at an especially high risk for experiencing.
premarital pregnancies. [PEDRlP/NTIS1 Cobalt Y.

712 KARMAS, CONSTANTINE. '"Progress through College: Determinants of Suctessful Completion of Each
Undergraduate Year." Ph.D. Dissertation, The OW State University, 1974.

The stability of various proposed determinants of success in (or of dropping out of)- college is investigated, with
bens* on whether a set of fact* determines access in college and whether there is a set of stich determinants
which is common to all four stages. Cohort: B.

713 'KASTEN, RICHARD A. "Studies of Occupation Mobility for Black and White Men." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1975.

This thesis consists of two studies of the distributions of black and white males. In the first part-the
occupational success of older men was studied to ducimine if the civil rights movement and the low unemployment
&lisp end of the 1960s had any effect on the *Wive occupational success of older black males. It was found that
theiPwaslittle improvement in the treatment of these men and that blacks did not fare as well in the labor market as
whites with identical ,characteristics. Only a small part of the differential' between the occupation distributions of
blacks aid whites.worild be eliminated if the mobility probabilities estimated for 1969 were maintained indefinitely.
About 40 percent of the gap -which would remain- cannot be explained by blacks" poor educations and *Stable
marriages. The second pert of the thesis is a discussion oi how rapidly the occupation gap betweetiblack and white
men would nanowif blacks and whites with the same characteristics had identical distributions of occupations. A
model of education, occupations, and deniogriqk was estimated and used to project the 1970 population and its
descendants to the .year'2000. 'It wan found thaT-nearly haff of the gap will be closed by 1990, but since blacks,
especially blacks &in broken-families, are predicted to get less education than whites from similar backgrounds, the
occupation diaribitians of blacks Will:remain bebw the white distribution as long as black educational and
-demographic probabilities remain at their1969 levels. Cohort: M.

714 ,ICEANE,. MICHAEL; MOFFITT, ROBERT; RUNKLE, b AVID. "Real_ Wages over the Business Cycle:
Estiniating the Impact Of Heterogeneity with Micro Data." Journal of Political Economy 96 (December 1988): 1232-

, -12E4

One of the oldest questions in .microeconomics concerns the correlation ,between the business cycle and the real
Wage. The *lbws provide new evidence an this question' by examining the -.Possible bias- that arises when: (1)
worked have mobaeived characteristics that affect their wages; and (2) those workers who move in and out of the
workforce over' the Cycle have systematically different unobserved characteristics than _those- who stay -in. The
authors-also distinguish- between the bias that arises from those tmobserved characteristics that are-permanent
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components of wages and those which are transitory. Micro panel data from the Young Men cohort and maximum
likelihood selectivity bias techniques-were-utilized to estimate both- the extent of this selectivity-cum-aggregation
bias. and the mid effect of the cycle on real wages. It was found that selectivity bias is present;-workers are more
likely to lose employment during a recession if they have high wages, especially if they have a high transitory wage
component. The primary-source of this selectivity bias is a rigid-wage manufacturing sector in which- those with
both high permanent and transitory wages are more likely to be laid off. Overall, the effect of selectivity is to bias
OLS estimates based only on Workers in a *cyclical direction._ The results show that the true effect of the cycle on
wages is still *cyclical, but-much smaller in magnitude than previous estimates using micro-data have suggested.
Coliott:B.

715 .KEDDEM, ALIZA M&RACHI. "The Integration of:Wives into Wage;Work and the Working-Class'- Struggle
to Maintain its Standard of Living." Ph.D. Dissatation, University of Oregon, 1984.

This study examines in a:hiss:el* context the increasing employMent of wives from American Waking-class
families. Ten years of panel data from the NLS me analyzed using multiple regression and discriminant analysis
techniques to &mine the effects on wives' employment of economic_ pressure, young children, demand for
women workers, unemployment, -ocamation, education, race, husband's employment, health of wife and husband,
age, husband's labor market experience, and region of residence. The findings suggest that income adequacy is an
important determinant of wives' employment. A reduction in child-care responsibilities over time removes a major
obstacle to employment, and decreases the number of cliknants on family resources. This pattern isreflected in the
secular decline in the effect of income adequacy on wives' employment. The demand for women workers has a
positive impact on women's employment. The overall State of the economy, reflected in the rate of unemployment,
had little impact on wiveeempioymentand decreased over time Wives' labor force participation does not respond
to changes in husbands' employment Slams, indicating that wives have become "permanent added-workers."-.
Profeasional, occupations exert-a strong positive influence on wives' employment. The -substantial- impact of a-
profession is related to its intrinsic non-monetary values and greater monetary rewards. Although education does not
influence employment, the joint effect of less education and a non-professional occupation is negative. The Well-
known high rates of employment of black wives are supported. Black families are in greater economic need than
White familiar, and race is one of the better predictors of a wife's employment status. While their own poor health-
strongly,detat women's employment, their husbands' poor health has an opposite effect. Neither region of
residence nor a woman's ownage-cr her husband'slabor market experience strongly influence her employment:
Cohort: W.

716 KERCKHOFF, ',ALAN C. and EVERE1T, DIANE' D. "Sponsored and Contest Education Pathways to Jobs in
Great Britain and the United States." Research in Sociology of Education and Socialization 6(1986): 133-163..

Examined here are hypothesized differences in social mobility processes in the United States and Great Britain based
on sponsored and contest norms in the regular school system and in the vocational education system. Multivariate
analyses of data from the 1976 NLS for the United States and the 1972 Oxford Social Mobility_ Survey for Great
-Britain (number of cases = 2,904 and 2,345, respectively) show that the relative effects of social background and
educational experiences for males aged 25-34 are the same in the two countries. However, the form of the education
effects are different. In Great Britain, type of secondary school .(a0,ademic versus nonacademic) and vocational
education better r/iedict level of occupitMn; while in the United States, the: nimMer of years of schooling is more
important in predicting occupational placement. Sponsorship in regular education also appears to carry over into the
vocational education system in Great Britain: there is a stronger link between type of secondary school curriculum
and type of vocational education obtained in Britain than in the United States. While these results are consistent
with" Ralph H. Turner's differentiation of sponsored and contest niobility systems (see SA 9:1/619127), neither
society strictly conforms to the mobility-patterns suggested by him. Rathrx, the Social mobility processes-more
readily reflect James Rosenbatmes Iournanietit model," especially in Great Britain (Making Inequality: The Hidden
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Curriculum of Nigh School Tracking,:1976). inmaitifice of consiciong nonregular educational experiences in
inidies of the role of education in occupational litenMent is emphasizecL It appears that the difference between the
two societies lies in the education systesi, nái in,a more -general rigidity in the British stratification system.
[Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] -Cohort B.

717 KERCKHOFF, ALAN C., and JACKSON, ROBERT k. "Types of Education and the Occupational
Attainments of Young Men." Social Force; 6i (Sepientber 1982):24-45.

We marine the effects of high school curriCuluit and vocational training on °antenatal outcomes among young
men 25-29 and 29-33 years of age: The effects on both occupational status and occupational routines (concern with
people, data, and things) are reported. Returns to years of,schooling tend to be greater for whites, but returns' to
antiduluni and vcicidonal training sat generally greater for blacks. The major exceptions to stronger effects-of
vocational Wining for blacks Mvolit skilled Manual training and occupations dealing with things. The findings are
intaritaal as indicating- that *al stains attainment itale1 . has inadequately specified the relationship
,betinien edicational and occupational aniline* (2) die-ccoimoil conclusion that black occupational outcomes are
lest predictable than those of whites is unwarranted: and (3) currictilum and regional_ training have such strong

-effects for blacks because they help more blacks into people-and data-precessing ocarpations. Cohort B.

718 KERCKHOFF, ALAN, C. and PARR OW,, ALAN A. "Early Career Contingencies in the Process of Status
Attainment" FinaiRepon, Manpower Admiral:ration, U.S:Depaninetit of Labor,1977..

The Yong Men-sample of the NLS -was used to investigate the effects of marriage and parenthood on educational-
and occupational attainment. The subjects were 14 through 24'yeart of age in 1966 and were followed through 1970.
Multiple reeesSion analyses were conducted for separate sub-samples which were homogeneous with respect to age,
race, marital status and School enrollnient status in 1966. Cohort B.

719 KERCKHOFF, ALAI'C and PARROW, ALAN A. "The .Effect of Early Marriage on the Educational
Attainnient of Young Men." Journal of Marriaje and the Family 41 (February 1979)97407:

In this study, the effects dearly marriage are aSnssediiithin a multiyariate model of educational attainment. Seven
separate subsampks of young males are analyzed with respect to race and age, who were unmarried and in school in
1966. By 1970; those in the younger age cohorts of both races who had married in the interim had significantly less
education, even -ifta the effects of a powerful set of other predictive variables are-considered. Prior educational
attainment as well as age_ t marriage are iinponant variables; age at marriage appears to have a depressing effect for
those in high School it age 17.but not for those in college at the same age. Cohort B.

720 KERCKHOFF, ALAN C. and PARROW, ALAN A. "Sex Differences in Early Contingencies in Attainment."
-Report, U.S: Department of Labor, 1971

The effect of marriage and parenthood on educational and occupational attainment is investigated. The fmdingt
show that sigififieint-dePiessing effects on both educational and occupational attainments are associated with early
marriage and early parenthood. for white women, age at marriage, arid parenthood are highly correlated and the
separate effects of each we difficult to specify. -In comparison, early marriage and early parenthood produce
independent depressing effects for blacks. Females experience greater educational losses than males due to
,miiniage;males show no loss due to parenthood, and kaiaks suffer occupational losses because of early marriage
and early parenthood: Cohort .G.
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121. KETIERLINIiS, ROBERT D.; gLSTEit, ARTHUR; LAMB, MICHAEL E "Problem Behaviors of
I.dolescents itho are %mini, Parents, or Nonprimaparious but Scivally Active (In-progress Research).

The association 'between adOlentent sexual .and_prol:4em bahavibra is assessed in a sample of male and
female adolescents from the NLSY. Preliminary analyses indicate that there are linear associations between age and
sexual status- (virgin, sexingy active but never pregnant, or parents) and involvement in four types of problem
behaviors: achookrelated, personal violence, drug use, and stealing. Log-linear models are being tested to formally
seat these relationships and how they might differ among males and females, and to further assess the effects of other
independent variables (eg4 religiosity, urban Vs; rural, SES, etc.). Cohort: Y.

722 ICETTERI.INUS, ROBERT D.v_ HENDERSON; SANDRA; LAMB, MICHAEL E. "Maternal Age,.
Saiodemograpl*:s, Prenatal Health, and Behavior: Influences on Neonatal Risk Status." (Forthcoming).

The effect*: on neonatal Outcomes' of maternal', age, socioeconomic status, and prenatal health and behavior were
assessed in the NLSY. Primagravids were categorized into One of four age-at-birth groups: 13 to 15-year-olds, 16-
to 18-year-olds, 19- to 21-year-olds, or22 to 30-Year-olds. Younger mothert were lighter, -gained less weight
during pregnancy, and sought prenatal cam laser in their pregnancies. Neonates Of the youngest mothers on average
had lower- binhweights, and had shorter, gestation' periods. There were significant effects of maternal age, race,
education, and pregnancy weight gain on the p!obability of giving birth-to either a premature or low birthvieight
infant. Tentative results also implicated time of first prenatal care in prematurity: Cohort Y.

723 10ETTERLINUS, ROBERT D. LAMB, MICHAEL E.; HENDERSON, SANDRA. "Maternal Age,
Intelligence, aid Sodiodemographics: Relative Effects on Children's Math and Reading Achievement."
Forthoining.

Multiple regression analyses were used to assess the relative affects Of maternal age-at-birth of child, indigence,
and sociodemographic factors on children's math and reading achievement. The sample consists of 1880 women
and their; zchool-age children from the NLSY. Maternal intelligence- accounted for approximately 10% of the
variance in the children's PIAT math and reading scores: sociodemogniphic factors helped explain an additional 3%

:oIPIAT *ding scores lid 4% of PIAT math scores. Maternal age alone did not Predict math or. reading
achievement Scores. In the final models, significant predictors of math and reading scores : included maternal
intelligence (a positive correlation), race (Blacks had lower scores relative to Whims and Ifispanics), and an
interaction of race and maternal age (children of young black mothers had higher scold than children of older black
mothers). -.Cohort C.

724 10ETIERLINUS, ROBERT D.; LAMB, MICHAEL E.; STERNBERG, KATHY; HENDERSON, SANDRA;
et alia. "Patterns-aid Quality of Daycare & Quality of Home Environment as Predictors of Children's School
Achievement and Problem Behaviors: Adolescent vs Adult Mothers." (In-progress Research).

Adolescent and adult mothers from the NLSY are compared on the patterns and quality of daycare and the quality of
the home environment. Differences among adolescent and adult mothers on these factors are assessed relative to
differences between the children of adolescent and adult mothers on school achievement and problem behaviors
(over two points in time if possible). Cohort: C.

725 KHOSROSHAHIN, MEHDL "Migration Streams Among White Middle-Aged and Elderly American Men in
the Context of Migration Turnaround." PhD. Dissertation, Utah State University, 1984.

-71
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This research his focinert- On faur major comparisons of Socio-demographic Charactainics of metropolitan
turnaround migration among White middle-aged- and elderly American men between 1967-1975. Included are
otiartigrains- versus ,nmaigrints at origin,,,inmigrants versurnomnigranm- at destination,. migration streams and
Migration direction and 'distance.. The specific characteristics for which comparisons-were conducted were age,,
marital status, 'Ingather of school age children in the household, employment" status, education and yearly total net

:fianilyin:Ome. The data set employed in this investigation was the Older Men cohort of the NLS: Each respondent
Contributed air- residential segments. The data were subjected to two kinds .= of -analysis: descriptive and
multivariate. In the descriptive analysis, the indexes of dissimilarity of net difference were employed as summary
measures._ A. stepwise discaminant analysis was used in the multivariate analysis. Multivariate -findings of
,Milmigmnts versus nomitigrants at origin indicates that onimigrants from metropolitan origins tended to be older and
not employed relative so their nonmigrant counterparts, whereas ounnigrants from nonmetropolitan Origin tended to
have higher- education than their nnomigrant cowrie:Ora Comparison of immigrants WSW **grants at
destination showed norinietropolitan migrants tended to be older and have more yearly total net family income than
migrant:41n the opposite stream. Concerning Migration, distance: comparison within streams,._ metropolitan to
noometropolitanlong distance migrant* were younger, less lardy to be employed and to have higher yearly total net
family income than metropolitan- to nonmetropolitan Anita:fiance_ migrants. On the other hand, _ long distance
-migrants within the nonmetroPolitan to metropolitan- stream had higher levels of educational attainment -than short.
distance migrants. Regarding migration stream ci3Mpatison, within distance categories, our finding .-reveals
metropolitan to .nommetropolitan-migrants-tended7to be older and had higher yearly total net family income than
nornietropkitan so metropolitan migrants regardless of diStance :. On the other hand,- long distance metropolitan to
iterinietnipOlinin migrants had lower levels of educational attainment- than migrants in the opposite Stream._ [UMI'
ADG8443198r Cohort- WC

726 KIEFER, NICHOLAS M. "Condkiona[Likelihood Models for Heterogeneity in Longitudinal (Panel) Data."
-Report, Employment and Training Administration, UN. Department of Labor, 1980.

The report develops' econometric =debt for heterogeneity irr panel data. The conditional bicelihood approach,
which requires few and unrestrictive assumptions about the distrthution of tinohservables' in the population,- is used.
The techniques are applied to estimate an intertaapond substitution (of time) elasticity based on the NLS data. The
elasticity was found to be soineWhatsensitive to the estimation teChnique. Conditional Lifeblood estimates are
about .05 for white males inul-.1 for nonwhite males: These can be interpreted-as effects of aa-temporary wage
subsidy program, perceived by workers as not strongly affecting lifetime income; Cohort: B.

727 KIKFR, B.F. and ROBERTS, R. BLAINE. "The Durability of Human Capital: Some New Evidence."
Economic Inquiry 22,2 (April 1984)269-28L

This study investigates the effect Of chronological aging, experience, job search, change Of job and/or employer, and
formal training on wage growth of a sample of young men. The empirical analysis of wage change suggests that
current changes in *Ocoee; schooling and other variables affecting productivity play a larger part in explaining
wage, growth than previously suggested, which results in a strong negative effect of aging on wage growth. Revision
of_the work experience definition and separation of a wcdrer's time into work experience, out-of-labor-force, and
unemployment significandy increases the estimate of the return to eiperience. Fatally, coefficients on interaction
terms for blacks and whites -display considerable differences in how changes in wage rates by race react to
independent variable changes, although the overall response pattern is similar for both races. Cohort B.

728 KIWCHOONGS00. "The All-Voliutteer Force: 1979 NLS Studies of Enlistment, Intentions to Serve, and
Intention s to Reenlist." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1982.
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-Chapter I, "Choosing Among KlitaryEnlisunent, College, Enrollment, and Other Civilian examines why
individuals with similar luanarycapital, attributes choose different -Paths. Potential armed forces -personnel are
identified in Chapter II, "The Supply of Potential Aimed Forces Personnel: A.Cross!Secdon Study of Intentions to
'Enlist- in. the_141itary- Service . among 'Male Youth Who Have Never Served," which also :analyzes -perional
characteristics of male youth who intend to enlist in the military Service * the near future. Chapter :HI; "The Supply
of Potential Reenlistment: A 1979 Cross-Section Study of Intentions to Reenlist among those Serving their -Ent
Term of Duty" identifies the first-term service members who have positive intentions to reenlist at the end of their
term of duty Included among findings are that (1) military service is favored over college and other civilian
pursuits as local labor market conditions .deteriorate, (2)-, positive intentions to serve- are inversely related- to
educational attainment and socioeconomic status and positively correlated with the perception of approval of
enlisting in the military by the person who has:thugreatest influence upon the respondent's decisions; (3)-, the
'Principal reason among black and Hispanic youth for intending-to enlist is to take advantage of the post-service
educational benefits, while obtaining occupational or on-the-job training other than regular Schooling appears to be-
the-Primary motivation-among whit** and (4) job satisfaction of military personnel serves as a strong indicator of
_positive reinlistmentintentions. Cohort. Y.

729 -KIM, CHOONGSOO. "A Longitudinal Study of Enlistment in the Armed Forces with Special Reference to the
Effect- of Intentions on -Behavior." Columbui, OH: Center for Human Resource Research! The Ohio State
Univ shy, April 1983.

This study develops an enlistment model to investigate the determinants brenlistment for young males. The author
attempts _to dikinguish, among : age-eligilile male youths; the characteristics of individuals who -join the anned,
services and those who do not. The model includes many factors relevant for enlistment, but partieular, attention is
paid to the effect of previous enlistment intentions on future enlistment behairior. The Model examined stability of
enlistment intentions of young males and females over time by identifying the important factors leading to changes
in enlistment intentions:Important findings are (4 unhie the relationship between ereistmentand education, an
inverse relationship between education and intention changes is found for all_race and sex groups, indicating that as
youths.become older, the military service is VieWed_as less- favorable among those who are more educated than,
among those who tireless educated; (2) a negative relationship between the Air Force Qualifying Test and intention
changes was alio observed among minoritY.Males;(3) lower. educational desire and socioeconomic -status, and
higher desire for training all turned Out to be significant factort (4)change in marital status from single to married
affects intentions negatively over time; and (5) for all race and sex groups, previous intentions served as significant
control ,variables for 'intention changes. While the decreased interest in enlistment as _youths become older is a
generally expected Phenontenon,,the results indicated that the effects of educational attainment and AFQT on the
'decline in enlistment intentions were larger among minority males and females than among white males. Also, other
things equal, enlistment intentions declined more for females than for males of each race group. Cohort: Y.

730 .KIM, CHOONGSOO. "On the Determinants of Reservation Wages: An Empirical Specification." Columbus,
OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1981.

Under the assumption that the wage distribution is sufficiently chiracterized by the first and second moment, this
paper develops an empirically tractable model where the above two pieces of information regarding the wage offer
distribution play key roles in explaining the formation of reservation wages. The variance Of the wage distribution,
as a meal* of the probability of finding a job, plays a significant role inuxplaining the formation of the reservation
wages among the unemployed. The reservation wages are linearly related with the mean expected wages, and the
elasticities are less than unity. The universe of the study includes white and black non-enrolled unemployed males
from the 1979 NLSY. Cohort: Y.
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131 KIM; CHOONdSO0.-4'Youth and the Military Services: 1980 NO Studies of Enlistment, Intentions to Serve,
Reenlistment and Labor Market Experience of Veterans and Attritem."Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource,
Research, The Ohio State

; Chapter "Characteristics of Current Participants in the Armed Foices,".compares persons who have chosen the full-
time job of serving in the active armed forces with those who have chosen full-time employment in the civilian
Sector., Individual 'characteristics and motives for enlisting are compared between 1979 and 1978 enlistees in
'Chapter II, "Enlistment in the -Armed Forces," and Chapter Ill, "Potential- Supply of Aimed Forces _Personnel:
'EnlistMein Intentions and Main Reasons for Nonerdistirient" identifies future aimed forces personnel'. Chapter IV,
"An Analysis of Reenlistment, Separation after Completing Initial Term of Duty, and Attrition from Military Service

'among Youths who Enlisted between 1975 and 1977," tests the hypothesis that youth view service in the military as
Means. of -obtaining occupational training or psychice educational' benefits. Post-service labor marketr ..performances of fernier service personnel are evaluated lathe fifth chapter, "Labor Market Experience of Veterans

and Attriteia." "Findings include: -(1) among white maid; Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT) scores were about ;

the same for service personnel and their tiViiIan counterparts female and minority male service members scored
substantially higher, however, than their respective civilian counterparts, (2) while only one out of six 1978 enlistees

-were:;'high school dropouts, more than fair out of ten 1979 enlistees were dropouts, (3) youth- who talked to
reemit* or took the ASVAB represented a-trost-section of the youth population, but the socioeconomic .status of
youth with positive intentions to serve-Was lower. than that-of the total youth population; (4) married youth' were _

more likely to remain in the service while those with a child were more likely to leave the service than those who did'
not ind (5) the unemployment bites for both, sexes were highest for attritert, intermediate for veterans, and lowest
fof civilians who had never served. .; Cohort: Y.

732 K14, CHOONGS00;_ BORUS, MICHAEL E.; -JOHNSON, KYLE. "Piility Findings Related to Military
Service -fromlhe 'Youth- Cohort of the _ National_ Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience." Defense
-Manpower Data Centei;U.S:Departnient of Defense, 1985.

This report suininarizes a 'briefing-given on October 21, 1982, from the military portion of the:MAY:presented to
the Manpower Research and Department Planning Committee of the Office of Naval Research given bMichael E.
-Bcrus and Choongsoo Kim of The Ohio State University Center for Human Resource Research. Several' findings
with policy implications arise-from the analysis The All-Volunteer Force has been successful in *flitting- able
young People, particularly from among minorities. The desire for occupational training is a major factor associated
with enlistment among white mcii While inen in the service were more likely to be married, Mardi* sewed to
increase reenlistment iiitentionsfamong men and decrease them among women. Those _young people with higher

.educational aspirations were more likely to enlist, implying that both in-service and post-service educational benefits
may be an aid to recruitinent. Cohart: Y.

'733 KIM, CHOONGSOO; BORUS, MICHAEL E.; JOHNSON, KYLE: "Post-Service Educational Benefits &the
All-Volunteer_ Force: Some Evidence from the Youth Cohorts of the NatiOnal'Longitudinal'Surveys." Columbus,
OR Center for Human Resource Research:The Ohio State.UniVersity, 1983.

This Paper utilikes- data 'from the 1979,1981 ,NLSY to eXamine; factors related to the use of -VEAP (Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program) as an enlistment intentive. Focusing on service personnel who enlisted during
calendar years 1977 through 1980,_ the analysis attempts to differentiate individual characteristics and enlistment

;Motives of those who participated in VEAP and those who did not. Some of the major findings include: (1) VEAP
_Participation it -positively associated with the number of aspired years of schooling in excess of the attained years of
education for both males and females;12)- VEAP participation is positively relatedto the AFQT score for males and
to educational attainment for females; (3) for both sexes, the participation probabilities for those serving in the Navy
or 'in the Air -,Foirt are lower than the probabilities for those -.serving in the Army, -while the partitipation-
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probabilities are not statistically different for those serving in the Army and those serving in theMarines: and (4) for
Males, married personnel have significantly lower probabilities of participating in VEAP than single personnel while
minority, service members have higher probabilities than _white service members. In relative terms, the desire for
additional- education plays a significantly greater role in the VEAP participation- decision of females than of Males:,

73* ig*, CHOONGS00 ;and ,JACKON; JOHN:L. "Wage Growth Batts of 'Young Men: A Longitudinal-
_

Analysis." Final Report, Entploythent and Training Administration, U.S Department of Labor, 1983.

This Study investigates the deter of individual wage growth, focusing On the dynamic natur: of wage growth.
The data come from Young Men's caw of the NLS (1969-1978). The analysis reveals that for whites the
major determinants of-wage growth are; in descending order of importance, the level of initial wage, educational
nttaimnent;unien,pagicipitine, and the receipt of the company, Military; and/or school training. Among blacks, the
important factors are the level of initial wage, union participation, educational attainment, and change in labor force_
size The study also compares the determinants of growth between white and black males.. Decomposition
analysis shows thaohe prediction of higher wage growth for whites than for blacks is primarily attributable to a
significantly higher initial wage for whites than for blacks., It also suggesti that, had they been treated the same as
whites, their wage growth Would *chi* abnut five Percent higherthaa-it aetually was. Cohort: B.

.

735 KIM, -CHOOKSOO:. NESTEL-, GILBERT; PHILLIPS, ROBERT; BORUS; MICHAEL E. -"The All-
Volunteer Force: A.,1979,Profile-andSome Issues." Youth Knowledge Development Report 2.8. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.

This monograph contains five substantive chapters based on data froin the 1979 NLSY. The characteristics of youth-
who.Were serving in the All-Volunteer Force_(AVF), the quality of their military employment experiences, and their
-intentions-to reenlist are discussed in separate chapters The post-service status of former enlistees is also explored.
Youth who had never Served, provide a reference group for these analyses The final chapter= profiles, the never
served youth with strong intend* to enlist. Separate anal** for males and females and for the different racial
groups are provided and differences noted when significant. Despite- the fitet the Armed Forces' are a "volunteer"
force, presumably competing- in the labor market and paying competitive wages and salaries, it is clear that-the
employment opportunities, offered by the services are dramatically affected by public-policy decisions.. As a
generalization, minorities; and females have a- better relative chance in the _Military- than outside as judged- by
,preferences for enlistment and the patterns of retention of these within the services If market forces were allowed to
prevail, there is no doubt that the percentage of blacks in the military would increase. The "black" share is reduced
by "rationing" so that relatively mc4 qualified blacks are hired: Similarly,- opportunities within the military are
arbitrarily restricted so that women have to meet higherstandards to enter-than do men. Cohort: Y.

736 KIM, CHOONGSOO and NES1EL,- GILBERT. "Participation ih the All-Volunteer Force: The Effect on
Civilian Earnings" Proceedings of -Business and Economics Statistica Section, American Statistical Association
(1982): 440444:

this-study compares the hourly earnings of youth by whetheror not thnt-served in the All Volunteer Force (AVF).
The data are obtained from theNLSY, anationallyrepresentative sample of individuals age 16-21lears' ofage in
19741 These data also contain information on a sample, of youth who have served in the AVE-. The enlistees are
further classified by completion status in their -,first tour of duty to see whether this difference affects civilian
earnings. Our estimation procedure controli, for specification bias-because of possible differences- in unobserved'
characteristics between thei se *ho separate and those who reeplist, and between those who work and others whodo
not choose eniPlOyMent. Cohort: Y.
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-737 -KiM,t:AAB WON:. :"Estimation of the Earnings Functions of Married Women in the Presence of Discontinuous
Labor SupPly.":'Ph:D. Disienktion,'Indiaiut University; 1984.

During theliat ileade numerous authors have attempted to evaluate the sources of inequality in earnings between
males and females. Much of the research has focused on the effects of labor market discriminationand differential
inv,Istrirent in human : capital. This study tests the hypothesis that the "observed investment ratios profiles of
married ivetheitare consistent with the "optimal" investment ratio profiles, taking explicit account of the timing and
dUration of the non-participation of, Married Women. 'Late* were rio :market discrimination against women_ in
providing job opportunities and on-the-job training, the main barrier preventing married women from working
continuously is the bearing and rearing of children. *hi that case, the rational investment behavior of married women
will be affected by the timing and duration of nenparticipation.due-to children anticipated at the outset of
their adult life. Thus, acCepting.the'hypotheSis is equivalent to confirming that hurnair capital. theory, rather than
Market discrintinatiopiProvides a more plausible explanation of the_oarinoprOfiles of Married women. 'It is shown,
that the "theoretical" investment ratios profiles depend' on the discount _rates, the depreciation :rates, the age at
retirement and the tuning and duration of itortparticipation: The earnings functions of married women are estimated
.Using the individual fixed effect model by Combining time aeries, and cross-sectional data from the fouryears of the
NLS.. The results of the estimations show that the claim that human capital theory rather than market discrimination
provides a more plausible explanation of the earrings profiles of mairied.WoMen receives less support than indicated-

, .by Mincer and Polachelc and actual i Seems to be placed in some doUbt. Cohort:, Y.

5

138* h4UNCHO. "Levels and Determinants of Feniale Job Satisfaction for a,National Sample Of Females."
-phD. Dissertation, University of Georgia, 1982.

Women participating in the Faber force are frequeatly confronted by special problems such as sex discrimination in
the work place and conflicting responsibilities at home and at wort. These and-other problematic conditions Would
lead to the expectation that female workers mould be less satisfied with their jobs than their male countOparta
However, recent research findings from numerous national surveys have constantly indicated that women tend to be
more satisfied with their jobs than males. The Present' study anus to clarify this irony by comparing the Major
determinants of job satisfaction between the sexes The analysis was based on the data front-the NLS of Mature
Women who --were in the labor force in 1972. A review of various theories of 'job satisfaction yielded -three
hypothetical models which seemed relevant for explaining the relatively high level of job satisfaction among female
workers. , The *positional model accounts for the high level Of job satisfaction reported by women,* terms of
additive effects of unique factors which correspond' to -gender-specific values or dispositionsS In contrast; the
situational model focuses on the situational constraints that restrict women's expectation from work and postulates
that women's high 'level of job_ satisfaction is largely a function of the interaction between certain- subjective
variables and job characteristic(s). Alternatively, the lack-of-awareness hypothesis states that women maintain high.
levels of job satisfaction because they are simply unaware of the intense sex discrimination in the work place. Using
multiple regression analysis and chi-square analysis, major determinants of job ,satisfaction were identified for both'
'seam. Work :progress,: occupational status, bens of control, work value, and job stressors'were found' to be
uniformly iinportiiiitiojob satisfaction for both females si male; In addition,NOrk commitment was identified as
one of the major determinants of job' satisfaction for females. Based on these findings and the results of other
supplenientarY, analyies, propOsitiont suggested by three hyptithetical models were tested. Cohort: W.

739 KIK SOOKON. "Crosi-Substitution Between Husband and Wife as One of the Factors Detennining,the
Number of Hours of Labor Supplied by Married Women! Presented: Toronto, Population Association of America
Meeting, 1972.

This paper:investigates -the iletenninants of variations in: Munk!' Of,hotecof labor- supplied ,by- married women
during the survey week. The supply of labor isfOund to be positively related toa Woman's, hourly-wage rate,- her
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health, permissive attitude toward propriety. of women workingen the-, part of herself and her husband, and-to the
demand for female labor in the local labor market where the respondent resided. On the other hand, the supply of
labor is negatively related the amount of income aVitilable, to the family, without her own working, her "home
Wage" "(a measure of child care burden), anti to the husband's annual earning capacity relative to the wife's (cross
substitution effect). -Cohort W.

740 KlM,- SOOKON: "Determinants Of Labor Force,Farticipation of Married %men' 30 to:44 Years of-Age."
Columbus, OH: Center fOr Human Resource Research, The Ohio State-University, 1972.

This report examines the factors determining labor force participation during the survey week in mid-1967 and the
number of weeks in the Obi force during the preceding 12-month period for,ruarried woinen.. Both, measures of
labor supply are found to be positively related to a woman's wage rate, health condition, her own attitude toward the
employment of 'Mothers, and her husband's attitudes toward her working. Total family income less respondent's
earnings and "home wage" are found to be negatively associated with both types of labor supply measures where the
home wageleffectsdie number and age structure of children living at home. It is also found that irrespective of
color women under the poverty level are much less sensitive to market wage variation in their labor force responses
compared with the non-poor,:which in part helps explain the fact that the black women's participation rate hasbeen
increasing at a slower rate than that of the white _women in recent decades if considered in conjunction with the
negative incone effect 'Cohort: W.

741 KIM, SOOKON. "Factors Determining the Number-of-Hours Supplied by Married Women." Presented:
foronto; Annual Meeting of the Population Association of America, 1972.

The purpose of this per is to, examine the factors Causing_variatiOna in number-of hours-of labor supPlied hy
married-women. Both-black and whitewOmen were Studied. The variations in hours supplied are regresSed- upon
nine independent variables: actual or estimated wage rate; other family income, husband's earning capacity relative
to that Of .wife's capacity, home wage as a proxy for child-care burden, respondent's attitude toward -propriety of
women- working, husband's attitude toward Wife's working, respondent's health limitation,unemployment rate in
the local labor .!wirket and index of demand for feniale labor in the local arr4 Except for the unemployment rate,
the effects of all of the variables were found to be statistically significant. Relative so the cross-substitution effect-of
earnings capacity of the husband and wife, it is argued that the higher the relative earning capacity of the husband
over that of the wife, the fewer hours of labor will be supplied by the wife. The home-wage scale was found to be
the most powerful explanatory variable. It accounted for about 6 percent of the variance in the dependent variable,
whereas all the variables combined explained 19 Percent,- for both color groups. An important intercolor difference
was-found irtthat the black women- were less sensitive to market wage rates but more sensitive-to variations in
demand for female labor than their white counterparts. Cohort: W.

742- -KINDER; DEENIE: "The Effect of the Marriage-Penalty-on FemaleLabor Supply."' Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of California -` Santa Barbara, 1987;

Utilizing data from theNLS of Mature Women, this paper studies the effect of one aspect of(the - 1969 tax law
change- on female labor supply. The 1969 act reduced ,the- tax rate schedule for single, taxpayers, and as a result
introduced a positive -marriage penalty. The introduCtion, of the marriage penalty' widened the marginal tax rate
differential between single and married women. As a result, the labor supply differential between married and single

.
-women increased The increased labor supply differential was greater for women from high-income families, and for
Women Who earned incomes close to their husbands' ineomes. In addition, the tax law change had implications for
the labor Supply adjustments women-make when they change marital-status. Generally,Avomen rethice their-labor
-Supplies- when they-marry!, and Increase their labor-iiipplies when they divorce. The 1969 act served to magnify
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these labor supply adjustments: the decrease in labor supply when a woman married became greater after the tax
change, as did the increase in labor_ supply when a woman divorced. _Cohort: W.

743 'KING; GAIL B. and STEARN S, PETER N. "The. Retirenient Experience -as a Policy Factor: An Applied
History Approach." Journal of Social History 14 (Summer 1981):589-625.

The purpose of .this essay is twofold: first, to report On a kincrof recent soda- history that can usefully -inform
retirement policy_ in theluture,-retirement policy involving age of retirement, more general personnel planning and
old age support; and second; to use the framing of this research project as a means of discussing one way that history
can be applied topolicy formulation in general. Cohort M.

744 KING, RANDALL H. "The Labor Market Consequences of Dropping Out of High School." Ph.D.
`Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1978.

This study; based on human capital theory, examines the economic consequences of dropping out of high school.
The effect of schooling over time on labor. market success (hourly,pay rate, occupitional prestige, and employment
incidence and duration) was measured. Data from Young Men and Women cohorts of the NLS were utilized. The
study universe consisted of respondents who left Scheel between 1958-70 (males) and 1962- 70-(females); completed
9-12 years of schooling, and were not enrolled at the time of the survey. A three- equation "recursive model was used
to determine schooling contribution -toluccess- measures: Findings demenstrated substantial labor market benefits

°for all. groups .during the first decade of labor market.experience. Earnings differences -between graduates and
dropouts were not pronounced immediately upon leaving school, but became significant over time. Graduatesinge-
-earnings profiles were _Steeper than those af dropouts. The difference in occupational status between black graduates
and drowns shri.7 time. Alf graduates except black females enjoyed greater immunity -to unemployment
than dropouts. In employment duration the advantage of black males and black and white fern-ales deteriorated over
,time; little difference was demonstrated between white male graduates and droponta: Cohort B G.

745 KING, RANDALL H. "Some Economic Consequences of Dropping Out of High School." 1977 Proceedings
of the Business & Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association, Part II (1978):522-27.

The relatikeadvantage over thin of high school graduates (with respect to dropping out after eleven years) is
investigated for one aspect of labor -market successhourly rate- of pay. Analysis. also separates the direct and
indirect effects of schooling on wages and ifluminites_race and sex differences. Cohort: B_G:

746 KING, RANDALL IL "Some Further Eildence on the Rate of Return to Schooling and the Business Cycle."
Journal of Munan Resources 15 (Spring 1980:264-71.

It is clear from the results of this analysis and theiCniesner, Padilla, Polachek study that the business cycle has a
strong imPacton _calculated rates of return to Schooling. Specifically, cross-sectionallates of return are strongly
related (positikely) to the unemployment rate in the year the cross-section is taken. However, contrary, to, the'KPP
findings, the sensitivity of the relationship was not found to be subitintially different between the races. Cohort B.

747 KINGSON, ERIC R. "Critique of Early Retirement Study Disputed." Aging and Work 5 (1982):93-110.

This snick responds to a critique (Myers, 1982) challenging the research findings, published in Aging and Work
(kingsoii,1980 that indicate a significant portion of Men withdraw from the labor age 62 due to health
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problems, but without receiving disability benefits. The critique also argues, that findings from the various studies
showing poor health to be an important contributing factor to retirement beforeage 65 are not necessarily-valid. The
critique is rejected because: (1) it fails -so recognize that conclusions published in the Aging and'Work article are
baked on several health indicitortnor simply.ineriality findings; (2) it fails to acknowledge that its central criticistn-
-the possibility of a fallacy of aggregatiOn which invalidates the mortality findings--was accounted for in the original
analysis; and (3) the hypothetical model developed to illustrate the inconclusiveness of the findings is based on
questionable and often unsubstantiated assumptions. Cohort: M.

748 IONGSON, ERIC R. "Disadvantaged Very Early Labor Force Withdrawal." Policy Issues for the Elderly
Poor. Painpidet No. 6172-80, ComMunity Services Administration (1980):21-30.

me author summarizes findingsbased on interviews conduttedhetWeen 1966 end 1976 concerning the health and
incomes of men wholeave work before age 62 and cites the most significant as: (1) unhealthy very early retirees
(VERO who do not receive disability benefits die at a greater-rate than DiSabled VERs who do receive disability
insurance benefits;, (2) by most measures the -health -of Disabled and Unhealthy :'ERs more similar than
distimilar; and (3) a very large proportion Of.Disabled and ,Unhealthy -VERs are dead by 1975. These-findings
suggest that the reported health limitations of Disabled and Unhealthy VERs are"real and that clear inequity exists
between the treatment of thew two groups. The Major iniplicat* of the-health findings is that the Social Security
disability may be excluding a large portion of Unhealthy VERSwho have a legitimate claim to benefits. The same
may be true of the SSI disability program. Cohort M.

749 KINGSON, ERIC R. "The Health of Very Early Retirees." Social Security Bulletin 45 (September1982):3-9.

This study examines the health of a sample representative of 1.8 million men aged 45-59 in 1969 who permanently
withdrew from the labor force before age 62 between 19661975. The analysis concentrates on comparing the heidth
Of men receiving 'Social Security, disability benefits with that of_men repoiting4oric-limiting health conditions at
labor force,withdrawal but not receiving Social Security disability_benefita. The data suggest that the health of these

. groups is more similar than dissimilar._ Cohort M.

750 KINGSON, ERIC R. "Involuntary Early Retirement." Journal of the Institute for Socioeconondc Studies 6
(Autumn 1981):27-39.

The author suggests that the early retirement phenomenon is actually composed of two trends, one voluntary and the
other inVoluntary. He suggests that chronic unemplCiment in the American economy may be viewed as the major
reason for widespread early voluntary retirement and suggests that most early retirements are involuntary. If policy
proposals' to raise the Security retirement age and cut back on early retirement benefits are enacted that do not
reflect these aspeCts of the early retirement, phenomenon, he suggests that Social Securitycosts will be lowered at
the expense, of some of the most vulnerable future recipients-paithdly disabled older workers who, are not
Competitive in a high unemployment economy. Cohort IL

751 KINGSON, ERIC Ft. "Men Who-Leave Work Before Age 62: A Study of Advantaged and Disadvantaged
Very Early Labor Force Withdrawal." Ph.D. Dissertation, Brandeis University, 1979.

The study is focused on men who leave work before age 62very early withdrawees. At the time of labor force
departure, these men are not eligible to receive Social.Security retirement benefits (Old Age Insurance)the age of
earliest eligibility being 62. The qualitative aspect Of the study examines the role played by historical factors in
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shaping the early retirement phenomenon: The empirical analysis uses data collected as part of the NLS of Older
Men. Cohort: hi:

752 KINGSON, ERIC R. "Retirement Circumstances of Very Early Retirees: A Life Cycle Perspective.' Agin_ g
and Work 4 (Sununer 1981):161-74.

A life cycle perspective is applied to,an analyaisef retirement incomes and control over labor force exit experienced
'by men who left work before age 62 -very. early retirees (VERB). Findings suggest events, occurring early lira
worker's life, and often beyond his control, influence retirement incomes and control over labor force withdrawal.
They we Consistent, with an interpretation that institutional arrangements- in society .nsually lead to 'differential
opportunity tracks, resulting in some Vas experiencing favorable educational_ and" force entry opportunities
that later translate- into higher' protebilities of adiantageous very early ittireinonV circiimstanCes, while others
experience the- opposite. Some Major policy implications are: (1) preventiVe measures designed- to-deal' with_

problems of disadvantaged very early retirees-should interim early in a-worker's life; (2) significant solutions to
the-Semliki= require major adjustments in aociety'S-OppOrtunity structure; and (3) it is socially inequitable to
reduce Social Security benefits for disadvantaged early retirees. In addition, the life cycle perspective may be useful
to understind other aspects of the retirement process. Cohort: M.

753 kiNgsori, ERIC R. and SCHEFFLER, RICHARD M. "Aging: Issues -and Economic l'rendafor the 1980s."
inquiry 18 (Fa111981):197-213.

This paper reviews the major economic trends that impact on government programs affecting the elderly. Issues are
raised relating to income support programs, retirement trends, and health care for the elderly. Cohort: M.

754 KIPLINGER, VONDA L.;BOESEL, DAVID P.; JOHNSON, KYLE. "Propensity of Young Women to Enlist
in the Military: AReport to Congress." Arlington, VA: Defense Manpower Data Center, 1985.

After-briefly reviewing the *Story of women's participation in the Armed Forces and public attitudes toward their
.paiticipadon, the Study turns to an analysis of recent data from three major ongoing surveys of American youththe
Youth Attitude:frocking Study, the NLSY, and High School and Beyond. Together the studiet provide a coherent
pietist of the propensity Of.women to enlist. Taken together, the research findings suggest that women's attitudes`
toward the military reflect an outlook which is rather different from men's. Not only are women in the aggregate
less, interested in military service, but those who are interested tend to view the service in a broader context. Their
interest in the military is more likely to be limited and qualified by interests in other areas. This outlook, and the
social context of which it is a pan, may be major determinants of the-future potential for women's participation in
the Armed Forces. Cohort Y..

755 KTITIVIBUL, TIPPAWAN. "Downward Mobility Aspirations among Adolescents." PhD. Dissertation, The
Ohio State University, 1988.

Little attention has been paid--to the non - normative situation, downward educational aspirations, whereby
-adoleicents desire a lower level of education thawthat attained by their fathers. Downward edUcational aspirations
can be perceived as an early sign of a voluntary do-inward mobility tendency., The social psychological_ peispective.
that is employed in this study considers throe: levels of influence, social atructure, interpersonal relations, sand
personality, and their effects on downward' versus , non-downward edueational aspirations and the extent of
dOwnWard educational aspirations. The sample consists of male and female adolescents aged 15 -19 who
participated li the 1979- NLSY. .Multivariate analyseareveal- that all three levels are relevant to adolescents'

:..
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downWardedricationalispirations,-secial structure (father'S occupation) is the strongest, followed bylnterpersonat
relation (significant others' influenet).,atid personality (occupational aspirations) variables Variable predictors Of
mobility aspirations (downward versus non-downward) are essentially the same for males and females. In contrast
to the great gender similarity among predictors of downward versus nondownward educational aspirations,
predictors of the extent of downward are entirely different for males as compared to females: The social structural
level seems to have a strong influence on the Maori of downward educational aspirations of Males.. Two of the three
significant Variables -are structural and family slit. The third signifleint predictor, best
friend's educational aspirations, is at the interpersonal relation level In the case of female adolescents, two of the
three significant variables are *Vie personality level, internal locus of control and occupational aspirations. Family
intactness, a social structural factor, is the third predictor of female adolescents' extent of-doWnward'educatiOnal
aspirations : It should be meted that there is a little overlap between predictors of downward and non-downward and
predictors of extent of downward. They tend to be different in each case. Specifying- the social psychological
process by which downward educational aspirations develop is an important goal of this research. Furthermore,-to
integrate the micro- and antero-levels of sociological analysis, social changes that have-set the stage for downward
educational aspirations and -the voluntary downward niobility_ phenomenon- are discussed. (UMI ADG87-26672)
Cohort: Y.

756 -IcLEPINGER, DANIEL H. -"A Life Cycle Model of Fertility and -Female -Labor Supply with Stochastic
Births." PhD. Dissertation University of Washington,1988.

In this paper a lifecycle model of female labor supply and fertility_is developed and empirically tested Both fertility
and labor supply are treated as fully endogendus,a factor that distinguishes it from most previous work Births are
treated as stochastic, allowing for unexpected supply shocks and heterogeneityin fedundity. Child quality and care
constraints are also included in the model. It is assumed that there are economies of scale in mother provided home
care, a hypothesis that is empirically tested The formal model is solved using the methods of optimal control. The
theoretical implications of the model indicate that labor supply will rise with the offeredwage and decline with the
price and need for child care. The signs of these-latter effects are dependent on the assumption of economies-of
scale in home cart The same is true for the wage effect on births. This result differs from previous studies because
fewer restrictions arc placed on the mother's dine allocation in this model. The data used to test the theory presented'
here were obtained from the Young Women file of theNIS. The estimation problem-is gr 'ttly complicated by the

,Presence of heterogeneity and selectivity in the labor supply equation and,* former in the birtht supply equation.
The heterogeneity terms are treated as fixed effects-11)0)kb_ equation is estimated using a cenditionaliogit tiut
cOnditions on -the_ fixed--effects. The labor, supply equatiOri is- estimated using a procedure developed here that
simultaneously corrects for fixed effects and -selection bias. The empirical results generally provide strong support
for the -theory. Labor supply rises with the wage and declines with the number of children already horn. Young
children haVea larger negative impact on labor supply than older children. , Births are negatively related to the wage,
number and age_ of existing children and positively related -to' the number of months since- Listhirth. Finally, the
-empirical results provide support for the hypothesis of economies of scale in home care. [UMIADG05-6299-8809]
Cohort: G.

757 KNIESNER, THOMAS J. "The Feminization of Poverty." Soda! Science 71,1 (Spring 1986): 6-10.

During the 1970s, females in the United States made up an increasing share of the poor population. Analysis of data.
collected between 1967 and 1982 by the NLS of Young Women shows that most females enter poverty after divorce
or after bearing an illegitimate child. However, there are also important racial differences in both entry into and exit
from poverty. Cohort: G.
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758 ICNIFSNER, THOMAS J. "Fertility, Marital Instability, and Alimony." Presented: Atlanta, Southern
Economic Association Meetings, 1976.

This studranalyzesmaiital instability among *omen 30-44, within a statistical framework. Three specific issues are
focused on: (1) How does the fertility pattern of the _wife influence the stability of a marriage? (2) What factas-
detemline actual aliniaiy and chili Support 'payments? (3) What_ effect doeS potential_ alimony and support
payments have.oti divorce and separation? In _addition; new evidence is presented dealing -11/ith parental marital
instability and their children's economic success. Cohort: W.

759 ICNIESNER; THOMAS J. "An Indirect Test of CoMplementarity in a Family Labor Supply Model."
Econometrith 44 (July 1976):651-69.

*tabor derives an indirect test of net complaiientarity in a &ally labor supply model. The resultrshOw that the
sign of the husband's gross labor supply wage pannieter will differ according to whether the wife works, and that
the difference indicates die sign of the compassed cross-price effect. The results also show that for older
the noninirket time of the husband and the nonmarket time of the wife are complementary in consumption; Fmally,
evidence shows that an aggregation bias may occur in estiniating labor supply functions for married men. Cohort
MW.

760 ICN1ESNER, THOMAS J. "Re-cent Behavior of the 'Full-Time' Workweek in the U.S." PhD. Dissertation,
The Ohio State University, 1974.

Regression estimates of the postwar secular labor supply function for ftill-tinie workers produce a coefficient for the
real wagerate variable that is not statistically different from zero. By ft-di-dine worker it is meant that demographic
group_ characterized historically by the strongest degree of attachment to the labor force, adult males. Especially
-puzzling- is-that estimatet of the wage rate elasticity of labor supply made from postwar cross-section data are
consistent with:the 'estimate of -.3- obtained from both prewar cross-section and pre-war time-series data. -Past
-explanations for this phenomenon are shown to be unsupported empirically, including the recently developed life-
cycle labor supply model. This disiertadon is an attempt to- uncover the basic economic structure-which-is
responsible, in pia, for the time-sal es/cross-Section conflict. A twoperson model of the household is considered.
If the nonmarket time of the husband alit. the nonmaiket time of the wife are gross complements, then recent relative
increases in the fatiale wage rate have worked against a decline in Male hours of work. Considered also is the effect
of past investment in schooling.. In so Much as greater schooling represents a transfer of wealth from nonhuman to
unman wealth, postwar relative increases in male years of schooling should also have a positive effect on the full-
time workweek. With both micro and aggregate time-series data, regression estimates are made of the parameters of
the labor supply, function of-full-time waken. Tbefemale wage rate has a small positive effect on male hours of
work with anelasdcity to the range o(.02 so It Schociling has a mach more substantial effect; an additional year
of schooling is associated with a workweek lager by approximately one-half to three-fourths of an hour. When the
female wage rate and nade rem of schooling are included as explanatory variables in an analysis of labor supply,
the predicted Postwar secular movenient in full-dine hours of work is positive and approximately 75 per cent of the
actual increase. In addition, when thaw two factors are held Coastant, the effect of secular changes in the male wage
rite on full-time hours of work is statistically less than zero and approximately equal in both the prewar and postwar
periods. Cohort hi.

761 ICNIESNER, THOMAS J.; MtELROY, MARJORIE B4 WILCOX, STEVEN P. "Family Structure, Race, and
the Hazards of Young Women in Poverty, or Getting Into Poverty Without a Husband and getting Out, With or
Without." DiSCUSSi011 Paper No. 193, The Australian National University - Canberra, Centre for Economic Policy

Research, ng&
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Fran 1970 to the early 1980sthe population of adults of both sexes living in poverty in the United States increased
by about 30 percent, The greater absolute increase in the number of women living in poverty during the period has
been tamed the faninization, of poverty. This paper prawns a micro theoretical and empirical analysis of changes
in family structure over the last 15 years and their resulting effect, by race, on the poverty status of young women.
The analysis uses the NLS of Yaing Women, Which tracks 5,159 women,- ages 14 to 24 in 1967, fcir 14 years. The
so- called feminization of poverty occurred shoos solely because of the startling -.secular growth in the number of
single mothers. This, the authors focus sink efforts on qiiMtifying the factors behind the movement ofwomen into
and out of single _motherhood during the Carly stages _of their- additives. The statistical- approach -includes
estiniating multivariate proportional hazard functions for povetty entry and exit. The list of explanatory variablesis
parsimonious aid contains only variables that are truly pre-desermined -and, alba things equal, of policy relevance:
Of major inset! St are the differences and similarities ahem, young black versus young white women ester aid leave
pommy. was- faind_ that mien after contro4ing ifor family- background, age, and' measure- of human capital
ateumnlatitm, as well as for interstate variation in AFDC generosity, in per capita income, and in gender Mix,young:
black women still enter poverty (largely through the single motherhood status) at almost three times the rate of their

couniatiats. Yoimtblack women have longer average spells of poverty because they not onlyenter poverty
at higher rates but they 'also exit the poverty associated with single inotherhciod mike slowly. Even controlling for

the variablesin our limof explanatory bac* the *away exit rate for young black women is still ally about two-
thirds that of the yoling- White women in our_dati. The authors conclude that, while AFDC generosity affects-
-poverty rates, such *MEP have,also treaded in a direction that should have slowed Me laninizafra of poverty
and that aging tends to Maid poverty entry more than if retards poverty exit. Because the US population ofwomen
is now aging, we aped the tidal-number of poor single mothers:with children to decline between now and the -end
of this century. -dolma: -G.

762 KNIESNER, THOMAS ,J.; MCELROY, MARJORIE B.; WILCOX, STEVEN P. "Getting into Poverty
Without a Husband, and Getting Out, With or Without." The American Economic Re "view 78,2 (May 1988): 86-95.

Utilizing data from the NLS of Young-Wanes, this research anidyzed the poverty spells of young shigle.mahai
during the survey, years 1968-1982. :Findings include: (1) young black *alien are more likely than young white
*men to not Only experience poverty but to stay in povaty; (2)- changes in family Structure account for nearly all
entries into poverty-with divorce the prevalent entry mode for white women and leaving the hoinehold-of another
adult the predominant mode for black woman (3)- more young white women exit poverty via remarriage while
black women typically rejoin either their parent's household or the household of another-Unrelated male adult; and
(4) for both races, poverty= status repreiented new poverty rather than poverty carried over from some, previous
family swain: Cohort: G.

763- KNIESNER, THOMAS -J.; PADILLA, ARTHUR IL; POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Racial Differences in
Earnings Over the Business Cycle." Presented: Chicago, Econometrics Society Meetings, 1978.

This article - focuses on the use of the error components model to measure the effect of labor market conditions on
rate-of-return differentials between races. The statistical procedure used in this study measures business activity by
the unemployment rale. In an earnings equation, the interaction between schooling and unemploymentrate variables
show that schooling rates Of return declined as business conditions worsened for blacks. Cohort: M.

764 KNIESNER, THOMAS L; PADILLA, ARTHUR IL; POLACHEIC, SOLOMON W. "The Rate ofReturn to
Schooling and the Business Cycle." Jownal of Human Resources 13,2 (Spring 1978):264-77.

This study illuaingrze.two avenues through which the business cycle. affects the rate _of return to schooling. The
results show that the degree to which the increased relative black rate of return is attributable to comparative gains in

I
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school *polity may be overstated. Evidence shows that the relative rate of return for young whites is directly related
to the incidence of unemployasent. Cohort B M.

765 -ICNIESNIER, THOMAS I.:- POLACHE1C, SOLOMON W. PADILLA, ARTHUR H. "The Rate of Return to
Schooling and the Business Cycle: Additional Estimates." Journal of Munan Resources 15 (Spring 1980)273-77.

The central pupae of this pew is S3 illustrate that the business cycle disturbs relative black/white nues of rental.
This is demon:tuned in- two ways. First, the whoa make note that King'S rate of return estimates support the
hypothesis that blacks fire relatively poorly in times Of high unemployment. Secondly, evidence is presented which
corroboases original findings fie* at earnings function estimated with peneldata. Cohort II M.

766 KNUTSON, MARLYS. "A Woman in the Labor Force: Factors Affecting Both Her Labor Force Decision and
the Time She is Willing ID Supply I the Labor Mario." M.S. Thesis, The Oklahcima State University, 1974.

This study mthlyies a somsn't labor force decision sad the time she is willing to supply tO the bbor force once -she
decides to participat& three tnodels were develop* a Mix force pgnicipation model (to determine how various
factors affect the probability bats won a° will 'kr* labor 444; a supply of working time model (to determine
the change in a womart's time at homeat the labor forcedue to various (actors); sad an income differential model-

:: imilyzo how factors affect the betimes of lverking worms). Each model includes social aid economic factors as
web as residence categories, as independent_ variables. Place of residence does not significantly influence a woman's

labor fon* participation decision, but a higher wage is needed in SMSA- nonfarm areas to entice a woman there to
supply the iinonnmber of work hours as one residing in a non SMSA - nonfarm area. The income of a woman
living in i non SMSA-- nonfarm:area is 82 percent that of a woman who resides in an -SMSA - nonfarm area.
Cithort W.

767 KNUTSON, MARLYS and SCHRENER, DEAN. "Analysis of Factors Influencing Women's Labor Force
Participation Decisions." Research Report 0-723, Agricultural Experiment Station, Oklahoma State University,
1975.

The 'general pupae of _dna study is to_ analyze the factors important in: (1) determining a woman's labor force
pliticiptrion decision; and Cl) influencing the time a woman is willing to supply in the market. :Results of the

.- labor participstion annlyiis include; (1) at'eat of a higher educational level 4 an indication that she will more
a pIticipant lithe lib:lila* thin the Woman-who has-failed io complete high school:- (2) recent work

ekperience is a more influential factor in the curre-nt labor force status of the woman than is work which occurred
Won_ luring school; (3) husband's income plays an extremely imporotnt role in determining the labor force status of
the Monied woman, and (4) residincob insignificant idler correcting for other variables. A household production
consumption =delis used to analyze the demand- for _ccasumption time and- thus, the supply of working time.
-Conclusions reached from thi$ analysis art (1) decisions concerning the boars a woman is at home are made in a
_filmilicoriext where production is one of the household-activities; (2) within the range of data, a backward-

:- c, lending supply curve of time at work does not exist and the estimated elasticity of the supply of working boors with
-respect to wage (evaluated at the mean wage rate and the mean of hours worked) is .160; (3) the level of commuting
_time at which working hones area maximum is 58 minutes, all other things Constant and (4) a higher wage rate is
needed in the SMSA 7 nonfarm areas to entice a woman there to supply the same number of work hours as a woman
in a non SMSA 7 nonfarm area. Cohort -W.

0

768 KNUTSON, MARLYS and SCHREINER, DEAN. "Factors Affecting Work Time Supplied by Women Ages
30 to 44 Years." Presentee Colbge Station, Texas, American Agricultural Economics Association Meeting, 1974.
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The Male wade force incitased,320 percent between 1940 and 1970, as evidenced in both urban-awl rural areas.
This study analyzes the time a woman is willing to supply in the labor market and factors influencing that supply
wage rate, residence, education, family income, and others: Results indicate that the wage in SMSA - nonfarm area_ s
must mica* that in non SMSA nonfarm areas by S.85 for women to work an equal number of hours. Cohort W.

769 KNUTSON, MARLYS and SCHREINER, DEAN. "Income Returns for Working .WOnieri by Place of
.Residence." Oklahoma parent Faint Economics 48 (October 1975): 39-49:

This-study is primarily concerned' with the role of place of residence in determining income returns for working
women in the 30-44 year age range.: This age group is espeCially important became of the, problem of reentry to the
labor market after die children are grown or in school. The statistical analysis of the yearly income in 1966 of the-
women surveyed who were at work in that year, to explain the variance appearing in the unadjusted data by place of
residence allows the folio-wing conclusions to be made:.-(1) the return to yearly income of an additional hour worked
was _S0.15 so.$020:- (2) white women received a slightly larger income thin:nonWhite mionien betause of either
lower wages or lower dill positions within an occupational or industrial grouping or both; (3) marital status can be
judged to have ady a slight inthience on income after corrections are.made_ for hours worked, occupation, industry,
education, race, md residence; -(4) the-woman-who invests in a higher educational level will, in-general; receive
better positions within any occupation or indOstrycitegoiry and will be compensated accordingly; (5) occupational-
or "Mistrial-groupings dontalinte much -to the large variations _in annual' income of the working women surveyed;
and (6) the results of the income differential Model imply that a woman living in as SMSA area earns More than the
woman ina non-SMSA-nonfarb met, all Other factors held con:am:Cohort W.

770 KOBRIN, FRANCES E. and wArrE, LINDA J. "Effects of Childhood Family Structure on the Transition to
Marriage." lownal of Maniac and doe Family 46,4 (1984): 807-16.

Increasing rates of divcere mean that many MOM children than in the past spend part of their childhood in singlet
.parent families. Using data from two national longitudinal surveys of *mg people, this study explored the effects
of- family structure during the teenage yeari on the lielthood of eventual marriage for both males and females.
Results suggested that the family patterns children experience when they are growing up continue to have an impact
on their own patterns of family (wisdom-However, this effect appeared to affect sons and daughters and blackaand
whites somewhat differently. For example,'a history of family instability affected black malei more fundamentally
than black females in that it reduced the overall chances of marriage. The social consequatet of nonmarriage are
distussed, as arc the limitation of the Study. Finally, embed" is placed on the need to examine more broadly the
impact of childhOodexperiences on Other asp*" of adjustment in adulthood. Cohort B G.

771 KOBRIN, FRANCES E. and WAVE, LINDA J. "Effects of Family Stability and Nestleaving Patterns on the
Transition to Marriage." Presented: the Meetings of the American Sociological Association, 1983.

Data from the Young Women cohort of the NIS are used to explore patterns of family-formation related to two
major areas of change in U.S. family structure: (1) the increasing experience of parental divorce; and ,(2) decline in
age of leaving home. The following two questions are addressed. First, are children wtio grow up in an intact family
more likely to marry at any given age than those who do not? Interpretations of results showing the "heritability" of
divorce include a possible reluctance by partners who have experienced divorce as children to invest enough in their
marriages to keep them going; it seems plausible that they might also be leis willing to take the risk at all. This
hypothesis _may explain the consistent finding of lower marriage rates for blacks than for, nonblacks. SecOnd, are
children who leaye home early, thus experiencing a "role hiatus" in terms of family, relationships, less_ likely to
marry at a given age than those who have not had this experience? While many-women go away to school, and.so
increase their economic alternatives to marriage, many others attend college while living at home, and are thus less
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exposed to alternative spending patterns, and less likely to experience autonomy and independence before marriage.
Cohort G.

772 KOHEN, ANDREW L "Attrition from Military and Civilian Jobs: Insights from the National Longitudinal
Snrveys." Final Report, Battelle Colwnbus Labonttories, 1984.

This study- uses data from the Iming,Men -and NLSY cohorts to investigate the antecedents of voluntary job
separations. The focus is on comporing,military and civilian behaviors. For civilians the analysis concentrates on
the first regular post-school job, while for the members of the armed forces the concentration is on attrition from the
-first term of service. Some of the conclusions based on comparing the various empirical findings are: (1) quitting a
&zit civilian job and attritingfrom as initial term of military service are distinctly different:behaviors; (2) military

_par level and other objective features of the Military context are strongly related to whether a young man completes
his first term of service, and (3) many affective traits significantly influence the likelihood of a young man minting
from military advice. A few policy _ suggestions regarding recruitment and training are offered based on the-
divines!. **v.'s CohOrt -B Y.

773 -KOHEN, ANDREW -L "Determinants of Early Labor Market_Success Among Young Men: Race, Ability,
Quantity and Quality of Schooling." -Ph.D. Dissertation, lie Ohio State University, 1973.

The-study examines tio effects of several hypothesized determinants of early labor market success among young
men. Success is:measured:in terms of Wily earnings, -social status of occupation, and annual unemployment
-eiperience.- In a humatt_capitallbeeretical frame** the following- characteristics are hypothesized to-affect
suCcest socioeconomic -background, :health, race, mental ability, quantity and quality of schooling. :Multiple

:regression analysis is applied to a *hotel:02We model and several functional specifications of the success equation
are tested. The study also gaterates estimates of the quantitative impact of current racial discrimination in the labor
market. The data arefroth the 1966 file of the NLS of Young Men and relate to out-of-school males 18 to 24:years
of age who had completed at least 8 years of sehOoling. Cohort: B.

774 'KOHEN, ANDREW L "Job Changing Behavior ofYoung Men in the Civilian Labor Market." In:-FirsiTerm
Enlisted Attrition, Voluine 1, H.S. Sinailo, ed., Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1977.

An overview of job mobility of young men is presented using the major economic schools of thought, including the
'human capital perspective, the neoclassical and the "institutionalist" apprbachei it appears that quits of a first job
are affected most by the age at which the respondent first worked, the occupational classification of that job, and rate
of pay. Whites are shown to have a higher likelihood of quitting their first job than blacks. Some policy
recommendations for the armed forces and recruiting, based on data from the NLS, are included. Cohort: B.

-775 -KOHEN, ANDREW L "Labor Force and Employment Status of Students." In: Years for Decision, Volume 1,
Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971.

A study of young women aged 14-24 enrolled in school in 1968 showed that about one-third of the eight million
students in this age category participated in the bbor-force during the surverweek. Grade in school, socioeconomic

:stains of family, mintier of weeks worked during 1967, urban background, and age positively relate to participation
rates =among high 'school students (age 14-17). Black high schOol' young women tend =less_ than their white

-connterparts to be in the labor force, but this difference narrows with age. College age young women (18-24) who
are graduate students, had fathers in professional occupations, come from large cities, or were employed for at least-
26 Weeks 1967 showed higher participation rates than -those not having these characteristics. Data indicate

t"6
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unemployment is higher among black young women and suggest that the dissemination of labor market information
to all enrolled female students could be much improved. Cohort G.

776 KOHEN, ANDREW L "Minimum Wage and Handicapped Workers." In: Report of the Minimum Wage Study
CommiisionS (141):42064.

The author provides a review of relevant empirical-studies and descriptions of the labor supply,- employntent and
--Wages of handicapped Americans, provides a review of the relevant portions of three major studies of the operations
of shelterediwakshops, aral,presents and interprets new analyses of dation the wages of handicappedworkers in
and outside of sheltered employment: Cohort: B G MW.

4

777- KOHEN, ANDREW- I. and -ANDRISANI, PAUL J. "Career Thresholds,, Volume 4." Manpower Research
Monograph 16, Volume 4.-Washaigion; D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office; 1974.

Data from thofirit through fairdi interviews of young then aged14-2A in 1966 are used to,explore enrollment:in
school, -marital status, and geographic Movement. _ The labor market -experiences of ,high- school graduates _ are

,examinedand contrasted with thoexperiences of dropouti. Data from all out-of-school youth are then examined
with special attend* -Paid- to _ interfirrn movement (from kith 1966=1969 and :1967=1969), _and its correlates and
determinants, , and to changes_ of occupation and hourly rate of pay. Changes in the educational and occupational
goals of respondents enrolled in schtiol during this time are also investigated. Cohort:- B.

778 KOHEN, ANDREW L and BARKER, SUSAN C. "The Antecedents and Consequences of Intemiptioniin
-Formal Schoeling: A Review of the Literature." Columbus, Olt Center for Human Resourde Research, The Ohio_ .

State University, 1976.

--;

This review provides a summary of the existing findings relevant wail types of schooling interruptions. Research
,

reviewed includes interruptions in primary and secondary schooling, studies of the process of leaving and returning ..

to college; institutional criteria for readmission of temporary dropouts, interruptions for military service, and women
-returnees. Cohort B G. ;-

779 KOHEN, ANDREW I.- and BREINICIL :SUSAN -C. "Knowledge of the World of Work: A Test of
Occupational Information of Young Men."- Journal Vocational Behavior 6 (1975):133444.

The study evaluatet a test of occupational information administered ton nationalsample of 5,000 young men, aged
14 to 24 in 1966, as part of the NLS Young Men!soohort The predictive validity of the test score is assessed by

-reference to multiple regression anal yses which confirm the significance of the score as an independent predictor of
subsequent hourly 5irrnipvi and occupational status. , Correlation and factor analyses are used to examine the quality
of the measurement instrument. All all, the instrument is judged to exhibit desirable characteristics in terms of
internal, consistency, reliability, discriminatory power, and level of difficulty: The test's reliability compares
-favorably with a commercially Prodaced _test designed 10 be %aid in counseling as a measure- of Occupational
knowledge. With the Possible modification of deleting a section relating to knowledge of earnings differentials; the
test is commended to those involved in assessing and counseling the occupational choice process. Cohort B.

780 KOHEN, ANDREW L; BREINICH, SUSAN C.; SHIELDS, PATRICIA M. "Women and the Economy: A
Bibliography and a Review of the Literature on Sex Differentiation in the Labor Market." Columbus, OH: Center
for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1977.
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11 literature review expandi on part of the article by Hilda, Mite and Andrew Kohen in Journal of ECoriomic
Literature 13 (December 1975):1249-92., A bibliographic review of the sex differentiation in the labor market is also

, Presented. Cohort:: G

781 KOHEN, ANDREW Land GILROY, CURTIS. "The Minimum Wage; Income Distribution, and Poverty." In:
Report of the Minimum Wage Study Commission 8(1981):1-30.

A portion of this Paper deseribes the charactoris6cs of miwn wage workers in terms of the distribution and level
of income 'Using data from the Young Men's and Young Women's cohorts, the 'demographic and labor force
.characteristies as well as !Karl/age incomesources are examined., Cohort: B G.

-782 KOHEN, ANDREW 1; GRASSOJOHN T. MYERS, STEVEN C.; -SHIELDS, PATRICIA M. 'raider
Thresholds, 'Volume 6."' Manpower -Research Monograph ,16, Volume 6. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government,
Printing Office, 1977.

This Volume begins with an analysis of the youths' labor market experience, exploring the factors related,to the
-levels of educational and occupational aspirations expressed by those youth who were in high school at the
beginning-of a five-year Period._ EmlOiting the Ionginidinsd nature -of, the data the-atudY- inveStigates .factors
associated with the adaptation of educational goals during the high school -Years and the two years thereafter. The
'effect* of various forms of investment in human capital on an individuai's labor market position are also analyzed.

:-, The antdyris permits an assessment of the extent to which the contributions to labor market success of these different
-types of "investments" very among different_ groups of youth (e.g.,-whites versus blacks). Finally, in view of the

;-- possibility that 'the'lelaficialiglis' themselves were Undergoing, change during the Eve-year -period,. the =study- also
compares the MtPerienceOf high school and college graduates who entered Me labor market during the period 1966
to.19613vith that of comparable individnalt who entered after '194. , Another analysis ls devoted to occupational

. -.. mobility OM rig young men. . In addition to quantifying and describing the changes in major occupation group.
that occurred (1) betweest:ciutanceinto the labor market and 1971 and (2) over the five-year period 1966 to 1971,

.

the study analyzes the factors , that are associated with 'both . the incidence, and the magnitude of occupational
advancement during these same periods. . An analysis of the unemployment experience of Male youth is directed at
relating the incidence and duration of unemployment to various types of job separation. It focuses only on members

.., ... Odle experienced iabor_force who were not enrolled in school The study first identifies the factors associated vitt',
the probability of different typtsnfjeb separation, and then explores the incidence and duration of unemployment
.following each type of separation. The impact of Inii4aMSOEViO, on a youth's subsequent labor market experience
is also discus The analysis begins with an investigation of the factors that are associated with the likelihood of
having, served in the armed forces during the Vietnam War: It then attempts to assess the net impact of military
service on various aspects of subsequent civilian labor market experience including earnings, occupational status,

;and the incidenceof unemployment: Cohort: B.

=

183 'KOHEN, ANDREW L; NESTEL, GILBERT; KARMAS, CONSTANTINE. "Factors Affecting Individual
Persistence Rates in Undergraduate. College- Progranis." American Educational:Research: journal 15 (Spring
19710:233452.

This Study uses a sample drawn from the NLS of YotmiMen attending college in the 1960s. SOme of the principal
conclusions of the .fflultivariate analyses 'are: (1) factors determining persistence vary widely with the stage of the
undergraduate Career; (2) race and parental SES bear no net relation to dropping- out; (3) the impact of ability
'declines with progressloward graditatiOn; and (4) entering college in-a two-year institution is inversely associated
-with Persistence., These and other, fiUdinp demonstrate that much previous research has perpetuated erroneous
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inferencet about dropping out of college, not the least Of which is that the piece* can be =modeled in a single
equation representing the likelihood of graduation by any given group of freshmen. Cohort: B.

784, KOHEN, ANDREW I.; NESTEL, GILEtitT;KARMAS, CONSTANTINE. "Success and Failure in College:
A New -Approach to -Persistence in Undergraikiate Programs" Columbus, CA Center for Bunten Resource
Research, The Ohio'State University, 1976.

This study examines the factott affecting the probabilities of completing college. It appears that -factors of
persistence invoilegevary with the year in achociL -Parental socioeconomic status, race and age are found to have no
net relationship with dropping out Pursuing= a- college prep program in high ,sehool, is - significant only in the
freshmen year, and IQ. is not :significant after the _Sophomore year However, _receiving I scholarship has a
significant positive relationship to the probability oecompletnitcollege., Working evidently inhibits -persistence in
college, but not all employed students drop out; and there is no significant relationship between hours worked and
dropping out. Finally,- young men who initially enter a two-year college are Much- more likely to drop Out at every
stage for indeterminable reasonseven after transferring to a four-year inatitution. Cohort: B.,

'185, KOHEN; ANDREW I. and PARNES; HERi3F,RT. S: "Career ThreshOlds, Volume 1." ManpOwer Research
:Monegilph 16, VOlume 3. Washington;D.C.: U.S.-GOVernment Printing Office,-1971.

The-reperotternpts to delineate some of the major changes that &Miffed in the edudatiofial and labor market plans
and status of young men over the two-year period 1966 to1968,, More specifically, it the extent of change
hi:School-- enrollment_ status,.educational _ and occupational aspirations, labor force _participation, unemployment
experience, employer and occupational affiliation, rate of compensation, extent. of job satisfaction, and location of
.reSidenci4 In addition to describing the nature and extent of these types of changes, it also begins to identify some of
the correlates of change Finally, a examines the cumulative unemployment experience of the out-of-school youth
over the two-Year peried.,COhort:._ B.

786 `1(011EN, ANDREW L; PARNES; HERBERT S.; SHEA, JOHN R. "Income Instability Among Young and
'middle-Aged Men." In The Personal Distribution of Income and Wealth, J. Smith, ed, New Yorle'National Bureau
of Economic Research; 1975.

In this paper, the authors attempt (1) to quantify the influence on measured income inequality Of lengthening the-
aceounting period; (2).to describe the mechanism through.whichincome instability_ among male heads of household
is manifested: (e.g.,. changes in sources of income, hours worked, and wage rates);- and (3) to identify-some of the
demographic and-econothie characteristics of those household heads whose income is "unstable" over a two-oil/tree?
Year period, in the sense of changing at above-average or below-average rates. Cohort: B M.

787 KOHEN, ANDREW L and RODERICK, ROGER D. "Causes of Differentials in Early Labor Market Success
among Young Women." Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section of American Statistical Association (1972):329-
34.

This paper is part of a larger research effort to identify, thecausee of differentials in early labor market success
among youth. Here, we are primarily interested in: ,.(1) the effect of education,independent of ability,on early labor
marker success;- and (2) white-black differentials in the -determinants of early labor market success, where,- our
measure of success is hourly earnings. Our results suggest that education is a more important influence on earnings
among white wemen in typically female occupations than among those in atypically female occupations, for whom
ability is a mereimponanr factor. 'Cohort: G.
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188 'KOHER, -ANDREW I. and RODERICK;ROGER D., "The Effects of-Race and Sex Discrimination on Early-
Career Earnings." Columbus; OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1975.

This paper is concerned with the determinants of differentials in early-Career earnings among young workers. This
study uses regression analysis of a 3-equation model to ,demonstrate the existence of significant labor market
distriminatiOn according to both race and sex. Findings strongly indicate that zx discrimination iamoravirulent
than racial discrimination . Cohort Bb.

789 KONANG,-CHRISTEL. "Middle-Aged Men' in the Labor Force: A Graphical and-Empirical Exploration of
Health , Capital,. Disability Insurance and Time Allocated to Work." Ph D Dissertation, University of Southern
'California, 1978.

Ae, Major conclugon from,the theoretical Section Of thia study is that a national health insurance system can help
-maintain-the health Status of Middle-aged workersthereby- helping to maintain their productivity and work effort
provided that benefits are quite comprehensive and medical care is readily available, while. the tax burden, for ihat
group of workeri is_kept tine to presentlevels, so that the use of medical care is.encourageL The, model also.
'suggests that more medical care will be utilixed when the opportunity cost of the individual's time is relatively 'ow
The opportunity cost is affected by many variables under the control of decision makers, as, for example, zoning for
the location-of medical facilities, stimulating the economy to provide employment opportunities, changing the
procedures which determine eligibility for insurance benefits, and many more Cohort: M.

790' KOPPEL, ROSS. "The Role of -Social Psychological Variables in the Status Attainment of Young Men."
00. Dissertation, TeMple Univ ersity; 1981.

We artempttpaicertain the roles:that duce social-psychological variables play in the labor market attainment of
young .men. The three variables are occupational- aspirations,-self-assessed expectations of reaching -those_
aspirations, and the Rotter locus of control scale. To examine the influences of these factors we observe their effects'
within a matrix of variables generally thought to determine labor market rewards These other variables are family
background, intelligence, education, school quality, .age, job tenure; responsibility (or dependents; marital status,
region of country, and size of local labor force Our labor market outcome measures are :occupational attainment,.
annual earned 'income, .wages,',and.the log forms of each. Previous studies of social psychological factors in the
status attainment process were often compromised by an inability to distinguish cause from effect. To obviate this
difficulty we use longitudinal data and measure the social psychological factors before respondents enter the labor
force on a full-time basi& -Further; *entertain our measures near the completion of each respondent's schoolitsi.
Labor market outcome measures are tollecied- at the last',year of, our study period to nine years after
eOmpletion, of schOol. The effects, thus, of these social, psychological_ factors can be considered with reasonable
assiirance-as to causal ordering. The datalor, this research are from the Young- Men's cohort of_ the NU. -Three
interrelated research stiategiei, reflect our hypOtheles. First, we determine if any of the social psychological
vIiables aignificandy -affect labor Market outcomes Controlling for all of our other factors. Second, We determine
hoW, much of the explained variance in shared between social psychological and other factors., We also analyze the
-extent of explained variance unique to the social psychological -variables Third, we develop and _test path models
reflecting the hypothesized interrelations of our iocial psychological and other variables Also, in a separate analysis,
we recompute the income and wage equations with occupational attainment added to the independent variables We
do this to allow comparison of our original models with an alternative specification which treats occupation as an
intervening element in wage or income models. We find that social psychological _variables measured-before full-
time labor market participation directly affect income and occupational attainment. Even with all of our other
factors controlled; respondents with higher aspirations and/or more confidence attained higher status jobs than those
',with:leis ambitious and/or-With 'less tonfidence' about occupational success. In the' income regressions we
food- that the "internals" who believed that they have' more control over their lives -have higher earnings,
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ceteris paribus, than the "externals." Further, as in the occupational attainment equations, we found that thoie ivith
high expectations of reaching their goals earn considerably Morn than those whoare less optimistic. These data also
reveal that a substantial proportion (30% to S' Ott) of variance is shard between the social psychological and other
Variables, The unique contribution of the social psychological variables is less than five percent. In the
supplemental analysis we determine. that inclusion of occupational attainment as an -independent variable in the
income and -*age equations does not .meaningfully alter our -original" results. Path analysis indicates 'bat
occupational aspirations.and expectations are important intervening elements in the process of occupational, and
income attainment,?mediating much of the influence of intelligence, family background, a. d education. RJMi..
41081-15888] Cohen: B.

791 KORENMAN, SANDERS- b. and NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Does Marriage Really Make Men More,
Productive?" :Finance & Economics Discussion Series,Pivision of Research and Statistics, Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D.C., 1988:

ilia paper examines hypothesized labor market productivity differentials among men of different Marital statuses.
Utilizing dita from the ,NLS , of Young,' Men, it attempts to distinguish empirically among .three competing
hypothetic, surrounding the large hourly wage premiums (10-40 percent, controlling for observable worker and job

-characteristics) ,paiel..th married .men in comparison to never married -men. The hypotheses are productivity-
enhancing effects of marriage, selection of "more productive" men into the married state, and discrintination. To
the extent that the data allow us to distinguish among the three, they suggest that selection, accounts for somewhat
lessthanhalfof the differential, and discrimination accounts far none of it. Cohort: B.

792 KORENMAN, SANDERS D. and NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Is Superwoman a Myth? Marriage, Children, and
Wages." Working Paper No. 94, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 1989.

This paper explores the telatiOnships hetWeen marriage, children, and women's wages: It Considers Becker's (1985)
hypothesis that household responsibilities reduce the labor market productivity of married women relative to men or
Single %Worneri with comparable labor market human capital. Using a sample drawn- from the NLS of Young
Women, the authors explore potential biases in estimates' of these relationships, including what is believed to be the
first longitudinal analysei, No evidence was found that married-women have lower labor market productivity than
comparable singlawomen. In addition, once account is taken of the effects of children On labor force attachment,
there is no consistent association hetWeen children and ivomen'twages. The findings suggest that wage differentials
between men and women with similar human capital should not be attributed to the greater home responsibilities of
flrrlwoniéfl.CohOtG.

793 KOSHAL, RAJINDAR. "Logit Analysis for Determinants of Higher Education." Presented: New Delhi, India,
International Statistical Conference, December 1977.

Using logit analysis of the NLS Men's cohort, the author showOhat opportunity cost, financial aid and quality of
high school attended are iniportant variables in determining the demand for higher education in the United States.
Further analysis appears to be needed to explore thoimportance of other factors in determining their influence upon
the demand for higher education in theUnited States. Cohort: M.

794 KOTLIKOFF, LAURENCE J. "Testing the Theory of Social Security and Life Cycle Accumulation."
American Economic Review 69 (June 1979): 396-410.
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New micro evidence is presented on the accumulation response of households to Social Security. Section I reviews
the theory of Social Security and life cycle Sayings, considering the one-for-one replacement of accumulated Social
Security taxes for accumulated private savings, the retirement effect; and the effect of changes in lifetime wealth due
to the. yield of the Secial Semirity system. In Section IT econometric sPecification is used to test the emery. Section
III discusses the sample selected from the NLS of Older Men aged 45-59, and Section IV presentsthe empirical
findings. Cohort: M.'

795 KRAU8E,,NEAL. and STRYKER, SHELDON. "Economic Stress and Psycho-Physiological Well-Being."
Presented: the Meetings of the North Central Seciological'Association, 1980.

Data from the -1969' and 071 waves _of-the-NIS of Older 'Men were analyzed to assess the effects of stressful
economic life events (e.g., inceine loss, wiernployment) on psycho-phySiological well-being. The role of locus of
Control in mediating the effects oi economic stress was also examined. A three-stage least squares analysis of the
2,698 responses confirms the hypothesis that internals handle economic stress bye more constructive or realistic way
ihan externals. The datt did shovethat economic stress exerted a strong negative effect on psycho-physiological
well-being. The need for more research on coping strategies in stress situations Was also discussed. -Cohort: M.

791 KRAUSE, ,NEAL and siRyiCEA, 'SHELDON. "Stress and_ Well-being: thel3uffering Role of Locus of
Control Beliefs." Social Science and Medicine 18,9(1984): 783-90.

Data from the 1969 and 1971- panels of the NLS ofOlder,Men aie_analyzed to assess the mediating effects of locus
'of control belietrin,the relationShip between 'stressful job and economic events and psycho-physiological well-
being. The analyses indicate that men with internal locus of control orientations respond more adequately to stress
than do those with external locus of control beliefs: Amore detailed examination of the data revealed that men with
moderately internal leens of control orientations cope more effectively with stress than those whose locus of control
beliefs maylrii cliSsified as extreme internal; extreme external or-moderately external. The theoretical-implicadOns

- of thesefindingilue discussed. Cohort M.

797 KREIN, SHEILA FITZGERALD. "Effects of Living in a Single-Parent Family on Educational Attainment of
Young Men and Women and on Earnings of -Yams' Mem" -Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Illinois at Mena-
Champaign, 1984.

.

Whither kmkterm-CoMeqiieriderrof &big in a single-parent family mat is a &Whig nubile *cern. This- study
examines the effect of living in a single-parent family headed by a female on two long-run measures of achievement:
educational attainment and 'earnings. The effect is examined within a household production framework, where
achievement isa fundi of the time and money input of the parents and their tbility to combine these resolute&
The 'Addy is beset- upon- matched mother/sop and mother/daughter samples constructed from the NIS. These
simples Consist of 1,098 Young men ages 28 to 38 and-1,448 young women ages 26 to 36, about one fourth of whom
spent Some time in a single-parent family.. Four measures of life ma -single-parent family are constructed:ever lived
in a single-pont 'family, length of time, period of childhood, and length of time in each-period. The first two
measures, ever lived and length dime lived ina single-parent family, had a significant negative effecton years of
school completed for young men. The impact on educational attainment, of young women was negative, but the
.effect was not significant when family income was included in the equation. The magnitude of the effect was nearly
three times as large for young Men is for young women. The preschool period of childhood,but not the elementary
or high school years, had a-negativeeffect forhoth young men and women. The length of time in the preschool
years also had asipificantnegative impact for both genders. Living in a single-parent family hid no significant
direct effect on the earnings of young men, using a human capital model of earnings. Any impact appeared to be
indirect throngh lowering the education of the young men. Cohort B G W.
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798: KREIN, SHEBATITZGERALD. "Growing sUp in a- Single-parent Family: The Effect on -Education and
Earnings of Young Men." Family Relations 35,1 (January 1986): 161468.

The effect of living in a single-parent family on the educational attainment and earnings of young males is
examined, utilizing data from the Matins Women and Yon* Men. Three specifications of living in a single-parent
family are tested, Using ordinary least squves- analysis on models reprernting education attainment and earnings.
The'aiialyses show that living in a Single-parent kmily has a direct negati ie effect on education, but only an indirect
impact on earnings via education. The effect is strongest among those who lived in one-parent families during the
preschool years. Cohort: B W.

799 KREIN, SHELIA.FITZGERALD. and BELLER, ANDREA A. "Educational Attainment of Children from
Single-Parent Families: Differences by Exposure, Gender and Race." Demography 25,2 (May 1988): 221-234.

This paper, examines the effect of living in a single-parent family on the educational attainment ofyoung men and
women. According to household theory, the reduction in parental resources for human capital
investment in children_ living in a singlevarent family should lower their educational attainment. Using matched
mother-daughter and mother-son samples from thaNadonal Longitudinal Surveys, preciae-rneaSures of whether,, at
what age, and for how long a child lived in a single-parent family are constructed. Empirical findings show that the
negative effect of living in a single-parent family: (1) increases with the number of years spent in this type of family;
(2) is greatest during the preschool yarn': and (3) is larger for boys than for gbis. Cohort: B G=W.

800 KRUSE;_ WILLIAM J. "Experience, Human Capital and Complementarity: The Case of Young 'Men."
:Presented:tie Eastern Economic Association Meeting, 1976.

'This paper utilizes a-human capital framework in analyzing, the earnings ofyounimenage 17 to 27 in :1969. In
contrast to most of the previous work in this area, the implications of different types of experience for self--
invettment behavior and earnings are explored. In addition, explicit attention is devoted to possible
compkmentarities or interactions among various types of human, capital: investment, particularly those interactions
between schooling and investments undertaken in the context of labor Market experience. The results suggest that
there are significant differenctui in the-earnings effects of different types of experience and thatcomplementarities
maybe quite strong. Iniplications are drawn for manpower and educational policy and future work in modeling the
determinants dawning s. Cohort: B.

801 KULAHCI, MEHMET. "Factors Affecting the Labor, Market Experience of Young Men with Special Needs."
Ph.D. Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State University, 1981.

Unemployment rate differentials furnished by statistical studies do not demonstrate whether educational experiences
and post-school training affect early labor market experience of youth with special needs. This study was designed
to determine the effects of education, and occupatinnal training on the labor market experiences (i.e., income from
wages and salary, number of weeks worked, number of weeks unemployed, and job satisfaction) of youngmen with
special needs. The sample for this study consisted of 1,321 young men (14 to 24 -years of age)` with special needs
from the NLS. Special needs applies to both disadvantaged And handicapped persons and includes: (1) educationally
disadvantaged; (2) socially or culturally disadvantaged; and (3) functional limitations (handicapped): The statistical
Imethodology employed in this studywas threefold: (1) a modified analysis of variance:, (2) the Pearson Product-
Moment Correlation Coefficient:, and (3) stepwise regression analysis. Fivarnajor conclusions were reached: (1)
Types of high school curricula did noi make any difference in average wage-and salary -earnings; the number of
weeks _employed, the number of weeks unemployed, and, job satisfaction for special needs young men; (2)
Differences in educational attainment (years of schooling) were_positively correlated withlabor market experiences
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for special needs- persons; (3)- Differences between knowledge of the worldnf -work were also a maje force
determining labor Market outcomes for, special needs. persons; (4) Post-school occupational training, had a
significant ,benefit to_special _needLyoung_men regarding average wage and salary earnings; and (5) Post - school
occupational training, did have a significant effect,on:the number of weeks of employment. Specie.' needs young
men without occupational training experienced more weeks of unemployment than those who had completed or used
one or two occupatiOnal training experiences. Therefore, it is,concluded that post-school occupational training has a
significant effect On early labor market experience of young Men with special needs. However, evidence is mixed'as
to whether - educational experiences have a potitive effect on young-Men with special needs in,the labor market.
Cohan: B.

802 KUO, HSIA14G-HUI. "Marriage and Sex Role Attitudes of Young Women." M.S., University of Wisconsin-
Ivfidison, 1988.

Using ditta from NLS of Young Women, this study tests three hypotheses on the effects of marriage on sex role
attitudes: (1) perceived inequality and "Liberalizing" effects; (2) rationalization and "traditionalizing" effects; and (3)
recovery of premarital: socialization for sex roles, effects def.aut on "liberal" vs "traditional" socialization.
'Controlling for other adult socialization experiences such af.; education, work and parenthood; marriage had neither
-liberal nor traditional effects an sex role attitudes. However, marital disruptions were associated with itmeasingly
libenl-attkudes. Although young women with traditional role Models were more likely, to change in the uzditional
direction, there were no interactions with effeCts of Marriage. -Cohort: G.

803 KURZ, BRENDA JO. "The Impact of Adolescent Illegitimacy on -Academic Achievement An Analysis
Within Racial and Socio-Ecotibmic Status Groups." PhD. Dissertation, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

,Hill, 1986.

The purpose of the study is to evaluate the relationship between adolescent illegitimacy and academic achievement
within specific race and socio-economic status (SES) groups. The primary hypothesis is that among the very low-
SES blacks, the effect of adolescent illegitimacy on achievement is negligible: For-other race-SES groups; the effect
is-expected to be adverse. The magnitude of the effect is postulated-to be greater for whites than blacks and to
increase for both whites_and blacks with SES. Data from the NLSYlvere used to test the hypotheses. Proportional
hazards analysei were conducted. A second objective of the study was the development of prognostic models for
adolescent illegitimacy. The effect of adolescent illegitimacy on the academic achievement of the young mother
was found to differ among the various race-SES specific groups.. No effect was detected among the high-low SES
blacks whereas act adverse effect was observed among all other groups. 'The power of some of the analyses was low.
However., the consistency of the patterns- generated -by the analyses _of interest and the supplementary analyses
support the finclingS, Cohort: Y.

804 LAIRSON, DAVID; LORIMOR, RONALD; SLATER; CARL. "Estimates of the Demand for Health: Males
in the Pre-Retirement Years." Social Sdince and Medicine 19,7 (1984): 741-747..

Michael Grossman's theory (The Demand for Health: A i'hioredcal and Empirical Investigation, New Yorld
National Bureau olEconornia Research, 1972).itreplicated with improved wage and wealth statistics in order to
estiniata, separately the demtmd for health of black and white preretiremerit age males. Analysis of a subset of data
obtained from the NLS of Older Men reveals that while demand, functions for whites involved wage rate, education;
and job satisfaction variables, only wage rate'and wife's educational level-were significant for blacks. Grossman's
results are Awed to.be primarily repreaentative of the white populatiim; and,several eiplartations for the observed
black-white differentials are proposed. The inverse relationship between;Wageand healdfis examined through the
use of a simultaneous equation modetthat yield an even greater' wage effect than expected: Cohort: M.
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805 LAKHANI, HYDER; -GILROY, CURTIS; CAPPS, CAVAN. "Logistic -Microdata Model of Amy
keenlistrnent.1 U.S. Aritiy Research InstitutePeri-rg Draft Worldng Paper, N.D.

The 1981 NLSY, ages 19-24,- is used to determine the Shadow civilian wages of Army enlisted personnel on the
verge of -their first term reenlistment/separation decision. The use oUNISY data is an improvement over the
_previous studies which used Civilian- wages of veterans_ from sample surveys, which tended to bias civilian wages
upward. The -natural' logarithm of civilian wages of the youthcohortin ourmodel is a function of education;
experience,- experience squared, lace, number of dependents and unemploymentrate. All of the coefficients had the-
expected signs and all, except experience squared, were statistically significant at the 0.01-level. These coefficients
were used to impute civilian wages of military enlistees who were eligible for reenlistment. The logistic
reenlistment equations used micro data for 81 lifilittity Occupational. Specialties grouped into 17. occupationally
homogeneous Career Management Fields. The explanatory variables for reenlistment or separation included relative
pay (military pay/estimated _civilian wage),.. selective reenlistment bonus (SRB), race, number of dependents,
unemployment rates, and AFQT.score (CAT I-Ill A). Almost all of the coefficients, except unempleyraelit, had the
expected signs and were statistically significant SRB and relativepay were particularly.important. Cohort: Y.

806 I.A14, KE:TENG. "Inflation Effects on the Labor Market A Transition Rate Model." Ph.D. Dissertadon, The
Ohio State University, 1989:

The impact of inflation, particularly unexpected *lad* on the operation of the labor market remains an iniportant-
anclemnirically unresolved issue Earlier work, largely based on time series analysis of industry aggregate quit data,
found little impact of inflation on that critical labor market mechanism. This earlier work has been criticized for not
adequately distinguishing between expected and unexpected inflation. At the same time, longitudinal micro data
Sets of high, quality have become available, permitting-the estimation of more complete transition _models that
incorporate job acceptance by workers who are not employed as well as job termination by employed workers. This
dissertation analyzes empirically the impact of unexpected and expected inflation of these labor market transitiOns.
In a two-state (employment, unemployment) search model, the reservation approach is utilized in analyzing the male
sub-sample of the 1979 NLSY over the period 1980 to 1983. The wage information is corrected for selectivity bias
'by -a- two-stage estimation method, and reservation wages-are then derived. A maximum-likelihood technique is
used with the structural transition model to -estimate- the parameters of the true wage offer distribution. Implied
transition rates are then calculated. The impact of unexpected inflation on transition_ rates appears through. its
influence on the real reservation wage. Confirming the results of earlier works, theempirical results indicate that the
impact of "unexpected' inflation on transition rates is insignificant because theimpact of unexpected inflation on the
intervening reservation _wage is not significant . Hence, trying to "fool" youths by unexpected inflationary policies in
order to reduce their unemployment rate is Unlikelyto be successful. Cohort: Y.

807 LANG, SYLVIA'W. "Occupational Mobility and the Dual Economy: The Impact of Industrial Sectors and
Three Human Capital Variables on the Movement of Young Women and Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, Oregon State
University, 1983.

This project examines the occupational Mobility. of young women and men in the United States- Much-ef the.
-research in this area deals with how individual characteristics which workers bring to the marketplace affect this
proces.s. Recent empirical work shows the importance of economic structure in explaining the socioeconomic
precess individuals experience._ Effects of dual economy industrial sectors as well as human capital variables
including social class background, educational attainment, and job training on occupational movement are examined
in this dissertation.. Ten years of panel data (rani the NLS are used. Differences in the labor force compositions of
core and periphery sectors are examined by performing-two discriminant analyses. Log linear analysis is used to
analyze mobility tables which shoW occupational and sectoral movement by Sex. The human capital data are then
added _to the mobility tables and log linear analysis is used to examine the resulting mobility patterns. Findings
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indicate that. core- employees have higher occupittional prestige., income ; educationalattainment, and job training,
'thin periphery workers. Core -workers are also more likely_ to be male, black, and_ not working than periphery
Workers. If *0104 core warcria are more likely to be employed full-time than periphery workers. -Expectedsex
differences in sectors! mobility only -hold for worker* in particular occupational categories. Predicted sex.
differences in -ocamatitmal mobility aid differences, in occupational movement by sectoral :mobility appear:
interactions belieea set, Raoul niobility; 'and occupational mobility do- not occur. When the human capital
isfiablet, are individually added to the analysis, interactions between sex and occupational mobility arc notneeded
to define the dati._, interactions between sex, sectorai mobility, aid occupation are similar to the initial analysis with
some exception*.-Expected relationships between human capital variables and tectoral mobility only hold for certain
occupational categories. Job_ training_ does not interact with occupational mobility._ Hypothesized occupational
rmoves only occur for those with a particular- clan; background or educational_ attainment. Interactions between
sec mobility and occupational mobility for each human capital analysis are similar to the initial analysis. Of the
human capital Variables, onlreducation interacts jointly with occupational mobility and worst movement. [UMI
ADG8315751]. Cohoit ..B G.

.808 LANIGAN, JR., JOHN'. "An Evaluation of the Opportunity Cost and Inservice Training and Earnings of the
M M issy on You Male Enlistees." Ph.D. Dissertation, Brandeis University, 1988.

Youth ell en enlistment in the armed forces as an opportunity_ to learn something useful while in the service
awl liturgic their lives when they leave the service. The attraction of these economic opportunities is the central

-therhe of-armed forces reciiiiiing efforts.-Has the modem militarythe All Volunteer Force (AVF)-made good on
this promise? Throughout the 1970s aid 1980s the armed forces claim that military service is a good economic
investment hascOMe under attack :The media unisilybighlights the hard luck story of a young,niiemployed veteran
who *feels short-changed. The inn this *tidy has beat to asterain tho opporumity cost, of choosing **military

experience aid to describe training, eaplopient mid earnings during the in-service period. The study examines the
question of investment in huMan capital using datafran the 1979-NLSY sample.. Methodology includes -a iniasi-

'. experiniental eialustion. design and a Mukivariate matching procedure controlling- for age, socio-economic .status,
gender, residence, geographic location, race, and ability: Statistical techniques include crosstaliniar analysis as well
as ordinary bait- squires (OLS) sad logit regression analysis. Regression models explored the determinants of (1)
branch of service, (2) the allocation of longer training, (3) the allocation of soft occupational skills-training, and (4)
monthly and annual earnings. -Results show minorities disproportionately choose to enter the Army where shorter
training in soft occupational areas predominate. Analysis of annual earnings explains 64% of the variation between

.youth in the military and their civilian counterparts.; Youth in the military experience a positive current earnings
differinee-caimared.to their civilian countaparts. Unlike the civilian earnings distribution, youth in the military
showed no significant difference in earnings by race/ethnicity . Contrary to prior studies that viewed military service
as "I economic handicap,_ the results, of this study provide evidence that military -service appears to be a good_
economic investment in human capital. The findings seem to justify recruiting effort that focus on the military as a
"Great Place To Stair. Thit laxly concluder by- examining policylinplications ret..:ed to investments in human
capital, military rectuitment.-cost containment and fame research. [UMI ADG88-19279] Cohort Y.

. 0

809 LARSON, DONALD. "The Components of Non-Market Time and Female Labor Supply Patterns." Final
-Report, Employinent and Training Adminbtration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

The satdrexamines the determination of labor supplypatterns tin terms of hours per week and weeks per year) for
-married women. The-analysis proceeds__ by defining two distinct types of non-market time Which arc-uniquely
associated with- the lake supply patterns. A theory of demand for these- "leisiire" components is developed and
estimated empirically using data from the NLS of Mature Women ages 30-44: The results indicate that women are
not indifferent to the pattern of work time and that- their choices are related to a number of economic- and
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demographic factors. In particular, anima weeks is found to have a substantially higher, positive elasdcity than
weekly hours. Cohort W.

_810 LARSON, DONALD and TONEY, MICHAEL B. "Direction of White/Nonwhite Migration and Occupational
Mobilitii." Presented: the Meetings of the Western Social Science Association, 1984.

To explore the relationship betweeo migration (measured in terms Of metropolitan/nonmetropolitan origin aid
destination) and occupational mobility of young white and nonwhite U.S. labor force participants, data from the
1966-1976 NLS'Yount Mett whim were examthed. The analytical procedure used treats each yeadriaterval as a
Separate Mk oflinalysis for each incividuid, meaning that each respondent could contribute six distinct yearly units,
called '7pm:in-years." The procedure identifies a wilt of time for Measuring; whether an event occurs, while
-allowing the accumulation of information from previous wits or times for analysis in relationship to the outcomes in
the respective person-years.. Analyses, bah descriptive and multivariate, Were done separately for whites aid
nonwhites and tended to support the notion that, for nonwhites especially, migration facilitates occupational mobility
by circumventing structural -discrimination at migration origin. Of the control variables (education, migration
reversal years, age, and initial occupation), the mobility potential of- die initial ocaipational-stams seemed to be a
telling factor in the relationship forboth whites aid nonwhites. Cohort B.

811 LASSALLF, ANN D. aid SPOKANE, ARNOLD R. "Patterns of Early Labor Force Participation of American
Wanen."_ Career DayloprnairQuarterly 16,1 (September 1987): 55-65.

This study used longitudinal labor farce pwiicipatiop data at four age points (18,22, 25-26, and 29-30) to identify
Seventeen early career patterns which a sizeable proportion otAnierican women followed. The most prevalent
patterns found were those in :Mich the women Were either largely out of the labor force or clearly invested in the
labor force. The least prevalent patterns included those in Which participation was sporadic and inconsistent. The
more extensive a pattern's labor force participation, the less downward and more upward movement there was in
Duncan socioeconomic level(Proportion of Sample moving up or down). The opposite was true of those patterns
with the least extensive labor force participation. The more extensive a pattern's labor force participation, the higher
the Duncan Socioeconomic Interval achieved. When each of the seventeen patterns-identified was classified brtwo
raters as corresponding to one of Super's (1957) seven career patterns of wawa,* was found that the greatest
proportion of Subjects belonged to Super's stable working pattern, followed by the stable homemaking pattern.
Cohort G.,

812 LATACK, JANINA C. and SHAW, LOIS B. "Routes to Higher Wages and-Status: An Analysis of Career
Mobility Among Women Workers." Specialltvort to the US. Department of Labor, 1983.

This paper examines women's mobilitypattems and associated changes in wages and occupational status overa ten-
year period. Mobility has different effects on the wages and occupational status of different groups of women.
Intmfirm-oecupational changes lead to higher slams jobs and average or above average wage gains for most groups.
Intnifirm moves are also the best route to ithieving higher Wages for older Women in sales and service jobs.
Avoiding excessive simultaneous employer aid occupational job changing is also important for improvingwages for
most groups. Older black women are an exception, however. Because they were initially concentrated in low-wage
jobs, the most mobile were apparently able to improve their positions substantially. Thus,one pattern of mobility is
.not consistently superior to another as a route to higher wages and status, and different age, rice and occupational
groups need to follow different strategies to achieve success. Cohon: W.
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813 LAURENCE, JANICE H.; HEISEY, JANE G.; MEANS, BARBARA; WATERS, BRIAN K. "Demographic
of-Low-Aptitude blllitary.and Nonmilitary Youth." Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Research

Orgraization, 1985.

The characteristics of low,- aptitude male military recruits from Project 100,000 and the ASVAB Misnorming periods
were compared with corresPonting civilian low - aptitude groups, from= the 1966 and 1979-National-Longitudinal
Surveys. Project 100,000 data were compared to nnWeighted:data from-NLS '66 and ASVAB-misnorming data-
Were- compered:to nnweighted NLS '79 data in tams of aptitude subcategory, year of birth, race,_ education,
geographic region, aitkineorne. These analyses were undertaken to develop appropriate Civilian comparison groups
for the Militpaylow-aptitude samples so that the imp** of nulitmy service on the post - service fives of low-aptitude-
personnel might be studied. Results showed that Project 100,000 men ififfered'from the NLS-'66 sample mostly in
trims of ASVAB' misnaming and NLS 19 men differed in terms of education as well. The
results of theie analyses led to die estim mien of sampling weights for the civilian low-aptitude groups to facilitate'

analyies of economic variables.. Cohort: _M Y.

814 LAURENCE, JANICE H.; RAMSBERGER, PETER F4 KOIET, PATRICIA L "Veteran's Life Experiences
Study." (In-progress Resew*.

Though considerable research has been &iota so ascertaining the military performance of iow_ntitiide-recruits,
there is a lack et docnthentation oldie effects of military experience on thoSe with low cognitive ability. Therefore,
the Office of the AtsistantSecnstary, of Defense funded a study of low 'aptitude military veterans to determine the
long -team effects of_ military service. More specifically, the Veterans' Life ExperienceS Study "(VOLIFE) watt
**ducted by the Human Regimes 'Wean% Or ganization with the assistance of the Natimia1:00MiOn Research
Center. Surveys with content based neon the 1966 NLS of Young Men and the 1979 NLSY were administered from
Odober 1986 duenghDecember 19C7. to of low aptitude militarYveteOns who were. previously
of -die _1966-1971 project loopiosE, tacked, seriic0 error-weir:1y as,part of the ;1976-1980 "misnaming" Or Me
enlistment test._ To serve as a -Nadine- Jar con icons, samples of nouveterans -*redrawn from the pieciisdng
196h and _1979 base years of the NLS. The NIS 1966 coincided with the Project 100003 iample, containing men of
comparable birth years._ blew*, there was considerable overlap between the you ngmen interriei4 P.s part of the
1979 NLSY and those who entered' under the miSnornibt The male low aptitude 'flonveteran components &the
NLS surveys with biableart coinciding;ciidt- Oar respective Veteran- group have been identified. Following a
variety of demographic (Weighting)"and,edinioMic adjustment's; the MS samples will be coMpared with the veteran
groups to- deternine Whether or not -Io* aptitude vinegars fared better; worse, or equal to their nonieteran
-camtapirts on variables se' its income, employment, edudational attainment, etc. as a result of having served in
the =limy. Cohort: B Y.

815 LA7EAR, EDWARD. "Age, Experience, and Wage Growth." = Murican Economic Review 66 (September
1976):548-58.

This study estimates the human capital (i.e. work experience) component of earnings and found it to be about 1/3 of
total compensation for young workers. "Aging" per se thus accounts for a significant proportion of wage growth
over and beyond the effects of work experience; however, as individuals grow older the aging effect is less strong.
Cohort: B.

816 LAZEAR, EDWARD. "Education: Consumption or Production?" Journal of Political Economy 85 (June
1977):569-97.
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.

This paper attempts to determine whether the relationship between education and income results because schooling,
allows individuals to can higher inccnie or because higher income individuals purchase more of all normal goods,
lacteal& at:hoofing. -Education is treated- as a joint product, producing potential wage gains and utility
simultaneously. The framewost permits estimation of the rental price of a unit of education, net of consumption

-effects. The major finding is that education floes causally produce income. By moving from 0 yeruS of schooling to
12 yens, the mean individual approximately triples his wealth. More surprising is that education is-a "bad."
Individuals stop short of acquiring the wealth-maxinuz* ing level of education bailie of the disunity associated
with school attendance. Cohort: B.

817 LAZEAR, EDWARD. "Family Background and Optimal Schooling Decisions." Review of Economicsand
Statistics 62 (Felxuary 1980):42-51.

This paper considers whetha variations in levels of attained schooling acrossgroups can be explained by a model
that assumes that capital Markets are perfect and that individuals maximize wealth. The modelset forth in this paper
allows one to test for capital cost differences across income groups. Other things constant, evidence of very small
differences is found. Cohort B.

818 LA7EAR, EDWARD. "TheNarrowing of Black-White Wage Differentials Is Ithisory." American Economic
Review 69 (September 1979): 553-564.

The recent evidence of, a substantial narrowing of the hi' -White wage dif ference is doe to a wage Measurement.
problem. There his not been as gratt-.4 narrowing in the black-white differential as it appears from looking at
observed wages. Instead, blacks in recent cohorts have experienced kirelative substitution of current wages for future
Wages or earnings poWer.. But this differential:kr:total _compensation is severely overstated by differences in
.pecuniary wages. It appears that much of what employers have been giving nonwhites in-current wages has been
raptured by a reduction in on-the-job _traMing_(011T) provided. ThiapapeCestimatet the unobserved component of
-wages. The size of this component is calculated for non-whites and whites separately and then compared. Since, as
it turns out, the component is larger for whites than nonwhites, observed wage differentials 'understate :true
diffaentirds. The most important conclusion is that nonwhite gains in pecuniary wages over the eight-year period
under study were more than offset by declines in the unobserved OJT component of earnings. It is also the case that
in tenni of level of OJT, whites seem to receive substantially_ more than nonwhites in both periods. It is the change
over dine, bowevaohat finds whites enjoying even greater gains in OJT than nonwhites. This causes the true
differential to rise while the observed-one falls. Cohort: IL,

819 LAMAR, EDWARD. "Schooling as a Wage Depressant." Journal of Human Resources 12 (Spring 1977):164-
76.

Other things constant, students' measured wage rates are only about 85 percent those of nonstudents. This finding is
consistent with a hypothesis that suggests that students receive an equalizing difference in the form of more flexible
or easier jobs at the price of lower pecuniary earnings. Another finding of this study is that students who work only
during the suMmer am less likely than others to accept lower-paying jobs. Furthermore, 92 percent of students who
work change jobs upon graduation, and returns to school-leaving are linked to the switch. Finally, the results cannot
be explained by student-glutted labor niarkets. Cohort B.

820 LAMAR, EDWARD and MILLER, FREDERICK IL "Minimum Wage versus Minimum Compensation."
Report of the Minimum Wage Study Commission S (1981):347-80.
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The question examined in this piper is whether's' minimum -wage constraint induces employers to reduce other
-aspects of compensation. In *Ocular, we examine the relationsnip between the imposition of a minimum wage and
Aerate of subsequent wage growth. One possible hypothesis is that the provision of on-the,job, training by the
employer is reduced as away to compensate for the increisedieciiniary wage rate. We find little-support for this
-bygothesis. Other_ papat, by Mincer and Leighton, and by Ha:shimoto, claim to find strong effects of this sort.
Cohort: B.

-821, LEHRER, EVELYN. "Log-Linear Probability Medels: An Application to the Analysis of Timing of Fust
'Birth." ApPlied Economics 17,3 (lime 1985): 477-489.

Nerlove and Press (1973, 1976) deieloped a procedure-whereby jointly_ endogenous-qualitative variableS, can be
analYwd. as fimctions of continuous or =categorical .mtglariatory factors. This method .is- used to -develop the
econometric model for the special mite of two trichotomous jointly dependent variables. These Variablekare, in tarn,
,applied to the of age at initiation (if childbearing,- using data from the NLS Young Women cohort for
the period 1968-197.8.71e results show that parental education, race, and whether the young woman was raised in
ai intaet,familieinerge as variables with largeaggregste effects. Certain factors, such as number of siblings and
plans for age 35, are seen to have direct aid indirect influences of opposite signs. This analysis demonstrates the
Potential usefulness of log-linear probability models. Cohort: G.

822 LEHRER, EVELYN aid STOICES.AOUSTON. "Determinants of the Female Occupational Distribution: A
Leg-Linear Probability Analysis." Review of EconOmics and StatiEtics 67, 3 (August 1985): 395-404.

This- study examines the detenninants Of two aspects of *ligation; which have beenlound to have important
influences on female wages: the skill level associated with the occupation and the sex composition of the occupation
(typically female versus Male ()rink:grated). Using a log-linear probability technique and data from the NLS Young
Women Cohort, hypotheses drawn from the economic and socielogical literatureare tested. Cohen: G.

823 LEIBOWITZ, ARLEEN; WAI1E, LINDA J. WITSBERGER, CHRISTINA. "Child Care for Preschoolers:
Differences by Child's Age." Demography 25,2 (May 1988): 205-220.

Beeause- Of the high iates of emPkInient of Mothers,a large and increasing number of preschool children receive
regular care from someone else. This paper develops and tests hypotheses about choice of childcare arrangements
for-younger and- older preschool children using data from-the -Young Women's cohort. The authors argue that
appropriate Care depends on the age of the child. It includes both care by the mother and care by a paid provider in
the child's home for children aged 0 to 2, and mother care and nursery sehool or centercare for those 3 to 5. Models
of the Mother's employment and choice of child care are estimated separately for younger and older preschoolers.,
The results the* that need for- careipresence of substitutes for the mother, financial resources, and preferences-all
affect both full-time care by the mother and typeof childcare chosen by working women, although they affect these
two decisions in different ways. Cohcirt:-

824 LEIBOWITZ, ARLEEN and WAITE, LINDA-J. "Women's Employment During Pregnancy and Following
Birth." (In-progress Research).

This in-progresi research will examiiie the changes in labor force behavior that are made by women before and after
the birth of a child. 'We will use data from the NLSY to examine the duration of employment during pregnancy and
the amount of time elapsed before, a woman: "'mins to work after_ a birth. This data set is ideally suited.to the
atitntination of these topics because of the extensive information on labor supply factors occurring at the time of a
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child's birth and attitudinal data. In addition, the enhanced sample sizes for black, Hispanic and teenage mothers,
allow the testing of hypotheses regarding the behavior of these important minority groups The timeliness of the
data is crucial, Since labor supply of pregnant women and recent mothers has increased dramatically in the last
decade. Our empirical modelling will rely heavily on hazard models,.which exploit the temporal relationships in the
data to a greater extent than previous studies of labor supply near the time of a birth . This method also allows us to
include data on women who do not return to work after a birth during the data collection period. Our methods will
explicitly allow for heterogeneity among:women:inUnobservable factors that persist for the woman over several
binha. The results from the proposed research will aid employment policy makers designing policies that take into
account childbearing of employed women, and will help health:policy -Makers concerned withlhe well-being of
mothed and children take into account the employment of women when pregnant and after a birth. Cohort Y.

825 LEIGH, DUANE-E. An Analysis of the Determinants of Occupational Upgrading. New York:, Academic
Press, 1978.

TheocCuPational mobility of individiialworkersià efaMMedin attempting ,to: test several hypotheses drawn from
.human capital theory and the dual market hypethesis. The tests involve a comparison of the occupational
advancement of black and white males in similar age categories using two sources of lor-Titncliztal data. Census data
allowlheimeatureMent of occupational; change:betWeen-1965 and 1970, while changeover the 1966-69 period-is
examined using the NLS of Young Men. Results indicate that education and post-school investments in vocational .

training and job tenure have positive effects of roughly, similar magnitudes on the upgrading of blacks and whites.
Controlling, for these,- personal endowments, the effect. on upgrading of -mobility between employerS, is , also
eStimated..CohriB.

-LEIGH, DUANE E. "An Analysis of the Interrelation hetween Unions, Race, and Wage and- Nonwage
Compensation." -FMal Report, Einployrnent and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.,

Using data front the NLS of Older and Young Men, this repOrt presents estimates Of the effect:of unions On relative-
'vage rates and on a variety of measures of nonwage compensation: For white rrkers, results obtained from a two-
equalion model in which wages and union status are endogenously determined, indicate that the usual SingleleqUalion,

estimates of union-nonunion wage differentials, overstate the !Me relative-wage-impact of unions This conclusion
doe not hold, however; for black workers. The relatively large relative wage estimates obtained for Wadi Confirm.
previous results showing larger union-nonunion wage differentials. for 'blacks than whites. Among, nonwage
variables, unions are found to decrease the quit propensities- of workers in both racial groups Similarly, .a
comparison of the occupational Mobility of workers who remain with the same employer indicates that unionized-
whites do not enjoy systematically greater promotional opportunities relative to unionized blacks within internal
labor markets. Cohort: B M.

827 LEIGH, DUANE E. "TheDetemiirtants of Workers' Union Status: Evidence from the National Longitudinal
Surveys!' Journal of Human Reiburces 20,4 (Fail 1985): 555-566.

According to the literature on determinants &union status, substantial differences exist in the likelihood of union
Membership by persons with various characteristics It is unknown if this trend is due to differences in individual
worker's preferences for tinion. representation rather than difference S in the availability of unionized jobs; Farber
(1983) encountered a censoring problem in estimating his queue for explaining the process., -However, using the
1980 wave of the Young Men Cohort of the NLS largely avoids this problem and permits direct estimation ofcrucial
probabilities associated with the model. There are important differences in-econometric methodologies and the data
sets analyzed, but the. results support Farber's conclusion that queuing for vacancies in existing union jobs is an
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important labor market' phenomenon. Supply constraints on the availability of union jobs dominate worker
preferences in explaining differences in extent of unioniz on by occupation and region. Cohort B.

828 LEIGH, DUANE -E; "Do Members Receive Compensating Wage Differentials?" American Economic
Review 71 (December 1981):1049-55.

Two conclusions, thaybe.drawn from the findings presented here. Fust,buncan:Strifford's longitudinal eVidonce
shOwingihat higher union wages represent t Compensating differential fOr undesirable working conditions-does not
generalize to NLS data for Young Men. Second, the NLS evidence appears to be more consistent with a collective
voice' view: of unionism :than. Os with the interdependencies hypothesis advanced by Duncan and Stafford. In
particiiiar,-resulti obtained fix union joiners and leavers indicate that working conditiont in the union-sector are at
'Jost equal to those in nonunion jobs, as would be expected if, despite their higher organized workers have a
-direct impact dituugh their unions in altering disagreeable Winking conditions. Cohort: B.

829 LEIGH, DUANE E. "The Effect of Job Experience" on Earnings Among-Middle-Aged Men." Industrial
Re4tions 15 (May 1976):130 -57.

The purpose ofthis paper is toirriprove On the specification of job experienceas measured by current age minus age
at -completion, of schooling. -Using:v/00c- history: information -for middle-aged men, a model is investigated-that
fo cuses on- the determination-of first-job occupation,, occupational Change between first job and current job, and
current wage rate., The PrinuirY Wirt is that iv is work experience accoinpanied by occupational advanCement
rather than work exPerience per se that has an effect on the distribution of wage rates. Cohort: M.

830: LEIGH DUANE E "The Effect of Unionism on Workers' Valuation of Future Pension itenerns." InduStrial
and Pdbor Relations ReView 34 (July 1981):510-21.

'The_ author focuses on the impact of unionism on pension benefits that middle -aged male workers expect to receive
at retirement. The valuation of future benefits' is examined because expected benefits rather than actual expenditures
by employees in pensions should be the more% important variable in explaining the labor market behavior of
indiVidual:woricers. "Data from the NLS of Older Men 45,59, suggest that union workers am more knowledgeable
than non-union" workers about. their retirement benefits. Among rums providing benefits, expected benefits ,are
actually lower in union firms than in non -union establishments; however, nonunion firms are less likely to to proVide
pension benefits: Caw: M.

831 LEIGH, DUANE E. "How -Accurate are Workers' Perceptions of Future Pension Benefits?" WOrking Paper,
"Department of 4c-tummies, Washington State University, 1982:

Using data .from thCNLS-of Older Men, tit paper examines the ,accuracy of workers' perceptions or their future
pension benefits by, comparing expected benefits measured- in 1911 to benefits measured in 1976., The empirical
,results suggest, controlling for the effects of variables likely to be related accuracy of perceptions, that workers
generally underestimate the level of pension income they will receive upon retirethent. Extent of underestimation is
found to be largest individuals not yet old enough to retire and smallest-for individuals -who actually retired-
:during the time period-examined. 'There-is no evidence of a systematic difference between union and nonunion
Workers in the accuracy with which future benefits are perceived. Cohort M.
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832- LEIGH:DUANE!. "The NationalLongitudinal Surveys: A Selective Survey of Recent Evidence." Review of
Public '14ata (October.1983):185!201:

This paper provides.a-selecdve.suriey places empirical studies; largely by econornistswhichare based on the
four original age-sex-cohorts of the NLS.. The survey is organized around the following labor market issues: (1) the
-estimated returns tOachooling;,(2)'theimpact.of early; labor market experience on subsequent employment and
earn** (3) the effect of discontinuous _work experience on the earnings and labor Supply decisions of married,
women; and (4) the retirement decision of older voters. &hart: B G M W.

833 LEIGH, DUANE E. "Oceupational Advancement in the Late 1960s: An Indirect Test of the Dual Labor
Market Hypothesis:" loiwitalof Human icsources 11 .(SPriing 1976):155-71.

The-OccuPationalniobility of:black and :whitenialea.durifigthelitte1960s is examined to test the hypotheses that
large and systematic racial differentials exist in both between-firm and within-firm job upgrading., Longitudinal data
from the 1970 Census and the of Older and Young Men are used in the empirical analysis. -Neither sample

-provides evidence of tsysteMatic racial-differential:hi the effect of interrupt mobility on occupational advancement.
The evidence with ,respect to intrafirm advancement is less tmercptivocal. Given the racial differential in initial-
oCaltationall levels, hOweVer, only small 'black-white/ differences in advancement appear- within . internal labor
retColrtBM. .

.

834' LEk.u.l.ptiANE-E, MacialDiffetentials in Returns to HurniurCapitalInvestments: Further Evidence from
the Longitudinal Surveys." Mimeo, University of Wisconsin, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1974.

The author analyzes the impact Of formal schooling and vOcational training on alternative measures of-labor market
success for men. The results .agree with Freeman and 'Flanagan that during the period -between 1966-1969, -,

',.occupational advancement is significantly related to formal education for Whites; for blacks, post school vocational
training and firm, specific experience lead to :greater. advancement. For both racial groups, the advancement is
greater. among young men; -bat,:for neither age cohort is occupational segregation sieficiently strong to negate the :4;1

.advancement of black men. Cohort: -B M.

835 LEIGH,,DIJANE 'E. Differentials: in, Union .Relative Wage -Effects: A -Simultaneous Equations
,Approach." journal of Laborlysearch 1 (Spring 1980):95-114,

This study investigated the effect of relative wages on union status and the effect of 'unions in raising:wages using a
three-equation model determining unionism and union and nonunion wage rates. Parameters of the model were
estimated -using tthe_,NI.S examples el Young and Older. Men. The primary focus of the analysis was on racial

differentials of these -effects 14thin'ttileIgottPe '.Estimation of the unionism equation indicated that for both age
cohorts, union status is generally as sensitive to the personal characteristics and industry of employment of blacks as
it for whites Among middle-aged' men, the predicted f.union-nonunion *ago differential has a -positive , and
significant impact on status, with the estimates obtained for ,Whites exceeding that:for1)14i. The effect of
-relative wages for young men was found to be positive but not statistically significant for either racial group. The.
interpretation given these ,results is that choice of union status appears to be more constrained_ by employer
Selectivity for young workers and for middle-aged blacks than it is for middle-aged whites. Cohort: BM. ..,?..

836 LEIGH, DUANE E. "Racial Discrimination and Labor Unions: , Evidence from the NLS-Sample of Middle-
AgedMen." Journal of Human ResourCes .13 (Fall 1978):568-77.
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This surly examines therrelatioriship lietiveeit unions and labor Market discrimination. Despite ale* differences in
clatibaset, most of the findings reported in this paper support :Ashenfelter's earlier analysis of the same study. With
respect to industrial unions, collective bargaining coverage was found to produce a larger covered-noncovered wage
differential for blacks than for whites: These unions appear have an important wage leveling effer:adrost skill

e*egoriet of jobs .and,, there. is no evidence ,,that -blacks are disproportionately -excluded .-from inembaship.
Alternatively, craft unions aPpearto'prictiee entry discrimination against blacks, and covered-noncovered earnings
,differentials earned' by skilled and -semiskilled ',whites are significantly: higher than those earned by blocks. In
addition, -*age; differentials *0V-0 by unionized _workers in construction are considerably larger than those
received by craft unions outside the building trades. The overall impact of craft unions on black-white earnings ratio
in.1969 was to depress the ratio slightly relatiVe to what it would have been in the absence of unionism. Cohort M.

-,837 LEIGH, DUANE 'E. "Union ,Preferences, Job Satisfaction, and theAlnicin-Voice Hypothesis." Industrial'
,Relations 25,1 (Winter1986): 65-71.

. .

According to Freeman's (1976) exit-voice model of unionism, unions provide their memberi ivith,a collective voice
to address grievances, moderating the effects of *Ater dissatisfaCtion on turnover. The model was tested using data
'front.* 1980 Young Ken's cohort. The survey assessed Work, dissatisfaction and desires for union representation
for kith union' anctnattunion-Werkers. -Union workers expressed: significantly higher levels of job dissatisfaction
than nonunion workers, but regardless of the level of satisfaction, they desired Onion representation more -strongly.
.This findhig,. in relsiticar to lower Union. wcuker quit rates, provided sUpport for the exit-voice model Nununion
workers' desires for union* sharply increased with rising levels of job dissatisfaction While desires for union

-representation grew with Pay satisfaction for union Waiters, they decreased with pay tatitfaction_and'education for
nonunion wOrkers.. -Finatiy,.$fiwhite'workers-exPressed the strongest desires for union representation, especially
nonunion, nonwhite 'Wcirkert Cohort: R.

.

-838' if.-401{;- *JANE E. "Unions and Nonwage Racial Discrimination." industrial arid Labor Relations Reiletv 32
:(July 191,9):439-50.

Thia paper departs from earlier studies of racial differences in union impact by concentrating on differences on two
*wale labor market outcomes: the exit propensity of individual workers and their opportunities for occupational
Upgrading. Using data from the NLS of Young and Older Men, the author -finds that unionism lengthens tenure and
reduces quits for blacks and whites alike in both categOrieS. -Similarly, no systematic racial difference is found in the
opportunities for occupational advancement available to unionized blacks in comparison to unionized Whites. The
author concludes that Union bargaining over nonwage conditions of employment does not have the effect of negating
the positive impact of unions on the ratio of black to white wages documented in previous studies. Cohort. B M.

±839s- LEIGH, DUANE' E. '"Why is mete Mandatory Retirement? An Empirical -Re-Examination." Journal of
HtittiatijfeiOurcis 19,4 (Fall -1984):512-531.

attempting to provide a more comprehensive empirical analysis Of the determinants of mandatory retirement
practices,: this pa* adds to the empirical predictions of Lazear's "incentives" model- several implications drawn
from a specific training model of Mandatory retirement: These implications relate mandatory retirement to costs of
monitoring worker performance and inVestments.ik specific human capital Using data from the NLS, Older Men
sample evidence is presented supporting the 'conclusion that both monitoring costs and specific training are
important elements dim economic explanation of mandatory tetirement.,CohOrt: M.
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-840- LEIGH, 'DUANE E. and DUNCAN; GREGORY -M. "The Endogeneity of Union Status:- An Empirical
Demonstration." Unpublished ms.; Department of Economics, Washington State University; 1983.

An unsettled issue in the literature relating to the relative wage effect' &unions is the appropriate treatment of union,
status in a wage determination model: . In the.comext of athree-erPiation model determining union membership and
union and nonunion sector wage rates, this paper preserits,an instrumental variables (IV)-procedure for estimating
the parameters of the wage equation's and a test of the exogeneity of union status Using,the Hausman specification
test An advantage of our-IV procedure in comparison to the widely used inverse ration procedure is that our
procedure is a distribution-freeestimator; whereas the inverse Mill's ration estimator hinges on the assumption that
the joint probability distributions of the error terms ire-biVariate normal Using data for a sample of middle-aged:
white workers,,we estimate the, parameters of the union and nonunion wage equations with both procedures. On the
key queitiori of the endogeneity- of .union-status, the Hausman test decisively rejects the null hypothesis of
_exogeneity. The inverse Mill's ratio procedure, in contrast, provides coefficient estimates on the selectivity terms
that fail to indicate evidenee of sampleselectivity in either sector. Cohort -B M.

841 LEIGH, DUANE E and 111LLS,iTEPHEN h( "Male-Female Differences in the Potential for Union Growth
Outside Traditionally Unioniie: d Industries." Joiknal of Labor Research 8,2 (Spring -1987): 131442.

Using recent NIS dataeri preferences for union representation, this paper examines whether differences by, sex exist
in the _potential for union Organizing outside of traditionally unionized industries. The methodology used
distinguishes, between workers' preferences for union representation and the relative supply of union jobs. in
-explaining interindustry differences in the extent of Unionization. Within- the private. sector, women employed in
industries other, than traditionally Unionized' industries are found to haVe at least. as strong:a preference for
unionization as comparable men, but a considerably lower opportunity for - unionized employment given the desire,
fo.', union representation. Comparing the piiblic sector with traditionally organized industries, the greater extent of
unionization in the public sector is largely explained by a stronger desire for union representation on the part of both
male and female public sector employees. Cohort- B G.

842 LEIGH, DUANE E. and HILLS; STEPHEN M. "Public Sector-priVate Sector Differences in -Reasons
Underlying Expressed Union Preferences." Journal of Collective,Negotiations in the Public Sector 16,1 (1987): 1-
14.

Recent- waves of the YoUng Men and Young Women NIS samples provide information not only on hoW
respondents would vote in a hypothetical Union representation election, but also on the primary reason for their vote.,
This,paper uses. the prirriiry reason infOrination to examine whether differences exist between public sector and
private sector workers in the reasons underlying expressed voting preferences._ The major finding of the paper is that
the relatively large demand of public employees for union representation reflects a-relatively strong- preferencefor
collective action. Our interpretation of this finding is that public employees recognize the economic payoff to
collective behavior in the political arena. Cohort: B G.

843 LEIGHTON, LINDA S. "The Structure and Determinants of Youth Unemployment: An Empirical Analysis of
Black-White, Male-Female Differences." Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1980.

This research examines_ the structure and determinants of unemployment among young men and women. The NLS
of Young Women and Men froni 1968 through1971 are utiliied. Respondents included blacks and whites between
the ages of 16 and 24. The Unemployment rate over a period of time-is decomposed into incidence, duration, and
non- participation. Tngiuge which cononent of the ,rate is-primarily responsible for. group differences, percent
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differentials -in the rate and its components are calculated for selected population groups. In general, higher
unemployment wages are attributable to higher employment probabilities, but non-participaigon is also important in
aeating group differences,, especially in male-female comparisons among blacks. With few exceptions, duration

,
- works tO narrow the sex-differontW, and does not contribute significantly to the racial difference. Since

unemployment incidence is primarily responsible for group differences, the analysis focuses on labor mobility.
Cohort. B G.

844 LEIGHTON, LINDA S. "Unemployment over the Work History: Structure, Determinants, and Consequences."
PhD. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1978.

This disSertation. invesdgates differential patterns of unemployment' over the-work history. Particular attention is
paid to the role of traditional human capital variables in reducing employment ifistibiliry. Comparisons are made for
four race age groups among male labor force participants. "ibis-research extends previous studies of differential
unemployment in four important Wayi: (1) the unemployment rate is segmented into its underlying components:
-incidence, average duration per spell, and number of spells; (2) unemployment is studied over progressively, wider
time spans, thus reducing the-selectivky bias inherent in sport period analyses; (3) the relationship_between turnover
and unemployment is exiatinec-(4) detailed information on the reason for unemployment is utilized. Higher
unemployment rates of the young Compered to the mature, of blacks compared to whitesiand of the enrolled relative
to the nonembIled were generated primarily lby higher probabilities of unemployment and not by longer spells. The
incidence of- unemployment wai- a-sufficient statistic, to predict the relative size- of the unemployment rate for
different demographic groups- both in the sheet and long run. This was not true for- average duration per spell,
number of spells or proportion of time unemployed. The unemployment rate for job holders is separated first into a
quit and itlayoffrelated,uneMployment rate, and then each is segmented further into a turnover rate; a conditional
probability of unemployment, and an associated duration of ime;mploymeM. Estimates of these bask measures are
-calculated- for each demographic- group and examined by skill .levelt lir at least two periods. Three general
observations emerged for all groups: (1) a high- proportion . of quitters became unemployed; (2)' lc.yoff 'did- not
necessarily imply unemployment; (3) job change did not mean unemployment nor was unemployment synonymous
with:job change. -For yoimg men, jab sampling, as indicated by high quit: rates combined-with relatively low
probabilities of job prearranging, let to high probabilities of quit related unemployment. Thus, the primary form of
YouthfukuneMployment as ioltnitary. ,Among the experienced labor-force, layoff unemployment' particularly
temporary layoffs, was the dominant case of unemployment. Quit unemployment was relatively unimportant among
mature melt and was due chiefly to personal-factors such as poor health and family reasons. The high probabilities
of_ unemployment observed for black ,workers were attributable to, higher layoff rates and totigher probabilities of
unemployment, given a job *erotica and not to higher quit rates; The unemployment rate and its underlying
components - are correlated to worker characteristics, industry- and previous employment history using- multiple
regression analysis. Three points were evident (1) skill levels, measured by education; hourly wages, and current
,job tenure, were the most consistently Significant determinants of the probability of unemployment; (2) the incidence
Of-quit and. layoff unemployment Could be- understood quite wellin terms of- the turnover probabilities. The
cOnditional- probabilities of unemployment were , not strongly correlated to worker or job characteristics; (3)
unemployment comperitation, increased job instability, Measured by number of spells, for mature workers, and
therefore tended to increase total weeks unemployed. Among the young, benefits were more apt to increase average
duration per Spell. Lastly, the immediate andlunne consequences of Unemployment on relative wage growth are
east:Wiled For white youths, the immediate effect of an incidence of unemployment was to reduce wage growth. In
contrast, Unemployment had no. adverse comes:pick:es* the wage gains of black youth, suggesting little on the job
investment. For workers approaching retirement, Unemployment also had minimal impact on relative wage growth.
Cohort: B M.
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845 LEIGHTON, LINDA S. and MINCER, JACOB. "Effects of Minimum Wages, on Human Capital Formation."-
In: -The Economies ofLegal Minimum wages, S. Rattenberg, ed., Washington. D.C.: American Enterprise Institute
for public Policy Research, 1981'.

The hYpothesiathat minimum wages tend to' discoiinge 'on-the-job training is-largely supported by our empiriCal
analysis. Direct effects on reported job training and corollary effects on Wage growth as estimated in microdattof
the NLSOf- Young-iMen and Michigan Income Dynamics, (MID) are consistently negative and stronger at lower
education levels. Apart from a Tingle exCeptkik no effects are observable among the higher wage group whose
education exceeds high school, The effects on job tunitiver are: a &crease in turnover among,young NLS whites,
but an increase among -young NIS: blickaand-MID whites. Whether_ these apparently conf1icting:finding:150n
turnover reflect a distinction between short and long run adjustments in jobs is a question that requires further
testing. Cohort: B.

846 LERMAN, ROBERT L_-"Dt Welfare programs-Affect Schooling and Work Patterns of Young Black Men and
Wometir Presented: Cambridge, MA, Conference on InnerCity Black Youth Unemployment, 1983.

This paper discussei the role of income transfer programa in:searching for explanations of the poor labor market
out;omes for black and low income youth. For young black men, the significant predicted wslfare effects indicated
that much oldie neptim_outcorhes are actually-due to the welfare experience. HoWever, the larger and more
**emetically significant effects-of actual as opposed to predicted welfare suggests that some negative youth
outcomes are attributable to muneasured attitudes and other characteristics associated both with welfare participation
and low eitiplOyment related **ides of the youths' family.- Young black women interact with welfare-programs
in5a much larger and more direct way; than do young black mea. Effects on young men- are found to take place
mainly_as a result of benefits received by parents or other relatives. contrast, young .women seta to be affected'
both indirectly as a result of a parent's or relative's benefit and directly when theY become an unmarried mother and
head of their own 'welfare family at the time of normal entry into the labor market. The empirical results show clear
negative effects flout welfare programs on the employment and earnings of young black women. Unlike the case of
young-men, it is possible to identify mechanisms duniqgh which welfare programs influence young women. The
evidence goes beyond welfare's influence at young *omen to' become unmarried mothers. Even among tirungrioct
mothers, the receipt of welfare benefits tends to re5400 employment and earningi. A measure of the young women's
employability, predicted welfare, exerted a. substantial -negative- impact on the labor market .rricirittiOte
tinmatried.rnothert. Racial differentials hi the share of yang living With it familyon welfare i.)Pearquite
With .2,0-30. percent of black -youth and only 5 percent of white youth interacting with the Welfare system, any
welfare effects on youth employment could account for a significant part of the overall arid surprisingly high racial
dlfferendalSifl employment levels. -Cehort: Y.

847 LiERMAk, ROBERT I. ""A National Profile of Young Unwed Fatheis: Who Are They and How Are They
Patenting?" presented Conference on Unwed Fathers, Catholic University, 1986.

Using data from the 1979-1985 NLSY, this report profiles the characteristics ofyoung men who are unwed fathers.
Young unwed fathers were found to, be generally less educated with lower academic abilities, to have engaged in
Sexual intercom* at,* earlietage, and to be more involved in criminal activities than other young men. 'Family
_background factors such as low family income and having lived in a welfare household increased the probability that
a young man would become an unwed father. Significant race differences in unwed fatherhood remainedeven after
taking account of :wily background and other =aortal differences. Cohort: Y.

848 LERMAN, ROBERT I. "The Nitilit of the Youth Unemployment Problem: A Review Paper." Technical
Analysis Paper No. 69, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.
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This piper provides an overview of the nature and severity of youth unemployment utilizing data from both the NLS
and CPS. The author investigates youth unemployment from the that there are to types of
-reasoril for he large difference between youth unemployment-and aduk unemploymentfirst,- that yciuths are less
desirable to potential employers than older, more experienced and perhaps better-trained adults; and second, that
youth _unemployment* natural and inevitable due to the high turnover, Seasonality and school-to-work transition
inherent to teen-age labor force participation. It is found, however, that the seasonal pattern of youth labor force
ntry hal no effect upon the unemployment rate, arid that the high turnover rate of youth accounts for only 30

percent of the Youth/adult difthrential.. Family status differences, such as leaving school and becoming financially
. independent, can account for up 0315 percent of the employment/population ratio of whiteyouths. Limited work

experience and education also are found to affect the level of youth employment. Although it is concluded that,
Cate* paribus, a black youth has ten points' lower _employment possibilities than a white youth, many of the large
'racial' differences, in employment oaths scorn to be somehow related to Armed Forces enrollment Patterns,

*thready more blacks than whites eater the military, for whatever reasons. For males, the racial differential in
echneisteireed arrest records is also a potential factor, as employers stilt use this data in hiring decisions, even
though the practice is ilizgaL For females, family status differences appear to account for half the racial differences

employment status: Finally, for both Sexes and raca, although more pronounced for blacks, the difference in
family economiC status is also a major determinate of unemployment. Cohort B G.

849' -LERMAKIMBERT I. "Who are the Absent Fathers? Youth and Society 18,1 (Septeinber -1986):1-
27.

Characteristics of yoting *Went fathers in the United States are investigated using data from the NLSY (number of
,ciseest 12,686 individuals aged 14-21 in 1979); follow-up interviewswere Conducted with 90% of the initial sample
each-year from 1980 to-1985. *Tabulations Of the data reveal thatl in 3 young fathers live apart from at least 1 of
their children. Although most ibseitt fathers are white, young black males are more likely to become absent fathers
than are whites Cr Hispanics. Of young black fathers, 70% arezebsent, and their absence or presence- does not
necessarily cone/pond with their marital status. Absent fathers, particularly whites, and Hispanics, grow up üilôwOr-
income families than did other youth; and had less favorable employment and educational backgrounds p-eclens
for future research are discussed. [Sociological Abstracts..lacJ Cohort:

115/.1 LEUTHOLD, JANE H. "The Effect of Taxation on the Probability of Labor_ Force Participation-by Married
Women." Public Finance 23 (1978):280-94-.

This study. explores the impact of high marginal rates of tax on the labot force participation decision of married
women with busbandepresent. 'Data from the NLS of ,Mature Women ages 30-44 are used to estimate a linear
probability model of female likor -force participation. The model relates the probability of a- married- woman
working outside the home to various explanatory variableeincluding the wife's disposable wage rate, the husband's

after-tax wage, the after-tax lion-work income of the family, the age and education level of the wife, the number and
ages of thechildren, attitudes toward working, health of the wife, homeownership, and the demand for female labor.
The results, based on 'a multisisriate probit .analysis,_ indicate that taxes tend to discourage female labor force
participation and do,* impel is stronger fct black than for white. Wivet.. The estiOation results' were used to
compute participation lax elasticities for white and bLick wives. The tax elasticities, showing the expected
percaitagechaige in the probability of labotforce participation for ir one percent change la the marginal tax rate,
were negative and significantly different from zero for both races. The tax 'elasticity for black wives was roughly
twice that of white wives. Cohort: W. '

851 LEUTHOLD, JANE IL "The Effects of Taxation on the Hours Worked by Married Women." Industrial and
Labor Relations Review 31`(July 1978):520.26.
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this article, the author. eicanthies the effect of taxation on the labor supply Of married working- women. Tax
increases have a negative impact on female labor supply. Regardless if the women were white or black, the presence
of preschool children der:leases the 'number of hours worked and husband's .approval of working increase,s' the
nuinber of hours worked'Cohort: W.

852 LEUTHOLD, JANE H. "Taxes and the Two-Earner Family: Impact on the Work Decision." Public Finance
Quarterly 7 (April 1979):147461.

This study investigates the effects of marginal rates of income and payroll taxation on thelOurs Worked by two-
earner families. The labor supply model shows the tax_ structure as an important factor in the faimly's work
decision. In addition, changes in the marginal rate of tax can be expected to cause a realignment of the family's
work responsibilities. Cohott:M

853 LEWIS,,MORGAN V.; GARDNER, JOHN A.; SEITZ, PATRICIA. "High School Work Experience and HS
Effects." Report, U.S. 'Deparuient of Education, Columbus, OH: National Center for Research in Vocational
:Education, 1983;

This study examined both the job t held While in high school and the characteristics of the students who held them.
The major -question was whether school supervision of jobs influenced the -nature of work experience and its
apparent educational and labor Market effects. About two-thirds of all students held jobs while in high school, most
of which they obtained on their own. School supervision of employment and concentrated pattern of participation in
vocational courses were associated with holding jobs: at higher skills level, especially for women. School
supervision Was also associated with fewer reports of school problems or delinquent behavior. Cohort: Y.-

854 LIAO, HUEL:CHU.- "Wage Premium and High Layoff Probability Jobs." Ph-D. Dissertation, The Ohio State
University, 1989.

Thit -paper investigates the wage-layoff relationship. 'First, the wage compensation requested by workers is
discovered. Then, similar to the hedonic model-derived by Rosen and -Maims, a positive nonlinear wage-layoff
relationship is found In order to estimate this nonlinear equilibrium, itIviti stage least square method is used. The
results show that the request of wage preiniuni is only observed in the industry category layoff rates but not in the
.firm -specific or occupation category layoff rates. This empirical evidence is due to some unobservable
characteristics in this data set Workers receiving higher wage rates usually endow some tiiperior characteristics
such as more honest or aggressive behavior which will higher productivity and drop the layoff probability
for them However, these unobservable characteristics happen more in comparing the individual in the occupation
but not in theindustry. White.collar employees always receive high wage but low layoff rates,- while the workers-in
the high layoff probability industry do receive wage compensation. Cohort: Y.

855 LICHTER, DANIEL T. "Household Migration and the Labor Market Experience of Married Women." PhD.
Dissertation, The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1981.

Thii study attempted to assess the appropriateness of economic models of migration decision-making in-explaining
the geographic mobility of married women. Toward this end, two general objectives were pursued: (l)to examine
the contribution of the employment-related -experiences to the subsequent geographic mobility of their,
families:, and (2) to examine the effect of household migration on the wife's position in the labor market, particularly
with respect to her job continuity, earnings, occupational mobility, and job satisfaction. The NLS Of Mature Women
prOVidedi unique source of data in which to address these issues. Aid** employment by the wife reduced the
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probability of family geographic migration, and this relationship generally persisted across various female
subgroups, specific characteristics of the wife's job were of little utility in explaining the migration of their fiimilies.
At least for this age cohort, the wife's earnings, occupation, and job attitudes were not found to be systethatically
related to family migration, thus suggesting that migration may be largely exogenous to the employment experiences
of many women., This general conclusion provided a vivid contrast with patterns of association observed between
husbands' job characteristics-and *illy migration. The implication is that many of our notions about migration
selectivity appear to be generally inapplicable to older married women. Since family migrationwas not Significantly
influenced by the wife's specific employment -activities,, a central underlying premise of this study was that
migration adversely affects the work experieritzs of marriedeomen. Indeed, the results provided little evidence that
individual economic models are-suitable for eirigaining the migration of married women. The analySis points to
migration as having a deleterious effect on women's employment experiences primarily through its contribution to
reductions in the hielihockl of being in the labor force. The reduced labor supply tended to promote declines in
annual earnings, on the average, for migrant women relative to nonmigrants. At the same time, husbandsas well as
nonmatried women tended to show earnings increases during the migration interval, a finding consistent with cost-
benefit conceptaalizarions of Migration. Cohort W.

856 LICHTER, DANIEL T. "The Migration of Dual-WorkerFamilies: Does the Wife's Job Matter?" Social
Bernice Quarterly 63 (March 1982):48-:17.

The broad objective of this study is to bring Women into the family migration equation, paying particular attention to
the contribution of her job-related experiences to the explanation of family geographic mobility. Two general
conclusions are drawn: (1) migration is inhibited in families in which the wife is engaged in market work, but (2)
there is little evidence that specific job attributes of the wife aid in the explanation of family migration differentials.
Cohort W.

857 LICHTER, DANIEL T. "Socioeconomic Returns to Nfigration Among Married Women." Social Forces 62
(December 1983).

The aim of the present study is to (1) examine the effect of migration on changes in earnings among a cohort of
older married women; and (2) assess whether "returns" to migration vary systematically by the wife'S educational
and occupational resources in a manner consistent with the tenets of family resource theory. Using the Mature
Women cohort of the NLS, we find that migration has a significant negative effect on earnings in the Short-term, but
that the longer- term effects at minimal. Contrary to our hypothesis, however, the iterative effect of migration on
married-women's earnings is not diniinished regardless of levels of educational and occupational resources. The
implicatkes of these malts are discussed. Cohort: W.

858 LIGHT, AUDREY L. and URETA, MANUELITA. "Gender Differences in the Quit Behavior of Young
Workers." (In-progress Research).

This project will use the NLS cohorts Of Young Men and Young Women to investigate whether gender is a reliable
predictor of whether young workers will quit their jobs. The following questions will be addreated: What
observable characteristics determine the quit behavior of young workers? Is gender among them? Do the predictors
differ for men and women? Do they differ across cohorts? Do men and women with similar commitments to the
labor force differ in their quit properisitits. The proposed research will integrate and expand upon three bodies of
literature: studies of female labor fora participation patterns, empirical analyses of job shopping, and comparisons
of male-female quit behavior. Little is known about early career mobility in general, and the quit behavior of
women in particular. Recent advances in the analysis of duration data have not been satisfactorily applied to these
issues. In addition, much of the information in the NLS has yet to be fully exploited. It is simply not known
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whetheroung women are quitters in comparison to young men, nor whether men and women who remain in the
labor force shop for jobs in a similar manner. _Cohort: B G.

859 LIGHT, AUDREY L "Job Shopping and the Wage Growth of Young Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
California - Los Angeles, 1987.

This study examines job mobility and wage growth in-a sample drawn from the NLS ofYoung Men. The early
career:is highlighted beca'' use most rung workers undergo rapid turnover and enjoy substantialwage growth as they
shop for a good match. The objectives are (1) to describe the labor force activities ofyoung men; (2) to determine
whether job-specific investments are undertaken during the early career and, if so, whether they increase in match
quality; and-(3) to compare within-job and-between-job wage growth. Recognition that match quality depends on
both wage levels and wage growth distinguishes this study from previthrs' work. AO) shopping model incorporates
this broad view of match qua: 1y and yields the implication-tbat growth=-to the extent that it reflects
investment in job-specific human capital= -is an outcome of job shopping. The model justifies the fact that. job
changers may ace* a wage cut in exchange for increased wage growth. The analysis has thee parts.:Fust, wage
regressions are estimated with completed job duration serving as, a proxy for unobserved match-quality. These
regressions suggest that young workers do undertake job-specific investments, and thatlaboiers and high school
educated workers invest more intensively in high quality (longer) matches. in addition, workers receive a boost in
starting wages -upon moving to more durable matchesNext, regressions of first differences (both within and
between jobs) are estimated. These regressionsfail to skew increased within-job ,wage groWth on longer jobs, but
they shot* substantial wage growth in gesieraL-The average worker receives 5.7 percent wage growth by remaining
on the job for an additional year and 7.9 percent wage boost by changing jobs. Clearly, young men change jobs
because they are offered a higher current wage. The final analytic section preSents linear estimate of the probability
that a job ends. These regrwions reveal that the exit hazard.declines in experience and tenure. Apparently, jobs
become more valuable as tenure increases because specific investments are undertaken. The hazard also decreases in
the current wage, but increases in wage growth. nit suggests that workers with high wage growth receive extremely
attractive job offers. fUlVil ADG8721042] Cohort B.

860 LILLARD, LEE and TAN, HONG W. "Early Career Job Training and Labor Market Outcomes." (In-progress
Research).

This project will study the participation of young men in private and public sector training, the consequences of
training for their earnings and employment stability in-the important early career phase, and how these training-
outcome relationships have changed over the past two decades for different youth cohorts. The proposed research
builds on the &Airs' previous work on private sectortraining (in partiCular, Lillard and Tan 1986, and Tan 1987)
and-extends it 10 address a number of substantive and modeling issues. The issues that we propose studying are
central to an understanding of bow the youth labor market operates.- The substantive issues include the role of job
training in the deteriorating employability of minority youth, the implications -of -the shift of jobs from
manufacturing to service industries on youth training and employment stability across youth cohorts, and the impact
of technical change on training requirements. Also considered will be the issue of how training may a.clthess the
recent controversy over the interpretation of-wage growth with tenure as well as several modeling issues. These
substantive-and related methodological issues-will be examined using the NLS of Young Men age 14-24 in 1966,
and NISrage 14-21 in 1979. Each survey contains self-reported measures on training and, for the most recent
NLSY si, eys, on their participation in government training programs as well. Building upon previous research,
trainir be cross- claisified by source andtype into four main categories, recognizing that each kind of training
has different determinants and different labor market outcomes. The determinants and labor market effects of
training will be investigated separately by race and ethnicity. Pooling of the two NLS surveys will allow exploration
of trends in training for schooling cohorts (defined by year of labor market entry). The authors will develop
inikuvatiVe econometric, methodologies that exploit the panel nature of these NLS surveys, and address the critical
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issues of selectivity aid heterogeneity. These models will allow us to study both the timing and spacing of multiple
training events of different kinds, and their consequences for earnings and employment stability. Cohort: B Y.

861 LILLARD, LEE and TAN, HONG W. 'Private Sector Training: Who Gets It and What Are Its Effects."
- Mimeo, The Rand Corporation, 1986.

Thining after high school in the United States was studied to determine who is trained and the extent of training, as
well as economic consequences of training. Data sources were the Current _Population Survey (CPS) of 1983, the

.NLS of Young Men, Older Men, and Mature Women cohorts for 1967,to 1980, and the Employinent Opportunities
Pilot Projects Surveys (training of the economindlytfisadvantaged in 1979 and 1980). It was found that nearly 40%
of both Men and women in the CPS reported =dunking training to improve current job skills. For a given 2-year
period in the 1;11S, the fitetices of young men; career women, and older men reporting some training were about:
30%, 24%, and 10%, reapectively. For all three groups,-the employer was the single most important source of
training. Only 11% of die disadvantaged sample.reported some training over a similar time intern!, with a
relatively low proportion getting training from company sources. Also assessed are analyses concerning factors that
determine the pnibability of getting-training for each source and type of training, and the effects of training on
earnings, wrings growth; md employment stability. [ERIC ED-284464] Cohort: B M W.

862 .LIN, SHEILA SEUBOLD and OLIVER, PAMELA. "The Absent Brother: The Effect of Sex of Siblings on
Aspirations and Parental Encouragement Of Young Women? Presented Midwest Sociology Association Meeting,
1979.

The authors analyze the hypothesis that women reared without brothers experience higher educational aspirations
than women reared with brothers. Some support is offered far the hypothesis. If there is such an effect, it will have
more impact in the future as more sex-homogeneous skiing sets will result because of the tfAxls toward reduced
family size. Finally, the audion offer the tentative assertion that being raised in a family of sill gilt has a salutary
effect on girls' socialization toward educational achievement. Cohort G.

863 LINK, CHARLES R. "Graduate Education, School Quality, Experience, Student Ability, and Earnings?
_Journal of Business 48 (October 1975):477-91.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide estimates of the impact of graduate school education (quantity and
qualit) and experience on the earnings of a sample of male electrical engineers who have attained at least some
graduate 3choO1 education. In spite of the growing importance of graduate education and the large number of
empirical studies relating earnings to education, few studies have dealt specifically with the impact of graduate
education. To the extent that the quantity aid quality of education are correlated, and if quality, however defined,
influences income, the returns to the quantity of education will be biased upward. Cohort: B.

864 LINK, CHARLES R.; RATLEDGE, EDWARD C.; LEWIS, KENNETH. "Black-White Differences in Returns
to Schooling: Some New Evidence? American Economic Review 66 (March 1976):221-23.

The findings show that improved quality of echication, as opposed to differential vintage effects, is responsible for
blacks' relative income gains. For blacks, the interaction between years of schooling and expenditures may partially
explain other researchers' pessimistic findings that education has little impact on black earnings. This note on
Welch'i 1973 article in the American Economic Review suppats the hypothesis that improved quality of black
education is responsible fix blacks' relative income gains. Cohort B.
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865 LINK, CHARLES R. and RATLEDGE, EDWARD C. "The Influences of the Quantity and Quality of
Education on Black - White Earnings Differentials: Some New Evidence." Review of Economics and Statistics 57
(August 1975):346-50.

The main thrust of the article has been to estimate the effects on earnings of the quantity and quality of education.
The quality of education, measured by expenditures per pupil in the district where the respondent attended secondary
school, exerts an important impact on the annual earnings for both races. For the sample of young males examined,
these findings suggest that expenditures may bemore important to blacks than whites. This result holds even in the
full model which includes ability. Increasing the quality of schools in predominantly black areas may have a long=
run effect on black earnings. Also, the rate of return associated with extra expenditures on blacks is 7.82%. The
latter fmdingqmplies that additional expenditures on blacks may be economically efficient as well as equitable.
Cohort: B.

866 LINK, CHARLES B.; RATLEDGE, EDWARD C.; LEWIS, KENNETH. "Male-Female and Black-White
Discrimination in the Labor Market." Presented: San Francisco, Econometric Society Meeting, 1974.

In the present paper, some light is shed on the causes of male-female and black-white wage differentials. One of the
important contributions of the present research is to compare the results fora more recent cohort of young people
with earlier studies whiCh examined older Cohorts of persons over age twenty-five., In this paper we employ the
measure of discrimination proposed by Alan Blinder, which involves &composing characteristics into differences
arising from endowments (differences in mead values) and differences in coefficients (market rewards for given
levels of endowments). Cohort B G M W.

867 LINK, CHARLES R. and RATLEDGE, EDWARD C "Proxies for Observations on Individuals Sampled frem
a Population: A Reply." Journal of Haman Resources 11 (Summer 1976):413-19.

One of the purposes of our earlier paper .was to replicate research conducted by George Johnson and Frank Stafford.
We contended that our district-wide measure of expenditures is more likely to measure the expenditure received by
an individual than the statewide measure used by those authors. John Akin and Thomas Kniesner speak to this
assumption in their comment. They correctly state that "the actual statistical problem is, to choose the best
aggregadon level from which to take an average as a proxy for individuals sampled from a population." They are'
also correct in noting the difficulty of showing rigorously whether the deviation of the ith student from a statewide
average is greater than or less than the deviation from a district-wide measure. The issue is indeed empirical. We
make the assumption on a series of empirical and theoretical arguments. In the discussion that follows, evidence,
some of which is admittedly impressMnistic, is given suggesting that the school district expenditure is likely to be a
superior measure, at least for whites. Cohort: B.

868 LINK, CHARLES R.; RATLEDGE, EDWARD C.; LEWIS, KENNETH. "The Quality of Education and
Cohort Variation in Black-White Earnings Differentials: Reply." American Economic Review 70 (March 1980):196-
203.

This paper examines two data sets in order to further examine Welch's contention that (1) blacks for the past
several years have begun to receive monetary benefits from education commensurate with those of whites; and (2)
that the gap has narrowed because of a relative upgrading of educational quality for blacks. Counter to Akin and
Garfinkel and in support of Welch, it was found that the gap in percentage returns to schooling has narrowed for
blacks in younger cohorts. Contrary to Akin and Garfinkel and in support of Welch, we fmd percentage returns to
schooling and to quality for the younger black cohorts were found to be commensurate with those for whites. In
fact, it was found that percentage returns to schooling and to quality to be somewhat more favorable for younger
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blacks than .for whites. Akin and Garfinket are quick to point out, however, that eve_n if percentage returns are
comparable, absolute wage rate differences Still favor whites. Thus they warn that equal percentage returns to blacks
and whites are ,not- necessarily an indication of equal earnings for equally competent workers. While' Akin and
Garfinkel-compute implied wages to be greater for young whites than blacks, these results are not as disheartening
and iremixotdeperiding upon which model specification is adopted. Consistent with Welch, however, a narrowing
in the implied black white hourly wage gap for-younger cohorts was found. Cohort: B.

869 LINK, CHARLES R. and RATLEDGE, EDWARD C. "Social Returns to Quantity and Quality of Education:
A Further Statement." Journal of Hunan Resources 10 (Winter 1975):78-89.

Data from a large sample, of young black and White males (out of school) are utilized to analyze the impact of the
quantity and quality of education (district-wide annual expenditures per student) on earnings. Large but diminishing
returns to incremental eiipenditures are observed. The findings also suggest that education's role in the large relative
gains in black earnings during the 1960s worked through quality instead of quantity aspects. Finally, the returns to
education are sensitive to the specification of the potential labor market experience variable. Cohort: B.

870 LINK, CHARLES R. and RATLEDGE, EDWARD C. "Useful Interactions in Economic Models: The Case of
Black/White Earnings Differentials." Applied Economics 9 (1977): 83-91.

In this paper, the usefulness of AID (automatic interaction detector) "in developing sensible interaction terms in
econometric models involving complex relationships -is demonstrated. The major goal of the paper is to estimate the
impact of a multitude of factors on the labor market success of young black and white males. In summary, used with
caution the AID procedure can serve as a useful tool to the econometrician. Cohort: B.

871 LITTLE, ROGER D. and FREDLAND, J. ERIC. "Veteran Status, Earnings, and Race: Some Long Term
Results." Armed Forces and Society 5 (February 1979):244-260.

This article reports on the long term results of military service by focusing on groups of veterans, disaggregated by
race, approximately twenty -years after their military service in World War Wand immediately thereafter. Separate
statistical analysis was performed for whites, for blacks, and for non-whites. -Results show that veteran status
positively affected the 1966 earnings of all three groups examined. The authors suggest that the substantial earnings
premiums to minority veterans, most of whom are at the right age to be fathers of recent and present enlistees in the
all-volunteer force, may help to explain why-minorities are joining the military service in disproportionately large
numbers. The authors also suggest that the sizes of the 1966 earnings premiums may indicate life-cycle benefits to
veterans. Cohort M.

872 LONG, JAMES E. "Are Government Workers Overpaid? Alternative Evidence." Journal of Human
Resources 17 (Winter 1982):123-31.

Studies of employment using Smith's approach of measuring what comparable people earn in government relative to

private employment show consistently and substantially higher pay for government workers, at least in terms of
nominal wages and earnings. In the absence of comprehensive compensation data for individuals, an alternative test
of whether government workers are underpaid is proposed. The finding that government employment reduces the
probability of job quitting further suggests that government workers receive economic rents in the form of higher
wages or greater fringe benefits in contrast to those in private jobs. Cohort: B M.
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873 LONG, JAMES E. and JONES, ETHEL B. "Labor Force Entry and Exit by Married Women: A Longitudinal
- Analysis. "' Review of Economics and Statistics 62 (February 1980):1-6.

This article examines how a wife's year to year transition between labor -force states is related to changes in market
earnings potential Findings reveal-characteristics of women who will remain in the laborforce. For the
likelihood of a wife withdrawing from the labor market is somewhat higher for women giving birth to a child:
Those who are likely to enter the labor force are those whose family capacity has increased, espetially if their
husband? income has fallen. Cohort W.

874 LONG, JAMES E. and JONES, ETHEL B. "Married Women in Part-Time Employment." Industrial and'
Labor RelationsReview 34 (April 1981):413-25.

This study examines three aspects of the part-time employment pattern of working wives: (1) wive?characteristics;
(2) the level and structure of their earifingain part-time jobs; and (3) the duration of their employmeatvitien part-
time jobs are available to them. The findings indicate that husband's income, family, size, and the ,wife't health,
race, and .preYious Avoik experience are-among the- variables influencing the probability that the wife works pa-
th& In addition, the of wages and lemma to some investments in human capital are relatively lower in the part-
time labor market. There are -also sitnilarities between earnings structure of part-time- and full-time jobs. In
conclusion, part-time work opportunities appear to increase the .length of the working life of -miirried women.
Cohort -W.

875 LONG, JAMES E. and JONES, ETHEL B. "Part-Week Work by Married Women." Southern Economic
Journal 46 (January1980):716-25.

Over one -third of mature women-who are married with spouse present choose part-week work (34 hours or less)
when they participate in labor market activity. Using data from the NLS of Mature Women, the determinantsof the
wife's allocation of time among-part-week work, full-week work, and nonmarket production are estimated. The
findings Suggest that, other things the same, wives working part-week have either lower marketearnings potential,
higher income spouses, more schooling or more and younger children than full-week workers. ,Productivity and
income variables also differentiate part-week workers from wives not in the labor force. Cohort W.

876 LONG, JAMES E. and LINK, ALBERT N. "The Impact Of Market Structure on Wages, Fringe Benefits, and
Turnover." Industrial and Labor Relations Review 36 (January 1983):239-50.

This paper examines the relations) ?p between lab& compensation and the structure of the product market, which is
measured by the industry concentration ratio and by dummy variables for the existence and type of government
regulation. Unlike previous studies that have estimated the impact of concentration' and regulation on wages or
earnings, this study extends the analysis to include the effect of market structure On employer-provided pensions and
insurance andon volintary labor turnover.. The hypothesis that product market power raises labor compensation is
supported by empirical results indicating that concentration increases wages and fringes but lowers voluntary labor.
turnover. Regulations that set minimum, prices-and restrict entry, raise labor compensation, sincewage premiums
due to regulation are not offset by lowerpensions and insurance or higher turnover. Other forms of regulation, such
as profit regulation in public utilities, are found to reduce labor compensation, as evidenced by higher turnover or
lower wages and fringes, or both. Cohort K.'

877 LUFT, HAROLD S. "The Impact of Poor Health on Earnings." Review of Economics and Statistics 57
(February 1975):43-57.
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The-author investigated several aspects of the impact of health on earnings. The detertnination of yearly earningS
Was_divided into its component parts so that nine equations could be, used to measure the gross and net effects of
-health for each component. These results were converted into overall measures-of earnings loss of each component
of earnings examined. From labor force participation to hourly wage and hours worked per week, not only are. the
'observed values for the sick less than those of the welL'but differences remain even after adjustment for different
characteristics of the two populations. A clear "health" effect is thu&apparent. Cohort M.

878 LUNDBERG, SHELLEY and PLOTNICK, ROBERT D. "Measuring Lifetime Earnings Losses Caused by
Teenage Out-of-Wedlock Childbearing." Presented: Baltimore, MD, Population Association of America Meetings,
1989.

This.paper estiMateathe effect of early childbearing, both with and without an early marriage, on a young woman's
future potential earnings Using data from the NLSY. The approach used differs from others.in that it, -.(1) examines
both married andunmarried teenage mothers in order to isolate the effeet of pretharital childbearing from that of
early- childbearing,---(2)correets for selection biases which may arise from choices to participate in the labor market
or from, fertility and marriage choices:- and (3) estimates the long term-impact on earnings of early and premarital
births, instead of tone year snapshot of this impact. It was found that a premarital birth leads to a substantial long-
term reduction &earnings for white and Hispanic_ girls, but has essentially- no effect on black girls' earnings. The
results are strikingly.consistent with the suggestion, based largely on casual, qualitative and journalistic evidence,
that high rates of black premarital childbearing partly result because the labor market opportunities facing adolescent
blacks are so poor that they, sacrifice few long run earnings by not postponing motherhood. Cohort: Y.

879 LUSTER, THOMAS and DUBOW, ERIC F. "Factors Related to the Quality of Mothers' Care." (In-progress
Research).

Using data from the NLSY- and the 1986 child assessments, this in-progress research is examining the quality of care
mothers provide for their children. Four. factors thought to predict the quality of care as measured by the HOME
inventory are: (1) characteristics of the mother (self. esteem, intellectual ability, age at fust birth, ethnicity); (2)
mothers' SES level (poverty status, level of education); (3) the SES of mother's family of origin (grandmother's and
grandfather's education); and (4) family structure (spouse/partner in the home, number-of children in home). Three
groups of mothers are being studied: teenage _mother& all mothers with infants, and all mothers with preschool
children., Cohort: C.

880 LUSTER, THOMAS and DUBOW, ERIC F. "Home Environment and Maternal Intelligence as Predictors of
Verbal Intelligence: A Comparison of Preschool and School Ago Children." Working Paper, Department of Family
and Child Ecology, Michigan State University, 1989.

This study examines the extent to which home environment and .maternal -intelligence are predictive of verbal
intelligence in two groups of children » 3-5-year-olds and 6-8_year-olds. Data on approximately 2000 children from
the NLSY Merged-mother-child data set were used for this study., Hierarchical- regression was used to assess the
relight contribution of home environment and maternal intelligence to children's verbal intelligence as measured by
the PPVT4t. For both groups of children, there was a significant relation between home environment and children's
verbal- intelligence when the effect of maternal- intelligence was statistically controlled. Likewise, -maternal
intelligence was a significant predictor of PPVT-R scores when the effect of home environment was partialled out.
For the preschoolers, the effects of home environment and maternal intelligence were of comparable magthiude. For
-the elementary school children, maternal intelligenceis/as- a stronger predictor of PPVT-R scores than home
environment. A develoPmenol perspective is used to explain why earlier studies examining these relations have
Pr9duced inconsistent reaplis. Cohort:- C.
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881 LYNCH, LISA M. "Private Sector Training and its Impact on the Earnings of Young Workers." Working
Paper,-National Bureau of Economic Research, 1989.

While -there have been numerous studies. devoted to 'examining the impaCt of governmental training programs on
workers who have experienced difficulties in the labor market, there has been remarkably little research on the actual

:occurrence and consequences of training Provided by the private sector, in the U.S. Using data from the NLSY, this
paper analyzes hoW personal characteristics including employment histories, and local deniand conditions determine,
the probability of receiving training and its effect on wages and wage growth of young workers. More speCifically,
some of the issues addresied here include the relative importance of training and tenure for wage determination and
the rate of return to conipany provided training-compared to the rate of return to training received outside the firm
and schooling. The portability of company training from employer to employer and the existence of differentials in
the returns to training by union status, race and sex are also investigated Cohort Y.

882' LYNCH, LISA M. "The Youth Labor Market In the Eighties: Determinants of Re-employment Probabilities
for Young Men and Women." Review of Economics and Statistics 71, 1 (February 1989): 37-45.

Data finin the NLSY is used to develop a model analyiing transition ,probabilities from nonemployment to
employment. The effect on reemployment probabilities of various personal characteristics including race, education,
and health status, as well receipt of unemployment income, local demand conditions, and duration dependence is
examined. Significant differences were found between the lab& market experiences of whites and nonwhites, and
males and females with, local demand conditions and human capital investments acting as important determinants of
the duration of nonemployment spells. Cohort Y.

883 LYON; LARRY, and ABELL, TROY. "Male Entry into the Labor Force: Estimates of Occupational Rewards
and Labor Market Discrimination." Sociological Quarterly 21 (Winter 1980):81-92.

Black and white models of initial occupational rewards are compared. The results show that blacks have
experienced considerable upward mobility; however, their income and prestige remain behind their white
counterparts. There are two explanations for, the racial gap: (1) blacks begin work with lower levels of key
background variables and (2) racial discrimination in the labor market. The measurement of racial discrimination
accounts for only a small proportion of the gap between black and white levels of rewards. Cohort: B.

884 LYON, LARRY; ABELL, TROY; JONES, ELIZABETH; RECTOR-OWEN, HOLLEY. "The National
Longitudinal Surveys Data for Labor Market Entry: Evaluating the Small Effects of Racial Discrimination and the
Large Effects of Sexual Discrimination." Social Problems 29 (June 1982):524-39.

This paper constructs_ racially and sexually comparative models of labor market entry to assess the effects of
individual differences and labor market discrimination. Traditional measures of racial discrimination in the labor
market are of relatively small importance in explaining prestige and income gaps compared to the effect of
individual differences. Measures of sexual discrimination, however, are of considerable importance in accounting
for the differences in prestige and income between male and female workers. Sexual discrimination works against
women in the allocation of income, but against men for occupational prestige, a pattern that holds for both black and
white workers. Discrimination against men for prestige is the logical counterpart of discrimination against women
for income. Women should be considered theoretically and empirically distinct from blacks when minority relations
are analyzed. Cohort: B G.
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885 LYON, LARRYand ABELL, TROY. "Social Mobility among ,Young Black and White Men: A Longitudinal
:Study of Occupational Prestige and Income." Pac#7c Sociological Review 22,2 (April 1979): 201-222.

The gdal of much research in occupations has been to establish the deterininants of occupational prestige. The NLS
of-Young Men provide data for the construction of causal models for black and white workers. These data were
generated from four groups surveyed from 1966 to 1971. Subsamples of whites and of blacks were derived. The
data allow seyeral,inethodological variations from previous occupational mobility research, including 'longitudinal
design, lesi reliance on retrospective techniques, and-a more precise time-frame. The annual models indicate that
beyond years of education, veit.few variables available to most surveys have a statistically significant effect on.
variation in occupational prestige and income. Also, diese longitudinal surveys show a growing racial gap in
occupational rewards:. Much of the increase in black versus white'reward increase, is found to be related' to labor
market racial discriinination in advancethent rather than to different levels of, family background and labor market
entry.. Policy implications may be drawn based on. the iiiiportance of education and racial discrimination in
occupational mobility., Cohort: B.

886 LYON, LARRY and RECTOR-OWEN, HOLLEY. "Labor Market Mobility Among Young Black and White ,
Women: Longitudinal Models of Occupational Prestige and Income." Social- Sciences Quarterly 58 (March
1980:64-78.

This study examines the labor Market mobility among black and white women.' he mutts 'suggest that worker's
individual .characteristics may be responsible for a considerable portion- of the blSck-itite gap in occupational
rewards. The authors argue that the inferior occupational position ofblack females reflects the lower level of human
capital they bring to the labor m_arket, implying much of the discrimination is occurring -prior to labor market.
Cohort: G.

887 -MACKE, ANNE S. "Changing Family Roles as Predictors of Labor Force Behaviors." Presented: the
Meetings of the North Central Sociological Association, 1978.

Data from the four age/sex groups in the NLS were analyzed to examine the impact of family role attitudes on labor
force behaviors. Nontraditional men and traditional women, being relatively free of family support responsibility,
were expected to exhibit more flexibility in their labor force behaviors. They were expected to change employers
-nuke frequently, to do, so for personal gain or satisfaction, to feel less constrained by the family's economic needs.
The findings partially support the hypothesis, but show the greatest siiMlarity between nontraditional men and
nontraditional women. These nontraditional persons change employers more often, do so for personal gain or
satisfaction, bit-are actually more constrained by the family's support 'situation. This combination of flexibility and
constraint represents joint support responsibility. By closely monitoring the family's situationeach partner can
provide, security to the other during risky transitions, in the end allowing- for -more flexibility and ultimate job
success. Evidence of WS pattern was found in all age and race groups, along with some evidence that the prevalence
of this pattern is increasing over time. Cohort B G M W.

888 MACKE, ANNE S. "Family Role Definitions as Determinants of Labor Force Behavior." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Indiana University, 1976.

The extent to which a shift in support responsibility causes behavioral differences for traditional and nontraditional
married persons is the central consideration of the study. An expected repercussion of shifting support responsibility
is that husbands and wives who are relatively free of family support responsibility (nontraditional men and
traditional women) should be less constrained to stay in their present jobs by the family's financial situation (assets,
number of dependents, etc. ) and more likely to,leave their jobs in response to personal preferences (extrinsic and
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intrinsic lob satisfaction) thartraditional men and nontraditional women. In general, true reciprocal role
,modification ,for man andwornen is not apparent. While true roleinodification (in the form of shifting support
responsibility) has apparently occurred for a certain segment of our 'society,_ the modification of role definitions
(nontraditionality) is the crucial.factor produding alterations in role behavior (differing reactions to constraints upon
labor force behavior). The simple fact that a wife worksin and of itself--is not suffidient to produce these
behavioral changes. Specific aspeCts of our findings substantiate two important principles of the symbolic
interactionist approach: (1) the power.of Thomas' subjective "definition of.the situation" is seen in the important
influence role definitions have in determining the role, behavior of working wives and their husbands; and (2) the
constraining power of one's social environment is shown by the fact that certain respondents do not adhere to their
role definitions because of overpowering environmental influences. Cohort: G W.

889 MACKE, ANNE S. "Using the National Longitudinal Surveys to Examine Changes in Women's Role
Behavior." Journal of Social Issues 38,1 (1982):39-51.

This paper explores the uses of.a particular set of panel data, the NLS of Mature and Young Women, to study
Women's issues. Women's laboeforce behaviors, role conceptions, and family statuses were measured at several,
time point:: Various ways of examining the relationships among these variables are presented. The author
concludes that'the data provides valuablinformation about changes in women's situation in society, over time
and causes of those changes. Cohort: G W.

890 MACKE, ANNE S.; HUDIS, PAULA M.; LARRICK, ,SON. "Sex-Role Attitudes and Employment An.ong.
Women: Dynamic Models of Continuity and Change." In: Women's Changing Roles at Home and on the Job,
Special Report 26, Employment & Training Administration, U.S. Department,of Labor, 1978.

The authors explore the hypothesis that prior sex-role attitudes among women influence subsequent labor force
behavior, which, in turn, affects later sex-role attitudes. They find that recent declines in sex-role traditionality
among American women are likely tic accelerate the desire for employment among whites, but that among blacks,
attitudinal changes appear not to affect the future employment of current adult cohorts. For black adolescents
entering the labor forcehowever, early market work will be important predictors of their future desire for work.
Hatbands' attitudes toward women's involvement in the labor market, particularly among whites, were also
significant. Based on these and other findings, the authors present five public policy recommendations. Cohort: G
W.

891 MACKE, ANNE S. and MO1T, FRANK L. "The Impact of Maternal Characteristics and Significant Life
Events on the Work Orientation of Adole..cent Women: A Longitudinal Look." Research in Labor Economics 3
(1980): 12946.

A mother-daughter sample from the NLS of Mature and Young Women cohorts is used to examine important
determinants of work orientation among adolescent women. The impact of maternal characteristics and other key
lirti cx0eriences is examined for adolescent women when they are in high school and again when they are college-
aged and beyond. Findings show. the importance of maternal influence, the college experience, the current family
experiences (getting married, having a child). Implications for future trends in women's labor force participation,
including continued racial differences, are discussed. Cohort: G W.

892 MACURDY, THOMAS E; GRITZ, R. MARK; CAMERON, A. COLIN. The Effects of Unemployment
Compensation on Youth Unemployment." (In-progress Research).

t".
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The aim of this in- progress researchi. project is to examine the impact of unemployment insurance on youths'
Oneniployment using: data from the NLSY. Specifically, we will determine how_ the availability of compensation
; from this insurance influences youths in dividing their nonemployment time between the classifications of
unemployment and-out-Of-the-labor-force. To achieve this objective, we propose the completion of three tasks: To
compute_ the unemployment insurance (UI) benefits available to each individual, it is necessary to construct a
complete time series of weekly earnings and hours of work for each person which requires the development of
comprehensive employment histories. Using these histories, our first task. is to -provide a detailed summary of
youths' laba market activities that describes not only various characteristics of their employment spells, but also
their propensity to hold multiple jobs and the distributionof their weekly wages and hours of work both across
individuals and over time. The second task is to investigate the reliability of our constructed measures of weekly
earnings by comparing the value of annual earnings implied by these measures to the value of annual' earnings
implied by these to the value of annual earnings reported by individuals in the NLSY. This part of our
study will yielt insights into *the measurement error =properties of earnings, which will allow us to assess the
accuracy of the Potential UI benefits imputed to individuals on the basis of their weekly earnings history. Our third
nisi focuses on the end-product of our project: 'It _will evaluate the- consequences of a youth's eligibility for UI
compensation on the fraction of a nonemployment spell reported as unemployment. Clearly, this empirical analysis
is of direct policy relevance since its findings are essential for understanding the importance of Ulprograms on the
youth unemployment rate and for determining the extent to which young people take advantage of the UI benefits
they are qualified to receive. Cohort Y.

893 MADANS, JENNIFER H. "Occupational - Segregation by Sex: An Analysis of the Determinants of
Occupational Sex Composition Among Female Workers." 'Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1978.

This thesis tes i whether the commonly held explanations of occupational segregation by- sex can also be used to
explain the distribution of female workers across occupational categories scaled by sex composition. percent
feniale). The theoretical framework derbiet from the occupational segregation by ser literature focuses on the
process of integrating the working woman's worker and traditional female sex role. Two data setsthe 1973 Detroit
Area Study and the Mature Women cohort of the NLS are used in the analysis. Parallel analyses of each
respondent's rust and current jobs were done within subgroups defined by race and socioeconomic status. With few
exceptions the empirical results fail to supportAhe theoretical model. However, the analysis did suggest
relationshipi which should be looked at further. The findings for high status whites suggest that atypicality is
associated with a market orientation characterized by a commitment to atypical work. This commitment is made
during late adolescence or early adulthood and is associatet with active preparation for this career. Atypical
occupational Patterns for low status nonwhites, on the other hand, are related to employment as farm laborers and no
evidence of planning or preparation for this type of employment was found. Cohort: W.

894 MADDALA, G.S. "Selectivity Problems in Longitudinal Data." Annales de INSEE 30-31 (April-September
1978):423-50.

In many models using longitudinal data and involving dichotomous or limited dependent variables, ignoring the fact
that such data are generated by individuals making choices leads to biased estimators. The present paper deals with
this selectivity bias probleth. Its purpose is to discuss within a unified framework the various classes of models
applicable to these situations, and io-illicuss the identification and estimation of these models. Cohort: BGMW Y.

895 MADDEN, JANICE F. "An Analysis of the Spatial Elasticity of Labor Supply." Papers, of the Regional
&knee Association 39 (1977):157-71.
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This study estimates the wage elasticity Oa labor supply to the firm, focusing particularly on race and sex differences
in those elasticities. Men and whites ?se found to have slightly.greater elasticities than women and blacks. The
generally high degree of spatial wage inelasticity found for all the race- sex - marital status groupings is noteworthy.
These elasticities suggest a work force which:is highly unlikely to change jobs due to wage differentials. Since
potential mobility is the only force to prompt an interrelation of wage rates, this study concludes that the spatial
immobility of the work force creates varying degrees of monopsony employers in local labor markets.' Cohort: M
W;

896 MADDEN, JANICE F. "Economic Rationale for Sex Differences in Education." Southern Economic Journal
44 (April 1978).

The author investigates sex. differences in educational attainment, occupational status and wages, and analyzes
whether these faC) ors constitute an economic rationale for the observed differences in education. The results support
the argument the itsex differences in labor market experiences explain sex_ differences in educational attainment. The

.,most striking difference in.- education is the greater proportion of women who receive exactly a high school
ecNcation. The most, outstanding sex-difference in returns to education is the comparatively greater return to women
from high school graduation. It Seemaplausible that .while women who are disadvantaged because they are either
competing for manual jobs which employ, male high school dropouts, or for jobs that entail training which employ
college educated men, they have an advantage when competing with men for clerical job opportunities. This study
suggests that education differences between men and women may be the result of differences in job opportunities.
Cohort: B G.

$97 MADRIGAL, SERGIO X. "The School -to -Work Transition: The Experience of Hispanic and Non-Hispanic
Youth." Report, National Council of La Raza, 1982.

Data from the 1979 youth cohort show that Hispanics have a lower rate of return fora year of education than black
or white youth. Contrary to expectations, however, previous job experience and training did not significantly
contribute to wage rate. Three reasons explaining the low wage rate of minorities compared to that of white youth
are proposed: (1) minorities have lower educational endowments than the majority; (2) a smaller percentage of
minorities has achieved the threshold of the high school diploma;°(3) minorities do not appear to translate their
educational investments into higher earnings as-well as the majority youth. The study concludes with several policy
recommendations. Cohort: Y.

898 MALONE, SARAH Q. "The Effect of Change in Industrial Structure on the Early Retirement of AmeriCan
Men." Mimeo, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, The Pennsylvania State University, 1988.
Mister's Thesis, The Pennsylvania State University, 1988.

;Decline of employment opportunities and rise of early retirement inducements in some industrial sectors may be
forcing older men to leave the labor force in growing numbers. The effect of sectoral decline on likelihood of early
retirement was tested using data from the 1980, 1981, and 1983 waves of the NLS Older Men's cohort, along with
,timployment data by three-digit indtistry compiled from County Business Patterns for the years 1977..through 1983:.

A variable representing employment trend in a respondent's industry in his census division was included in a model
predicting the early retirement decision including age, health limits, being vested in a pension plan, assets, marital
status and dependents, and race. The variable was found to slightly enhance the probability of withdrawaFfrom the
labor force, other things equal. Further research may suggest that policymaking should be directed at
accommodating this and other inevitable effects of a changing economy. Cohort: M.
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899 MALONEY, TIMOTHY. "AFDC Eligibility and Recipiency, and the Returii-s to Education among Young
Women." (In-progress Research).

The overriding, objective of recent proposals to refonnoAFDC is the promotion of economic self-sufficiency.
Individuals should be provided with incentives ancL,reiources necessary to maintain adequate living standards
outside of goyemment welfare programs. At the core of some of these proposals is the belief that the best way to
accomplish this objective is to advance the general educational attainment of those most at risk of being on AFDC.
Reformers contend that increased earnings capacity will drastically reduce AFDC recipiency rates. While such=
policy kwixrunendationt are nothing new, little is loiOwn about the effect of schooling on welfare recipiency. This
study econometrically models the inter-related processes that deternrine AFDC eligibility, AFDC recipiency, and
labor' market activity. Potential sources of sample selection bias will be considered in estimating these returns to
education for a sample of young women taken-from the NLSY. The principal goal of this research is to provide
preliminary estimates of the potential impact on wages, employment, and AFDC recipiency from government
programs that promote schooling among the poorly educatidAFDC population. Cohort: Y.

900 MANGEN, DAVID J. "Bases of Familial Power and the ketireinenti.Neeision: A Multiple Regression Study."
Presented: the Meetings of the Midwest Sociological Society, -1977..

Sociologists and economists interested in the labor force participation of older males have examined a wide variety
of individual level factors associated with the process of retirement. Since male disengagement from the labor force
most often occurs within the conieict of a familY characteristics of that unit might reasonably be expected to

.inft* ,e the retirement decision-making process: Retirement is examined as an outcome of a familial- decision,
influericedin part by bases of structtral power within the family unit. Data are presented-from the NLS of Older
Men. Multiple regression analyses are performed to test the Model, with controls instituted forsignificant individual -

level factors. The results are presented and discussed with implications for exchange theory and-family resource
theory. Cohort: 'la.

901 MANGUM, STEPHEN L. and ADAMS, ARVIL VAN. "The Labor Market Impacts of Post-school
Occupational Training for Young Men." Growth and Change 18,4 (Fa111987): 57-73.

The period 1966 to 1976 was a decade of change, contrast, and challenge. In this article, a model contrasting the
labor market et2erience of young men who participated in post - school occupational training during this periodivith
those young men who cr.,: not participate is developed and then estimated using data from the NLS of Young Men.
Participation in post-school fOrma -of occupational training is identified as a significant contributor to individual
labor market success during the ,period and racial differences in returns to training are highlighted. The results
prompt questions concerning the direction of current federal training policies for the disadvantaged. Cohort: B.

902 MANGUM, STEPHEN L. and BALL, DAVID E. "Military Service and Post-Service Labor Market
Outcomes." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1984.

Utilizing a sample, from the NLSY of individuals who left schooling between 1975 and 1978 and subsequently
decided to enter the armed forces or enter directly into the labor fine, the authors compare labor market outcomes
for these two groups as of the 1983 interview. It is shown that those choosing to set ve in the military were, on
average, doing less well than their counterparts who did not serve. Differences in occupation and firm- specific
tenure accounted for much of the difference. The study indicates a key fintor offsetting the apparent negative effect
of military service is attainment of post-military employment that uses occupational skills acquired while in the
service. Cohort Y.
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903 MANGUM, STEPHEN L. and BALL, DAVID E. "Military Service, Occupational Training, and Labor Market
Outcomes: An Update." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1986.

This report updates the authors' 1984 report using a sample of individuals leaving school and facing the enlistment
decision between 1975 and 1979. Labor market outcomes are evaluated as of the 1984 interview. The report focuses
on the transferability of military-provided occupational training, comparing its transferability to that -of training
provided by non-military institutions. The authors isolate factors influencing skill transferability and suggest the
incidence of skill transfer of military training to be similar to that of other training providers for the individuals in
this sample. Cohort: Y.

904 MANGUM; STEPHEN L. and BALL, DAVID E. "Military Skill Training Some Evidence of Transferability."
Arined Forces and Society 13,3 (Spring 1987): 425A41.

Using data from the NLSY, this study examines the skill transferability of military-provided training to civilian
employthent. AYith other factors controlled, males were most readily able to transfer training in the service, craft, and
equipment repair occupations, while transfer percentages for females were greatest 'in the traditional occupational
stronghold of adminiatrative/ftmcdonal support. Analysis of skill transfer between nonmilitary training providers
and employment showed that the occupational areas Offering the greatest probability of skill transfer were siinilar to
those that-emerged in the analysis of military training. For males, the probability of skill transfer for those trained
by the military was significantly lower than =that- for those in apprenticeship andemployer-provided lraining
programs, but not Significantly different from that associated with training through vocational/technical-institutes,
proprietary business colleges, and stt- forth. Females involved in employer - provided training, apprenticeships,
nursing programs, or beauty school programs were-more hiely,to findjobs in the occupation for which they were
trained than _were those receiving training in the military. Key in explaining these differences may be the presence-
of internal labor-market mechanisms, which facilitate the transition from training to _work in some institutional
settings. Analysis of this data set leaves little reason to doubt the viability of the military as a training provider
offering linkages to the civilian work world. Cohort: Y.

905 MANGUM, STEPHEN L. and BALL, DAVID E. "The Transferability of Military-Provided Occupational
Training in the Post-Draft Era." Industrial and Labor Relations Review 42,2 (January 1989): 230-245.

Using a sample drawn from the NLSY, the authors have documented significant amounts of skill transfer between
military-provided training and civilian employment. The probability of skill transfer of those receiving military
training was not significantly different than that of individuals trained by nonmilitary providers of occupational
training Outside the institutional structure of internal labor market mechanisms facilitating the training to work
transfer. Based on the analysis of this data set, there is little reason to doubt the viability of the military as a training
provider offering access to the world of work, though the analysis does suggest exploration of alternative schemes
for improving linkages between training providers and employment opportunities to be a potentially valuable area
for further policy discussion. Cohort' Y.

906 MANSER, MARILYN and BROWN, MURRAY. "Bargaining Analyses of Household Decisions.' In: Women
in the Labor Market, New York: Columbia University Press, 1979.

The authors apply the bargaining models of household decision-making that were proposed and analyzed in their
1977 study, focusing on several differences between these and the neoclassical approach, They show that retaining
the received theory does not facilitate the determination of the interrelationships between types of marriage decisions
and household demands, but that the bargaining theory does. They find that the bargaining models make possiblean
expanded set of econometric specifications for marriage, labor supply, and other household dceizions and offer the
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promise of uncovering important- elements in an economy-principally, the predominant type of marriage
arrangement, its changes over time, and its impact on outcomes of the household decision-making process. Formal
comments by Nancy M. Gordon and Orley Ashenfelter follow. Cohort: W.

907 MARCIS,JOHN G. "Sex Differences in Job Quining by Younger Workers." Presented: Cincinnati, American
Statistical Association Meeting, 4982.

This study reports on an empirical investigation of labor market behavior among young workers. The hypothesis
tested in this study is that seg-related differences in younger labor market participants do not affect their decision to
voluntarily change their employment status, against the simple alternative that sex-relatert differences do produce
such an effect. The study fist investigatei sex differences in the reasons for quitting employment- and then
,,empiriWly estimates the probability of quitting using a logic modeL Hence, the model allowsus to examine how a
set of attributes influences the probability of an individual quitting employment. Cohort: Y:

908 MARCUSAICHARD D. "Earnings and the Decision to Return to School." Economics of Education Review
(1985).

This paper-finds that a significant predictor of returning to school is below expected earnings in the NLS Yoiing
-Men's cohort. These "unlucky" workers find that the foregone cost of schooling was lower than they thought. At
the same time, the low relative earnings of these "unlucky° ikekers may cause them also to revise expected value of
further schooling. Since they do actually decide to return to school, two interpretations of this revision in the value
in further schooling are possible. Either the re5iision is upward, indicating that they believe that additional schooling
Will bring earnings up to that expected for persons with further education; or the revision is downward, but that
revision must be dominated by.a greater reduction in the expected cost of schooling for an economically sensible
decision to Main to school. Cohort: B.

909 MARCUS, RICHARD D. "Interruptions in Schooling of Young Women and Young Men." Ph.D.
Dissertation, The University of Chicago, 1983.

Students interrupt their education even though it is not in their economic interest to break up the normal timing of
educational investments. A substantial cost of abOut 50 percent of annual income is the estimated present value of
lifetime lost income for a year of interruption found for men in the NLS of Young Men. For women, however, the
present value oflost income was far less subitantial; the cost of a year of interruption estimated from the NLS of
Young Women was less than 10 percent of their average annual earnings. Significant determinants of the decision
to return to school include Veterans Educational: ssistance, pregnancy, living in the central city, and earnings on
the first job below expected earnings. An economic model of schooling intemintions is used to explain the influence
of earnings on the first job and the probability of interrupting. In this model, discontinuous schoolingcomes from a
process of sampling the job market. The individual leaves school to work. If the nr.tth of his skills and personal
characteristics match the needs of his employer, this appears as-higher than expected earnings on the first job.
Mismatches sometimes occur inducing a decision to return to school. 'Implications of an economic model of
schooling interruptions are applied to the Young Women and Young Men samples. This modelresolves the finding
that the Probability of an interruption increases the older the student is at the point he or she first leaves schobl. It is
demonstrated that a return to school is based on a downward revision in the cost of, schooling rather than an upward
revision in the value of further schooling for young men. Earning informationon the first job after schooling has no
significant effect on young women's decision to return to school, due ia part to the much lower lifetime cost of
schooling interruptions suffered by young women. Cohort: B G.
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910 MARCUS, RICHARD D. "Measuring the Rate of Return to Interrupted Schooling." Journal of Educational
Statistics 9,4 (Winter 1984): 295-310.

The most .widely followed technique to estimate the rate of return to a year of schooling was prr.vided by hfmcer
(1974). This paper extends Miner's semilog wage regression method to include those who interrupted their
schooling with years of work. Schooling and the duration of the interruption interact to create nonlinearities in the
rate of return to schotiling. Tbe proposed method is then applied to both Vietnam Era G.I. students and civilian
interraptqs. Interrupters are shown to earn substantially the same rate of return as those .who experienced
uninterrupted schooling, when both groups haie obtained the same level of schooling. Students on-the G.I. Bill
earned slightly higher rates of return to their interrupted schooling, but their accumulated work experience was not
valued highly in the labor market. Cohort B.

911 MARE, ROBERT D. "Socioeconomic Careers and Differential Mortality Among Older Men in the United
States." Working Paper 87-30, Center for Demography and Ecology, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1986.

This paper is a preliminary examination of the effects of family, socioeconomic and labor force status on the
mortality of older males. Utilizing data from the NLS of Older Men, variations in occurrence and timing of death
among various demographic groups and influences on mortality of 'early' vs 'later' life decisions and experiences
are an.10'd Future research goals are summarized. Cohort: M.

912 MARE, ROBERT D. and PALLONI, ALBERTO. "Couple Models for Socioeconomic Effects on the
Mortality of Older Persons." Working Paper 88-7, Center for Demography and Ecology, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 1988.

This paper deVelops and applies models for the multivariate analysis of survival processes when observations are
naturally paired These models include bivariate tobit models for observations drown from censored -bivariate
normal distributions, bivariate hazard models, and models based on pair rank data. These models provide altcaliative
ways of estimating the effects of the covariates of survival within pairs while controlling for unobserved factors that
are shared by members of the pair. The models make varying distributational assumptions about the age pattern of
survival and about unobserved pair-level determinami of survival. The models are applied to theassessment of
socioeconcralic effects on mortality on husbands and _wives in the U.S. using the NLS of Older Men. Bivariate
survival models provide a systmiatic way of assessing common, cross-spouse, and within-spouse- effects of
education, occupational status, and other sociodemographic predictors of mortality, as well as bereavement and
widowhood effects. Most socioeconomic influences on mortality are through their effects on shared experiences of
spouses rather than person-specific mechanisms. In the application presented here, the bivariate tobit, bivariate
hazard, and pair rank Models yield similar resuli.i. Cohort: M.

913 MARET, ELIZABETH G. "How Women's Health Affects Libor Force Attachment." Monthly Labor Review
105 (April 1982):56 -5S.

The findings of this research indicate that: (1) the supply of labor varies significantly among health categories for
both white and black women; (2) although health is correlated with labor force attachment for both races, it is more
iinportant in the laks supply of blacks than of whites; and (3) differences in the labor supplied by black and by
white women increase under conditions of excellent and good health, but virtually disappear under conditions of
poor health. Cohort: W.
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914 MARET, ELIZABETH G. and CHENOWETH, LILLIAN. "The Labor Force Patterns of Mature Rural
Women." Rural Sociology 44 (Winter 1979):736-53.

Labor force participation at two samples of rural women are investigated. A comparison is made between those
living within SMSAs and outside. The findings indicate substantial differences in supply and demand factors related
to labor market activity. Cohort: W.

915 MARET, ELIZABETH G. and FINLAY, BARBARA. "'The Distribution of Household Labor Among Women
in Dual-Earner Fathilies." Journal of Marriage and the Family (May 1984)357-64.

This .paper-reports an empirical investigation of the hypothesis that women in dual earner fanitlies maintain full
responsibility for domestic tasks involving cam of the home and children. Three specific questions ILte, addressed:
(1) is there variability in the extent of home responsibilities among women in dual earner families? (2)1:as there
been significant change in these.responsibilities in recent years? and (3) what are the correlates of the observed
variability? Based on data from the NLS of Mature Women, the findings indicate substantial variability as welt)*
some decrease in the of hoMe responsthslities among women in dual earner families. The major Correkas of
the observed variability are race, place of residence, and earned income of self and of husband. ThesOarinbles
account for 13 percent of individual level variation- in domestic responsibilities among --kalifs:a-Ad married
respondents with dependent children: Cohort W.

916 MARET-HAVENS, ELIZABETH G. "Developing an Index to Measure Female Labor Force Attachment."
Monthly Labor Review 100 (May 1971):35-38.

The labor face participation of mature American women is highly variable. Not only is there variation among
women as to whether there is participation at a given point in time, but among working women, the nature or extent
of their participation varies markedly. Five types of labor force attachment are identified on the basis of an
attachment index. Each is characteristic of an important segment of women who participate in the American labor
force. Cohort: W.

917 MARET-HAVENS, ELIZABETH G. "Women and the American Occupational Structure." Final Rept.rt,
Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1977.

This report explains the labor force participation patterns of American women. The report contains both a literature
survey and an empLical analysis of women's labor force participation. Based on data from longitudinal surveys for
a statistical sample of mature American women, the general focus of this research is on economic models of female

labor force participation. More specifically, the research explores supply and demand conditions related to
employment patterns of mature women. The supply conditions pertain to personal attributes of females such as their
attitudes, education, ethnicity, and number of children. The demand conditions concern characteristics of the job
and labor-environment and include female earnings and general economic conditions of the market place. Cohort:
W.

918 MARSHALL, ROBERT C. and ZARKIN, GARY A. "The Effect of Job Tenure on Wage Offers." Journal of
Labor Economics 5,3 (July 1987): 301-324.

A wage offer can be either acceptable or unacceptable to a worker, but in cross-sectional and panel data only
acceptable wage offers are observed. An OLS wage equation will not reveal how job tenure affects wage offers but
rather will reveal how tenure affects acceptable wage offers. By jointly modeling the firm's determination of the
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wage offer and the worker's decision to accept or reject the.offer, the authors are able to estimate the effect of job
tenure on wage offers consistently. In contrast to the usual OLS results, it was found that job tenure has no
statistically significant effect on wage offers.. Cohort B.

919 MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "Adolescent Fathers in. the United States: Their Initial Living Arrangements,
Marital Experience and Educational Outcomes." Family Planning Perspectives 19,6 (November/December 1987):
240-251.

-Data from the NISY shok that seven percent of young males who were aged 20-27 in 1984 had fathered a child
while they were teenagers, more than three-quarters of them nonmaritally. One-thirdof those who were responsible
for a noninarital conception married within 12 months of conception, and half of allof the young men lived with
their child shortly after the child's birth. Overall, young black men were more likely to have been responsible for a
nonmarital first birth than were males of other racial backgrounds, and only 15 percentof black teenagers lived with
their first child. Multivariate analyses indicated that only black or Hispanic youths and those who fathered a child*
age 16 or Younger were -significantly less IllcelY to have lived with their first child; those who were raised Catholic
Were more likely to have done so. Teenage faterS, regardless of their marital status at conception or age at rust
birth, were ,much more likely to have been high school dropouts than were other, male teenagers. Those with a
maritally conceived child had a particularly high drop-out rate - almost 62 percent. A multivariate analysis revealed
that a teenage father's living with bis child shortly aft= birth was not significantly related to his completion of high
school, while being black was positively associated. The racial difference may mean that norms or -social and
familial supports are more influential for young black males in minimizing the possible deleterious effects of
teenage fatherhood on schooling. Finally, among a subsample of young males who were 14 or 15 years of age at the
time of the 1979 survey and had not yet fathered a child, those who were eventually responsible for a nonmaritally
conceived first birth haiL not completed a loiver mean grade level in 1979 than had those who did not become
fathers. On the other hand, those who became teenage fathers had anticipated completingsignificantly fewer years
of schooling, and were found to have define so by the 1984survey. Cohort Y.

920 MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "Male Teenage Fertility: An Analysis of Fatherhood Commitment and its
Association with Educational Outcomes and Aspirations." -MD. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1987.

My research, based on NLSY data and my survey of high School youth in Columbus, Ohio, focuses on male
adolescent fertility, teenage fathers' propentitY to live with their nonmaritally conceived rust child, and young
males' hypothetical intentions to do the same in the event that they and their girlfriend were responsible for an
unplanned pregnancy. I explore the association between living arrangement variables and young fathers' educational
outcomes, schooling intentions, and their expectations for their partners' schooling. ralso test Ajzen and Fishbein's
social psychological model of reasoned action. I argue that this kind of research is timely since we need to
incorporate young males more fully into our conceptualization of adolescent fertility ,and fatherhood if-Ave wish to
develop more viable pOlicies and programs. NLSY data indicate 5.5 percent of males 20-27 years of age in 1984
were teenagers when they fathered a nonmaritally conceived rust child, that almost 80 percent of teenage fathers had
their child when they, were 18 or 19 years old, and that black teens were more likely to father children, and to do so
outside of marriage and 'at younger ages, than their white or-Hispanic counterparts. While several background
variables were associated with an above average probability of living with a child initially for whites in a
multivariate context, none of the measured background variables were significant predictors of living arrangement
status among blacks. These data do not suggest that living with a child is directly related to adverse educational
consequences. Teenage fathers whose first child was maritally conceived had the poorest high school completion
patterns of all males. About half of young males in the high school sample, both whites and blacks, indiCated that
they would be "quite likely" or "extremely likely" to live with their partner and child. The attitudinal and subjective
norm components of Ajzen and Fishbein's model accounted for 32 percent of the variance in the intention variable
and the attitudinal component was the more powerful predictor in all models. [UMI ADG87-10026] Cohort Y.
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921 MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "Teenage Fatherhood: High School Accreditation and Educational Attainment."
In: A dokicpu Fathers, Arthur Elster and Michael Lamb, eds., Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum,1986.

Data are presented that provide some basic information on the background characteristics and high sched
completion outcomes for teenage fathers and their peers who remain childless throughout their teens. The tabular
data permit a comparison of the demographic characteristics and high school accreditation status for indiViduals who
father children -at different ages, for those who are married and not married when their child is born, for those who
live with their child and those who do not, and more generally, for those who experience teenage fertility and those
who do not Using regression analysis to look at males 20-26 years of age who had fathered a child as a teenager and
later subsequent educational attainment showed that fathering a child as a teenager, irrespective of whether or not the
fathers lived with their child, was negatively related to respondents' completed years of schooling. Cohort: Y.

922 'MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM and MOTT, FRANK L. "Does Wanting to Becoine Pregnant with a First Child
,Affect Subsequent Maternal. Behaviors- and Infant Birth Weight?" Journal of Marriage and-the Family 50
(November 1988):_1023-1030.

Using data from the NISY, the authors examined the relationship between whether or not women wanted to
become pregnant with their first child, and their subsequent maternal behaviors and infant's' birth weight. Fifty-five
percent of the sample wanted to become pregnant when they did. Being a black or younger mother was associated
with be average levels of pregnancy wantedness, while living-in an urban area was positively associated with
wantedness. In addition, it was found that while ,wantedness was related to most of the maternal behaviors in a
bivariate context, age at childbearing and race tended to be responsible for -these relationships. In a multivariate
context, women who wanted their pregnancy were more likely to initiate prenatal care early in their pregnancy and
more likely to gain 50 or more pounds during pregnancy. However, wantedness was not a significant predictor, of
alcohol or smoking behavior, low weight gain by the mother during pregnancy, her infant's birth weight, whether
she ever tireastfed, or whether she took her infant for web:are soon after birth. Cohort: Y.

923 MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM and MOTT, FRANK L. "The Impact of Sex Education on Sexual Activity,
Contraceptive Use, and Premarital Pregnancy Among American Teenagers." Family Planning Perspectives 18,4
(July/August 1986): 151-162.

This study examined data from-the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience of Youth, a U.S.
panel survey of 6,288 women and 6,398 men who have been interviewed each year since-1979 when they were'14-
22 years old. The principal objectives of this research were to document the proportion of a recent cohort of
teenager who had taken a sex education course and the extent to which they were exposed to five types of course
instruction, and to examine systematically 'the relationship between exposure to a sex eduCation course and sex-
related behaViors of young. women. The findings indicated that the majority of young people (66 percent of women
and 79 percent of men) had become sexually active by age 19. A notable finding was that a sizeable proportion of
youth had sexual intercourse for the first time without havinglaken a sex- education coarse. -Among those teens who
became sermally active by ergs 19, only 53 percent of women and 35 percent of men had taken a sex education
course befeie they first had intercourse.. Analyses revealed, after controlling for a series of sociodemograpilic
factors,- that 15- to 16-year-old girls who were virgins and who had taken a sex education course were slightly more
likely to initiate sexual' activity within the year after their course than those who had not taken a course; no
relationship was found between course taking and sexual activity for 17- and -18-yor-old women. Young women
who had previously taken a sex education course were significantly more likely to use- el fective contraceptives than
were teenagers whO had never had a course. However, course taking did not affect young women's probability of
experiencing a nonmarital pregnamy before age 20 in a multivariate context. Cohort: Y.
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924 MARTIN, HOLLY P. "The Integration of Woman into the Military: A Preliminary Investigation of Relevant
Factors." PhD. Dissertation, The University of Texasat Austin, 1987.

This paper presents an extension to the human capital model of wage level determination for women. The new
model incorporates the effect of expectations of potential earnings on future earnings. A woman's decision to invest
in human capital, to remain committed to the labor force, and to search for a new job that would pay a'greater return
to her for her investment in human capital, rests primarily on her expectations of what she can earn in the labor
market. Using the NLS Mature Women data, the empirical analysis shows that current wages are dependent on past
expectations and that expectations depend on past wages and labor market-conditions. Two-stage least squiats
regression was used to obtain parameters of current wage and expected wage equations.. The results indicate that
historically low expectations, due possibly to the male/female wage differential, will continue to influence the future
wage patterns of women: Cohort: Y.

925 MARTIN, LINDA R. and STEVENS, KATHY C. "Wage Expectations and the Future Earnings of Women."
Presented: New Orleans, the Meetings of the Southern Economic Association CSWEP Session, 1986.

This study investigated sex and race differences in job satisfaction, ratings of supervisors' competence, and intention
to re-enlist as a function of self esteem, sevrole attitudes and proportionof femaletoworkers for black,and white
youth in the military- 829-black and 'white, finale and female youth ranging in age from 16 to 23 who completed_
extensive interview questionnaires as part of the military subsample of the NLSY comprised the sample. -It was
predicted that a negative relationship Would be found between self esteem, stereotypical sex role attitudes, and
proportion of female coworkers as the independent variables, and job satisfaction, intention to re-enlitt, and
supervisors' competence, ratings as the dependent variables. This negative relationship was hypotheSized to be
stronger for whites than for blacks, and for males than_ for females. None of these hypotheses were supported when-

the data-were analyzed with correlation and regression procedures. Possible explanations for the lack of conclusive
findings are -,discussed,, along with the, limitations of the present -study, directions for future research, and
implications for policy development regarding integrating women into military work settings. [UMI ADG87- 17476]
Cohort: W.

926 MASON, ANDREW W. "An Empirical Analysis ofLife-Cycle Saving, Income, and Household Size." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1975.

The effect of children on the distribution of household consumption is estinicted by examining the relationship
between the number of children and the predicted proportion of lifetime resources consumed over the entire child-
rearing interval. Although households which raised more children, consume a higher proportion of their lifetime
resources during the child-rearing years than households which raised fewer children, the effect of children on the
allocation Of consumption is considerably less than is generally assumed. When both of these influences of children
on savings are considered, the household savings rate during the child-rearingyears is considerably less sensitive to
the number of children than was previously thought to be the case. For low-income households the household
savings rate during the child rearing interval may be positively associated with the number of children being reared.
Cohort: W.

927 MASON, NANCY A. "Objective Indices vs. Subjective Perception, of Career Progress" American Institute
for Decision Sciences Proceeding (1982).

The relationship among three objective indices of career progress and a subjective evaluation of career progress in
the mid/late career stage is empirically investigated. While there is a statistically significant direct relationship, the
practical significance (i. e. , strength of the relatiorship) is questioned. The results seem to indicate that any
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investigation of career progress should include both,extemally defined and self-defined criteria of career progress.
This is in agreement with a recurring theme in the literature on careers. Cohort: M.

928 MASON, NANCY A. "Subjective Perceptions of Career Movement in the Mid/Late Career Stage: Objective
Correlates,,Antecedents, and Consequences of Vaiious Patterns." Ph.D. Disser ation, University of Minnesota,
1983.

',The NLS of Men was used to explore the relationships between an individual's subjective perception of his career
progress and a number of antecedent, consequent, and concurrent variables. Individuals reporting three different
Career patternS (progress, maintenance, and decline)' in the mid/late career ,stage were identified. Literature on
careers has tended to depict the mid/late career stage as being one of decline. Results indicated that many more men
reported continued progress or maintenance over the decade than would be expected from theliterature. Objective
Measures of career progresi,(siich as change in income)" had ii weak, althoughi statistically significant, influenceon
perceived progress. This result would indicate that subjectiVely defined caner progress may need to be included
along with objective measures of progress in career research. The relationships between career progress and
attitudes toward various aspects of die nonwork domain tended to support the "spillover" hypothesis (i.e.; a positive
attitude in one domain is associated with a positive attitude in the other). The strongeSt positive relationship was
:between attitudes toward aspects of the nonwork domain that appealed to be more proximate to the work domain.
Demographic variables found to be associated with reported career progress were educational level and occupation
of the respondent. Respondents of higher educational levels and those employed within professional, technical, and
managerial occupations were more likely to report career progress. The impact of perceived career progresS on
subsequent attitudes toward retirement was also studied. Results indicated that for respondents jn managerial,
professional, and technical as well as those in skilled trades, those respondents who reported continued progress had
the mosvpdsitive attitude toward retirement. In white collar and blue collar occupations the most positive attitude
toward retirement was reported by those who had Stayed about the same in their career over the decade even when
Controlling for financial condition. This may indicate that a different standard for career progress was being used in
the different occupational groupings. Cohort: M.

929 MAMA, J. PETER. "The Impact of Extending Minimum Wages to Private Household Workers." Final
Report, Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1971.

This study-, attempts to analyze the potential *Pact of an extension of minimum wage legislation which we aver
household maids and-servants._ There is concern that if the minimum is set too high, households will cut tz,l(.'on
their demand for maids, substituting Cominercial- services and labor-saving appliances. This study tries to
quantitatively predict these effects. In order to make these predictions it is necessary to estimate the level and
distribution of the_ ages of maids. Longitudinal labor market survey data on Young Nomen 14-24, Mature Women
3044, and i.I.'onsumer Price Survey data are used for this purpose. We conclude that in 1971 approximately one-half
of all maids earn less than $1.40 per hour. Cohort: G

930 MAULDIN, TERESA ANN. "The Effect of Human Capital on the Economic Status of Women Immediately
Following Divorce or Separation." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ciao State University, 1985.

Humeri capital theory and comparative advantage theory were used to develop regression models to explain the
effect t'if work-related human capital on the per capita family income of women immediately following divorce or
separation, controlling for background variables. It was hypothesized that v./lc-related human capital, as measured
by education, occupational status (as a proxy for work experience), and job training, would increase a woman's per
capita income following marital disruption. It was nuttier hypothesized that a negative attitude toward women
working and poor health would decrease a woman's per capita income following marital disruption. It was also
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hypothesised that the effect of work- related human capital on per capita income would differ between women who
were). non -poor prior to and following, disruption and women' who were non-poor ,prior to disruption but poor
following disruption and between women who were poor prior to and following marital disruption and women who
were poor prior to marital disruption but non-poor following marital disruption. A sample of women who
experienced marital- disruption for:the first time was drawn from the NLS of Young Women. Per capita fainily
income was associated with education and occupational status. Among -the control variables, current ,employment
status, Presence, of children under 6 years old and race were signific.int. For the women who were non-poOr prior to
disruption and poor following disruption (non-poor/poor)' an increase in occupational status actually decreased per
capita income. In-addition, loweteducational achievenient among-the non-poor/poor women reduced the positive
effectof education on pet capita family income. Educational attainment also differentially affected the per capita
family income of women who were poor prior to and following marital disruption-and the-women who were poor
prior to marital disruption and non -poor following marital disrUption with the latter group benefiting more from their
human capital. The results of this study indicated- the importance of the stock of work-related human capital
posSessed by women who are maritally disrupted. Education and occupational status (as a proxy for work
experience) had a significant impact on a woman's ability -to provide for her family immediately following marital
disruption. Cohort: G.

931 MAXWELL, NAN L. "Economic Returns to Migration: Marital Status and Gender Differences." Social
Science Quarterly 69,1 (March 1988): 108-121.

This research explores the relationship between economic returns to migration and gender and marital status. Using
a matched group of migrants and nonmigrants, results indicate that migration returns associate with marital status.
Men separating from their wives and never married women experience positive migration returns. Married women,
as tied movers or stayers, have (reduced) earnings constrained by familial situations. Non-migrating men separating
from their wives,-with reduced earnings, appear-to be "tied" to a labor market. Cohort: B G.

932 MAXWELL, NAN L. "The Effect of Human Capital and Labor Market Segments on Retirement Income: A
Policy Analysis." Social Science Quarterly 67,1 (March 1986): 53-68.

This Saidy explores the effects of hum= capital accumulation and segnientzl cP.Oer trajectories on-retirement
income. Results indicate that, human capital influences level of retirement it ..,ome while-segmented institutions
influenCe the source of retirement income and post-retirement employmen. Thus, reduction in governmr it aid to
the elderly will have little impact on work' behavior and may increaseintauality; however, direct intervention in
retirement employment policies will haVe an impact on stimulating employment. :Cohort M.

933 ,MAXWELL, NAN L "Individual and Aggregate Influences on the A3e at First Childbirth: Racial and Cohort
Differences." Working Paper, California State University, 1989. Presented: Western Economic Meetings, 1989.

ris study examines the influence of individual demand factors and aggregate period and cohort effects on the age at
first childbirtlyfor blacks, whites, and three cohorts of mothers. Data from the NLS of Mature Women and Young
WomenAvere used to constrict three birth cohorts of women: women born between 1923 and-1929,1930 and 1937,
and 1944 and 1954. Results reconcile the discrepancy between increased opportunity cost of childbearing and
decreased age at first childbirth by showing dominate aggregate influences for blacks and for,more recent cohorts of
women. For the early baby-boom cohort, there is a relative strengthening in the influence of both aggregate period
and cohort effects and individual demand factors on initial childbearing timing. The study also uncovers potential
estimation bias in examining age at first childbirth with indirect aggregate influences operating through individual
factors for recent cohorts and spurious correlation existing between individual factors and aggregate influences.
Cohort: G W.
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934 MAXWELL, NAN L. "Influences on the Timing of First Childbearing." Contemporary Policy Issues 5,2
(April 1987):113 -121.

Thistpaper presents evidence that women from different population subgroups respond differently to economic and
background --influences when timing initial, childbearing. Among all groups examined, age at first birth tends to
increase as education levels increase; and married women with spouses present tend to be older than other women at
first childbirth. Among whites; all economic influences considered -- hourly pay rate, nonmarket income, and work
during the year Nor to childbearing, - have a significant influence in deferring first childbirth, but family
background does 'not. Among blacks, family ,background -plays -It significant role in determining age at first
childbirth, but only,,sone economic influence the hourly pay rate - is significant. Blacks' response to family
backgrotind is somewhat grea ter' -than their response to hourly pay rate. Race as a,separate influence is significant
among women age 20 years or under, but that influenCe'disappe,ars among older women. Because of their adverse
economic consequences, adolescent, pregnancies and,unwed motherhood are of mounting concern. This study
suggests that, contrary to popular belief, welfare programs do not foster early pregnancy nor do programs to reduce
unemployment 'deter it. Educational achievement, however, serves .as a deterrent to early pregnancy among all
groups. Cohort G.

935 MAXWELL, NAN L. "Labor Market Effects from Involuntary Job Losses in Layoffs and Plant Closings: The
Role of Human Capital in Facilitating Reemployment and Reduced Wage Loss." American Journal of EConornics
and Sociology48 (April 1989).

This study examines wage loss and reemployment following involuntary job loss. Using nationally representative
samples from the Young Men and Young Women cohorts of the NLS, it was found that workers with increased
human capital are less likely to suffer wage loss and-unemployment after job termination. Workers characterized as
having little commitment to the labor market low skill levels, clerical and -sales workers, females, and low
contributors to 'family income are more likely to suffer unemployment and wage loss after job loss. This suggests
that human capital characteristics serve as a signal of desirable, or undesirable, worker traits to a new firm. Cohort:
B G.

936 MAXWELL, NAN L. "Occupational Differences in the Determination of U.S. Workers' Earnings." American
Journal of Economics and Sociology 46,4 (October 1987): 431-443.

Using the Older Men's panel, path analysis and occupationally stratified samples, this study empirically examines
the relative role of human capital and labor market structures in earnings determination. Results suggest that within
the primary labor market, individual productivity differences (as manifested in humawcapital differential..) are the
dominant influence on earnings determination. However, within the secondary labor market, a more structural
model of earnings seems appropriate. Cohort M.

937 MAXWELL, NAN L. "The Retirement Experience: Psychological and Financial Linkages to the Labor
Market." Social Science Qm.irterly 66,1 (March 1985):22-33.

This research explored labor market factors influencing one's psychological well-being and economic security after
retirement. Results supported the hypotheses that a worker's employment, earnings, and industry in the labor force
affect a retiree's financial position; the reason for labor force withdrawal influences economic position and outlook
toward lifa,,a positive relationship exists between income and life satisfaction; and health problems and importance
of job influence life satisfai.... :11 after retirement. A logarithmic function of the income received from pension and
Social Security- was used to measure income while life satisfaction was ,measured by response to a question
regarding how happy the respondent, was with his life. It was found that workers with successful labor market
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experientes were likely to have a better financial situation in retirement that was transmitted into greater life
satisfaction and that whites appeared psychologically affected by job loss while blacks' ties to the labor were purely
financial. Life satisfaction was not related to the cOmParison of retirement to preretirement income but was related
to the absolute level of income after retirement, indicating that "replacement ratios"re not the most appropriate
variables to be studied when looking at a retiree's income if we are concerned with psychological well-being.
Cohort: M.

938 MAXWELL, NAN L. "The Retirement Implications of Industrial and Occupational Labor Market
Segmentation." Ph.D. Dissertation, Florida State University, 1983.

This research explored the extent to which industrial and occupational labor market segments, labor market
institutions, and human capital accumulation impact on a worker's labor market and retirement income'. Using data
from the-Older Men's cohort of the NLS and a path analytic estimation procedure, results supported the 'hypothesis
that labor market and market institutions exert &powerful impact on labor market earnings and that these
,:nfluences extend into retirement. Labor market segmients. exert a more powerful impact on earnings than human
capital variables as well as dictate the return on humancapital investments while a worker is in the labor market.
Labor market segments continue- their impact on income once a worker withdraws froni the labor force by
influencing both the level and source of retirement income. Cohort: W.

939 'MAXWELL, NAN L. aid D'AMICO, RONALD. "Employment- and Wage Effects of Involuntary Job
Separation: Male-Female Differences." American Economic Review 76,2 (May 1986): 373-377.

A study is undertaken to determine if women fare better or worse than men upon job termination. Analysis
examines the role human capital and institutional factors play in explaining the consequences following involuntary,
job termination. Data are taken from the Young Men and Young Women's panels of the NLS. The results indicate
that, while males may have increased displacement rates,-once females lose their jobs, they are more likely to have
difficulty' recovering their initial labor market positions. Striking employment differentials between the sexes exist
:after displacement, with female unemployment rates about 21/2 times greater than rates for males. With prolonged
unemployment, women are much more likely to drop out of the workforce than men. Much of the differential can be
attributed to gender or to gender-related characteristics. Evidence also suggests that, net of human capital= and
institutional influences, displaced females also suffer greater wage loss than males. Cohort: B 9.

940 MAXWELL, NAN L. and DUFFA q -1.7 ANN. "A Life-Cycle Model of Female Labor Supply." Presented:
Baltimore, MD., Population Association of America, 1989.

A formal life-cycle model of female labor supply is developed in which a woman alters her human capital decision-
making in accordance with expected life-cycle events. Within- such a model, observed state dependence in labor
force participation results from either heterogeneity in human capital and child service stock or from constraints on
Woman's decisior-making. By identifying the direct relationship between children and human capital accumulation,
the authors clarify the role of life-cycle events on permanent wages. By integrating this relationship into a system of
choice and a system of all-or-nothing options, the multitude of influences on a woman's lifetime labor force
participation decision are more easily untangled. Cohort: G W.

941 MAXWELL, NAN L. and MOTT, FRANK L. "Trends in the Determinants of Early Childbearing."
Population and Environment 9,2 (Summer 1987): 59-73.
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This study uses data from the Young Women and NLSY cohorts to examine the extent to which socioeconomic
background factors and race have changed in their ability to predict a first birth before age 19 between 1968' and-
1980 for women aged 19 to 23. The authors find little support for their hypothesis that the increasing availability of

.contraception and abortion for young women from all social classes reduces the traditionally strong iny -se
association between social class-and early childbearing:Mere is evidence that, even after controlling for changds in
socioeconomic background factors, blnk young women are significantly more likely than their white counterparts to
bear children before age 19 in 1980 arid.the relative gap between races in this regard did not alter perceptibly during
that peziod. Cohort G Y.

942 MAXWELL, SUZANNE LASCHE. "Occupational Sex Segregation and Mobility: An Analysis of the Career
Expeiiences of Mature Women, 1907-1977." Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas A & M University, 1983.

The major goal' of this research is to analyze- the labor experiences of mature women through the empirical
examination of their mobility between occupational sectors defined on the basis of sex composition. The basis of
this conceptualization is the theoretical intersection 'of three substantive traditions of literature and empirical
research: occupational sex segregation, labor market segmentation, and occupational mobility. Five general
multivariate propositions from this theoretical intersection and are representative of a multi- theoretical'
approach to the analysis of mobility. More specifically, the influences of early formative influences, human capital'
inveitments; familial investments, market conditions, and job conditions are assessed on two types of mobility
patterns: mobility from the typical occupational sector and mobility from the atypical occupational sector. Based on
data from the NLS, the empirical analysit intends to accomplish two interrelated goals. First, the fact of mobility
between sex-typed occupational sectors is established. The fact of mobility pertains to both the extent of mobility,
and the direction of movement. Second, explanatory models of the two types of inter-sectorial mobility are
assessed. Even though little change in the overall occupational- opportunities avallable-o labor force participants, is
detected, an important amount, of individual movement-' is observed between the atypical, balanced, and typital
occupational sectors. Analysis of the determinants of mobility between sex-typed occupational sectorsare presented
according to three explanatory models, For Model I, iiidicators of early formative influences and job conditions are
significantly associated with mobility from the typical occupational sector. For Model II, indicators of early
formative influences, human capital investments, and job conditions are significantly associated with mobility from
the atypical occupational sector. For Model III, indicators of human capital investments, familial investments,
market conditions, and job conditions are significantly associated with both types of mobility. Cohort W.

943 MCCALL, BRIAN P. "Studies of Sequential Choice in Labor Market," Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton
University, 1988.

This dissertation investigates problems of sequential job choice when jobs are characterized by significant
uncertainty, the importance of which may differ from job to job, and where information revealed at one job may be
useful for predicting the outcomes at other jobs. Recent results in the statistical theory of multi-aimed bane.., are
used to determine the optithal sampling strategies for workers in this environment. Chapter 1 develops a model of
job search where jobs are not identical and where not all information of value is revealed beforea job is accepted. In
this case, the optimal sampling strategy implies that jobs with more residual' uncertainty are, ceteris paribus, ranked
higher and associated with 'a lower reservation Wage, which governs job acceptance: This gives a very simple
explanation of why reservation wages might increase over an unemployment spell. Chapter 2 of this dissertation
tries to determine whether matching occurs at an occupational level. A dynamic model of job choice is developed
where matching information is comprised of job-specific and occupation-specific components. One empirical
prediction derived from the theory is that, if occupation matching is significant, those working their second job in an
occupation would be less likely to quit than those working their first job: This prediction is tested using weekly
employment data from the NLSY and semi-parametric hazarciestimation techniques which control for unobserved
heterogeneity. The predictions of the model are confirmed but only for those working ..their second job in a
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occupation whO, in addition, had tenure in their first job exceeding one year. Finally, Chapter 3 develops a model of
occupational choice *here- matching information is partly occupation-specific, workers risk being fired, and
interoccupational job switches may be significantly more costly; due to training, then intraoccupational job switches.
It is shown tha4 when job switching costs are low arid training costs negligible, workers find occupations with larger
match uncertainty and where information tends to be occupation-specific more attractive. If it is more costly to move
between occupaticint than within an occupation, then a worker likes occupations where information is relatively job-
specific. [UM' ADG89. 04319] Cohort: Y.

944 MCCRATE, ELAINE. "Discrimination, Returns to Education, and Teenage Childbearing." Working Paper,
Bunting Institute, Radcliffe College, 1989.

Widespread teenage childbearing among some subpopulations of U.S. women, particularly black women, has been
taken as evidence of a t.of poverty." According to this theory, the poor do not take advantage of existing
opportunities, such as school and`york, to improve their economic circumstances. Utilizing data from the NLSY:,
this paper provides an empirical critique of such a notion. It demonstrates that returns to education are lower amonk
the women ,who become teenage mothers, and that these lower returns are not due to,the birth itself. Rather, they are
due to poor quality schooling or jobs. Hence, since education does not pay off for these women, this research
questions a key assumption of the culture of :poverty theory: that education is a viable means to economic
betterment. The paper also concludes that premarket discrimination in schooling and discrimination in employmeRt-
contribute to teenage childbearing, rather dnti deficient culture. Cohort: Y.

945 MCCRATE, ELAINE. "Returns to Education and Teenage Childbearing." Working Paper, Bunting Institute,
Radcliffe College, 1989.

Teenage childbearing has received much recent attention, in great part because of its association with lower years of
schooling, especially lower rates of high school completion. Based on wage regressions using data from the NLSY,
it is argued that teenage motherhood is not therefore iliadonal: returns to education are lower for the women .who
become teenage mothers, and the difference is not due to the birth itself. Rather, the difference is most likely due to
the quality of education or the rationing of primary sector jobs. Cohort: Y.

946 MCDONALD, LYNN. "The Retirement Spectrum: A Socioeconomic Analysis." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of Calgary, 1983.

Utilizing data from the NLS Older Men's cohort, this study examined the socioeconomic factors influencing early,
on-time, and late retirement. Using a political economy perspective as an inferential framework, three models of
retirement wereestimated to achieve this purpose. The initial model was designed to determine the extent to which
economic, social, and political structures explain the degree and timing of retirement. The second Model
investigated the effects of economic segmentation (Core and periphery) on retirement and the third model explored
the influence of substantive complexity, motor skills, physical demands, and working conditions of occupations .on
the retirement process. The general conclusion of the analysis is that behavior across the retirement spectrum can be
linked to the social and economic structures of society, a central tenet of the political economy perspective. Further,
these socioeconomic structures are at least as important as individualistic factors in influencing the degree and
timing of retirement. Cohort: M.

947 MCELROY, MARJORIE B. "The Joint Determination of Household Membership and Market Work: The
Case of Young Men" Journal of Labor Economics 3,3 (July 1985): 293-316.
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Labor supply and household membership, are sYstematiclily related and jointly chosen. The Nash, bargaining model
'of family behavior of McElroy and Horsey (1981) is used to specify stochastic structural relationShips (two 'indirect
utility functions, a market and a reservation wage function) that jointly determine work consumption, and household
membership. The maximum likelihood estimates of the implied, trinomial probit model differ sharply from those
obtained when either market work or household membership is taken as exogenous. This application to white male'
youths from a matched sample drawn from three National Longitudinal Surveys shows the insurance function of
families. Parents insure their against poor market oppornmitie:... in the face of poor market opportunities a son
may return to his parents' horriehold. His parents share in the utility loss and thereby cushion the son's utility loss.
Cohort BMW.

948 MCELROY, MARJORIE B. and KNIESNER, THOMAS J. "Family Structure, Race, and Feminization of
'Poverty." Working Paper, Chapel Hill, NC: Department of Economics; University of North Carolina, 1986.

The substantial increase in the number of women living in poverty during the 1970s and the 1980s has be'zir termed
the kminization of poverty. Our research analyzes theoretically and empirically changes in family structure and the
concomitant contribution to this trend. Our empirical work utilizes the NLS -Mature Women's'data to analyze the
poverty experience of women at a crucial stage in the life cycle. Emphatized are the joint roles of chance, choice,
and exogenous background factors in determining family =entre. In particular, we present estimated multivariate
hazard factors for divorce and remarriage and their relationship to poverty entry and (exit. The focus is on
predetermined factorsincluding both welfare generosity and demographics. We conclude_by conjecturing that'(at
`least through the year 2000) poverty will be defeminized. Cohort: W.

949 MCLANAHAN, SARA S. "Intergenerational Consequences of Family Disruption." (In-progress Research).

This research examines the intergenerational coniequences of family disruption. Specifically, we analyze the effect
of living with a' single parent on (1) educational attainment, (2) "inactivity," defined as not working and not
attending school, (3) family formation, e.g., marriage, fertility, and divorce, (4) psychological well-being, and (5)
fathily relationships during adulthood. Three alternative, but in some ways, complementary hypotheses are tested:
(1) the "economic deprivation hypothesis," which argues that lower attainment is due to a- lack of parental
investment, (2) the "socialization hypothesis, "' which argues'that lower attainment is due to differences in parental
valuet or lack of parental control, and (3) the "neighborhood hypothesis," which argues that lower attainment is due:
to social isolation and lack of employment opportunity. The data include the NLSY-,, the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID-1985 wave), the High School and Beyond Survey (HSB), and the N iial Srirsiep, of Families-and:
Households (NSFH). Each of these-surveys hiss one or more features that make it tr.. ,.riely attractive for studying
intergenerational relationships. The analyses are based_on (1) OLS and logit models, used to estimate the effect of
background variables on high 'school completion, psychological well-being, role performance and family
relationships in adulthood, (2) event-history models, used to examine the effect of background variables on rates of
school interruption, inactivity, marriage, fertility, and divorce, and (3) fixed-effects models, used to control for
unobserved heterogeneity in examining the effect of -changes in family structure on changes in the behavior of
offspring. [FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort: Y.

950 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D. "Consequences of Adolescent Childbearing for the Mother's Occupational
Attainment" Final Report, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 1977.

This research provided documentation of the impact of adolescent childbearing on the economic attainment of the
mother. Drawing on data from the NLS of Young Women, causal models of economic attainment were estimated
separately for subsamples of Women having their rust child'at different ages. The educational' attainment of the
early childbeater was found to be severely attenuated. Even after socioeconomic background was controlled, the
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earlier the birth of the first child, the lower the average education. The findings regarding labor force experience
-were inconclusive; however, there was a slight positive effect from early, childbearing on experience. The earning
potential of the short- and lorig-term occupation was found to be negatively associated with early childbearing. The
effect was indirect, so that the mother's age at first parity influenced' her education which, in turn, ,influenced her
earning potential. In the short term, the adolescent mother was found to realize a far lower rate of economic return
to her education. The mother's ability to exchange education for earning potential is reduced as age at first parity
declines. This effect was not found i_ n the long term model. The analysis of actual wages earned demonstrated no
age-at-first-parity effect. Cohort: G.

951 ,MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D. "Differential Patterns of Female Labor-force Partidipation Surrounding the First
Birth." Journal of Marriage. and the Family 44 (May 1982):407-20.

Five years of panel data from a national sample of Young -Women age 14 to 24 are used to examinepattems of
female labor-force participation surrounding the birth of the first child.- It is argued that declines in labor-force
participation Prior- to the first birth and increases in participation -folloviing the birth will vary by education,
economic- well-being, and prebirth work experience. In each case the differential patterns Of participation
surrounding the first birtlfeonfonn td the- hypothesei. A case is thewinade for the impottance of recognizinghe
conditional nature of this dynamic relaticinship: Cohort G.

952 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D. "Educational and Occupational Aspirations as Determinants of Adolescent
Fertility." Final Report, National Institute of_Child Health and Human Development; 1981.

Using the 14 to ?A-year-old female -cohort of the -NLS, this report investigates the relationship -between high
educational' and .occupational aspirations and fertility. These aspirations are included in an equation along with
measures of socioeconomic background, number of siblingsi-legh school curriculum, and sex role attitudes. the
equation is estimated ,geParately within four categoriesof age(14/1516,17, and 18) and two eategdries of race
(itite and black). Findings show that racial differences in adolescent fertility disappear for adole, ..ants age 17 and
18 but remain among those who are younger; older white and' black adolescents enrolled-in a college preparatory
high schools ciuriculum- are less likely to experience a birth than those enrolled in, general_ yocational or technical
curriculum; sex role attitudes and-number of siblings do not atitict probability of a birth for any of the age-race
groups; and edutational aspirations significantly affect birth probabilities only- among whites age 14/15 and 17.
Analyses show overall, however, that the adolescent fertility process is not profoumlyinfluenced' by aspirations.
Cohort: G.

953 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D. "The Family and Women's Labor Force Participation." Final Report, National
Institute of Mental Health, 1979.

-Changing patterns of.Women's labor force participation and fertility are examined in ordet to provide an overview of
the problems as well as an introduction to the and analytical perspective. Changes in fertility from macro
and micro yerspectives , are described: The theoretical perspectives utiliaed in= past r Torts to understand the
relationship ,betWeen fertility. and labor force paiticipatiow are reviewed. Models involving either labor force
participation or fertility, as the dependent variable are critically ass, sed in terms of their implications for the study-

of-the dynamic fertility/labor force participation relationship. Major conclusions are that: (1) the impact of pre-hirth
labor experience on 'fertility is minimal in_ almost all contexts and foe both races', ,(2) a strong inverse effect Of
fertility olabor force participation is found for.the total white and black sample; and (3) the dimension of faMily
composition most important for labor force participation is the number of years spent with a pre- school child
:without an oldeflelative. Cohort G W.
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954 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D. "Occupational Characteristics, and the Male-Female Income Differenlial."
Ph.D. Dissertalion, Washington State University, 1975.

The major findings of this research are that (1) the extent to which marriedwomen participate in the labor force is a
-function of family composition; (2) the labor force participation of married men is independent of the family; (3) the
nature of the occupations within which married men and women work is independent of family composition;A4)
males earn more than females via their participation in thelabor force controlling for the nature of the occupation
within which they work, their education, and their experience;A5) the intellectual skill dimension of occupations is
the most important determinant of income -for both sexes; (6) within categories of education and experience men
earn over twice as much as women for the intellectual skill dimension of their occupation; (7) every year of formal
edge-ado:4 ,yields in average yearly income gain for men which is almost twice as large as the corresponding income

:gain for warier; and labor force experience has an approximately equal net effect on the incomes of men and
women. i%5 iniplications of these finding for the "equal pay for equal work" issue and for change directed social-

economic policy are discussed. Cohort: W.

955 -MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D.;_BR.LY, JOHN O.G.; JOHNSON, TERRY R.; I.,T2LBER, 13ARBARA D.; et
alias "The Cosmopolitan Report on the Changing Life Course of American Women: Parts-I kw' New York
Cosinepolitan Magazine, 1986.

The- first -of ihe.se reports discussew the basic demographic trends in education, marriage, childbearing, and labor
force participation experienced by American women;While observing that important changes are occurring. ithin
each of the areas listed-above, the note "that, -with the exception of the, unprecedented increase of women in
the-labor force, most-of-the trends can be seen within the perspective of a return to historic gen& established in the
first half of the century. What appears new is the rise of women as 'primary individuals' who will experience a life
course characterlied by longer periods of independence and self-sufficiency (e. _g.-, extended education, delayed
rearriago,..peirponed childbearing, etc).- The second report examines the linkages between-attitude and behavior
change and concludes that a major attitude transition has been Completed and that, as a result,-American women are
entering a period of demographic and attitudinal stability. Cohort: G-W Y.

956 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D.; GRADY, WILLIAM P T'ILLY, JOHN O.G.; WINGES; LINDA D. "The
Effects orthe Decision to Marry on the Consequences of. Acioleseenii Pregnancy." Report, Office of Adolescent
programs,-Department of Health and Human Services, 1984.

Teenage Parenthood has _been linked to reduced education,, marulalinstability, rapid subsequent childbearing and
health problems for the child. This researcIcomparr individuals who had a first live birth before age 20 for three
marital-status groups:, those who married before begoming pregnant, those who married during the pregrOity and
those who did not many before the birth. The four outcomes considered are: ethicatien acquired after the birth,
marital disruption (for all those-who eventually married), the timing of the second child, and the health of az infant
(measured by birthweight and proportion breastfed). Black adolescent mothers are more likely to attend school after
the birth than:white adolescent -mothers. Marriage before the birth, either before pregnancy or while pregnant,
reduces theprobability, of- attaining more education after the birth, and _this negative impact of marriage is much
stronger for blacks. -Remaining_ unmarried at the birth increases the likelihood of the white teenager being with her
family which,-in turn,(increases the lilelihood of additional education. Teenage mothers are less likely to experience
a marital separation if they marry before the-birth than if they marry after the birth. Black and white adolescent
Mothers Who do not marry before the birth have a longer interval between the first and second births Man those who
marry eitheibefore or during the -pregnancy: -White teenage mothers who many before the birth (either before or
while pregnant) are less likely to haVe a low bhthweight baby and likely to breastfeed the baby than those who
are -rientiOied at the birth. There - are no birthweight o.-treastfeeding effects cof marital status for blacks.
-Adole,seents)whe do not marry prior to first birth tend to have outcomes different from those who marry either
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-before bea ---4.,+;ng pregnant or during the pregnancy Further, e effects of marital status at first birth vary by race.
Beertirse the proportion of all adolescent births that occur before marriage is increasing, these results have important
implications'for policy planners and program administrators. In addition to NLSY data, this study uses data from
Cycle 3 of the National Survey of Faculty Growth. Cohort: Y.

957 MCLAUGHLIN, 61-EVEN D.; GRADY, WILLIAM R.; HERTING, JERALD R.; FLOREY, FRANCESCA A.
"The Effects of the Decision to Marry on the Consequences of Adolescent Childbearing: Education, Income and
Subsetpkat Fertility." Final Report, Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers, 1986.

This report extends an earlier analysis of the consequences of adolescent childbearing (McLaughlin, et. aL, 1985). It
'examines three primary issues: ,(1) hoW family and public sector support affected the yompletion of education; (2)
how the economic well-being of teenage mothe:s is affected by the timing of marriage; and (3) the effect of marriage
tint!...g on the spacing and wantidness of the third birth. Using data from the 1979-1982 NLSY, this analysis found
that while less thar:half of all adolescent mothers who became pregnant before completing high school wereable to
achieve a diploma within two years after the birth, those who remarried-in the houSehold of their parents after the
birth were more likely to obtain their diploma than a&4escent mothers who established separate living
arrangements. Secondly, almost 40% of all white adolescent mothers and over two,thirds of all black adolescent
mothers were in poverty one year after the birth. When the poverty status of thase who marry prior to the birth is
compared to the status of those not marrying berate the birth, there appears an economic gain associated with

.,marriage. However after controlling for the other' factors affecting economic well- being, there is no remaining effect
of marriage but the effects of living arrangements remain large and significant. Finally, marital status at first birth
was found to significantkaffect the timing of the third birth only among black women. Cohort: Y.

958 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN D4 MELBEt, BARBARA D4-BILLY; JOHN 0.04 4IMMERLE,-DO:ISE M.;et
alip. The Changing Lives of American Women. Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, '.988;.

This book traces the basic demographic, behavioral, and attitudinal changes in the life course of three_ enerations of
American women. It looks closely at behavioral changes in educational attainment, marital patterns, Premarital
sexual behavior, labor forte participation, and childbearing. The authors use data frixn the NLS of Mature Women
and Young Women to examine attitudinal changes over the years 1967 to 1982. Various roles or life course stages,
i.e., that of -student, job holder, *rife, employed wife, mother, employed mother, etc., were 'constructed for four
separate five year birth cohorts of women and analyied for the years 1960 to 1980. Finally, changes in-life course
plans (percent planning to be homemakers at age 35), attitude of women toward employment of mothers,
and attitude toward mothers' working when huabancl'eisapproves were examined by cohort, life course stage, and
year. Cohort: G W.

959 MCLAUGHLIN,-STEVEN D. and MELBER, BARBARA D. "The Female Challenge -- Converging Dreams
and Separate Realities." ,liforketing,Comf-r-Imicadons 11,10 (November 1986): 29-36.

Recent decades, have witnessed ftindamental changes in the way women Organize their lives. k tremendous
transition has taken place through which women have altered their relationships with their- families and with the
economy. Data on 10,000 womarlrom the Mature,and Young Warden cohorts (1967 -1983) were utilized. The
investigation reveals that new levels of_ ec,onomic indePendence encourage the lifestyle of the "primarY woman,"
Who makes major life decisions in such areas a.swark, children, education, and marriage. Attitudes of women are
shifting closer to men's, and there are important and complex linkages between these and-personal behavior. One
important area remains unaffectits! women Continueto.place a high value on marriage and family. Women want
marriage quit they want greater independente within the union. Women's stress-in meeting both family and career

27 7
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commitments, combined with their increased purchasing power, may produce important changes in women's
consumer behavior. Cohort G W.

960 MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEliii- and MICKLIN, MICHAEL. "The Tnning of the First -Birth and Changes in
Personal Efficacy." Journal of Marriage and the Family 45,1 (February. 1983): 47-55.

The authors exatunie the psychological consequences of first birth from a life-course perspective. The first birth is
seen is a major life event, subject to normative Constrain% regarding its timing. It is hypothesized that too early a
first birth has negative psychologicOconsequences for the, mother in the'forlit*a lowered-sense of personal
efficacy. Data are drawn from the NIS Young Women Cohort. ReSults indicate that having a first birth before age
19 reduces pirstinal efficacy, regardless of original differences in efficacy, age, education, or parental socioeconomic
status. Cohort: G.

=

961 MCLEAN, R. A. and MOON, MARILYN. "Health, Obesity, and Earnings." American Journal of Public
Health 70,9 (September 1940):4006-9.

Published reports and economic,theory suggest that workers' earnings may be affected by their degree of obesity.
The purpose of this research was to estimate the size of such an effect. The earnings-obesity hypothesis was tested
with data from the NLS of Older- Men. Results suggest that, for members of that sample, there is no earnings
depressant effect due to obesity. Cohort M.

962 MCNALLY, KATHLEEN V. tatipatiOrt of Academic Attrition Behavior: An Analysis of Predictors of High
School Dropout Behavior in the United States." Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1979.

In general, the results indicate that differentUsli dropout rates-are considerable by.raCe- for each sex, -but are not
significantly different by-sex within race gr,arps., Although the magnitude of the black dropout rate exceeds that for
-whites, the timing pattern of dropout behaiior in the high-school years is remarkably similar for blacks and whites.
young women are slightly less likely to drop out of school than are young men, yet they are also less likely to attend
College, lience there isless variation in ultimate educational attainment among- young -women than piing young
Men. furthermore, forblicks and whites, males are moreilkely to have had no high school experience than .are
fernaies;- Cohort BG.

963- idEDLEV, CAROL. "Shaft, Workers: A Descriptive Analysis of Workers' Characteristics." Columbus, OIL:
Center for Human kesourceReseart*,The Ohio State University, 1979.

Four NLS cohorts (Young Men ages 19-29, bider Men ages 50=0, Young Women ages 18-28, and Mature Women
ageS 35-49 in 1971) are used to analyze therinly=rolatei charac:*, tics of shift Workers. Evening shift workers are
More likely than day workers thhave union representation and overt pay; howeveklow wages and fewer hours
of work outweigh the advantages -Split shift workers also have &Oster hours and lower Wages. As the night shift,,
job tenure is comparable to Mae tin the day workers.. Evening, split and night shiftworkerS are concentratr,d in the
North, as mien.be .expected -Within manufacturing. Service, transportation, and sales are also repreSented by
evening-and night shift workers. -Sex-related differences insshift and industry haVe also beer.' found, such as boys,
Women and girls working day shifts as Comparedb then, working nightshifts. Cohort 'B G M W.

964 "MEHRZAD, NASSER. trPerisionsand Implicit Contracts: A Lobo et Test." Ph.D. Dissertation, West
Virginia Universitip1987.
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This dissertation tests the strength of implicit pension_ contracts. Defined benefit pensions base retirement annuities
upon final salary-with the firm weighted by years of service. niyen positive nominal.wage growth, vested benefits
accrue disproportionately late in the career. This deferral may present the possibility for opportimisticl)ehavior by
employers. If workers and fines agrec.-,o-an implicit contract under which workers assume long tenure with the firm,
they will-forego current wages at a tate exceeding the actual accumulation of legal pension" benefits. The employer
may realize a clear short-term benefit by-violating this contract. The employer is able to impose pension losses by
laying off or by lowering the wage of pen.sion- covered workers as they near retirement age. This implkation,
however, ignores the long-run consequences of such behavior to the firm. Workers only accept pension contracts if
firms can bond themselves against opportunistic behavior with reputational capital. Otherwise, workers would refuse
pensions which defer compensation. An Opportunity. for !'"cheating" arises only if infonriation is imperfect. Thus
whether workers are "cheated" is an empirical question. Are pre-retirement pension centred workers more likely to
eiperience layoffs? The results, using both the Bureau of Labor Statistics' layoff data and the NLS Older Men data,
indicate that pensions-appear to reduce the likelihood of diScharges among pension- covered workers.. This finding

.suggests that firms honor the implicit pension contract. This model also allows foi testing of the impact of ERISA.
If the pension 'Market was characterized by firms "cheating" the establishment of CRISA should have altered firms
.behavior. We find no evidence that ERISA has reduced firms'ip_ermanent layoffs of pension-coveredworkers: Thus,
firms appear to have honored the contract even prior to the enactment of ERISA.Anothet test of the durability of
implicit pension- contracts is also provided. FffMs could exploit workers by-retarding their-growth in wage, as well
as, by layoff. Yet the empirical findingsliaing the NLS.provide no evidence that firms "cheat" pension-covered'
workeia by delivering lorfc.r.wages than ptOn raised at later stages of worker's.career. [1.J141 ADG-87-29230] Cohort:
M.

965 MEIER,_RONALD'L. "Participation in "Secondary Vocational' Education and its Relationship to College
-E.7..rollment and Major." Ph.D. Dissertation, Northeast Missouri State University, 1988.

This:i.sudy investigated information frail the NLSY for the years 1979 thrOugh 1982., Specifically, data regarding
participation in secondary vocational education course§,,high school completion, college enrollment, and college
major were analyzed via Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival distribution and 'log linear, models to ascertain the
nature of relationships among the amount and kind of participation in: ecOndaty vocational education, whether the
student enrolled -in college and, if they did, what their college major was. Findings showed that students who
develop concentrations in aii.area of secondary vocational education were less likely to enroll in college over tune.
Of those students who do enroll in college,level of participation was related to college major. -After compressing
further across levels of participation, patterns of media, Mt were not significantly Afferent. However, patterns of
college majors varied significantly with type of secondary,yocational education participation; Cohort: Y.

966 MELLOW, WESLEY. "Equilibration in the Labor Market." Southern Economic Journal 45 (July 1978):192-
204.

This paper tests the competitive theory prediction that noncompensating wage differentials are liquidated in the
eynamiC setting. Except for the fmding ,that job stayert maintain positive differentials, our results indicate a
etpiiiibrating iabor market. At the risk of oversimplification, the implication of our results for the validity of the
competitive model of wage determination can, be summarized as follows. At full employment, market forces
facilitate the worker's attainment of his potential _wage. A significant group of workers, however, remains insulated
from maricit forces and maintains' existing rents. In_ this respect the labor market is segmented; some workers
Maintain an enclaVe wage. ,A deterioration in aggregate labor market conditionsreverse the scenario: the liquidation
of negative differentials declines and rents are expropriated: Cohort M.
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967 MELLOW, WESLEY. "Information Deficiencies and Search Unemployment." Working_ Paper #64, U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1976.

This paper tests, the hypothesis that information deficiencies affect search unemployment by estimating a search
unemployment model that explicitly incorporates -ifiture of initial inforniation deficiencies. Results support the
recent job searchmodels, such as McCall's adaptive search model, which hypOthesiie adjustments in the re! ervation
wage. as initial' information deficiencies--,e resolved. Specifically, it appears that information deficiencies affect
search uneniployinent, that search unemployment is productive and that the market differentials of job changers
narrow. , All this 'indicates a familiar scenario. The initial perception of the wage distribution is dominated by the

'priorwage. As search progresses, information is accumulated and 'in Bayesian fashion the perception of the wage
dittribution becomes more precise. The reservation-wage is adjusted towards the market, wage. Unemployment is
thus productive in two important ways: (1) it is productive search: it leads to a better (higher wage) new job; and (2)
it facilitates equilibratiOn in the labor market it encourages a realignment of unrealistic perceptions with market
realities. Of course, these generaliiations. must -be tempered by a recognition that the results apply only to the

0 "behavior of -middle aged men in a full employment economy. Cohort: M.

968 MELLOW, WESLEY. "Market Differentials and Labor Behavior." Ph.D.Dissertaiion," Washington
-University -St Louis,--1975.

ThiS study-641(4s the-concept of the market differential in an investigation; of labor market dynamics. The market
differential is the deviation of the.worker's actual wage fromifiiiiuman capiteor r ential Wage. _Wing the NLS of
Older Men as a data base; the Market differential- is operationalized and,: #es.sion models of its impact on
quits, search unemployment and wage change are estimated._ In each instance results are consistent with predictiOns
of the competitive theory. The market differential has a direct impact on search unemployment:-Market wage offers
are' consistent with the potential wage while initial wage demands are determined by the prior wage. .Finally, the
.change, in the worker's real wage rate is inversely related to his market differential. Dynamic liquidation of existing
Market differentids is discusSed. Cohort M.

969s-MELLOW, WESLEY. "A Mul4iiiinial Logit Model'of Labor Turnover." Journal of Economics and Business
32 (Spring 1980):227-34.

This --paper presents a joint analysis of the determinants of quits and layoffs.. SpecifiC attention is given to -the
importance of wage struct fre as a determinant of labor turnover. Data are take -1 from the-1966-69 installments of
the-NLS of Older Men aged 45 to 59 in 1966. A worker-specific measure of Wage differentials is constructed as the
residual' ficim a wage regre?siini estimated with the 1966 data; other variables hypothesized to determine tunioVer-
detisions are also defined. The 1967 and 1969 installments' document' subsequent turnover activity.. Multinomial
logit analysis is used to estimate the model _Cohort: M.

970 MELLOW, WESLEY. teach Costs and the Duration of Uvemp:oyment." Economic Inquiry 16 (July
1978):423-30.

This study attempts to test' the hypothesis that low search cots' increase' the duration of unemployment. Findings
.show that job changers identified as having low search costs have longer: subsequent duration of unemployment. In
addition, the authorkv:camined,the determinants of tWage change:and found that unemployed time is productive
Search. The results support two basic contentions of search theory and suggest that worker-specific differences in
search costs eontributeto the &per-Sion of wages among- workers. Cohort: -M.
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971 MELLOW, WESLEY. Turnover in the Youth Labor Market." .Proceedings of the Bur 'mess and Economic
Statistics Section,. American Statistics Association Part II (1978):632-37.

Our.findings indicate that voluntary turnover in the youth labor market represents an explicit aitemplsthimprove
economic position. Workers who quit are those who receive less than their market wage. Moreover, unsatisfactory
job-matches appear to be an important cause of_ youth turnoverthe accumulation of job tenure rapidly diminishes
the likelihood of changing jobs; and workers who locate jobs under unfavorable economic conditions are more likely
to find that such job's subsequently proye unsatisfactory. -Finally, the maturation process increases the ptitposiveness
of workers' turnover behavitir, albeit modestly. Cohort B G.

972 -MINAGHAN, ELIZABETH- G. and PARCEL, TOBY L. "Measuring Temperament in a _Large Cross
_Sectional Survey: -Reliability and N:didity, for Children of the NLS Youth 11/taking Paper, The Ohio State
University, Deparnitent of Sociology, 19813.

'This study investigates the measurement properties of the set of items used to assess the construct of temperament
for the children of NLSY mothers in 1986. After briefly describing the nature Of the NLSY itself and origins of the
survey of childrenilhe authors .describe, the scaling procedures used to construct measures from the items, report
-these measures' reliabilitiet, and iriitiaLevidence suggesting Validity.: Three sets of age-specific measures
are developed: activity and -predictability for infants under a year; positive affect -and fearfulness-fussiness for
infants under age tie; and compliance, shyness,anddemancling dependence for children age two through six. -Ns

-PreVious research of other maternal ratings of child temperament have shown, these scads are generally correlated as
expected-with' other consthicts,inch ding interviewer ratings of the child's interaction; and they-are also related to
maternal chat ileezti.i. paper concludes with a discussion regarding the advantages of using these measures
-for study_ of certain research questions central to the field of child development, as well as limitations inherent in the
-resource. Cohort: C.

973 ,MENStlf,_BARBARA S. and KANDEL, DENISE B. "Do Job Conditions the Use oUDruga?"
journal of Health &Social Behavior 29 (June 1988):169-184.

The relationship between job conditions and use Of four classes of drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, marijuanaand-cocaine,
are investigated using data from the NLSY, a nationally, representative survey of the labor fate experience of young
adults aged 19-27.in 1984. -Indirect measures of job characteristics, basedon Censua-based classifications developed
by Karasek, et al-41987 and the DOT (Miller et al., 1980) were supplemented by limited self- reported measures. No
clearepideiniological 'Patterns emerge regarding the distribution of drug use either in. general- or on'the job across
occupations and industries. Similarly, splecifie job dimeneons, whether assessed from job titles o_r from the
respondents themselves, showed- very low correlations-wilt recency/frequencY Measures of.drug use. -Individual
factors indexing-lack of commitment to social institutions, such as having dropped out of school,_ participation in
delinquent activities and n^theing married are much stronger predictors of 'drug use than specific. job Conditions.
This study concludes that uxbstance Use by workers is not due as much 'to' conditions of the work place as to
attributes of, .;e work force.. Cohort:- Y.

974 'MENSCH,' BARBARA S. and KANDEL, 7.17NISE B. "Dropping out of High School and Drug Involvement."
Sociology of Education 61 (Apri14988): 95-113.

The- relationship between dropping out of high school and substance use is explored using the-NLSY, a national'
1Pligitudinal sample of young Americans aged. 19-27 in 1984. Cross - sectional 'data indicate that high school
dropoutt are more involved with cigarettes and illicit drugs thaiivaduates; and thoie who go On to obtain a GED. are

-the most intenselyinvolved. Event histcry analysis indicates that, controlling for other importantrisk factors, prior
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use of cigarettes, marijuana and other illicit drugs increases the propensity of dropping out and that the earlier the
initiation into drugs, the greater the probability of premature school leaving. Preventing or at least delaying initiation
of drug use will reduce the incidence of dropping out in our nation's high schools. Cohort: Y.

975 MENSCH, BARBARA S. and ICANDEL,,,DENISE B. "Underreporting of Substance Use in a National
Longitudinal yojah Cohort: Individual and IntervieWer Effects." Public Opinion Quarterly 52,1 (Spring 1988): 100-
124.

The quality 9f,drug data in inc 1984 wave of the- NLSY is explored. Comparisons with other national surveys
indicate that underreporting of use or illicit drugs other than marijuana appears to have taken place, and that light
users of the drugS.are under-represented-among the self- acknowledged users- ,Comparison with marijuana use
reported four *it earlier_ indicates-that experimental marijuana users sare much less likely than-extensive users to
acknowledge involvement. .Even after controlfng for frequency of use, undenrpoiting is more common among
terminal high school dropouts and minorities. Not only individual characteristics but field tonditionS also contribute
to Underreporting. 'Familiarity with the' interviewer,, as measured. by itumber of .prior interviewing contacts,
dePresseadiug use reporting: The authors speculate that -interviewer-familiarity increases salience Of normative
standards and that participants respond, X only in terms of their past ,familiarity but also their subjective
izcpe.ctations regarding the probability of a future encounter with the inter/jewel.. Cohort: Y.

976 ME.R1ENS; DONNA M. "Votational Education ,and the High-Risk Student." Journal of Vocational
Education Research 11,2 (Spring 1986): 1-15.

The NLSY was analyzed to determine the retentive effects of vocational education for high risk youth. The study
concluded that, all else being equal, tocational education participants do not have a greater chance of dropping out
of high whool than their nonvocational peers. Strategies are recommended for increasing the retentive effects of
vocational education programs: Cohort: Y.

977 Ma TENS; DONNA M. and GARDNER, JOHN A._ "Vocational EdtiOation and the Younger-Adult Worker."
Report,V.S. Department of Education, Columbus, OH: National Center for Research in Vocational Edu:stici-, 1981.

The Younger Adult Workers (YAW) study examined the long-range impact of participation in vocational eduiiation
through a national crass - sectional survey of 1,539 persons aged a0 to 34 who were in the civilian labor force. The
results of the Younger Adult Workers' Survey were supplemented by analyses of two other,-national data basesthe
NLS of Ytx 3 ;Men: and Young Womenand the National Longitudinal Stiidy of the-High School class of 1972
(Classof '72). Critics of vocational education contend that because the vocational curriculum prepares students for
inunediat niployment, it limits longer -term opportunities. Vocational education does so, theSe critics allege, by
directing, Or "tracking," disadvantaged, minority, and.female youngsters into programs that prepare them for low
status, low paying jobs that offer no opportunity -for advanceza!at. The results concaningfearnings for the three
zurriculurn groups definitely discount the allegations that vocational education prepareS yOUngsters for low status,

. . _ . , , ,
low paying jobs. Positive earnings effects,were found for male marketing and trade graduateS, as-well as for female
business and trade .graduates, However, consistently negative effects on _earnings were found for women in the
"other" vocational category, as well as for women:as compared to Men.- On the positive side, unemployment was
reduted, especially for business and marketing females. Cohort: B'G.

978 MERTENS, DONNA M. ancr SEITZ, PATRICIA. "Labor Market Experiences of Handicapped Youth:"
Report, US. Department of Education, Columbus: OH, National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1982.
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Handicapped individuals earn less money and have more difficulty getting jobs titan their nonhandioapped peers.
Vocational-education is one pdtential Way, to improve the labor market-experiences of,handicapped youth. This
.study explored the feasibility of using the NLS, Suppkatented by the respondent's high school transcripts, to

this :issue. The NLSY do pmvide.a,natiOnal data base for researchers to examine the labor market and
educational activities of handicaPped=Youth in a limited way. Cohort: Y.

979 MERTENS, DONNA-A: and smz, PATRICIA. "Orientation Plan to Use the NLS Youth Data Base to
Examine the Labor Market Experiences of Handicapped: outh." Report, U.S. Department of Education, Columbus,
OH: National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1982.

Handicapped indiViduaLs.earn less money and have more difficulty getting,jobs,than their nonliandicapped"peerS.
Vocational education is one potential Way to improve the labor market experiences of handicapped youth. This
paper explored the feasibility of Wing the YoUth, Cohort .to examine the effects of vocational education for
handicapped *pia The orientation plan/presented in .this paper provides/potential useri4ith the following
information: (1) A description of the data base, the sampling,charagteristics, the types if variables available, and the
supplementary data sources (a g. IEP and transcript data). (2) Technical information and resources neaded,to
access the data (3) Documentation of the Individual Education Programs (IEP) data-and a discussion of the
limitations of the data for verification of handk:apped persons in the sample. Cohort: Y.

980 MERTENS, DONNA 11.; SEITZ, PATRICIA; COX, STERLING. "Vocational Education and the High School,
Dropout." Report, LY,S..:Department of Education, Columbus, OH: National Center for Researchin Vocational
Education, 1982.

Dropping out Of high school has important implications for individuals, au,Avell as for ioeiety as a whole.
Individuals who dcv not complete high school, are likely to have a more negative labor market experience than
graduates, especially in terms of unemployment. The societal impact includes foregone tax dollars, aid possible
increased welfare and prison expenses. Vocational education representS a potential strategy for increasing the
relevancy .of education for dropout-prone youth, and thus a means of encouraging them to complete their high school
eCeatkin. Cohort: Y.

981 MEYER, JACK A. "Tho Impact. of Welfare Benefit Levels and Tait Rates on the Labor -Supply of Poor
Women." Review of Economics and Statistics 57 (May 1975):236-38.

This -paper incorporates wage incorino-concePts into a model of -work-leisure choice:- The labor supply of poor
women is shown .to depend upon the market-wage rate adjusted for the implicit welfare tax mtapotential other
income arid* home-page rate. For both blatk and White-groups, potential other income is negatively related,to
hours worked while the net market wage rate is not significantly related to hours worked. Cohort: W.

982 MEYER, JACK A. "Labor Supply of Women Potentially Eligible for Family Assistance." Ph.D. Dissertation,
The Ohio State Uplversity, 1972..

The purpoie of this-study was to examine the relaticifiship'betWeen hours of work and key welfare variables that
"lave been omitted from other studies Of the determinants of the labor supply of the poor. The study. found a strong
negative relationship betWeen hours worked and' "potential other income," which implies that, other things being
equal, the amount of time spent working by Poor married woven will be inversely related to the level, of welfare
'benefits for which they -would beeligible*itliOut working. Cohort: W.
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983 MEYER, JACK_ A. and _SHEA, JOHN-R. "DeMographic and-Social Characteristics." Years for Decision,
Volume 1. Manpower Research Monograph 21:-.-.1.11e.iington, D.C.: U.S. Governinent Printing Office, 1971.

This chapter deals with the interrelations among age, school status, and marital and-family status of young women.
Educational curriculum among students and educationkattainment and occupational- skill development among
young women who are not in school both discussed. Factors determining enrollment or non-enrollment in school
are examined, and the chapter concludes with an introduction to the analyies used throughout the volume. Cohort:
O.

984 -MICHAEL, ROBERT T.-and TUMA, NANCY B. "Ent Marriage and Parenthood by Young Adults."
Denio: graphy22,4 (November 1985): 515-544.

Thit paper investigates the Marital ari 'fertility-patterns of young men and women (age 14-21) using the first year
data frem:the NLSY. The paper's substanth'VfoCuses are-the Influences of family background on early (teenage)
entry into,marriage -and parenthood and the extenv,to_which Measured family characteristics can explain the large
differences among whites, Hispanics and blacks. the paper'Spethodological focus is the comparison- of results
when a data set is_analyzod as either a conVentionakeloss-sectioa.file using a linear probability (OLS regression) or
-logistit (maximum-likelihood) model or as aicontiimous time,,overit-history file using a "parial likelihood Model.
-Cohort: Y.

985 MIC*1-, ROBERT 7% and TUMA, NANCY B. "Youth EmplOyment Does Life Beginat 16?" Journal of
LaborEconoihics 2,4(1984).:464476.

Theoretical economic Models, Official labor force statistics, and most empirical studies ofyoung workers disregard
employment experience Of stildeots under age -16. Evidence from several -sources, however, suggests that students,
ages 14 and 15-acquirelcubitantial:smployment experience: ',Moreover, that experience is-Vastly different for black
and white YoUthi. Several_ policy-#4ated issues, including causes of black-white differences in adidt earnings, may
deserve to beinterpre-teddifferently in the light of-differentials in early employment experience. This employment
experience Of 14- and 15-year: '451ds in general and its racial pattern in particular should not continue to be ignored.
Cohort: Y.

986 MILJUS, ROBERT C.; PARNES, HERBERT S.; SCHMIDT, RONALD M.; ,SPITZ, RUTH S. "Some
Correlates of the Labor Market Status of Male Youth." In: The Transition from School to Work. Industrial Relations
Section; Princeton University, 1968..

',Among -the variables- which have thus ,far been investigated' in our research, enrollment status, high school
curriculum and educational aspirations, age, marital status;' health condition, and veteran status are systematically
related to the labor-force participation of young men. Of these, the most powerful explanatory variable, as would be
expected, is whether the young-man is enrolled in school. On the average, those who are not enrolled are alitost
-twice as to be in the labor force as are th0e..who are currently attending school. Cohort_ B.

987 -MILLER, ANN it "Evaluation. of Data. Part II: The Measurethent of Change: A CoMparison of
Retrospective and Panel Surveys." -In: Migration, Employment, & Occupational Mobility, Philadelphia: Population
Studies CenierilJnivorkty of PennsylVania, 1977.

This paper compares certain basic findings from the NLS and similar measures from the 1970 Census of Population,
with ,a view- to determining the extent to which y differ and the extent to which .the patterns of labor force

2:34
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mobility described by each are similar. Alt-, ough,the findings presented are of considerable substantive interest, the
primaii purpose is methodological. In general, the two surveys of labor market behavior have been in remarkable
agreement on the very broad aspects presented here, with the single important exception of the level of occupational
mobility. Cohort: M W.

988 MILLER, AN R. "Migration, 'Employment, and Occupational Mobility: A Study of Trends and
Interrelations and an Evaluation of Data." Final Report, Employment & Training Administration, U.S. Department
of Labor, 1981:

AO:report utilizes data for 1955-75 (NLS and 1970 Census Retrospective data) to present evidence that: (1) recently
noted migration from metropolitan areas of the Northern egions toward the South,and West is a continuation of a
trend observable at least since-1955760; (2) the primary migration' flow is intermetropolitan; (3) intermetropolitan
migrantS in general' have high educational attainment and occupational status; (4) the marked tendency, for migialis

.to a given metropolitan area to resemble occupationally those- who leave that area has continued; and (5) in general,
neither occupational nor geographic mobility function very efficiently as mechanisms effecting structural change.
Each is characterized by extensive flow and counterflow and- the resultirig net changes are generally a small
proportion of the total amount of gross mobility on the Pan of the individuals. Cohort: M.

989 MILLER, HERMAN P. and GARFINKLE, STUART H. "Academic Careers and Post-College Employment of
Young Men." Final Report, Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1974.

The early _stages of career development are studied for young men who received college training for a variety of
professional occupations. In order to identify some of thefactors associated with the choice of a college curriculum
and to trace the pattern of career development during the rust-few years after graduation fronicollege. The sample is
too small to yield stc4stica14 :reliable results, oat the intensive study of individual case histories covering the four
years provides insights into factors affecting career development that are not now available from other sources.
Cohort: B.

,99 MILLER, R. A. and WOLPIN, KENNETH, I. "Human Capital Accumulation and Equilibrium Job
Assignment." .(In-progress Research).

The purpose of this research is to study the initial phases of career development using data from the NLSY. There
are dm components to the project: (1) to describe the patterns of job and occupational mobility within the first
decade after leaving school; (2) to estimate a structural dynamic model of job changing,behavior, and (3) to estimate
an equilibrium model of occupational choice. This project is iiriportant because it may change the way in which we
think abOut the standard human capital model of earnings growth, which neglects job search behavior and labor
mobility."[FEDRIP/1411S], Cohdrt: Y.

991 MINCER, JACOB and JOVANOVIC, BOYAN. "LaborNobility and Wages." In: Studies in Labor Markets,
Sherwin Rosen, et., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981.

The authors explore the implications of human capital and search behavior for both theinterpersonaand life cycle
structure of interfirm labor mobility. The economic hypothesis which motivates, the analysis is that individual
,differences in firm-specific complementarillealnd related skill acquisitions *dace differences in mobility behavior
and in the relation between job tenure, wages, and mobility. Cohort: B M.
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992 MINCER, JACOB and LEIGHTON, LINDA S. "Turnover and Unemployment." In: The Youth Labor Market
Problem, R.B. Freeman, et al., eds., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982. Cohort: B.

993 MINCER, JACOB and OFEK, HAIM. "The Distribution of Lifetime Labor Force Participation of Married
Women: Comment." Journal of Political Economy 87 (February 1979):197-201.

TwO important corollariesof our funding are: (1) in the analysis of long -term (cohort or "lifetime") labor supply of
married women-corner phenoniena are negligible; and (2) even thoUgh their current participation rate is 100 percent,
married women observed working in a given survey cannot be viewed as permanent labor force participants in the
same way as other,groups (say, adult Men) whose average participatiOn rate in the survey is close to 100 percent.
Variation- in length of previous work experience-among currently working married women is quite large. This
variation among plaided- women is an important factor in their wage dispersion, and the shorter average work
experience is a factor in producing an average wage which is less than the average ;wage of men or of single women.
Cohort NV:

994 MINCER, JACOB and OFEK, HAIM. "Interrupted Work Careers: Depreciation and Restoration of Human
Capital." Journal of Human Resources 17 (Winter 1982):3,-24:

The qdantitative effects and even the existence of a "human capital depreciation" phenomenon have been a subject
of controversy in the recent literature. Prior Work, hoWever, was largely cross - sectional and the longitudinal
diniension, if any, was retrospective. Using longitudinal panel data (on Married women in the NLS of Mature
Women), we have now e;iablished that real wages-at reentry are, -indeed, lower than at the point of labor force
Withdrawal; and Abe decline in wages is greater, the longer the interruption. Another striking finding is a relatively
rapid growth in wages after the return to work. This rapid growth appears to reflect the restoration (or "repair") of
previously erodedIwnakcapital., The phenomenon of "depreciation" and "restoration" is also visible in data,for
immigrants to the United States. However, while immigrants eventually Catch up with and oftensurpassiikiaves,
returnees from the non-market do not fully restore their earnings potential. Cohort: W.

995 MINCER, JACOB and POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Family Investments in Human Capital: Earnings of
Women:" Journal of Political Economy 82,2 (March/April 1974):S76-S108.

Our data on work :histories show some interesting trends which suggest ozospective narrowing of the wage
differential Women aged 40-44 who had theirfirst child in the late stayed out of the labor force about 5 years
longer than women aged 30-34 Whose first child was born in the late 1950s. Family size is about the same for both
groups, but higher for the middle group (35 -39) whose fertility marked the peak of the baby boom. Still,'the home-
time interval in that group is shorter (by about 2 years) than in the older group and longer in theyounger. Thus, the
trend inlabor-force participation of young mothers was persistent. By the time the 30-34-year-old w *Ilen-get to be
40-44(i. e. , in 1977), they will have had 4 years of work experience more-than the older cohort, and their wage rates
will rise by 6 percent on account of lesser depreciation and by another 2-4 percent due to longer Avolk experience.
Thus, the total observed wage gap between men and women aged 40-44 should narrow by about one- fifth, while the
gap due to work experience should be reduced by one - quarter. Cohort: W.

996 MINCER, JACOB and POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Women's Earnings Reexamined." Journal Of Human
Resources 13 (Winter 1978):118 -34.

Sandell and Saunders find three blemishes in our earlier study: (I) that some of the original data made availableto
why the Cenar for Human Resource Research (their own organization) is incorrect; (2) that we misinterpret the
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coefficients of our own model; and (3) that their treatment of the simultaneity problem is preferable to ours and
yields somewhat different coefficients. We respond to these points . in order. In discussing data errors and
replications under point, (1), we extend the evidence to related' work by others and introduce new and more direct
evidence from the NLS of Mature Women 1967-1971 panel. Points (2) and (3) are restricted to the methodological
and conceptual issues raised about our treatment of the 1967 sample. Cohort: W.

997 M01+111, ROBERT. "The Estimation of Fertility Equations on Panel Data." Journal of Human Resources 19
(1984): 22-34.

Several econometric issues in the estimation of fertility equations with panet data are addressed in this paper. The
most interesting is the truncation of error lent' in a number-of-children equation arising from the fact that the
itudoer of children cannot fall over time. It is shown that this generates a "ratchet" Mechanism under which' the
probability of having a child drops suddenly following a birth and then gradually rises again until another birth
occurs. Eitimates are provided with data from National Longitudinal Surveys Young Womeit's cohort. Cohort: G.

^q8 moh.fir, ROBERT. "The Estimation of a 'Joint Wage-Hours LaborzSupply Model." Journal of Labor
Economics 2,4 (1984):550-566.

In this paper the standard cross-sectional static model of labor supply is modified to make the wage endogenous, and
a joint wage-hours model is estimated. The econometric technique addresses the nonlinearity of the budget
constraint by approximating the constraint by a series of discrete points. The results show that the budget constraint
it indeed nonlinear, that hours affect the wage quadratically, that true wage elasticities are loweras a result, and that
the model fits the hours distribution much better than the standard Tobit model. Cohort: W.

999 MOFHT1 , ROBERT. "Profiles of Fertility, Labour Supply, and Wages of Married Women: A Complete Life-
Cycle Model." Review of Economic Studies 60 (1984): 263-278.

A complete model of female labor supply and fertility choice is constructed and estimated in this paper. The model
is more complete than previous models in several respects. Labor supply and fertility are modeled as completely
joint, simultaneous choices; both are Modeled as sequential, life-cycle decisions, and the life-cycle, path of wages is
introduced explicitly, showing that time spent Out of the labor market results in foregone present and future earning
power. Labor supply and fertility profiles are shown to shift in response to shifts in the ,profile of wages.
Econometrically, a full-information maximum-likelihood procedure is used which accounts for the selectivity
problems present IVihen wages are available only in periods in which a womanAvorks, for the endogeneity ofpast
work experience in the wage- generating function, and for simultaneous-equations bias. Cohort: W.

1000 MONK TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Economic Returns to Community and Four-Year College Education.!!
Sodological Quarterly (Forthcoming).

Using data from the Young Men and Young Women cohorts, differences in earning ability 'among collegeentrants
Are analyzed by type of first college entered, sex, and race for young people ten years after their high school
-graduation. Type of first college entered is a significant variable in underitanding differences in earning ability for
college entrants 'With ability, socioeconomic ba4liktit1md 'and college goal constant: The rate of return for each
additional year of education for four-year college entrants is 7.9%; for community college entrants, 5.4%. The author
argues that community college education and four-year college education cannot properly be treated as
homogeneous and that researchers analyzing economic returns to education need to take into account bOth kind of
first college entered as well as the number of years of education acquired. Cohort: B G.
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1001 MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Education, Occupation, and Income: The Effects of Attending a
Community College on the Labor Market Outcomes of Young Men and Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, Brandeis
University, 1982.

Research using data froth the NLS of Young Men and Women to determine how the differentiation of higher
education into sectors affects current socioeconomic status focuses on the ramifications of community college
education. Socioeconomic returns to level and kind of education are analyzed using insights offered by human
capital theory. An argument is made, however, that the significance of type of ediicational,experiencecan only be
adequately analyzed within a framework that allows for notions of power and conflict. Previous studies aneyting
correlations between educational level and labor market outcomes virtually ignore the effects of community college
attendance. Most studies focus on the value of irmiur-year B. A. degree, compared to a high school diploma) When
fewer than four years of college are mentioned, all people with 1-3 years of college are lumped together regardless
of whether they received a two- year degree or dropped out of a community or a four-year college. Cohort: B G.

1002 MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Eductitional:Differentiation-and Status Attainments: The Community
College Controversy." SociologiceFocus 21 (April 1988): 141-151.

This paper presents an examination of how community college attendance shapes adul,'socioeconomic attainment in
the United States, from the perspective of human capital theory, using data on 2 youth cohorts of a national
longitudinal survey regarding labor market experiences (SIGMA number of cases = 2,125). Type cf college fast
entered is a significant variable influencing earning ability and occupational status even when holding constant
variation in ability, socioeconomic background, and college goal. The rate of return to each additional year of
education for 4-year college entrants is 7.9%; for community college students, 5.4%. The average status of 4-year
college. entrants' jobs is significantly higher than those of community college entrants'. It is concluded that
community, college entrance entailva wage and occupational penalty early in the,life cycle that outweighs the
opportunity cost of first entering a 4-year college. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort: B G.

1003 MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Effects of High School Delinquency on Educational Attainment and
Adult Occupational Status." Sociological Perspectives (Forthcoming).

This paper analyzes the impact of high school delinquency on adult occupational status. Using data froth the NLS of
Young Men, it was found that high school delinquency negatively affects educational attainment. However, when
controlling for years of schooling attained and other ,background variables, high school delinquency does not
significantly shipe adult occupational status. If high school delinquents are able to obtain as much schooling as
others, their past delinquency does not exert a negative independent effect on occupational achievement. Cohort: B.

'1004 MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Sex, Educational Differentiation, and Occupational Status: Analyzing
Occupational Differences 'for Community and Four-Year College Entrails." The Sociological Quarterly 24,3
(Simmer 1983): 393-404.

This study analyzes the way in which differentiation of higher education intofsectors affects current occupational
status in a homogeneous age population. Using data' from the NLS of Young/Men and Young Women, thersample
consists of 1,494 young men & 631 young women ten years after high school graduation. Past studies analyzing the
correlation betWeen educational level and occupational status virtually. ignore -the effects of ccommunity. college
attendance. It is shown here that not only type of college firit entered but sex are significantyariables in analy4ng
differences in occupational status, even when holdiiig constant variations in ability, socioeconomic background, an l;
college goal. The average status of four-Year college entrants' jobs is almbst 12 points higher on the Dur.cp
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than that of community college entrants'. The latter suffer a comparative occupational penalty compared to four
year college entrants controlling for years of education. Cohort: B G.

1005 MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Type of First College Entered and Occupational Achievements Among
Young Men: Differences by Race." American Sociological Review (Forthcoming).

This study examines- oCcupationai effects of community college attendance for a cross-section of ybung men from
the Young _cohort of the NLS. Data show -that type of first college entered shapes adult occupational status
even when controlling for years of education acquired, IQ whether or not the B.A. degree was achieVed, and other
relevant background :variables. Community college -students .are .generally perceived as less motivated, talented,
educable, and front a poser socioeconomic class backgroundihan four-year college entrants. Utilizing a simple
human capital model, the author analyzes how the return to each additional year of school and completion of the
BA degree differ between community and:four-year collegbentrantS. Compared to four-year college entrance,
community college entrance depreciates the value of year of education and inflates the importance of obtaining the
B.A. degree. Community college entrance entails more of an occupational penalty for blacks than for whites. The
occupational-status of black four-year college entrants' jobs is 18 points higher on the Duncan scale than black-
cominuaity College entrants.Xobort: _B.

1006' MONK - TURNER, ELIZABETH. "Wage Differences Between Community College and Four-Year College
Entrants." Free Inquiry (November 1986).

1007 MOON, MARILYN. "The Role of the Fangly in the Economic -Well -being of the Elderly." Gerontologist
23,1 (February 1983):45 -50.

An overview of the size and importance of private transfers of resources among relatives, basedon information from
the National Longitudinal SurVey of Older Men and the hfichigan:anel Survey of Income Dynamics, is provided,
and the likely tradeoffs between public and private transfers are estimated. The results of the overview illustrate the
direct effect of private transfers on economic well-being. Families of all income levels and of all ages participate,
albeit in different ways; in intrafamily transfers. The logit analysis of the determinants of family resource sharing
suggest further the impact of age, income, and = welfare reCipiency. The:impact of tradeoffs- between public and
private transfers depend on the income elasticity` of private transfers and the characteristics of families participating
in resource sharing. Public policy-targeted at raising the incomes of a particular agegroup may be hampered-bf
offsetting private transfers. (AgeLine] Cohort: M.

'1008 MOORE, DAVID E. and HAYWARD, MARK D. 'Mortality Among a Cohort of Older Men." Presented:
New Orleans, Meetings of the Population Association of America, 1988.

This paper presents findings from an analysis Of occupational differentials in mortality among a cohort of older men
ages 55 years and older -in the United States for the period 1966-1983. The dynamics which characterize
socioeconomic differentials in mortality are analyzed by tracking the changes in status thatoccur throughout the
mature worker's occupational career. We find that the mortality of cuirent or last occupation differs from that of the
longest occupation, controlling for education, income, health status, and other factors. These differences are
consistent with the notion that individuals in physically demanding or debilitating occupations attempt to avoid the
health risks associated with these jobs by changing occupations. -Cohort: M.
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1009 MOORE, -KRISTIN A. "School Progress of Young Mothers and Child Development." (In-progress-
Research).

Maternal educatioli has been found to be an important predictor of childien's cognitive development. Teenage
childbearing, and maternal education haYe also been found to be strongly associated; but studies have not resolved
whether or when and why the effects of early childb*ing On maternal education are transmitted to reduce the
cognitive development of children born to adolescent: parents. One of the reasons has been the lack of detailed and
-appropriate data The existence of the NLSY and the Child Supplement provides an opportunity -to-address these
important issues. A.large, _nationally representative sample-of youth_ aged 14-21 in -1979 has been interviewed,
annually. through the present. In 1986, the children bora to females in the sample were assessed with a number of
well-validated measures of cognitive, health, behavioral, and emotional functioning, and additional information
about the family environment was obtained. This proposal outlines an effort to use thet data to build-LA:previous
research Which has explored the impact of maternal aid family characteristics on child outcomes. In this recent
study; completed by *proposed principt investigator, children whose mothers; -were behind grade and/or who
had dropped out of school prior to their first gignancy were thimd to score particularly low on measures of
cognitive ability. On the other bind, maternal school attainment alone- was found to predict the child's school
progress and adjustment The Proposed project would replitate these associations with more _recept and
detailed data; contrast competing hypodietes regarding the reason maternal education affects child outcomes; and

-explore the processes by-which such effects are transmitted. Hypotheses to explain an effect of maternal dropout
on the child's cognitive development include differencet in ability, motivation, family background and role
preferences. Analyses -would anploy cross-tabulation, regression, and-path analytic procedures. [NTIS/FEDR1P)-
Cohort C.

1010 MOORE, KRISTIN A.; CALDWELL, STEVEN B.; HOFFERTH, SANDRA L.; WAIT'E, LINDA J. "The
Consequences of Early Childbearing: An Analysis of Selected Parental Outcomes Using Results from the National
Longitudinal Survey of Young Women (Panics)." Working Paper 0999-01, The Urban Institute, 1977:

Strong differences have been dociimented between early and late childbearers in education and family-size which
appear to have enduring consequences for household income and family Wellbeing. Young women who bore their
first child while 15 or younger completed about 1.9 fewer years of school by age 24 than did their peers who delayed
motherhood imtil 18, and 2.8 fewer years than those wailing until at least age 24 to have their first child. Women
having a rust birth at age 15 or less had 1.3 more children by age 24 than women having a first birth at ages 21 to.
23; women having a first birth at 16 or.17 had-1.0 more children; while women with a rust birth at age 18 had 0.6
-Wire childion. The relative sizes of these consequences at ages 24 and 27 were estimated using a path analytic
model. In a separate analysis of the same data set, the probability of such critical life events as dropping out of
school or the labor force in any year was found to be greater if a first birth occurs in that year and if the woman was
married or marries in that year. The evidence suggest -that early childbearers will not catch up with later
childbearas by returning to school; however, their labor force participation does eventually equal that of later
childbearen. These results were obtained in a multivariate model in which factors such as region of residence,
familial 90c 0-CCOOOMiC background, race, and cohort were controlled. Cohort G.

1011 MOORE, KRISTIN A. and HOFFERTH, SANDRAI. "The Consequences of Age at First Childbirth:
Family Size." Final Report, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 1978.

The impact of-`a woman's age at the birth of her first child on family size was assessed using two national
longitudinal data sets. Analyses are based on annual interviews conducted between 1968 and 1972 with the Young
Women's cohort- of the NLS. Information on women age 22 to 52 in 1976, both wives and female heads, was
obtained from Panel Study Of Income Dynamics (PSID) interviews, which were conducted between 1968 and 1976.

Analyses on 'both data sets provide strong support -for an association between an early first birth and higher
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subsequent fertility. Ainong PSID women aged 35 to 52, mothers whose first child was born when they were 17 or
younger bore an average of more than five children each, approximately three children more per mother compared to
women who delayed their fist birth to age 24 or later. Age at fast birth is found to have a far greater impact on
fertility than age at first marriage. Cohixt: G.

1012 MOORE, KRISTIN A. and HOFFERTH, SANDRA L. "The Consequences of Age: at First Childbirth:
Female Headed Families and Welfare Recipiency." Final Report, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development, 1978.

The impact ofii woman's age at the birth of her first child on ;female- headed families and welfare recipiency was
assessed using two national longitudinal data sea Analyses are based on annual' interviews conducted between 1968,
and 1972 with the Young Women's cohort of the NLS. Information on women aged 22 to 52 in 1976, both wives and
female heads,: was obtained from the Panel -Study -of- Income Dynamics*(PSID) interviews, which were conducted
-between 1968-and 1976Teenage-childbearing per se does not appear to be related_ to, subsequent female headship,,
although a premarital_ firit- birth_and a teenage marriage do_ predict to later being_a female houtehold head. The
strong association betweeirearly childbearing and receipt of welfare disappears when controls for education, family
size, labor force participation, age at Marriage and race are included. Cohort G.

1013 MOORE,'KRISTIN A. and HOFFERTH, SANDRA L "The Consequences of Age at First Childbirth: Final
-ResearchSummary." Final Report, National Institute of Child Health and Human DevelopmeM, 1978.

The impact of a- woman's age at the birth:of her first child on her subsequent social and economic status was
assessed using two national longitudinal data sets. Analyses are based on annual interviews conducted between 1968
and1972 with the Young Women's cohort of the NLS. Information on women aged 22 to 52 in 1976, botwives and
ferriale- heads was obtained ,frcim the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)-interviews, which -were -conducted
between 1968 aii41976. Analyses indicate that an early first birth reduces the amount of schooling a young woman is
able to complete, even net of family background, motivation; and age at marriage, particularly, 'among white and high
school age mothers. Teenage mothers also have substantially larger families, net of controls. An early birth does
not increase marital-dissolution, except inffirecdY by 'precipitating teenage marriages. The variablesin turn affect
earnings, income and the probability of poverty: Cohort: G.

1014 MOORE, KRISTIN-A. and HOFFERTH, SANDRA L. "Factors Affecting Early Family Formation: A Path
Model." Population and Environment 3,1 (Spring 1980): 73-98.

ThiS study uses a path model to-examine the factor's that determine age at initiation of childbearing. Family
orientation was -found to have a significant effect on the-age at which a woman begins a family. Age at first
marriage, educational attaizur.ent, and age at family formation are strongly interdependent however, the process
Seems to vary by race. Cohort: G.

1015 MOORE, KRISTIN A.; HOFFERTH, SANDRA L; CALDWELL, STEW B.; WAITE, LINDA J.
"Teenage Motherhood: Social and Economic Consequences." Paper URI 243000, The , An Institute, 1979.

This report focuses on the effects of early childbearing on the later social and economic status of the Mother and her
family; specifically, on education, family size, marriage and marital instability, participation in the labor force and
earnings, welfare receipt, and poverty. Each of these.outcomes has been studied separately. In addition, the
interrelationships between these outcomes have been studied within causal models. These models explore the
indireCt as well as the direct effects of a woman's age at first childbirth. Cohort: G.
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1016 MOORE, KitISTIN Ai; NORD, CHRISTINE W.; PETERSON, JAMES L. "NOnvoluntary Sexual Activity
Among Adolescents." Family Planning Perspectives 21,3 (May/June 1989):110 -114: Cohort: Y.

1017 MOORS, KRISTIN A.;- WAITE, LINDA J.; CALDWELL, STEVEN B.; HOFFERTH, SANDRA L. "The
Consequences of Age at Fust Childbirth: Educational Attainment." Final Report, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, 1978.

'The impact of a woman's age at'the birth of her first_chiklen the amount of schooling she completes was assessed
using two national, longitudinal data sets. National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) analyses are based:, on annual
interviews conducted between 1968 and 1972 with young women aged 14 to 24 in 1968. Information on women aged
.22 to-52 in 1976, hoth wives ancifemale heads, was obtained from the Panel Study ef Income-Dynamics (PSID)
interviews, which:were conducted betiMen 1968 and 1976: Results fromanalyses On both data sets indicate that
early childbearing is associated with significant educational losses, even when- the iinpact,3rfamily background,
educational:goals, and age at marriage are statistically- controlled. Thereis some evidence that older women catch
up slightly; but in no instance did even -half of the women- who became mothers at 17 Or younger manage to
complete high school. Losses appear to be particularly_ great for white teenage mothers and for young women who

_Marry as teenagers. Cohort: G.

1018 MOORE, KRISTIN A.; WAITE, LINDA 3.; HOFFERTH, SANDRA L.; CALDWELL, STEVEN B. "The
Consequences of Age at Fist Childbirth: Marriage, Separation and Divorce." Final Report, National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, 1978.

The impact of a woman's age at.the birth of her first child on marriage, separation and divorce was assessed using
two national longitudinal data sets. Analyses are based on annual interviews conducted between 1968 and 1972-with
the Young Womon't cohort of the NiS. Information on women aged 22 to 52 in 1976, both wives and feniale heads,
was obtained from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) interviews, which were conducted between 1968
and 1976. A-link between- early pregnandy and early marriage was confirmed. An issue of greater debate-the
associations among early childbearing, early maffiage, and subsequent marital - dissolution, was expltired iii varied
ways. Analyses indicate that iffulyinarritge, rather than an early birth, increases the probability of subsequent
marital break-up. Early childbearing does contribute to marital break-up indirectly, however, since pregnancy isa
factor that precipitates many teenage marriages. Cohort: G.

1019 MOORE; KRISTIN A. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Early Childbearing and Educational Attainment." Family
Planning Perspectives 9 (September/October 1977):220-25.

These data show that early-childbearing is strongly- associated with a lower level of educational attainment,
especially among young women attending school at-the time of the birth of the first child, even when other factors
known to affect educatiOnal attainment-are taken into-account. The negati4e impact of early childbearing on a
woman's educational attainment is probably due to the difficulty anatost.of arranging ,child care and running a
household (if the woman heads her own household or is married), to the necessity of earning a living, and, not least,
to the pressures she may:encounter from family and friends to devote herself to child care. There is no evidence that
the young mothenis ever able to catch up educationally with her childless peers. In fact, quite the oppositeoccurs;
teenage mothers are unable to catch up and fall further behind their former classmates who have postponed
_parenthood. C.:hort: G.

1020 MOORE, KRISTIN A. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Marital Dissolution, Early Motherhood and Early Marriage."
Social Forces 60 (September 1980:20-40.
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The age at which -a young woman marries appears to be related strongly to the probability that the marriage remains
intact: older couples tend to make more stable pairings than those, who wed i'vhile,quite young. But youthful
marriages are often accompanied by youthful childbearing:The effectsof the age at which the woman first wed and
the age at which she bore her first child on the likelihood that the marriage,, dissolved during this period were
assessed, not-of each other and of the characteristics and circumstances of the woman. We found that, among young
wives, teenage parenthood did not appear to increase -the_ risk of divorce or separation, whereas' teenage marriage
significantly raised the probability of disruption. What'll* analysis.was performed separately by race, this pattern
held among _white wives; however, for black wives, a first birth before the aged 20was found to increase instability
more than a- first-marriage before that age. The finding that age at rust marriage but- not age at first birth is
significantly related to the probability of Marital dissolution appeart robust in the total sample: among -subsamples
of wives all-married at about the same age, the age at which they had their first birth -did_not infltience stability of
marriages. Cohort G.

1021 MOORE, SYLVIA F. "The Short-Term Effects of Ms.ital Disruption on the Labor Supply Behavior of
Young Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1978. Also Special RepOrt, Center for Human
Resource Researh,The Ohio State University, 1978.

This article examines the effect of marital Mobility en the economic status the-labor market activity Of young
women. Young women with children have a significantly higher risiLof marital disruption and, as a- result, the
probability that total fatally income will fall below poverty is greatly, inereased. In addition; a poSitiVerelationship
exists between the spent in employniont and the level of the expected market wage. Likewise, the higher the

-educational attainment, the greater-the ability for the woman to increase labor force participation. Cohort: G.

1022 MOORE, WILLIAM J.; PEARCE, DOUGLAS D.; WILSON, R. MARK. "The Regulation of Occupations
and the Earnings of Women." Journal of Hunan Resources 16 (Summer 1981):366-83,

In this = study, the authors -Use- a =human 'capital model to _examine the effects of occupational licensing -and
occupational certification on the wage rates of individual women. Results indicate that certified women earn about
20% more per hour after controlling for dr !lowing: personal characteristics, regional location, human capital
factors, and occupational =gay. In additit...,eVidence did not reveal a statistically significant prentium. Cohort:
W.

-1023- MORASH, MERRY and RUCKER, LILA. "An-Exploratory-Study Of the COrtriectkin of Mother's Age at
Childbearing to Her Children's Delinquency in Fout Data Sets." Crime and Delinquency 35, 11January 1989): 45-
93.

This paper examines the relationship between orly child bearing and delinquent outcomes for the child. Using data
from the London Longitudinal Survey, the Philadelphia Cohort Study, the NLSY, and the National Survey of
Children, it was found that (1) although there is a relationship between mother's age at first child's birth and
delinquency, it is conditioned by thepresence of a fathei or stepfather; and (2) the connection between mother's age
and father's presence while not strong was persistent across both U.S. and British samples and across racial/ethnic
group samples. Policy implications are discussed. Cohort Y.

1024 MORGAN, LESLIE A. "Economic Change at Mid-Life Widowhood: A Longitudinal Analysis." Journal of
.Marriage and the Family 43 (November 1981):899-907.
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Wiciciwhood has been kundto have a negatiVe association with the financial wel;:being of women in cross-sectional
studies. -In this study cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses are compared in &national sample of mature women
widowed in mid-life.. Results of the cross - sectional analysis --replicate previous findings, but longitudinal
comparisons fail demonstrate a significant_decline, in income or financial- .well -being upon the death.Of spouses.
The data also show ~the anticipated shift toward -Major reliance.on :earnings of ,the widow -and Social Security
benefits. Lorgitudinal findings. suggest that many sample members were-already poor Prior = to Widowhood;
censequenflY,vfidowhood is notthe Major cause of Poverty in this group. Cohort: W.

1025 MORGAN, LESLIE-A. "Economic Well-Being Following Marital Termination: A Comparison of Widowed
and Divorced Viomen." Journal of Family Issues 10,1(1989): 86401:

-Separate studies of divorced and widowed women show increased odds of becoming poor following the termination
of marriage. _Both cross-sectional and longitudinal data suggest that the end of marriage is correlated with higher
poverty rates. 'Less is kriciwn, however, about factors which influence economic well-being over time,-and whether
-these factors ate similar across the two types of marital transition: This analysis uses data from the NLS cohort of
Mature Women (19674982), to- examine the probability of becoming poor -after widowhood or divorce among
midlife women; and factors which influence economic well-being. 'Findings show that 40% of widows and over one
quarter of divorced:women fall poverty for at least some time diking the rust five years after leaving marriage.
The type of marital transition experienced by the women is not &significant factor in economic well-being, but both
age and prior economic standing have positiVe effects. Cohort: W.

1026, MORGAN, LESLIE A. "MethodOlOgical Problems with Event Histories- in secondary Analysis of
Longitudinal- Data: The Case of Marital Transitions- in the NLS." Presented: Chicago, IL, Annual Scientific
Meeting of the Gerontological Society Of America, 1986.

Secondary analyses of !writing longitudinal data sets allow examination of important questions on transitions Over
the life course. Data are available in many studies on a variety of topics other than the study's original focus. This
research examines the process and problems encountered in developing 15 ye& marital transition histories-for the
NLS Mature Women's cohort. Marital. slants and- marital history were routinely collected as important control
variables., -Initial examination of curr nt marital statuses over time revealed nearly 400 patterns of response among
the 3832 women respondents. -Among the prOblems encountered were: -1)410:potential for undetected transitions
between surveys; 2) nonnormative sequences of self- reported marital St illogical marital status sequences; 4)
interruptions in participating/missing data; and 5) gapi in retrospective question design. Steps taken to address these

-problems andimplications for secondary analysis of paneldata are dikiiSsed: Cohort: W.

1027 MORGAN; LESLIE A. "Outcomes of Marital Separation: A Lcingitudinal Test of Predictors." Journal of
Marriage and the Family 50 (May 1988): 493 -498.

Studies of. marital separation have often combined it with divorce or assumed that separation represents only a
stepping stone to other marital statuses. This analysis examines three types of separation: those leading to divorce,
-those leading to reconciliation, and long-term .unresolved separations. Demographic variables are used to predict
which women, out of those reporting any_ period of separation during a<15 -year, longitudinal panel, move toward
each outcome. Dati'from the NLS cohort of Mature Women from 1967-1982, analyied with logit techniques, show
important differences among these grotips of separating women in education, income, and race. Cohort: W.

1028 MORGAN, LESLIE A. "Work in Widowhood: A Viable Option?" The Gerontologist 20,5 (October
1980):581-587.
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Employnient is often suggested as an important adaptive option for, women who become widows. This paper
evaluates the viability-of working as an option for widows in mid-life. Findings fp:men:panel of women show that
relatively few _widows enter the labor force, but this is due to the high percentage who are already working. Results
suggest aprobable overestimation of the usefulneis of jobs asIole replacements orincome producers kir widows,
and an examination of other avenues of adaptation for, future cohorts of Widowedmonien. cohort: W.

1029 MORGAN,WILLIA.M R. "The Analysis of NLS Youth in Public and Private Schools: Response to Coleinan
and Hoffer." Sociology of Education 57;2 (April 1984):122-28.

Morgan responds to Coleman and Hoffer's critique of his analysis. Contrary to-their his analysis used
weighted data from a fully representative simple of adequate size. -Moreover, the model specification Coleinan and
Hoffer advocated was in fact estimated and reported,in the 'article. Additionalinformation on the NLSY -is reported
for the sake of educational researchers considering use of the data Cohort: Y..

1030 MORGAN, WILLIAM R. "Learning and Student Life Quality of Ptiblic and Private School YOuth ."
Sociology of Education- 56 (October 1983):187,202,

Conclutions from the 1981public-private schooling *Port of Colemiai,,Hoffer and Kilgore are mostly_not supported
using data. frowthe NLSY. With the exception of a- slight gain in-Verlrl'arfievement for- Hispanics in peiyate
schools, and a slight gain in vocational achievement for white students in public schools, the sectors do not differ in
-the -amount of learning produced, -once the -appropriate background and' curriculum controls are introduced..
Attending Catholic school does slightly raise-expected educational attainments: Consistent sector differences-do
appear in the rated quality of student life- instructional quality, discipline, safety, and peer relations are rated higher
in private schools, while learning freedoin and job counseling opportunities are rated higher in public schools. The
dittetsion emphasizes the crucial difference between learning and quality of student life as criteria for making
policy recommendationi. Cohort: Y.

1031 MORGAN, WILLIAM R. "New Data Available from the National Longitudinal Surveys." Presented:
Montreal, Annual Meetings of the American Educational Research Association, 1983.

This paper describes the content of the NLSY which is of special relevance to educational researchers. This includes
the educational section of the annual interview schedule,,the school questionnaire, the -ASVAB test, and the school
transcript data. Atrief tabular description by age and educational attainment is presented; Cohort: Y.

1032 MORGAN, WILLIAM R. "Sibling Influences on the Career Plans of Male and Female Youth." Columbus,
OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1983.

Using as, a starting point Olneck's 1977 'finding lhat ,the -adult earnings of brothers-are more similar than their
common origin status would lead us to expect, this report analyzes the affects of siblings on career aspirations. Data
from 5715 respondents who -form 2419 sibling groups of two, three or four are used to see how their self-reported
career aspirations influenced each other from-1979 to 1982. The principal finding is that brothers, and brothers only,
reinforce one -another's occupational aspirations during the critical years of occupational identity formation-when
youth are beginning to make the transition to full-time employment. The apparent absence of a.simitar socialization
mechanism between sisters may be one further hidden barrierto the career development of females. Cohort: Y.
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1033 MORRISON, DONNA R. and LICHTER, DANIEL T. "Family Migration and Female Employment: The
Problem of Underemployment among Migrant Married Women:' Journal of Marriage and the Fainily 50 (February
1988): 161-172.

This article examines the effects of geographic mobility on changes in underanpldynient among married,and single
Women: Data for the analysis are fran the NLS of Young: Women, 'Changes in various forma' of underemployment
for the 1968-73 and 1973 -78 periods are measured with the Labor Utiliiation Framework of Clegg and_ Sullivan

(1983). In. general, the results itinforce findings from previous studies by showing that migration contributes to
labor force nonparticipation and unemployment among married women. Migration also is linked:to other forms of
labor force hardship, including involuntary part -time employment and pay. Contrary to expectations, migration
also negatively affects employment adequacy among single women.. The implications of these results for family

;decision-making models of migration arr. discussed. Cohort:. G.

1034 MOTT, FRANK L. "Child Care Use During the First Year of Life: Linkages with Early Child Development:"
Columbus, OH: Center, far Human itesorce Research, The Ohio State University, 1989:

This paper has two interrelated objectives. First, -it highlights the advantages and disadvantageS of using a large
sample national data set, such as the NLSY child-data forresparch on-the-consequences of early, child care. The).
disadvantages.of:the NLSY -are, primarily that it does',not 'Provide in -depth psycho-Social information >about child

-care arrangements or about a child's hOme environnimt Thendvantages, however, are many; they include a large
heterogeneous sample and a larger variety of criticalexplanatOry Variables and child development outcomes than are
typically available. Second; the strengths of- ajarge_ national' data set, -the NLSY, haVe been utilized to examine
whether or not there are any apparent overt consequences of early-in-life and care for the early childhood cognitive,
social rind physiological development of children. The three childoutcome Meat-tires utilized were the -Memory' for

Location (MEMLOC),,Motor and, Social Development (MSD), and Peabody PictureNocabulary Test- assess.menta
(PPVT). As a generalization; itirmy be 'concluded that, for the most part, after controlling for a full= range of
.background factors which could-he linked both with the child care inputs",and the child .outcomes, only limited
overall associations are found between the various non-maternal child care - arrangements and MEN..0C and,
MSD child, assessmentoincomes. That is, non- maternal child care, aS defined in thiS paper, seems to have only
limited, effecteither positive- or negativeon subSeqUent early child development. However; early childcare does'
seem to be linked with subsequent (at:age three -or four) performance an the PPVT. In particular, infant girls
(without health problem's) who receive early non- maternal care (whethernoprelative or non-home) subsequently
score higher on the PPVT than infant -girls who received only maternal care. None of-these nom:maternal care
advantages accrue to yoUng boys. While not identical in terms of patterning orstatistical strength, somewhat similar
gender differences:appear for the . MEM= assessment,, an - assessment which also has an important cognitive
component. 'While not exactly a mirror image, evidence consistent with the above may also be extracted from some
'of the MSDequadoni. There is systematic evidence that boys"viith a health problem fare better. on the MSD
assessmentif their first, year care arrangements are limited to maternal care. Other relative care, nonrelative care,
and in and out of home non-n*ernal care are associated with (st:aisticallY) lower scores on the MSD assessment in
coinparison with maternal care. None Of these effects are evident for young girls. Cohort: Y.

1035 MOTT, FRANK L. "The Consequences of'Paternal. Absence from the Home for the Early Cognitive and
Socio-emotional pevelopment of Children." (ImprogresSReseareh).

This three year research grant funded by the I11CHD will examine the effects of a father's absence from the home on
the subsequent cognitive and socio-emotional development of young children. Using the NLSY mother and child
data, theauthor will consider the independent importance of age at and duration since father's leaving on a variety of
child outcomes. Consideration will be given to the mediating effectrof factors such as, early maternal employment,
childcare, and the frequency and patterning of paternal visitation, Cohort: Y.
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1036 MOTT, FRANK L. "Data on Mothers and Children from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth Labor
Market Experience."- Columbiis, 9H: renter for HumanResource Researeh:.-The_Ohio State University, 1987.

These tables are intended to provide potential NLSY datausers with some general information about the NLSY data
set as well as a variety of sample sizes delimiting various subsets of the mother and child populatibris as of
the 1986 survey round. The statistics in this report are unweighted sample estimates-which may help prospective
researchers,cletamine whether or not the, =nide -is appropriate for meeting their research needs: The tabulations
should not be viewed as being representative ofany national population group. Cohort: Y.

1037 MOTT, FRANK L. "Early Fertility Behavior Among American Youth: .Evidence from the 1982 NLS of
Labor Forte Behavior of Youth." Presented: Dallas, American Public Health Association, 1983.

This article, using data from the fourth interview round (1982) of the NLSY, investigates the fertility and fertility
related characteristics of the sample.. Fust births, _contraception use, desire to have children, sexual activity and
abortion .likelihood are all investigated, along with their relationship to age,, color, educational aspirations, parents'
education, religion, self esteem, drug use, socioeconomic status, and career orientations. Cohort:. Y.

1038 -MOTT, FRANK L. The Employment Revolution: Young American Women in the 1970's. Cambridge, MA.:
MIT Press, 1982.

Changing female work behavior has beer, intimately intertwined with Changes in how both men and women view the
roles of women in society`. The authors provide insights into why women choose to work outside the home. Most
prior empirical research been rather narrowly focused on economic considerationS, but motivations forwomen's
work are much 'more complex., Chapter considers the extent Icy which the changing employment profile of the
young adult_female population has been paralleled by a dramatic demographic transition. In chapter 2, records of
brothels and sistersAVerematched to show how family,background can _work for or against educational and early
career success. Chanter 3 more directly tests the link between a woman's family and work intentions and behaviors
and how this link reflects her earlier experienCe. The need for including both economic and noneconomic
orientations in evaluating women's work motivations is clarifiedmore directly in chapter 4, which combines -data
from:mother-daughter pairs. Chapter 5 continues earlier research:thatdocumented how relatively large proportions
of women now retain close labor force ties at those life-cyCle points when traditionally women left employment.
Chapter 6 documents the effect changing attitudes have had on recent escalation in female work activity. Chapter 7
focuses on several different issues but emphasizes the invariance ofmany .women's work activity in the face of other
events, in this instance divorce and remarriage. Cohort 9. .

1039 MOTT, FRANK L. "Evaluation of Fertility Dataand PreliminaryAnalytical Results from the 1983 (Round 5)
Survey of the National Surveys of Work Experience of. Youth." Columbus, OH: Center for Human
Resource Research; The Ohio State University, 1985.

In the present report, the evaluations carried Out with respect to the 1983 NLSY data were selectively updated and a
number of analyses focusing on specific substantive issues, were presented. A major objective of these analyses,
which_ focused on i(1) early school leaving:, and fertility, (2) early parity progression;-and (3) fertility expectations,
was to clarify issues relating to the quality of those data and- to convey to other researchers some Of the unique
aspects of this longitudinal data set. All of these analyses have been revised and are available in revised form from
the CHRR. One 'other major focus of the data evaluation was to examine the quality of the abortion records by
co:tie:big the, original abortion reports with results from a confidential abortion reporting scheme in the 1984
survey round. Cohort: Y.
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1040 MOTT, FRANK L. "Fertility-Related Data in the 1982 National Longitudinal Survey of Work Experience of
Youth: An Evaluation of,Data Quality and Some Preliminary Analytical Results." Report, National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, 1953.

The quality of the fertility related data in the 1982 round of the NLSY 'is evaluated, and highlights of findings from
these fertility data are summarized. The study specifies the potential magnitude of reporting errors, how these
potential error levels are related to characteristics of the respondents, and the procedures used to clean up the fertility
records. Differentials in period and cohort birth rates are also examined, as are sexual activity and contraception,
birth wantedness, and :pregnancy outcomes for selected respondent characteristics within cross tabular and
,,multivariate frameworks. The' multivariate results, suggest the utility of a- variety of background factors and more
proximate respondent attitudes and behaviors for investigating a variety of adolescent and young adult fertility
related attitudes and behavior. Cohort Y.

1041 'MOTT, FRANK L. "The Mature Women'i Cohort A Socioeconomic Overview." In: Women's Changing
Roles at Horne and on the -.1612: Spec Report 26; National Commission for Manpower Policy, 1978.

This study of,young and mature women examines trends in labor force behavior and attitudes between 1967 and
1972: Included are separate racial analyses of fertility, -labor force employment, income, eamingi and work and
grill), attitudes for the two NLS cohorts. The study concludes that there are major differences between black and
*bite female labor-force trends vith black participation declining And white participation increasing in recent years.
The black decline primarily reflects labor force withdrawal of less skilled and educated women. The black women
withdrawing from the labor force do not have work attitudes significantly, more negative than their black and white
working counterparts. Cohort O W.

1042 MOTT, FRANK L "The Pace of Repeated Childbearing among Young American Mothers." Family
Planning Perspectives 18,1' (Jaiiiiary/February 1986): 5-12.

Women Who give birth at ages 16 and younger are more likely to bear asecond child within the next twoyears (26
percent) than are women whO have. theif,first child at ages 17-18 (20 percent) or at ages 19-22 (22 percent).
However,- there are important racial and ethnic differences in the likelihood of rapid repeated childbearing. Among
whites,-ageat rust birth has little effect on the proportions who have a second birth quickly; bin among blacks, it has
a significant inverse effect,- with younger women more likely than older women to have a second child quickly. At
nearly all ages at first birth, Hispanic mothers are more likely than either whites or blacks to haVe a second birth
soon after the first. While the youngest black mothers (those 16 and under) are more likely than the.youngest whites
to have a rapid _second birth, the oldest white mothers (those 19-22) are more likely than the oldest blacks.
Sodoeconoinic background (represented by levels of parental education), marital status at first birth and wantedness
of the first birth also affect the pace of repeated childbearing. Compared with young mothers whose own mothers
are high school graduates, thoie whose mothers are dropouts are more likely to have a second child within two
years. Teenage mothers who are married at-, their first birth appear -ownevihat more likely than their unmarried
counterparts to bear another child quickly; and Mothers who wanted their first child at the time of conception are
generally more likely to do so than are Mothers whose first births were unwanted. Multivariate analysis is used to
determine whether age at first birth independently affects the probability of a rapid second birth once the effect of
-Parental education, marital status, wantedness of the first birth and other variables are controlled for. The analysis
shows that age at first birth exerts a significant independent effect on the pattern; of repeated childbearing among all
women, and that major racial and ethnic variations remain in that pattern. Cohort: Y.

1043 MOTT, FRANK L "The Patterning of Female Teenage,Sexual Behavior and Attitudes." Columbus, OH:
Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1984.
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This paper uses data from the 1979 through 1982 rounds of the NLSY to examine the relevance of early background
and more proximate factors as determinants of a range of fertility related outcomes for a nationally representative
sample of young AmeriCan women between the ages of 17 and 20 in 1982. The principal objective was to determine
whether or not the patterning of these fertility-related outcomes (which include sexual activity, contraception, early
pregnancy or childbirth, abortion, wantedness of first birth or pregnancy) fell into any coherent framework. The
results are strongly consistent with the notion that generalizable anti-nataliA behavior patterns can be related to
seemingly disparate social and psychological origins. More traditional background orientation such as religiousity
and stable. family background are associated with early anti-natalist tendencies as are less traditional orientations
such as - striving, forpost-graduate- bedUcitiovi, or viewing non4tome roles for women as desirable. HoWever, the
mechanisms whereWlower fertility is achieved varies between young women who-have these different orientations.
Cohort: Y.

1044 MOTT, FRANK L. "Racial Differences in Female Labor Force Participation: Trends and Implications for the
Future." Urban and Social Change ,Review 11 (1978):21-27. Also in: Working Women & Families, K. Feinstein,
ed., Beverly Hills, Sage Publications, 1979.

The author examines certain aspects of racial convergence in labor force behavior and projects implications for the
future. The labor force participation of -white women hai increased significantly, particularly for women of
childbearing age. However, black women demonstrate a declining pattern of participation (except young married
blacks). Most blacks who drop out of the labor force are those who have limited, education and Cam relatively low
wages. It is probable that the labor force participation of white and blaCk women will approach equality in the future
as their education becomes similar and the participation of white women continues to increase. Cohort: G W.

1045 MOTT, FRANK L. "Selected Mother and Child Tabulations from the 1984 Survey of the NLS Youth
Cohort." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1986.

These tabulations; based on the 1984 NLSY, provide potential data users with sample sizes and some basic statistics
relating to the fertility experience and fertility profiles of the young women in the sample.-' Comparisons are made
with Current Population Survey results. Cohort: Y.

1046 MOTT, FRANK L "The Socioeconomic Status of Households Headed by Women: Results froth the
National Longitudinal Surveys." R & D Monograph 72, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

This monograph provides in depth black-white comparisons of the socioeconomic status of households headed by
women. Findings show that marital dismption 4 an economic disaster to many women. On average, family income
is reduced substantially during the transition year -,when divorce, separation, or death of a husband occurs. In
addition, results indicate that black female heads of households are more severely disadvantaged in the labor market
than are whites. Cohort: G W.

1047 MOTT, FRANK L. "A View from the Cradle: Household and Parental Characteristics and Behaviors from
the Perspective of Young Children." Coluinbus, OH: Centel-for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State
University, 1986.

This report uses data from the 1984 (sixth wave) survey of the NLSY to describe the household structure and
parental characteristics of about 4,400 children born to a national cross .."ction of American mothers 19 to 27,ybars
of age. About 80 percent of these children were under the age of six and most of the rest were between ages six and
nine. These children are representative of the first thirty percent of all children born to a typical contemporary cohort
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of American women entering the childbearing years. The children in this survey include about the first twenty-five
percent of children born to white women,' the first forty percent to Hispanic wornen,,and the first fifty percent to
black women. The home environment of the older children;: those of school age, is typical of the home environment
of younger elementary school' age children who weretomlo adolescent mothers. The home environment of those
below school age, may be considered as representative of the homes of a normal cross- section of children, mostly
born to women between the ages of 18 and 25. This study profiles the home situation of a national cross- section of
children and, as the study details, suggests results considerably different from those which are typically presented
using cross-sectional data for adult respondents. It focuses on the 95 percent of all children who are living with their
mother. Cohort: Y.

1048 MOTT, FRANK L. "Welfare Incidence and Welfare Dependency Among American Women: A Longitudinal
Examination." Presented: Detroit, American Sociological Association, 1983.

This research uses data from the NLS of Young Women,1968-1980,, to measure the incidence (and intensity of
welfare attachment. In addition to examining the propensity of young women and their families to repeatedly
receive welfare, both within and across generations, the research examines variations, in short and longer term
welfare receipt by race, family status and socioeconomic bac::ground. The results indicate that while relativelylarge
proportions of women require welfare assistance at some time, a relatively small proportion ofwomen account for a
large pita of the welfare case load. FaMilY and employment Considerstions both are important predictors of longer
term welfare attaclutient for both black and white women. Consistent with evidence from Othvr research, the results-

,suggest that the probability of subsequently leaving the welfare rolls declines sharply widuration of time on the rolls
-increases. -Also, there is only limited support for the notion that a propensity to be on welfare is transmittedacross
generations. Finally, the results indicate. that the greater propensity for black women to receive welfare reflects for
the most part clifferenCes in family and socioeconomic iitaracteristics between the races. There is no support for the
thesis that black families are, more likely to repeatecilvieceive welfare after controlling for socioeconomic and
demographic differences. Cohort: G.

1049 MOTT, FRANK L Women, Work, and Family: Dimensions of Change in American Society. Lexington,
Mk Lexington Books, 1978.

Chapter 1, Introduction and Overview, Frank L Mott; Chapter 2, Young Women's Decisions to Attend College:
Desires, Expectations, and Realizations, Steven H. Sandell; Chapter 3, Pregnancy, Motherhood, and Work Activity;,
Frank L. Molt and-David Shapiro; Chapter 4, Sex Segregation in the Labor Market: An Analysis of Young College
Women's Occupational Preferences, Patricia K. Brito and Carol L. Jusenius; Chapter 5, Mirk Attachment,
Investments in iruman Capital, and the Earnings of.Young Women, David Shapiro and Timothy J. Carr, Chapter 6,
The Migration. of Young Families: An Economic,Pospective, Steven-H. Sandell and Peter J. Koenig; Chapter -7,
The Causes and Conseqiiences of Marital Breakdown, FrankL. Mott and Sylvia F. Moore; Chapter 8, Highlights of
the Volume and Some Policy Implications, Frank L. Mott. See abstract for Mott, Years for Decision, Volume 4
(1978); R&D Monograph 24. Washington: U.S. GovernMent Printing Office, 1978. Cohort: G.

1050 MOTT, FRANK L. "Years for Decision, Volume 4." R&D Monograph 24, Volume 4, Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1978. Published as: Women, Work, & Family. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1978.

This Monograph describes the changes both in the attitudes of women toward working outside the home and in their
actual participation in the work force. It is based on a five-year longitudirial study of more than 5, 000 women aged
14 to 24 when rust interviewed. Based on a comprehensive set of data obtained through personal interviewswith a
national sample of young women over the period 1968 to 1973, these studies focus either on aspects of the labor
Market experience of the current generation of young women or on facets of their lives that have substantial
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relationshipato their labor market activity.. Included are:. preparation for the world of work-College attendance;
labor force dynamics associated with withdrawal from and reentry into lie labor force due to -childbirth; the
characteristics of young, women that are associated with the choice of an "atypical," or "male" occupation; whether
investment in On-the-job training is related to an expectation of long-term attachment to the labor force; some of the
causes as well as the consequencesof migration for the economic welfare of young women and their-families; some
of the determinants of marital disruption, and also the, short- run economic consequences for women and children.
Cohort G.

1051 MOTT, FRANK L. "Years for Decision, Volume 5." Washington: National Technical Information Service,
1981.

This report uses data frOni the -NtS cif Young Women to examine trends and determinants of employment between
1968 and 1978 for Women who were 14 to 24 years of age in 1968. The study highlights the importance of non-
economic factors as motivators of employment for yotmg women and the relative independence of work and fertility
for young women now reaching adulthood' The study also contrasts the educational progression paths of young men
and women, documents the association between divorce; remarriage and economic wellbeing for young women, and
describes recant trends in their marital, childbearing, schooling and employment- patterns and the,association
between _those plienoMena. This volume hat been published by MIT Press entitled The-Employment Revolution:
young American Women of the 19704 Frank L. Mott, ed. Cohort: G.

1052 molt FRANK L.; BAKER; PAULA; R. JEAN; MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "Fertility Related
Data in the 1982 National Longitudinal Suryey of Work Experience of Youth: An Evaluation of Data Quality and
Prelin-dnary Analytical Results." Columbus; OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1983.

This report evaluates the quality of the fertility-related- data in the 1982 round of the NLSY and summarizes
-highlights of, fmdings from these fertilityslata. The evaluation indicates that-die overall.quality of the-female live
birth information is equivalent to Current Population Survey, that the abortion data is significantly under-
reported; and that the other fertility - related information appears equivalent in quality to that of other available data
The quality of the male birth records are inferior to those of the female respondents and shouldhe used with greater

-rare by fertility researchers using this data set. The report specifies the potential magnitude of re-porting errors, how
these potential-erior levels are related to characteristics of the respondents, and the procedures used to clean up the
fertility 'records. The analytical. sections of the report examine differentials in period and cohort birth rates, sexual
activity and contraceptiOn, birth .wantedness,- and pregnancy outcomes for seleCted respondent characteristics within
cross-tabular and multivariate frameworks. Characteristics considered include race and ethnicity, religion, education,
and various aspects of family stability; social class, Lrij geographic residence. The multivariate results suggest the
utility of a variety of baCkground factors and more proximate respondent attitudes and behaviors for investigating a
variety of adolescent and young adult fertility-related attitudes and behavior. Cohort: Y.

1053 MOTT, FRANK L. and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "Being an Only Child: Effects on Educational Progression and
Career Orientation." Journal of Family Issues 3 (December 1982):575-93.

This stiadyses data from the Young Men's and Young Woinen's cohorts of the NLS to measure the- independent-
effects of sibling number and placement on. a number of educational, family, career, and social-psychological
outcomes as of age 24. In particular,- the study compares separately for young men and women the effects of beiiI
an only child with being the older of two children as well as the general importance of coming from a smaller rathe'r
than a larger family. The authors conclude that, while confluence theory is frequently supported by-the data for both
sexes, the corollary tutoring hypothesis is generally only validated for young women. The authors conjecture that
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thit sex discr6pancy may reflect a greater likelihood that the tutoring role within the family may be substantially
effectively_ t d, thus making it an activity that is more likely to be associated with female intrafamily role
behavior. CoLai: B G.

1054 MOTT, FRANK L. and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "Factors Affecting Mortality in the Years Surrounding
Retirement." In: Retirement Among American Men, Herbert S. Parnes, ed., Lexington, MA:Lexington Books, 1985.

This article presents an analysis of the mortality rates of older men and shows to what extent factors such as race,
education and marital status are independent predictors of mortality. Black men have systematically higher mortality
than whites, but almost all of this difference reflects differences in socioeconomic hackground. In contrast, the
effect of-marital status appears more deeply embedded. After controlling for background-factors as well as.for
differences between the married and non-married in employment and health status, married men still face more
fivixable survival prospectt. -Detailed emPloyment measures as-well as self-report health measureslennit (1)
documentation- of the health-mcirtility association and -(2)' more effective Measurement Of other mortality
'differentials. The generally acknowledged overall declines in mortalitrover_the past fifteen years have affected all
segments of the society; blacks and-whites, the well-and the poorly educated, and the healthy and unhealthy, have
all apparently benefited from the general improvatientsin health and medical care services available in our society.
One population.subgroup, however,:hair benefited to_a substantially. greater extent than othersindividuals not at
Work-mho frequently have reported illnesses of long duration. In this regard, it may be fair to conclude that those
Mott in need have indeed benefited the most from the Secular improvements in health care. Cohort M.

1055 MOTT, FRANK L. and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "The Impact of Health Problems and Mortality on Family Well-
Being." In: Work and Retirement: A Longitudinal Study of Men, Herbert S. Parnes, ed., Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 1981.

About one-fifth of the more than 20 Million males in the U.S. civilian population who were between 45 and 64 years
of age in 1976 will not survive to age 65. The vast Majority of theie men will leave widows when they die. These
statistics are reflected in the Older Men's sample of the NLS. Of theapproximately 5,000 individuals in the original"
:Sample, 737 men had died by the time of the 1976 survey before reaching 65. The longitudinal records permit a
comparisOn of the predeath work experience and income of this group -with the experience of comparable men who
remained.alive in -1976. It is possible in this way to explore the extent to which 'deteriorating health or disability
prior. to death affect family income and the labor.market activity of other family members. To assess the impact of
the death of the breadwinner on survivors, an additional analysis has been made_of data from the NLS of Mature
Women. The longitudithdrecords of a somewhat younger sample of women who were widowed between the ages
of 30 and 53 are compared with-those of a similar group of women whose marriages remained intact. The racial
difference in mortality rates is pronounced the gross mortality rate of black men was one-third againas high as that
of whites. That the differential persists when educational attainment is controlled but tends to disappear within
occupational categories suggests that black then- of this generation have been channeled into less desirable
occupations than white Mew with ostensil?ly'comparable educational backgrounds. Within each racial group death
rates are higher among non-married than among married men and, not surprisingly, among men who had previously
reported health problems. White men Who had reported health problems and had not been employed were more than
three times as blely to die as Were men without health problemt. Among blacks the corresponding ratio was almost
three to one. As might be expected, the income and employment experience of decedents in the period priorto death
depends On the extent to which the death, had -been presaged by poor health. A decedent who reported health
problems in the survey before death worked an average of 812 hours in the preceding 12 months, in contrast with the
average Of 2,112 hours worked by a decedent who had not reported health problems. The resulting -income
deterioration in such cases in the period before death is not replaced to any appreciable extent by increased earnings
of the -wife. -Thus the economic-blow to the family -is severe and is especially pronounced where the primary
'breadwinner had been in low-status occupations. In these cases the wife and other family members generally have
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below - average employment opportunities. In contrast, the prime -age man who dieS without an extensive health
problem usually continues to work until shortly before his death. Not only is family income not significantly
impaired in such cases, but- medical expenses are doubtless lower. In contrast to their behavior prior to their

:husband's death, an appreciable number of white women enter the labor force once their husbands are gone. It
seems plausible that the difference between the pre- and postdeath behavior is attributable to the hushand'S need for
his wife's care during his terminal illness. The same pattern-is not evident among the blacks, however, perhaps
because the heavier burden of child care responsibilities and low potential earnings induce black women to seek
other means of compensating for the lost income of their husbands. Cohort: M W.

1056 MOTT, FRANK L; HAURIN, R. JEAN; MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "The Impact of Longitudinal Data Files
on Research on Women's Roles." Presented: Detroit, American Sociological Association, 1983.

This paper considers bow several major longitudinal data sets which include data appropriate for sociological
analyses of issues associated with women's roles have been used for such research. In particular, the extent to which
these data sets are (1) useful for eitamining the dynamics of female home/work behavior and (2) being used
extensively within a longitudinal context. The explicit inclusion of variables for sociological analyses in these data
sets and the extent to which the available data have biased the research orientation of sociologists is considered.
Cohort: G.

1057- marr, FRANK L and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "The Inter-Relatedness of Age at First Intercourse, Early
Prc4nancy, Alcohol, and Drug Use Among American Adolescents: Preliminary Results from the NLSY."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1987.

This research describes the patterns of initiation into drugs, alcohol, and early sexual activity for a cohort of young
men and women reaching maturity in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Preliminary results indicate that while

substantial proportions of -youth have used marijuana prior to their 16th birthday, much smaller proportions have
tried liardm- subsiances, with males generally, showing higher rates of initiation at all- ages than females.
Comparisons with alcohol use highlight the sensitivity of initiation patterns to the definition of substance usage
eMployed. Multivariate results suggest a variety of significant independent linkages between family background
factors and these early adolescent behaviors. The direction of effects is generally consistent across the alcohol,
marijuana, and other drug-use outcomes. Where divergences occur, they tend to emphasize the different influences
on early sexual activity as compared to early substance use. Early use of alcohol and marijuana are also shown to
have significant associations with early sexual activity for all race/gender groups independent of family background
factors. Cohort Y.

1058 MOTT, FRANK L and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "Linkages Between Sexual Activity and Alcohol and Drug Use
Among American Adolescents." Family Planning Perspectives 20,3 (May/June 1988): 128-136.

This research describes the patterns of initiation into drug and alcohol use, and early sexual activity for a cohort of
young men and women reaching maturity in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Results indicate that while substantial
proportions of youth have used marijuana prior to their 16th birthday, much smaller proportions have tried harder
substances or experienced sexual intercourse, with males generally showing higher rates of initiation at all ages than
females. Comparisons between various kvels of alcohol use highlight the sensitivity of initiation patterns to the
definition of substance usage employed. This research emphasizes the general nonparticipation or singularity of
partkipation in these adolescent behaviors, with only modest percentages of youth experiencing multiple events at
early ages or in proximity to one another. However, for those youth who do use one or more substances at a given
age, the likelihood is greater that they will soon become sexually active. While the converse is also true, it is more
so for girls than boys, suggesting stronger linkages among these activities for females. Cohort: Y.
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1059 MOTT, FRANK L. and HAURIN,It. JEAN: "The Longer Tura:Determinants of Male Mortality in the Years
-Surrounding Retirement." Presented: KiniesotaRopulation Assklation of America, 1984:

Data from the Older Men's.cohort are used to examine the extent to which background as well as more proximate
factors are determinants of mortality over the_period from 1966 to 1981 for a nationally representative sample of
men who were 45 to-59 years of age in 1966. Included is a Cohort trend analysis that gives special attention to the
group of men who were ages 55 to 59 in 1966 because this group can be followed through the retirement years;' by
1981, its surviving members had attained ages 70-74. The study -documents how :the generally acknowledged
overall decline in mortality over the past 15 .years las impacted fairly equally on all'segments of the society. The
only poPulation subgroup that has benefited to a substaally greater extent than others is that group which includes
the most, obviously at risk individuals not at work who frequently report illnesses of long duration. Thus, it is
reasonable to =delude that those most in need hive benefited most from thesecular improvements in health care.
Cohort: M.

1060 MOTT, FRANK L and HAURIN, R. JEAN. "Variations in the Educational and Career Development Paths
of Brothers and Sisters." In: The Employment Revolution, F.L. Mott, ed., Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1982.

This study examines the exten:rto which socioeconomic and internal characteristics °Homilies differentially affect
the ability of matched pairs of brothers and sisters to progress through the educational-system. The data utilized
came froin the NLS of Young Men and Women. It was found that young men were apparently advantaged in their
educational ,progress compared with young women. Sibling position or sex of other siblings had little, if any,
influence. The extent of parental education did have a major effect, and the educational progress probabilities for
sons were higher, than those for daughters, regardless of the parents' education. Greater ability for boys and girls
was associated with higher probabilities of education completion. Parental encouragement affected the ability of
yOuth to succeed. Cohort B G.

1061 MOTT, FRANK L and MARSIGLIO, WILLIAM. "Early Childbearing and Completion of High School."
Family Planning Persrrcdves 17,5 (September/October 1985): 234-37.

Data are presented documenting the extent of high school completion among current 20-26 year old women.
Women who have a child before completion are far less likely- to eventually obtain a secondary credential- than
women who postpone childbearing until their 20s. Among women who complete high school but bear a child prior
to the date of high school accreditation, almost 40 percent obtain their credential through the GED program. Cohort:
Y.

1062 MOTT, FRANK L and MAXWELL, NAN L. "The Early Fertility Behavior of Non-College Bound Youth:
Trends and Consequences?' Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1981.

Using data form the 1976 NLS Young Women's cohort and the 1979 NLSY, this study compares the early
childbearing behavior of young women in the late 1960s and 1970s. It contrasts separately for black and white non-
college bound women the percentagei who had a first birth while still in high school, their family situations,
socioeconomic characteristics, access to income support, employment situations and their future employment

intentions. Cohort G Y.

1063. MOTT, FRANK L. and MAXWELL, NAN L "School-Age Mothers: 1968-1979." Family Planning
Perspectives 13 (November/December 1981):287 -92.
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Using data, rom the 1968 NIS of Young Women and the 1979 NLSY, this study compares the early childbearing
behavior of young women _in the late '1960s, and 1970a._

lIt

contrasts separately for black and white.non-college
bound women the percentages who had a first birth while stil:. high school, their family situations, socioeconomic
'characteristics, access to income support, employment situations and their imam employment intentions. Cohort: G
Y.

1064 MOTT, FRANK L. and MOORE, SYLVIA F. "The Causes of Marital Disruption Among Young American
Women: An Interdisciplinary Perspective." Journal of Marriage and the Family 41 (May 1979):355-65.

This ,multivariate analysis examines economic, social, and demographic factors that affect young women's
probabilitk of having a first marital disruption. The results suggest noneconomic factors have a more significant
effect on the probability of disruption. Factors such as educational attainment, duration of marriage, coming from a
broken hoine, and age are found to be the most prominent. Cohort: ,G.

1065 man, FRANK L. and MOORE, SYLVIA F. "The Determinants and Consequences of Occupational
Information for Young Women." Report, Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1976.

In this study, an examination of the determinants and consequences of occupational knoWledge is carried out, using
data collected from:the_NIS of 5,159 Young Women. The significance of various background factoii as potential
determinants of a young woman's occupational knoidedge score and the effect of this score on suosequent earnings
and occupational status are investigated. The report rotes the: die extent of vocational counseling was irrelevant as a
detenninanrof the knowledge of the world of Work score. It was found that the relevance of occtmational
information, as measured by this score; to :predict early adults' labor market success was not as clear for: young
women as it has been shown to be for men. Cohort: G.

1066 mart FRANK L. and MOORE, SYLVIA F. "The Socioeconomic Determinants' and Shortrun
Consequences of Marital Disruption." Presented: St Louis, Population Association of America, 1977.

The primary objective of this paper is to highlight the extent to which economic factors play major roles in creating
or precipitating the marital disruption process. Other variables reflecting attitudinal, legal, and duration and timing
elements function chiefly as controls on the model. This paper was published in Mott, Women, Work, and Family:
Dimensions of Change in American Society. Cohort G.

1067 MOTT, FRANK L and MOORE, SYLVIA F. "The Tempo of Remarriage Among Young American.
Women." Journal of Marriage and the Family 45 (May 1983):427-36.

This study uses data from the NLS of Young Women-to examine the socioeconomic determinants of the timing of
remarriage during the first five years following divorce for young white women who divorced for the first time
between 1968 and 1973. The study concludes that, while socioeconomic and demographic variables are only
moderately Useful predictors of remarriage; not taking into account the effects that background factors have_on the
pace of remarriage can lead to significant misstatements ,of.the importance of various factors for interpreting the
likeliliciod of remarriage. Cohort G.

1068 MOTT, FRANK L and MOTT, SUSAN R "Attitude Consistency Among American Youth." Columbus,
OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1983.
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This study uses data from the NLSY, a representative sample of about 12,000 American youth who were-14 to 21
yeart of agein 1979; to examine the extent of congruence between the attitudes of young men and women about the
appropriate roles for women and their own fertility expectations. The study hypothesizes that women, whites, Older
youth, and youth expecting to complete higher education should show greater independent associations between
their women's role attitudes and their fertility expectations. The results suppOrt these hypotheses and the verified
hypotheses are consistent with the notions that (1) youth for whom attitudes- toward women's Mies and fertility
expectations have more direct releyance, particularly in the short run, exhibit greater congruence between their
values -andexpectationi:and (2) youth who are less assimilated into the J..cide,conomic mainstream exhibit less
congruence -between _their values -and expectations, primarily because- the variability in women's role attitudes
exceeds the variability in fertility expectations and because youth who are less assimilated express more traditional
values. Cohort Y.

1069 MOTT, FRANK L and MOTT, SUSANH. "The Level and Stability, of Young Adult Fertility Preferences."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human ResourceResearch, The Ohio State University, 1985.

This paper Utilizes the- 1979 and 1983 row* of -the NLSY to examine the level and stability of the fertility
preferences of_a nationally representative sample of young males and females aged -14 to 22 in-1979. The results
-demonstrate the imp:oda:lee of micro-level longitudinal data for measuring and interpreting- trends in the fertility
expectations of young adults. Finlinp indicate that, while in the aggregate mean fertility expectations decline with
Maturation- for all subsets of young; adults, at the individual -level, maturation is associated with an upward
'movement in fertility expectations. In addition, this tendency is most pronounced forbeuer educated white women,
-a substantial portion of the total pool. Cohort: Y.

1070 MOTT, FRANK L and MOTT, SUSAN. IL "Prospective Life Style Congruence Among American
Adolescents: Variations in the Association Between Fertility Expectations and Ideas Regarding Women's Roles."
Social Forces 63,1 (September 1984):184 -208.

This study examines the extent of congruence between the attitudes of young men and women concerning the
appropriate roles for women and their own fertility expectations. It is hypothesized that women, whites, older youth,
-and :youth expecting:to complete higher education should show greater independent associations between their
attitudes of women's Mies and their fertility expectations. In addition, the hypotheses are consistent with the
folldwing notions: (1) youth for whom attitudes toward women's roles and fertility expectations have more direct
relevance, particularly in the short run, display greater congruence between their values and expectations; and (2)
youth who are less assimilated into the socioeconomic mainstream exhibit less congruence between their values and
expectations.: Cohort B G.

1071 MOTT, FRANK L and SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Complementarity of Work and Fertility Among Young
American Mothers." Population Studies 37 (1983):239-252.

This-research uses data- from the Young -Women's cohort of the NLS to examine the extent to which women
maintain a continuity of work attachment during their early childbearing years, the years when they traditionally
were most Likely to withdraw from the work force. The results indicate that women who maintain closer ties to the
work force immediately before and after their first birth are also more likely to be employed in 1978 between five
and ten yetis after the first birth independent of intervening fertility events and other labor. supply factors
considered to be important- predictors of work. The research supports the notion that work and fertility are
increasingly becoming complementary activities for American women. Cohort: G.
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1072 MOTT, FRANK Land SHAPIR0,-DAYID. "Trends in the Employment of Young Women: Evidence from
the National Longitudinal Surveys." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State
University, 1982. Also in: Monthly Labor Review.

This paper_ uses data froin the 1968-1978 Young- Women's cohort. Recent increases in the work participation of
young adult women reflect the greater likelihood of women with children to be employed, particularly women who
are better educated. While young mothers are not so_ likely tto be working as women without children, the
employment gap between the two groups is rapidly narrowing. Cohort: G.

1073 MOTE, FRANK L. and SHAW, LOIS B. "The Transition from School to Adulthood"' Presented:
Washington, D.C.: Conference on Yoimg Women and Employment, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

This paper focuses on young women who either drop out of high school without completing _the 12th grade or_who
complete high school but do not immediately attend college. Not only do child-related consideratiohs cause
dropping out, but they then subsequently affect the ability of a_wonian both to take formal training programs and to
find meaningful employment at a reasonable salary. The presence of a child not only inhibits the job hunt and the
probability of finding a-job-but, in addition, has associated child-care cer..4. Thus, the "threshold" at which it is
economically rational to accept a job is prohablytigher. Youth who wiltdrop out of high school are far less likely
to have had extensive employment experiences before' leaving school. They are more likely to become discouraged
and withdraw from the labor force. Cohort: 'G.

:1074 -MOTT, FRANK L. and SHAW, LOIS-B. "Work and Family in the School Leaving Years: A Comparison of-
Female High School Graduates and Dropouts." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research,The Ohio
State University, 1978.

In this study, the determinants and consequences of dropping out of high school are addressed. Findings show that
child-related considerations affect dropping out as well as the ability of a woman to take formal training programs
and to find meaningful employment at a reasonable salary. Independent of child considerations, short and long-term
implications are also discussed. Cohort: G.

1075 MUELLER, CHARLES F. "Migration of the Unemployed: A Relocation Assistance Program." Monthly
Labor Review 104,4 (Apri11981): 62-64.

The Job Search and Relocation Astittance Program-furnishes financial and other assistance to Employment Service
registrants who are willing to relocate to fmd employment for which they are qualified by reason of mining and
experience. As a result of questions about the operating practicet of the program, the migratory experiences of the
unemployed were analyied, using data-different from that of the Job Search and Relocation Assistance Program.
The data chosen was taken from the NLS of Young Men. It seems that the Job Search' and Relocation Assistance
Program's policy of restricting enrollment to: persons willing to relocate may be overly exclusionary. Also, since
friends and relatives at the destination are an important factor in. the migration of the unemployed, the-program
should continue to encourage the use of such contacts in placing relocatees. Cohort: -B.

1076 MUELLER, CHARLES W. and CAMPBELL, BLAIR. "Female Occupational Achievement and Marital
Status: A Research Note." Journal of Marriage and the Family 39 (August 1977):587-93.

The influence of early occupational achievement of single never-married women on subsequent marital status is
examined for a national sample of U.S. females, aged 30-44 in 1967. For white females, a positive relationship is
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observed between occupational achievement and the likelihood to remain single; for black females, the relationship
is much weaker. Cohort: W.

1077 MULLIS, RANDOLPH J. "The Dynamics of Household Saving Behavior." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Missouri-Cohimbia, 1984.

The purpose of this research was to identify the correlates of household behavior. Factdis related to bOth the leVel of
savings at several points in time and saving behavior over limo were explored. Four cross section analyses and three
longitudinal analyses were conducted to identify the correlates of household saving(s). Development of a conceptual
framework, the Household Economic Activity Model (HEAM), provided theoretical organization for the analyses.
Concepts_ from the Permanent Income Hypothesis, and Life Cycle Income Hypothesis were operationalized together
with propositions developed out of the HEAM in order to explore factors related to household saving(s). Four waves
of NLS data, (1966; 1971, 1976, and 1981), gathered from the Older Men cohort, were used in _the analyses. The
ObjeCtives of the study included: to identify the _associations between- cross section values of household
socioeconomic variablesand -household savings at each point of data collection; and to identify the relationships
between socioeconomic characteristics of households, and changes in them, and household saving- behavior over
time. Three levels of analyses were performed. First, a simple descriptive analyses of the dependent variables, net
assets and' change in net assets, were partitioned by age groups in order to examine trends over time. Next, several
-multiple regression (ordinary least-squares) models were developed to identify the correlates of savings.(net assets).
-lastly; two different statistical techniques were used to explore saving behavior over time: the first, a two stage
least-square technique utilized to avoid auto-correlated error terms; and the second, an ordinary least-sqUares model
Which incorporated -raw- change variables together with corresponding base period static variables. The second
model was the model used in the final longitudinal analysis. The findings:0) raised serious questions about the life
cycle income hypothesis because evidence abounded suggesting that retirees do not dissave; (2) Identified
interesting differences between private pension eligibility -and social security eligibility_ as they relate _to saving(s);
(3) provided, vital information about treating cross section findings in a temporal mar, tier, (4) pointed out the impact
of macro-economie phenomena on household economic behavior; and (5) suggested the possibility that respondents
save less in response to higher interest rates. Cohort: -M.

1078 MUNNELL, ALICIA H. "Private Pensions and Savings: New Evidence." Journal of Political Economy 84
(October 1976):1013-32.

This paper examines the impact of private pension coverage on the saving behavior of men in their preretirement
years. The empirical work is based on the Ando-Modigliani model but permits explicit recognition of differences in
expected retirement age between covered and noncovered groups. The results clearly indicate that, contrary to
earlier work by Cagan and Katona, pension coverage reduces saving in other forms. Cohort M.

1079 MYERS, STEVEN C. "Labor Force Participation and the Probability of Conipleting College." Proceedings
of the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association, Part II (1977):638-43.

This study focuses on the educational progress of youth enrolled in undergraduate college in 1968-1969 and 1969-
1970. The author examines the interrelationship between work and the successful completion of each of the four
school years. Higher completion rates are found among students who do not work. These differences are significant
in all class years for young men but only significant for the young women in the first two years. The ability of the
student and his family's socioeconomic status are important factors in the early years of college but decline in
importance with progress toward graduation. Cohort: B G.
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1080 MYERS;STEVEN C. "Working in College: Risk or Return?" Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University,
1980.

This study examines-the educational and labor market experience of male- College students and their, .substcptent
position in the labor market. The work-experience of college youth gives rise to the exploration of two primary
reieitrch questions. First, does, working while enrolled in college interfere with completing the college year?
Second, does market work while in college have benefits for early post-school labor market experience? In addition,
the-study examines the factors associated with_ -who works while m college. An analysis of the types of jobs that
students hold is also included. Much of this study is derived from theAheory of optimal human capital
accumulation. The theory explains at What,pOint in time a perk)n will end specialization in schooling and begin
supplying labor to the market. This labor market participation may begin during or after the ultimate separation date
from school. Human capital theory treats the choice between market work and investment in human capital. On the

-other_ hand,, labor supply - theory- deals- with the choice between work and leisure._ The present study repreSents-a
marriage of these two theoretical' systems; providing an analysis of the choice betWeen work and investment and
allowing for changes in leisure time as well. Using data from the NLS of-Young Men, 1966-1976, this study has
found that working in college has both risk and return. The risks'are non- completion, a delay, or a lower quality of
education., The returns include the income gained while working, possible higher subsequent earningS, an expanded
knowledge of the labor market, the acquisition of employability skills,_ good references,-and the like. Work in the
freshman year is least desirable, involving high risk and -no return; while _work. in the senior year is the most
desirable, involving -minimum risk and maximum returns. Cohort B.

1081 MYERS, STEVEN- C.; BYRNE, -DENNIS M.; KING, RANDALL IL; STRATTON, RICHARD W.
"Employment Outcoines of Hispanic Youth: An Analysis of Libor Market-Behavior." Final Report, Employment
and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,-1982.

This volume-is the result of an extensive investigation of the labcC market posifion.of Hispanic youth across both
employment and-non-work-dimensions. An oversampling of Hispanics in the 1979 NLSY provided a fresh_ new
body of data for the study. Answers to the following three broad research questions were sought: How are Hispanic
youth faring- in the labor.- marIcet? How do they compare to their non-Hispanic counterparts? How May their
position in the labor market be improved? Part one addresses issues of enrollment and educational 'choice, hours of
work, earnings, and occupational attainment. Part two:resolves some serious methodological issues regarding the
proper manner of analysis of the non- employment experiences of-youth, estimates Probabilities-of moving from
work to non-work (and vice-versa), the duration of- spells of nonwurk, and estimates the subsequent- wage gain.
Cohort: Y.

1082 NAFZIGER, DEAN H. "A Marlcov Chain Analysis of the Movement of Young Men Using the Holland
Occupational Classification." Catalog of Selected Documents in Psychology 3 (Winter 1973).

Results from the Holland occupational classification and Marko. chain analysis used for describing and predicting
career patterns show that a narrow range of occupational experience was most prevalent among, younger men;
however, for black men, the narrow range persisted in the older group. Compared to the other groups, white men
held jobs in a wider variety of occupational categories in which case they tended to be more stable in their initial
occupational categories. Cohort: B.

1083 -NAFZIGER, DEAN H.; HOLLAND, J.L.; HELMS, S.T.; MCPARTLAND, JAMES M. "Applying an
Occupational Clissification to,a National Representative Sample of Work Histories of Young Men and Women."
Journal of Vocational Behavior 5 (1974):331-45.
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H011aricrssocetipstionalelassification ;is used to analyze work histories of young men and 0/Omen ages 14 through
24: Tlia analysis stirports the usefuhr.s.S of occupational classification for organizing work histories. The results
indicate th7,1 for both "sexes the classification reflected regular patternifoi job changes. In addition, the category of a
,previous job is found to be a good predictof of subsequent jobs; likewise, the category of a current job forecasts the
Category of his/her vocational aspiration. ,Finally, consisteneynf an occupational code was related to job stability for
whites. 'Cohort: B G.

1084 NAM, HEE YONG. "Retirement Condition and Migration: Determinants of Migration Decision and
Destination Selection Among American Men, 1973-1983." Ph.D. Diisertation, University of Nebraska - Lincoln,
1988.

Thii,4tudy examines .the relationship between the trisnSitior -,to retirement and migration. Three questions are
-addreised:,(1) holding age, health, socioeconomic status, and other- ariables constant, does the event of retirement
-increase migration ?; (2) what factors-predict which retirees will move ?; and (3) -what 'factors predict ,migrating
retirees' choice Of destination? These questions are addressed using the 1973-1983 waves of the NLS of Older Men.
The sample for this study is 5,149 event histories Observed over five 3-survey cycles. A probit model is usedbecause
of its Utility in dealing with dichotomous variables. Findings suggest a strong and significant impact of retirement on
Migration. All other variables equal, the probability of migration is three times higher for, those just retiring than for
these Who are still working. Retiree migration is affected significantly by socioeconomic status and hthlth condition.
Destination selection is affected by place of residence prior to retirement and socioeconomic status. Long distance,
and especially sunbelt, migrants are strongly predicted by socioeconomic status. [UMI ADG89-04502] ',Cohort: M.

1085 NAM, SUNG IL. "Essays on the Application of Theory-of Time to Labcir Supply and Wages." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Rochester, 1987.

Absenteeism and,Labor Supply: This paper develops an- equilibrium meder of absenteeism and'Iabor contracts
under the assumption that an individual's total discretionary time for which he has control is stochastic. Absenteeism_
is viewed as a reduction of labor supply due to the stochastic decrease in-total discretionary time. The equilibridin
absence rate is shoWn to be a function of preference, technology, and the distribution of a worker's discretionary
time. The_ structure of the equilibrium contract depends 'On the amount of information available to the'firmon the
worker's discretionary time. Observability of Time and Full Paid_ Absenteeism: If discretionary time is observable
by- the firm, full Wage payment for absence is possible as an insurance provision for the risk averse worker.
HoweVer, the contract explicitly specifies a condition of absence in order to control absenteeism. The model explains
the observed cross - sectional negative correlation between wage and absence rate as an exhibition ofa negative
compensating differential' for increased absences. Division of Labor and WageS of Family Members - A Two Period
Model: This paper deVelops a two period, family decision model in which labor supply and human capital
investment of the luisband and the wife are interdependently determined. The model_ demonstrates that family
division of labor may not only decrease the growth of the wife's'Wage but also increase the growth of the husband's
wage. Ago Profile of Male-Female Wage Difference - An Evidence froni'Family Data: This" paper investigates the
validity of -the "family side, hunian capital explanation" of the gender wage gap. Based on panel data of young
married couples from the NLS, taken from the:ft-Ling Men's cohort and Young Women's c,ohortduringitiie period
of 1969 through 1980, the empirical study fords that (1) OJT investment is positively affected by prospective hOurs
of work of farmly members; (2) Hours of work Of the husband and wife are interdependent as substitutes; (.1 Thus,
the estimated investment profile predicts a steeper age-wage profile with greater concavity for the husband On.for
the wife. [UMI ADG88-10969] Cohort B G.
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1086 NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MANPOWER POLICY. "Current Issues in the Relationship Between
ManpOwer Research and Policy." Final' Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of
Labor, 076.:

The report is based primarily on thecontributions of individuals concerned with Manpower research and policy. The
researchers, analySts, and policy-makers jrinined the role of research, evaluation, and experiMentation and
discussed the ways in Which knowledge developed in these areas t aribe used to impact on policy. In addition, the
report outlines the polity findings of the' NLS and highlights the knowledge gaps in local manpower, planning: The
report concludes by assessing the current knowledge in human resources areas relative to manpower legislation and
sets forth priorities for national policy. Cohort: M.

1087 NESTEL, GILBERT. "A Longitudinal Study of Labor Market Behavior--Advantages and Some
Methodological Problems in Analysis." Proceedings of the. Social Statistics Section, American Statistical
Association (1970):26-31.

The advantages and disadvantages of panel and cross- section designs are highlighted. Issues of causal Ordering,
observational errors, item and respondent nonresponse, and Unit of measurement' are also discussed. Illustrations of
these issues are provided using data from four NLS surveys. Cohort: B G M W.

1088 NESTEL, GILBERT. "Military Service and Civilian Wages: Another Look." Columbus, OH: Center kr
Human Resource Research, The Ohio State Univeriity, 1983.

Youth whin asked why they joined the All- Volunteer -Force (AVF) often mention the educatidnzlripportunities the
services provide and t::e possibility of acquiring specific occupational skills through military' 'training programs.
They not only expect-this training will be beneficial while serving but that it will also be transferable and valued by
civilian employers upon separation. A statistical analysis of the hourly earnings in survey week 1982 among former
female enlistees showed that there was no difference in pay between those who previously served and those with no
military experieriCe. Among the men with' prior service, however, those who failed to complete their initial tour
aventged,about 11 percent less in pay, and those who completed their tour about 7-percent; less earnings than their
never-served reference group. Neither Ft:hip of former male enlistees was at a disadvantage when the universe was
restricted to the 1976 and 1977 entry cohorts. Thus the disadvantage in pay experienced by foiiner male enlistees
appears to be mainly a short-run occurrence. There is also evidence that enlistees who report some transferability of
military experience to civilian jobs average higher hourly earnings than those who report these experiences are
service specific. Cohort: Y.

1089 NESTEL, 'CaL.BERT. "Retirement Expectations, Planned Retirement and Postretirement Satisfaction."
Proceedings,of Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association (1983).

The decision to:retire signals the end of a period of active participation in the paid work force, and is generally
accompanied by a significant loss of income. The pattern of expectations about the dating of this withdrawal is
assumed to' be a significant predictor of ,the event and the retiree's degree of satisfaction in his new. role. These
expectations were obtained from reinterviews with the NLS of Older Men (45-59 years of age in 1966) who retired
at some time in the decade,. 1968-1978. Logit analysis is used to characterize respondents who reported consistently
and those with more random responses. The relation of these patterriS with the actual age retired and their impact on
postretirement life satisfaction are also evaluated statistically. Cohort: M.
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1090 NESTEL, GILBERT and CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N. "Job Characteristics and Health Status Effects on.
Retirement Behavior." Proceedings of the American Statistical Association, Business and Economics Section
(1987):=169-174.

This paper takes a look at whether job characteristics are significant determinants of labor force attachment for older
workers and whether these characteristics have a giater effect on work activity when they interact with poor health.
Using a continuous-time Markov model of interrelated work and functional-status profiles and data from the NLS of
Older Men, the study found limited support for the hypothesis that job \ type.or job condition, net ofother
,affects the retirement decision or functional capability of the older worker. From a policy perspective, the authors
conclude that it is more important to understand how traditional determinants such as health and pension income
will influence the future labor supply of older persons than how job factors contribute to these trends.; ,Cohort: M.

1091 NESTEL, GILBERT; MERCIER, JACQUELINE; SHAW, LOIS B. "Economic Consequences of Midlife
Changes in Marital Status." In: Unplanned Careers:_The Working Lives of Middle-Aged Women, Lois B. Shaw, ed.,
Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1983.

The end_ of a marriage-leaves Most women to face the emotional trauma of the loss of a spouse, the problems of
heading a family alone, and the adjustment to the loss of a major source of income. The welfare of these women and
their families is not unrelated to the reason the marriage terrninar,,d. It is also affected by whether or not the woman
remarries. Data from the NLS of Mature Women, are used to explore the eporiences of married women who
divorce, are separated, or lose their spouse because of death - in the period 1967-1976. A multivariate analysis
provides a profile of the divorced and widowed women who remarry. The short-run consequences of a change in
marital Star-as in the 19674977 decade is also provided. Women who remain married throughout the decade become
the= reference group for these comparisons. The findings indicate that the incidence of poverty is higher among
women-wk..- marital status among those continuously married. Sources of income differ with widows
depending on Social Security Survivors Benefits and separated women on welfare payments. Remarriage was not
very frequent; one-third of divorced women and one-sixth of the widows had remarried by 1977. -Women who were
worse off economically and those with little education were most likely to remarry, but black women and older
women were less likely to remarry, regardless of economic need. Cohort W.

1092 NESTEL, GILBERT and SANTOS, RICHARD. "CPS-NLS Differences in Labor Force Characteristics of
Youth: Another Look." Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical
Association (1981):122-125.

CPS estimates of the size of the youth labor force continue to differ from estimates derived from other data sources.
Analysis of the 1979 NLSY data indicated more extensive attachment to the labor force by youth 16-21 than
corresponding CPS estimates. These differences have been attributable in the past largely to differences in reporting
unit (proxy versus self-respondent). However, a recent study by-the Methods Division of the Bureau of the Census
revealed only minor differences by respondent type. This study examines other factors such as type of interview,
rotation bias and characteristic of jobs that could explain these differences. The data analyzed come from the March
1979 CPS and 1979 NLSY surveys. Cohort, Y.

1093 NEWARK, DAVID B. "Duration Analysis of Birth Intervals and Underlying Fertility Behayior." Special
Studies Paper,,Division of Research anciStatistics, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C., 1987.

This paper studies the fertility behavior underlying estimates of duration or hazard models from NLSY data on first
birth intervals; in particular the meaning of the estimated effects of exogenous demographic variables on the hazard
rate. Most simply, the question is whether these effects represent variation in planned or expected birth intervals, or
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instead direct effecti on the,probability of birth. Utilization 'of data on timing expectations, along with the
demographic variables, allows this question to be answered. The conclusion is that timing plans or expectations are
the dominant empirical determinant of actual first birth, durations. An implication of this, with important
consequences for family policy, is that the source of high fertility among young women with certain demogitphic
characteristics is more the result of their plans and expectations than of "Mistakes" (or deviations of actual, from
expected timing). Cohort: Y.

1094 NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Employers' Discriminatory Behavior and the Estimation of Wage Discriniination."
Journal ofHuman Resources 23,3 (Summer 1988): 279-295.

This paper considers the linkage of empirical estimates of wage discrimination between two groups, introduced by
Oaxaca (1973), to:a theoretical model of employers' discriniinatory behavior. It is shown,that, conditional on
diffeiviit assumptions about employers' discriminatory tastes, Oaxaca's estimators of wage discrimination can be
derived. That the approach is more generally useful is demonstrated by deriving an alternative estimator of wage
discriinination, based on the assumption that within each type of labor (e.g., tinsIdlled, skilled) the utility function:
capturing employers' diicriminatory-tastes is hoinogeneous of degree zero witli respect to labor inputeirom each of
the two groups. The estimators are compared empirically in an application to male-female wage differentials.
Cohort: B G.

1095 NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Family Effects on the Human Capital and Earnings of Men and Women."
Disaertation Essay, Harvard University, 1987.

This paper explores family effects on the human capitalcaptured in ability, schooling, and experience --and earnings
of men and women, utilizing data on same-gender and mixed-gender sibling pairs. The emphasis is on gender
'differences in these effects. For both genders, significant family effects on human capital are found. Whileeffects
on ability and schooling are gender-blind, effects on experience differ markedly for men- and women. Significant
family effects on earnings are also found, acting both indirectly via human capital, and directly on earnings
themselves. Indirect effects appear to-be more important for women, and -direct effects for men, but this contrast is
due partly to/differences in the returns to human capital, and not only to differences in family effects. Some
preliniinarrevidence on the sources of these family effects is presented that suggests that (1) the education of a:
child is influenced more strongly by the' education of .the parent of the same gender; and (2) in WITS of human
capital and earnings, sisters do better in households with no brothers,and brothers do better in households with
sisters. Cohort: B G.

1096 NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Gimder Differences in Family Effects on Human-Capital and Earnings: An
Empirical Study of Siblings." In: Applied Behavioral Economics, Shlomo Mahal, ed., New York: Columbia
University Preis, 1988.

This essay studies the role of the family 'in determining-earnings and various dimensions or measures of human
capital, focusing in particular on gender differences in this process. Using data on siblings from the Young Men and
Young Women cohorts of the NLS, the paper estimates and compares the magnitude of family influence on the
accumulated amount of human capital and earnings of their children. The study finds that: (1) families do affect the
earnings of their children; (2) the "symmetry" of family effects on ,the human capital of men and women is called
into question once experience is added to the model; (3) family eff0:ts differ by gender, and (4) Schackeu's (1981)"
original finding of correlated. wage equation residuals, at least for` inale sibling pairs, Still remainsan unexplained
empirical puzzle. Cohort: B G.
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1097. NEUMARK, DAVID B. "Gender Differentials in the Labor Force: Measurement, Causes, and Probes."
PhD. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1987.

In a series, of three essays, this dissertation analyzes gender differences in the labor force and seeks: (1) to identify
the underlying sotirces of the differentials; and (2) to estimate their quantitative.importance. Data from the Young
Men, Young Women, ,acid NLSY cohorts are utilized. The first essa addresses the estimation of wage
discrimination. The second essay studies the role of the family in determining earnings and varionsimensions of
human capital. The third essay focuses on the childbearing role of women, particularly the timing and spacing of
fertility and women's labor market behavior. Cohort B 0 Y.

1098. NICHOLSON, EDWARD A. and RODERICK, ROGER D. "Correlates oflob Attitudes Among Young
Women." Nebraska Journal of Economics and Business 12 (Autumn 1973): : 77-89.

This report focuses on the quality of employMent of women by examining their self-reported job satisfaction.
Nearly twa- thirds of the whites and more than half of the blacks declared that they liked theidobs "very much," and
indeed no more than four percent of either group said that they disliked their jobs "very much." That whites are mom.
-hicely than blacks to have reported high satisfaction was anticipated in light of the intercolor variations in
deinographic characteristics, occupational assignment, and hourly rates of pay;' and the explanatory model behaves
,largely as had teen expected.. Young women whose labor market achievements (occupation-for both whites and
blacks, andpay foi blacks) compare most favorably' to the achievements of others with equivalent amounts of
education evidenced high job satisfaction more frequently than did those whose experiences compared lesi favorably
to their educational reference groups. Some of the problems of one of under-utilization are suggested by the
fact that those with the highest education relative to others doing the same kind of work are least likely to report high
satisfaction. Likewise, the smaller proportion of the relatively low paid blacks who report high satisfaction depicts a
potential outcome of racial discrimination in the labor market. Cohort G.

1099- NICHOLSON, EDWARD A. and RODERICK, ROGER D: *A 'ffultivariate Analysis of the Correlates of Job
Satisfaction among Men Aged 45-59." Proceedings of the Academy of Management (1973):221-24.

The initial results of an attempt to identify and measure the strength, of some of the perional, social-psychological,
mid economic factors associated with high levels of job satisfaction among men aged 45-59 show that an
individual's hourly rate of pay, his occupation, his health, and the factors he considers most important aboutis job
strongly influence his level of job satisfaction, even after adjustments are made for the effects of other variables.
Cohort: M.

1100 NIELSEN, JOYCE M. and ENDO, RUSSELL "Marital Status and Socioeconomic Status: The Case of
Female-Headed Families." International Journal of Women's Studies 6,2 (March-April 1983): 130-147.

Data from the NIS of Older Men Ind Mature Women indicate that separated women have consistently -lower
incomes than divorct.cs 1 women and that background SE does not explain their low income. The earning differential
between the sexes seems to be the most important determinant of the economic status of white female family heads,
while the race by sex interaction is most important for non-white women. [(c)APA] Cohort M W.

1101 NITUNGKORN, SUKANYA. "An Economic Analysis of Internal Migration." Ph.D. Dissertation, Southern
Methodist University, 1975.
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In this study, an individual is postulated to maximize his lifetime utility level in making die decision to migrate. In
the theoretical part, the conditions in which maximization or wealth imply maximization of utility_ are established,
and the relationship between the wage differential and the individual's decision to migrate is found to be as follows:
(1) If the time paths of -working time of an individual- are the same in both locations, the greater the wage

-differential,, the morelikelY it is that he will migrate. (2) If his time path of working time at the destination is less
than thatt the origin, than the effect of the wage differential will be the same as above. (3) If-his time paint
Working time at the destination is greater than that at the Origin, no conclusion on the effect of the wage differential
can be drawn without further restrictions. Empirical testings of the model' le basednn a sample of King men, 14
to 204-years of age, from the NITS surveys-in the years,1966 and-1967. The observations are classified by race,
marital status and educational attainment. Within-each category, they are classified into three kworking time
groups in accordance with the theoretical framework. Some of the-main findings are: (1) The coefficients of lie
wage differential are positiVe m all cases. However, for the youth in the firat group (those with-equal working time
in both locations) and the second group-_(those with less working time, but-higher earnings at the destination than at
the origin), the magnitude and significance level of the coefficients of the wage differential are much greater than_
those for the youth in the third group (those with greater waking time at the destination than at the origin). (2) The
msponse.to the wage differential of the black youth in the first two groups is higher than those of the white youth,
but the opposite is found for the youth in the third group. The single youth are slightly more responsive to the Nage
differential than the married youth. The high eduCation youth are more responsive to the wage differential-than the
low education ones in all groups. Cohort: B.

1102 NORD, CHRISTINE W. "Alcohol Use by Teenage Mothers: Outcomes for Children." (In-progress
Research).

Teenage childbearing and alcohol use among adolescents are two areas of national concern. Although both
problems have been studied intensively as separate issues, very littlresearch has looked at their intersection. We
know that sexually active teens are more likely than their peers to be involved in other problem behaviors including
alcohol use. We also know that teenage childbearing has numerous negative consequences for both the mother and
her children. We do not' know, however, whether alcohol use affects the likelihood of actually having a teenage
birth. And, conversely; we do not know the effect- having.a- teenage birth has on alcohol ccnsumption patterns.
Finally, we do not know what role alcohol use among teenage mothers plays in the, observed negative outcomes for
both her and her children. The research described here proposes to examine these _mportant issues using the
The NLSY is i-large, nationally representativeSample of youth. aged 14-21 in 4979 who haVe-been interviewed
annually through the-preser:. In4986.the children of the female respondents were assessed with a number of well-
validated measures-of cognitive, behavioral, ancr oniotional development. Additional information about the home
environment was also obtained. Of the nearly 3,000 women who were mothers as of the 1986 survey, half had begun
childbearing during their_ teenage, years. And °Utile -approximately 5200 children born to women in the NLSY,
slightly more than 3,000 were born ,to women who began childbearing during their teenage years. The large
proportion of teenage mothers and their children -in the NLSY coupled with the richness of the data set with
information on the youth over eight consecutive years including important control variables such as drug use, as well
as retrospective questions on the youth's family background and other topics is well-suited for studying the above
questions. Analyses will employ cross-tairqation and regression techniques such as OLS, logit analysis, and ordered
probit analysis. [FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort: Y.

1103 NORD, ROY D.; SCHMITZ, E.J.; WEILAND, T. A. "Propensity and the Enlistment Decision." Technical
Report 723, Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, 1986.

Enlistment intentions, educational expectations, and sociodemographic factors were examined in the context of their
pairwise relationship to the enlistment decision. A model was developed relating enlistments to stated intentions and

other variables. This model was then statistically estimated from a sample from the National Longitudinal Survey.
.:
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Logisdclogression was used to predict enlistments from information-on intentions and backgrounds. Findings
indicated:that enlistees in the armed farces eiverienced an increase in educational expectations not reflected in the
general population. A considerable shift was found among enlistees with respect to original enlistment intentions.
Enlistment intentions or propensity was the strongest explanatory factor in predicting enlistment. Such factors as
educational intentions, race, gender, and test score alto contributed substantially (and independently of propensity)
to explaining-enlistment behavior. A positive change in propensity over time had a positive effect on enlistment
Pn?babflity above and, beyond the effect- of propensity measured at a single point in time. The effect of Armed
Forces Qualification Tett (AFT) scores on the probability of-enlistment was positive, but the size of this effect
diminished as AFQT increased. A desire for training beyond high school but outside of college was a good
predictor of enlistment probability. [ERIC ED- 282060] Cohort: Y.

1104 NORGAARD, KATHERINE ELLEN. "A Study of the Relationship between Self Esteem and Heavy Use of
Cannabis among Wanes." 'Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1983.

This study encompassed a national, multi-stage randrim probability sample from 'he NLSY. 'The study focused on
the female portion of the sample, although comparisons were sometimes made with the male sample. The purpose
of this research was tO investigite the relationship between heavy use of cannabis and self-esteem, labor force
participation, family structure and school attendance. A ChiC2) statistic, two-way ANOVA with two follow-up
procedures (the Scheffe and a contrast of sets) were performed. The results yielded findings which indicated that
differences exist along both ethnic and gender lines. The hypothesis that a positive relationship exists between low
self-esteem and heavy use of cannabis does not bold for minority women. Rather, the relationship is positive for
white women. 'Interestingly, the contrast of sets indicated significant differences in self-esteem among the women
studied. Hispanic women scored lower on self-esteem than did black or white women. In addition, women scored
significantly lower than men On this measure. Furthermore, Me second hypothesis concerning the relationship of
heavy use of cannabis and labor force participation was not significant for minority women. The relationship was
significant for the white female sample. School attendance and heavy use of cannabis are related among black
women and unrelated among Hispanic women. In addition, among the white female respondents the findings
indicate a strong relationship among these two variables. Lastly, the findings for the relationship between heavy use
of cannabis and disrupted family structure were diverse. For IfisPanic women there was an inverse relationship.
Among black women there was no relationship. Furthermore, the findings for white women indicated a positive
relationship between heavy use of cannabis and disrupted family structure. These results illustrate that people who
use Marijuana heavily vary accOreing to both psychological and sociological characteristics as well as sexual and
racial status. Cohort Y.

1105 O'CONNELL, JOHN F. "The Union Wage Effect: Differential Determinants and Differential Returns."
Quarterly Review of Economics do Business 20,4 (Winter 1980): 107 -117.

Despite the large amount of research aimed at measuring the union Wage effect, relatively little attention has been
devoted to its causes. An attempt is made to divide the union wage effect into a portion due to differentia_l earnings

determinants and a portion due to differential returns to a set of determinants. A further breakdown is made into
factors associated with a particular worker, often equated with productivity, and market factors. The model is tested
using the NLS data for Older Men. The results indicate that, quantitatively, unions exert their greatest influence by
altering the returns to earnings determinants rather than changing the determinants. It is also shown that unions have
little impact on worker productivity. In addition, the ability of unions to extract wages independent of either
individual attributes or differential returns to these attributes appears most in transportation, communication, and
public utilities. Cohort: M.
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1106 O'CONNELL, MARTIN. "Mortality and Labor Force Projections from Longitudinal Survey Data." Mimeo,
Population Studies Center, University of Pennsylvania, 1975.

This paper estimates worker. and nonworker mortality by using the transition matrix. The findings indicate
substantially higher mortality for males out of the labor force for both races and; substantiate the often observed
inverse relation between educational attaimnentand mortality experience among white males. Cohort: M.

1107 O'NEILL, JUNE. "Determinants and Wage Effects_ of Occupational Segregation." Report, Employment and-
Training Administration, Office of Research and Evaluation, Department of Labor, (Washington, D.C.: The Urban
Institute), 1983.

This study analyzes data from the March 1980 Current Population Survey (CPS) and the Young Men and Young
Women panels of the NLS (aged 24 to 34 in 1976 and 1978 respectively). The study examined the following two
issues: (1) what underlying factors can explain the difference in male and female occupational distributions and (2)
what is the net effect on earnings of being in a disproportionately female occupation, i.e., controlling for other
factors known to affect earnings. pins P883-220665] Cohort: B G.

1108 O'NEILL, JUNE. "Some Relevant Policy Uses of the NLS." Social Indicators Newsletter 18 (September
:1983):1-10.

-This, paper presents an overview of the NLS and reviews some of its uses which relate to specific broad areas of
social policy hi the United States. Based upon a longer report prepared for the Office of Research and Evaluation,
Employment and Training Administration,Department of Labor, it surveys NLS findings that have been used for
guiding policies as well as issues that members of the policy community have expressed an interest in addressing in
the flare. Information on the use of ,the NLS was gathered from-a variety of sourcesstaff of federal and state
government agencies and congressional committees, researchers, published articles and testimony. This brief review
indicates that the NLS already have produted much useful information that would not have been available from
other sources, and that a wide variety of users in federal and state government rely on the NLS in formulating policy.
Special 'attention is given to studies on unemployment and related -labor market._ issueg women's labor force
participation an4 male-female earnings differentials; and aging and retirement. Other uses of the NLS which are
discussed at some length in the full report concern the issues of health, education, disability and mortality, alcohol
use and delinquency in youth, fertility, military manpower and the evaluation of Department of Labor training and
employment programs. Cohort BGMW Y.

1109 O'NEILL, JUNE "The Trend in the Male-Female Wage Gap in the United States." Journal of Labor
Economics 3,1 (1985): S91-S116.

This paper examines the extent to which changes in the characteristics of men and women in the labor force account
for the continuing sex differential in wages. Utilizing data from the NLS of Young Women and Mature Women, it
was found that (1) changes in skill level (measured by a decline in women's average years of schooling) and an
increase in both job tenure and overall work expeiience underlie observed patterns of change in the pay gap; (2) high
levels of unemployment coupled the depression of wages of less experienced workers work to widen the hourly
pay gap; and (3) changes over time in the wage gap differ by age and race. Cohort: G W.

1110 O'NEILL, JUNE; BASSI, LAURIE; WOLF, DOUGLAS. "The Duration of Welfare Spells." The Review of
Economics and Statistics 69,2 (May 1987): 241-248.
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Probability- distributions for the duration of welfare spells are estimated utilizing data from the NLS of Young
Women. The principle guiding the work is that a recipient won't exit from welfare if the expected utility on welfare
exceeds the expected utility off welfare. Our analysis indicates that while the majority of welfare spells are, of short
duration, a non-trivial minority of spells are quite long. Those recipients with long spells are found to differ in
predictable ways froin those experiencing brief spells. This suggests that strategies to move women off welfare are
necessary in many cases, and should be targeted on those most likely, to be long-term recipients. Cohort G.

1111 O'NEILL, JUNE and HILL, M. ANNE. *Determinants of Women's Work Patterns and Earnings: An Inter-
Cohort Analysis." (In-progress Research).

Between 1979 and,1987 the ratio of women's earnings to men's earnings rose from 62 percent to 70 percent a
substantial increase particularly; considering that, after falling somewhat in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the
female/male earnings ratio was roughly constant through the 1970s (O'Neill, 1985). One possible explanation for
this recent narrowing of the wage gay is that recent economy-wide changes in the demand for labor (especially due
to the recession in the early 1980s and recent decline§ in export-sensitive industries) may have adversely affected
men's earnings more than women's. A recent, but not mutually exclusive explanation for the rise in women's
relative earnings is that there has been an underlying increase in the level of marketable skills attained by women
relative to men. These two explanations have very different implicationsfor the permanence of the relative earnings
gain. The proposed project will sort out the relative significance of these two explanations by using a rich data set
from the three continuing panels of the NLS, the Mature Women: the Young Women, and the NLSY, to examine
changes =in life-cycle work patterns and earnings across cohorts of women hem between 1923 and 1965. The
authors will address the issue of how successive cohorts of women have changed with respect to their accumulation
of work-related skint, in terms of level of schooling and career orientation, but perhaps more importantly in terms of
attachment to the labor force. They will ask bow the nature of entry into and exit from the labor force changed
across cohorts and, luny-the response of women's labor force participation decisions to lifecycle events (e.g.,
marriage, he birth of a child, divorce) may have changed across cohorts of women. Fmally, the authors will
consider how returns to work experience, schooling, and other human capital investments have changed across
cohorts. The project will include not Only detailed descriptive analysis of life-cycle labor force patterns but also will
use state-of-the sit econometric techniques to estimate the labor force transitions and earnings patterns. This
research is expected to yield important insights into the nature and determinants of the work patterns and earnings of
American women: Cohort G W Y.

1112 O'NEILL, JUNE; WOLF, DOUGLAS; BASSI, LAURIE; HANNAN, MICHAEL. "An Analysis of Time on
Welfare." Report,-Department of Health and Human Services (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute), 1984.

This project identified the factors that lead to long-term welfare dependency and determined the effect of long-term
dependency on a person's attitudes and life outlook. The study consisted of two major tasks. The first task was an
empirical analysis of welfare dependency. Thii included using the Panel Study. of Income Dynamics and the
National Longitudinal Survey to estimate the duration of AFDC spells, analyze the correlates of welfare
dependency, and analyze the effect of welfare duration on psychological traits. The second task evaluated the
potential usefulness of a new survey. The second report discusses a possible survey design and implementation
plan; and presents a research design for analyzing new data. MIS PB84-225713] Cohort G.

1113 ODITA, FLORENCE C. U. "Difference in Pay, Promotion, Job Title, and Other Related Factors between
:EmployedMale and Female College Graduates as Indicators of Sex Discrimifiation." PhD. Dissertation, The Ohio
State University, 1972.

f.
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Results from a study to determine the differences, if any, between men and women, in pay, promotion, working
conditions and training in their jobs, shed some doubts on the -Ulm of discrimination between the sexes. The claim'
is legitimate but the magnitude is exaggerated. Cohort: M W.

1114 OFEK, HAIM and SANTOS, FREDRICKA P. "The Economic Attainment of Women: A Comparative
Analysis of the Parental Role." Economica (November 1979):427-433.

This study provides a framework for estimating the differential impact of a woman's mother and father on marriage
and work. Using own earnings and husband's earnings as available approiimations for these two aspects of
feminine success, the relative effects of the parents are estimated. In regard to schooling= and husband's income,
evidence shows that women are more strongly influenced by their mothers' education than their fathers'; however,
the reverse is true for daughters' earning capacity. Cohort: G.

1115 OFEK, HAIM and SANTOS, FREDRICKA P. "Intergenerational Transfers and the Economic Attainment of
Women: A Comparative Analysis of the Parental Role." Report 16, Center for the Social Sciences, Columbia
University, 1978.

Attempts to disentangle the effects of basic retrospective inputs associated with the economic achievement of mature
women and to estimate them-empirically use a conceptual framework largely guided by the consideration that, in
addition to external factors (cultural, social, biological, etc.), -investment in schooling results from optimizing
estimation of parental: effectS, their separation from the effects of schooling, and the attempt to draw inferences
about their relative sizeall posing theoretical and statistical problems which are not trivial. Dealing with these
problems in sane detail, the first part of the paper has prescribed workable empirical tests based on a consistent
estimation Procedare. This procedure is implemented in the second part of the paper by testing Marchall's
hypotheses (as to the rank impact of the parents on child development) against actual data from the NIS of Mature
Women (ages 37751 in 1974). Cohort: W.

1116 OKLAH, MONTASER J. "The Effects of Labor Unions on the Wages of Youth." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of Oklahoma, 1987.

Empirical estimation of the union's wage effects for the NLSY is provided. The total union's wage effect is divided
into two separate effects. The rust is termed the "bargaining effect" and represents the differential between the wage
received by a nonunion worker in a collective bargaining unit and the wage paid to a comparable worker not covered
by a collective bargaining agreement. It is this effect that offers a measure of the bargaining or monopoly power of
labor unions effects on wages. The second effect-is the "membership effect" representing the -wage differential
between union and nonunion workers within a collective bargaining agreement. This effect characterizes: s, the
Collective Voice/Institutions Response (CV/IR) effect of laboi unions on wages. 'Such effect is attributed lo the
economic benefits that unions procure to their membe%3. RIMEL ADG87-138281 Cohort: Y.

1117 OLSEN, NORMA K. "Labor Supply of Young GED Recipients." Ph.D. Dissertation, Pennsylvania State
University, 1989.

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between holding a GED credential and the labor supply by
1985 of young married people in the United States. The relationship was examined through the application of an
explicit theory of labor supply derived from labor economic,theory and practice. This theory provided a model of
how individuals make choices between work and leisure and about the number of hours they will devote to each.
The responses of 9,136 married members of the NLSY, a longitudinal study of a nationally representative sample of
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noninstitutionalized youths in the United States, were used to examine the relationship and to permit the
genexalization of results to the population of married United States young adults. It was uncertain whether a
relationship exists between holding a GED credential and. labor_ supply. However, other factors besides holding a
GED credential -were found to influence labor supply. Noalabor income was found to be negatively correlated with
the number of hours a person contributes to work, while the market wage correlated positively with hours worked.
This Study documents the existence of factors, other than schooling, which influence labor supply. The
recommendations from-these findings suggest that planners and policy makers of education for work realize that
these other factors must be considered in their evaluation of'edncational programs. It is imperative that career
counselors as well as potential GED test examinees be aware that obtaining a GED credential may not lead directly
to employment outcomes: Cohost Y.

1118 OLSEN, RANDALL J. "The National Longitudinal SurVeys of Labor Market Experience Merged Child-
Mother Data." Journal o flfuman Resources 24,2 (Spring 19?9): 336-339.

This article describes the new child data currently being distributed by the "Center for Human Resource Research,
The Ohio State University. In 1986, a battery of child assessment instruments was administered to the
approximately-5,000 children born to mothers of the NLSY cohort: These child assessment measures included: (1)
Measures of, the home environinent and mother-child relationship; (2) measures of early verbal ability of-young
children; '(3) memory testa; (4) math ability; (5) reading ability and comprehension; (6) temperament and behavior
problems; (7) the child's self-perceptionof academic ability and sense of self-worth; and (8) motor and social
development. These data are distributed as a Child Assessment Raw Item File.,Itt addition, data from these child
assessment were combined with data collected on the NLSY mothers during the 1979-1986 surveyt to form a
Merged Chlld:Mother File. This second data set contains information on the mother's family of Origin, martial
history, income, health history as well as information on each child's family background, family employment and
education history; household compositicin, we- and post-natal health care, child care experiences, and selected items
from the 1986 child assessments. Cohort: C.

1119 OLSON, LAWRENCE. "The Allocation of Time to Vocational School Training." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of Chicago, 1976.

Economic and statistical techniques are used to analyze training decisions, in which their longitudinal and
simultaneous nature is emphasized. The study is set apart from all the rest because of the comprehensive structure
and broad data base. The findings show that vocational school trainees spend more time in market activities and are
highly motivated. For vocational trainees, age-wage profiles appear to be lower and flatter than those individuals
who attend college. Cohort B.

1120 OLSON, LAWRENCE. "Dropping Out Can Pay: A Study of Private Vocational Schooling." Mimeo, Data
Resources, Inc., 1977:

Evidence from a new, national study of private vocational schooling and its effects on the wage rates of young men
shows that (1) private vocational schooling can permanently raise wages, but the longer a student attends vocational
school the smaller is his subsequent wage increase. In fact, persons who take long programs may earn less than if
they had received no training. (2) For most students, length of schooling, and not whether they complete programs,
primarily determines the wages they receive. In other words, short programs are preferable to long-programs, but
government policy may be encouraging students to sign up for long vocational programs from which they
subsequently drop out. Cohort: B.
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1121 OLSON, LAWRENCE; WHITE, HALBERT; SHEFRIN, H.M. "Optimal Investment in Schooling When
Incomes are Risky." Journal of Political Economy 87 (June 1979):522-39.

This study demonstrates a tractable method for analyzing schooling investment- with risky incomes. Constant
relative risk aversion is assumed, and borrowing in a rudimentary capital' market is allowed. klineir, _Variance-
Components model- on log (real income), is estimated. Only unexplained variation is treated. as a source of risk.
Illustrative empirical results indicate that students should take either four years of college or none at all, depending
on time preference, loan availability, and degree of risk aversion. '&:mated risk-adjusted rates of return to college
exceed 10 percent for some parameter values. Risk adjustments for college rates are small but positive. Cohort: B.

1122 OPITZ, WOLFGANG. "Impacts of Welfare Receipt and Family Disruption on Children." -Presented:
Baltimore, MD, Annual Meeting of the Population Association of America, 1989.

This working paper uses data onmothersand children from the NLSY and -1986 child assessments to examine the
impact of welfare receipt on child development. Specifically examined is the relationship of AFDC histories to: (1)
the relationship -of motor and. social deVelopment scores of children aged -3 and 4; and (2) reported behavior
problems of children aged 4 and older. it was found that,' for children ages land 4, motor and social development
scores -are_ higher among children who had continuous welfare _histOries than are scores among children who had:
discontinuous histories: Statistically significant greater behavior problems are observed among children with
discontinuous AFDC histories compared with children with-either no AFDC or continuous AFDC history; Plans for
future research are discussed. Cohort C.

1123 ORTIZ, 'VILMA. "Generational Status, Family Background, and Educational Attainment Among Hispanic
and Non - Hispanic Youth." In: Latino College Suidents, Michael Olivas, ed., NY: Teachers College, 1986.

This study uses data from the NLSY to compare the educational attainment of first-, second-, and third-generation-
Hispanic youth to that of non-Wispanic white youth while controlling for family background. it was found that: (1)
Hispanic youth are considerably more educationally disadVantaged than non-Hispanic white young people; (2) both
disadvantaged family backgrounds and generational status work as explanatory factors; and (3) the impact of
parent's education on educational attainment is less strong among the Secor.d generation than among other
generational groups or non-Hispanic whites. Cohort Y.

1124 ORTIZ, VILMA and FENNELLY, KATHERINE D. "Early Childbearing and Employment Among Young
Mexican, Black and White Women." Social Science Quarterly 69, 4 (December 1988).

This paper analyzes data from several waves of interviews with young Hispanic, black and white women who gave,
birth to their first children before age 22. Using data from the NLS of Young Women, the authors compare the pre-
and post-birth labor force participation rates of women from these three racial/ethnic group_s before and after
adjusting for differences in several background variables. Cohort: G.

1125 ORTIZ, 'VILMA and SANTANA COONEY, ROSEMARY. "Sex-Role Attitudes and Labor Force
Participation among Young Hispanic Females and Non-Hispanic White Females." Social Science Quarterly 65,2
(June 1984): 392-400:

The hypothesis that traditional sex-role attitudes explain lower labor force participation of Hispanic females is
examined using 1979 interview data from the NISY. First-generation Hispanic females held significantly more
traditional sex-role attitudes than second- or third-generation females or non-Hispanic white females, and both first-
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and second-generation Hispanic females were significantly less likely to participate in the labor force than non-
Hispanic white females. 'However, the Hispanic-white difference was found to be due more to differences in
educational attainment than in sex-role attitudes. Cohort: Y.

1126 OSTERMAN, PAUL. "The Causes of the Worsening Employment Situation of Black Youth." Report,
Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation and Research, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

A study was conducted to examine why black youth unemployment has increased and participation rates decreased.
The study was conducted in three pans: The first employs 1960 and 1970 Census data to examine the impact of local

labor market structure and changes in. the structure 'upon the employMent growth of black and:white youth. The
second -part uses -data on individals front- the NLS of Young -Men ,to examine the determinants of spells of
unemployment and the duration of-those spells. The final pan of the study, employs a variety of sources to determine
Whether there. is any evidence that racial differefiCes in aspiration or behavior can explain the employment
differentiaL Among the findings of the study was that black employment is more sensitive than that of whites to the
industrial compotition of the labor market and to competition from adultwomen. The analysis of individuals found
that racial differencei inbackgroimd characteristics can account for ,only half of the differential in unemployment
experience . :No evidence is bind of important racial differences in aspirations or behavior. Cohort: B.

1127 OSTERMAN, PAUL. "The Labor Market for Young Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, Ma_ ssachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1976.

This report studies the operation of the labor market for young men. The research consists of interviews with
employers, young workers, and youth workers as well as analysis basedon the NLS survey of Young Men. The
report seeks to integrate a theory of the nature and impact of adolescent development on labor market behavior with
a theory of the institutional structure of labor demand. The theories are tested and applied to policy issues such as
youth unemployment and labor market discrimination. Cohort: B.

1128 OSTERMAN, PAUL. "Racial Differentials in Male Youth Unemployment." In: Conference Report on
Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and Meaning. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1978.

This research examines the source of racial unemployment differentials by comparing results of a model of
-unemployment for black and white youth. The findings display significant racial differences in unemployment
which continue even after controlling for various personal characteristics and labor market demand. For blacks, the
probability of layoff is not much higher than whites, and blacks are.more apt to quit into unemployment. Finally,
the consequences of unemployment are examined and the results show that unemployment experience seems to have
few long term effects; however, long-term adverse consequences are found for blacks. Cohort: B.

1129 OSUAGWU, STELLA C. "Parental Generation Effects on =the Marital Fertility of Offspring." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1981.

Previous studies lend some support to the theorized intergeneratiwal association of family sizes. This research sets
out to explore factors in the background of the respondents that can help explain the association. The underlying
assumption is that parents (through socialization) and the family of orientation (by its demographic structure) can
influence the fertility nonns and values- of their daughters (especially as they relate to °family planning) thereby
conditioning them to reproduce the demographic set of their family of orientation. The information for the analyses
is obtained from both the 1965 National Fertility Study and the,1967, 1968 and 1973 National Longitudinal Surveys.
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Three major hypotheses are examined, viz: (1) mother's and daughter's family sizes are positively correlated; (2)
the association is stronger -when there has been no intergenerational change in life-style; and (3) daughters from
affluent homes tend to have fewer children than others from non-affluent honies. Using the analysis of variance and,
the multiple classification analysis statistical procedures; it was possible to ascertain the significance of some of the
key independent variables. In addition, it was possible to note what occurred in the different categories of
daughter's .crinpleted or 'expected completed fertility -while adjusting for or controlling the independent variables
and co-Variates. The analYsit shows that,generallY there has been an intergeneratiOnal decline in completed fertility,
with daughters achieving smaller family sues than their mothers. However, with regards to the hypotheses tested,'it
is noted.that (1) there is a confirmation of the hypothesized correlation between mother's and daughter'scultimate
family sizes; (2) die association is stronger if there has been no intergenerational change in life-style (operationalized
in terms of educational attainment). Defined in terms of religion,rthe relationship is stronger for catholic daughters
who did not change and for protestant daughters whO changed their religion; and (3) parents' socioeconomic status
per se does not show any. independent effects on daughter's expected completed fertility. Thus mother's family size,.
representing the demographic structure of the family of orientation is correlated with daughter's family size So also
are Other parents-related Variables Such as. farm background, daughter's education (reflecting the economic
opportunities providectby parents), religion and early cultural. exposure. These, .hoWeVer, explain _only a small
proportion of the variance in the dependent variable. Respondent's marriage duration, work experience, attitude to
contraception, age at.fust pregnancy that resulted in a live birth, htisband's education ,and Combined income of
husbancland wife show stronger associations with daughter's ultimate fertility. Of all these, age at first pregnancy
that resulted in a live birth emerges as the strongest single predictor of completed fertility. From the foregoing, it is
noted that though mother's completed fertility is one of the predictors of daughter's completed marital fertility, it is
not a strong one. However, this weak association can be attributed in part to the nature of the data which were not
collected specifically for a study on intergenerational association of family sizes. For future studies, it will be ideal
to gather information directly from Mothers and daughters who have some common characteristics, This will enable
the researchers_to_probe, more intensively,. factors that are related to family formation and family building ideals.
Finally, -it is observed that a confirmed knowledge that daughters tend to reproduce the slit of their family of
orientation can be of some -use to policy formulators. It may help them reach dedisions on how best to intervene in
or modify some social services that are provided by the state.[UMI ADG 81-17827] Cohort: G.

1130 OWINGS, JEFFREY A.; OWINGS, MARIA F.; STECZAK, CHERYL. "The Impact of Motherhood on the
Career Patterns of Working Women: Differences in the Life Histories and Career Status of Mothers and Women
Without Children." Presented: Boston, American Educational Research Association, 1980.

Statistical analyses-presented here do not contradict the suggestions of theorists in vocational development that the
employed mother has many obstacles to surmount as her career develops. That she-is more likely to come from
lower leVels of the socioeconomic ladder and -to have completed fewer years of education, coupled with her
availability to work only, part-time, in some sense accounts for her having to fill lower status jobs. It would seem
that such circumstances do not foster upward mobility and, indeed, perhaps perpetuate the past socioeconomic
conditions of these women. However, in spite of these influences, these analyses suggest that personal attitudes
abcut childrearing differ significantly between employed mothers and working women who do not have children.
Cohort G..

1131 PALMER, STEVEN K. "An Empirical Investigation of the Determinants of the Length of Full Time
Schooling." Ph.D. Dissertation, North Carolina State University at Raleigh, 1975.

The objective of this research is an empirical investigation of the length of full-time formal schooling completed by
individuals. The theoretical basis for the research is a life cycle model of human capital accumulation. The
estimated "schooling function" provides an empirical test of the implications of the life cycle model and provides
quantitative estimates of the partial effects of the exogenous variables employed in the analysis. First, the solution
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of a life cycle model is presented. The splUtion is in the forin of an implicit -function relating the length of
speelithiatiOn in-human capital production to the exogenous variables facing the individual. The partial effects of
changes in the length of Specialization with respect tie' the exogenous variables provide testable hypotheses suitable
for multiple regression 'analysis: The implicit fUnction .ctnnot be solved for the end of the period of specialization.
-An -1Pproximate solution for the implicit function is derived and the-resulting equation is further simplified to a
linear forth. The coefficients of the linear form are interpreted as repreSenting the corresponding Partial derivatives
of the implicit function. -Next, the abstract variables of the life cycle'inodal are related to'observable variables in the
data set. A number of variables are assumed to be invariant across individuals and are not included in the empirical
formulation. An index of family background variables is used as a proky for the price of eclikational inputs facing
an individual. The individual's IQ is employed as *proxy for the efficiency parameter of-the production function of
human capital. A-viable proxy for the iniegl stock of human capital is not available; this leads to an omitted variable
and subsequently-specification bias in the estimate coefficients:. Regression results.indicate that the index of family
background and the individual'i IQ test score are.positive and significant determinants of ,schooling level. This
result is predicted by the life cycle Model on which the study is based. In terms of agdsticities; schooling decisions
are about 10 times as responsive to changes in IQ as to changes in the-index of family background. Calculated at the
mean' values of the respective variables, a one percent increase in IQ leads to a two percent increase in educational
level while kone percent increase in the index of family background leads to a two tenths of one percent increase in
educational level.. A tentative implication of this result is that social policies that alter the price of educational inputs
through_ the entire life cycle will not result in large changes in individual schooling decisiOns. >However; it should be
-recognized that social policies that lead to lower prices of educationatiiiPuts early in -the life- cycle may have
-somewhat different effects. Cohort: B..

1132 PALMORE, ERDMAN B.; BURCHETT, BRUCE M.; FILLENBAUM, GERDA G.; GEORGE, LINDA K.;
et alia. Retirement: Causes and Consequences. New York, N.Y.: Springer Publishing Company, 1985.

General linear statistical models were used to study the predictors and the Consequences of retirement. The data
analyzed were derived from the f011oWing longitudinal data sets: the Retirement History Study, the National
Longitudinal Surveys, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, the Duke Work and Retirement Study, the Duke
Second Longitudinal Study; the Ohio Longitudinal StUdy, and the Michigan Study of Auto Workers. Twenty-three
major -conclusions were reached on the subjects of predictors of retirement, consequences of retirement,
deterthinants of adjustment, reasons for retirement, work after retirement, gender differences, racial differences, ar
socioeconomic differences. Interpretations of these findings, implications for public policy, and directions for future
research are outlined fa. .iach topic area [AgeLinej Cohort M.

1133 PALMORE, ERDMAN B.; FILLENBAUM, GERDA G.; GEORGE, LINDA K. "Consequences of
Retirement" Journal of Gerontology 39,1 (1984):109-16.

Six longitudinal data sets are used to examine the consequences of retirement, controlling for preietirement
characteristics. Results show: (1) about one-half to three-fourths of income differences between the retired and-
working was caused by retirement; (2) little, if any, of the health differences are caused by retirement; (3) there are
few effects of retirement on social activity; and (4) there are few effects on attitudes such as life satisfaction and
happiness. Early retirement, however, has stronger effects than, retirement at normal ages. The results show that
retirement has different effects depending on type of outcome and timing of retirement. Cohort: M.

1134 PALMORE, ERDMAN B.; GEORGE, LINDA K.; FILLENBAUM, GERDA G. "Predictors of Retirement."
Journal of Gerontology 37 (1982):733-42.
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Predictors of retirement among men were analyzed using data from- seven longitudinal studiesonultiple definitions
of retirement, multivariate analyses, and , unbiased, statistical techniques. ReSults show that the predictors of
retirement vary depending on hoW retirement is defined. The strongest predictors of objective retirement among men
over age 65 (i.e., employed less than full-time and receiving a pensiOn)are structural factors such as socioeconomic
status and job characteristics. The strong-est predictors of early retirement (i.e., retiring before age 65) and of age at
retirement include" both structural factors and subjective factors, such as self - -rated 'health and attitudes. When
retirement is defined by amount of employment; job characteristics are more important predictors than all the. others
combined. Cohort M.

1135 PARCEL, TOBY -L. and MENAGHAN, ELIZABETH G. "Child Home Environment as a Mediating
Construct Between SES and, Child Outcomes." Working Paper, The Ohio State University, Department-of
Sociology, 1989:

As part-of a larger project predicting child outcomes as a function of-mothers' working conditions and child care
,arrangements, the authors develop measures of children's home environments and investigate their relations with
other key variables. Children's home environment is viewed as a criticaL intervening variable between maternal
working conditions and household economic status,- on the one hand, and children's social and-cognitive child
outcomes. Using the 'NLSY begun-in 1979, and its 1986 survey of female respondents' children, measures are
deVeloped from subsets of items from Bradley and Caldwell's HOME measures. The authOrs derivea set of scales
that -reflect the threemajor concepts underlying the original measures cognitive stimulation, emotional support,
and physical environment. Factor -based scales are constructed for two age groups, three to five years (N = 1,391),
and 6 years and older (N = 1g18); the three components are also combined to yield an overall measure of the quality
of the child's home environment. As expected, higher parental education, better occupational conditions, and more
adeqUate economic resources areassociated with better home environments. in turn, better child environments are
related -to stronger cognitive perforthance and fewer behavior problemS. As-with the Complete HOME scales,
relationships with SES indicators are statistically significant but only moderate in size. The derived'measures of
'home environment provide information that is not captured by structural indicators; the authors view them as
important tools. for multivariate investigation of the ways in which place in the social structure comes to exert its
influence on the development of subsequent generations. Cohort C.

1136 PARCEL, TOBY L. and MENAGHAN,ELIZABETH G. "Gender Differences in Developmental Patterns of
Child Behavior -Problems: Evidence from the Children of the NLS Youth." Columbus, OH: The Ohio State
University, Department-of Sociology, 1988.

This paper examines age by gender interactions in patterns of behavioral problems for 4-15 year old children of the
NLSY mothers: The authors derive reliable and valid measures of behavioral problems at three levels of generality:
narrow band groupings, wide band groupings, and an overall measure. Looking at the stressor of divorce, it was
found that differences in behavior problems by mothers' marital status are greatest among preschool boys and
diminish with age, while amonggirls, differences by maternal marital status are small during the preschool years but
increase at later ages. The authors discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using data from large surveys to test
hypotheses relevant to child development. Cohort C.

1137 PARCEL, TOBY L. and MENAGHAN, ELIZABETH G. "Maternal Working Conditions and Child Verbal
Ability: Studying the Transmission .of Intergenerational Inequality from Mothers to Young Children." Working
Paper, The Ohio State University, Department of Sociology, 1989.

This paper developi arguments regarding the impact of maternal working conditions on children's verbal abilities as
a vehicle for studying the intergonerational transmission of inequality from mothers to young children, The authors
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argue that the better_ paying the mother's job,- and the more substantively complex the work activities in her
occupation, the higher her child's measured verbal ability. ,Also expected is a non-linear relationship between
maternal work hours and verbal ability. It is argued that the effects of maternal working conditionsare mediated by
children's experiences at home and in other care aria_ ngements. A sample of 697 3-6 year old children matched to
employed mothers .in the NLSY in-1986 is utilized. The hypotheses are generally supported controlling for family
characteristics and maternal and child background: Directions for future research are noted including extensions to
additional child outcomes, incorporation of paternal working conditions into similar models, and investigation of
these processes with longitudinal models. Cohort: C.

1138 PARNES, HERBERT S. "The Distribution and Correlates of Unemployment OVer a Decade: Variations by
Sex, Race, and'Age." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1982.

By using four subsets of the U.S. labor fate, the author examines the unemployment experience of men who at the
end of the decade were 26-34 and 55-69 and women who were 26-34 and 40- 54. Results showed: (1) that many
individuals with exposure to The labor force are subject to some unemploynient over a ten-year period; and (2) the-
unemployment varies significantly among the four groups especially among the 26-34 women age group. The
average cumulative duration is highest among the 55-69 aged older men cohort. Finally, women's unemployment
experience worsens as the labor force participation is measured in terms of its duration._ Cohort: B G M W.

1139 PARNES, HERBERT S. "From the Middle to the Later Years: Longitudinal Studies of the Pit- and Post-
Retirement Experience of Men." Research on Aging 3 (December 1981):387-402.

The NIA data base is briefly described and the findings orseveral recent studies based on the waves of interviews
conducted between 1966 and 1976 are summarized in order to illustrate the variety of subjects relating to aging that
can be addressed with the data. Cohort: M.

1140 PARNES, HERBERT S. "Health, Pension Policy and Retirement." Aging and Work 6,2 (1983):93-101.

Evidence from the ALS Older Men's cohort shows that self-reported health measures can be used with reasonable
confidence to assess the role of health in the retirement deciSion. Retirement detisions are complex and are
influenced by a number of economic and noneconomic factors, although it is not possible to estimate confidently
their relative importance. These include health, attitude toward work in general, satisfaction with current job, and
level of prospective retirement income. Cohort M.

1141 PARNES,,IiMBERT S. "Improved Job Infonnatioit Its Impact on Long Run Labor Market Experience."
Presented: Philadelphia, Conference on Improving Labor Market Information for Youths, 1974.

The concept of "job information" is explored in terms of the extent to -which young workers have adequate labor
market knowledge and the factors that appear to be related to variations therein. Evidence is presented on the
relationship between how much male youth know about the labor market at one point in time and the wages and
occupational assignments they are subsequently able to command. Cohort: B.

1142 PARNES, HERBERT S. "Inflation and Early Retirement: Recent Longitudinal Findings." Monthly Labor
Review 104 (July 1981):27 -30.
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The potential effects of continuing high rates of inflation on retirement decisions are unclear, despite a 1978 poll by
Louis Harris which has been taken as an indication that high inflation is causing many men to postpone retirement.
The trend toward earlier retirement dikernible in the longitudinal data between 1966 and 1976 continued without
interruption between 1976 and 1978. Moreover, men who had been retired in 1976 showed only slightly more
interest in postretirement jobs in 1978 than they had in 1976. The more recent retirees, who had retired between
1976 and 1978, were only slightly more likely to be working, 13 percent- versus 10 percent Retirees were not
uninindfut of the impact of rising prices, but the chief mailifestai on of their concern was in the expression of
satisfaction with their economic circumstances. 'Cohort: M.

1143 PARNES, 'HERBERT S. "Inflation and the Retirement Decision: Recent Evidence from the National
Longitudinal Surveys." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1982.

The persistent trend toward earlier retirement, together with prospective increases in the proportion of older persons
in the population, poses financial problems for the social security system and has generated fears that society will be
unable or unwilling to bear the increasing burden of adult dependency that these trends imply. 'Data from the NLS
show that the trend toward. earlier retirement continued. Though aware of the impact, of inflation, few men
expressed an interest in postretirement jobs. Cohort M.

1144 PARNES, HERBERT S. "Longitudinal Surveys: Prospects and Problems." Monthly Labor Review 95
(February 1972):11-15.

This paper discusses the design of the NLS studies, the types of data being collected, some of the unique
contributions of longitudinal analyses of labor market phenomena, and certain methodological problems of this type
of research. Cohort B G M W.

1145 PARNES, HERBERT S. "Middle-Aged and Older Men in the U.S. Labor Force: Research Findings and
Policy Recommendalions." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1980.

Several research findings and policy prescriptions based -on data -from 1966-1978 are presented. The declining labor
force participation rates of older men are largely attributable to ,<liberalization of public and private pension
programs. -Poor health forces more men into retirement than do ntindatory retirement plans; those forced out_by
illness are less satisfied with retirement and more likely to have serious financial difficulties. In the long run,
programs to improve the health of the general population will have a salutary effect on men in retirement. Men at
mid-life who lose their jobs after long service are unlikely ever to find comparable employment.. Maintaining a high
level of general employment will help these men avoid economic dependency. Lifetime training about job choices
will maximize the individual's labor market adaptability. Most middle-aged and older men who stay in the work
force are satisfied with their positions, as are most retirees who left for reasons other than health. Cohort: M.

1146 PARNES, HERBERT S. "The National Longitudinal Surveys: An Interim Assessment." In: Manpower
Research and Labor Economics, G. Swanson & J. Michaelson, eds., Sage Publications, 1979.

The presentation is divided into five sections. The first contains a brief description of the origins of the National
Longitudinal Surveys (NLS). The second describes the study as it has evolved over the years since 1965, including
a discussion of the design of the four original samples, the nature and timing of the periodic interviews, and the
types of data that have been collected. The third section relates to the administration of the study, with particular
reference to the allocation of responsibility-for its design and execution. In the fourth, the actuit'i and potential
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"products" Ube project are described in terms of (1) the variety of studies, completed or in progress,,that are based
upon the NLS data, (2) illustrative research findings, and (3) suggestions for additional types of research for which
the data are appropriate. The fifth section draws some lessons from the experience gained in administering this type
of longitudinal research. Cohort: BG

1147 PARNES, HERBERT S. "National Longitudinal Surveys: Lessons for Human Resource Policy." In: Current
Issues in the Relationship between Manpower Research & Policy, Spec Report 7, Kational Commission for
Manpower Policy, 1976.

The general plan and content of the National Longitudinal Surveys directed by -Dr. Pames are described and some
implications of the are presented in terms of theoperation of the labor market, the dual labor market theory,
and the effects of education, training, health, labor market information, and initiative. Also included are policy
recommendations and a bibliography Of selected reports based on-National Longitudinal Surveys. Cohort B 0 M
NV:

1148 PARNES, HERBERT S. "The National Longitudinal Surveys: New Vistas for Labor Market Research."
American Economic RevieW 65 (May 1975):244-49.

For nearly a decade, the Ohio State University Center for Human Resource Research and the U.S. 'ilureau of the
Census, under separate- contracts with the U.S. Department of Labor, have been engaged in the National
_Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) of Labor Market Experience. A rich data bank is being accumulated that has already
served as the basis for thirteen comprehensive research monographs and over seventy- five-specialized studies
completed by staff members of the Center -for Human Resource Research and other researchers throughout the
country. The purpose of this paperis to describe the nature and availability of the NLS data and to illustrate the
unique kinds of analysis they make possible. Cohort: B 0 M W.

1149 PARNFS, HERBERT S. "An Overview of Results from the National Longitudinal Surveys." Review of-
Public Data Use 9,1 (April 1981):31-38.

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Behavior (NLS) have involved repeated interviews since the
mid-1960s with national samples of four subsets of the United States population facing special labor market
disadvantages. A series of generalizations relevant to labor market policy that can be documented by NLS evidence
is offered. Cohort: BGMW Y.

1150- PARNES,,,MRBERT S. Unemployment Experience of Individuals Over a Decade. ,Kalamazoo, MI: W.E.
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1982.

Large proportions of individuals with labor force exposure experience some unemployment over a ten-year period:
majorities of young men and women and three or four out of ten of u.a older groups. Unemployment is very
unevenly distributed within each of the cohorts: ten percent of the unemployed who had the hingest cumulative
durations accounted for tetween:35 and 40 percent of all the unemployment that occurred during the decade under
review. When those with no unemployment are also considered, the five. percent of all individuals with the most
unemployment accounted for over one-half of all unemployment among the older men and between 29 cnd 45
percent in the other three cohorts. Unemployment means not only the lost earnings attributable directly to the
periods of enforced idleness; \Nit leads also :to long term reductions in earning capacity, especially among the
younger men and women. Multivariate analysis reveals that the characteristics that bear the strongest and most
consistent relationship with the incidence and/or duration of unemployment' are educational attainment, occupational
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and industrial affiliation, inta rum mobility, and length of service in the job held at the beginning of the decade.
Nevertheless, these factors, together with-several others account for only small proportions in the tinge of 10 to 25
percent of the total Variation in unemployment experience. A substantial amount of unemployment experience
appears to result either from being in the wrong place at the wrong time, or from-personality characteristics that
generally go unmeasured. The 'extreme concentration of the economic and psychological burdens of unemployment
among relatively small proportions of ..labor market participants is cause for concern, especially in view of -the
evidence that unemployment produces a long team deterioration in earning capacity., On the brighter side, the fact
that the temporal distribution of chronic- unemployment is similar to that-of total unemployment and that both are
responsive' to variations in 'general economic - conditions tends to dispel the most pessimistic interpretations of
structural unemployment. On thetheoreticatlevel, the findings make suspect the modem neoclassical interpretations
based on search theory, according to which all unemployment is reallyvoluntary. Cohort B G M W.

1151 PARNES, HERBERT S. Work and Retirement:. A Longitudinal Study of Men. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981.

Race, health, and employment difficulties are examined as they influence both labor market decisions and qualityof
life. A variety of significant findings result from dealing with actual retirement decisions with data from the NLS of
Older Men The opening chapter introduces the sample and the database. Subsequent chapters take up changes over
the studied decade in black-white differences in the labor -force participation of older males, the retirement
experience, and family adjustment to poor health and mortality. The methodological and statistical formulations on
which the study is based are deVeloped in appendices. The fact that the data were collected thro::gh repeated
interviews with the sane group of individuals over a ten-year period allows certain kinds of analysis that would not
be possible in other situations fir example, the attitudes of men before retirement decisions that would not be
possible after the fact. -Cohort: M.

1152 PARNES, HERBERT S.; ADAMS, ARVIL VAN; ANDRISANI, PAUL J.; KOHEN, ANDREW I.; et alia.
"The Pre-Retirement Years, Volume 4." Manpower Research Monograph 15, Voluthe 4. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1975.

A unique set of longitudinal data collected by personal interviews with the same sample of men in 1966, 1967, 1969,
and 1971 provides information on a number of facets of the labor market experience and behavior of middle-aged
men. Since the data contain a complete record of the labor market activity of the men over a five-year period, both
the antecedents and Consequences of particular events and courses of action can be examined. Moreover, the five
years in question are an unusually interesting half decade, for they should reflect whatever short-run impact the civil
rights movement has had upon the relative employMent status of middle-aged black men. Also, these years include
a three-year span in which the labor market was relatively tight and improving (1966-1969) as well as a two-year
period during which unemployment rose considerably (1969-1971). The fact that changes between 1967 and 1969
can be Compared with those between 1969 and 1971 for the same group of individuals permits one to analyze the
effect of a change in the economic environment on the labor market experience of the men under consideration.
Cohort M.

1153 PARNES, HERBERT S.; CROWLEY, JOAN E.; HAMM, R. JEAN; LESS, LAWRENCE; et alia.
Retirement Among American Men. Lexington, Mk Lexington Books, 1985.

Fifteen years of data from a nationally representative sample of men age 45-59 in 1966 show that by 1981 most had
retired. One third of all retirements and almost half of those by blackmen were caused by poor health; fewer than
five percent of retirees were forced from their jobs by mandatory plans; about 10percent of retirees were forced
from their jobs by mandatory plans; about 10 percent left the labor market in discouragement due to labor market
adversity. Most retirements, however, are voluntary, and most take place before age 65. Trends in mortality
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differentials show that general improvements in health and medical care have benefited all groups, especially the
chronically ill. The data highlight a trend toward early retirement in the 1960s and 1970s and show that only 30
percent of retirements actually took place at the age men expected when asked at age 59. Economic well being,
leisure activities and social interactions, psychological and physical well being are examined. The experience of the
minority who continue to work beyond the normal retirement age is also analyzed. Cohort: M.

1154 .PARNES, HERBERT S.; EGGE, KARL A.; KOHEN, ANDREW I.; SCHMIDT, RONALD M. "The Pre-
Retirement Years, Volume 2."- Manpower Research Monograph 15, Volume 2. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1970.

Data froin the first and second interviews of men who were age 45-59 years in mid -1966 are used in this progress
,report on the longitikinal study to describe the Magnitude and the patterns of change that have occurred during the
on-year period in the labor market status of members of the sample and in certain other characteristics that have an
important effect on labor market activity. Cohort: M.

1155' PARNES, HERBERT S.; FLEISHER, BELTON M4 MILTUS, ROBERT C.; SPITZ, RUTH S.; et alia.
"Introduction." In: Years for Decision, Volume 1: Manpower Research Monograph 24, Vokune 1,1971.

The volume aims to explain the variation in school and labor market experiences and in the educational aspirations
of young women. This introduction identifies these variables: unemployment, mobility, educational and
occupational aspirations, labor force participation, formative influences; marital and familial characteristics,
financial Status, actual education and training, health and attitude, and explains how they were assessed by the study
itself. Cohort G.

1156 PARNES, HERBERT S.; FLF-ISHER, BELTON M.; MfiJUS, ROBERT C.; SPITZ, RUTH S. "The Pre-
Retirement Years, Volume 1." Manpower Research Monograph 15, Volume 1. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1968.

As the prologue to an intensive study of the labor market experience and behavior over a five-year period of males
who were age 45-59 in mid 1966, this study examines their status at the time of the initial interview in mid 1966, and
Seeks explanations for variations in current status- on the basis of a large number of economic, social, and
psychological variables. Specific areas discusse.d include the extent of their current participation in the labor market,

susceptibility to unemployment, distribution in the labor market, the duration of service in current jobs, and rates of
pay. In addition to describing the pattern of occupational and geographic change during their working lives to date,
their attitudes toward working-in- general and their jobs in particular, and their reactions to certain types of job
changes, Winding complete withdrawal from the labor market= are explore. Variations in all the...e aspects, of
behavior 'and attitudes have been sought in terms-of a large number of demographic, economic, and attitudinal
characteristics, and numerous relationships that have been uncovered appear to have explanatory and predictive
value. Cohort M.

1157 PARNES, HERBERT S.; GAGEN, MARY G.; KING, RANDALL H. "Job Loss Among Long-Service
Workers." In: Work and Retirement: A Longitudinal Study of Men. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1981.

This article investigates that part of the group of Older Men 45-59 in 1966 who had lost their jobs involuntarily, and
using data from the 1976 survey examines the impact of this loss on their later work lives and attitudes. Unmarried
men seem more likely to be displaced than married men, and private sector employees seem much more likely to be
than those in the public sector. Seniority and average hourly earnings appear to play little part in determining
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displacement, although establishments with no pension plan seem much more likely to displace workers. Although
40% of displaced workers were apparently immediately able to move into new jobs, and the percentage of workers
unemployed in 1976 who had been displaced in -1969 or before was the same as the unemployment percentage of
workers never displaced, the average hourly earnings for displaced workers was 22% less the average figure for
those never displaced, and, so far, there is no evidence that this or its psychological effects soften with time. Cohort

1158 PARNES, HERBERT S. and GRASSO, JOHN T. "The National Longitudinal Surveys: A Progress Report."
Review of Public Data Use (January 1975):23-28.

To facilitate use by the research community, the public use data files and documentation of the National
Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS), previously issued by the Demographic Surveys Division
of the Bureau of the Census, have been substantially revised by the Ohio State University Center for Human
Resource Research. The Center will also be responsible for issuing all future updates of the files. The nature of the
changes that have been made in the data files is outlined in *it progress report, which describes in some detail the
characteristics of the new documentation. The data were orially collected and analyzed under contract with the
Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor but are now available to all interested researchers.
Cohort: --B G m W.

1159 PARIVS, HERBERT S.; JUSENIUS, CAROL L; SHORTLIDGE, JR., RICHARD L. "Dual Careers,
Volume 3." Manpower Research Monograph 21. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.

This report focuses on two problems which women in, the labor' force are hiely to encounter. The first is the
changing occupational distaution of women. Over the past decade concern has arisen regarding both the
distribution of women among occupations aid the low wages associated with those jobs in which most
women are employed. Hat we examine, for the time span 1967 to 1972, the extent to which women left (or
entered) occupations which society views as "acceptable" for them. Also discussed is the relationship between type
of occupation and selected socioeconomic variables; the impact of occupational change on wage rates is of particular
importance. The second problem is the changing demand for child care facilities. This deals with arrangements
made by women in the labor force during 1971 who had at least one child under 18 years of age. The analysis
relates both demographic aid socioeconomic characteristics of these women to the various forms of childcare which
they used. Also examined is the need for public and private forms of child care among women with different family,
economic, and labor force characteristics. Changes which occurred between 1965 and 1971 in the utilintion of
different types of child care armagements are discussed. Cohort W.

1160 PARNES, HERBERT S.; JUSENIUS, CAROL L; BLAU, FRANCINE D.; NESTEL, GILBERT; et alia.
"Dual Careers, Volume 4." Manpower Research Monograph 21. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1976.

Irrespective of marital status, the degree of =MSS that women enjoy in the labor market is substantially related to
the extent of their previous investments in human capital. To take the most obvious example, the number ofyears of
schooling a woman has completed bears a substantial positive relationship with her earnings in 1972, with the
socioeconomic status of her first job after leaving school, with the extent of her upward occupational mobility
between her first and 1967 jobs and over the five-year period between 1967 and 1972, and with the likelihood of her
having pursued a career. Like education, training also contributes to labior market success. Women who have
participated in training programs outside regular school are more likely than comparable women without such
training to have pursued careers, to have experienced upward occupational mobility, and to enjoy high current
earnings. Cohort W.
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1161 PARNES, HERBERT S. and KING, RANDY. "Middle-Aged Job Losers." Industrial Gerontology 4 (Spring
1977):77-95.

The characteristics and consequences of a permanent involuntary separation among middle-aged workers with at
least five years of attachment to their employer is the focus of this analysis. Displaced wOrkers tended to be older, to
be at work in private sector nonunionized jobs in the trades and manufacturing sectors, and were likely to be married
as compared to nondisplaced men. Those who were subsequently employed were more likely than their control
counterparts lo be in lower status jobs, with less growth in hourly and annual earnings, and also more likely to
experience declining health and a sense of alienation. Cohort M.

1162 PARNES, HERBERT S. and KOHEN, ANDREW L "The Labor Market Experience of Noncollege Youth: A
Longitudinal Analysis." In: From School to Work: Improving the Transition. National Commission for Manpower
Policy. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

The factors associated with variations in earnings, occupational status, and unemployment experience among a
relatively homogeneous segment of the labor forceyoung men and young women who had ended (at least
-temporarily) their formal education at some level before college are identified. Among the findings are
-that educational attainment strongly infhences earnings and :.._-cupational positions; labor market exposure and
knowledge of the world of work are both positive factors; interfirm mobility appears to influence earnings
somewhat; marital status is very important for males while not as significant for women; residents of large cities
have advantages in wages and positions; collective bargaining imparts substantial wage advantages; and for men,
private sector employment is better than public seam with the opposite true for women. Cohort: B G.

1163 PARNES, HERBERT S. and-KOHEN, ANDREWI "OccupatiOnal Information and Labor MlikStatus:
The Case of Young Men." Journal olliinnaq?esources 10 (ifinter 1975):44-35.

The results of an occupational information test display a positive relationship bzOtten scores and the education, LQ,
and socioeconomic status-of eachpinicipant. FtirtherinCre, the young men wholsenrigins'are ;3' urban areas scored
significantly higher than those individuals from rural areaS.Two years following the test,youth who scored higher
were able to obtain better paying Posins. The human capital theory and educational policy support these findings.
Cohort:- B.

1164 PARNES, HEIMERT S. and LESS, LAWRENCE. "From Work to Retirement: The Experience of a
National Sample of Men." Special Report to the US. Department of Labor, Center for Human Resource Research,
The Ohio State University, 1983.

Based upon 1966-1980 data from the NLS &Older Men, this monograph: (1) explores the effect of alternative
definitions of retirement on the numbers and characteristics of retirees; (2) examines economic aspects of life after
retirement, including the extent and character of post- retirement labor market activity and the level and sources of
post-retirement income; and (3) analyzes several social-psychological facets of retirement, including post-retirement
leisure activitiesthe determinants of psychological well-being of retirees, and the impact of retirement on level of
life satisfaction. The relation between retirement and life satisfaction is found to vary depending upon the
specification of the multivariate model. Cohort M.

1165 PARNES, HERBERT S. and LESS, LAWRENCE. "Variation in Selected Forms of Leisure Activity Among
Elderly Males." In: Current Perspectives on Aging and the Life Cycle, Volume 1. Work, Retirement, and Social
Policy, Z. Blau, ed., Greenwich, CF: JAI Press, 1985.
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Based on 1978 data collected from the Older Men's cohort, this study uses both tabular and multivariate analysis to
explore factors associated with variations in patterns of leisure time activity of retired and nonretired members of the
sample. Six forms of leisure activity are covered: exercise, reading, hobbies, home maintenance, visiting, and
volunteer work. Systematic relationships are found between the extent of leisure time activity and other
characteristics of the min. As would be expected, retired men devote more time than nonretired men to the specified
activities. Health, occupational level; and family income all bear positive relationships to the pursuit of leisdretime
activity. The fact that occupational level and family income have independent effects suggests that the type of work
men do is related to leisure pursuits not only through income but through the character of interests associatedVith
different occupational levels. cohort-M.

1166 PARNES, HERBERT S.; LESS, LAWRENCE; NESTEL, GILBERT. "Work and RetirementData: National
Longitudinal Surveys of Middle-Aged and Older Men 1966-1976." Columbus,.OH: Center for Human Resource
Researc.h, The Ohio State University, 1980.

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Behavior permits the examination of how the status and
characteristics of the same group of individuals change over time. About 150 statistical tables are presented from
the NLS of Older Mat, a national sample of men who were between 55 and 69 years of age in 1976. The data
provided serve a wide range of interests on the part of researchers, policy-makers, aid practitioners in the human
resource field. Cohort: M.

1167 PARNES, HERBERT S. and MEYER, JACK A. "Withdrawal from the Labor Force by Middle-Aged Men,
1966-1967." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, Tne Ohio State University, 1971.

This paper analyzes the characteristics of 98 middle -aged -men who withdrew from the labor force between the
summer of 1966 and the summer of 1967. Further, it presents tae circumstances under which these changes in labor
force status occurred and ascertains the extent to which they represent irreversible moves out of.the labor force.
Cohort: M.

1168 PARNES, HERBERT S.; MILJUS, ROBERT C.; SPITZ, RUTH S. "Career Thresholds, Volume 1."
Manpower Research Monograph 16, Volume 1. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969.

Data drawn from interviews conducted during octoter-December 1966 with the NLS of Young Men ages 14 to 24
provides the basis for examining the relationships between selected demographic, attitudinal, and educational
characteristics of male:youth in the United Stites and their labor market experience and occupational aspirations.
The cohort's labor force participation, unemployment experience, employment patterns, labor market knowledge,
job attitudes, and educational and occupational aspirations as of the time of the initial survey in 1966 are analyzed
and explanations for variations in these factors based on a-large number of economic, social, and psychological
variables are offered. Cohort: B.

1169 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "The Early Labor Market Experience of College
Graduates." Presented: Chicago, 32nd National Conference on Higher Education, 1977.

Young men and letting women who earned baccalaureate degrees in the late 1960s and early 1970s enjoyed
substantial lab& market advantages in 1973 over individuals with lesser amounts of education who hadbeen out of
school for comparable periods of time. Male graduates also showed substantial improvement in employment
stability, occupational status; and earnings during the first six or seven years in the labor market, and earnings
growth for them is more rapid than for men who have started college but not completed baccalaureate degrees and
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for those:with just high school diplomas. Female graduates, however, were no more likely than women with lesser
amounts of education' to have improved their occupationrl status or earnings in this period. College graduates whose
degrees are in bu:siness or in science, math, or engineering enjoyed substantial earningS 'advantages over those with
degrees in education, the humanities, and social science. College graduates in the early 1970swere equally as likely
to eater high-level jobs as those in thlate 1960s. The later-graduates were, however, less likely tomove up the
occupational ladder during their first two years in the labor market. Cohort: B G.

1170 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Early Retirement." In: The Pre-Retirement Years,
VoluMe 4, H.S. Panes, ed., Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1974.

Retirement before the conventional age of 65 has become increasingly common in recent years, and its impact on
social insurance trust funds and private and public pensions widely debated. A quantitative assessment ofthe factors
associated with an expected early retirement among middle-aged men in the labor force in 1971 and their importance
in explaining the actual retirements within this age group between 1966 and 1971 is provided. A profile of the latter
men, all of whoin were less than 65 yeas of age in 1971, is alio presented with particular attention directed at their
work experiences and sources and adequacy of postretirement incomes. The importance of health, expectedpost-
rethanont incomes, economic need, and job satisfictioofor the retirement decision is highlighted by these data The
decline in family income after retirement is also ddcumented as well as the small number of men who report some
work experience or an intention to work after retirement. Cohort: M.

1171 PARNES, HERBERT S. aLd NESTEL, GILBERT. "Factors in Career Onentation and Occupational Status."
In: Dual Careers, Volume 4, H.S. Panics, ed, Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State Univasity,
1975.

Women are increasingly participatingin the labor force and working at jobs that histbrically have been final by
men. Multivariate techniques are used to characterize "career" women and to explain the occupational status of
women at various stages of their work lives: Racial differences are also highlighted. The evidence suggests that
relatively few married women in their late 30s and 40s 11111972 had work histories that could be described as careers.
Formal education, marital and child status, and selected characteristics of the work experience such as receipt of
training explain some of the occupational mobility observed within the.periods analyzed. Cohort: W.

1172 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL, GIBERT. "The Incidence, Distribution, and Correlates of
Unemployment Over a Decade Among Males by Age and Race." Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section,
American Statistical Association (1980):401-406.

This paper analyies the unemployment experience over the decade 1966-1976 oftwo NLS samples of males: youth
who in 1966 were 16 to 24 years of age and not enrolled in school; and,men who in the same year were between the
ages of 45 and 59. Three issues are considered: (1) the racial distribution of the cumulative weeks of
unemployment over the decade; (2) the deterthinants of the incidence of unemployment in the decade; and (3) the
factors affecting the cumulative duration of the unemployment, among those with some unemployment. A multiple
claisification analysis (MCA) is used in. the later two cases. Perllapt the mostinteresting fmding from these
analyses was the similarity among the four ago-race, groups in the distribution of total unemployment. Five percent
of the sample of young men accounted for 38 pereein of the total weeks of unemployMent; for the older men, four
percent of the sample accounted for more than half of the total unemployment in the decade. The correlates of
unemployment and its duration differed by age, however. For example, the social psychological measures affected
these outcomes among older men but were insignificant factors for the younger male cohort. Cohort: B M.
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1173 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL, .GILBERT. "Middle-Aged Job Changers." In: The Pre-Retirement
Years, Volume 4, H.S. Parses, ed., Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1974.

About 1 in 8 middle-aged men at work as wage and airy earners in survey week 1966 left their employer in the
subsequentfive-year period. The factors affecting their propensity to change jobs, and the impOrtance of the latter
construct and job opportunities as predictors of actual mobility are explored with multivariate techniques. The
stability of the propensity relationship and, the significance of the .economic environment are also quantitatively
assessed. The paper also contains a discussion of the economic and noneconomic consequences of i change in
employer. Cohort: M.

1174 PARNES, HERBERT S.; NESTEL, GILBERT; LESS, LAWRENCE. The National Longitudinal Surveys
Ten-Year Data Book for Middle-Aged and Older Men_, 1966-1978." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource
Research, The,Ohio State University, 1980.

This monograph contains about 150 tables that-summarize thg current status and prior- life experience of a
representative sample of men who at the time of reinterview in 1976 _were between-55' and 69 years of age. Only
limited'analysis of the content-of each of these tables isincluded. Separate divibittions are provided for each of
three-age categories and for two racial groups. The tables are further categorized into two major types. - The first set-
contains a demographic profile of the men at the time of their initial interviews in 1966 and suminarizu their
backgrounds, prior work experiences, attitudes toward work,' health status, and characteristics of their-1966- survey
week-jobs. The second set is more extensive and includes two secti:ms for each table. The rust part of the table
summarizes the experience's of the same group of men in 1966,1971 and 1976 and provides information about their
behavior as they age fivgand ten years. The second part controls for the age of the respondent and asks whether the
behavior differs at two to three points in time. At issue is.w r,hethe the behavior varies for the same age cohort over
time. Among the characteristics studied am-marital and family attributes, extent of post-school training, mobility
measures (geographic, employer, occupational), attitudes toward retirement, survey week status, and characteristics:
of survey week job. Cohort: M.-

1175 PARNES, HERBERT S.; NESTEL, GILBERT; ANDRISANI, PAUL J. The Pre-Retirement Years; Volume
3." Manpower Research Monograph 15, Volume 3. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973:

A national sample of middle-aged men, first interviewed in the summer of 1966 when they were between 45 and 59
years of age, are reinterviewed for this five-year longitudinal study by a mail questionnaire in mid-1968 and by
personal interviews in mid-1969. Data describe the magnitude and patterns of change in the status of the
respondents that have occurred over the first three years of the- study and identify some of the causes and
consequences of these changes. Cohort: M.

1176 PARNES, HERBERT S.; NESTEL, GILBERT; CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N.; DAYMONT, THOMAS N ;; et
ilia. The Pre-Retirement Years, Volume 5." Springfield, VA: National Technical Information Service, 1979.

The pre-retirement labor market behavior and the post-retirement experience:of men between ages 45 and 69 are
examined: This analySis shows the extension of the surveys beyond the originally planned five years. Both labor
market behaviors and post-retireinent experience are based on longitudinal data collected by periodic personal
interviews with the same sample of men between 1966 and 1976. This volume was published by MIT Press as Work
and Retirement. Cohort: M.
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1177 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL, GILBERT. "Retirement Expectations of Middle-Aged Men."
Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1971.

Data from the first and Second-round personal interviews of the NLS survey of middle-aged men are used to study
the factors affecting the decision to retire and its short-run stability. Multivariate techniques are used to isolate the
importance of age, race, financial needs; ability to work, and resources in the absence of workas factors affecting an
expectation of early "retirement (prior to age 65) and changeS in retirement expectationS between 1966 and 1967.
The authors find that economic and moneconomid factors are important in conditioning these-expectations. Less
'Conclusive evidence is proVided that the same factors are important in explaining changes in these expectations.
Some of the reasons for the latter finding are also explored: Cohort: M.

1178 PARNES, HERBERT S. and NESTEL; GILBERT. "The Retirement Experience." In: Work and Retirement:
A Longitudinal Study of Men, H.S. Panes, ed., Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981.

This paper addresses three research issues about the retirement decision among retired men interviewed in-1976: (1)
The relative) importance of an 'unwilling separation from a job because of a mandatory retirement provision, -a
withdrawal beCauseof poor health, or a "voluntary" choice to retire. The distribution of the reason retired obtained
from a retrospective question asked in 1976 is compared with the responses-obtained from the panel response
immediately prior to the actual retirement. (2) How does the reason retired vary by demographic and employment-
characteristics of retirees? (3) Is the post- retirement work experience, economic status, and life satisfaction, related
to reason retired? The authors find that only a small percentage of the retirements were involuntary (no more than
five percent) in the sense that workers wanted to continue working at their jobs but were-unable to do so. Health was
a major =reason for withdrawal with about 40 percent of the men reporting,. a health problem preceding their
retirement: About twenty-percent of the retirees were at work in survey week 1976 and only a small proportion of
those not at work expresied an unqualified interest- in working. There is littleevidence that retirees are unhappy
with ,the timing of their retirement or. their life in retirement. Only those with health problems appear to be at some
disadvantage. Cohort: M.

1179 PARNES, HERBERT S. and RICH, MALCOLM C. "Perspectives on Educational Attainment from the
National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Behavior." Research in Sociology of Education and Socialization 1
(1980): 161-188.

This paper discusses in general the four original NLS cohoitS with particular, emphasis on the, applicability of these
data sets for the study, of the educational experiences of Americans. While indicating the difficulty of, generalizing
from- numerous studies based on these data, the authors indicate that it appears clear that. ability and parental
socioeconomic status have a-major impact on educational attainment, while some other significant factors can be
more tentatively identified. In addition, the process of educational attainment appears basically similar for blacks
and whites, and for males and females. Cohort: B G M W.

1180 PARNES, HERBERT S.; SHEA, JOHN R.; SPITZ, RUTH S.; ZELLER, FREDERICK A. "Dual Careers,
Volume 1." Manpower Research Monograph 21. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970.

Data from the first interview (1967) of Mature Women age 30-44 in 1967 are used to examine their labor market
status and attitudes, as well as their,prior work experience and plans for the future. Marital history andstatus, family
background, health, education, income patterns and attitudes toward work and home are investigated, as are
participation in the labor force, occupation, rate of pay, transportation, and child care. Part-time employment and its
ramifications are explored. Occupational and:geographic mobility and movement are studied and their relationship
to career, beginnings shown. Work attitudes and job attachment are evaluated; and, finally, major sources of
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variation in labor market behavior are explored and found to be largely race, education, marital status, ages of
children, and work-related attitudes. Cohort: W.

1181 PARNES, HERBERT S. and SHEETS, CAROL T. "The National Longitudinal Surveys Data Files: Content
and Striteture." In: Data Bases'in the Ihunanides,and the Social Sciences, J. Raber & G. Marks, eds., New York:
North-Holland Publishing, 1980.

This paper presents a brief description of the objectives and the content of the NLS surveys and the characteristics of
the data files. Cohort: B G M W.

1182 PARNES, HERBERT S. and SPITZ, RUTH S. "A Conceptual Framework for Studying Labor Mobility."
Monthly Labor Review 92 (November 1969):55-58.

A discussion of method of measuring mobility as a propensity to change jobs in response to economic incentives-
using data from two national samples of employed men leads to the conclusion that labor mobility is a much more
complex-phenomenon than would be imagined on the basis of conventional labor market theory, which tends-to
perceive labor as a more or less homogeneous and fluid factor continuously flowing in the direction of net economic
advantage. Cohort B M.

1183 PARNES,,HERBERT S. and SPITZ, RUTH S. "Hypothetical Questions as Measures of Labor Mobility."
Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section of the American Stati'stical Association (1969):182-91.

From a methodological point of,view, findings suggest that a question posinta hypothetical job offer can be used as
a measure of the mobility of workers, defined as their propensity to change employers in response to a perceived
economic advantage in doing so. From a substantive point of view, perhaps the most important conclusion to be
drawn from findings to date is that labor mobility is a much more complex phenomenon than would be imagined on
the basis of conventional -labor market theory, which tends to conceive of labor as a more or less homogeneous and
fluid factor continuously flowing in the direction of net economic advantage. Cohort: B M.

1184 PARNES, HERBERT S. and SPROAT, KEZIA. "A Description of the National Longitudinal Surveys." In:
ARRIVE: Annual Review of Research in Vocational Education, Vol. 1. (1980):323-30.

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience began in 1965 when U.S. Department of Labor
contracted with the Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University to conduct longitudinal studies
of the labor market-experience of four specific age- sex groups of the American population. Under k separate
contract with the U.S Labor Department, the Bureau of. the Census was made responsible for the design of the
sample, the field work, and data pmeessing. A brief history of the Surveys is provided as well as the research
possibilities of the data. Cohort B G M W.

1185, FARROW, ALAN A. "Labor Sectors and the Status Attainment Process: Race and Sex Colnparisons." Final
Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1981.

Various hypotheses from the theory of dual labor markets about why race aiukex differentials in earningt(and
occupational attainments continue to exist are tested. Using eight year panel data from the NLS of Young MO and
Young Women, simultaneous equation models and dynamic models of mobility are used to compare the early eared.
proceises of black and white men and women. In general, the empirical evidence does not support the notion Of:s.,
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strict bimodal division of the economy 'into primary and secondary labor sectors. Mobility exists between the
sectors and the earnings structure shows only minimal evidence of bipolarization. Cohort: B G.

1186 PARROW, ALAN A. "Labor Sectors and the Status Attainment Process: Race and Sex Comparisons." Ph.D.
Dissenationr Duke University, 1981.

-A large body of researchintOth sociology and economics has attempted to explain race and sex differences in
placement - within the American stratification system. 'Grounded in functionalist and neo-classical theories, prior
empirical studies hive focused almOst exclusively, on individual characteristics- as sources of explanation of
-attairiiitents The present research goes well beyond these efforts by including measures of structural constraints on
attainment in addition to the standard measures of individual characteristics. Of particular- interest are hypotheses
about the long term conseqbehoes of sectoral placement in a segmented (WWI) labOr market. Using eight year panel
data from the NLS of Young Men and Women, simultaneous equation models and dynamic models of mobilityare
used to compare the career processes of black and-white men .s:nd women. The -empirical evidence-from these
analyses 'does not support the -notioit of a strict bimodal' diVision-. of the , industrial economy into primary and
,Secondary, Sectors. Mobility eiiststetween the sectors and the earnings structure shows only minimal evidence of
bipolarization. -Nor is there any evidence that the underlying processes by which wages are assigned to given levels
of occupational aahievement in the two sectors differ. Finally, despite the DLM, stress on institutional' factors which
impede' mobility (especially those falling under the headings of internal labor Markets), 'the present data seem to
suggest the lack of any -long term effects on occupational training or employment stability within c.?-- .:rs. What is
revealed by the -study is a distinct pattern of- diScrimination -even Within sectors OF the economy. Though race
discrimination continues -to exist, sex _discrimination appears -to be far more striking and pervasive. This sex
discrimination appears to occur primarily as a result of occupational; segregation and industrial segregation at a level
-too fine to be matured by a gross dichotomizatien of industries. A Call is given for more research wherein the unit of
analysis is the industry or, firm. Cohort: B G.

1187- PARSONS, DONALD 0. "The Autocorrelation- of Earnings, Human Wealth Inequality,- and Income
Contingent Loans." Quarterly Journal of Economics 92 (November 1978):551-69.

Estimates of the covariance structure of earnings are presented for white male wage and salary earners in the United
States. These estimates for intervals up-to six years are then characterized by a two-component error structure, a
simple ainoconelation scheme and an additional random element, the structure of which is used to estimate the
variance of present values of earnings. The implications of these estimates, undertaken for three schooling levels (S
= 12; 13-15, and 16), are then derived for the measurement of economic inequality and the optimal design of income
contingent educational loans. Cohort: B.

1188 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "The Cost of School Time, Foregone Earnings, and Human Capital Formation."
Journal of Political Economy 82 (March/April 1974):251-66.

A simple educational investment model is used to demonstrate that, if students are subject to borrowing constraints,
foregone earnings are not identical to schooling time_ costs,, since students will sacrifice leisure as well as earnings.
Directmeasurement of schooling hours and work hours of young males reveals that at the high school level the bulk
of school hours results from foregone leisure. A review of the foregone-earnings measures used in a number of
_major human capital studies is undertaken to determine the approximate bias in human capital formation and rate-of-
retuin estimates resulting from this source. Cohort: B.
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1189 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "The Decline in Male Labor Force Participation." Journal of Political Economy 88
(February 1980):117-34.

The rate of nonparticipation in market work among prime-aged males in the United States has risen persistently
during the postwar period. The rate among males aged 45-54, for example, has risen from 4.5 percent to 8.4 percent
from 1947 to 1976, with similar trends among other age groups. The principal hypothesis explored is that labor force
withdrawal has been induced by the rapid expansion of welfare alternatives to work, principally the Social Security
disability program. Cross-sectional evidence strongly confirms this hypothesis. Time-series projections of the cross-
sectional model, moreover, track actual postwar trends in male labor force participation reasonably well. Cohort:
M.

1190 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Health, Family Structure, and Labor Supply." American Economic Review 67
(September 1977):703-12.

This study discusses the interrelationship between health and the family's allocation of time. The author focuses
attention on-health effects of the joint labor supply of both spouses, and to the differential labor supply responses to
poor health of married and single men. The impact of health on home production hours indicates how well older
individuals and families can economically survive health problems. The empirical results indicate that married men
in poor health work significantly_ more hours than single men, which is consistent with the belief that married men
can marshal resources other than their own time'(ie. wives' time, when faced with a health problem). Estimation of
a simultaneous model of male labor supply suggests that other family income does not have a substantial:effect on
labor supply but that male labor supply has a significant effect in other family income. Only in households where
the wife has a high level of education, does other family income increase. Finally, declining health of each partner
leads to substantial market time withdrawal, while home work remains unchanged. Cohort: M.

1191 ,PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Intergenerational Wealth Transfers and the Educational Decisions of Male
Youth." Quarterly Journal of Economics 89 (November 1975):603-17.

Results strongly document Knight's assertion about the effect of social institutions, particularly the family, on
income distribution. Both the quantity and productivity of educational investments are significantly determined by
family wealth, human and physical, parental. schooling, 'and number of siblings. The intergenerational social
question is how social- institutions- can be altered to reduce the relative disadvantage of individuals born into less
well-placed families if that goal is, in fact, desirable. The rather modest contribution of this paper,to-that end is to
give some quantitative measure to the relative importance of ..the major channels by which family characteristics-
influence schooling choice. Cohort: B.

1192 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "The Male Labor Force Participation Decision: Health, Reported Health, and
Economic Incentives." Economica 49 (1982):81-91.

In this study, a recursive model of non-participation and self-rated 'health is estimated. Economic incentive variables
strongly influence the participation decision and health assessment. In addition, the magnitude of bias in labor
Supply models that use self-rate health is estimated. Cohort: M.

1193 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Models of Labor Market Turnover. A Theoretical and Empirical Survey."
Research in Labor Economics 1(1977):185 -223.
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The author surveys some of the recent theoretical and empirical contributions to job attachment or, conversely, job
turnover and explores the theoretical developments in search models of worker behavior. This is followed by a
discussion of current labor market models of the firm with stress on firm turnover behavior in the presence of
specific` htunan capital' and incomplete information. The recent literature introducing uncertainty into the fum-
Worker interaction is also reviewed. A number of important empirical studies of turnover behavior are examined.
Most of these studies are only vaguely guided by current theory. Cohort: M.

1194 "PARSONS, DONALD 0. "On the Human Wealth of Females Across Generations." Columbus, OH: Center
for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1976.

Using -data from four NLS cohorts,, the author estimates a recursive model in which family background first
influences_ the daughter's schooling and then, with schooling, influences husband's characteristics and her market
wage. The of-family background on female economic well-being is empirically assessed, considering
several measures of well-being: female schooling, husband's schooling and income, and finally femalewages. The
analysis of female schooling suggests that,the four background characteristics considered (father's wage rate and
_schooling, mother's schooling, and number of siblings) strongly influence female schooling attainment with total
explanatory power of about 30 percent for middle aged.women. As expected, the family wealth measure and the
parent's schooling (measuring perhaps the intellectual environment) positively influenced onedaughter's schooling,
while number of siblings, presumably an indicator of lower support ability, had a modest negative effect. The
estimated background coefficients on schooling did not differ in any dramatic way from comparable estimates for
male offspring: Husband's income regressions were then estimated with female schooling and background
characteristics as explanatory variables. The schooling and background variables were-found to have strong and
independent effects on the income of the female's husband. Similar results were found when husband's schooling
was used as a dependent variable under the argument schooling might be,an observable measure of future earning
power. Cohort: B G M W.

1195 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Poverty and the Minimum Wage." Report, American Enterprise for Public Policy
Research, 1980.

This report assesses the minimum wage as,a poverty program. The author argues that the minimum wage is largely
a reallocation among low-wage demographic groups: adult females as a group are the beneficiaries and teenagers of
both sexes are the principal losers. Utilizing data from,the NLS of Mature Women, particular attention is paid to the
impact 'of minimum wages on the structure of wage rates and earnings during 1967-1974 (when the real' level of
minimum wages fell by almost 30 percent) and during , 1974-1976 .(whee the real minimum was raised by 24
percent). The author estimates that wage rates of-low-wage adult females were 10 to 20 percent higher in sectors
with a minimum wage and were unaffected in the sector with no minimum. Employment reductions, however,
limited annual earnings gains to less than $150 per low-wage female. The modest dimension of this gain raises
serious question about the efficiency of minimum wages in transferring income to the poor. Cohort: W.

11% PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Racial Trends in Male Labor Force Participation." American Economic Review
70 (December 1980):911-20.

The decline in labor force participation, particularly among blacks, is the result of increasingly attractive alternatives
to. work. The differentially large decline among blacks is due simply to their relatively poor market alternatives and
the increasingly; progressive structure of Social Security benefits. From a positive viewpoint, one would predict that
if wage rates for blacks and whites do ultimately converge, their labor force participation behavior will converge as
well. Cohort M.
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1197 PARSONS, DONALD 0. "Teenage Decision-Making, Schooling, and Fertility." (In-progress Research).

Many youth decisions appear to have profound effects on later economic well-being and on the well-being of
subsequent generations since the poverty these bdividuals face as adults places their own children in an unfavorable

:development envirownent.in order to understand better the structure of these decisions, this project proposes: y to
define carefully the economic opportunity set of youth, particularly youth from low income families; and (2) to
identify the choice mechanisms youth employ to select from among these opportunities. The study will examine
learning and attitude formation mechanisms that are associated with higher quality decisions in later childhood. A
self-control model of.youth decision making will be developed, incorporating recent advances in principal-agent
models. .Parental influences on the youth's schooling and fertility decision processes will also be modeled. Models
of 'teenage schooling and fertility decisions will be developed, in ceder to separate causal relationships from simple
correlations due to: common causal linkages with a third actor. An important focus of the study will be the
develOpment of a model of teenage fertility. A fertility-avoidance model will be developed that stresses the cost of
avoiding fertility, in contrast to <traditional economic models that focus on the uantity/qiiality tradeoff. By
developing and estimating structural models of the youth's environment and his.or her choice mechanisms,: the-
fi..stiuch should lead to a deeper understanding of the behavior of youth, raising the possibility of Meaningful social
intervention, should that-be desirable. A crucial' element in understanding youth behavior, whether education or
fertility, is identifying:the set-of opportunities that the youth face. A Major activity'in thii project is to define
carefully the school, Market, and home possibilities available to the youth. The primiy-data base for this and later
analyset will be the NLSY, a national longitudinal sample of youth 14 to 21, initiated in 1979. In the final stages ot
the analysis, direct estimation of the linkage of teenage traits and circumstances and subsequent economic well-
being will be estimated using the longitudinal aspect of the NLS. [FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort: Y.

1198 PARSONS, DONALD O.; FLEISHER, BELTON M.; MARVEL, HOWARD P. "Economic Responses to
Poor Health in Older Males: Final Report and Executive Summary." Final Report, Natiial Center for Health
Services Research, 1980.

The pwpose of this research is to examine the impact of poor health of older males on a wide variety of labor market
activities, particularly with the differential response of men to poor health as a function of their family sitiOun. It
is noted that unmarried men in poor health work substantially less than married men. Occupation alSo affectc,the,
response. The household model is developed at both the theoretical' and empirical level. Partici:ar, rititthtionis given
to adjustment cost factors such as work hour adjustment costs and market entry cc:ori. for females' and asset
adjustment costs for different types of assets. The principal data base for the empirical analysis is the NLS of Older
Men ages 45 to 59 in 1966, the initial survey year. The empirical models are estimated using ordinary least squares
and two and three stage least squares simultaneous techniques and, when appropriate., nonlinear methods. Cohort:
M.

1199 PARSONS, GEORGE E. "An Application of John Holland's Vocational Theory to an Empirical Study of
Occupational Mobility of Men Age 45 to 59." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1971.

This investigation of the occupational movement and reasons for movement of men age 45 to 59, between their first
and current jobs, specifically examines: .(1) change and stability of various occupational personality types; (2) the
effect of selected variables,on change and stability or personality types; and (3) the relationship between job and
personality types. The most significant implication of this study for career development research was that Holland's
theory of vocational selection proved r6k."7% to older men presently working in the labor force and to the study of
occupational mobility. The theory also has strong implications for vocational retraining and counseling of men:
Cohort: M.,
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1200 PARSONS, GEORGE E. and WIGTIL, JAMES V. "Occupational Mobility as Measured by Holland's
Theory of Career Selection." Journal of Vocational Behavior 5 (1974): 321-330.

This study examined occupational mobility is measured by Holland's theory of career selection and its relationship
to older men in the work force. Stability was discussed in two distinct ways: (1) stability within a job, and (2)

stability in the kind of-work a man does over a career. In his research, Holland concluded that Realistic and
Investigative personality types would change personality type less often and have more stable job choices in
comparison to other personality types: The results of this study supported these findings to some extent, but also
concluded that stability in a personality type was strongly influenced by the number of jobs available in a particular
personality type and,the structure of the labor market demand. In addition the results showed that psychological
concepts seem to be more important in changing jobs than in selecting initial jobs. Cohort: M. .

1201 PASSMORE, DAVID L. "Employment of Young GED Retipients:" GED Research Brief No. 14, Aiterican
Council on Education, GED Testing Seriice, 1987.

A study used the NLSY to determine the labor Market consequences for young people of acquiring a General
Educational Development (GED) degree in 1985. Three major consequeriees, ofrieceiving a GED were examined
labor force participation, employment status, and hourly wages. The analysis showed that GED recipients had
greater chances of being labor fOce participants than young people without GEDs or high school diplomas.. High
school graduates were, more likely to be participants than wereRYTD recipients. Moreover, the more time that
elapsed after obtaining a GED or a -high school diploma, the- greater the chance-that a youth was a labor force
participant. As was observed with labor forceparticipation, the chances of being employed were much greater in
1985 for young high school graduates than for GED recipients or youths with neitherza GED nor a high school
diploma. Interpretation of annual salaries from hourly wages indicated that the typical GED recipient would have
earned in-1985 about $780 more than a youth without a GED or diploma, but $1,340 less than a youth with a high
school diploma. Further research is needed to determine what the GED means to employers, to GED recipients and
aspirants, and to the general public. (ERIC ED291894] Cohort; Y.

1202 PASSMORE, DAVID L. "A Measurement Model for Labor Force Attachment of Youth." Journal of
'Technical and Vocational Education 4 (1987): 45-60. Cohort Y.

1203 PASSMORE, DAVID L.; AY, UNAL; ROCKEL, SHERYL; WADE, BARBARA; et alia. "Employment
Conditions of Youths Whose Use of English is Limited." Journal for Vocational Special Needs Education 5 (Fall
1982):3-8.

Limited English use among 16 through 21-year olds in 1979 was associated with lower rates of employment, pay,
and job status, and with higher rates of unemployment than for the youth population in general. Cohort Y.

1204 PASSMORE, DAVID L.; AY, UNAL; ROCKEL, SHERYL; WADE, BARBARA; et alia. "Health and
Youth Employment." Applied Economics 15,6 (Deamber 1983):715-29.

The employment of 6.4 percent of United States teenagers and young adults is limited by their health. These young
people are less likely to have jobs than youths without health problems. Also, they work fewe,hours per week than
the,\ youth average, although they earn as much.:;.-4 -hi:cur-as youth without health limitations. Differences in
satisfaction and prestige which youths enjoy from their jobs are not related to the presence of health conditions.
Youths who reported health conditions lasting their entire lives are more likely to have jobs than young people
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recently acquiring their conditions. These relationships are derived from analyses of responses of 11,412 civilian
noninstitutionalized youths to the 1979 NLSY. Cohort: Y.

1205 PASSMORE, DAVID L.; AY, UNAL; GEER, EDWARD M. "Reliability of the Knowledge of the World of
Work Test." Journal of Studies in Technical Careers 4 (Fall 1982):309-11.

A recent study of the need for teaching youth about the labor market concluded that underprivileged youth lack
information common to their more privileged counterparts. This brief note looks carefully at the statistics employed
by that study. Cohort B G Y.

1206 PASSMORE, DAVID L. and MOHAMED, DOMINIC A. "Application of Logistic Regression Techniques in
Survey Research." Journal of Vocational Education Research 9,1 (1984): 1-9.

This paper describes the workings of a simple two-way table of employment status by sex and extends this table to
include school enrollment status by sex; race,' and high school graduation status using logistic regression techniques.
[ERIC F.J302280] Cohort Y.

1207 -PEARCE, DEBRA M. "Job Satisfaction of Low. Income Men Ages 45-59." M.S. Thesis, The Ohio State
University, 1977.

An examination of job satisfaction among men age 45 to 59 who are below the poverty level as defmed by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census showed that job satisfaction is markedly influenced by a worker's perception of his job
situation, his age, his educational attainment, and his change in real income over time. The data do not support the
views, however, that: (1) the greater -the weeks of unemployment in the past, 'the greater will be a worker's
Satisfaction with his job when he finally does secure employment; and (2) the greater the number of hours worked
per week, the less his job satisfaction will be. Cohort M.

1208 PENG, TAI. "Educational Experiences and Labor Market Outcomes of Youth." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
Pennsylvania State University, 1987.

This study was designed to determine the effects of educational experience on labor market outcomes of youth. The
sample for this study consisted of 1,643 respondents (17 to 21 years of age) from the NLSY. The major conclusions
were: (1) -The economic outcomes were higher for young men than for young women. However, young women were
more likely-to experience job satisfaction than young men. (2) The number of weeks employed and income were
greater for whites than for non-whites. There was no difference between whites and non-whites with regard to wages
and job satisfaction. (3) The father's occupation and educational attainment, and the mother's educational attainment
had slight direct effect on the labor market outcomes of youths but mostly the effects were indirect. The father's
occupation and the parents' educational attainment had a direct influence on the educational experiences of youths.
The family reading index had a positive direct effect on the number of weeks employed and the wages of young
men. (4) Schooling had a positive direct effect on the economic outcomes of youths. However, schooling had a
negative direct effect on the job satisfaction Of youths. The effect of schooling on the employability of youths was
greater for non-whites than for whites. The effect of ichooling on the income of youths was greater for young men
than for young women. (5) Student 'performance in high school was positively related to the number of weeks
employed' and job satisfaction of youths. (6) -Academic training in high school did little to improve the economic
outcomes and job satisfaction of youths. (7) Vocational training caused an increase in the number -of weeks of
employMent for young women but a decrease for young men. Vocational education improved earning potential
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ability and the ability of youth to be employed early in the labor market. Moreover, vocational education had a
positive direct effect on job satisfaction of young women. [UMI ADG87-28061] Cohort Y.

1209 PETERS, IL ELIZABETH. "Interactions Between Divorce and Its Long-Term Economic Consequences."
Mimeo, Economics Research Center/NORC. Also presented: the Er.onometric Society Meetings, December, 1986.

This paper studies the link between the expected consequences or income prospects at divorce and the decision to
become divorced. The -economic nivIel utilized predicts that divorce will occur when the present value of
opportunities afierdivorce exceeds the return to continuing the marriage. These opportunities, measured over time,
include the economic value attached to a possible remarriage, as well as income from employment, welfare,
alimony, and child, support payments. The empirical analysis utilizes data from the Young Women's cohort.
Preliminary results show that income gains expected from continuing the marriage reduce the probability of divorce,
but income prospects expected at divorce have no significant effect on the probability of divorce for these women.
Cohort: G.

1210 PETERS, IL ELIZABETH. "Retrospective versus Pan4 Data in Analyzing Life-Cycle Events." Journal of
Human Resources 23,4 (Fall 1988): 488-513.

In view of the large cost of longitudinal data collection, it is important to assess the quality of information about life-
cycle events which can be obtained from less costly retrospective surveys. This paper compares data from a
retrospective marital history with that derived for the same individuals from panel information. The data utilized in
the study come from the Young Women's cohort which was initiated in 1968. In 1978, the respond_ents were asked
about the dates of past marital events; in 1983, the retrospective histories. were updated. The panel information that
is available includes marital status and characteristics of the current husband (if present)-at each interview date.
From this source, a limited panel marital history can be constructed. The results indicate that when a marital event is
reported -in both sources, there is substantial agreement about the date of the event. The errors are, however,
systematic, and are seen primarily to relate to factors which increase the difficulty of recall in retrospective histories.
Since the panel data only ask about current marital status, some marital events cannot be correctly identified. This
limitation is more important for remarriage rate estimates than for first marriage rate estimates. Cohort: G.

1211 PETERSON, JAMES L. "An Agenda For Socioeconomic Life Cycle Research." Journal of Economics and
Business 32 (1980):95-110.

In October 1977, the Social Science Research Council convened a conference on the National Longitudinal Surveys
of Labor Market Experience to review research based on NLS data and to suggest promising future directions this
study Might take. A research agenda that emerged from this meeting is presented, and while not exhaustive, the
agenda does identify a number of new or- continuing research areas that are important for developing a better
understanding of the socioeconomic life cycle. The agenda is organized into four broad topics: work-family

relationships, labor force socialization, structural variables, and methodological issues. Cohort B G M W.

1212 PETERSON, JAMES L "Work and Socioeconomic Life Cycles: An Agenda for Longitudinal Research."
Monthly Labor Review 102 (February 1979):23-27.

Some of the major themes concerning longitudinal surveys are summarized in the form of a brief agenda for
socioeconomic life cycle research. The author goes on to suggest that several ancillary surveys, designed to
complement the NLS by testing new content before it is incorporated into the main set of instruments and to check
the validity and reliability of existing measures should be instituted. Thus, a foundation would be laid to judge
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which measures work well and which should be discontinued in favor of those showingmore promise. Cohort: B G
M W.

1213 PETERSON, RICHARD R. "The Effect of Divorce on Wages of Working Women." Research in Social
Stratification and Mobility 6 (1987): 61-79.

This paper provides an analysis of the long-term effects of divorce on women's wages based on the NLS of Mature.
Women, 1967-1917 (number of cars = 3,964). It is found that, in the long run, working divorced women build up a
wage advantage over working married women. Structural and individualist models are considered to account for
this wage advantage. A labor market segmentation model indicates that divorced (andother, single) women are more
May than married women to be working in advantaged segments of the labor market, particularly in large firms,
suggesting that such fimis prefer to have single or divorced waineil. Results from the individualistmodels (human
capital and family role) indicate that part of the wage advantage of divorced women can also be attributed to their
greater education and work experience. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc]. Cohort: W.

1214 PETERSON, RICHARD R. "The Socioeconomic Consequences of Divorce for Women." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Columbia University, 1984.

The dual career hypothesis suggests that women are at a disadvantage in the labor market because of- their
involvement in family roles, implying that women should-fare better after divorce. However, the increase in the
number of women (including divorced women) supporting themselves and their children is often cited as a cause of
the feminilation of poverty. In this study, the life -cause perspective is developed to consider the effects of divorce
on women's mition in the labor market and on their economic well-being. The analyses presented here use data
from the NLS of Mature Women. Divorced women who work improve their position in the lab& market, especially
after a long period (consistent with the dual career hypothesis), but all divorcedwomen, including those who work,
experience a drop in economic well Improvement in the labor market position of divorced women depends
both on increased work experience after divorce, and alsO on higher demand for the lab)r of divorced women over
married women. Economic wellbeing after divorce depends to a large extent on priix work history and fertility, but
also depends on educatiOn and on work adjustments after divorce. The life-course perspective is developed to
consider the effects of Marital and work history in determining socioeconomic outcomes. The marital history
concept is used to demonstrate that divorce is associated with higher wages and earnings, a finding consistent with
the dual career hypothesis but previously subject to debate because of emphasis on cross-sectional analysis. The
most comprehensive explanation to date is. provided to account for the effects. of marital status on labor market
position, including, for the first time, the finding-that there are differences in demand for female labor by marital
status. Finally, a simple model is developed to combine the human capital and labor market segmentation
approaches; further theoretical development to integrate these two approaches is suggested. Cohort: W.

1215 PETERSON, RICHARD R. Women, Work, and Divorce. Ithaca, NY: State University New York Press,
1989.

This book considers how women cope with the economic hardship which accompanies divorce. These women came
of age at a time when they were expected to give priority to family roles over work roles. Yet by the time many of

were divorced in the 1970s, with the climate of changing perceptions of gender roles, women were expected to
and were unprepared for the economic disruption caused by divorce. Using data from the NLS of Mature

Women, the author analyzes the experiences of women drawing upon sociological and economic approaches,
studying labor market results and lifecycle events. While most divorced women, over the long term, can make at
least a partial recovery, divorced women with children have a more difficult time making work adjustments, and
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experience greater economic deprivation. Given the continuing high rates of divorce, the findings of this book
highlight the importance of work rather than marriage for women's economic security. Cohort: W.

1216 PFEFFER, JEFFREY and ROSS, JERRY. "The Effects of Marriage and a Working Wife on Occupational
and Wage Attainment." Administrative Science Quarterly 27,1 (March 1982): 66-80.

Ina 1966 study of the NLS Older Men cohost, the positive effects of being married and the negative effects of
having a working wife for both occupational status and wage- attainment were observed most strongly for
professional and managerial subsamples. These results are consistent with both conformance-to-social expectations
and wife-as-career resource arguments, but not as consistent with either human capital/market-signaling or
distributive justice arguments. The effects of specific organizational tenure, education, and socioeconomic origins
on both forms of attainment tended to be stronger for managers than for professionals, and stronger for professionals
than for blue-collar respondents. These results are consistent with the different needs for control, given the
uncertakty of evaluation, performance, and importance of the jobs (higher for managers and professionals than for
others), and the different modianisms for achieving control. Professional control is achieved more through
extraorganizational mechanisms, while managerial control is achieved through background, certification, and tenure,
which tend to be associated with compliance to the normative structure. Cohort: M.

1217 PFEFFER, JEFFREY and ROSS, JERRY. "Union-Nonunion Effects on. Wage and Status Attainment."
Industrial Relations 19 (Spring 1980)140-51.

First, this paper examines the process of occupational prestige attainment as well as wage attainment. In the
literature on the sociology of labor markets, occupational prestige is itself an important outcome and has been the
principal variable used in the study of stratification in society. Thus, the examination of tie effects of unionization
on the occupational status determination process is significant. Second, the authors' include in the wage and
occupational status determination equations two = important additional variabks, race And socioeconomic origins.
Fmally, longitudinal data is employed to examine whether there are differences in the dynamics of the occupational
prestige and income determination process over time among unionized and nonunionized employees. Cohort: M.

1218 Pl.th.Elt, JEFFREY and ROSS, JERRY. "Unionization and Female Wage and Status Attainment."
Industrial Relations 20 (Spring 1981):179 -85.

A growing body of evidence iiidicateis that unionization has a leveling effect upon wages and occupational status. In
a recent article in this journal, it was argued that union leveling occurred not only in the case of- human capital
variables, but also across virtually the entire set of individual characteristics. However, that study, as well as others
in this tradition, focused on a sample of male workers and failed to examine the extent to which the results could be
generalized to working women. This note undertakes such an extension. Using essentially the same variables and
meanies as before, we examine the effect of being in the union as contrasted with the nonunion sector on wages and
occupational prestige attainmentprocesses for a sample of women working full time. The results suggest a need for
greater caution in drawing general conclusiont about the impact of unionization on wage and status attainment based
on evidence from male (particularly white male) samples. Cohort W.

1219 PFEFFER, JEFFREY and ROSS, JERRY. "Unionisation and Income Inequality." Industrial Relations 20
(Fa111981):271-85.

Findings from an examination of the relationship between labor unions and income inequality suggest that one of the
effects of unionization is the reduction of inter-race and intra-race income inequality for organized workers.
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Evidence does not confirm that unionization has the effect of increasing either kind of income inequality. Cohort
M.

1220 PHILLIBER, WILLIAM W. and HILLER, DANA V. "Relative Occupational Attainments of Spouses and
Later Changes in Marriage and Wife's Work Experience." Journal of Marriage and the Family 45 (February
1983):161-70.

Data from the NLS of Mature Women are used to analyze whether the relative attainments of spouse at one point in
time are associated with divorce, leaving the labor force, moving to a lower status job and/or moving toa traditional
jobone sex-typed female--at a later time. Independent -variables included wife's occupational status, husband's
occupational Status, the interaction between the two (relative occupational status), and whether the wife is employed
in a- traditional or nontraditional job. The strongest finding is the importance of wife's employment in a
nontraditional job (sex-typed male) as a predictor of change. Women in nontraditional jobs were more likely to
become divorced, to leave the labor.fOrce, or to move to a lower status position thanwere women in traditional;
pOsitions. In addition; maly women in nontraditional jobs shifted to traditional jobs. The relative attainment of
spouses further contributei to the probability of these changes, but the effects are not large. Cohort W.

1221 PHILLIPS, LLAD and VOTEY HAROLD L. "Black Women, Economic Disadvantage, and Incentives to
Crime." American Economic Review-74,2 (May 1984): 293297.

A model of labor market behavior is used to investigate the relationship between the supply of hours to legitimate
work and the decision to participate in grand theft. Attention is focused on those women who have chosen to
participate in legal work but are constrained, possibly by the 40-hour week. Some will be overemployed and
seeking part-time *oak; others will be underemployed and seeking additional work. Dataon individual observations
were obtained from the NLSY, with information classified by race, sex, hours worked, and self-report of the number
of thefts over .550 in the past year. The pattern of the percentage of white men, white women, and black men
reporting grand theft is U-shaped as hours worked increases. For all categories of hours worked, a slightly higher
percentage of black women reported grand thefts than white women, -with no blwk women working 49 hours or
more reporting grand theft. Cohort Y.

1222 PHILLIPS, LLAD and VOTEY, HAROLD L. "The Choice Between Legitimate and Illegitimate Work:
Micro Study of Individual Behavior." Contemporary Policy Issues 5,4 (October 1987): 59-72.

An investigation is conducted of the effect of 1979 labor force experience on the probability of employment in 1980,
controlling for the fraction of support obtained through illegal activities in 1979. The sample, derived from the
NLSY, is made up of 2.779 individuals aged 16 or 17 years old who provided information about labor force
experience in 1979. The sample is divided into 3 subgroups: (1) those who were not enrolled in school in 1979; (2)
those who were enrolled in 1979, but who had dropped out by 1980; and (3) those who were enrolled in 1980.
Influences on the-probability of 1980 employnient included: (1) the fraction of weeks worked between 1979 and
1980 interviews; (2) earning 1/4 ce more of support from illegal activities during the year before the 1980 interview;
and (3) employment status in 1979. Involvement in illegal activities was found to decrease the probability of future
employment most for dropouts and least for those staying in school. In addition, it appeared that most minors
obtaining support from crime are not pursuing criminal activities as an exclusive career. [ABI/INFORM] Cohort:
Y.

1223 PHILLIPS, LLAD and VOTEY, HAROLD L "Crimes by Youth: Deterrence and Moral Compliance with the
Iaw." Contemporary Policy Issues 5,4 (October 1987): 73-90.
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A decision- theory framework is employed to assess the extent to which crimes by youth are explained, by the
"economic model of crime." This mOdel is expanded from the usual formulation including:deterrence effects to
investigate the impact of earned income and income supplements on individuals' crime participation. Variables
representing the forces.ofineral compliance and family attitudes also are evaluated. Data are from the-NLSY
consisting of 12,686 individuals' responses over a 3-year period. The sample is divided into 4 subsets: (1),innocents
who have never committed a crime;. (2) experimenters who admitted to some crime but had not been caught; (3)
desisters who reported no 1979 offenses but* had had past contact with the police; and (4) persisters who had crime
involvement in 1979 and had had prior contacts with police. Moral compliance is found to have a moderating effect
on the decision to commit crimes, even by persistently criminal individuals. Moreover, the expected cost of
sanctions has more impact than does the lack of realized economic opportunities. (ABI/INFORM] Cohort Y.

1224 PHILLIPS, LLAD and VOTEY, HAROLD L. "The Influence of Police Interventions and Alternative Income
Sources on the,Dynamic Process of Choosing Crime as a Career." Journal of Quantitative Criminology 3,3
(September 1987): 251-273.

An attempt is made to demonstrate that a rational of choices, influenced by both deterrence efforts and
economic factors, underlies the self-soiting proceas?by youth into three. subpopulations: (1) those who never
experiment with crime, (2) those, who experiment and thereafter desist froth criminal behavior, and (3) tho-se who
persist in criminal lifestyles. &simple Markoir model is used to illustrate the probabilities of transition between the
groups, and to describe the effects of perceived probability of apprehension/punishment and the availability or lack
of income opportunities on the self-sorting process. Application of the model to data on 12,686 United States youth
aged 1444 who were part of the 1982 NLSY supports the existence of a learning effect from police contact that
tends to reduce future criminal behavior when alternative, legitimate sources of income are available. [Sociologidal
Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort Y.

1225 PHILLIPS, ROBERT L.; ANDRISANI, PAUL J.; DAYMONT, THOMAS N.; DURAN, CATHERINE A.
"The Analysis of Armed Forces Personnel Policy on Minority Youth." Proceedings of the Southern Management
Association Annual Meeting, 1988.

As the largest employer of youth, the personnel policies of the Department of Defense were analyzed with respect to
their impact on minorities. The complete cycle was examined; that is, accessions, in-service results, and post-
service experience in the labor market. The latter is based upon a pooled cross-section time-series data file from the
NLSY. The overall analysis concludes that minority youth: (1) have equal opportunity for accession in the armed
forces; (2) do not have an equal chance at technical training; (3) fare just as well as their majority counterparts with
respect to pay and promotion; and (4) compare favorably with their nonserving minority counterparts both on in-
service pay and benefits as well as post-service earnings and spells of unemployment. Recommendations are made
concerning possible policy changes affecting minority job assignment and training. Cohort Y.

1226 PHILLIPS, ROBERT L.; ANDRISANI, PAUL J.; DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "Military Service Effects fa:
Minority Youth." Presented: Eastern Economic Association Meeting, 1988.

Since -the advent fifteen years ago of the all volunteer force, there has been various leVels of concern about the
increasing minority composition of the armed forces. The purpose of this paper is to turn around the focus of
concern, examine the reasons that minority youth are attracted to the service as well as assess the impact of service
on the youth. Both in-service and post-service aspects are examined. The latter is primarily based upon a pooled
cross-section time-series data file from the NLSY. The analysis shows that minority youth have equal opportunity
in the armed-forces with respect to accession opportunity, pay, promotion, career opportunity, and job-satisfaction.
Further, when compared to their non-veteran counterparts, veteran minority youth have greater success in the labor
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market, both with respect to wages and unemployment experience. The key deficiency was in job assignment within
the armed forces; minority-youth were overrepresented in the less technical, non-combat skills. Military personnel
policy, is analyzed and recommendationsare suggested with respect to minority assistance. Cohort: Y.

1227 PITCHER, BRIAN L and HONG, SUNG YOUNG. "Older Men's Perceptions of Personal Control: The
Effect of Health Status." Sociological Perspectives 29,3 (July 1986): 397-419.

Data from the Older Men's cohort of the NLS are analyzed in this study to investigate antecedents of perceptions of
personal control. Particular attention is given to.the offecti of individualhealth factors. The fmdings support the life
stress model which assumes that social conditions and environmental changes impact individual perceptions of
control via opportunities and resources for dairying. out efficacious actions. The analysis suggests, hOwever, that-
various untested moderating conditions determine the nature and direction of the impact. Future investigatiOns are
needed to identify these moderating variables and specify their differentialeffects. Cohort: M.

1228 PITCHER, BRIAN L.; SPYICERMAN, BRYAN R.; GAZI-TABATABAIE, MAIIMOOD. "Stability o_ f
Perceived Personal Control for Older. Black and White Men." Research on Aging 9,2 (June 1987): 200-225.

The recent emergence of the life-span perspective in sociopsychologicairesearch hat increased attention to the issue
of stability versus change in adult personality and behavior. This study uses data on Older Men from the NLS and
LISREL statistical, procedures to investigate the structural invariance over time, the level stability, and nonnative
stability of perceived personal control within subsainpies of blacks and whites. Cohort: M.

1229 PITCHER, BRIAN L.; STINNER, WILLIAM F.; TONEY, MICHAELB. "Patterns of Migration Propensity
for Blaek and White American Men: Evidence from a Cohort Analysis." Research on Aging 7,1 (March 1985): 94-
120.

This study investigates age, period, and cohort patterns -of migration for blacks and whites by applying cohort
analysis models to panel data from the Young Men and Older Men samples of the National Longitudinal Surveys.
The simultaneous inclusion of these four variables represents an important refinement of previous studies that have
considered only one or two of them at a time. Principal findings are that age, period, and cohort have independent,
effects on migration and that the effects differ markedly by race. These fmdings have significant implications for
the development of causal models of migration: Cohort: B M.

1230 PLOTNICK, ROBERT D. "Determinants of Teenage Out-of-Wedlock Childbearing." Presented: New
Orleans, Meetings of the Population Association of America, 1988.

This study provides new evidence on the causes of teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing. It uses the NLSY to follow
the fertility and Marital history of young teenage girls. Personal and family background characteristics in this data
set are merged with state data on welfare policy, on abortion and family planning policies and service availability,
and on the socio-economic environment. Discrete time hazard models and cross-section logit models are used to
assess the effects of a wide set of explanatory variables on the probability that a girl will have an out-of-wedlock
birth. Cohort: Y.

1231- POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Discontinuous Labor Force Participationand Its Effect on Women's Market
Earnings." In: Sex, Discrimination, and the Division of Labor, C.B. Lloyd, ed., NY: Columbia University Press,
1975.
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This paper reports on the male/female wage differential and the reasons for its existence. One can conclude from the
result's neither that the "unexplained" portion of the wage gap is attributable to discrimination, nor, for that matter,
that-the "explained" portion is not affected by discrimination. That is, if a distinction were made between direct
discrimination -(the payinent of differing wage rates for the same work) and indirect discrimination (the subtle.
socialization *west of the division of labor within the household, which discourages most women from making a
complete commitment to the labor-market), _Wemould find that the "unexplained" wage gap -is an upper limit of
direct discrimination, while the total wage gap is a reflection of discrimination in its indirect form. lithe division of
labor - within the family. is equated with discrimination, then no studies of -wage differentials would be necessary
betause all-differentials would, by definition, be caused by discrimination. The importance of continuous work
experience as the major causal factor determining male-female wage differentials must be emphasized. The fact that
females are, on the average, out of the `labor force over ten years causes -a decline in their initial human capital
investment as well as _a depreciation of already existingparnings potential. The result of this discontinuous labor
force participation is that females both enter, occupations _requiring lesserainounts attaining and train less even
when in profesSions typified by much on- the -job training. As a result, we observe female;:keing overrepresented in
lower-paying occupations while also receiving lower ray in the higher-paying proressir.%,as. Cohort: W.

1232 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Occupational:Segregation and the Gender Wage Gap." Population Research-
anti Policy Review 6 (1987): 47,67.

This paper examines the role of occupational segregation in determining gender wage differentials. Utilizing data
from the NLS of Mature Women, it was 'found that: (1) Earnings regressions using sex composition (as measured by
percent female within a given occupation). as an independent variable indicate that occupational segregation is
-unimportant In explaining-wage differentials by sex. Traditional human capital variables play more of a role -in
-explaining-the wage gap. (2) The 'percent female' variable_ is inappropriate for use in testing human capital
implicationtin the context of the earnings functions. and (3) Lifetime -work consideration, such-as the degree of
labor foret-intermittency, are important in determining occupaticin and wage. Implications for goirernmental anti-
discrimination policies are discussed. Cohort: W.

1233 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Occupational Segregation: A Defense of Human Capital Predictions."
Mimeo, Department of Economics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1982.

In this paper, the evidence presented on questions poSed by Beller ("Occupational Segregation by Sex:
Determinants and Changes," Journal of Human Resources, Spring, 1982) and by England ("The Failure of Human
Capital to Explain Occupational SeiSegregation," Journal of Human Resources, Spring 1981) is reviewed in an
attempt to determine whether, as these authors allege, their evidence refutes the human capital explanation of the sex
wage differential it is found that both papers are consistent with neoclassical predictions. Specifically it is shown:
(1) that England's findings are consistent with the neoclassical expectation that occupational segregation plays less
of a role in explaining the wage differential than do traditional human capital variables; (2) that while earnings
profiles generated with data that include a measure of occupational segregation are not ideal for testing kt,nan
capital predictions, these profiles nonetheless yield parameters consistent with neoclassical thedry; (3) that E is
claim that economy-wide discrimination is so extensive that it dwarfs human capital effects is unfounded, ana that,
on the contrary, the evidence she presents is entirely consistent with the life cycle expectations model of
occupational choice; and (4) that recasting England's assertions in multivariable regression form yields findings
Consistent with those of existing neoclassically- based studies. Cohort: W.

1234 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Occupational Segregation: A Human Capital Approach." Mimeo,
Department of Economics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1977.
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Currently human capital models are applied almost exclusively to explain earnings diStribution. These models have
been severely criticiial because of their failure to explain existing occupational patterns. This paper introduceS the
.concept of heterogeneous human capital so that optimal kinds,,as well as amounts of human capital can 'be
determined. Inferences concerning occupational structure are deriVed by assuming that each occupation entails the
use of a different kind of human capital. The model is applied to analyze occupational segregation ,by sex. It is
found that if women were to havea full lifetimelabor force attachment, then human capital considerations would
dictate ir35 percent increase in the number of women professionals, a more than doubling of the number of women
in managerial professions, and a diminution of the number of women in menial occupations in excess of 25 percent.
These results for the first time indicate the Potential strength of the human capital model in explaining occupational
segregation by sex. Cohoit: W.

1235 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Occupational Segregation: An Alternative Hypothesis." Journal of
Contemporary Business (Winter 1976):1-12.

This study focuses on the occupational position of women, posing a theory based on supply differences within the
labor market. The author claims that forces besides those of market discrimination in part account for differences in
oOtipational distribution. Females out of the labor force for extended periods of time tend to have menial
occupations whereas females with little time outof,the labor force tend to have professional and managerial_ jobs.
Corroborative evidence is presented, which indicates that sex differences begin within the educational system. Most
importantly, governmental policy implications are also presented. Cohort: W.

1236 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Occupational Self-Selection: A Human Capital Approach to Sex Differences
in Occupational Structure." Review of Economics and Statistics 63 (February 1981):60-69.

The purpose of this paper is to alleviate some of the criticism of the human capital model:by applying the hedonic
price approach so as to embed occupational choice into the human capital framework. The significance, is that
neoclassical economic theory can be used to obtain implications concerning the determinants of occupational
structure. The model outlined in this paper is in part designed to shed light on the question of why within most
societies women are by and large relegated to different occupations than men. Cohort: W.

1237 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Potential Biases in Measuring Male-Female Discrimination." Journal of
Human Resources 10 (1975):205-29.

By addressing the problem of life-cycle division of labor within the family, this study considers the question of the
effect of family characteristics on both male and female earnings capacities. The paper illustrates both theoretically
and empirically that being married and having children have opposite effects on the wage rates of husbands and
wives, and further that these diverging wage patterns are perpetuated over the length of the marriage. Neglecting the
fact that family characteristics have opposite effects on male and female wage structures leads to biases in the
computation of the male-female discrimination coefficient. Cohort: W.

1238 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Secular Changes in Female Job Aspirations." In: Retirement Policy in an
Aging Society, R.L. Clark, ed., Durham: Duke University Press, 1980.

This chapter examines only the impact of increased female labor force participation on the occupational aspirations
of women, so as to predict changes in women's occupational distributions. A model was postulated illustrating the
importance ofcontinuous, life-cycle labor force participation on occupational choice. Cohort: W.
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1239 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Simultaneous Equations Models of Sex Discrimination." In: Income
Inequality: Trends and International Comparisons, J. Moronyi, ed., Lexington: D.C. Heath & Company, 1979.

To answer questions regarding the identifiibility of sex differences, both the labor market (governing wages and
occupations) as well, as- theluman capital market (governing-educational choices and on-the-job training) are
analyzed Separately, within' simultaneous equation settings. While the authorfinds sex differences in levels of labor
Market experience and education, human capital differences may themselves stem from discrimination either in the
human capital market or in expectations of sex discrimination in the labor market. Cohort: W.

,1240 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. "Women in the Economy: Perspectives on Gender Inequality." In:

Comparable Work Issues for the 80s, edited by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, Vol. 1 (1984):34-53.

This paper provides a survey of current literature on gender differences in economic well-being: The conclusions
are: (1) Gender occupational segregation exists in that differences are apparent in the occupational patterns of men
and women. However, sex differences in occupational distribution are incapable of explaining gender wage
differentials. In fact, occupational 'segregation explains only about 15 percent of gender wage differences, though
most studies yield an even smaller explanatory power. ,(2) Human capital theory provides the mast robust
explanation of gender differences in economic well-being. This theory relates economic success to lifetime labor
force participation brought about by the existing division of labor within the home. Primitive versions of the human
capital approach explain up to 60 percent of the wage gap. More compielyintive versions can explain the entire gap.
(3) Human capital theory can also be used to explain occupational segregatiok Atthis time empirical work is only
at the-initial stages; -however, resulit- seem to indicate that if women were to work continumisly,_the number of
women in managerial jobt would dciuble, and the number of women in menial service -type jobs would diminish by
25 percent. (4) Discrimination as it exists takes two forms: societal and market. Societal discrimination evolves
through societal preconditioning -(which, fOr example, causes wives to be younger and less educated than their
husbands) as well as through-existing ,legislation that creates implicit marriage taxes. Both cause a diVision of labor
within the home, forcing husbands to specialize in market activities and wives to specialize in household activities.
Market discrimination evolves not because the market cannot work,- but because the market is often not permitted to
work. Regulatory forces restricting market competition create incentives for inefficient behavior, one form of which
is discrimination. Pending s.omparable-worth legislation attempts to treat a symptom, and not the cause. Hence,
market inefficiences can only be exacerbated. Cohort: G W.

1241 POLACHEK, SOLOMON W. and-HOFLER, RICHARD A. "Employee Ignorance in the Labor Market."
Mimeo, State University ofNew York - Binghamton, 1989.

Frontier production function estimation techniquesare used to estimate two-error component earnings functions for
various population strata. The _first error component can be interpreted as being purely random. Across-strata
differences in the second error component are interpreted to reflect interstrata employee differences in labor market
wage information. Using data from the PSID and NLS, the authors find blacks and females to have less information
than white males, urban employees to have more information than rural workers, unemployment insurance (UI)
beneficiaries to have an information advantage over non -UI recipients, and union members to have more information

than nonmembers. Cohort M.

1242 POLIT, DENISE E. "Early Childbearing and Child Development." (In-progress Research).

The purpose of the proposed research is to examine the relationship between maternal age on the one hand and
parenting behavior/child development outcomes on the other. Based on earlier research, it is hypothesized that
women who are younger at first birth will provide less favorable home environments for their young children than
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oldevniothers, and their children will manifest less faVorable developi..ent in terms of cognitive functioning and
socioemotional developth At than;children of older mothers., 'Five posSible explanatory mechanism's in the link
between maternal age and parenting/child development .wililbe explored: (1) immature development of the mother,
(2) Stress/social supports deficits; (3) maternal cognitive deficits; (4) Socioeconomic factors; and (5) fertility
patterns: The relative contribution of these five mechanisms will be tested using data from a 'sample of about 2,000
first-born children aged 2 to 8 whose mothers were aged-.15 to 25 when they were born. These dataare available

'froth the NISfoidaia base that contains extensive information on a nationally representative cohort of-youth who
were aged 14 to 21 in 1979, and who have been reinterviowed annually. In 1986 numerous assessment tools were
administered to the children of NLS female respondents. The "proposed research will extend the research that has
documented numerous adverse consequences of early child! ring for the mothers but has, until the NLS child
supplement, been-unable to perform comparable analyses on knational sample of their children. [FEDRIP/NTIS]
Cohort C.

1243 POPE, HALLOWELL .and MUELLER, CHARLES W. "The Intergenerational Transmission of Marital
Instability: Comparisons by Race and Sex." Journal of Social Issues 32 (Winter 1976):49-65.

The authoth examine the intergenerational transmission of marital instability. Those respondents whose parental
homes were disrupted by death or divorce have higher rates of marital instability in their own marriages. Except for
blaCk males, a greater transmission effect .was found among respondents from childhood homes disrupted by divorce
or separation rather, than death. Implications from the litelature on sex-role learning in children are examined by
comparing, the transmission effect for-respondents who liW-1 in households of different composition after having
their parental homes disrupted. Cohort W:

1244 PORTER, KAREN LOUISE. "The Scheduling of Life Course Everts, Economic Adaptations, and Marital
History: An Analysis of Economic Survival after Separation and Divorce for Midlife Women." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Syracuse University, 1985.

This dissertation is a study of economic survival for women whose first marriages ended in separation or divorce
compared with women who have been continuously married. Economic survival is conceptualized in several ways:
personal income, poverty status, household net worth, and dollar amounts in checking and savings accounts. In the
predictive model, the dependent variable is personal income. Data for the study come from the first seven waves of
the NLS. From marital- history data, four marital history types were created: the continuously married in first
marriages; the separated or divorced who have never remarried; the currently remarried; and the previously
remarried. The research analyses were performed separately for the races and the four marital history types. The
questions posed in this study include the following: (1) To what extent does marital history make a difference in the
process of socioeconomic attaituneth for midlife women? (2),In a model of economic survival, in what ways does
the scheduling of life course eventsitfluence economic outcomes? (3) HoW do human capitaLvariablesinfluence
economic outcomes when life course measures are included? and '(4) How important are factors such as age of the
respondent and number of children in the household at the time of marital disruption-in predicting economic
survival? Multiple regression results show that human capital variables such as continuity of employment are
positively related to personal income, regardless of marital history for -both races. In general, education- has a
poSitive income effect, built is not statistically significant for all marital history groups. Life course variables are
only moderately related to personal income without controlling for marital history and have negligible effects on
income when:thatital history is held constant. A discriminant analysis of marital history shows that the four types
can be statistically distinguished by life course variables such as it,,e at first marriage. Cohort: W.

1245 PORTER, RICHARD D. "On the Use of Survey Sample Weights in the Linear Model." Annals of Economic
and Social Measurement 2 (April 1973):141-58.
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If individuals- different coefficients in a linntr model, then the choice of regression technique for estimating
population averages depends on the sample design. Various estimators of the random coefficient model for panel
data are examined where the random component arisesirom the random selection of individuals out of a finite
population. Cohort: M.

1246 POTTER, .LAURA E. "Women's Labor Force Experiences: The First Decade." Ph.D. Dissertation, City
University of New York, 1983.

This study- concentrated on several aspects of women's labor force experience. Separate chapters examined labor
fdrce participation, occupational atypicality, income attainment, and professional status. First job .experiences, and
later occupational mobility were also examined. Emphasis was put on determining the relative importance of factors
influencing the quality-of the ,jobs held in the early years of labor force experience and the role these play in the
stratificationproeess. Throughout the analysis the experiences of black and white women were examined separately
In order to detect the differences in career development. The data used-was the NLS of Young Women. The
longitudinal and cross-sectional characteristics of the NLS permitted a . clearer establishment of directions of
causation than would have been possible with cross-sectional data alone. One of the major findings in this studywas
the difference in the labor force experiences of black and white women. Although black women were more likely_to
be in the labor force than white women, they are less likely to be in high income, professional positions. However,
education is important in explaining this difference. Once the respondent has-obtained a college degree or:better,
theta is little difference in the occupational status of black and white women. The nueJer of children a woman has
also strongly influences her labor force experiences. The more children a woman his, the less likely she was to hold
a high income, professional job. This was true for both black and white women at all educational levels. Cohort:
G.

1247 POULTON-CALLAHAN, CHARLES. "An Analysis of the Labor Market Experience of Young Women."
Ph.D. DiaSertadon, The University of Illinois, 1979.

This study examines causes of disparities in wages between young female and male workers (those workers aged 19-
27) in the United States in 1971: i.e., the role of sex and race in the creation of wage differentials, the effect of wo.2:
experience, occupational segregation and other factors on the hourly wages of young workers in the loW-skill
category'. Finally, the study analyzed the manner in which children may affect hourly wages of young working
women. Sex discrimination-was an important force in the creation of wage differentials. In addition, occupational
segregation contributed to the worsening of the young male-female wage gap. Cohort: B G.

1248 PRESSER, HARRIET B. "Shift Work and Child Care Among Young Dual-Earner American Parents."
Journal, Marriage and the Family 50 (February 1988): 133-148.

This study uncovers a high rate of non-day employment among young dual-earner American parents and examines
the relationship between shirt status (fixed day, fixed nonday, and rotating) and child care. Special attention is given
to parental child care when the spouse is employed. The study is based on the 1984 wave of the NLSY, a cohort of
19 to 26 year olds in 1984. A subset of married patents with employed spouses and with children under five years
old was selected for analysis.. Reliance on spouses for child care when dual-earner couplet are employed is much
higher when respondents work non-days rather than days. This is particularly evident when both prithary and
secondary child care anangements are considered and when the extent of non-overlapping hours is taken into
account. Although mothers participate more in child care when fathers are employed than vice versa, father care is
subStantial. Gender differences in the determinants of parental care and the issue of whether shift work is a solution
to the child care problem are discussed. Cohort Y.
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1249 PRESSER, HARRIET B. 'Some Economic Compleiities of Child Care Provided by Grandmothers."
Journal of Marriage and the Fami ly 51 (August 1989).

This study focuses on grandmothers as providers of child care, exploring some of the economic complexities
involved. The sample is comprised of employed mothers age 19 to 26 with children under age 5, drawn from the
1984 NLSY. It was found that the cared these young children- when their mothers are employed is mostly by
relatives, and that grandmothers are the, primary relative; this'is most evident_ for children of unmarried mothers.
Analysis of the grandniothers who provide child care reveals that about one-third are otherwise employed. The work
schedules of _these grandmothers are compared to the hours of child care they provide and the mother's work
schedule; this comparison suggests a more complex negotiation of work and family roles between grandmothers and
mothers (as well as between mothers and fathers) than is generally acknowledged. Moreover, it was found that one-
third of grandniothers are paid in cash for the care of their grandchild, and that whether cash payment is made varies
significantly by the number of hours grandmother care is provided as well as by the mother's hourly wage. Payment
in cash or services (combined) is affected by the grandmother's employinent status; when otherwise employed, such
paymerit is less likely. It is noted that the demand for infant and toddler care is increasing while the availability of
grandmother care seems -to be on the decline. Further research is needed that will mord luny document the
adaptations made and their consequences for both children and parents. Cohort: Y.

1250 PRESSER,' HARRIET B. "Young American Parents as Shiftworkers: Their Distinctive Socio-Demographic
Characteristics." In: Contemporary Advances in Shijhvork Research: Theoretical and Practical Aspects in the Late
80s, A. Oginski, et al., eds., Poland: Medical Academy, 1987.

This paper examines various socio-demographic characteristics of young American parents who work as shift
workers, using data from the NLSY. It was found that 27% of the mothers and 32% of the fathers in this sample -

worked either fixed or rotating non=clity, schedules. Gender differek:es were found with full-time employed fathers
who worked as fixed non-day workers more likely to reside in large metropolitan areas, least likely to live in the
south, more likely to be enrolled in school, and to have two or more children. On the other hand, full time employed
fixed non-day working mothers were likely to not live in an SMSA, to not have been employed during the previous
year, to not be a high school graduate and, if married, to have a iionemployed spouse. Gender-related occupational
and industrial differences were found with young married full-time employed fathers working in blue-collar
occupations while comparable mothers worked primarily in administrative support and service occupations. More
detailed analyses of shift work patterns and their relationship to childcare and fertility are planned. Cohort: Y.

1251 QUAN, NGUYEN T. "Unionism and the Size Distribution of Earnings." Industrial Relations 23 (Spring
1984): 270-277.

This note compares the incidence of unionism and the relative union-shares within each earnings bracket for two
completely different samples: the NLS Older Men's cohort and the 1969-70 Survey of Working Conditions. The
cumulative dis -ibution of union and nonunion earnings shares is then used to measure the degree of inequality via
the Gini coefficient. The results indicate that, after controlling for age and individual characteristics effects, unions
do significantly reduce inequality in the size distribution of earnings. Cohort: M.

1252 QUANDT, SARA A.; ARCURY, THOMAS A.; KRYSCIO, RICHARD. "Rural Adolescent Family Life:
Health and Well-Being." (In-progress Research).

This study will examine the major predictors of parenthood among American adolescents and of the physical and
social well-being of these parents and their children. Analyzing variation within the rural adolescent population and
in comparison with urban adolescents, this study will address several specific aims to accomplish its major
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objectives. It will: (1) assess individual, hotisehold, and-Ommunity envithinciontal factors in predicting parenthood
among male and female rural adolescents; (2) compare the predictors of parenthood for rural and urban adolescents;
(3) address-environmental factors in predicting theivvell -being of rural adolescent parents and-their children; (4)
analyze the mediation of health and sociarbehaviorOetween environment andweii-being of adolescent parentS; (5)
identify variations in rural adolescent family life and their correlation with well-being; and (6) compare the effect of
environment on well-being of and the correlation of family life and well -being between rural and urban
adolescents. Although adoleseent pregnancy and parenthood are rated as major health and social problems in the
1/4.; biologically adolescence is an ideal time to have children.. The negative outcomes of adolescent pregnancy
re It from the social, not biological, age of the parents. Grounded in extant research, this study will extend
knowledge in this area by ,using niuldvariate techniques to analyze longitudinal data from a population residing in
one social and physical environment, rural America, and comparing the environmental, personal and behavioial
characteristics of this population relative to adolescent parenthood with the more thoroughly studied urban
adolescent population. Cohort: Y.

1253 RAELIN, JOSEPH A. Buildinga Career: The Effect of Initial Job Experiences and Related-Work Attitudes
on Later Employment. Kalamazoo, MI: Upjohn Institute for Eitilinynvent Research, 1980.

This investig,,.tort of the long term effects of early work experiences develops a causal model of early youth careers
in order to examine the relationship between different work characteristics, -job satisfaction, aspirations, and later
Wages. Findings include: (1) the quality of entry jobs and:initial career attitudes are detetmined by backgroind
factors, particularly eclucatilkt; (2) later occupational status is affected primarily by prior work experience end

'itudes; (3) young women face enormous barriers to achieving wage parity with young men and they experience
sex discrimination thioughout their careers. The author presents nine public policy recommendations based on -these
and other findings. Included among them is the recommendation that young people should be encouraged to hold
the highest possible career aspirations since there is no disutility to exaggerated aspirations and since strong
aspirations also help youth improve their disadvantaged positions. Cohort: B G.

1254 RAELIN, JOSEPH A. "A Comparative Analysis of Female-Male Early Youth Careers." Industrial Relations
21 (Spring 1982):231-47.

This article investigates the accessibility of any career-related levers available to women to enhsace opportunity
during drir early work experience. Such "levers" were found to be minimal, and it was discovered that young
women are unlike/y.to,benefit froth job changes or from adjustments in their disposition toward work and their jobs.
Reiults indicated that the way to get ahead as a woman is to be intelligent, to get as much education and training as
possible, and to land a good first job. Cohort B G.

1255 RAELIN, JOSEPH A. "A Comparative Study of Later Work Experience Among Full-Time, Part-Time, and
Unemployed Male Youth." Journal of Vocational Behcvior 19 (December 1981):315-27.

Male youth who are early entrants in the labor force and who spend the bulk of their work time in part-time
employment do as well in their later work experience as full-time youth when controlling for demographic and work
pattern variables. However, part-time employment leads to some job dissatisfaction. Youth who spend the bulk of
their time unemployed, in their early careers, do not fare as well as the part - timers and fun-timers. They suffer in
partiCular,from lower subsequent job satisfaction, which may have later social anti psychological, if not economic,
consequences. Cohort: B.
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1256 RAELIN, JOSEPH A. "First-Job Effects on Career Development." Personnel Administrator 28,8 (August
1983):71-76..

This article is a policy summary from Rae lin's research volume, Building A Career. A number of recommendations
are offered to human resource managers regarding the early career development of their young employees. For
example, since a youth's first job is so critical in determining latersuccess, career specialists need to know the career
potential and turnover rates of their entry-level jobs. Where "secondary" jobsare identified, they should be isolated
for redesign. Cohort B.

1257 RAELIN, JOSEPH A. "Youth, Permanent Part-Time Employment as a Labor Market Alternative to Full-
Time Work: A Longitudinal Analysis." Journal of Occupational Behavior 4 (1983):179-191.

This study examines two hypotheses developed from die, literature on part-time employment: that youth whose first
jab becomes permanent and who are employed pert -time will experience neither lower status nor wages in their later
work experience compared to their full-time counterparts. These same youth, however, will not fare as well in their
later employment compared to in-school-youth who are also working part-time. The data are subjected to analyses
of variance- and covariance. The latter. technique adjusts_ the main effects of working time for a number of work
experience and demographic variables which were identifiedas potential contaminants. The results support both
hypotheses. Permanent part-time work for youth who choose not to 'remain in school is a viable labor market
alternative. The policy implications of this general finding are discussed. Cohort B.

1258 RAGAN, JAMES F. and IREMBLAY, CAROL HORTON: "Testing for Employee Discrimination by Race
and Sex." Journal of Human Resources 23,1 (Wmter 1988): 123-137.

According to the theory of employee discrimination, if members ofone group have a taste for discrimination against
another group, they will demand a compensating wage premium for working with members of the other group. This
study is the fug to directly test this theory at the micro level. In an analysis of data from the NLSY, evidence was
found that 'both white and nonwhite youths practice employee discriminathin, although the form of this
diktimination differs by race. Results hold for both the South and non-South,as well as for the country as a whole.
The hypothesis of employee discrimination by sex was also examined but rejected. Cohort: Y:

1259 RAMIREZ, ALBERT and CHAVEZ, RUTH. "Family- and Work-Related Attitudes and Aspirations of
Hispanic and Non-Hispanic Youth." Presented: Washington, D.C., Symposium on Hispanic Youth Employment
Research and Policy Issues, 1982.

White non-Hispanic and Hispanic youth are comparein this study and found to have more similar than dissimilar
work- and family-ielated attitudes as well as aspirations and expectations. Both groups indicate a high level of work
commitment, particularly apparent among Hispanic males, and both want a fair wage for their work. -Knowledge of
world of work, however, is- higheii among non-Hispanic youth and among males. Differences regarding ideal,
desired, and expected number of children are statistically significant between the two groups, but actual differences
are rather small. A high congruence appears, for example, between Hispanic males and females in terms of their
ideal, desired, and expected number of children - these attitudes tend toward the direction of non-traditional and thus
do not support those studies characterizing cto Hispanic family as male- dominated and non-egalitarian. Both groups
aspire to education beyond high school and expect to achieve additional schooling. An important difference
between these groups, nonetheless, is that Hispanic youth are more likely to drop out of school because of outside
responsibilities such as family, fmantill, or work-related reasons than because of school-related reasons. Cohort
Y.
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1260 RANLIN, CAROL HARRIS. "Essays on the Labor Market Supply Behavior of Young Women." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Houston, 1980.

This thesis consists of three essays on interrelated topics concerning the labor force activity of young women. Data
used throughout the study is drawn from the NLS of Young Women. The first essay posits a theoretical model of
labor supply and attempts an estimation of the labor supply function of young women aged 14-24. The second
essay, using an altered version of the first essay's theoretical model, analyzes the labor supply function of young,
married women aged 21-31. Finally, the third essay seeks to determine the factors which influence educational and
occupational status aspirations and attainment and to determine the variables which translate these status goals into
reality using the longitudinal data available. Throughout the essays, special attention is given to response
differences of white and black women and the impact of children and family status on the labor force variables
estimated. Cohort G.

1261 RASHID, NAZIH TURK!. "Powerlessness and Job SatIsfqrtion." Ph.D. Dissertation, Utah State University,
1984.

This study investigates the relationship., t job satisfaction to powerlessness'and selected work conditions, and to
socioeconomic-variables and background characteristics. Hence, the objectives of this study are: first, to examine the
relative effects of Powerlessness Versus other independent variables on job satisfaction, and second, to investigate
the possible interaction effects of powerlessness with job conditions, socioeconomic factors, and background
variables of the individual. MuiivariMe regression analysis is used in the analysis of the data. The data utilized in
this study- are the responses= of the 1976 NLS Older Men cohort The findings concerning the effects of
powerlessness on job satisfaction are--itatistically significant, even controlling for other independent variables.

'Those who feel less powerless are significantly more satisfied with their jobsthan those who feel more powerless.
Findings indicate that physical health limitation is significantly related to job satisfaCtion. Men with severe physical
limitatiiins are less satisfied with their job than those who are physically healthy. The relationship between length of
time on the job and .106 satisfaction is insignificant. The effectS,of socioeconomic status indicate education and
occupation are not statistically significant; however, the effects of income ate r stically significant The effects of
class of the worker on job satisfaction are not significant. The relationships between categories of job industry and
job satisfaction are not statistically significant. The effect of age on job satisfaction is significant and positive. The
effect of race. on job satisfaction is also significant. In the analysis of conditional effects, the findings did not
support the general hypothesis that the effects of powerlessness vary significantly with sociodemographic variables
and job condition. However; the hypothesis concerning the interaction effect of powerlessness by education is
supported. Possible explanitions for such results are discussed, and recommendations for future studies are made.
Cohort: M.

1262 REAMS, ORIN P. "Civilian Returns to Earnings from Prior Military Service." Master's Thesis, Naval
Postgraduate School, 1983.

The relationship between military service and post-service earnings was analyzed using the 1980 data from the NLS
of Young Men (14 to 24 years of age in 1966). The sample was broken down by race and veteran status. Two
techniques for analyzing post-service earnings were employed. Both the veteran as a dummy-variable technique and
the counterfactual earnings technique predicted earnings disadvantages for_white Vietnam-Era veterans. Results for
black Vietnam-Era veterans were inconclusive; the veteran as a dummy-variable technique predicted significantly
large premiunis for veteran status, while the counterfactual earnings equations yielded inconsistent predictions. In
sum, the military was found to be an ineffective method of investment in human capital for whites, while the results
for blacks were inconclusive. [NTIS AD-A132-781-6] Cohort B.
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1263 REED, W. ROBERT. "An Analysis of Nonpecuniary Job Attributes as Determinants of Workers' Quit
Behavior." Ph.D. Dissertation, Northwestern University, 1985.

Organizational and industrial psychologists stress the role of nonpecuniary job attributes ar-xletemiinants of workers'
well-being. This research examines this postulate in the context of workers' quit behavior. Recent job search theory
is joined with survival analysis techniques to estimate determinants of workers' quit behavior. TWo questions are
addressed. Which job attributes appear to be most significant? How much income on average would workers be
willing to forego in order to obtain marginal increases in selected tionpecwnary job attributes? A model of search on
the job is developed which relates job attributes to voluntary job tenure. Cox's proportional hazards model is
proposed as an appropriate estimation technique. EstimatiOn is performed using data from the NLSY 1979-1982. A
number of nonpecuniary job attributes are found to be statistically significant determinants of workers' quit
behavior. Estimates of marginal rates of substitution of income for nonpecuniary job attributes are quite large for
some of the variables. Using an alternative model of worker quit behavior, a worker acquires information about the
job's attributes during the course of employment. The relationship between job attributes and voluntary job tenure is
demonstrated for this case. This learning on the job model requires different estimation techniques and more detailed
data than does the search on the job modeL Data constraints are unfortunately binding and estimation of this
structural model is not performed. Cohort: Y.

-12/54 REED, W. ROBERT. "Estimation of Hedonic Prices in the Case of a Pure Search Good." Working Paper 87-
, Department of Economics, Texas A & M University, 1987.

This paper investigates the estimation of marginal willingness to pay in the case of a pure search good. A model of
search behavior is developed where consumers search over goods consisting of bundled attributes while
simultaneously engaging in consumption. It is demonstrated that marginal willingness to pay can be derived from
hazard equations. An empirical analysis is undertaken in order to compare the performance of thit model with
traditional models of estimating hedonic prices. Labor market data are obtained from the 1979-1982 NLSY. The
hazard model is found to be distinctly superior. The approach here is easily generalized to other markets such as the
housing and land markets. Cohort: Y.

1265 REED, W. ROBERT and HARFORD, KATHLEEN. "The Marriage Premium and Compensating Wage
Differentials." Working Paper 88-11, Texas A&M University, 1988.

Most studies indicate that male married workers earn ten to forty percent more than male single workers. Previous
explanations of this earnings differential have hypothesized that this is due to a positive correlation between marital
status and unobserved productivity. We propose and test an alternative er.planation of the marriage premium that
relies upon compensating wages and c6fferences in workers! preferences. If male married workers are miming
higher wages than single workers because they are substituting wages for nonpecuniary compensations, then it may
he possible to observe the married workers receiving lesser nonpecuniary compensations. I.e., correspondingto a
"marriage premium" in wages there may be a "marriag? penally" in nonpecuniary compensations. Using two
samples of white, male workers drawn from the NLSY, 1979-1985, we fmd evidence that marital status is
significantly associated Wuu-less attractive work dimensions. Previous research on this topic is reevaluated and
found to be consistent with this compensating wages hypothesis of the marriage premium. Cohort: Y.

1266 REED, W. ROBERT and HOLLEMAN, JULIE. "Do Women Prefer Women's Work?" WorkingPaper 88-
02, Texas A&M University, 1988.

This paper examines whether the inclusion of nonpecuniary job characteristics can help explain why women are
concentrated in low- paying, female-dominated occupations. Two samples of white, female workersare drawn from
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the NLSY 1979-85. Thirteen nonpecuniary job characteristics are analyzed and significant differences-are found
between the fenr.3e and male means for nine of these. Continuous time employment histories are constructed and
hazard model analysis is employed to calculate the women workers' marginal willingness to pay for specific job
characteristics. Many -of these characteristics appear to be significantly valued by die NLS women. However, the
empirical results find no clear pattern of preference for those characteristics that most distinguish "women's work."
Results from the 1979 and 1982 samples find no evidence that women prefer women's work. On the contrary, some
evidence is found that women prefer the nonpecuniary dimensions of men's over women's work. Cohort: Y.

1267 REEDER, AMY L. and CONGER, RAND D. "Differential Mother and Father Influences on the Educational
Attainment of Black and White Women." The Sociological Quarterly 25,2 (Spring 1984): 239;250.

This paper examines the effects of maternal and parental education, occupation, and encouragement on the
educational attainment of women, and whether these influences operate similarly for blacks and *tiles. Data from
the NLS of Young Women are used to examine the situations of 428 white and 145 black females. Findings indicate
different patterns in the way mothers and fathers affect their daughters' educational attainments. For hothffoups of
women, father's education was more important than that of the mother, but mother's occupation was more
important than that of the father. Mother's occupation and parental expectation variables were impoiiant for black
women, while parental education variables were more important for white women. Cohort= G.

1268 a I ER, AMY L. and CONGER, RAND D. "The Educational Attainment of Women: Socintintion and
Allocation Processes." Presented: Knoxville, the Annual Meeting of the Southern Sociological Society, 1980.

In order to test the hypothesis that mothers have a greater impact on the educational success of their daughters than
do fathers, data are analyzed for 428 white and 145 black women. Parent's social background characteristics and
encouragement for further education were measured in 1968 and 1971. The yoling women, aged 14 through 17
years in 1968, were asked what their educational goals were in 1971 and the actual years of schooling they
completed was obtained in 1975. Throughout the analysis, mother's occupation is especially salient for the
atiaininents of daughters; howeiier, the findings for the special sex-of-parent effect are mixed. As expected, the
limited socialization model employed here operated differently for black women who were less able to convert their
parent's social position into assets for their- own status _attainment. In addition, the effects of the mother are
consistently stronger for black than for white women. Implications of the fmdings for current theory and for future
research are discussed. Cohort: G.

1269 REIMERS, CORDELIA. "The Timing of Retirement of American Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia
University, 1977.

The study investigates the historical trend in age at retirement, using U.S. Census data on age-specific labor force
participation rates and population. It was found that the mean age at retirement remained constant across cohorts of
men born between 1866 and 1900, but the variance decreased over time. A behavioral model was developed in

which retirement is timed to maximize lifetime utility. A linear probability equation predicting retirement in the
following two years was estimated using data from the NLS of Older Men and the Michigan PSID; it was found that
poor health and job dissatisfaction are more important than financial variables in inducing early retirement. Finally,
the determinants of divergence between expected and actual retirement date and of work after retirement were
examined using the NLS data. Cohort M.

1270 REIMERS, CORDELIA and GARVEY, NANCY. "Toward a Better Measure of Work Experience."
--Working Paper #119, Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University, 1979.
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This paper supports the use of the NLS as being one of the few data sets which-provide measures of experience
adequate for estimating an earning function as well as all the other data needed. Using the Young Women's cohort,
the authors specify equations to predict work experience. The results indicate that demographic information can be
used to improve the prediction of experience over that resulting from the common practice of using "potential
experience". Not only do race and health make significant differencesto amount of experience, but it is also found
that marriage and childbearing have significant effects on accumulated work experience of women even at relatively
young ages. In light of the significant improvement of the linear estimating equation over the traditional method of
estimating experience, the authors feel a Tobit estimation would improve the fit still further. Given data sets with
sufficient detail on work histories, this general method could also be applied to provide better predicting equations
for actual experience for men and older women. Cohort G. .

1271 RENCE, CYNTHIA. "Work, Wages, and Job Changes: Returns to Labor Market Mobility for Women."
Final Report, Einployment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, J978.

The effects of changes in market jobs on earnings and laborsupply decisions for women workers who are in their
thirties and forties are analyzed using data from the NLS.of Mature Women, 1969-1972. In addition to predicting
percentage changes in hourly wage rates as result of employer changes, this research examines flows out of the
paid labor force and adjustments in hours of market work. Quits are divided into family-related quits and job-related
quits, and both of these groups are distinguished from job losses. Job-relatedquits are more likely to increase hours
of market work when they change jobs than either family- related quitsor joblosers. Forty percent of the women job-
changers were hurt by turnover in the sense that they earned lessaiier changing employers than they earned at their
old market jobs. Cohort W.

1272 REXROAT, CYNTHIA. "Women's Work Expectations and Labor Market Experience in Early and Middle
Family Life-Cycle Stages." Journal of Marriage and the Family 47,1 (1985): 131-142.

Two issues are addressed in.this research: the effect of women's work expectations for age 35 on labor market
attachment during child rearing years and the extent to which widespread sociodemographic change over the 1970's
conditioned the effect of work expectations on the extent of employment. Data from the NLS Young Women's
cohort are used in estimating the employment experience of women in the sample. F_ mdings indicate that
employment expectations significantly increaseho length of women's employment and that some of the effects of
sociodemographic change did condition the effect of work life plans. Cohort: G.

1273 REXROAT, CYNTHIA and SHEHAN, CONSTANCE. "Differential Effects of Industrial and Worker
Resources on Women's Wages? Social Science Research 15 (1986):1 -27.

A developing, body of literature within the sociological examination of income equality has established the
significance of industrial and worker resources in the determination of wages. However, there is little available
information regarding the uniformity of-their effects across different types of workers. This paper attempts- to
specify the ways in which various resources affect the wage rates of several categories of women workers. The
major thesis is that resources produce differential payoffs depencfn on the location of the worker on various
dimensions of- stratification. Wage determination among women is hypothesized to vary by age, race, and
occupationel group. Hypotheses concerning the relative effects- of worker and industrial resources on two age
groups of black and white women in blue-collar and white-collar occupations are tested. Data from the-NLS
Women's cohort are used to test models of wage determination among these different groups of women workers. In
general, our results suggest that stratification is an important mechanism linking resources to wages and should be
incorporated into the resource perspective of labor outcomes. Cohort: W.
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1274 REXROAT, CYNTHIA and SHEHAN, CONSTANCE. "Expected versus Actual Work Roles of Women."
American Sociological Review 49 (1984):349-58.

This paper examines the impact of women's long range work plans for midlife on actual work behavior at that age
fin a cohort of women who were 35 in1980. We hypothesized that work plans would significantly affect actual
behavior at midlife, and moreover, would modify the effects of many variables typically associated with women's
employment. Our fmdings indicate plans did influence subsequent behavior, largely reflecting the realization of
plans for those who expected to be employed. Further, marital and fertility status considerably influenced the labor
force behavior only of those who expected to be at home, while employment history affected the employment only
for those expecting to be employed. These results suggest (1) demographic ancteconomic change over the 1970s
differentially affected this cohort's ability to actualise plans for midlife; and (2) the employment behavior of those
who planned to be full-time housewives may be a transitory. response to changes in their doinestic roles. Cohort: G.

4275 RHEA, VICTORIA A.; STINNER, WILLIAM F.; TONEY, MICHAEL B. 'Poverty and Migration Among
Metropolitan Young-Adults: Race and Gender." Rural Sociological Society, 1988.

The relationship_ between migration behavior and economic mobility of poor and nonpoor nonmetropolitan youth is
examined using data from the NLSY.: The empirical analysis centers on respondents aged 18+ who are in the adult
labor force. Within the poor and nonpoor groupings, gender and racial/edmic differences are examine& While
migration seems to have no effect on change in poverty status, it does have an effect for whites and for females.
Although the effect for whites is positive, the effect for females can be either positive or negative. [Sociological
Abstracts, nc.] Cohort Y.

1276 RHOTON, PATRICIA. "Attrition and The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience:
Avoidance, Control and Correction." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State
University, 1984.

The NLS cohorts of Older Men, Mature Women, Young Women, and Young Men have been interviewed since the
1960's by the Bureau of-the Census; the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) conducts interviews with the
NLSY that was begun in 1979. Several attrition probleins have been identified and solved based on this extensive-
experience with interviewing the same individuals over a long period:- Over five years, NORC achieired a bett4r than
95 percent retention rate with the youth cohort. Because the Young Men's cohort, begun in 1966, had the highest
attrition rate (largely due to the Vietnam War),a special effort was made in 1981 to relocate non - respondents in this
Cohort, and 37 percent of a previously lost subsample were found. A new rule guiding Census interviewers for the
older 1960s cohorts is that no respondents are to be dropped unless they-are known to be dead. Studies of attrition
conducted:in the late 1970s show -that all the NLS cohorts were still nationally- representative as of that time.
Cohort: B G M W-Y.

1217' RHOTON, PATRICIA and STATHAM-MACKE, ANNE. "Attitudes Toward Women Working: Changes
Over Time and Implications for the Labor Force Behaviors of Husbands And Wives." In: Unplanned Careers: The
Working Lives of Middle -Aged Women, Lois B. Shaw, ed., Lexington: Lexington Books, 1983.

Thin chapter -examines the relationship among the respondent's attitudes towa:4 women's roles, the effect of those
attitudes on work behavior, and the feedback between women's experience and later attitudes. In addition to these
issues, for ritimen married to the same spouse throughout the decade, a smaller subset of women who were married
to then in the Older Men's Cohort was studied. -Instead of using the wife's perception of her husband's attitudes, it
was possible to examine the effects of husbands! attitudes on their wives' work activity and the wives' work activity
on their husbands' subsequent attitudes. In general, it appears that the impact of attitudes on work activity has
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decreased over time, while the impact of work activity on attitudes has increased. Husbands' attitudes toward
women working are significantly modified by their wives' work. Also, less traditional husbands tend to work fevier
hours. Cohort M W.

1278'. RICHE, MARTHA F. "Longitudinal Surveys." Americcut Demographics 4 (June 1982):38-9.

An overview is given of the five NLS cohorts and a capsule history of the project, a brief general description of the
cohorts and the data. Findings regarding retirement choices among older men and women with the same Aucation,
and unplanned careers among women who mothered the baby boom in the 1950s, are provided. Cohort: BGMW
Y.

1279 RIEGER, J. IL and KEIL, THOMAS J. "Rural Manpower Resources and the Migration TurnarownL"
Presented: the Meetings of the Rural Sociological Society, 1978.

The focus of this paper is on the population- turnaround in United States nonmetropolitan areas, specifically, the
characteristics of young metropolitan migrants as compared to their resident age peers in ruralareas. Using the data
from the NLS of Young Men, ruraL migrants are compared with two classes of in-migrants: (1) "return migrants",
Persons of rural origin who left for metropolitan areas but had returned by,1973; and (2) "new migrants", persons of
urban origin who were living in norunetropolitan areas in 1973. Using Multiple Classification Analysis, the main
effects of the following variables are examined: age, region, race, marital status, social position of family of origin,
educational and occupational attainment, industry of employment, socioeconomic Ind educational mobility.
Findings include that both classes of migrants tend to come from advantaged -backgrounds-wild show higher
educational and-occupational attainments than do natives in rural areas. The migrants are found less frequently in
traditional nonmetropolitan industries and more -frequently in manufacturing and other industries that are
decentralizing. Cohort B.

1280 RILEY, TERESA MARIE. "The Impact of the Antidiscrimination Legislation on the Employment Status of
Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, Syracuse University, 1984.

This paper is a study of the effects of Title VII and Affirmative Action on the employment status of women. To
investigate the enforcement effects of the antidiscrimination legislation, the determinants of the probability that a
woman mould be employed in a traditionally male occupation were studied for two different years. One of the years
represented a period of lax enforcement and the other year represented a period of stricter enforcement. The NLS
samples used in this study were stratified into four subsamples on the basis of age and race to control for the effects
of race discrimination and prelabor market conditioning. Enforcement of the legislation was estimated on an
industry wide basis. It was hypothesized that as enforcement increasedmithin industries, employers would be more
likely to hire women in traditionally male occupations. Probit analysiswas used to estimate the effects of changes in
enforcement on the- probabili4 that a woman would be hired for a traditionally male occupation. There was a
statistically significant increase in the number of women employed in male occupations between the two years of the
study. The results of the study, in general, do not support the hypothesis that as enforcement increases on an
indtistry wide basis, women are more likely to be employed in male occupations. The results do, however, indicate
that enforcement activity has had an effect across industry groups. Cohort: W.

1281 ROBINS, PHILIP K. and BLAU, DAVID M. "Fertility, Employment, and Child Care: A Dynamic Analysis."
(In-progress Research).
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The goal of the proposed_ research is to provide a comprehensive analysis of die interrelations among-child care
demand, labor supply; and fertility in families with young children. To accomplish this goal, the NLSY for the years
1982 through,1986 will be used The NLSY contains perhaps the most comprehensive information available at the
household level- on utilization of child -care by families with young ',children. The child-care data will be used
together with labor supply and fertility information froin the NLSY over the same.five-year period. Some of the
important issues.to be addressed in the study', include the following: (I)-How does the cost of child care affect labor
supply decisions of mothers of young children and othei -family members, both at a given time and over time? (2)
How does the cost of child care affect the timing of births? (3) How does the cost of child care affect the quality of
child care purchased in the market and the demand for market versus informal (nonmarket) care? (4) What are the
determinants. of the cost of child care? (5) How stable are child-care arrangements and-do changes in child-care
arrangementa:leflect ,,,r1Watiifaction with current arrangethents or -changes in the circumstances surrounding
employment? (6) How doe the myriad of available child-care subsidies affect fertility, employment, and child-care
decisions and .what factors determine whether a family .chooses to receive a particular type of subsidy? Answers to
thestand related questions- are important both for contributing to a general understanding of the determinants of
crucial aspects -of family behavior and for an understanding of the possible behavioral effects induced by
government policies. A variety of statistical procedures will be employed in the analysis, to exploit the panel feature
of the _data. These _include discrete time hazard rate models, tobit models, and Poisson regression models.
[FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort: Y.

1282 ROBINSON, JAMES'C. "Worker Responses to Workplace Hazards." Journal of Health Politics, Policy and
Law 12,41Winter,1987): 665-682.

This paper presents an analysis of individual and collective worker responses to job hazards in the United States,
based on data from: the Quality of Employment Survey (1977), the NLS of Young Men (1978), the NLS of Young
Women (1980), injury rates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and quits and strike probabilities from the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics. Results indicate that the levels of expressed dissatisfaction, discharges for cause, and
strike frequencies are significantly higher in hazardous jobs than in safe jobs. Individual quit strategies, however, are
not consistently associated with higher hazard levels. Implications for the design of future information-oriented
health and safety policies are discussed. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort: B G.

1283 ROBINSON, JAMES C. "Workplace Hazards and Workers' Desires for Union Representation." Journal of
Labor Research 9,3 (Summer 1988): 237-249.

Recent economic studies have interpreted labor unions as facilitating the expression of collective worker "voice" as a
complement to individual voice and exit strategies that can be adopted by workers acting alone. The influence of
job characteristics on worker desires for union representation is examined using 3 data sets that contain explicit
infiFmation on preferences. Since several sample selection and variable measuremer _ issues have plagued previous
studies, this study uses the union aril nonunion samples of the 1978 Young Men's National Longitudinal Survey,
and the 1980 Young Women's National Longitudinal Survey. Consistent with .he union voice hypothesis, results
indicate that workers expressing pro-union sentiments are much more likely than anti-union workers to be employed
in jobs with hazardous or otherwise disagreeable working conditions. Finally, Farber (1983) and Freeman (1986)
find that the market for union jobs is constrat:ed by management resistance to organizing campaigns.
[ABIANFORM] Cohort B G.

1284 RODERICK, ROGER D. "Changes in Job Status of Out-of-S(41ml Youth." In: Years for Decision, Volunie
2. Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974.
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The chapter shows that the increase in rate of pay for young.white women from_1968 to 1969 was almost twice that
for young black women. The changes are shown to be related to occupation and education. The movement from
one employer to another at that time is correlated with education, occupation, length of service in former job, rate of
pay, job satisfaction, job attachment, marital status, and residence. Two noteworthy results of an employer change
seem to be a higher rate of pay, and a greater perception of job satisfaction by the employees. Changes 'in geographic
location are correlated with occupation, education, change iii marital status, and prospective mobility in 1968. The

:consequences of changing one's geographical location seem to be a greater likelihood for change in job satisfaction
and a much smaller increase in rate of pay for those who change locations than for those who did not move. Cohort:
G:

1285 RODERICK, ROGER D. "Summary." In: Years for Decision, Volume 2. Manpower ResearCh Monograph
24: Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemmlit Printing Office, 1977.

Most of the young women in the study who were enrolled in school in 1968 were also enrolled in 1969.
Approximately 30 percent of those enrolled both years had revised their educational gdali from 1968 to 1969. Wage
changes from 1968 to 1969 were more favorable to whites (and/or those who changed employers) than blacks
(and/or those who kept the same job)., The consequences ofgeographic mobility remained unclear, and although
thoSe who moved.:vere More-likely to be employedthey were also more likely to report a lower increase in rate of
pay. 'Knowledge of the world of work' shows a strong positive relationship to educational attainment and scores on
mental ability, tests, although the bitereolor variation persists. Cohort: G.

1286 RODERICK, ROGER D. and DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "Correlates of Atypicality of Occupational Assignment
Among Young Women." Presented Toronto, Population Association of America, 1972:

This study examines the correlates of atypical occupational assignment. For both whites and blacks, women in
atypical occupations are less educated and are from lower socioeconomic backgrounds as compared ,to those in
typical occupations. Also, women in the atypical occupations are more likely to hold full-time jobs, to report
stronger work-attachment and to be e-Arinsically motivated in:their labor market behavior. In addition, atypical
workers usually attain higher rates of pay compared to atypicals. Cohort G.

1287 RODERICK, .ROGER D. and DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "Knowledge of the World of Work." In: Years for
Decision, Volume 2. Manpower Research Monograph 24. Wash.:igton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1974.

This article analyzes young women's 'knowledge of the world of work' in 1968 and 1969. Respondentswere given
a ten- question -test to determine their familiarity with different occupations. The results were then compared with
possible determinants, such as age, color, education, and other out4de iniluences. Of these, color and education, as
well as labor force experience, seer to have the greatest effect on the test scores. Some consequences of knowing
the world of work appear to be higher pay, a lower rate of unemployment, and a white-collar job. Cohort: G.

1288 RODERICK, ROGER D. and DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "Years for Decision, Volume 2." Manpower Research
Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974.

Data from both the first and second surveys of the NLS of Young Women are used to examine school enrollment
and educational aspirations and their correlates. Findings show that as young women get older, they become more
realistic in,their aspirations. Also explored are changes in job status among out-of-schooi youth, such as change in
rate of pay and interfinn and geographic movement. 'Knowledge of the world of work' appears to have a positive
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effecton rate of pay and unemployment. Some of young women's behavior patterns are compared with those of the
young men, and differences are generally explained by the eighteen-month difference in first interview dates (Young
Men-Oct. 1966; Young Women-Feb. 1968). Cohort: G.

1289 RODERICC, ROGER D. and KOHEN, ANDREW L "Changes in Job Status of Employed Out-of-School
Youth." in: Years for Decision, Volume 3. Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1976.

Almoit hill Of the young women respondents who were employed and out of school changed employers from 1968
_to 1970. Appirent correlates of interfirm movement-include: education, occupation, length-of service, prospective
mobility, residence; and a change in marital Status, Some consequences of cnanging employers are: change in rate
of pay increases, a change in Occupation; acquisition of occupational training, and a higher degree of job satisfaction.
Cohort G.

1290 RODERICK, ROGER D. and KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Stability and Change in Labor Force and EMployment
Status among Non-Students." In: Years for Decision, Volume 3. ManpoWer Research Monograph 24. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Priming Office, 1976.

Labor force participation of young women from-1968 to-1970 is examined using: (1) the mean number of weeks in
the labor force during the 12- month period preceding the survey; (2) the percent of tespOndents spending 52 weeks
in the labor force during the period; (3) the percent with any weeks of employment during -the period; and (4) the
mean number of weeks employed during the 12 months prior to a survey for those with any unemployment during
the period. Just over 30 percent of the young women employed in 1968, Who married between 1968 and 1970, had
_left the labor force by-1970. Unemployment seemsv be more common and to occur for a longer time for high
'school dropouts than for those who completed high school. Education, however, _appears to bear no regular
relationship with change in unemployment experience. Cohort: G.

1291 RODERICK, ROGER D. and KOHEN, ANDREW L "Summary." In: Years for Decision, Volume 3.
Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

About two-fifths of the young women interviewed in 1968 had changed their plans for age 35 by the time of their
interview in 1970. 'These revised plans are consistent with observed rates of labor force participation of women aged
35-44. Also, more young women are unemployed in 1970 than in 1968. Among Min-marled young women who
were employed in 1968, 30 percent of those who married by 1970 withdrew from the labor force as opposed to only
four percent of those who remained unmarried. Almost one-half of the nonbfudent employed young women changed
employers at least once between 1968 and 1970, with slightly fewer blacks having done so voluntarily. Other
correlates of interfinn movement are a change .n marital status, change geographical location, change in
occupation or rate of pay, acquisition of Mining, and a change in job sati faction. Cohort: G.

1292 RODERICK, ROGER D. and KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Years for Decision, Volume 3." Manpower Research
Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

Data from the first three interviews of Young Women aged 14-24 in January 1968 are used to study educational and
labor tharket experience. School enrollment status and educational aspirations and their correlates from 1970 are
examined and compared with the 1968 figures, as are the respondent's plans for age 35. Unemployment of
nonstudents is expkirat lind is found to be more common for high school dropouts than graduates. Education
appears, however, to bear no regular relationship with change in unemployment experience. Correlates and
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consequences of interfirm movement are investigated, with almost half of the respondents who were employed and
out of school changing employers from 1968 to 1970. Most consequences, such as rate of pay and degree of job
satisfaction, appear to increase with interfirm movement. Cohort: G.

1293 RODERICK, ROGER D. and SHEA, JOHN R. "Typing, Shorthand, and Occupational Assignments of
Women: Some Black -White Differentials." Report, .Manpower AdminiStrationi U.S, Department of Labor, 1972.

The purpose of the paper is to examine some of the factors that may help explain aggregate black-white differences
in having had typing and/or shorthand while in high school, and in having used such training in occupations
ostensibly requiring typing and/or shorthand skills. Data are from the NLS of Young Women, with the subsets under
consideration consisting of those who were full -time employees and had completed exactly12 years of high school.

*While urban/non-urban variation in typing-shoithand training was slight, black youth from the urban South were less
likely to ,have .Such training than were black youth from urban non-South. A positive relationship was found
between mental ability and exposure to typing and shorthand. In terms of occupational assignment, typing and
shorthand training was directly related to occupancy of clerical jobs in general, but a small proportion of those with
such training (especially among blacks) were in jobs most likely to actually require typing and shorthand skills.
Cohort G.

1294 RODERICK, ROGER D.; SHEA, JOHN R.; KIM, SOOKON. "Unemployment Experiences of Nonstudents."
In: Years for. Decision, olume 1. Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: "U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1971.

Unemployment of young female nonstudents is examined in order .t0 ascertain how much influence demand
conditions have on unemployment and to describe some personal correlates of unemployed out-of-school young
women. Marital:status, age, race, and educational attainment are all shown to be related to the employment rate.
Occupation, attitude, and rate of pay all appear to be related as well. The federal minimum wage affects this last
factor, however, and an analysis of this has not been done. Cohort: G.

1295 RODERICK, ROGER D ; 7P.T .T ,ER, FREDERICK A.; DAVIS, JOSEPH M. "Employment Patterns." In:
Years for Decision, Volume 1. Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1971.

This article examines the types of employment of young women and their relationship to race, marital and family
status, education, and training, as well as labor market characteristics. Rate-of-pay is next examined, and is shown to
correlate positively with educational attainment. Type of occupation appears to be related to rate of pay as well,
although differently for whites than for blacks. Child care is also discussed. Cohort: G.

1296 ROGERS, DAVID EDWARD. "The Effects of Individual and Occupational Characteristics on the Career
Paths of Young Males." Ph.D. Dissertation, Cornell University, 1982.

Researchers have long been interested in factors influencing the initial labor force attachment and subsegtient
mobility of young workers. Many investigators examine various human capital investments that individuals
undertake to differentiate themselves and improve their market position. Other researchers maintain that
augmenting an individual's stock of human capital yields an insignificant marginal return because employment
opportunities are non-existent or highly restricted. This view posits that labor-markets are segmented and that
discrimination, certain systematic factors, and even random effects can start workers off in bad jobs, and once there,
antiwork behavior is reinforced, thereby creating a dead-end situation. This debateprompts several related questions
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for analysis. First, can we empirically document the existence of a secondary sector and what are its characteristics?
Second, who gets these bad jobs? Are there differential characteristics of these workers; observable or unobservable,
that might attribute the segmentation to heterogeneity in the population? Finally, to what extent is there mobility
over time between good and bad jobs? Specifically, the research provides an empirical test of the "dead -end
hypotheais, i.e., that a set of jobs restrict subsequent mobility. Of key, interest is the extent to which it is the
characteristics of the jobs (state dependence) or unobservable individual differences (heterogeneity) which cause this
effect. The research uses recent information from the NLS of Young Men and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
to construct four-year work histories for 358 young males as they leave formal schooling. While this sample
exhibits what can only be called a substantial amount of intersegment mobility, there is nevertheless some evidence
which suggests that the sector of past employment has an independent effect on sector of current employment.
However, when controls: for unobservable heterogeneity are incorporated, all evidence of sector persistence is
eliminated. This suggests thiit it is not the past sector of employment per se which creates the observed persistence,
but rather characteristics unique to the individuals. Cohort: B.

1297 ROMERO, CAROL JUSENIUS. "Retirement and Older, American's Participation in Volunteer Activities."
in: Problem Isn't Age: Work and Older Americans, S.H. Sandell, ed., New York: Praeger, 1987.

This article provides an overview of voluntarism in the United States and characterizes-who volunteers and why.
Data from national surveys on voluntarism indicate that relatiyely few adults (less than a third in 1981) perform
volunteer work for formal organizations, and that voluntarism is greater among younger than older adults and'greater
among older women than older men. Analysis of three ACTION'programs designed for senior volunteers indicates
that ,a large majority of participants are unmarried women living alone. Data from the National Longitudinal
Surveys of Mature Men and Mature Women indicate that male voluntarism is not affected by race, marital status,
age, or health status. It also is unaffected by employment status, amount of time employed, years since retirement,
or continued work after retirement. Voluntarism is greater among men who are more financially secure, more
educated, have a desire to remain active, aria live outside cities in areas with low unemployment rates. Regardless of
type, volunteer activity is more likely to be 'practiced among more educated women with a history of volunteering.
Lower rates of voluntarism are associated with not working and lower income from assets for men, while these
factors affect only social-welfare voluntarism of women. Includes references. [AgeLine] Cohort: M W.

1298 RONES, PHILIP L. "The Retirement Decision: A Question of Opportunity." Report, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Department of Labor, 1980.

The purpose of this paper was to discuss: (1) the problems in using labor force data to study casual factors of
retirement trends; (2) the anticipation impact of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA); and (3) the
political labor supply of currPht retirees. Current Population Survey data was analyzed, using results from other
reiearcli such as the 1 1969 Survey of Newly Entitled Beneficiaries, the Retirement History Study, the
National Longitudinal f. ;and the 1974 Louis Harris Survey. Men and women in the 60-64 and 65+ lge groups
were analyzed separately. it was found that (1) the complexity of forces influencing the retirement decision makes it
difficult to infer causalities from labor force participation rate trends, since the impact of a single factor Can easily be
hidden by countering factors; (2) it is likely that the. 1978 Amendments to the ADEA will have little short-term
impact on the retirement decision; and (3) little is yet known about the extent to which people older than the
"normal" retirement age wish to work. It was noted that the Department of Labor has contracted to do additional
research on these subjects, which should dispel some of the confusion currently surrounding them. [AgeLine]
Cohort: M.

1299 RONES, PHILIP L. and HERZ, DIANE E. "Labor Market Problems of Older Workers." Report, Bureau of
Labor Statisdcs, U.S. Department of Labor, 1989.
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This report, prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, analyzes labor market problems of displaced older workers.
It reviews the available data on the extent and nature of unemployment, discouragement, and displacement and
focuses on institutional arrangements, such as pension rules and the supply of part-time jobs that may limit the
employment opportunities for older workers. Cohort M W.

1300 ROSEN, HARVEY S. "The Impact of U.S. Tax Laws on the Labor Supply of Married Women." Ph.D.
Dissertation; Harvard University, 1974.

'Payroll and progressive income taxes play an enormous role in the American fiscal system. It is-lir efore of some
importance to know the extent to which they, influence work incentives. Some econometric evidence is presented on

',the effects of taxes on married women, a group of growing importance in the American labor.force. kteStable
model of labor supply is developed which permits statistical estimation of a "coefficient of tax perception." Unlike
previous models40abor supply, it allows for the possibility that the wage may. depend on the number of hours
worked. Contrary to .mtiok,of the literature, results strongly suggest that marginal tax rates do have arl'important
impact on labor force behavit:r. Cohort: W.

1301 ROSEN, HARVEY S. "Tax.Illusion and the Labor Supply of Married Women." Review of Economics and
Statistics 58 (May 1976):167-72.

This study discusses, he impact of taxrates on the labor supply of married women. The most important empirical
result is that married women correctly perceive the wedge between the gross and net wage that is imposed by the
income tax. That is, their labor supply decisions are based upon the after-tax wage, as suggested by basic economic
theory. Cohort W.

1302 ROSEN, HARVEY S. "Taxes in a Labor Supply Model with Joint Wage Hour Determination."
Econometrica 44 (May 1976):485-507.

Using cross-section dam on white married women for the year 1976, a model of labor supply which permits
statistical estimation of a "coefficient of tax perception" is studied. The model allows for the possibility that the
wage may depend upon the number of hours worked. The results suggest that marginal tax rates have an important
impact on labor market behavior. Cohort W.

1303 ROSENBERG, HARRY M. "The Influence of Fertility Strategies on the Labor Force Status of American
Wives." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1972.

This dissertation examines the influence on a married woman's labor force participation of four indicators of her
"fertility strategy": (1) her current age; (2) age at time of her first birth; (3) number of children ever born; and (4)
age of her youngest child. The author estimates that each additional child is associated with a five percentage point
reduction in female labor force participation. If this relationship has held historically, then declining fainily size
since 1900 has accounted for about half of the observed increase in labor 'force participation rates since the
beginning of the century. Cohort W.

1304 ROSENBERG, SAM. "Economic Contractions and Racial Differentials in Male Job Mobility." Industrial
Relations 26,3 (Fall 1987): 291-295.
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Using data drawn from the National Longitudinal Surve)i, the effects of the economic connat.tion of 1969-1975 on
the occupational Mobility of older blierk and _white male workers was examined. The sample contained 440 black
and 1,041'white males who: (1) reported a current occupation, (2) were not enrolled in schpol, and (3) indicated their
,major activity during, the survey week was either "working" or "with a job but not at work." It was limited to the
years 1966, 1969, and 1975. Oceupatimal standing was.measured with the one-digit Census occupation and the
Duncan socioeconomic status index (SES), an ordinal prestige scale assigning a rank between 0-97 to each of the 3-
digit 1960 Census occupations. Overall, in 1969, whites held positions with an average SES value of 42.83, while
-ilitileheld by blacks averaged 21.91. The average SES scores were virtually the same in 1969 and 1975. Although
many workers changed positions, these fluctuations balanced out. Accumulated evidence concerning two economic
contractions in the early 1980s suggests that black men Were more negatively affected by the economic conditions
than were white men. Moreover, black men who lost their jobs were less likely to locate other positions than white
men. [AM/INFORM] Cohort: M.

1305 ROSENBERG, SAM. "Occupational Mobility and Short Cycles." In: The Dynamics of Labour Market
Segmentation, Frank Wilkinson, ed., New York: Academic Press, 1981.

The author examined the impact of cyclical fluctuations, during 1966-75, on the occupational experience of older
male workers. Within a labor market segmentation framework, the questions analyzed were: (1) what is,the extent'
of upward occupational mobility from the secondary sector to the priniary sector in times Of economic expansion;
(2) what is the extent of downward occupational mobility from the primary sector to the secondary sectai during
economic downturns; (3) what is the 'Agree of permanence of upward occupational mobility over the business cycle;
and (4) what racial differentials exist in 'nobility patterns? The findings suggest that there is some upward mobility
from the secondary sector to the primary sector during the expansion phase of the business cycle. However, many
workers return to the secondary sector during economic slumps. The particular mobility patterns observed correlate
to a degree with trends in labor demand, as measured by fluctuations in the size of different occupations over the
business cycle, and the extent of unemployment in those occupations. Cohort: M.

1306 ROSENBERG, SAM. "Racial. Differences in Younger Male Occupational Mobility over the Business Cycle,
1966-1975." Proceedings of the Thirty-eighth Annual Industrial Relations Research Association (1986):391-399.

This paper examines the effects of cyclical fluctuations during 1966-1975 on the occupational mobility of younger
black and white male workers. Blacks were more likely to be found at the bottom of the occupational hierarchy than
were whites in 1966, 1969, and 1975. Both groups moved up the occupatir ' structure over the time period.
However, - whites beginning in the same occupation as blacks generally improv .heir occupational standing more
than did blacks. Cohort: B.

1307 ROSENFELD, RACHEL A. "Race and Sex Differences in Career Dynamics." American Sociological
Review 45 (August 1980):583-609.

In this paper, career differences by race and sex are analyzed. Careers are defined as trajectories of socioeconomic
status and wages and are described by a linear differential equation model. It is assumed that the different groups
defined by race and sex tend to be in different labor markets and economic sectors and to face different opportunity
structures even within labor market divisions. This assumption guides predictions for and interpretation of results
with respect to various aspects of career inequality: initial status and wage level; potential status and wage levels;
effects of human capital, family background, and family of procreation variables on initial and potential wage and
status levels; and speed of advancement. Pooling of cross-sections and time-series techniques are used to estimate
the model, with data from the NLS of Young Men and Women. Cohort: B G.
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1308 ROSENFELD, RACHEL A. "Women's Employment Patterns and Occupational Achievenients." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1976. Also in Social Science Research 7 (March 1978):61-80.

The author investigates the relationship between employment patterns and occupational advancement. Because
women have less extensive and continuous employment, they invest less in human capital, have fewer opportunities
for job :mobility and gain fewer occupational rewards over their work lives. A small but statistically significant
effect of employment experience on occupational status was found for white women, but not for non-whites.
Cohort W.

1309 ROSENFELD, RACHEL A. "Women's Intergenerational Occupational Mobility." American Sociological
Review 43 (February 1978):36-46.

This study examines, an intergenerational mobility matrix of father's occupation by mother's occupation by
daughter's occupation by race by age. The findings indicate that both mother'S occupation and father's occupation
are significant dimensions of women's intergenerational occiipationarmobility. In cases in which the mother had
been employed when the daughter was 15 years of age, the mother's occupation had a more significant effect on the
daughter's occupational destination than the father's. The mother's occupation-was determined to be a true-effect of
occupational level rather than an effect primarily of maternal employment,outside the home at any occupation.
Cohort: W.

1310 ROSENFELD, RACHEL A. "Woinen's Occupational Careers: Individual and Structural Explanations."
Sociology of Work and OccupationS 6 (August 1979):283-311.

Men tend to move up in status over their work lives; women tend to remain at the same level. Two types
explanatiOns can be used-to explain this difference: (1) those focusing on-individual characteristies- Which- tend to-
vary -by sex, especially employment patterns; ansi(2) those:focusing on the differences in opportunity structure by
sex. Research is reviewed which attempts to examine more directly the effect of individuah, _sus structural factors
on occUpationg achievement. While the evidence is not clear-cut, it does suggest more attention be paid in
quantitative research on women's achievements to the structure of opportunity. Cohort W.

1311 ROSENFELD, RACHEL A. and NIELSEN, FRANCOIS. "Inequality a). d Careers: A Dynamic Model of
Socioeconomic Achievethent." Sociological Methods and Research 12,3 (February, 1984): 279-321.

Socioeconomic careers involve a Process of attainment. One model that explicitly recognizes this is a simple linear.
differential equation model. This article shows how such a model can be used to describe careers in terms of entry
levels and their determinants, potential levels, and their determinants, and the rate of achievement. Such models,
while conceptually- Simple, have some statistical complications over usual models used when it comes time to
estimate them. The second half of the article describes some of these complications and ways of dealing with them.
°abort: p G.

1312 ROSENMAN, LINDA S. "Marital Status Change ana abor Force Readjustments: An Analysis of Female
Heads of Families." Ph.D. Dissertation, WaShington University '(St. Louis), 1977.

o

A sample of 275 female heads of families was drawn-from the NLS of Mature Women. Functions for the values of
home, market, and leisure time were estimated and dollar values for each of the three uses of time were calculated
for each woman in the sample. These three values were used as a basis for an investigation of the factors affecting-,
labor supplyof women before and after their 'Marriage ended, and changes in- labor supply and. labor force
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participation over the time period in which marital status changed frOm married spouse present to unmarried. The
results suggest that the labor force behavior of these women is strongly influenced by changes in the relative values
of home, market, and leisure time, as well as by the typically sharp drop in family imome that occurs with loss of a
husband. A model predicting the probability that a woman will invest in training when her marriage ends is also
estimated. Cohort W.

1313 ROSENTHAL, EVELYN R. "Structural Patterns of Women's Occupational Choice." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Cornell University, 1974.

The sex structure of occupations cAnot be predicted on the basis of job relevant traits of-women. The view that
occujiations chosen by women are a response to special traits of women that make them more suitable for
traditionally _fernale jobs receives no support from an analysis of the work experience and job relevant traits of a
national sample of working Women. The work relevant characteristics that are examined are low financial
motivation to-work, low geographical mobility potential, lack of interest in jab adirancementand low labor force
commitment. A mature women's. ocaipational choices are less dependent upor,,,-110,:carlY socialiiation than on
aspects-of her current environment as determined by the structure of her family .f procreation and the opportunities
presented by emplciYera and other- occupational gatekeepers.. This hypothesis is examinetL using Census reports,
published case studies of specific Occupations and interview data inn a national sample 'Of women 30-44 years old.
Three -sets of variables are explored -as influential: in women's, occupational decisions. Social origins, potential
occupational attainment, and tangly life decisions are viewed in a path analytic framework as determinants of
women's occupational choices. Examination of the direct and indirect effects of these three sets of variables shows
that the work activity of mature women can be viewed as a response to the need to balance non economic family
needs with economic rationality. Social -origins predict women's occupational choices by socioeconomic level in a
manner similar to that 'of_men, but hake no-effect on women's job choices on the dinierision of the degree of male
dominance in the occupation. Women's family We decisions, such as the`timing of marriage and family building,
and choice of spouse (based on occupational-status and earnings)-also influence women's job choices. Potential
occupational attahunent, measured by education and experience, affect the job choices of mature working women,
mediated by -the effects of economic need and family Constraints. The interview data employed to- explore -the
structural patterns of women's occupational choice are from'the NLS of-Mature Women (N.-. 5083) who ware 30-44
years old in 1966. Cohort-1V.

1314 ROSENZWEIG, MARK R. and WOLPIN, KENNETH I. "Dynamic Behavior and the Estimation of Birth
Outcome Production Functions." (In- progress Research). Cohort Y.

1315 it OSENZWEIG, MARK R. and WOLPIN, KENNETH L "Intergenerational Financial Assiwance over the
Adult Life Cycle of Parents and Children." (In-progress Research).

The principal objective of the proposed- project is to assess how changes in the life_ course of both parents -and
children influence the incidence, direction and- magnitudes of financial assistance from parents to their adult
childrekand the siblings of theie children, and from adult children to their parents. Data from all five Cohorts of the
NLS will be combined'and linked to form pairs of siblings and/or parent-child matches stratified by sex and race.
Longitudinal inforination on these matched pairs will be used to obtain estimates, by race and sex, of the importance
of intergenerational financial transfers (1) relative to the incomes of both recipients and of donors and (2) relative to-
the amount of public assistance income, by program_ type, received over a substantial fradtion of the joint life cycles
of parents and their dult children (up to 17 years). Estimates will also be obtained'of (1) how changes in family
structure (fertility, ilivoree, death), in wage MiCS, in unemployment spells, -in the incidence of illness and other life-
cycle events in both the- "child" and "parental" generations jointly' influence the flows of financial assistance between
ihemand (2),the effects of public transfer income-on intergenerational family` transfers. The analyses will employ
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estimation pricedures and specifications ihit -allow for ' existence of time persistent unobservables correlated
across generations, for endogeneous labor supply andisavings behavior and for strategic behavior. Behavioral
TO of intergenerational transfers incorporating uncertainty and dynamic behavior will be developed and
estimated with the objective of achieving a better understanding of the motivations for intergenerational transfers
and for evaluating the robustness of prior findings on exchange versus altruistic motives to the introduction of more
realistic assumptions, about the heterogeneity of populations and 1*,fe cycle behavior. Themerged panels of cohort
data Will, thus be- OSed to ascertain how the consequences of differing but contemporaneous life-cycle events
experienced by parents and their adult children are shared between and across generations and how public programs
affect these intergenerational financial linkages. Cohort: BGMW Y.

1316 ROSENZWEIG, MARK Rand WOLPIN, KENNETH L "Parent Demographic Behavior - Child Health and
Development." (In-progress Research).

The principa' objective of the 'proposed project is to explore the interrelationships among the demographic
behavior, of parents, child health and cognitive development, parental socioeconomic characteristics, and public
programs: 'Estimates will be obtained 11) of the effects of the pre-and postnatal behaviors of parents on the
health and cognitive development Of-infants and children and (2) of how unanticipated health outcomes,
difference's among children in healthiness and abilities, public health and other governmental programs, parental
socioeconomic status and parents' infOrmation about health processesinteraet to influence .their fertility and other
health-related decisions. The data base to be used for the analysis is the NLSY 1979-1986. This data base
provides information, as of 1986, on approximately 3000 mothers and their`5506 children, including
information on pienOtal care, birth-weight, infant feeding .practices, and maternal prenatal health practices,and
contains complete demographic history. The project will make particular use of the supplemental survey. of
children in the eighth bawd of the panel survey, which. ,provides a variety of detailed measures of child health,
cognitive development and the quality of the child'ihousehold environment. The survey data'will be merged
with community- level variables torresponding to local-area programs and prices that influence parental decisions,
and ultimately, child health. The models and estimation procedures _will:take into account heterogeneity within
and _across households in health predispositionS, and dynamic decision-making byparents that is responsive to
unanticipated birth and health outcomes. The analyses will exploit the unique features of the new data base-, he
availability -of longitudinal information on both parents and all of their children (siblings) and the availability
during the course of the project of updated information on demographic and health outcomes. These data thus
permit assessments of both the robustness of alternative estimation procedures that have been used in prior work to
quantify the child health effects of parental behavior and the ability of the estimated models to predict child
health and other demographit outcomes. [NTIS/FEDRIP] Cohort C.

1317 ROSENZWEIG, MARK R. and WOLPIN, KENNETH I. "Rational Expectations and Ex Post Facto
Rationalizations: The Value of Subjective MeaSures of Exceis Children." Paper, University of Minnesota, 1988.

This paper assesses the usefutness-Of, an attitudinal fertility variable describing the " wantedness" of children. The
authors formulate a dynamic model of fertility behaVior which incorporates uncertainty about child traits in orderto
assess the infOrmational content .of retrospectively- ascertained` measures of wantedness. Utili-Ing data from the

'NLSY, the authors test fothias in wantedness information that may arise. from both parents' responsivenesa to the
observed charatteriatics of their children as well as from biases in their expectations about their children's endowed
traits. Results indicate that reports of wantedness obtained after children are born are significantly influenced by
children's traits ,(ex post,.rationalization)- and that mothers exhibit overly optimistic expectations regarding their
children's endoWed *Mies. As a result, the retrospective measure of wantedness commonly collectedand usedio
measure- the principal consequence of imperfect fertility control' overstates substantially the actual incidence of
wre', ,ted births: The authors conclude that the incidence of unwantedness 'based-on information ,obtained from

,.
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cross-Sectionat fertility-surveys neither measures appropriately the family size or resource-allocation consequences
of imperfect or costly contraceptive technology nor is a reliable indicator of child neglect. Cohort: Y.

1318 ROSS, SUE. "The Tinging and Spacing of Births and Womett's Labor Force Participation: An Economic
Analysis." PhD. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1973.

Some, ecort,,thic aspects of the tinting and spacing of births are analyzed and women's labor force participation is
examined relative to this timing and spacing. Accosting to the Model developed-in Chapter II, women with more
edification who have a higher prize of time and a more steeply rising profile did...heir lifetimes than do less educated
women should have their. children closer together_ and earlier. than less well educated women; The income effect
depends' on both the level and timing pattern of income. Families with high income should, other things equal, have
the first birth sooner and subsequein births more widely, spaced. Those with a-steeply rising income, especially in
the young adult years, should have children later; this later start would probably cause them to haye subsequent
births closer together. Cohort:- G.

1319 ROSS, SUE. "Usefulness of the Panes Data fox: Analysis, of the UI System." Final Report, Assistant'
Secretary for Planning, Evaluation, and Research, U.S. Department of Labor, 1974.

An examination of the four waves of NLS of Older, Men for validity showed that although the data contain some
rtiasures of individual tharatteristies that are not available from other sources, the four waves of the survey are not-
entirely:comparable in.continuitY_Of time periods and-completeness of information. Some difficulty is encountered,
interpreting the data because of differences in interview method. Earlier concerns about lack of usable samples due
to expected low incidence of unemployment in the age group were found to be urnecet.sary. Greater familiaritymith
the data is expected lo leadto further and more effidient applications of the results., Cohort: M.

1320 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL -W. "Changing Economic Benefits for College Graduate's." Economics of
Education Review 3,2 (Spring 1984).

This paper examines the relative economic benefits for White male college graduates in 1971 and 1976. It focuses on
OAo factors that may account for some of the observed differences in the economic value of college:, -,lifferent
indicators of economic-benefits and variat4msiii benefits by college degree and major. The results suggeSt that the
relative economic benefits for white male college graduates changed little in the first half ofthe 1970s. In both years,
relative benefits do depend, howeiter, on_ the area and type of College degree as well as the -particular economic
ineasure being considereAl. CohOrt: B.

1321 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. !Dropping/Out of liigh School: The Influence of Race, Sex, and Family
Background."_ An Educational Research Journal p(SUihrner 198):199-220.

This paper etiamine,s the Tama of the high school dropout` problem in 1979 and investigateaboth the stated reasons
students leave school and some of the underlying factors influencing-their decision,. Particular attention is focused
On differences by, sex, race, and family background. Data for this research come from the NLSY, a national sample
of youth who-Were 14 to 21 years of age in 1979: A Milivariate model is deieloped to estimate the effects of family
baekground and other factors on -thodetisicit to drop out of school: Several results emerge from the study. The
reasons studentscite fa. leaving sehools-virry widely, with women more likely toleave because of pregnancy or
Marriage and men_more litely to-leave to go to work. Fairdly background strongly influences the propensity to drop
out of school and accounts for virLially all of ,thoracial differencesin dropout rates. A variety of other- factorS,
including Oil/4 and asPin*on4a4O influence this decision: Cohort Y.
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1321 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. "The Economic Decline Of College Graduates: Fact Or Fallacy?" Journal of
Human Resources 15 (Winter 1980):99-112.

Wing Census data and information froM the Department of_Labar on the,skill require-dents of jobs, two models
were-tested in order to evaluate changes in the position of workers between_1969 am 1975. The first model was
based on workers' mean weekly_ earningi. The second model was based on the -discrepancy between the skill
requirements of jobs and workers' educatiOnal skills. The results indicate that the economic position ofmale college
graduates compared to high school graduates did not decline during this period in terms of relative earnings, but did
declin&in terms of the relative utilization of educational skills. Cohort: B.

.

1323 RUMBERGSZ, RUSSELL W. "The Incidence and Wage Effects of Occupational Training Among Young
Men." Social Science Quarterly 65,3 (September 1984):775-788:

This paper examines the extent and wage effects-of fonnaLoccupational,training acquired by young men. The
research focuses on differences in setting, type, an1 intensity . of training acquired. The results reveal' that
investments in formal occupptional training is widesplead. While the wage effects of occupational training compare
-favorably with schooling _andIeneral work experience, effects vary- considerably among settings and types of
training as well as benkeen whites and blacks.. Differences due to measures of training intensity,suggest that training _
may serve more as.2,screening devke than as a Way of augmenting productive job skills. Cohort: B.

1324 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. "The Influtmce of Family Bnckground on Education, Earnings, and Wealth."
Social Forces 61 (March 1983): 755-773.

This paperlexamines the extent to which wealth explains the relationship between family background and adult
economic Status for white and black males. Wealth is treated both as a component of family background and as a
measure of adult economic status. The findings reveal that parental wealth influences schooling independent of
other, social components of family environment. For white males,,Parental wealth has a direct effect on earnings,
even controlling for its effect on schooling. Also, for white rnales; parental wealth exerts a "irect and stronger effect
on son's wealth after controlling for its effects on schooling and earnings. Cohort: B M.

1325 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. "The -Introitance of Earnings and Wealth." Coluinbus, OH: Center for
Human Resource Research, The Ohio State UniverSity, 1980:

The author examines the role of wealth in explaining the relationship between family- backgrouncLand adult
ecOnomic<stanis for white and black males: These results show that parental wealth as a financial component of
family bickground exerts an influence on schooling that is 'independent. of other social componefitS of family
environment. This-influence is-stronger for black .males than white Males. Parental .wealth hai a direct
earnings for white males only. In addition, parental wealth has a direct effect on son's wealth after controlling for its
effects on sChooling and earnings. Finally, the total .effect of-paten:al wealth and wealth-ofwhite males is much
stronger than its effect on earnings. Cohort: B:

1316 'RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. "Recent High School and College Experiences of Youth: Variations by Race,
Sex, and Social ClaSs." Youth and Society 4 (June '1982) :449 -470.

This piper examines several high school and college experiences of youth in 1979 and notes their variation by race,
sex, and socioeconomic background. At the high .schoo'Oevel, experiences incltide, attitudes toward school,
performance, programs and courses, and the problem of dropping out; at-the college level, they include participation

.
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rates;- attendance patterns, major field of study, and sources of financial aid. The results reveal substantial
differences in some educational experiences,_ but not others. For example, attitudes toward school and college
participation rates vary little among groups, while high school dropout rates vary widely among race and
socioeconomic groups, and college majors vary somewhat among racial groups and particularly between men and
women. Cohort Y.

1327 RUMBERGER, RUSSELL W. and DAYMONT, THOMAS N. "The Economic Value of Academic and
Vocational Training Acquired in ,High School." IFG Project Report 82-A23, Institute for Research on Educational
Finance and Governance, Stanford University, 1982.

This study examines whetha differences in high school curricula lead to differences in labor market opportunities
:for persons who complete .10 to 12 years of schooling and acquire no postsecondary training. Data come from the
NLSY and include detailedInfonnation on,course work taken from high school transcripts. The results show no
Systematic advantage of one high school curriculum relative to _another, although in soffit: instances---for some
students and in some areasvocational preparation produces superior labor market effects to those produced by other
curricula: Cohort: Y.

1328 RYCROF1', ROBERT S. "Causes of the Racial Differences in Unemployment-Rates among Male Youth."
Nibidska Journal of Economics and Business 19,4 (Allman 1980):'17-45.

One of the most noticeable indicators of the inferior labor market posit; of nonwhites in the United States is the
Well-knoWn differential in group unemployment rates. This research attempts to quantify the contribution of various
factors to this diffeientiaLushig data froth the 1969 NLS of Young Men. This survey year was selected because it
was the peak year of the business cycle which had begun earlier in the decade, and it was felt that the likelihood of
distorted results stemming from cycheal factors would be .minimized. The results appear to confirm that a
substantial part of the unemployment rate differential between whites and nonwhites is not explained by any inferior
endoWthent of nonwhite. The implications of this for policy are that the standard supply-side policies of remedial
education and skill; training rAnnot be relied upon _to end,* close the':gap. Demand-side policies such as
antidiscrimination laws and irly tireation programs may be requin4 to complete the job. Cohort: ,B.

1329 SALVO, JOSEPH JOHN. "Work-Related- Attitudes and the Earnings Attainment Process of Women and
Men." ;M.D. Dissertation, Fordham University, 1982.

/Although sociological' itsearch on the status attainment process has traditionally stressed the relevance of attitudes,
such variables have been neglected in recent studies aimed at comparing the attainment process of men and

women. Social. scientists suggest that the substantial shifts which occurred over the past few decades in sex-role
norms have made earnings attainment, on an individual level, more-sensitive to differences in attitudes related to
_fork. This hypothesis,is rOinforced by economists who have for many years portrayed earnings attainment as a
function of huMan capital'investinent, which at least in partt!eterrnined by preferences and expectations related to

work. The present,study examinesthe relationship between work-relattAi attitudes, investments in human caPital,
occupational achievement and earnings attainment among comparable samples of white men and women. Panel data

from the NLS are used to construct and test a revised model of earnings attainment which includes two attitudinal
variables, namely - attitudes toward the employment of women and occupational aspirations, along with multiple
measures oil:tuna') capital investment. The - results of thiS study clearly indicate that significant
effects on eai-aings attainment, both -.indirectly via investment for both sexes, and directly on earnings for with*
Theie findings suggest that -more attention should be paid to attitudinal factors:in-, earnings -models. This is
espeCially true given -the fact that attitudes disPlay effects which' are significantly: different by !sex, and in some
instances inject the only shades of difference in an otherwise, similar picture. Cohort: B G.'
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1330 SAN, GEE. "Trie Early Labor 'Force Experience of College Students. and their Post-College Success."
Economics of Ethication Review 5,1 (1986): 65-76. Also Ph.D.Dissertation, Cornell University, 1984`.

Research on the part-time_employment of college students has concentrated-oh the effect -of `in- school employment
on academic achievement and study persistence (completion of the degree program). However, none of the studies
that addressed on-campus employment has examined the impact of college students' part-time employment on their
post-college success. Studies which focus only on college students' academic achievement or study persistence do
, not tell- whether the students' part-time employment will ultimatelk-affeet their post-college success. This study
seeks to fill the gap in the literature by examining the impact of college 'Students''iohor force experience on their post-
college success. In particular, a model is developed of college students' poStcOlege earnings in which earnings
depend upon the students' family income, family backgrOund, quality of education;qmd labor market experience, As
well as other observable and unobservable individual effects. Pooled :hire-series crass- section data from the M.S of
Young Men 14-24 (1966-1975}-areirsed to estimate thit model: The::::-a4itsa-the stuck, provide insights into the
answers to several related questions of policy importance. How do students' workor nonwork time activities affect
their academic success and their post- college Wages? -How do-financial aid packages affect students' post-college-
earnings? Given that cuts in financial -aid have been enacted and are likely to bepaintained in the Ware, how will
such cuts affect students' worimime decisions and their post-college earnings?' EmpiriCal evidence from this stud;.
suggests that students' in sehoel work experience.has a positive effect on their post-college earnings for at-least three
years butlas no effect on-their employment. In some specifications of the model; the positive-effect on earnings
lasts at leaSt five years. 'The empirical evidence also shOws that cuts in student finandial-aid will inevitably induce
students to work more,. This-may either, dyersely affect students' study perSistence or favorably increase their post-
college earnings becatise of the benefits Of=in-school labor force experience. The net effect of thesetwo 'Contrasting
forces p; over to be positiVe fondle sample used; a cut in financial:aid appears to increase expected futureearnings.
Cohort:-

1331 SANDELL, STEVEN a "Attitudes Toward W- -ket Work and the Effect of Wage Rates on the Lifetime
Labor Supply of Women." Journal of Human Resources 12 (Summer 1977):379-86.

This study observes the lifetime labor force participation of married .women ands analyzes the consequences of
excluding taste variables from ..the conventional economic: model. The author focuses on the extent of each
partiCipant'S work experience during the time span between her first child and 1967. When attitudinal variables are
included in the analysis, a decrease in the effect of the wife's potential wage on her postnatal labor supply is
observed. Therefore, the frequent omission of these variables probably yield upward biased'.:Stirnates Of own wage
elasticities. It is Still unclear whether the wage results are More accurate for equations that include or exclude taste
variables. 'Cohort: W.

1332 SANDELL,.STEVEN H. "The Demand-for College civality." Presented: New York, American Educational
Research Associatior Meetings,.1977.

Theqrhility of the collett education obtained by young men and, to a lesser extent, young women is related totheir
ability and the socioecontithic *Won of their parental families. Young men and women from high ince* families
obtain both greater quantity and qUality education than-those from low income families. Part of the economic return
to ability is probably a return to college tta.-4ity. The study's findings help explain the smaller return to education
formarried women when compared to married meri. Cohort: B'G.

1333 'SANDELL, STEVEN H. "The Demand for 'College:- The Effect of Local Colleges on Attendance."
Presented: San Francitco, American Educational Research 1976.
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ThiS study findi-Ahaz only limited additional college enrollthent is associated with the existence of local public
Colleges. While this result conflicts with widely held assumptions, it is consistent with previous research and
probably due to the limited effect of attending a local college on the total cost (including foregone earnings) of
investment in higher education. The proximity of a college induces persons who would have enrolled in out-of-town
institutions to attend college locally. Local two-year public colleges increase the likelihood that white women and
black men will seek higher education. Fuetennore, the college attendance decision is often made at the time the
student enters high school, i.e., academic curriculum explains a large portion of the variance-in college enrollment
demand among individuals. Hence,ihe decision to go to college is at the very least heavily influenced by parents.
Cohort B

1334 SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Is the Unemployment Rate of Women Tot% Low? A Direct Test of the Economic
Theory ofJoblearch." Review of Economics and Statistics 62 (November 1980):634 -37.

In this- analysis, job search behavior of Unemployed married women is examined as well as actual observations. of
reported reservation wages, duration of unemployment and subsequent: wage gain.-` Findings show women with
-higher reservation wages are subject to longer periods of unemployment but are rewarded with higher, paying jobs.
Women:whalciselheir jobs experience longer unemployment periods than women who leave theif jobs. 'Economic
and loCal labor market conditions significantly affeat the unemployment duration, of married' women. Based on
-financial considerations, it is found thatnuirried women could profitably spend a longetperiod of time on job search
and thereafter, attain higher wages. Finally, the author examines posSible causes for under-investment in job search
activities. Cohort W.

1335 SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Job Search by Unemployed Women: Determinants of the Asking Wage."
Industrial and Labor Relations Review 33 (April 1980):368-78.

This study uses actual ob
"is consistent with the predic
the model, &Oat variableit
signifidant in:the anticipated
women significantly reduce th
who receive. unemplOyment i
these women are committed to
Cohort: W.

servations of women's reservation wages to show that the behavior of unemployed Nyoniot
dons of the job-search paradigm. Using a two-stage least squares procedure to estimate
reflecting -wage expectations and unemployment duration, are generally statistically
directions. In particular, one of the most striking findings, shows that unemployed
eir reservation wages as the unemployment-period progresses. 'Irk aettP.0011, women

nsurance -benefits request substantially higher wages. Overall, the resultx shoiv that
finding work and thus respond to economic incentives in their job search behavior.

1336 SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Lifetime Labor Force Participation of Married Women." In: American Workers in
a F4 "Employment Economy; A COmpendium. U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, 1980.

In thiS paper' the economic modelused to explain the labbr ',:orce participation of married women at a point in time
has beet adapted to study the determinants of lifetime participation. Different influences were observed for the
periods before and aft& the first child,was born. While greater eduCation of the husband is associated with lower
labor:force participation of women in the post-natal .period, women whose husbands have greater-than-average
educational attainment wotked a greater proportioit of the years available before the bitth of their first offspring.
Although .the net- positive effect of the wife's potential wage on her labor force 'participation reported -here is
consistent with previous research, it was found that the size of the wife's own wage effect ,was slightly sthalletthan
the husband's' wage effect on the wife's labor supply. In addition, inclusion of variables winch purport measure
the taste of the women fix market work reduCes the observed positive effect Of the wife's potential wage on her post-
natal labor supply. Cohort: W.
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1337 SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Women and the Economics Of Family Migration." Review of Economics and
Statistics 4 (November 1977): 406414.

In this paper, an economic model is developed to explain the family decision to migrate and the effect of migration
on the labor market eamirigs'ol'men and women. It is based on the tenet that family utility, defined operationallyas
the husband's and wife's laborAnarket earnings and leisure, is a significant consideration in a (husband-wife)
family's decision to migrate. The empirical results are consistent with the theory. On the one hand; the labor market
orientation of the ,wifeseem's to be taken into consideration in the decision of a family to migrate. On the other
hand, the migration of the family increases the earnings of the- husband but does not increase the labOi market
earnings of the -wife. In contrast, the earnings of never married women increased after moving. Siriee family
earnings have been shown to increase as a result olmigtation, the decision to migrate is rational from the viewpoint
of the family. It seems'that the contribution of the wife to family income is considered, but the positive effect of
migration on husband's -earnings often outweighs,the, (iriitial) negative effect of migration ori tile wife's weeks,
worked and consequently, her earnings. This is not to say that migration is involuntary for -Wives in the usual sense,
but to emphasize that what is beneficial to the welfare of the family (and the wife as a family, member and consumer
of family-income) is nevertheless consistent -with lower labor, market earnings of the wife. The, interruption of
Women's_ careers is often an effect of 'migration and the maximization of the utility ofs;the family unit-. If, the
participation of women in the labor force continues to increase, this may have,a limiting elect on theteographic
mobility of the niale labor force. Cohort: B G M W.

1338 SANDELL, STEVEN H. and JOHNSON;REX C. "Young Women and Higher Education." Presented: New
York, American Educational Research Association Meeting, 1977.

The decisions of young women to enter college, as well as their choice of college,'seem to be consistent with the
economic investment model. White ivomen's desired, expected, and actual college attendarioe are related positively
to their parents' educational attainment, family income, and their own mental ability, and relate: 1 negatively to the
number of siblings. Similar, but statistically weaker findings are obtained for black women, with the exception of the
effect of, number of siblings. A significant and positive relationship exists between young women's mental ability,
farnilyincome and various measures of the quality of the college attended by white women. Cohort: G.

1339 SANDELL, STEVEN H. and KOENIG, PETER J. "Measurement Error and Its Consequences: The Cage of
Annual Hours of Work." Final.Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

The primary purpose of this study, is to analyze the- eif6ct,of different methodologies on Mir- supply measure's
Plagued with errors. By using abetter measure in the NLS, the frequently used estimate for -annual hours with an
average of 10 to 50.percent, was found to severely bias the coefficients in laborsupply equations of young married

,,men and women: In addition, biased estimates were also found when annual earnings divided by imputed wage and
weeks worked was used to substitute labor supply Measures. In essence, this paper demonstrates the necessity of
weighting observations to avoid heteroscedasticity and sample selection bias. Cohort: B G.

1340 SANDELL, STEVEN H. and SHAPIRO,,DAVID. "The Theory Of Haman Capital And the Earnings of
Women: A; Reexamination of the Evidence." Journal of Human Resources 13 (Winter 1978):103-117.

This study examines bothythoNenipirical specification of human, capital models of earnings in the presence of
discontinuous work experience:Over the life cycle and simultaneous- equations models of wage determination and
labor supply. Compared to the previous period, no evidence is found ofgreater investment in general training in the
interval' of labor force,participatiorcrifterthe birth of the first child. The effect of-depreciation of human capital on
women's earnings appears to be iiPpmxiniately one-half ofone percent per year out of the labor force., In addition,
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the contribution of differences in work experience 'oe-tween men and women in explaining wage differences by sex is
about half of that indicated by Mincer and Polachelc. Cohort: W.

1341 SANDELL, STEVEN H. and SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Women's Incorrect Expectations and Their Labor Market
Consequences." Presented Anaheim, Western Economic Association Meeting, 1977.

Analysis of the early labor force years in the lives of young women indicates that the women with stronger expected
lifetime attachment -te the labor faxe do indeed invest more heavily in on -the job training. Data is presented
showing thatyotmg women seemed to consistently undertimate their, future labor market partiCipation, and that
thiS.underestimatien results in lower investments in on4 '',training, and lower wages. However, more recent
evidence from the NLS' 'indicates these young women-seem to be revising their labor market p.. icipation
expectiliont, upwards as time passes. In addition, the data show that the more recent labor market entrants have
higher expecations of being in the labor force at age thirty-five than their slightly older counterparts. Cohort: G W.

1342 SANDELL, STEVEN H. and SHAPIRO, DAVID. tlroilc Expectations, Human Capital Accumulation and
.tbe Wages of Young Women." Journal offidinanResourci4 15 (Summer 1980):335-53.

This study analyzes young women's ex ante preferences Or future labor force attachmentty,estimating their-human
capital, accumulation=-and pay. The-evidence supports the human capital hypothesis that receipt of on -the job
training:is positively rcl4ted to expectations of future labor_ force participation. The study also presents empirical:
estimates of the .effeq,;,ixt- wages of general and 'specific on-the-job training as well as maturation. Finally, the
-results Show that postnchool investments in training are a major determinant of wages ,and wage growth among
yining-Women. Cohort:',G.

1343 SANDVER, JEAN MART. "Retired Men's Evaluation of the Timing of their Retirement." Ph.D.
Dissertation, The Ohiii State University, 1985.

The purpose of this resertiCh was to determine how retired men evaluate the timing of their retirement. Years after
retiring people may reassess their original decision in light of their current economic or health position and decide

iheirinitial decision was incorrect. 'The objective of this study was to determine what characteristics are related to a-
retiree'tchange in preference regarding the timing -of the decision. To test this change in preference a new 'model
Was developed-which incorporates' the notion that the investment in human capital results in_a'n individual valuing
how his tine is allocated. The data for this study were the NLS of Older'Men. The sample consisted of men who
retired between 1967 and 1979 (1460 men). A logit analysis was performed On the data for men who, preferred to
retire at a later age compared to'men who would not have changed the time they, retired. The results indicated that
the Probability of nrotiree pteferring4O have ramified in the labor force increased when income was perceived as
inadequate 'and when health was limited at the initiaLietiretrient. If The retiree was a. homeowner the probability of
wanting to remain in the labor force declined. Men whose level of education attained was higher and men who were
married when they retired-but unmarried in 1981 were also more likely in retrospect to be dissatisfied with the time
they retired. This study was able to demonstrate that the probability of retirees preferring they had delayed their
retirement increased when health orfinanciall*sources were limited. Cohort: M.

1344 SANT, DONALD T. "ReservationlVage Rules and Learning Behavior." Review of Economics and Statistics
59,(Febivary 19T1):43 -49.

This paper examines the time path of wage demands of the unemployed as &test of some of the implications of the
search models. The results suggest that indiviouals do learn about the distribution of wages, and that they learn in an
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appropriate and systematic way. Information about the distribution of wages is important and can be obtained
,viithout necessarily learning about the distribution of vacancies. Cohort: B.

1345 SANTOS -RICHARD. "Employment Status of Hispanics." In: A Profile of Hispanic Youth, Youth
Knowledge Dei 4cipment Report 10.2., U.S Department of Labor, 1980.

,In 1979, nearly a million HiSpanic youth age 16-21 are in the labor force in the NLS survey week; approximately
720,000 are employed, 218,000 are unemployed, and 578,000 are neither looking for nor holding jobs. Hispanic
youth represent 5.1, percent of the employed youth, 6.5 percent of the unemployed youth, and 8.1 percent of those
outside the labor force. Hispanics occupy an intermediate employment status relative to blacks and whites. Cohort:
Y.

1346 SANTOS, RICHARD. "Estimating. Youth Employment and Onemployinent: The National Longitudinal
Surveys of Ydtith Labor Market Experience." Review of Public Data Use 10 (1982):127 -135.

t-

The Current Population Survey (CPS) provides valuable data on the overall employment status of youth and, once a
year, on school enrollment status. The 1979 NLSY also:provides this type of employment Status data,and showed
extensive labor force activity during thespring of-1979 among youth aged 16-21. Youth were engaged'activelyln
both school and work responsibilities. The NLS1 also contains data permitting a more detailed examination of
employment issues, not possible with the CPS. Examples of, the research that could be done with the NLS presented
in this article include further employment-status comparison by Hispanic groups and analysis of unemployment by
occupations and reservation wages sought. Cohort: Y.

1347 SANTOS, RIrHARD. "Hisparic- Youth 'in, the Labor Market." Report, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1983.

Using data from the 1979 and 1980 interviews of the NLSY, this study examines the labor market experiences of
Hispanic youth. Subjects selected for analysis include employment.and unemployment, job search methods,,types
of occupation, job satisfaction, government sponsored employnient and training, attitudes towed work and military
service, reported illegal activities, and employment opportunities. Comparisons are made with blacks and whites
who were also included in this sample of young men and women aged 14-21 in 1979. Cohort: Y.

1348 SANTOS, RICHARD. Hispanic Youth: Emerging Workers. New York: Praeger Publishing, 1985.

Using data from the 1979 and 1980 NLSY, the author examines how Hispanic youth fare 'in the labor market.
Included in the analysis are the issues of employment, unemployment, the role of the government in providing jt,
as well as attitudes toward work, military service, and other activities. Cohort: Y.

1349 SANTOS, RICHARD. -"Measuring the Employment Status of Youth: A Comparison of the Current
Population Survey and the National Longitudinal Survey." Proceedings of the Thirty-Third Annual Meeting,
Industtial Relations Research Association (1981):62 -68.

The most plausible explanation of the4:fferences in unemployinent estimates between the surveys appear to be that
the NLSY_directly interviews the,:outh, while the CPS relies on the hea4 of the household or some other responsible

adult. The largest differentials occurred among the younger youths and those in school. It is this younger group
whose parents may know the least about their job-search activities and their desire to participate in the labor force.
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For, example, a youth may have sought baby-sitting jobs, lawn mowing, or part-time work at a fast food restaurant
without the knowledge of the parents. It is this, group which is least likely to report for themselves in the CPS and
also most likely to be living in d: air parents' household. Cohort: Y.

1350 SASSER,,SUE LYNN. "The Relationship between Selected Demographic Variables- and Participation in
Voluntary Acti,iities by Mature Women." 'Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas Women's University, 1983.

The purpose of the study was to determine the volunteer participation of mature women. The objectives of the study
included: to identify the demographic characteristics of mature women in4olunteer activities; to determine the
amount of time spent in volunteer activities by mature women, and to determine the types of organizations with the
greatest nuniber, of mature women participants. Data for the study were obtained from the NLS. Independent
variables included age,,:education, health, home ownership, labor force attachinent, marital status, -number of
dependents, race, arid' total family income. Dependent variables were the,-iumber of hours allocated to volunteer
activities and the types of organizations in which mature women participated. Statistical, procedures included chi-
square and stepwise multiple regression. Results of the chi-square analysis revealed that all relationships Were
significant at .05, with the exception of race and type of volunteer work. According to the results of the multiple
regression analysis, education was the strongest, of the independent variables in predicting the -amount of time
volunteered. Marital status was the best predictor of the:independent variables on the type of volunteer work in the
regression analysiS. The mean riumberof hours_ volunteered per,weekmas also examined andthe significancest,the-
difference of the means was tested by ANOVA and t-test procedures. Maritatstatus was the only Variable yielding a
significant difference , at .05, with never Anarrieds..ullocating significantly more hours per week than married,
divorced/ separated, cc widowed females. ','.esults of the study determined that the nine selected demographic
characteristics did not have a substantial imp,* on the amount of time volunteered nor the type of volunteer work by
mature females. Cohort W.

1351 SAUNDERS, DAVID N. "The Company Youth Keep: An Empirical Analysis of Job Finding Among Young
Men 14-24." Ph.D. Dissertation, Bryn Mawr College, 1974.

The study examined the personal, social, and economic correlates of job-finding of young men using data from the
NLS of Young Men, 1966-1969. Younger, less educated youth relied more heavily on informal channels.
Increasingly, age and education led to a slight shift from informal _to. for:air-channels, although informal still
dominated. As white youth matured they relied less on friends and roiatives and schools and more on formal
methods except schools. For both races, increased education led to a rise in the use of formal techniques, particularly
schools. While blacks relied more heavily on friends and relatives than did whites, race was-less important than
social class with higher spcial'Class youth showing a greater use of formal channels. Youth using formal channels
tended to locate white-collar jobs, particularly professional and clerical; those relying on informal had a greater
chance of locating blut-collar jobs. Whites found the highest quality jobs through private agencies, newspapers, and
the 'other' channel. Among both races, friends and relatives generally led to lower quality jobs. An extensive
review of the literature on job-finding is included.. Cohort: B.

1352 SAUNDERS, DAVID N. "Labor Force Behavior: A Longitudinal Perspective." Review of Public Da:a Use
1 (July. 19-73):7-13.

The intent/of this paper is to review a unique data set that examines the longitudinal labor force behavior of a
nationally representative sample of four age-sex groupsyoung men and women 14-24onature women 30-44 and

meri 45-59who are in the process of engaging or disengaging from the labor force. To date, research on the
National Longitudinal Surveys has been less extensive than would have been anticipated due in part to inadequate
dissemination of information on the surveys, the condition of the actual data files themselves entthe high cost of
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acquisition. It is hoped that a description of the content of the survey, its technical problems and current research
being conducted will encourage use ard stimulate discussion on ways to make the data set more amenable to
analysis. Cohort: B G M W.

1353 'SCANZONI, JOHN. "Work and Fertility Control Sequences Among Younger Married Women." Journal of
Marriage and the Family 41 (November 1979):739-48.

Using panel data, an attempt is made to unravel connections between women's employment and fertility control.
The point is made that these are both ongoing processes whiCh over time intersect in various ways, and which also
mutually reinforce each other. In particular, the correlation between work/nonwork and family size is seen to be less
illuminating and significant than linIca between work-consistency and fertility control patterns which enhance that-
Ronsistency. An attempt is made to place these substantive matters in a more general and cross-disciplinary
theoretical perspective. Cohort: G.

1354 SCHILLER, BRADLEY R. "Early Jobs and Training: The Role of Small Business." Mimeo, American
University, 1987.

This paper examines small business as the preeminent provider of early work experience and training for both in-
schooland out-of-school youth during the years-19791983. The concentration of employment of young men and
women in this sector is examined, along with the linkages between these fums and larger, multi-establishment firms.
Young men still in school'and working are disproportionately employed in retail businesses. Young workers already
out of school are also highly concentrated in retailing, but heavily represented in manufacturing as well. Within the
retail sector, the fast food industry may account for a high percentage of jobs and job growth. Wages are generally
lower in small businesses than in large businesses, but job satisfaction and perceived training opportunities of young

men are higher. Young men in small businesses indicate that they are exposed to a greater variety of tasks than those
in large businesses, and-so develop a broader range of marketable skills, likely to accelerate productivity and wage
growth: Training in larger firms tends to be more specialized and fum-specific. However, lower retention rates of
newly-trained workers can reduce a smaller firm's pay-off to training investments and may result in a competitive
disadvantage. Cohort: Y.

1355 SCHILLER, BRADLEY R. "Longitudinal Experiences of Minimum Wage Youth." Final Repza, U. S.
'Department of Labor, Office of Assistant Secretary for Policy, 1989.

The labor market,experiences of young minimum -wage workers were examined using the NLSY 19791987. The
analysis indicates that all young people hold a job paying the minimum wage or less at some point in the early stageS
of their work lives. Of special concern are the training experiences and subsequent wage growth of youth who start
at the minimum wage or less. The study finds that: (1) Most minimum-wage youth workers like their jobs, believe
the job experience is beneficial,-and perceive that they are acquiring skills that will be valuable in attaining better
jobs later. (2) The minimum wage experience is relatively brief: Young people neither expect to, hold nor stay on
-their minimum-wage job long. Within two years, most youth who start at the minimum-wage (or less) are earning
above minimum wages. (3) The wage, growth of youth who began at or below the minimum wage averages 16
percent a year in the first six years, five times faster,than the wage growth of all U.S. workers in the same period
(1981r 1987): Overall, the evidence reviewed refutes the notion that minimum-wage jobs are "dead-end" jai,
offering neither training nor opportunities for-wage growth. At least for young Ipbrir-market entrants, minimum7,
wage jobs are common-stepping stones to higher wages. Details are provided in the two volumes that constitute the
final report. Cohort: Y.
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1356 SCHREINER, DEAN and KNUTSON, MARLYS. "Place of Residence as It Relates to Female Labor Force
Participation, Work Time Supplied and Income Returns." Regional Science perspective 5 (1975):125-53.

This study is pr;marily concerned with the role of residence in determining female labor force participation rates,
amount of work time'supplied, and income returns. Women offer different amounts of work time under different
conditions. Commuting time is a restraint as are wage rates. In addition, place of residence acts as a proxy for other
conditions which affect the amount of work time supplied. Women living in SMSA areas offer the same amount of
work time but only at higher wages than rural women. Cohort: W.

1357 SCHREINER, DEAN and ICNUTS0-4, MARLYS. "Women in the Labor Force: Place of Residence as It
Relates to Labor Participation, Work Time Supplied and Income Returns." Presented: Mid-Continent Section,
Regional Science Association, 1974.

This study is concerned with the role place of residence plays in determining female labor force participation rates,
amount of work time supplied by women, and:rates of income return for work time supplied. Residence categories
have been delineated as SMSA-nonfarm, SMSA-farm, non-SMSA-farm, and non 7SMSA-nonfarm. The general
Concerns are: ,(1) whether women have the same opportunities to fulfill work desires in rural and nonmetropolitan
areas as in metropolitan areas and'under what conditions; and (2) to what extent ;do comparable amounts of work
time supplied in any of the residence categories contribute to family income and general well-being. If rural or
nonmetropolitan areas are at a disadvantage relative to metropolitan areas for any of these concerni, long-run
adjustments may well be reflected in future decisions of where families locate. Cohort: W.

1358 SCHUMANN, PAUL LOUIS. "Investment in Human Capital: Work, Military Service, and College." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Cornell University, 1983.

Since policyrnalcers are concerned with the decisions made by yputh with respect to their deVelopment and training,
how these decisions affect potential earnings, and how these effects -en potential earnings affect the relatiie,
attractiveness of alternative human capital investments, a good understanding of the demand for such investments is
important. Previous studies of the, demand for human capital investments, however, tended to focuslow sOecific
investments. This study presents a choice model-in which the individual is faced with an array of discrete
investment alternatives. The theoretical model allows for an arbitrary number of altematiVes; the empirical:
implementation examines a limited set of alternatives for male high school graduates: civilian employment, military
Service, and college. The theoretical model was based on the assumption that individuals choose the human capital
investment alternative that maximizes their utility. This assumption generated a general multiple outcome discrete
choice model; other assumptions allowed the general model to be written as specific, estimable models, such as the
multiple outcome probit model or the multiple outcome logit model. The study also geheralizes corrections for
sample selection bias to the multiple, outcome case. The data set used to estimate,thertiodel was the NLSY 1979.
Variables used in the analyses included experience, ability, race, marital status;health limitatios, possession of a
GED certificate, earnings; parents',educ.ation, number of siblings, parents' work status, and the unemployment rate.
A general finding of the study was that individuals seem to respondlo economic incentives in ways that one would
expect. In particular, it was found that increases in costs tend to discourage investment and increases' in benefits
tend to encourage investment. For example, it was ftiund that military enlistments were very elastic with respect to
military pay. The results also provide support for the hypothesis that family background can play a significant role
in the investment choice process. Cohort: Y.

1359 SCHWARTZ, ABA and NESTEL, GIBERT. "Earnings of 'Migrants in their Origin and Destinations."
Paper 17, David Horowitz Institute for ReSearch of Developing Countries (Tel Aviv), 1975.
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The National Longitudinal Surveys provide us with a unique opportunity to travel in time with each individual as
well as cross- sectionally amongthem, thus enabling us to identify the would-be migrants and to shed some light on
their characteristics particularly ?heir earningsbefore they moved. A firm conclusion of what result the act of
migration held for them can then lie obtained. One of our most important conclusions is that we have to interpret
cross-section results with utmost care, as we can easily be misled by the results (sometimes unjustifiably in favor of
our hypotheses). The authors Were also able to shed some light on a conjecture by Becker in his 1964 "Human
Capital," in which he claimed that interregional mobility may be low in the presence of substantial interregional
differences in earnings due to specific and intransferable investment. The NLS data support his claim, especially
when it is generalized to include the educational factor. Cohort: B.

1360, SCHWARTZ, SAUL; HUTCHINS, ROBERT; JAKOBSON, GEORGE. "Dynamic Models of the Joint
Determination of Labor Supply and Family Structure." (In-progress Research).

This project will construct a dynamic theoretical of the labor supply and family structure of young women.
The authors will then show how the parameters of that theoretical model might be estimated. Essentially, the
resulting econometric model is it siihultaneous equations model in which the range of possible values for the
dependent variables is limited. They may be binary, truncated at zero or- censored In addition, the model may
contain lagged dependent variables as explanatory variables. Linear models of this type have been estimated
previously. It is anticipated that literature will be extended in order to deal with the nonlinear structure implied by
our theoretical model. Once estimation is complete, the models described here will provide knowledge that is of
substantial policy relevance. The estimated models will yield, aew information on the economic consequences of a
young woman's decisions regarding labor supply, and family structure. Moreover, the models will indicate the
extent to which such decisions are sensitive to changes in economic variableS such as wage rates and demographic
characteristics. Such knowledge can play a fundamental role in the formulation and evaluation of government
policy. Cohort: Y.

1361- SELLMAN, -WAYNE S. and-LAURENCE, JANICE H. "Aptitude Testing in DOD and the Profile of
American Youth Study." Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association (October
1981): 1627-1635.

This paper provides a brief discussion of aptitude testing in the Department of Defense and the rationale for Defense
sponsorship of the Profile of American Youth Study. Also described is the historical development of the current
version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), as well as its enlistment eligibility composite,
the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The aptitude profile study involved administration of the 1980 version
of the ASVAB to a national probability sample of approximately 12,000 young men and women ages 16 and 23.
The young people sampled were-participants in the NLSY sponsored by the Department of Labor. The
methodology, sampling procedures, test administration, and data quality controls used in the execution of the Profile
of American Youth study are described. [NTIS AD-P001-427-4] Cohort: Y.

1362 SENSBACH, C. L. "Retirement Timing:' Influencing. Expectations for Early, Timely, and Late
Retirement." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1979.

This study sought to identify factors differentiating persons who expect to retire early from those who expect to
retire at age 65 or later and to assess the extent to which actual retirement was consistent with expectations. The
conceptual framework of the study stressed the family's interaction with economic, political, and social systems.
Data were taken from a subsample of 2,212 respondents that included the Older Men cohort- of the National
Longitudinal Surveys for the years 1966 to 1975. Data were examined in regard to expected retirement age (as of
1971), age, employment status, marital status, number of dependents, parents living, educational level, health limits,
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,health decline, family health, job attitude, assets, savings, home ownership, time unemployed, Duncan Index of
oceupationi! status; Social Security, other pension, wage, recent change in wage, and other income. Results show
that almost all men who had expected in 1971 to retire early and were old enough to do so in 1975 had retired and
remained retired. Factors associated with early retirement expectations were lack of eligibility for Social Security or
Railroad Retirement but eligibility for other pensions, higher, wages but without as much recent increase in *ages,
more dislike for jobs, and lower socioeconomic status. Literature on retirement is reviewed, and recommendatiOns

,for future research are presented.. [AgeLine] Cohort: M.

1363 SERRATO, CARL "The Resolution of Premarital Pregnancies: What is the Role of Public Policy?"
Presented: Baltimore, MD: Population Association of America Annual Meeting, 1989.

Since the 1960s ,the teenage birth rate has declined by almost half, yet, teenage _childbearing is still considered.a
major national- concern. Underlying the overall decline in teenage fertility are a rising birth rate among_ single

-teenagers and an increase in the rates of teenage pregnancy and abortion. While many public programs (e.g., family
planning services, sex- education, parental consent laws) have-been initiated with the purpose of -reversing these
trends, in-some quarters it is the common wisdom- that these programs, along with others (e.g., public assistance
programs), are an important cause of teenage pregnancy and childbearing. Using the NIS, Y, the author examines the
influence public policies may have on yOung women's decisions concerning how to resolve a premarital pregnancy:
birth and marriage, birth and remaining single, or abortion. Cohort: Ir.

1364 SHACICEIT, JOYCE REYNOLDS. "Experience and Earnings of Young Women." PhD. Dissertation,
Harvard University, 1982:

The data bases used for this study. were derived from the NLS of Young Women and Young Men. The first topic
was the issue of male- female -wage differentials and the-returns to education and experience for men and women.
Second, the issue of special characteristics of the labor market experience of women was investigated; concentrating
on the role and implications of pan tine work for women, along with occupational stratification and labor market
interruptions. The third matter-investigated was the impact of sample selection bias on the earnings equations
estimated women. The final topic was the intergenerational transfer of human capital. The major findings of this
study can be summarized as follows. Contrary to popular belief, the realms to education are as strong for young
women as for young men.. There is still a substantial wage advantage for men, which is largely attributable to the
continuous labor force experience of men. Men have almost twice as many years of experience than do women for a
given age. Men observe a positive return to age while women observe a negative return which at least in part reflects
the perceived depreciation of human capital during-labor force interrupdons. Women spend a substantial portion of
their time in the labor force at part-time work. At the mean value of part-time work, the marginal return i.e.
essentially zero. However, while working part-time has a low rman compared to the return for fUll-time work, it at
least avoids the depreciation of human capital or negative return associated with periods out of the labor force.
Finally, there is evidence indicating that background works differently for men and women. Background has similar
indirect effects in the prediction of schooling, but not for experience. There are direct background effects for men
and women separately, but not a joint direct background effect for men and women using the basic in wage model.
Within the same family, male and female children receive different cultural and socialization patterning which is
reflected in different wage earning potential for brothers and sisters. Cohort: B G.

1365 SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Earnings Differentials Among Unionized Workers in the Public & Private Sectors."
Cohimbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1976.

Using data from the 1971 NLS of Older Men, this study simultaneously examines Wage differentials in unionized
and non - unionizes employment in both the public and private sectors. Within a human capital framework, separate
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differentials are estimated for both white-collar and blue- collar workers; and fOr whites and blacks. The data indicate
that public sector unions have not been successful in raising the earnings of white-collar workers within government,
ceteris paribus, but that they have raised the earnings of blue-collar Workeri. However, comparison of union wage
effects in the public sector with those in the private -sector indicates that public sector union wage effects are
generally comparable to or smallethan union wage effects in the private sector. Cohort: ht

1366 SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Relative Wage Effects of ',Unions In the Public and Private Sectors." InduStrial and
Labor Relations Review 31 (January 1978):193-203.

This study focuses on wage differentials in unionized and non-unionized employment, in both the government and
private sectors. One important aspect of this analysis is that it considers workers across a wide range of occupations
and for all levels of government. The audior concludes that public sector unions have not been successful in raising
the earnings of white-collar workers but that they have raised the earnings of blue-collar workers. The author finds,
however, that union wage effects in the public sector are generally comparable to ersmaller than union wage effects
in the private sector. Cohort: M.

1367 SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Wage Differentials Among Black_, Hispanic, and White Male Youth." Industrial and
Labor Reladons Review 37,4 (July 1984):570-581.

This paper uses the 1979 NLSY to examine the hypothesis that racial wage differences hive vanished from the labor_
market for male youths. In addition, the relationship between racial differences in youth wages and accumulation of
work experience as well as the extent to which adjustment for sample,selection bia.S_ affects measured racial -

differentials.in wage rates and also analyzed. The einpiricalevidence indicates that there is a significant black white
difference in hourly wage rates among non-enrolled male youth, ceteris paribus. Among students,-race is _not ,

associated with wage rates. Hispanic white wage= differentes are not -significant among either students -or
nonstudents. Accumulation of, job tenure contributes to significantly higher wage rates among nonenrolled whites,
white tenure wage profiles for nonenrolled blacks are essentially flat. Further, the magnitude of the estimatedwage
premium of whites over blacks among nonenrolled Male youths- increases by more than 40 percent (from 7-10
percent to 11-15 percent) once sample selection bias is taken into account. Cohort: Y.

1368 SHAPIRO, DAVID and CROWLEY, JOAN E. "Aspirations and Expectations of Youth in the United States.
Pan 2. Employment Activity." Youth & Society 14 (September 1982):33-58.

The occupational aspirations of respondents on the first wave of the NLSY are described. Respondents were asked
what they would like to be doing at age 35. Almost 90 perant of the youth had specific- occupational goals. For
both men and _women, over one-third Of the respondents aspire to professional or technical employment. The
existing segregation of the labor market is reflected in the aspirations of youth, with females predominating among
those aspiring to clerical, positions and males predominating among_ those aspiring to skilled-trades. About one-
quarter of the young women expect to by housewives, although this aspiration was almost twice as prevalentamong
whites and Hispanics than among blacks. ,Looking only at those youth with specific occupational aspirations, it is
clear that the proportion of youth expecting to be in professional occupations is much r than the proportion of
such jobs in the general labor market. In a multivariate analysis, family background-4...J sex role attitude's were
important predictors of the prestige of-the desired occupation for both young men and young women. When the
aspirations of women in the youth cohort were compared with theaspiratistislofwomen of the same age a decade
earlier (using the NLS of YountWomen), clear shifts away from housework to paid employment, and from lower
skill to higher skill occupations were shown. For young women, a multivariate analysis of aspirations for sex-role
atypical jobs showed that family background and maternal role modeling were significantly related AO such
aspirations. Cohort: G.Y.
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1369 SHAPIRO, DAVID and -MOTT, FRANK L. "Effects of Selected Variables on Work Hours of Young
Women." Monthly Labor Review 106,7 (July 1983):31-34.

This research summary reports on estimates of the determinants of hours of work among women in their twenties for
the two periods, 1968-73_ and 1973-78. Educational attainment and fertility Status are key determinants of hours
-Worked anteing both blacks and whites, and husband's earnings are significantly,associated with the of work of
White wives. Over the course of the decade, there is a pattern among both whites and blacks of reduced linpact on
labor supplyx)f being married and of hit4band's earnings;lesser effect of educational attainment among non-mothers
and_larger effects of schooling among mothers. There is a cleattrend toward greater. work activity among mothers,
and it is the better- educated (high-wage) mothers who are leading the way. Cohort: G.

1370 SHAPIRO, DAVID and MOTT, FRANK L. "Labor Force Attachment during the Early Childbearing Years:
Evidence from the National Longitudinal Surveys of Young Women." Annales de l'INSEE 30-31 (April-September
1978):565 -98.

This paper presents unique data on labor force :attachment of yoting- American women during, the periods
immediately surrounding the first and second birthS. In the context of neoclassical labor-supply theory and utilizing
both cross-sectional and longitudinal data sets, factors.contributing to Variations in labor force attachment among
these women are examined. The researchers find that the empirical results from the eross-sectional and longitudinal
data sets are generally consistent with each other and for the most part supportive of neoclassical labor supply
theory. Cohort G.

1371 SHAPIRO, DAVID and MOTT, FRANK L. "Labor Supply Behavior of Prospective and New Mothers."
Demography 16 (May 1979): 199 -208.

Utilizing unique data generated from the NIS of Young Women, this paper examines the labor force participation of
young Mothers 'in the months immediately preceding and following the birth of the first child. Labor supply
behavior at this point in the life cycle is described in greater detail than has hitherto been available. In addition, the
independent effect of several factors of interest on the probability that a young woman will be in the labor force
during various intervals surrounding the first birth is analyzed. Cohort. G.

1372 SHAPIRO, DAVID and SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Age Discrimination and Labor Market Problems of
Displaced Older Male Workers." Research Report Series, National Commission for Employment Policy, 1983:

Using data from the first twelve years of the NLS of Older Men (aged 45- 59 in 1966), this paper focuses on the
postdisplacement wages of older male workers who involuntarily lose their jobs. The wage change associated with
displacement and subsequent employment is examined, after adjusting for the possibility_of sample selection bias
arising from early retirement on the part of some displaced workers. Preliminary findings indicate that: (1) Based
on the pattern of earnings ordisplaceAl workers prior to job loss, there is no net relationship between age and wage
changes among, those under age 65. Workers over age 65 suffer wage penalties compared to other re-employed
displaced workers. (2) Loss of firm-specific human capitataccounts for a major portion of the observed, average
wage loss of 4 percent. Workers who change occupations aiffilar shift to part- time work following displacement
experience significantly greater wage losses. (3) Workers who loit .heir jobs during the good economic times of the
late 1960s were able to maintain their average wage in subsequent employment, while those displaced during the
1970sa period of higher unemployment experienced an average wage loss of 6 percent. Cohort: M.
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1373 SHAPIRO, DAVID and SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Age Discrimination in Wages andDisplaced Older Men."
Southern Economic Journal 52,1 (July 1985): 90-102.

Analysis is made of the age/wage relationship among 359 male workers 45 years and older who were displaced and
later found new jobs between 1966 and 1978. Data from the NLS of Older Men are einployed to control for factors
determining wage rates at the- predisplacement jobs; -this analysis is -then _used as a benchmarl: in evaluating the
age/wage pattern on postdisplacementioba. ReSults show that the reduction of hinirly earnings of displaced old&
workers can be blamed largely on the loss of firm-Ipecifie training useful only on the previous job and to searching
for a new job when labor market conditions are not promiting. Age discrimination in wages is not observed among
displaced older workers except, perhaps, for those-over age- 65. More-research is needed- on age discrimination
against workers over age 65, and training opportunities for displaced men over age 45 should be broadened. Cohort:.
M.

1374 SHAPIRO, DAVID and SANDELL, STEVEN H. "Effects of Economic Conditions on the Labor Market
Status and Experience of Displaced Older Male Workers." Presented: New York, Eastern Economic Association
Meetings, 1984.

This study, using data from the Older Meti's cohort 19664978, provides quantitative evidence bearing on five
questions related to the labor market status and experiences of displaced older male_workers: (01-low do workers
displaced during the relatiliely good times of the late 1960s differ from those displaced during the relativebad times
of the 1970s? (2) What are the determinants of job displacement? (3) How do age and economic conditions
influence the propensity of displated older men -to opt for-early retirement? (4) HoW: do age and economic
conditions influence the duration of employinent experienced by displaced older men? (5) How do economic
conditions influence the post-displacement wage rates of dispIticedolder men who find new jobs? Comparison of
workers displaced during the 1970s with those displaced durirg the late 1960s reveals that as, the economy
worsened, the average schooling of those displaced rose, as-did the fraction of displaced men who!had previously
been employed in .manufacturing, wholesale trade, and retail trade. Average tenure on the previous job also
increased as the economy deteriorated. 'Cohort: M.

1375 SHAPIRO, DAVID and SHAW, Lt. -R. "Growth in the Labor Force Attachment of Married Women:
Accounting for Changes in the 19705." Southern Economic Journal 50 (October 1983):461473.

Growth in labor force participation and hours worked of white married women aged 30 to 34 is analyzed using data
from the NLS of Mature Wonien. Probit and- tobit analyses are used to examine the impact on,labor force
attachment of changes in wife's wage (estimated with adjustment for sample selection bias), wife's schooling,
husband's earnings, number of childret), age of youngest child, and unemployment rates. Decomposition of The
observed changes indicates that increased market wages and schooling were the most important factors contributing
V- growth in female. work activity, while higher husband's earnings and higher unemployment both dampened
wives! Work activity. Supplementary estimates suggest that changing attitudes toward women working also
facilitated the growth in work attachment Cohort: W.

1376 SHAPIRO,' DAVID and SHAW, LOIS B. "Labor Force Attachment of Married Women Age 30 to 34: An
Intercohort Comparison." In: The Employment Revolution: Young American Women in the 1970s, Frank L. Mott,
ed., Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982:

The most important factors contributing to recent increases in labor force attachment of, white married women in
their early thirties were their increasing levels of education, decreasing family size, and more favorable attitudes
toward working outside the home. Increases in husband's earnings and an unfavorable economic climate had a
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depressing effect; increases in labor force participation and weeks worked might have been even larger in a different
economic environment. Educational attainment became a stronger influence on the labor force participation of Goth
white and black women. The authas did not find evidencefor any decrease in the importance.of husband's earnings
or family structure inaffecting white women's labor supply. Cohort: 9 W.

1377 SHARP,- BOBBY H. "Perception of Fmandial Progress and Family Saving, Debt, and Labor Force Behavior. "'
PhD. Dissertation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1980.

This study was designed to investigate the association between an attitudinal variable, perceived financial progress,
and subsequent family saving, debt, and-labor farce-behavior. Objectives were to compare saving, debt, and labor
force behavior during 1969-1971 for families expressing different feelings of financial progress prior to 1969, and to
assess the contribution- of the attitudinal variable along with economic and demographic' variables in explaining
subsequent saving, debt, :aid laba; force behavior. Data for this investigation were derived from-the NM:Older-Men
cohort. -Consistent With prier research and- objectives of this study, five- multiple regression models were
hypothesized. :with liquid saving during 1969-1971, short term debt incurrence during,-1969 -1971, total debt
-incurrence during 1969-1971, hairs wasted overtime or at other jobs by respondents in 1971, and hours worked by
respondents' wives in 1971 representing- criterion variables. Predictor variables for, the models included economic
and demographic-variables as well as perceived financial progress as an attitudinal variable. EffectS of predictors on
criterion variables were determined Through ordinary, least squares regression analysis. Including the attitudinal
variable in the regression modelS along with-economic or-. demographic variables.-was not found to contribute
significantly (alpha) = .05) to the explanation of variance in any of the criterion variables. This occurred whether the
dummy variables representing perceived fmancia1Progress were enteral Separately or together. Almost all of the
explained variance in saving and debt behavior was due to economic variables (e.g., income level, net family assets,
or the-behavior lagged one.period). Variar.de.:in labor force behavior- was explained predominantly by variables
representing monetary incentives, human capital, and enduring behavior over time. Evidence from thii investigation
did .not- support the theoretical model thareecinemic behavior can bear be understood-by relating it to the way in
which families subjeclirely view their objective economic environments (e.g., Meanie and asset levels). Instead, the
results of this study indicate that objective economic environments and their changes, along with enduring family
economic behavior, alsO have direct effects on the economic behavior of fainilie; ,Cohort: M.

1378' SHARP, SHARON, ANDREWS. "The Relationship Between-Health- Patterns in the Family and Married
Vomen's Dependency." PhD. Dissertation, Virginia Polytechnic Instit and State University, 1980.

This investigation focused upon the relationship between health patterns in the family and married Women's
dependency. Dependency, was measured by three variables: locus of control, proportionate income contribution, and
attitude toward wives! working. Separate longitudinal patterns of health status for the family as a unit, Spouses only,
and married women only were established. These patterns were termed familial, conjugal, and persoral health
patterns. The major purpose of the investigation was to determine whether familial, conjugal, and personal:health
patterns in conjunction with other selected variables contributed' significantly in explaining variance in the three
measures of dependency. The NIS for 3,140 married women aged 30 to 44 interviewed-in 1967, 1969, 1971, and
1972 were-utilized in the investigation. Findings from previous research guided the formulation of the eight linear
models hypothesized. The criterion variable- in three of the models was locus of control; in another three,
proportionate income contribution was the criterion variable; and in twrqnodels, the criterion variable was attitude
_toward wives' working. The major form of statistical analysis was multiple linear regression. All eight
hypothesiied linear models were found to be statistically significant in terms of the proportion ofwariance in each
criterion variable attributable to the specified linear combination'of predictors. The increment in explained variance
in locus of control scores attributable to fainiliar health patterns was statistically significant. With propOrtionate.
income contribution, the increment in explained variance due to personal health patterns was statistically significant.
In the other six models the health patterns did not add signifiCantly to the variance in the criterion variable after the

290
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other predictors operating jointly were considered; The- fmdings suggested that health patterns are -more strongly
related to some aspects of dependency than others and that the relationships vary I;vheilheahh patterns -are
considered for the family unit versos the individual. Results of the investigation suggested that further refinements
in the identification of longitudinal patterns of health among familymembers would be useful in subsequent studies
of married women's attitudes and actions. Cohort: W.

1379 SHAW, ,KATHRYN L. "A Formulation of the Earnings Function Using the Concept of Occupational
Investment." Journal of Human Resources 19,3 (1984): 319-340.

Standard models of income determination specify income to be a function nf two variables that measure postschool
investment - -the years of labor market expenence,ancrthe years of employer tenure. This- investigation deVelops a
'better proxy for general, human .capital investments by, hypothesizing that the intensity.. of investment varies by
occupation, and, that a-proportion of the occupational skillsfare transferable with' occupational change. After
developing exogencius measures of these features, the occupational investment variable is calculated for the Young
Men cohort. Empirical work.demonstraies .that occupational investment is nstrcing-doterniinant of income- -far
superior to the experience variable. Cohort:

1380 SHAW, KATHRYN L. "The IncomeEffects of Occupational Change and the Investment in Occupational
Skills." Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, -1981.

Standard models of-income determination specify inciime,to be a function' of two variables which measure post -
school 'investment, the years of labor market experience, and employer tenure. This investigation develops a better
proxy for general ,human capital investment ,than- experience. This variable, called occupational investment,
hypothesizes that the yearly rate Of investment varies by occupation and that a portion of skills are transferable upon
occupational change. After developing exogenous measures of occupation-specific_intensityand transferability, the
Occupational investment variable is calculated for the -Young Men of the NLS. .Empirical work demonstrates that
occupational investinent is a very strong determinant of inconie, far superior to the experience variable. Thus;the
authochas improved upon models-of income determination, presented a uniquemodel of 'occupational- change, and
provided evidence that stable occupational investment is a significant source Of income growth for yoting men.
Cohort: B.

1381 SHAW, ICATHRYWL. "Occupational Change, Employer Change, and the Transferability of Skills."
Southern Economic Journal 53,3 (January 1987): 702-719.

Three features of the investment process that are associated with occupational change are investigated: (1) the
intensity of investment in occupational skills; (2) the transferability of occupational skills from the current
occupation to an alternative occupation; and (3) the process of joint employer - occupational change. Proxies for skill
intensity and skill 'transferability are developed, making it possible to infer a person's potential income, paths for
alt.inative-occupations. The NLS of Young Men is employed to estimate a mobility. model. The econometric
results indicate that a 25% increase in skill transferability will increase occupational change for a young man of age
29 by 11%, while increasing the probability of change for a 40-year-old man by about 23%. It is further shown that
occupational and employer change is a joint decision process. Cohort: B.

1382 SHAW, LOIS B. "Causes of Irregular Employment Patterns." In: Unplanned Careers: The Working Lives of
Middle-Aged Women. Lexington: D.C. Heath, 1981.
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Middle-aged women were found to work intermittently for a variety of reasons. Faniily'responsibilities remained an
important reason for irregular Avort patterns. Health was a major cause of intermittent ethployment and,long periods
gut ;of: the-woric,force, especially. among black women. 4:family's,inigiation° to -another -area often resulted in
interruption of employment for white .warren: All otthese'reasons for irregular work patterns suggest farnily,or
health constraints or personal preferences that were not strongly influenced by, the state of the job market. However,
high unemployinent rates in some areas affected the work_behavior of women who had notpreviously been well
established in.thelabor market. Job leaving because of business conditions was common among womcn who had
not worked Steadily in the preceding five years. Among women who" had worked most of the time in the recent past,
a small minority, generally the less educated, also experienced job loss and considerable unemployment 'Cohort'
W.

1383 SHAW, LOIS B. "Changes in,the Work Attachment of Married Women, 1966-1976." 'Columbus, OH:
Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1979.

Using data from the Mature Women cohort this paper examines trends in the work attachment of married women by
comparing the proportion of weeks worked in two successive five-year periods from 1966-1976. The data suggest
that it is becoming increasingly, uncommon for a womanto remain a full-time housewife throughout the childbearing
years. While most women return to Work sonce their children are beyond the primary school yeatS, many work
.e.
somewhatirregularly, perhaps-in response to temporary financial pressures or to-unusually good job opportunities.
.Slightly over one-third of married women work continuously during this tithe with the percentage gradually
increasing. Racial differences-in labor force attachment are explored-and future trends in the work attachment of
middle=aged married women are discussed. Cohort: W.

1384 SHAW, LOIS B. "Determinants of Wage Growth After Labor Market Reentry." Columbus, OH: Center -for
Human Resource Research, The Ohio StateUniversity, 1984.

This report uses the NLS Mature Women's cohort to examine wage growth after labor market reentry among womeo,
whiireturned to woic between 1967 and 1979. Looking, at.the first few years after reentry, we find evidence-of`
abweraverage wage, growth among women who changed employers after reentering, but little evidence of a wage
rebound effect for other reentrants. This finding provides support for the hypothesis that some reentrants' wages are
low becausetheir first reentry jobs are below the level that their skills warrant. The long-run results follow a larger
group of reentrants over a ten,yearpericid. Among this:group, those who worked at firtl-time jobs experienced a
higher rate of wage= imlith than nonentrants. Employer changing was not a source of wage growth over this longer
period.. On average, nonentrants in this sampleeven those Who had worked -full- time for the entire ten years--
showed hub wage groWth. The higher wage growth among reentrantsf-may be .due in part to their, undertaking
additional education or training when they enter and partly to their lower initial wages, which allow for greater

_growth before a Plateau is reached. Cohort: W.

1385 SHAW, LOIS B. "Determinants of the Increasing Work_ Attachment of Married Women." Work and
OccupadOns: An International Journal of Sociology 12,1 (February 1985):41-57.

between-1966 and 1976, the proportion of married women in their late thirties who exhibited a strong attachment to
the labor forde increased faster than.the prOportion with:a weaker work attachment. This paper focuses on factors
that have encouraged or prevented strong attachment. For white women, the most important factors contributing to
the trendpward greater work attachment were: lessening family responsibilities, increasiS in their previous work
experience; and changing attitudes toward women's roles; for black women, lessening family responsibilities, higher
-educational attainment and improved health were most important. Rising unemployment rates prevented still larger
increases in strong attachment to the labor. force than those that were observed. While the labor force participation
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of midlife married women may continue to increase in the future, it is possible that adverse economic conditions
could promote intermittent work patterns rather than strong attachment. Cohort: W.

1386 SHAW, LOIS'-b. "Does Living in a,Single Parent Family Affect High School Completion for Young
Wometi?" Columbus, ()Hi-Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1979.

This study examines whether living 'in a single-parent family exerts any effect, beyond the effect, that low income
may -have, on the chances of a daughter's completing high school. Using paired data from the Young 'and Mature
Women cohorts (Mothers and daughters living in the same household during the initial screening), analyses suggest
that the income effect of living in a single- parent family is of primary importance. However, both income and other
factors associated with living in anonintaa family- increase the chances of dropping out of-school for daughters in
law income faniilies- headed by a single parent, usually the mothOr. high income families, living with one parent,
has no effect on the chances that a,ditughter will fail to complete -high school. Policy implications as well as
directions for further research conclude the paper. .Cohort: G W.

1387 SHAW,:LOIS B. "Does Working fart-Time Contribute to,Women's Occupational' Segregation?" Final
Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,-1983.

During-1968-1980, there was a new influx of yOung women into atypical occupations. Among women who were 26-
36 years of age in 1980, those without children were nearly twice as likely to work in atypical occupations as were
women with pre-school children. Even among women ,with similar family responsibilitiesohose who herd jobs in
atypiCal occupations were somewhatiess likely to work part-time than were those in traditional female jobs. An.
analysis of the interactions between 1 art -time and atypical eihployment revealed that women who had a higher'
propensity to work part-time were lesi likely to work in atypical occupations, and conversely, that those who were
more likely -to work' in atypical .occupations were less likely to work part -time. 'Good job prospects in atypical
occupations may be necessary conditions for further occupational desegregation. Cohort: G.

1388 SHAW, LOIS B. "Economic Consequences of Marital Disruption." In: Women's Changing Roles at Home
and on the Job. Spec Report 26, I. Sawhill, ed., National Common Manpower Policy, 1978.

The probability of becoming pier in our society is markedly increased by Marital disruption. In the present study,
most women had been married for 10 to 20 years and had children at home when their marriages ended. The end of
the marriage caused a decline in the average economic welfare of the families involved. About one quarter Of white
families and 55 percent of black families of these middle-aged women had incomes below the poverty line after their
Marriages ended. Cohort: W.

1389 SHAW, LOIS B. "Effects of Age, Length of Work Interruption and Sate of the Economy on the Reentry
Wages of Women." Presented: Los Angeles, Western Economic Association Meeting,-1982.

Time spent at home affects the wages of ;younger women more than those of older women: Except for this
interaction with home time, age does iibt,:influence the wages of women who reenter the force after a work
interruption during their prime working years. The national' unemployment rate does have a significant negative
effect on the wages reentrants can command, but leaving the unemployment rate out Of the analysis does not appear
to bias the effects of dome time on reentry wages. However, falling to consider the length of time that has elapsed
before the wage is observed leads to'OvereStimates of skill depreciation during, time spent at home. AVerage rates of
Skill depreciation are probably between one and four percent in the short run, considerably lower than estimated
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rates of four to nine percent when work experience after reentry is not taken into account. A period of rapid wage
growth normally follows reentry. Cohort: W.

1390 -.SHAW, LOIS B. "EffeCts of Education and Occupational Training on the Wages of Mature Women." Final
_Report, Employment and Training Administration,U.S. Department of Labor, 1983.

This Paper uses data from the,:NLS of Mature Women to determine which kinds of job training are beneficial for
:midlife women:and which women receive these kinds of training. On-the-job training, college education, and other
occupational training undertaken by workers are considered. Both on-the-job training and college attendance were
foiiid to pay off in higher wages. For women who had nocattended- college, professional orinanagerial training in
settings other than on the job or regular .college was also beneficial Clerical training 'did not produce higherwages
for any group. Other kinds of training such as practical nursing increased the wages of noncollege women. These
fmdings indicate that various kinds of education and training programs are beneficial for middle-aged women, but a
woman's, previous background is important in determining the kind of program to pursue. On-the-Job training-is
valuable for all groups; other kinds of education and training not only increase wages directly, but also increase the
probability that women will receive on -the job -training. Cohort W.

1391 SHAW, LOIS B. "High School Completion for Young Women: Effects of Low Income and Living with a
Single Parent." Journal of Family Issues 3 (June 1982):147-63.

This article examines the effects of living in a single-parent family on the high school completion of young women
after controlling for the effects of family-income. For white women, living with a single parent has no effect on high
school completion once the generally lower income of single-parent families is taken into account. For black
women; both low income-and living with a single parent independently contribute to increased rates of dropping out
of school. In considering policies to increase the rate of high school completion, the economic aspect of the problem
deserves major attention: Cohort: GAY.

1392 SHAW, LOIS B. Midlft Womevat Work: A Fifteen Year Perspective. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books,
1986.

Fifteen .years of data from a nationally-representative sample of women who were age 30 to 44 when first
interviewed in 1967 are analyzed. Chapter One describes the'extent of the decreasing fainily responsibilities and
increasing labor market, involvement for, these women over the fifteen-year period. -Chapter Two explores the
employment patterns of white and black women following the birth of their fast child and the impact of this labor
force participation as they reachmiddlepage. Chapter Three examines the degree of responsibility given to women
age 45 to 59 as well as the extent to which authority is related to past work experience and curre*it family roles.
Chapter Four discusses the educational investments made by women at midlife, and Chapter Five examines the
extent to which they increased their labor market involvement as a result of family disruptiorti or husband's
unemployment or disability. Chapter Six describes the factors that determine women's early withdrawal-from the
labormarket. Chapter Seven illustrates the usefulness of hazard rate models in exploring the transition from divorce
to remarriage and finds a striking difference in the mean duration to remarriage between whites and non-whites.
Chapter Eight focuses on the expected retirement income and retirement plans of white and black middle-aged
women., Cohort _ W.

1393 ,SHAW,.LOIS B. "Probleins of Labor Market Reentry." In: Unplanned Careers: The Working Lives of
Middle Aged Women: Lexington: D.C. Heath, 1981.
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Women's reentry into the labor,force after a relatively long absence was investigated in order to determine whether
the length of time away, the age of the woman, and the economic climate in the period from 1966 to 1977 affected
labor market reentry and the ease or difficulty of becoming reestablished in the labor force. Reentrants who lived in
areas of high unemployment ran' an increased risk of leaving the 'labor force again. after reentry. Those-who
reentered the labor force during the middle 1970s after an absence of at least five years had wages nearly 10 percent
lower in real terms than the wages of women who had entered inihe late sixties or early seventies, biit neither the
length of time since they had last worked nor the fact that they were somewhat older than women who entered
earlier - explained their lower wages. One possible explanation is that the slow growth of the economy combined
with the influx of young women workers from the baby-boot!s generation brought increased competition for entry-
level jobs that did not require much work experience. Cohort: W.

1394 SHAW, LOIS B. "AFrofile of Women Potentially Eligible for the Displaced Homemaker Program under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1978." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research;
The Ohio State*University, 1979.

This paper estimates the percentage of women ages ,35-54 who were potentially eligible for the, displaced
homemakers program under the _COmprehensiVa Employment and Training Act of 1978. In addition, the paper

describes the work experience,,s1dlis, andlamily circumstances of the potentially eligible population: The majority
of eligible women differ from the stereotype of the displaced homemaker; although most have spent 15 or more
years outside the labor market, most have also had considerable work experience-rsome of it recent. Evidence
shows that low skills and irregular employment, rather than a lack of recent work experience, are responsible for the
employment problems of displaced homemakers. In addition, their problems are increased by limited employment
opportunities due to discrimination (race, sex, age). Finally, policy implications for the future are provided. Cohort:
W.

1395 SHAW, LOIS B. "Retirement Plans of Middle-Aged Women." The Gerontologist 24,2 (April 1984): 154-
159:

Although the majority of middle-aged working women do iv: plan to retire at the same time as their husbands,
having a retired husband does influence women to plan for earlier retirement than they would otherwise. Women's
retirement plans are strongly influenced by their own pension and Social Security eligibility. Most women with
pensions plan to postpone retirement until their pension eligibility begins even if their husbands will be retired'
before this time. Implications of these findings for future trends 'in_ the age of retirement for women are,explored.
Cohort:. W.

1396 SHAW, LOIS B. Unplanned Careers: The Working Lives of Middle-Aged Women. Lexington: Lexington
Books, 1983.

Chapter ',Introduction and Overview--Shaw, Lois B. and O'Brien, Theresa; Chapter 2, Problems of Labor- Market
Reentry--Shaw, Lois B.; Chapter 3, Causes of Irregular Employment Patterns-Shaiv, Lois B.; Chapter 4,
OccUpational Atypicality: Changes, Causes, and Consequences-Daymont, Thomas and Statham, Anne; Chapter 5,
Attitudes toward Women Working: Changes over Time land Implications for the Labor-Force Behaviors of
Husbands and Wives--Statham, Anne and Rhoton, Patricia; Chapter 6, Economic Consequences of Poor Health in
Mature Women--Chirikos, Thomas N. and Neste!, Gilbert; Chapter 7, Economic Consequences of Midlife Change
in Marital Status--Nestel, Gilbert, Mercier, Jacqueline, and Shaw, Lois B.; Chapter 8, Sumniary -and CpclUsions--
Shaw , Lois B. Cohort: W.
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1397 SHAW, LOIS B.; CHIRIKOS, THOMAS N.; DAYMONT, THOMAS N.; MERCIER, JACQUELINE; et
alia. "Dual Careers, Volume 5: A Decade of Changes in the Lives of Mature Women." Columbus, OH: Center for
Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1981.

This report presents an overview of the many changes (economic, social, employment, and family-related) affecting
the lives of the Mature Women's cohort (1967-77). Discussed are the problems of labor market reentry, causes of
irregular employment patterns, the persistence of occupational segregation, the economic consequences of poor
health and !marital disruption on the lives of these middle-aged women. Cohort: W.

1398 SHAW, LOIS B.; D'AMICO, RONALD; GAGEN, MARY G:; GITIER, ROBERT; et alia. "Dual Careers,
Volume 6: Fifteen Year Report on the National Longitudinal Surveys Mature Women's Cohort." Columbus, OH_ :
Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1985.

Fifteen years of data fa:tom-die NLS cohort of Mature Women are analyzed. Chapter one describes the extent of the
decreasing flintily responsibilities and increasing labor market involvement for these women over the fifteen-year
period. Chapter two explores the employment patterns of white and black women following the birth of their first
child. Chapter thee examines the degree of responsibility'given to women age 45 to 59 for the pay and promotion
decisions of others. Chapter four describes the education the women received between 1967 and 1982, and chapter
five e:tamines the'extent tod_whitn they increased their labor market involvement as a result of family' disruptions or
husband's employment or diaabilitY. Chapter six describes the faCtors that determine women's (early withdrawal
from the labor market. Chapter seven illustrates the usefulness of hazard rate models in exploring the transition
from divorce !co remarriage and finds a striking difference in the mean duration to rethairiage between whites and
non-whites. Chapter eight focuses or retirement plans and expected pension of white and' black middleaged
women. Cohort: W.

1399 SHAW, LOIS B. and GAGEN, MARY G. "Retirement Decisions of Husbands and Wives." Columbus, OH:
Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, Sccotember,1984.

Using the NLS Older Men's cohort, this paper found congruent retirement stay,Ses for husbands and wives among
couples in which the wives were employed or forMerly employed..Arnong retired couples, the majority had retired
within five years of each other. When considering the influences on spouses' retirement separately, we found that
women who would become eligible fora full pension at a later time were likely to delay their retirement. Husbands'
pension eligibility increased wives' retirement, and wives' pensidn eligibility also increased the likelihood of
retirement for husbands before age 62, but had no effect' at older ages. Health affected each spouse's own
retirement, but cross-effects west generally not significant. When we used a multinomi4 logic model to examine the
factors influencing whether husbands and wives retired together or separately, we found'evidence that spouses have
a tendency to work or retire together, but that either spouse may retire alone when their Pension eligibility or health
problems have opposing effects. Cohort: M.

1400 SHAW, LOIS B. and O'BRIEN, THERESA. "Introduction and Overview." Ir.: i101anned Careers: The
Working Lives of Middle-Aged Women. Lexington: D.C. Heath, 1981.

This chapter describes broad changes in the family circumstances, attitudes, and employment of middle-aged women
over the ten-year period 1967-1977. During this period, over 80 percent of white women and 90 percent of black
women worked at sometime. About 35 percent of white women and 45 percent of black women worked fairly
continuously throughout the ten years, but sporadic work patterns were also common. Women who worked
continuously over the decade had real-wage gains,of abo, t 15 percent. However, women who reentered the labor
force or worked sporadically were no biter off in 1977 than the average female worker in 1967. The growing
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employment of women is important-for their families and society. The percentage of familieS in poverty was
reduced by at least 50 percent because of the contribution of working wives. Cohort: W.

1401 SHAW, LOIS B. and SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Early Work Plans, Adtual Work Behavior, and Wages of Young
Women."- Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1983.

Data froni the NLS were used to examine hoW young women's work plans affect their subsequent work experiences,
and earnings. Results-indidate that over 80 percent of women. who consistently planned to work in, the early
interview -years were in the labor force in 1980, but about half of the women who had not planned to work were also
in the labor force. Women whohadnot planned to work appear to have changed their plans beCause of 'divorce, low
earnings of their husbands, or because their own earnings potential was high. Women who had planned -to work
failed to realize their plat* if they had large fainilies or more children than they had expected. After controlling for
education and actual: wink experience; wages of women' who consistently planned to work were about 30 percent
higher than those of women who never planned to work. Cohort: G.

1402 SHAW, LOIS B. and SHAPIRO, DAVID. "Women's Work Plans: Contrasting Expectations and Actual
Work Experience." Monthly Labor Review 110,11 (November 1987): 7-13.

Utilizing datalrom the Young Women's cohort, this paper examines how young women's work plans affeCt their
subsequent work experiences and earnings. It was found that those young women who planned to be in the labor
market at age 35 were more likely to be employed when-MO reached that age. Planning to work, in fact, yielded a
significant, net wage advantage. Women in their mid-thirties who had, throughout their twenties, consistently
planned to work had wages that were nearly thirty percent higher than those of women who had never planned to
work even after controlling for work experience and other determinants of wage rates. This wage advantage was
even greater for those women who were employed in occupations in which they had-expected to be employed.
Cohort: G.

1403 SHAW, LOIS B. and SHAW, RACHEL. "From Midlife to Retirement: The Middle-Aged Woman Worker."
In: Working Women: Past, Present, Future, K. S. Koziara, et al., eds, Industrial Relations Research Association,
1987.

This chapter reviews and assesses the current status of research on middle-aged women workers. The diverse work
patterns that characterize the labor force participation of the middle-aged and older woman worker, particularly the
apparent emergence of a relatively large-group of intermittent midlife workers, and the stereotypes associated with
the reentry woman are discussed._ Findings on occupation hind earnings, the continuing impact of sex, age, and race

discrimination, midlife women's continuing investment in education and training; and their work commitment and
attitudes are reviewed. The paper concludes by identifying gaps in our current knoWledge of the middle-aged
woman worker, particularly the lack of research on the retirement process, health, and job displacement, and offers
suggestions for future research on today's andlomorrow's middle-aged woman worker. Cohort: W.

1404 SHAW, LOIS B. and SPROAT, KEZIA. "Mature Women in the Work Force: Research Findings and Policy
Recommendations from the National Longitudinal Surveys." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research,
The Ohio State University, 1980.

This report summarizes findings on mature women's experience in the United States labor force by researchers using
data from the NLS. Topics covered include women's attitudes toward work, economic consequences of the end of
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long,tetin marriages, the effects of time spent out of the labor force on women's earnings, and the disadvantaged
economic positite, tx,1 older black women. Cohort: W.

1405 SHAW, LOIS B. and STATHAM, ANNE. "Fertility Expectations and the Changing Role of Women." In:
The Employment Revolution, Frank L. Mou, ed., Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982.

Betweet:1973 'and 1978 there was virtually no change in the average birth expectations of _white married women,
while black married women expected slightly larger frindliet in 1978 than in 1973. Individual revisions of plans
were related to the woman's own work experience or work plans and to their perceptions of women's proper social
roles rather than their husband's earnings potential or changes in their husband's earnings. ,Easterlin's hypothesis
that husbands' earnings potential relative to that of Caeir parents' generation is the major force behind recent fertility

-trends .receives little support. The analysis .supports -the conclusion of Butz and Ward that women's own work
opportunities are important. Cohort: G.

1406 SHEA, JOHN R. "Manpower Policies and Unemployment Among Youth." Industrial Relations Research
Association Proceedings of the 25th Anniversiry Meeting (1977):87-93.

This paper examines (1) the character of unemployment among young women during the recent prosperity (1967 and
1968), and (2) whether joblessness among youth seems to have been a serious personal, economic problem. Cohort:
B G.

1407 SHEA, JOHN R. "Welfare Mothers: Barriers to Labor Force Entry." Journal of Human Resources 8
Supplement (1973):590-S102.

Using interview data from a national sample of 30- to 44-year-old women who were out of the labor force in 1967,
reactions to a hypothetical job offer are analyzed. While black women are more likely than white to have responded
affirmatively, there is no difference by potential eligibility for a family assistance payment. Among the potentially
eligible, multiple regression (OLS) analysis shows that either (or both) (1) willingness to take a hypothetical job, or
(2) required rate of pay is systematically related to Marital status, receipt of AFDC, poor health, family income less
respondent's earnings, and attitude toward the propriety of mother's working. Cohort: W.

1408 SHEA, JOHN R. and EMERINE, RICHARD J. "Wage Rate Differences Among the Working Poor."
Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section, American Statistical Association (1972):352-57.

It is quite clear that race, region, city size, job tenure, and years of schooling strongly influence a person's wage rate.
In addition, the number of years of past work experience is an important variable for the women. Nevertheless, with
the possible exception of region (for men) and race (for women), the impact of these variables appears to be greater
for the nonpoor than the poor. This is undoubteAly, in part, a consequence of how poverty status is defined, since
low wage rates are an important factor in accounting for the inclusion of employed .individuals in the poverty
category. Thus, for this group, there is relatively little variation in the dependent variable. Cohort: M W.

1409 SHEA, JOHN R.; KIM, SOOKON; RODERICK, ROGER D. "Dual Careers, Warne 2." Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973.

Data-from the first three stages of the study of 5,083 women who were 30 to 44 in 1967 are Used to deterinine the
labor market experience of women. How marital status, the number and ages of children present in the home, health
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attitudes and physical condition influence women's employment is discussed. Differences in job status are then
examined through changes from 1967 to 1969 in rate of pay, job satisfaction, and employer. Correlates of interfum
movement are also investigated, as well, as some consequences of job changing. Changing employers, as a rule,
appears to be associated with a higher rate of pay and a higher degree of job satisfaction, and, among white women,
a change in marital status. Cohort W.

1410 SHEA, JOHN R. and MEYER, JACK A. "Potential Recipients of Family Assistance Payments:
Characteristics and Labor Market Behavior." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio
State UniVersity, 1972.

This report analyzes characteristics and labor market experiences of families that would have been eligible for a
family assistance payment in the mid- andlate 1960s had an early version of the Nixon Administration's Family
Assistance Plan (FAP) been in effect. Data are derived from initial interviews with four probability samples of the
civilian population of the United States: men 45-50 years of age; women 3044; and men and women 14-24. Each
group of interviewees contains about 3,000 white and 1,400 black persons. 'Rural origins, the broken nature of many
families, and large numbers of children are important determinants of potential FAP eligibility. Adult men and
women in poverty generally hold as favorable attitudes toward work as their nonpoor counterparts. Employment
experiences (i.e. occupational assignMents, weeks worked in base year, and rates of pay) are very important as are
the health status, education, training, and several other characteristics. Implications -for national policy are
discussed. Cohort B G M W.

1411- SHEA, JOHN R.; RODERICK, ROGER D.; ZELLER, FREDERICK A.; KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Years for
Decision, Volume 1." Manpower Research Monograph 24. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1971.

Data from the. initial survey of young women age 14-24 in 1968 are used to examine their labor market status,
attitudes and previous training,- education, and work experience. Plans for the future, not only for employment, but
-alio for marriage, education and children are also examined including their impact on young women's labor market
experiences. Unemployment, labor force participation, and occupational distribution of non-students, and the
employment- status of students are investigated, -as are job attachment, rate of pay, child care arrangements, and
family background. Due to the large variation in age, it was difficult to generaliie for the entire sample, but
subsequent surveys will lessen this discrepancy and permit a complete analysis of the group as a whole. Cohort: G.

1412 SHEA, JOHN R. and WILKENS, ROGER A. "Determinants of Educational Attainment and Retention in
School." Presented: New-York, American Educational Research Association Meeting, 1971.

The paper examines the-economic, social, and demographic correlates of (1) premature withdrawal of young men
from high school and (2) transition from high school to college. The AID analysis indicates that dropping out of
high school is associated with age-in-grade, educational aspirations,, family income, I.Q., race, region, end
expenditures per student. Educational expectations, curriculum, race, family composition, and the educational
attainment of parents were strongly predictive of transition to college. Cohort: B.

1413 SHEARER, CHARLES LIVINGSTON. "Union Effects on Quit Rates and Training." Ph.D. Di.isertation,
Michigan State University, 1981.

Prior- studies have emphasized the way in which unions affect quit rates, but little research has been done on the
effects of changes in the quit rate on training. This study is an attempt to fill that void by providing a measure for
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training that does not depend on prOxY,liariables, and by examining the !actors that determine the amount of training
received.:Unina voice affects the quit ratens do increases in wages. The objective is to determine to what extent
unionization and wage increases lower Tula- and in turn raise investments-in firm - specific training: Using a
neoclassical Model of, the profit maxinin: ing. firm, the factors affecting the demand for labor and training are
determined. FrOM prior studies, we know that wage increases lower the quit rate. In addition, union voice plus
wage increases combine in lower voluntary separations by employees. In order to test the reaction by the firm on the
amounts of training provided in response to a decease in quits induCed by union voice and Wages, three regression
equations-are used Two sets of data are. testect4nsing,twO stage least squares techniques and a third set using
ordinary least squares. The first twnsets Of data come froin selected three-digit manufacturing industrieS for 1958
and from forty -two selected large SMSAs. The results from the SIC data indicate that training does vary inversely
with the quit rate. The SMSA results were less supportive because of the use of education as the measure of
training. A third net of data from the NIS of Older Men was used to test a similar set of regression equations.
Using ordinary least sqinir., e tedniltpies, the evidence suggests that lower quits stimulate less training. The kind Of
training offered by the firm is more oriented toward bringing the new worker up to par than to firm- specific training
of currently employed workers. Once the impact of the union through voice arid wage benefits lowers the quit rate,
the ruin will experience 10Y/ti employment Costs. The firth then faces the decision-of 'whether to-provide more
specific training of employees to achieve efficiency gains. 'Dime gains can then pay a return to the fun which helps
to fund the costs of the training as well as to defray the costs of collective hiiigaining. Cohort: M.

1414 SHIDELER, LINDA S. 'The Effect of Wives' Educations on Husbands' Earnings." PhD. Dissertation,
California State University - Fullerton,11988.

The purpose of this studyis to investigate the effect of White educations on their husbands' earnings. A human
capital earnings fimction that allows for sample selectivity is estimated on data from the NLS of Young Men's 1981
interviews. Sample selection bias is shown to have significant impact on some of the estimates. The results indicate
that a wife's education has no independent effect on her husband's earnings; any influence attributed to wives'
educations by previous research is actually due to other huthan capital variables or due to the sample selection bias.
[UM' ADG13-33641] Cohort: B.

1415 SHIELDS, PATRICIA M. "The Burden of the Draft: The Vietnam Years." Journal ofPolitical and Military
Sociology 9 (Fall 1981).

The "author examines the likelihood of being drafted during the Vietnam era. The findings indicate that the burden
of the draft did not fall evenly upon young men Of that period. Those individuals who were most draft vulnerable
were bbck high* school 'graduates from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. During- periods of high draft calls, men
who were eligible were least able to pursue the many deferment avenues. Cohort: B.

1416 SHIELDS, PATRICIA M. "The Determinants of Enlistment in the Armed. Forces During the Vietnam Era."
Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American= Statistical Association, Part II (1978):501-
06.

The findings of this study support previous enlistment studies which found a significant relationship between
civilian earnings and enlistment imong whites. As anticipated, the draft was found to be a key enlistment motivator.
Finally, the findings suggest that certain segments of the eligible black population enlisted to avoid, at leak
temporarily, discrimination in the civilian sector. Cohort: B.
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1417 = SHIELDS, PAIRICIA44. ""The Determinants of Service in the Armed Forces During the Vietnam Era."
Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1977.

The paper explores the military recruitment procesS of the Vietnam era. it 'Lodes at three questions: who served, who
was drafted, and who chose to enlist. A conCeptual framewevk is developed which-takes into account sociological,_
institutional, geographic, and economic factors. Thesiata in this study are based upon the NLS of white and black
Young Men. The -age and the national representation of the sample- allow an accurate representation of the
population providing the military manpower during the Vietnam era.. Draft pressure was the strongest prediction.
Variablei representing_ Selective Seriice draft classification such as health and fatherhood were significant.
Surprisingly, blacks with pork health, unlike whites, were drafted at ratesTot different from average. Regardless of
race, socioeconomic status was not-- related to the draft or 'who serves' dependent measures. Finally, civilian
earnings are significant in predicting enlistment among whites. Cohort B.

1418 SHIELDS, PATRICIA M. "Enlistment During the Vietnam Era and the 'Representation' Issue of the All-
Volunteer ForCe Armed Forces and Society 7 (Fall 1980):133-51.

This research repre, _:nts an attempt to study enlistment in the Armed Forces during the Vietnam era. For the first
time enlistment is compared by race using panel data. On the whole, white enlistment seems responsive to
institutional factors, civilian wages, the lodal tinealployinent rate, and draft pressure. The rate of black enlistment
seems to respond to geographic region of residence, draft pressure, socioeconomic status, and mental ability. The
results suggest .that blacks tend to choose the armed forces to escape the draft and (at least temporarily) as a
substitute for the civilian labor market. Cohort: B.

1419 SHIMADA, HARUO. "The Structure of Earnings and,InveStments in Human Resources: A Comparison
Between the United States and Japan." Final Report, Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1974.

The report compares the shapes of experience - earnings profiles and their differential structure across different
segments of the labor market in the United States and in Japan. Three aspects are examined: (1) aggregate shapes of
earnings streams, (2) the blue-and-White-collar occupational segments, and (3) the large- and small-scale industry
segments. Data used are: for the United States, the Survey of Economic Opportunities (1966) and the NLS of Older
Men ages 45 to 59 in 1966; and for Japan, -the Basic Survey of Wage Structures (190). Similarities and
dissimilarities of earnings proflieli were analyzed in terms of various theories pertinent to the shape and structure of
earnings profiles: human capital theory, the internal labor market thesis, the labor market segmentation theory, the
Nolo system model, and the theory of labor market dualism. The observations were interpreted in the light of these
theories and the usefulness of their hypotheses were evaluated. The report contains an extensive,bibliography on the
subject. Cohort: M.

1420 SHORTUDGE, JR., RICHARD L. "The Hypothetical Labor Market Response of Black and White Women
to a National Program of Free Day Care Centers." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio
State University, 1977.

Free day care centers would be utilized more by black than white women (with preschool children) and would
dramatically increase labor market activities of,bbcks, while only slightly affecting the labor supply of white
women. This difference is attributable to black women's more favorable orientation toward work outside the home.
Cohort: G.
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1421 SHORTLIDGE, JR., RICHARD L. and BRITO, PATRICIA K. "How Women Arrange for the Care of Their
Children While They Work: A Study of Child Care Arrangements, Costs, and Preferences in 1971." Columbus,
OH: Center for Huinan Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1977.

The kinds of child care arrangements used by employed women are explored, along with child care expenditures and
the characteristics of women who prefer some form of child care other than their current arrangement. The policy
implications of the findings are summarized. Cohort G W.

1422 SHORTLIDGE, JR., RICHARD L and KOHEN, ANDREW I. "Prospective Fertility Among Young Women
in the United States: The Determinants of Fertility Expectations and. Ideals." Columbus, OH: Center for Human
'Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1975.

Findings &bin. this study which iitillies data from the NLS of -Young Women show that: (1), preilious work
experience and future work plans are negatively- related to expected and ideal family _size; (2) parental SES is
negatively related to expected family size and ideal family size, although parental SES is amore important
determinant- of-ideal fam ily size than expected family size;, (3) women who have had at least one child have
.significantlylower expected' and ideal family sizes as compared to women who have not had children; (4), even
though having ever been -Matried results-in a lower ideal family- size, it does not have a significant impact on
expected family size; (5) the more proscriptive a woman's attitude toward working Women with children, the higher
the ideal family sizt(6) as measured by educational attainment, a woman with higher social status aspirations has a
lower expected family size; and finally. (7) blacks' ideal family site is significantly higher than their white
counterparts'. Cohort G.

1423 SHORTLIDGE, JR., RICHARD L.; WAITE, LINDA J.; SUTER, LARRY E. "Changes in Child Care
Arrangements-of Working Women: 1965-1971." Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics Section,
American Statistical Association.

Child care arrangements of working mothers in 1965 and 1971 are compared in order to test hypotheses about the
effects of demographic and economic changes on those arrangements. The results show an increased use of day care
centers and family day care homes, which maple attributed to federally funded programs. Additional care by
fathers and Siblings was also observed. However, the following arrangements were significantly reduced: care after
school by the mother, care by the mother at work, care in a relative's home, and care in the child's home by a
nonrelative. It appears that the further a woman must travel to work, the less likely she is to care for her children.
Cohort: W.

1424 SIMAN, ALAN ERIC. "Putting Process into Policy Development A Case Study in Manpower Policy for
Young Men." Ph.D. Dissertation, Bryn Mawr College, 1976.

A policy development model is created to improve the input of social scientists in social policy decisions. The study
'clearly shows the potentially important contributions of social scientists into policy decisions when theory and
research are combined in a process model of policy development. Cohort: B.

1425- SINGER, BURTON'. "Individual Histories as the Focus of Analysis in Longitudinal Surveys." Journal of
Economics and Business 32 (1980):126-35.

The recent availability of large longitudinal data bases has drawn attention to the problems of analyzing such data.
These important data sets provide a framework not present in cross - sectional samples for focusing on individual or
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household histories. Because most longitudinal data bases contain informational gaps, this study seeks not only to
outline a strategy for quantitative exploration of the gap-free sections of individual histories but also to illustrate a
method for testing data containing gaps for compatibility with particular stochastic process models. Cohort: B.

1426 SMITH, JAMES P. "The Convergence to Racial Equality in Women's Wages." In: Women in the Labor
Market. New York: Columbia University Press, 1979.

-Several potential reasons for the marked -and persistent rise in the relative wage of black women are explored.
Findings show that the central reason for the gain is that blacks and whites are becoming more alike in those
characteristics known to produce-higher wages,_ particularly education. Other -explanations are the rapid rise in
blacks' wages in the-South and blacks' shift away km part-time employment. NeWer cohorts are shown to enjoy
greater wage improvement vintage effects appear to be the dominant reason for the improved economic position of
all black women. Cohort: W.

1427 SMITH, MARVIN M. 'Early Labor Market Experiences of Youth and. Subsequent Wages." American
Journal of Economics and Sociology 44,4 (OctoberA985): 391-400.

A single equation estimating procedure is used to examine the effects of the early labor Market experiences (spelli
and duration of unemployment) of the Young Men's cohort during various years over the period_1966-1973 on their
1975 wages. The final sample consists of 385 young irieriAtho Werout Of school-in 1966 but working full time in
1975. All regressions are estimated by 'ordinary least squares. Results show -that spells of -unemployment
experienced very-early tend to have an increasing effect on later wages. Later spells and the dination of
unemployment generally lower subsequent wages. These results suggest that it is not necessary that every period of
joblessness will-have negative consequences in the future. Furthermore, the timing and length:of unemployment
seem to be important faztors in determining whether they will yield later benefits or costs. Cohort: B.

1428 SMITH, RICHARD A. "The Adjuitment of Occupational Aspirations among Young Men During Their
Transition to Adulthood." Ph.D. Dissertation, Vanderbilt University, 1988.

This study investigated the adjustment of occupational aspirations among young men during their transition from
adolescence to adulthood. Using data obtained from the NLS, changes in aspirations were examined over a ten-year
period for a sample of young men aged .14 to 24 in 1966, Changes in aspirations were examined at the individual
level and separate race and class analyses were conducted. There were three stages to the analysis: first, changes in
aspirations were described as they were experienced by young men during the transition to adulthood; second,
patterns of aspirations were identified based on the types of changes that occurred; third, an event history analysis
was conducted to analyze the likelihood of changing aspirations as it was associated with age, cohort, race, class,
prior aspirations and educational and occupational experiences. The results from this study indicate that young men
frequently changed their aspirations during the transition to adulthood. These changes were consistent with prior
aspirations and experiences. As a result, it was possible to identify patterns of change in aspirations. In addition,
event history analysis demonstrated that class was more important than race in explaining changes in aspirations and
that young men whose educational and occupational experiences were not congruent with their aspiiation were
likely to change their aspiration. Overall, neither race nor class significantly influenced the process of adjusting
aspirations once variables representing prior aspirations and experiences were entered into the event history models.
[UMI ADG-88 -15749j Cohort B.

1429 SMITH-DONALS, LOUISE. "Life Goals and Occupational Plans: A Comparison of Young American Men
and Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, Stanford University, 1983.
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This study, analyied the effects of occupational,, marital, and parental life goals on contemporary youths'
Occupational plans. Its basic thesis was that both sexes' plans for employment in theft. early 20's are influenced by
their midlife career goals but that anticipated family roles affect the occupational planning process of young women
only. Regression analysis was used to estimate models of occupational plans and to test whether sex interacted with
life goals and other. determinants of occripationaplans. Neatly all youths studied had formulated occupational and
-family-life goals -for age 35, but nearly one- fifth of them did hot know what job they could expect to have 5'years
after the survey: Unexpectedly, boys were far more likely than girls to lack occupational plans. The former group
also was -surprisingly heterogeneous- with respect to academic ability and socioeconomic status. Educational-
oppottunities appeared to distinguish youthful drifters from those whose plans for early emplOyment are likely to be
Unrelated- to their occupational- goals. Youths plans were highly- sex-stereotyped and strongly influenced by the
prestige and sex-typicality (i.e., proportion of female incumbents) of their occupational goals. Sex interacted with
significant others' encouragement to enter high-Status oecupationt, those determining youths' occupational goals,
educational plans, and the sex-typiCalitY Of early work plans. Desired family size and marriage age were unrelated
to the prestige of youths' plans, but the latter produCed more sex- stereotyped early work plans. Mothers'
occupations influenced both plans process of the boys' and girls' at various points, but maternal employment did not
affect youths' plans directly. In sum, the results indicate that socially-directed "self- selection," as opposed to overt
structural constraints or parental influence,,constitutes the dominant mechanism in youths' occupational planning
process. Cohort:-

1430 SNOW, -CAROLE LEE. "Marital Homogamy: Conditions, Contingencies and Consequences." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1984.

Thit clissettation reviews the extent of assortative mating with respect to a number of social characteristics that have
been studied by other investigators: age, race, nativity, education, occupation, earnings, arid socioeconomic status.
Researchers have speculated that these traits are organized in a hierarchicatfashion, where selectivity on one implies
selectivity on another. That hypothesis was explored and refuted. There are, howeveri',natistical contingencies and
these traits'are ordered according to the extent to which assortative mating occurs with_ respect to them. This work
examined assortative mating ash may ,be operating through three different characteristics of spouses: education,
occupation and earnings.. By considering these variables simUltaneorisly, education is teen-as the major
characteristic by which mate selection takes place. Assortalive mating witlitespect to educatiOn accounted for a
significant fraction of assortative mating -with regards to occupation and _earning. Using a late national-sample
(NLS data),_ the conditions under -which the' contingencies of assortative mating operate were explored for first,
second and third or higher parity marriages. Gary Becket's hypothesis of increased niaritril horirogamy with
increased marital parity was tested, and -the results were ambiguous, lending only minimal support. Finally, a
comparison of homogamy in stable and unstable marriages reveals that the latter are characterlied by a considerable
:degree of occupational competition between spouses. Cohort:

1431 SOBOL, MARION G. "Factors Influencing Private Capital Accumulation on; the 'Eve of Retirement."
Review of Economics and Statistics 61 (November 1979):585-93.

This paper examines net worth situations of a nationwirk; sample of men "on the eve of retirement" to find out (1)
the current state of net worth, (2) factors related to high livela of net worth, (3) future prospects for these factors, and

.
(4) policies that might be employed to stimulate growth in net worth. In summary, of all the variables that lead to
large net worth only the declining number of dependents for both white and black families can be expected to push
loward'higher_ levels of net _worth in the coming decades. Increased participation in private pensions may also
increase, net worth if these plans have special rewards- for employee savings., Otherwise, trends in the other
variables, marital status, number Of years in a job,rural-urban residence, and ethnic background, seem to point
toward a decrease in net worth. Cohort: M.
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1432 SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL. "A Research Agenda for the NLS of Labor Market Experience:
Report on the Social Science Research Council's Conference on the NLS, Parts I to IV." Final Report, Manpower
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1978.

The conference is described according to its rationale,' background, and proceedings. Included in the proceedings
section -is' a collection of the papers and memoranda presented at the conference. Issues organized around-four
topical areas (work and &hilly, labor forte socialiiation, structural variables, andmethodological issues) emerged as
those to which the planners of the NLS Should give serious consideration. Cohort B G M W.

1433 ..SOLBERG, ERIC:J. "The Labor Force Participation Decision of Females: A Comparison between Younger
and Older Cohorts." Mimeo, Department of Economics, California State University-Fullerton, N.D.

This study examines the determinants ollabor force participation (LFP) of women by focusing on the changing role
of marital status and attitudes about women working. The results display, an important structural shift in the LFP of
women whith occurred between 1967 and 1973, an indication that older women enter the labor force more rapidly at
-loWer wage.i than younger women. In addition, the results indicate that older generation women itie'thore influenced
by marital status and attitudes; ifowever, both generations share a responsiveness to the presence of young children.
Cohort- G W.

1434 SOLBERG, ERIC J. "Occupational Assignment and Choice of Females: A .Comparison betweenYounger
and Older Cohorts." Mimeo, Depamnent of Economics, California State University-Fullerton, N.D.

-In this study; the author examines patterns of occupational assignment of women by estimating probabilities of such
assignments as a function of individual characteristies for different occupational categOrioS: (1)

professional/managerial, (2) clerical, (3) skilled blue-collar, and (4) residual. Results showed that education and
mining were important explanatory- variables. Race .was almost statistically significant; however, it is unclear if
race reflects differences in preferences or racial discrimination in the occupational assignment. Cohort: G W.

1435 SOLBERG, ERIC J. "The Supply of-Libor Time of Mature Females." Atlantic Economic Journal 9,3
(September 1981):20-33.

This study examines female supply to the labor force. Increasingly, women will behave more like their male
counterparts over time. Most remain on that part of the supply curve which is positively sloped; however, females
without a spouse tend to move toward the backward bending segment of the curve. Cohort: W.

1436 SOLBERG, ERIC J. and EICH, STEVEN A. "Racial- Wage Differentials for Females by Occupation."
Report, U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

This paper investigates the presence of wage discrimination by race for females. The.empirical model is Similar to
that applied by JohnsOn (1978) who restricted his data to males in the labor force. A major difference between the
Johnson application and this paper is the choice of industrial rifissification. The present study divides observations
into professional and managerial, clerical, manufacturing and construction, or a residual class of. :industry
occupational categories., The data were drawn from the NLS of Older Men and Mature Women. The results provide
evidence of reserve wage advantages by race for females :after controlling for differences in human' capital
acquisitions by an analysisof covariance wage rate specifications. Cohort: M W.
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107.101:OMON; JANET S. "The influence of Personal Attitudes on Occupational Typicality: A Study of Mature
\Vernet' Reeitterizig the Labor Force." PhD. Dissertaticin, George Washington University, 1983.e -

This research examines the relatiOnship,of attitudes toward appropriate roles for women and occupational typicality
at the time of reentry to the labor force, 'No, sample subsets utilizing NLS data from the Mature Women's cohort
studied married white retntrants thrOugh the 1970s. The objective:s,Were: (1) to determine a relationship between
attitudei and'ocenpational typicality; and (2) to study the changing relationship over time. The study concludes that
both sets of women were very slowly changing their attitudes but did not significantly alter their occupational
distribution. Analyses of the attitudinal data indiCate that between 1972 and 1977, the survey respondents' attitudes
toward *biking wives became slightly more positive. Analysis of the occupational typicality data demonstrate that
respondents from, both surveys letiiined to the same female dominated occupations that they were in before.
Analyses of the association between attitudes and occupational typicality indicate the abience of any correlation of
predictive relationship betweenAhe variables. This absence was observed for the aggregated attitude responses and
for each of the nine responses: Cohort: W.

1438 SOMERS, GERALD G. and WARLICK, JENNIFER L. "An Evaluation of Manpoiver Programs for Young
Men, 1964-1972 Based Upon the National Longitudinal Surfoys." Final Report, ManpOwer Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1976.

Analysis of young men in the NLS, who were enrolled in manpower programs from 1963 to 1972 provides
information On the probability that members of the 5,225 sample would enter a manpower program, given personal
and economic characteristics. Topics studied include the relationship of manpower program participation to annual
earnings from 1963 to1972 (using Social Security Administration data), comparisons for differenttypes of programs
and duration Of participation among the enrollees, and comparisons with respondents in the Young Men's sample
who did not enroll. Cohort:. B.

1439 SOUTH, SCOTT J. and'SPITZE,,GLENNA D. "Determinants of Divorce over the Marital Life Course."
American Sociological Review 51,4 (August 1986): 583-590.

Data from the Young and Mature Women samples of the NLS (number of cases = 8,158) are used to examine how
the determinants of divorte (and separation) vary by the duration of marriage. In general, littleevidence is found
that the strength of previously identified predictors of divorce varies by marital duration. Variablei such, as race,
wife's labor 'force participation, husband's employment, and urban residence seem to influence the probability of
divorce, irrespective of the stage in the marital life course. The principal exception to this finding is the effect of
wife's education, which Spears to-decrease the probability of divorce, at early marital durations but to increase it at
later durations. There is also suggestive evidence that the effects of home ownership and age at marriage may vary
by marital duration. [Sociological Abstracts, Inc.] Cohort G W.

1440 SOYAK, E. "Post-service Earnings of Vieunan-Era Veterans." Master's Thesis, Naval postgraduate School,
1987.

This thesis analyzed the effect of military service and military training on post service earnings using the NLS of
young Men(14 to 24 years of age in 1966). When data were disaggregated by...race and veteran status, some
differences appeared between the earnings of veterans and non-veterans: A Chow test-indicated that the data could
_not-be pooled for blacks -and non- blacks. An analysis of earnings revealed' that the effect of veteran: status on
.1)0st:service earnings is inconclusive, Further analysis of wage eqtiations and annual income equations of veterans
Showed that veteran status does not have significant returns from either military training or time spent in the service.

'[NTIS'AD-A491,225-2-XAB] Cohort :B.
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1441 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "Black Family- Migration and Wives' Employment." Journal of Marriage and the
Family 46,4 (November 1984: 781-790.

Using data &dm the NLS of Young and Mature Women, this paper isolates determinants of black family migration
in the -U.S., incorporates variables reflecting the wife's employment experience into that model, and sorts out
patterns of racial differences in the migration decision-making process. It also presents data, by race, on reasons for
long-distance migration and whether wives line up jobs befote a move. Stated reasons for moves and migration
deterniinants are similar by race, leading to a residual minority gfoup-status explanatiod for overall differences in
rates. Implication of the findings foublack women's employment are discussed. Cohort: G W.

1442 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "The Division of Task Responsibility in US. Households: Longitudinal 'Adjustments
to Change." Social Forces 64,3 (March 1986): 689 -701.

Data from the of Young and Mature Women are used to test both static and dynamic models of the division of
household task responsibility' Static results provide weak support for the time availability and the power/earnings
perspectives. Changes in wife's hours worked or earnings over a 2- or 3-year period ledcto adjustMents in task
division, although the unequal "starting point" for that division challenges the economists' view of its rationality.
Cohort: G W.

1443 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "The Effect of Family Migration on Wives' Employment: How Long Does it Last."
Social Science Quarterly 65 (March 1984):21 -36.

Long-distance migration ii,often economically motivated and increases men's employment opportunities, but for
married women, its consequences may be negative, since moves are seldom made to enhance wives' prospects.
Using data from the NLS Young and Mature Women samples, it was found that these effects: (1) are negative fot
employment status, weeks worked and earnings, null for weeks unemploy"ecl, and marginal for attitudes; (2) are
similar for married women in their 20s, 30s; and 40s; and (3) do not last beyond the first or second year after a
move. Cohort: G W.

1444 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "The Effect of Wives' Employment on Family Migration." Presented: Population
Association of America Meetings, 1983.

This study examines the effect of a wife's employment on her family's probability of migration, testing hypotheses
derived from economic migration theory and from sociological research on work and family life. Data for white
married women from the NLS of Young and Mature Women are aggregated across two-year time periods and then
disaggregated by age groups. Results indicate deterrent effects of both wife's employment and her income, a minor
interaction between employment and job satisfaction, and none with sex-role attitude variables. There are distinct
age patterns, with earnings playing a greater role in the 20s and employment status in the early 30s. After this point,
wives' employment plays no,part in the family migration proCess. Possible age and cohort interpretations are
discussed. 4. is concluded that increasing levels of female labor force participation may slow general levels of
migration somewhat, particularly for young couples. Cohort: G W.

1445 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "Family Migration Largely Unresponsive to Wipes Employment." Sociology and
Social Research 70,3 (April 1986): 231-234.

This paper examines the influence of a wife's job opportunitieson the decision of a family to migrate, using data on
white families from the NLS Young and Mature Women cohorts. A model was tested which included the influences
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of family life-cycle stage, community ties, husband's socioeconomic status, and wife's employment. Cross-
tabulations and regression analyses suggest no overall wife employment status effect (though some significant
effects were found for certain. age groups). Suggestions for further research include analyses _of (1) migration
patterns of families with high steady incomes in which the earnings of the wife are relatively equal to those of the
husband; and (2) the ways by which all family members' individual preferences and intra-family influences combine
to affect the migration decision-making process. COhort: G W.

1446 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "Family Migration and Wives' Employment." Final Report, Employment and
Training Administration, U.S: Department of Labor, 1983.

Traditionally, family migration has been explained in terms of job opportunities of individuals cii'family heads,
treating wives implioitly, as tied moveis or 'stayers. This research builds upon recent revisions which take into
account women's rising employment, using a dual-earner family model. It alto tests for tied migration as a
Contributing cause of the sex earnings gap by measuring effects of migration on earnings and. other-employment
characteristics and by measuring the duration of,any effects found. Using data fion the NLS Young and Mature
Women surveys, it is found that reasons for moving are similar for whites and blacks, and that only around five
percent of moves could be precipitated by a wife's job offer or transfer. For whites, both wife's employment and
'earnings deter migration, mainly for women with high earnings and middle eamings shares, and only up to the
middle _thirties. For blacks, wife's employment does not deter migration although for dual-earner black couples,
wife's weeks worked have a negative impact. Young white employed women who are satisfied with their jobs are
lesslikely to 'move, as are those whose husbands approve of their working. Black husband-wife couples am less
likely than whites to move but this is not due to the combined operation of the independent variables examined here.
White woiiiiz \who move are lessfikely to be employed, work fewer weeks, and earn less a year later. A move also
decreases jokialisfaction for mature women. These consequences last only one to two years. Policy implications
are 'L..uhort: G W.

1447 SPITZE, GLENNA D. "Role Experiences of Young Women: A Longitudinal Test of the Role Hiatus
Hypothesis." Journal of Marriage and the Family 40 (August 1978):471-79.

Using data from the NLS of Young Women, a test was made of the effect of three specific types of "role hiatus
experiences" on young women's taste for _paid employment and on their sex role beliefs: With controls for
background vaiables and for beliefs and tastes measured while the young women were still in high school, it was
found that the experiences -of paid employment, occupational training, and college attendance before the onset of
marriage and motherhood all altered tastes for paid employment but failed to affect sex role attitudes. While college
and occupational training increased taste for paid employment, holding &job at this point in these young women's
lives caused a decrease in this taste. Cohort G.

1448 SPITZE, GLENNA. D. "Work Commitment Among Young Women: Its Relation to Labor Force
Participation, Marriage, and Childbearing." Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1979.

The research analyzes the relations between young women's attitudes and preferences about market work and their
labor force and family-building experiences in early adulthood, focusing on the causal relations between early
employment and work-related attitudes, and between these attitudes and the timing of family formation. Data over a
five-year period on women age 14 to 24 in 1968 are takeiffrom the NLS of Young Women. The major thrust of the
findings suggests that work-related attitudes and preferences of young women are highly mutable during early
adulthood, and relate only minimally to the timing or quality of early labor force experiences. Long term preferences
for market work are linked to family building and dissolution. Women with a taste for paid employment delay
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marriage and childbearing, presumably to allow time for preparation for market work, and also are more likely than
others to dissolve a marriage. Taste for market work decreases upon first marriage but increases with marital
dissolution or the birth of a child, presumably due to changes'in resources. Cohort: G.

1449 SPITZE, GLENNA D. and SOUTH, SCOTT J. "Women's Employment, Time Expenditure and Divorce."
Journal of Family Issues 6 (1985): 307-29.

Past research on the relationship between wives' employment and divorce has focused on two types of explanations,
those positing change motives regarding divorce and those suggesting changed opportunities: Without discounting
totally the path from income to opportunity, we focus here on a somewhat neglected alternative, that leading from
time constraints to changed motives toward maintaining a marriage. WO argue that time spent by the.wife working
outside the home impedes the completion of tasks necessary to, the maintenance of the household, and hence
increases the probability of divorce. Using data from the-Young and Mature Women samples of the NLS, we find
that among employed women, hours worked has a greater impact on marital dissolution than do various measuresof
wife's earnings. In partial support, of our hyP-othesei; the relationship betWeen wife's hours worked and the
probability of divorce is strongest for middle income families and families in which the husband disapprovesof his
wife's employinent. Cohort: G W.

1450 SPITZE, GLENNA D. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Labor Force and Work Attitudes." Sociology of Work and
Occupations 7 (February 1980):3-32.

The authors examine the relationship between work related attitudes -held while in schooLand,_early _labor force
experiences. Findings show that neither variable affects the extent of employment during the first four years after
schooling is completed. Women with king range work plans usually begin in low status and low paying jobs which
possibly have a greater chance for advancement, compared-to those who do not plan forlater work. During this
early period, attitudes and tastes change in response to certain job characteristics. 'However, strong tastes for market
work mayfinfluence early labor force behavior which rnaximizelong term benefits of employment andso might
affect timing of work, childbearing, and characteristics of beginning jobs. Cohort G.

1451 SPITZE, GLENNA D. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Wives' Employment: -The Roles of Husbands' Perceived
Attitudes." Journal of Marriage and the Family 43 (February 1981):117-24.

Using data from the NLS of Young Women, the relations between husbands' perceived attitudes toward their wives'
working and the early employment attitudes and behavior of wives are examined. Revisions in husbands' perceived
attitudes during the early years of marriage, to conform with wives' employment attitudes and behavior, are found.
In turn, wives' employment behavior is influenced by husbands' perceived preferences, but only among black
respondents are wives' attitudes influenced by perceived attitudes of, husbands. Implications of the findings are
discussed. Cohort: G.

1452 SPITZE, GLENNA D. and WAITE, LINDA J. "Young Women's Preferences for Market Work: Responses
to Marital Events." Research in Population Economics 3 (1981):147-66.

The authors examine how women's relative preferences for market work and home work are affected by first
marriage, marital dissolution, and first birth. The findings show that first marriage decreases market work
preferences through age 24 but not beyond that age. Marital dissolution tends to increase market work preferences
for ages 19 through 29. Finally, first birth has no immediate impact; however, 1 to 2years later there are significant
upward revisions in market work preferences. Cohort: G.
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1453 SPROAT, KEZIA. "How 'Do Families Fare When the Breadwinner Retires?" Monthly Labor Review 106
(Dee:cub* 1983):40-44.

This review article formes on recent NLS-based,research on retirement. Using the older men's data, researchers
hive found stark differences in the effects of retirement on family life, depending on the retiree's ream for leaving
'the work force:. Poor health forces many to retire early' andAhe families -of such men often suffer economic
diiadvantages; but the trend toeariy, retirement is largely driven by the increasing attractiveness of pensions-With
early retirement provisions, which make retirement-economically feasible for those covered by such plans; The
1980 NLS survey also -included questions about leisure time activities, attinide.s toward retirement and life
satisfaction. Health, occupational level, and family income influenced the extent of purposeful leisure time
activities, which in turn influenced satisfaction. Women's retirement plans were independent of their husbands'
except when both spouses were the same age. Cohort M W.

1454 SkWAT; KEZIA. "Using National Longitudinal Surveys to Track' Young Workers." Monthly Labor ?review
102 (October 1979):28-33:

How can young people's employment difficulties be resolved, or better still, prevented?' Data from the NLS of
Yoting Men,,Young Women, and NLSY hold rich potential for answering questions about labor force dynamics as
they affect youth employment and unemployment. This article summarizes recent findings and ongoing research
based on the three NLS youth cohorts. Cohort B G Y.

1455 SPROAT, KEZIA; CHURCHILL, HELENE; SHEETS, CAROL T. The National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor' Market Riperiet:e: An Annotated Bibliography. Lexington, MA. Lexington Books, 1985.

This compenduin summarizes almost 900 research articles, working papers, and dissertations completed from the
mid-60s through the mid-80s utilizing data from the five NLS cohorts. ,Arranged alphabetically by primary author,
each entry includes an abstract, a series of keywords identifying the research areas addressed, as well as an
identification of the NILS cohort(s) utilized in the research. To facilitate use, indices are provided which allow the
reader to locate NLS research articles via authors and coauthors, title, subject areas, as well as cohort(s). Cohort B
G M

1456 SPYKERMAN, BRYAN R. "Analysis of the Covariance Structure of the Rotter Intunal-External Locus of
Control Scale: Dimensionality and Stability." Ph.D. Dissertation, Utah State University, 1984:

The.measureinent properties and the stability of an abbreviated version of the Rotter Internal-External Locus of
Control Scale were examined using an analysis of covariance structures technique (LISREL) developed by Joreskog
and Sorbom. Respondents to the scale were NLS males 45 to 59 years old in 1966. These respondents were
administered an abbreviated eleven item Roster I-E scale in 1969, 1971 and 1976. The unidimensionality of the
eleven item scale wt,ii rejected. Hypotheses suggested by previous research on the dimensionality of the scale were
tested. A four :item "personal control" subscale hitt -statistical criteria Of acceptable fitz to the observed data,
unidimensionidity and structural, invaiiance within subsamples across the three panels of the study. Only weak
evidence was found for a "control ideology" subscale reported in earlier research. Personal control in th 'black
subsample was found to be very unstable and influerfeed by level of socio-economic status. The opposite was true in
the white subsample personal control was highly stable over the period 1969 to 1976 and was little affected by
socio-economic status: Some evidence was found for a lack of equivalence in,nersonal control scale structure
between the black and the white subsamples. Cohort: M.
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1457 SRISUWAN, POONSIN. "An Empirical Analysis of Women's Earnings." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Cincinnati, 1987.

The participation of women in the labor force in the United States has increased sharply since 1890. This is
especially true of married women where participation grew from 5 percent in 1890 to-about 50 percent in 1980. A
significant gap between wages earned by women and those received- by men has narrowed somewhat but still
persists. This study seeks to help us understand more fully the determinants of women's earnings and thus throw
light- on the problem. The .data baie for this study is the NLS of Mature Women. This survey was conducted
betiveen 1967, and-1971 and involved a sample Of over 5000 women between the ages of 30 and 44 years. Two
modelsare used a general model where human capital and family status Variables such as number of'dependents,
marital- status and husband's income play a leading role. In -the Other discontinuOus, work experience replaces tie
family, status variablei Our'inain-ptupose-is to improve the reliability:of women's earnings functions through the
inclusion of more appropriate variables. Two hyp-othesesre tested The first is that the human capital model has
equal_ ability to 'explain the earnings of-workers regardless of gender. Thesecond is that the influence-of_ htunan
.capital variables is the same for all sectors of the population. The changes 10 the earnings model which are suggested
here do enhance its explanatory power. The rust hypothesis rejected. Many family variables work in opposite
directions for the two sexes. The second hypothesis is also rejected since some sectors of the population benefit very
little from human capital investment while others realize substantial gains. (UM! ADG87-22102] Cohort' W.

1458 STATHAM, ANNE and RHOTON, PATRICIA. "Mature and Young Women's Volunteer Work, 1974-
1981." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University.1985.

Data from the NIS' of Young and Mature Women (1974-1981) are used to examine the c;stenninants and
consequences of volunteer work. Descriptive results show remarkable aggregate-leVel stabil!.ty -across time in
voluntamparticipation. The cross-sectional relationship between volunteer work and labor force participation was
found to be negative. Over the long run, employed women who also do volunteer work experience lower earnings.
Increased volunteer work was found to be related to relatively high levels of education, training, work experience,
and occupational- prestige. Hence; volunteer work substitutes for paid market-work in the short run, but enhances
accumulated human capital in the long mm. Cohort: C -W.

1459 STE(YeAK, CHERYL. "The Impact,of Availability of Child Care Arrangements on the Career Paths and
Eventual Job Satisfaction of Women in Vocational Education." Ph.D Dissertation, Purdue University, 1980.

Vocational development theorists have suggested that occupational choice is a means by which a woman
implements her self - concept. To the degree that a variety of options are available, occupational choice influences
one's total life adjustment and serves a key function in the evolution of one's career. Many factorsare known or
have been hypothesized to contribute to the career development of women who are employed. When the employed
woman is also,a mother, however, another dimension impacts upon her_ career development which has implications
for her occupationa', and vocational choices. Because she is laden with responsibilities of child-rearing, the
employed mother's choices can be severe:I-limited. Also, her career path is often less stable and less predictable
than that of the woman who does not have children. As a result, employed mothers represent a segment of the labor
force which faces unique and compelling problems and whose skills and- resources are either underutilized or
neglected. This issue is of direct concern to vocational educators. The present study utilized data collected as a part
of the NLS, conducted by the Ohio State University and the Bureau of the Census. The NLS followed the
movement of 4,531 women (1,978 employed women without children, 1,952 employed mothers with preferred child
care, and 601 employed mothers without preferred child care) from adolescence and into adulthood, This research
study utilized only those women from the nationwide multi-stage, stratified, proportionate, random sample who
were employed in 1975. Measures of association, the chi-square examined the effect of selected variables which
encompassed age, marital status, occupational/educational status, socio-economic status, occupational/educational
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goal, high school curriculum, income, attitude of husband, occupation of respondent's mother and number of
Children requiring child care. The career patterns of employed mothers and employed women without children were
found to be very different. The employed Mother has a career path that is less stable than the employed woman
witheut children: She is mdrehlely to be employed in non-professional and non-managerial occupations and less
Rely to be able to participate in occupational opportunities which would prepare her for occupations with-higher
levels of income, benefits, and personal satisfaction. It appears that an increasing number of employed mothers are
competing for the same part-tana, low-income, entry-level occupations. To the degree that occupational choice does
affect total life adjustment, it would seem that fewer, employed mothers than employeciwomen without children are
becoming all that they deal* nor are they realizing the fullness of their potentialities. The result is that a valuable
human resource among mothers who choose to work isheing wasted. The results of this study appear to indicate
that the employed mother or future employed mother needs not only vocational guidance, but alsci realistic career
inforMadon. Several issues are relevant for the vocational educator, such as: (1) identification of potential early
employed mothers; (2) personal counseling for self-actualization; (3) emphasis on life planning in addition to career
planning; (4) preparation in the area of work adjustment skills; (5) providing greater opportunities for more actual
work experience and on- the -job tryouts; and (6) advance the development of child care research and facilities for
employed mothers. [UMI ADG80-27341] Cohort_ G.

1460 STEPHAN, PAULA E. "The Labor Force Response of Career vs. Noncareer Married Women to the
. Unemployment Rate." Final Report, Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation, and Research, U.S. Department of

Iabcc, 1977.

The objective of this paper is to examine the hypothesis that because of job experience and a commitment to the
labor force, the current labor force status of married women who have a career (defined as married women who have
been working 70 perm* or more of the time since marriage) is not responsive to changes in the fecal employment
rate. The analysis uses data from -the 1972 survey of the NLS of MauireWom-en. Legit techniques are used to
analyze the labor force participation of career vs. noncareer women. It was found, using alraditional" specification
of the discouraged worker problem (which excludes experience) that career-women as a whole are not discouraged
while noncareer women appeared discouraged. The results are not paralleled when division is made by race. This
paper also hypothesized that the amount of diseouragairent present depends upon the amount of experience that the
-woman in-the labor market has. When experience is included with the unemployment rate in the interaction term,
there is support for this hypothesis. However, when experience is also included directly in the specification of the
labor force 'participation equation- Abe coefficients on the local unemployment ateand the above mentioned
interaction termare no longer significant Cohort W.

1461 STEPHAN, PAULA E. and SCHROEDER, LARRY D. "Career Decisions and Labor Force Participation of
Married Women." In: Women in the Labor Market, C. B. Lloyd, et. al., eds., New York: Columbia University Press,
1979.

This paper argues that the treatment of women as a homogenous group when analyzing labor force participation
decisions is likely to result in a loss of information because it ignores career commitments. It was hypothesized that
variables such as education, children, husband's permanent income, and race could explain observed differences in
the commitment of women to the labor force. A sample of married women, husbands present, from the 1967 NIS of
Young Women, was used to test this hypothesis using as a measure of career the observance that women had been in
the labor force for at least 70 percent of the time between marriage and 1967. The outcome of a logit regression
analysis suggested that these variables were significantly related to the probability of being a career woman. The
authors then explored -how segmentation of the sample into career and ,noncareer components might affect the
outcome of the usual labor force., participation analysis of women at a single point in time. It was argued that
transitory impacts upon husband's earnings would probably affect the participation of those without a career
commitment, but that it would have no effect upon those women with career commitments. In general, a noncareer
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woman acted in a way very similar to the conclusions reached in the traditional studies of labor force participation of
married women, spouse present. For those with commitments, on the other hand, neither the number of children, the
presence of teenagers, nor the earnings of the husband were related to their current labor force status. Cohort W.

1462 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. "From School to Work: A Transition with Job Search Implications? Youth
and Society 11 (September 1979):114-32.

This article adapts- a human capital model of schooling and earnings to focus on the transition period. The
adaptation consists of two steps. Fist, unemployment incidence and duration after last leaving school, but prior to
the first job taken, is included as an intervening part of the transition process. A second feature is the consideration
of the extent to which job holding while in school alters subsequent unemployment and wage rates. The main result
- concerns the unemployment and wage equations. Holding a job while in school lowers the incidence of duration of
later unanploymat and raises the subsequent hourly wage for both white and black youth. -Full-time job effects
exceed part-time job effects in both equations and all effects are highly significant statistically. Job search theory
suggests some types of unemployment behavior may lead to a higher wage; and a positive but nonsignificant effect
of unemployment on the postschool wage was found for black youth. For white youth, however, significant and
negative impacts of unemployment on the postschool wage were found. Cohort: B.

1463 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. "In-School Labor Force Status and Early Post-School Labor Market
Outcomes for Young Women? Applied ECOMMICS 13 (1981): 279-302.

This research analyzes the relationship between a young woman's labor force status when last enrolled in school and
her labor market behavior in the first two years after leaving school. The results showed- that in-school work
increases the early post-school weeks waked and decreases early post-school weeks unemployed. In addition, the
overall effects of in-school work are presented in the statistical models in the second part of the study. In racially-
pooled analysis, there are two main sets of results: (1) In-school labor force participation raises relative post-school
earnings, and post-school hourly wage rates. (2) Post-school weeks unemployed are sharply lower (higher) if the
young woman was a part-time worker (unemployed) in school as opposed to an NLF student. Cohort: G.

1464 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. "A Markov Model of School vs. Work Choices o_ f Black and White Young
Men? Applied Economics 14 (Februay 1982):43-61.

This study examines the actual school mersus labor force participation choices by focusing on the way in which
personal and economic factors alter the distribution of such choices. A muldnomial logit model is used to predict
the cells in Markov transition probability matrices. In add_ition, the sensitivity of the probability predictions to
variation in selected predetermined variables is examined. A secondary goal of this paper is the comparison of
empirical results obtained for white and black youths using a procedure implied by Coleman. Cohort B.

1465 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. "School to Work Transition of Noncollege Young Persons? Final Report,
Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 1980.

The report includes four empirical studies a the early labor market problems of noncollege youth. Data are from the
NLS of Young Men and Young Women. Four youth labor policy implications emerge from the analysis: (1) the
provision of employment in school may aid the school to work transition by enhancing labor market success in the
first two years after leaving school, but it does not appear to directly affect long run labor outcomes; (2) postschool
occupational training is much more beneficial if it is used (a result for young women) or if it is combined with
accumulated work experience (a result for young men); (3) unemployment rate differentials between white and black
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male fouth cannot be eliminated by equalizing the level of individual characteristics, such as training or education;
racial differences in the effects of -these factors, not their levels, are most important; and (4) youth labor policies
should be targeted by sex, race, dropout status, family income, and urban vs. rural residence. Cohort B G.

1466 STEPHENSON, STANLEY:p. "The Transition from School to Work with Job Search Implications." In:
Corference Report on Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and Meaning. U.S. Department of Labor, 1979.

This study adapts a human capital model of schooling and earnings to focus on the transition period. The adaptation
consists of two steps. First, unemployment incidence and difration after last leaving school,but, prior to the first job
taken, is included as an intervening pat of the transition process. A second feature is the consideration of the extent
to which-job holding While in school alters subsequent unemployment and wage rates. The main resultsconcern the
unemployment and wage equations. Holding a job while in school lowers the incidence and duration of later
unemployment and raises dte subSequent hourly wage for both Whit; and black youth. Full-time job effects exceed
part -time job effects in both equations, and all effects are highly significant statistically. Cohort: B.

1467 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P -mk Turnover Analysis Of Joblessness For Young Women." Research in
LaborEconomics 5 (1982)279-318.

ThiS paper is an empirical analysis of the noneniplOyment of imecollerreyoung women in the first weeks and months
after they leave school: By estimating the determinants of transition-rates of entering and leaving non-employment,
the author is able to show the effect of race, dropbut status, and prior Work experience on the-average length:of
joblessness; the expected number of wok and nonWodc spells; the average wink spell length, andthe steady-state
probability-of joblessness. In the analysis, special attendee is given to the measurement Of two types of structural
state dependence, subgroup differences in transition rates, andadjuitment for the fact thatsome young women never
woited in the 2.7-year observation period. Data used are for young women who left school M1970; Results suggest
that in- school job holding affects the rate of job finding for white young-women but not for black young women.
This prior work experience is interpretedas evidence of lagged employment dependence, a type of state dependence.
In contrast, for black young women, labor demand characteristics (nofprior work)are important determinants of the
rates of entering and leaving nonemployment. One possible reason for this difference concerns the nature. of in-
scbxi`jobi; most black yoeng Women who worked in 'school heldgovernment sector jobs, whereas white young
women were meat hi* to have had private sector work experience. Whether or not these prior jobs were
associated with racial differences in rates of en-the -job tiaining or merely Created such an-impression to subsequent
emplOyers cannot be determined with the data used here. Yet,,the race- specific effect of prior work experience on
later employment behaVior may have implications for youth employment policies. Cohort G.

1468 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. "Work in College and Subsequent Wage Rates." Research in Higher
Education, N.D.

This study examines etaiy post-enrollment wage determinants of white young men. The ptimary focus of this
research is on student labor force status as a determinant of postenrollment wage rates. The findings show- that
student-job- holding significantly increased postenniliment wage rates relative to youth who neither worked nor
looked for Work as students. Cohort:- B. _

1469 STEPHENSON STANLEY P. "liming Wooten and Labor. In-School Labor Force Status and Early
Postschool Labor Market Outcomes." Youth and Society 13 (December 1981):123-55.
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This article uses a national data source, the NIS of Young Women, to consider four dependent variables: annual
weeks worked, annual weeks unemployed, annual earnings, and hourly rate of pay. For each dependent variable, the
parameters are in-Tobit- models. In the racially pooled analysis, three model specifications are used for
each variable and two main sets of results emerge. Fust, in:school-labor force participation raises relative post-
school weeks worked, earnings, and hourly wage rates. Post-schoqfmarriage and work-limiting health limits were
found to be dominant determinants of the labor market outcomes:, In additYon, the findings showed post-school
weeks unemployed to be significantly lower if the woman was a pan ;. time worrier in schcol. Cohort: G.

1470 STEPHENSON, STANLEY P. and EISELE, TURA W. "The Impact of Financial Aid on Women's Demand
for Higher Education." Research in Higher Education 17,4 (1982):345-361.

The EduCational Amendments of 1972 marked a new direction in public policy regarding the scope and purpose of
financial aid to higher education. Aid became more "student-oriented," and equality of opportunity -for higher
education' became a goal. This empirical study with national longitudinal data has made a start in policy evaluation
of the effect of the 1972 Educational Amendments on the higher. education acquired by young women. The most
important result of financial aid receipt for young women is that those who received aid averaged 0.64 more years
completed of higher: education and averaged .145-greater graduation probability than similar women who did not
receive aid.. These results *ere obtained in multiple regression models in which the effects of marital status, parental
background, geographic locationS and economic characteristics, and tuition level were controlled for. These results
suggest that policy attempts to stimulate the higher education acquired by enrolled young women by increasing the
availability of financial aid are well- founded. Cohort: G.

1471 STERN, STEVEN. "Estimating a Simultaneous Search Model." Journal of Labor Economics (July 1989).

The primary goal of this work is to specify and estimate a structural simultaneous job search model and then
determine -the empirical importance of simultaneous search. The results indicate that new labor force entrants search
simultaneously. A secondary goal is to identify and estimate job offer arrival -rates and wage offer rejection
probabilities separately. The results indicate that a significant portion of unemployment spells is caused by slow
arrival rates, but policies intended to speed arrival rates would increase the average length of unemployment spells.
Cohort Y.

1472 STEVENSON, WAYNE. "The Relationship Between Youth Employment and Future. Employability and
Earnings." In: Conference Report on Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and Meaning. U.S. Department of
Labor, 1979.

In making the transition from school to work, most teenagers and young adults experience some periOds of
unemployment. The probability of experiencing unemployment, however, declines rapidly with age, suggesting that
it represents a fairly short-term transitional problem. In this paper, it is shown that after controlling for related
variables, early labor force status has a significant impact on subsequent employability and earnings. Jobless
periods, particularly for out-of-schobl youth, constitute a loss which results in real disadvantage for years to come.
Cohort: B G.

1473 STINNER, WILLIAM F. "The Transition to Retirement and Migration Behavior in the United States."
Presented: the Meetings of the International Sociological Association, 1986.

Migration is often presumed to be linked to major transitions occurring throughout the life course. In postindustrial
societies, one such prominent transition is_retirement. Since little is known about the factors constraining or
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facilitating migration behavior in the -context of the retirement transition, a model developed around a set of
conditioning factors,.including personatresources, socioeconomic bonds, environmental setting, and age, is tested
on a sample of 2.000 United States males who entered retirement between 1967 and 1983. Cohort: M.

1474 STINNER, WILLIAM F. and KHOSROSHAHIN, MEHDI. "Selectivity Among Nonmetropolitan-Bound
Male h6grants in the Middle and Later Years." Research on Aging 7,3 (September 1985): 472-488.

Middle-aged and elderly individuals have played a prominent role in the non-metropolitan turnaround. The data for
this study are drawn from the Older Men cohort of the NLS, and the analysis is focused on a pooled sample of two-
year migration intervals extending from 1967-1975. Nonmetropolitan -bound migrants do not differ substantially
from metropolitan nonmigrants, but differences observed are along life-cycle lines. In contrast, metropolitan to
nonmetropolitan migrants differ from nonmetropolitan nonmigrants on both socioeconomic status and life-cycle
attributes. Cohort: M:

1475 STINNER, WILLIAM F.; PITCHER, BRIAN L; TONEY., MICHAEL. B. "Discriminators of Migration
Propensity_Among Black and White Men in the Middle and Later Years." Research on Aging 7,4 (December 1985):
535-562.

The objective of -this research is to increase our understanding of racial variations in the correlates of migration
propensity -among -men passing through their middle and later years. An analytical model is developed around
environmental disamenities, Socioeconomic' bonds, personal resources, and ago. The results suggest the importance
of determining the extent to which selected variables differentially discriminate migrants from nonmigrants
dependent on race. Cohort: M.

1476 STOLZENBERG, ROSS M. and WAITE, LINDA J.. "Age, Fertility Expectations and Plans for
Employment." American Sociological Review 42 (October 1977):769-83.

Fertility, female labor force participation, and the relationship between them are key subjects in a number of
theoretical and applied areas of sociology. Because sex 1131C norms and the widespread use of birth control devices
have given 'American women much control over their fertility and substantial choice in their labor force activity (or
inactivity), understanding= the development and intarelationship of labor force participation plans and -fertility
expectations assumes great importance in understanding actual labor force participation and actual fertility. As a
step toward understanding this deyelopment, the authors describe and attempt to explain the effect of women's age
on the relationship between their lahor force participation plans and their fertility expectations. Using data from a
national sample of young women aged 19 to 29 in 1973 (N=3,589), a strong, linear relationship (r=- .96) was found
between women's age and the effect of their plans for labor force participation on the number of children that they
expect to bear in their lifetime. An explaration of this finding (called the Learning Hypothesis) is advanced which
survives tests against several plausible alternative hypotheses. Policy implications and productive paths for future
research are discussed. Cohort G.

1477 STROCCHIA - RIVERA LENORE. "Self-Esteem and Educational Aspirations as Antecedents of Adolescent
Unmarried Motherhood." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1988.

The purpose of thig study was to test hypotheses regarding psychological antecedents of unmarried adolescent
motherhood. Expanding literature has suggested that self-esteem and educational aspirations are important
antecedents of adolescent pregnancy. However, past research has utilized data collected after the onset of pregnancy
which is inappropriate for drawing conclusions about antecedent psychological conditions since many other
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researchers have found that major psychological changes occur during pregnancy. Unlike previous studies, this
project utilized an archival data set which was longitudinal in nature and nationally representative of the adolescent
female population in..1979. The-value of using such data was that information about psychological characteristics
could be collected before the onset of pregnancy for all subjects, regardless of' fertility outcome. Moreover, since
this was a nationally representative sample, results could be more easily generalized to all adolescent women in the
United States as well as to specific ethnic and racial cohorts. Subjects included 390 NLSY adolescent females
between the ages of 14 and-19 in 1979,-180 of whom later became unmarried mothers, 180 of whom did not become
pregnant during the course of the study, and 30 of whinia aborted their first pregnancy. Subjects were asked in 1979
about their educational aspirations, and in 1980, were administered the Rosenberg Scale of Self-Esteem. Fertility-
outcome data were collected in 1982: Results indicated that socioeconomic status was the strongest predictor of later
unmarried motherhood for all subjects. moreover, socioeconomic status was found to be the only significant
predictor of whether an adolescent chose abortion instead of motherhood. After controlling for age and
socioeconomic -status, educatiOnal aspirations were a significant predictor -of later unmarried motherhood for
Mexican-Americans and Non-Latino Whites, but not Blacks. In contrast, there- was no association between self.
esteem and-adolescent pregnancy, except for MexicanAmericans. Only younger Mexican,American unmarried
mothers had lower self - esteem before pregnancy than their Older counterpart's. ImplicatiOns for prevention programs
and social policy were discussed. Cohort Y.

1478 STROCCHIA - RIVERA U1'40E. "Self-Esteem and Educational Aspirations as Antecedents of Adolescent
Unmarried Motherhood." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1988.

Unlike previous research which relies upon data -Collected during . or after an unmarried teen's pregnancy to
"inappropriately draw conclusions about antecedent-- conditions of the pregnancy, this _ study utilized prospective,
longitudinal data from an existing database to determine the roles of self-esteeni and educational aspirations in the
onset of unmarried teen motherhood, abortion, and pregnancy prevention. Subjects included 390 females from the
NLSY who were between the ages of 14 and 19 in 1979, 180 of whoin carried their first pregnancy. to term and kept
the baby, 180 of whoni did not incur a rust pregnancy either before or during die-study, and 30 of whom aborted
their first-,pregnancy. During the 1979 survey, subjects were asked about their educational aspirations, and in' the
1980 survey, vioreassessed using the Rosenberg Scale of Self-Esteem. 'Extensive fertility inforMation obtained in
1982 allowed for childbearing classification. Stepwise the hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted
for the entire _sample and for three racial-ethnic groups: Blacks, Non-Latino Whites, and Mexican-Americans.
Results yielded important implications for improving social policy and pregnancy prevention programs. Cohort Y.

1479 STROMMER, BERNICE H. "Status Attainment Processes in the United States: Analysis by Gender, Race,
and Public/Private Employment." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1988.

This study examined gender and race differencei as well as gender and public/private sector differences in the
_process of .status change among -adults over a ten year period using a comparative analysis that distinguished
-between factors predictive of occupational status at the beginning of the period and those occurring over the-period.
The effects of four clusters of intervening events and experiences, on changing status were examined: (1)
educational attainment; (2) labor force participation; (3) marriage and parenthood; and (4) rural/urban residential
location. Using data from the NLS of Young Men _and Young Women, certain of the hypotheses advanced were
confirmed Namely, public sector employment does exert a greater impact on status attainment for women and
black men than for white,men over a ten year period. Background-events and experiences are more important than
those intervening for white men but intervening events and experiences are more important for women and black
men. When status attainment is measured in terms of wage, intervening 'events and experiences are more important
than backgrood for women only. Efficacy of resources rather than levels is proportionately more important 'in
determining gender and racial differential gain in occupational prestige. Levels of resources rather than efficacy are,
however, proportionately more important in determining differential gain in wage between white men and women.
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In the public sector, returns to any gain in education acquired over a ten year period are greater for women than men
when status attaiiimentis measured in terms of ffwage. Eicacy of resources is more important than levels of
resources in determining gender differences in status change in the public/private sector with status attainment
measured in terms of occupational prestige. Differences_ ue to levels of resources contributed more than those due
to efficacy in determining gender and 'Publiciprivate sector differential gain in wage. Since more opportunities exist
for status attainment of the diSadvantaged in the public sector than elsewhere, labor marketstructure of both sectors,
public and Private, needs assessment and comparison- to .develop programs for equitable advancement. Since
intervening events and experiences, especially education and parenthood, are more important for the disadvantaged,
the Structure of work in the United &set needs to be analyzed and assessed to formulate policies for promotion of
further opportunities to achieve equitable advancement. Cohort:. B G.

1480 SUNDT,. LESLIE A. "The 'Effect of Work_ Interruptions on Subsequent Earnings." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of TeChnology, April 1987.

:Previdus einpirical findings. suggest' that earnings depreciate during periods of non-employment and following
reentry, rebound and make up in large part for their' initial decline. An alternative interpretation is that these results
are driven by sample selection bias. Analysis of the NLS of Young Women' indicates that individuals who remain
employed for substantial periods after reentry do not experience wage depreciation. Those who re-exit the labor
fitirce, however, do experiente depreciation. In fact; earnings depreciate for only part of the population and the so-
called rebound effect is a statistical artifaCt.- Cobalt G.

1481 SUTER, LARRY E. "A 1966 Replication of the 1962 Occupational Changes in a Generation Analysis of
Older Men: Path Models as Indicators of Social Change." Presented: Washington, D.C., Population Association of
America, 1971.

This paper used the 1966 survey of Older Men to duplicate path models presented by Duncan and Blau for white and
black men in 1962. The models used education and occupation (status scores) of father, educational attainment of
son, occupation (status scores) and current total income. Few changes in coefficients were observed between the two
surveys. Some change in the effect of education on income for black men was attributed to changes in conditions
during the period of the 1960's. Cohort: M.

1482 SUTER, LARRY E. "Occupation, Employment, and Lifetime Work Experience of Women." Presented: New
York, American Statistical Association Meeting, 1973.

This paper presents a series of tabular distributions of occurkt:ion and educational attainment of women 30 to 44
years old in 1966 by the percent of lifetime worked. It shows that the amount of lifetime work experience is largely
conditioned =by marital and motherhood status, and only secondarily by educational level. The paper also
demonstrates the relationship between income and lifetime work experience within similar. educational and
occupational levels. Cohort: W.

1483 SUTER, LARRY E. and MILLER, HERMAN P. "Income Differences Between Men and Career Women."
American Journal of Sociology 78 (January 1973):962-74.

The analysis of incomes for men and women 30-44 years old in 1967 presented in this paper shows that by
considering only educational level, occupational status, and work experience, the income level for women can be
predicted ewe confidently than for men. Women'spay is commensurate with effort and education, but incomes
tend to clunq around the average rather than varying widely around the regression line. The absence of marked
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variation means that most women were receiving "just average" wages, regardless of training, job status, or
experience. The income distribution of men, on the other hand, tends to be skewed toward higher income levels.
Cohort W.

1484 SUTER, LARRY E.; -WAITE, LINDA J.; STOLZENBERG, ROSS M. "Birth Expectations and Working
Plans of Young Women: Changes in Role Choices." Final Report, Employment and Training Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1976.

The report explores plans of young women for labor, force participation, their expectations for childbearing and the
relationship between these intentions. Data-from the 1968 to 1973 waves of the NLS of Young Women foim the
basis for the research: In the first chapter, the short-run stability of young women's reports on the number of
children they expect to have in their lifetimes is examined. In the second and third chapters the relationship _between
young women's childbearing plans and intentions to work at age 35 is explored,using noniecursive models which
allow reciprocal causation between work plans and fertility expectations. Planned family size was found to have
only a smalleffect on young women's expectations for emploprient Cohort: G.

1485 SUTER, LARRY E. and WAITE, LINDA L "Changes in Fertility Expectations of Young Women: Evidence
froth Longitudinal Data." Presented: San Francisco, American Sociological Association Meeting, 1975.

This paper uses tabulations of two questions included in the 1971 and 1973 interviews of the NLS of Young Women.
Several factors believed to account for a decline in the level of birth expectations were examined: changes in work
experience and work plans, concern for population growth, and increasing attitudes toward airon-family role for
women. Cohort: G.

1486 SYLVESTER, MARY ALICE. "The Effects of Parental Occupational Status, Age at First Fertility and
Educational Attainment on the Occupational Prestige of Young Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Colorado at Boulder, 1980.

The interrelationship of mothers' and fathers' occupational status, daughters' age at fust fertility, daughters'
educational attainment, and daughters' occupational status are examined for the Young Women's cohort of the NLS.
The effects for black and white girls are examined separately and in combination in, a causal model, using multiple
regression analysis. The model for the entire population proved the two major hypotheses quite nicely. -Mothers'
and fathers' occupational status influenced both fertility and education, fertility influenced education and education
influenced occupation. The effects of mothers' occupational status were stronger than were those of fathers'
occupational status. in the model for white women, fathers' occupational status was retained because it slightly
influenced age at first' fertility and occupational Status. Mothers' 'occupational attainment continued to influence the
daughters' age at first fertility and educational attainment. The impact of education on occupational prestige was
stronger than in the total model. This was read as an indication that black women were working in occupations in
which the prestige level was less congruent with their education than was the case for white women and their
removal from the model allowed the strength of the relationship to increase. Neither mothers' nor fathers'
occupational states for black women proved to be relevant to age at first fertility. This was attributed to the
preponderance of mothers working in domestic and service occupations and fathers working as laborers or within
service occupations. Cohort: G.

1487 TAGGART, ROBERT. Youth Knowledge Deyelopment Report 2.1 - Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement
and Meaning. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.
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This volume contains papers presented at the 1978 Conference on Employment Statistics and Youth. Several of the
papers, reported results based on the NLS of Young Men and Young Women. These papers are abstracted and
included as separate entries in this bibliography. Cohort: B G:

1488 TAGGART, ROBERT and 'DAVIDSON, NAOMI B. confererce Report on Youth Unemployment: Its
Measurement and Meaning. Washington;D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978.

This volume includes selected papers from a conference-held at the Institute of Industrial Relations, University of
California, Los Angeles, February 1978. This Conference on Employment Statistics and Youth was sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Labor with guidance from the National Commission on Employment and Unemployment
Statistics. The introductory.Chapter summarizes, the findings of the conference and of the papers included in this
monograph. The chapters using NLS data are included as separate entries in this file. Cohort: B G.

1489 TAGGART, ROBERT; SUM, ANDREW; BERLIN; GORDON. "Basic Skills: The Sine Qua Noe Youth &
Society 19,1 (September 1987): 3-21.

Using data from the NLSY and the 1980 Armed Service Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) administration, this
paper examines the devastating impact that lack of basic skills and competencies has on the ability of America's
young people to compete in school and,in the workplace. Cohort: Y.

1490 TAKAL RICKY T. "Marital Separation' in First Marriages and Remarriagesof Woriten: An Examination of
'Divergent Patients." PhD. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1981.

Heeent studies haveshown that the rate of marital separation for remarried white women is higher than once-wed
women. However the marital separation rate for black remarried women has been reported to below,er or not
-significantly different than first-married women. Several hypotheses were examined in order to identify the factors
that account for the different rates of marital separation for once-wed and remarried women. The hypotheses were
studied using data from the NLS of Mature Women (1967-1976) Aged 30 to 44' in 1967. A subsample of about
3700 women who reported themselves as married -with their husbands present in 1967 was extracted from the data.
One original hypothesis, developed by this author, focused on the characteristics of the men that remarried women
Select for husbands. L to the disadVantages in the marriage market and economic hardships that divorced and
widOwed_women face, I hypothesized that white remarried women are forced to choose husbands who are not as
sticcessful as husbands of once-wed women in fulfilling the role of breadwinner. For blacks, previous research
suggests that divorced and- widowed women may not feel strong economic pressure to remarry. Black Women
appear to use Icitiship support to replace the lost income of their former husbands more successfully than white
Women .do and thus in the black population, the economic motivation to remarry may not be-as great as for white
women, relative to their situation before separation. On the basis of this evidence, I hypothesized that black women
are not under the economic pressure to remarry as white women and are more careful to select males, whoare at least
as successful as husbands of once-married black women in playing the role of breadwinner. Using a variety of
economic characteristics of the husbands, I found partial support for the above hypothesis. In particular, husbands of
remarried white women worked a significantly lower number of weeks than spouses of once-wed women. For
blacks, there was no difference betweenthe two groups of spouses. In addition, the number of weeks wakedby the
.huSband was significantly and negatively related to the probability of separationcin the white sample. There was no
significant relationthip for blacks. The second hypothesis tested was that remarried women place greater emphasis
On economic factors when considering the decision to separate or divorce than once-wed women. The results were
mildly supportive of the assertion that remarried women place a greater emphasis on their own economic
characteristics and those-of the fainily when deciding to separate. The findings support the idea that the process of
separation compeli women to become more economically self-reliant and this self-reliance plays a larger role in the
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evaluation of their second or subsequent marriages. The third hypothesis focused on the problems arising from step-
kin relationships in "recombined" families. The data did not support the theory that the network of step-kin
relationships is an important factor in explaining the higher separatiOn rate -of remarried women. Recommendations
Are made 'for an analysis:, of a more appropriate data set before any firm conclusions can be drawn. The fourth
hypothesis centered tround.the issue of marital homogamy in first and second marriages of women. The fmdings
support recent studies reporting greater marital heterogamy among remarried women. In addition, regression
analyseasupported the notion that marital-he,terogamyis positively related to the plobability of separation. LUMI
ADG81-15724] Cohort: W.

1491 TAYLOR, NORMA JEAN. "Occupational Choices of Black Women: A Longitudinal Study of Two
Cohorts." Ph.D. Dissertation; Brandeis University, 1983.

Black women, historically, have had a strong labor force attachment, even though they continue to be
overrepresented in low-Status and low- paying jobs. Because of their membership in two minorities, female and
black, they are doubly victimized by sexual and racial discriminatory employment practices. Increased educational
attainment, an expanding ocOnomy, and passage of antidiscrimination legislation, enabled blacks in general; and
black women in particular, to improye their occupational status during the 60s and into the decade of the.1970s. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the labor market experiences of two cohorts of black women with regard to
their choice of occupation. The two groups, age 20-24 years in 1968, and age-30-34 years in 1967, were participants
in the NLS and were followed over a ten-year period. In additien .to the longitudinal aspect of the study, which
'identified "maturational" factors-hi the sample, the cross,sectional comparison of the two cohorts of 'thesame age at
two points in time permitted an assessment of the "secular" changes that have occurred between _1967 and 1978. By
the Conclusion of the study in.1977-78, both cohorts, in the areas of educational attainment, labor force participation,
and occupational status displayed a bimodal pattern. About a quarter to forty percent of each group had achieved
some college, showed strong labor force attachment, and improved occupational ranking. Another quartile or so had
less than high-school education, tended to-be out of the labor force or remained in the lower ranked occupationS.
Despite these gains, the penetration of black women into the high-paying and high-status occupations, in significant
proportions, continues to be an elusive dream. Cohort: G W.

1492 TAYLOR, PATRICIA A. "Women's Labor Force Participation and Marital Stability in .the United States: A
Panel Study." Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of Texas at Austin, 1976.

Recent investigations into the patterns of women's labor force participation have given us a better appreciation of
the complex and varied nature Of women's work. Not only does the tithing Of women's labor force participation
differ from men's, but equally different are the kinds of jobr nt-which women work. Not only does ,the timing of
women's labor force participation differ from men's, but equally different are the kinds of jobs at which women
work, remuneration received, and effects on the quality of home life. Few studies to date, however, have examined
the relationship between women's work and marital disruption. This study attempts to assess the impact of women's,
work in the paid labor force olithe chance of marital instability. Specifically, role theory is,employed asa theoretical
mechanisin :for analyzing various statistical-findings of women's, labor force participation and marital disruption.
Three hypotheses are derived from?the role theory: (1) the greater the wife's labor force participation,the less the
marital stability; (2) the more the demands of a woman's occupation, the less the marital stability; and (3) the less
the wifesi income, the less -the_ effect of -labor force participation on marital stability. These hypotheses are
investigated using multivariate statistical techniques on a national, longitudinal sample of approximately 5,000
women subdivided into whites and nonwhites. Findings from the statistical analyses suggest that for women 30 to
44 yearn of age, the hours \worked in the paid labor force and the occupation of the rospixident are important factors
in marital stability, even when the husband's resource variables are controlled. Although wife's income is also an
impOrtant factor in marital instability, contrary to hypothesis (3), there is already a threshold at which point marital
stability increases with higher incomes. The results of this study suggest the importance of including both husband's
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and wife's economic variables for research on marital disruption, and the utility of role theory as a heuristic device
for understanding the substantive meaning of the analyses. Cohort: W.

1493 THRALL, CHARLES A. and FURSTENBERG, FRANK F. The Rationing of Jobs: Consequences for
Women Who Want to Work." Presented: San Francisco, American Sociological Association Meeting, 1975.

As a consequence of a chronic shortage of jobs inthe United States, a set of norms and beliefs has developed for
allocating the limited supply of jobs that do exist. This normative system serves as both a justification and a set of
rules for rationing employment and has thus been labelled. "job rationing ideology. " It operates as a queueing
mechanism, placing individuals in linage employment with prime age white males at the head of the queue and
everyone else one or more steps blind. rFor individuals such as women and minorities who stand back from the
head of the job rationing, queue, active job Seeking is not a direct function of interest in working but also reflects the
indiViddill's sense of obligation to Fork and right to a job. To the extent that this istrue, the present unemployment
statistics are of little valid in iiiiisurbig the ability of the economy to provide work to all who are interested in
working. Instead; the present measure serves to help obsciiie both the extent of the chronic shortage of jobs and the
impact of the job rationing system on women and minorities who stand back from the head of the line. Cohort: W.

1494 TOLBERT, CHARLES M. "Industrial Segmentation and Men's Career Mobility." American Sociological
Review 47 (August 1982):457-77.

Despite the increasing acknowledgement of the new structuralism in'social stratification research, important issues
and assumptions remain to be examined. The present research employs the industrial segmentation version of the
new 'structuralism to evaluate the neglected hypothesis that 'industrial sectors, constrain career mobility. A
conventional mobility analysis is employed to study men's occupational mobility within and between oligopolistic
and competitive industrial sectors. Results of the analysis suggest that the influenceof industrial sectors is most
apparent in late claret mobility patterns wham sectorsappear to be relatively impermeable barriers to mobility. The
effect of industrial sectors on earlier intragenerational mobility is also evident in the analysis. During the early
career, certain origins appear to facilitate intersectoral mobility while others clearly constrain such mobility. The
results suggest that the augmentation of analyses with information on industrial segmentation aids in interpreting
observed mobility patterns. Moreover, the findings indicate that there is some substance to the immobility theme
implicit in the new structuralist literature. Cohort: M.

1495 TOLBERT, CHARLES M. "Ckcupational Mobility in a Dual Economy." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Georgia, 1980.

One important *gumption of economic segmentation theory requires that mobility between economic sectors be
constrained. The present research employs a major variant of these theories--dual economy theory--inan analysis of
occupational mobility. Career mobility patterns within core (oligopolistic) and periphery (competitive) economic
sectors are examined with conventional occupational mobility tables and nonmetric-multidimensional scaling.
Results of this analysis appear to indicate greater" within-sector than between-sector mobility. Similar trends are
evident in ac analysis of intergenerational occupational mobility as sons tend to begin theircareers and to continue
to work in the same economic sectors as their fathers. Further analysis suggests that the influence of economic
sectors on occupational mobility cannot be reduced to individual levels of human capital. It is concluded that our
understanding of mobility could be enhanced through a reorientation of contemporary individualistically-oriented
theory and policy that, takes account of dimensions of the social organization of production such as economic
segmentation. Cohort M.
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1496 TONEY, MICHAEL B.; GOLESORKHI, BANU; SINNER, WILLIAM F. "Residence- Exposure and
Fertility Expectations of Young Mormon and Non-Mormon Women in'Utah." Journal of Marriage and the Family
(May 1985): 459-465.

Utah's fertility raters about double the nation's, and it increased during the 1970s as the nation's fertility declined.
The fertility expectations of young non-Mormon females living in this setting (2.4 children) resemble those of yoting
females in the nation as a whole, rather than the expectations ofifie young Mormon females in Utah (4.4 children).
Significant differences between Utah's young Mormon and non-Mormon females remain after adjusting for othei
variables. These findings suggest: (1) that residence in a high fertility area' per 'se dots not affect fertility; and (2)
thatMoimon/non-Mormon fertility differences are likely to persist into the foreseeable future. The principal data for
this study comes from a Utah survey. Secondary data from the 1979 NLSY are added for comparative reasons.
Cohort: Y.

1497 TONEY, MICHAEL B.; PITCHER, BRIAN L; SINNER, WILLIAM F., "Geographic Mobility and Locus
of Control." Journal of Psychology 119,4 (1986): 361-368.

Migrants and nonmigrants are often alleged to differ on numerous psychological traits; little empirical analysis,
however, has examined this possibility. This study examined the hypothesis that geographic mobility is associated
with locus of control, a key dimension of the self-concept. No relationships between these variables were uncovered
for a national sample of older white men. Cohort M.

1498 TONEY, MICHAEL B.; SINNER, WILLIAM F.; PITCHER, BRIAN L. "A Test of the. Axiom of
Cumulative Inertia across Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Settings." Presented: the Meetings of the Rural
Sociological Society, 1982.

Little research has included place attributes as a factor in analysis of the relationship between duration of residence
and migration. Yet most migration theories portray migration as largely a response to place attributes. This paper
examines one of the most important place attributes: metropolitan/nonmetropolitan classification. Life cycle status,
education, employment status, occupational status, parents' socioeconomic status, and size of place of residence at
age 14 are also considered. Using data from the NLS of Young Men, the results yield further evidence in support of
the "axiom of cumulative inertia." Within both settings, migration propensities decline as duration of residence
increases. However, comparison of duration of residence-specific yopensides of SMSA and non-SMSA residents
reveals similar propensities at all durations except the shortest. This finding is somewhat surprising since much
literature suggests that integrating into nonmetropolitan communities should occur more readily. Cohort B.

1499 TONEY, MICHAEL B: and SWEARENGEN, ROGER. "Migration Data Prospects for Research Based on
the Youth Cohort of the NLS." Review of Public Data Use 12 (1984): 211-219.

Very few data sets with information appropriate for migration research exist, and the prospect for specially designed
surveys focusing on migration is remote. In the absence of appropriate data, migration researchers will have to
continue to apply rigor in secondary types of analyses. This paper assesses the adequacy of panel data from the
NLSY for migration research. Key information relevant to eight of the nine criteria developed by Bilborrow and
Akin (1982) for evaluating survey data is contained in this data set, including extensive migration-definir3
information, personal and household variablei, and environment variables. Cohort: Y.

1500 TORRES, MARCIA G. "Characterilics and Coping Styles of Young Hispanic Mothers Involved =in
Education and/or Work: A Descriptive Profile." Ph.D. Dissertation, City University of New York, 1982.
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The Objective of this study was to develop a profile of young hispanic mothers who were enrolled ig school and/or
employed in the labor force. This consisted of their general characteristics, their educational, occupational, and
motherhood eiperiences (lictual accomplishments, attitudes, ideals, aspirations, expectations, role models and
environmental barriers in each categoty).. Subjects" sense, of individual control over theL. lives as well as their
-iumily role attitudes'Wtre also explored. The sample consisted of all mothers (44 hispanics, 114 blacks, and 181
whites) who were employed and/or enrolled and who were interviewed in the 1979 NLSY. All questions relating to
the areas of interest to the present study were drawn from the NLS list of items. Chi-Square analysis was used to
determine significant response differences across the three. groups. Additionally -',,tii-Square analysis with
Bonferroni Protection was applied where appropriate. Although responses from all duie groups were examined, the
main focus of the study was an the hispanic group. Through its cross-cultural perspective, the study supported more
recent research which indicates that young women facing the considerable responsibilities of motherhood do aspire
to achieve. The results did not support the assumptions in the literature that hispanic women are more rigid about
family roles than am women from other cultures, nor that hispanic women have a more externalized sense of control.
The findings did add support to the hypothesis that hispanic women face external baniers, some of which they sham
With the other two cultures, others only With blacks, and still others they carry alone (e.g:, language, stiessors of
immigration, etc.). Cohort: Y.

1501 TORRES, MARCIA G. "Young Hispanic Mothers Enrolled in School and/or Employed in:the 1979 National
Longitudinal Survey of the Labor Force." Report to the National Council of La Raza, U.S. Depistment of Labor,
1982.

This study focuses on young Hispanic mothers' experiences and shows that these women did not demonstrate a
motivation to become mothers at an earlier.age than whites or blacks. They did, however, tend to leave school for
family related reasons (pregnancy, marriage, etc.) and they were more likely to be married and to remain married.
Although the majority were bornin the United States, a large minority were born outside the U.S. and 89 percent
spoke Spanish in their childhood. Most were raised as Catholics and continued to practice. Among those who were
active outside the home, most worked and expressed a desire to continue working in the future even if they did not
have economic need. They were also very interested in additional job training, aspired to obtain better jobs in the
future and felt optimistic about being able to do so. If their families encountered economic problems in the future,
they strongly preferred other alternatives than going on welfare, and they were almost 100 percent opposed to
considering such alternatives as shoplifting to alleviate their problems. Although these young mothers hadlimited
role models for educational achievements, they had very positive attitudes toward school and aspired to complete
college successfully. The majority, however, left high school before graduating, usually due to family related' or
financial problems. Cohort: Y.

1502 TREAS, JUDITH A. "Differential-Achievement: Race, Sex, and Jobs." Sociology and Social Research 62,3
(April 1978): 38740.

This study attempts to determine why both black men and black women obtain lower status jobs than their white
counterparts. The data are the subsample of 274 black women and 655 nonblack women who were "native-born"
and of "nonfarm origins," from the NLS Mature Women Cohort and the subsample of 373 black-men and 5,646
nonblack men who were-also 30-44 years (of age; "native-born," and of "nonfarm origins," surveyed by the
Occupational Change:sin a Generation Study, "a Current Population Survey supplement" in 1962. The analysis
demonstrates that lower social origins and educational attainments are sufficient explanations of blacks'
occupational disadvantage. Althoiigh black women get as much schooling as white woman with similar social
origins, they take humbler first jobs. This status gap narrows over the course of a career, but black women never
overcome this inauspicious labor force entry. Black men experience unique barriers to schooling. 'Although their
career beginnings may not be lower than those of white men with limited educations, black men do not enjoy the
upward career trajectory that characterizes their white counterparts. Cohort: W.
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1503 TREAS, JUDITH A. -"Occupational Attainment Processes of Mature American Women." Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of California at Los Angeles, 1976.

This research asks after --the determinants of occupational achievement among American working women. Of
particular. interest is the question of race and sex differeficesin achievement processes as specified by a basic
attainment model incorporating social origins, education, and,career beginnings. The implications of women's
unique family roles, responribilities, and resources for job success are explored. To gauge the influence of
economic context on _career beginnings, the opportunity structure afforded by hometown and by historical
circumstances is considered. Cohort: W.

1504 TREAS, JUDITH A. and TYREE, ANDREA. "Prestige- Versus Socioeconomic Status in the. Attainment
Processes of American Men andWomen." Social ScienceResearch 8 (September 1979):201-21.

This paper demonstrates the consequences to the researcher of choosing to analyze social mobility data with a
prestige scale ratifier than- with, a socioeconomic index. First,-the low intergenerational correlations reported for the
International Prestige Scale are rejected when they are shown to be compatible with inadequate models of the
processes of status inheritance. Second, the Duncan Socioeconomic index is shown-to be the preferred measure of
status transmission in that it suffers from less random error-than does the International Prestige Scale, particularly
among- men. Third, the occupational attainment processes- of American men and women are described with
socioeconomic scoring, and these findings are contrasted with those which were obtaitied with prestige coding.
Cohort:. W.

1505 TREIMAN, DONALD J. and TERRELL', KERMIT. "Sex and the Process of Status Attainment: A
Comparison of Working Women and Men." American Sociological Review 40 (April 1975):174-200.

The process of educational, occupational and income attainment of working women and men is compared, utilizing
data from representative national sampleS of women age 30-44, their husbands and men of corresponding age.
Comparisons are made separately for whites and nonwhites. The process and level of educational and occupational
attainment is shown to be virtually identical for women and men, but women earn far less than men even when work
experience and hours of work are taken into account. Married women are shown to earn less than single women,
and the sources of this difference are analyzed. Cohort: W.

1506 TREMAYNE, PAMELA L. "The Effect of Sex Role Attitudes and Personal Characteristics on Job
Satisfaction and Labor Force Turnover among Women: A Longitudinal Study." Ph.D. Dissertation, Emory
University, 1985.

The effect on labor force turnover of a number of personal and family variables is the focus of this research. Job
turnover is the primary dependent variable with job satisfaction treated at times as dependent and at other times as
independent. The major independent variables are family income, the presence of children in the home, education,
age, race, marital status and the attitudes of working women and their husbandstoward the acceptability of work for
women. A review of past research into job turnover and satisfaction reveals an emphasis on characteristics of the
work place as well as on samples primarily composed of male respondents. This research shifts the view to factors
which are apart from the job and which in thepast have been used to explain women's absence from the labor force.
Instead, these factors are examined to see what influence they may have on job turnover and satisfaction. The data
are from the NLS Mature Women's cohort. The study focuses on approximately 2,000 women who reported they
worked at both the 1967 and 1972 interview points. The remainder of the cohort includes women who worked at
neither time o: only at one other time point. The analysis is in two steps. First, two- and three-way comparisons are
made among the variables and chi square tests are done to determine if relationships exist. Significant associationat
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the -,001 level is found between turnover and satisfaction, family income, age and education, and strong relations
emerge with other independent variables. Second, logistic regression analyses are done on two groups of variables.
In the first, five independent variables and annoyer, as the dependent, are examined. A-model is fitted with three
main effects and two two-way interactions. In the second logistic regression analysis, satisfaction is treated as
dependent and four independent variables- are included in the examination. Both Methods of analysis indicate
relationships between turnover and satisfaction, income and the presence Of children in the home Cohort: W.

1507 TREMBLAY, CAROL HORTON. "A Comment on 'Regional Wage Differential= Has the South Risen
Again? ." Review of Economics and Statistics (1986).

In contrast to the findings of Sahling and Smith (1983) that Southern real wages are greater than real wages of
comparable workers in other regions, the Southern-non-Southern real wage ratio is estimated at 90 percent from a
model with a selectivity bias correction. The Southern-non-Southern wage offer differential is more than twenty=
two percent and consists of a 9.7 percent component due to different parameter estimates and a 12.7 portion due to
different average characteristics. Cohort B.

1508 TREMBLAY, CAROL HORTON. "The Impact of School and College Expenditures on the Wages of
Southern and Non-Southern Workers." Journal ofLaborResearch 7,2 (Spring 1986): 201-211.

Based on previous evidence of diminishing earnings returns to greater educational expenditures, the hypothesis, that
Southern schools and colleges have greater returns than non-Southern schools and colleges is tested but is not
accepted. Per pupil expenditures for both school and college, however, significantly raise earnings for Southern
male full-time workers. The elasticity of expenditure with respect to the wage for high school graduates is 0.1212
for Southerners and 0.0360 for non-Southerners, and the elasticity for college expenditure is 0.0468 for Southerners
and 0.0260 for non-Soitherners. Cohort B.

1509 TREMBLAY, CAROL HORTON. "Wage Patterns of Women over the Business Cycle." Working Paper,
Kansas State University, 1988.

A high-pressure economy-was not conducive to wage upgrading for young women relative to young men in the late
1960s and the 1970s, contrary to Obm's (1973) high-pressure hypothesis. Nevertheless, the wage advantage for
men over women did erode over time. The male-female wage differential predicted from a model that adjusts for
selectivity bias is more than 26 percent. Models that neglect sample selection bias yield overerimates of the male-
female wage differential. Different charactaistics of men and women account for an eight percent wage differential
with the remaining eighteen percent differential attributed to unobserved factors and discriininadon. Cohort: B G.

1510 TRIANDIS, HARRY C. and HUI, C.H. "Locus of Control in Hispanic and Mainstream Samples." Interim
Technical Report ONR-25, Office of Naval Research, U.S. Department of Defense, 1982.

Using a nationwide sample of young people aged 14-21 in 1979, this study examined: (1) whether the similarity
between Mainstream and Hispanic Navy recruits previously found by Hui, Triandis and Chang is generalizable to
the general population of the same age; and (2) whether Hispanic and Mainstream, men and women, who were both
low and high socio-economic status subjects employ the same meaning of locus of control. The NLSY is comprised
of both civilian and military subjects. It was found that all civilian groups are similar to each other; regarding the
meaning of this construct. However, the military groups are rather different from the civilian. The previous fording
of no difference between Mainstream and Mimic recruits is also replicated in this national sample. Cohort: Y.
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1511 TROST, ROBERT P. "The Value of Stable Employment as Inferred from Market Wages." Report, U.S.
Department of Defense, 1980.

This paper estimates the value employees place on stable employment. Here the term 'stable employment' means a
relatively low probability of temporary and/or permanent layoff. This value is estimated by regressing individual
wage rates on exogenous variables and proxy, variables for unstable employment. The sign and size of the
coefficients on these proxy variables in the wage equation measures the value of stable employment in terms of
hourly wage rate. The wage equation-is estimated using the Michigan and Older Men'ssurvey data. The results
indicate that the wage elasticity with respect to instability is. 3. This means that' if one industry is 50 percent more
stable than another, then,other things equal, the more stable industry would have a 15 percent lower wage rate.
Cohort: M.

1512 TROST, ROBERT P. and LEE, LUNG-FEL "Technical Training and Earnings: A Polychotomous Choice
Model with Selectivity." Review of Economics and Statistics 66,1 (February 1984):151-156.

This paper presents a model with -polychotomous choices and selectivity and then applies it to the problem of
estimating the returns to technical school training. Using the NLS of Young Men, the paper finds evidence of self-
selectivity in the high school wage equation and estimates the wage effect of technical school to be a Sl. 27 pis. hour
increase in wages. This amounts to an estimated rate of return of 9 to IL 2%, which is slightly higher than estimates
obtained by others. Without corrections for selectivity bias, the rate ofreturn is underestimated by 6%. Cohort: B.

1513 TROTTA, JOSEPH R. "The Socioeconomic Attainment Process." Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of
Cincinnati, 1978.

This research investigates the socioeconomic attainment processes of education, occupational status and earnings.
Comparisons of these processes are made for race andsex groupings. For educational attainment, it was found that
mental ability, played the most influential role as compared to the effects of father's and mother's educational
attainment, head of household's occupational status and silship size. The hypothesis that the same-sexed parent had
a stronger effect was supported for both races. Overall, black males and females and white females experienced
lower rates of return from mental ability as compared to white males. In terms _of occupational status attainment,
only education and previous occupational status had effects. Labor force experience and number of previous jobs
had no effects. The models for white and black males were similar and the model for white and black females were
similar. For earnings attainment, ally previous earnings and current occupational status exerted effects while no
effm-ts were found for education, labor force experience and number of previous jobs. This finding seriously calls
into question the human capital perspective which has been heavily utilized in the literature. Cohort: B G M W.

1514 TSUI, STEVE WAI CHO. "A Sequential Study of Birth Probabilities: An Economic Model." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Illinois University at Carbondale, 1981.

A sequential economic model of human reproduction is developed and tested in this study. Rather than focus on the
completed family size, desired or actual, of a family as the decision variable in the fertility process, this study looks
at the economic determinants of parity progression. The dynamic model fills in the gap left by Namboodiri's
suggestion for a sequential economic model of transitional probabilities from parity n to parity n 1 and the existing
empirical works of Namboodiri, Rosenweig, Seiver, and Shields et al. With the introduction of a multi-period
intertemporal preference thesis, the decision variable "whether or not an additional child is demanded" is shown to
be logically derived as the dependent variable in a planning and replanning household production model. According
to this multi-period household consumption and production model, the demand for an additional child is an outcome
of rational choice: utility maximization subject to resource, time and technological constraints. Most importantly, it
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is clear that other economic models treating completed parity is the dependent variable are actually implicitly
imbedded with very unrealistic and restrictive separability assumptions on the family's preference ordering. With
the possibility of taste changes over a household's life-cycle (variations in tastes may min* be induced by the
arriving of each birth), the sequential model developed in this study is more suitable to explain the dynamic process
of hulanreproduction. Empirical tests of this model with the 1976 NLS data yield' encouraging results. The
probability of another child is -reported as very sensitive to changes in the value of selected independent
socioeconomic and demographic variables. Two interesting findings are: (1) The quantity of children-is Shown to be
a normal good. The demand for children will increase as income increases. This conclusion is supported by a
positive relationship between the father's income and birth probability; and (2) An opportunity cost effect of the
father's time is repotted in the study. This is not surprising since the labor of the father is allowed to be productive
in household activities. Hence, educational -level of the father may not be as good an indicator of the earning
potential of a family as it is usually assumed in numerous studies. Cohort: B.

1515 TUMA, NANCY B. and MICHAEL, ROBERT T. "A Comparison of Statistical Models for Life Course
Analysis with an Application to First Marriage." In: Current Perspectives on Aging and the Life Cycle, D. L
ICertzer, ed.,-Vol. 2. Greenwich, CT: JAI Press, 1986.

This paper addresses the question: "Howsimilar are results pa,Jhring to the effects of family background on early
marriage when five different statistical modeli are used to analyze the data?" Data from the NLSY are used in this
study of first manage rates up to age 22 using three proportional hazard modelsa Gompertz model, a Cox model,
and a time period anal* to the Cox modelas arenas two additional commonly used models, a logistic and a linear
probability ModeL These Statistical models are fit to a relatively large sample (N=2468) of white women and to a
relatively-small sample (W223) of Ifnpenic women. An- identical set of covariates is used for the comparison.
Using several tests of goodness-of-fit, all five models capture the general age pattern of early- entry into marriage
reasonably with the pro!' aarOonal$5ate Models closest to the-Kaplan-Meier estimates for the whole
-Regarding the estimates of ihe effects of covariates, all five models yield qulte similar estimates when-caluated at
sampie means,- but of course the linear probability model's estimate deviates. substantially from the others at levels
far from the moans. Although datatemands and complexity of estimitionisgmater with the proportional rate
models, they appear to be the preferred model in terms of their fit with the data. ii. our con:pad-60S between the two
static models, the linear probability Model is substantially inferior to the logistic model. Cohort: Y.

1516 TUMA, NANCY B. and SANDEFUR, GARY D. "Dynamic Migration Models Applied to U.S. Longitudinal
Data." (In-progress RezParch).

Our purpose is to develop, formalize, and test a dynamic beharioral model of migration. We propose to break down
the migration decision-making process into three phases: (I) the decision to search for alternative locations; (2) the
search for and the evaluation of the alternative locations; and (3) the final decision to move. At each phase of the
decision-making process, an individual evaluates his expected costs and benefits before taking action. TheSe costs
and benefits (they may be monetary or nonmonetary) depend on the characteristics of the individual, the
characteristics of his current location, and the characteristics of the alternative location that he is evaluating. Since
these relevant characteristics change over time, the migration decision-making process is a dynamic process. The
phases of the decision-making process are unobservable. However, the outcome of this procesS and the
characteristics of the individuals and locations that determine the constituent components of each phise of the
process are observable. These pieces of information let us derive a model of migration behavior that can = be
estimated and tested using longitudinal data; Hypotheses will be tested using two principal sets of data: the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics (PS1D) and the NLSY. These data contain a wide variety of longitudinal information
on individuals pertaining to- migration, schooling, marital status, employment, fertility and pregnancy. Thus,
these data let us examine not only the effects of background characteristics on migration but also the dynamic
associations between migration and behavior in other life domains, such as marriage, child-bearing, child-rearing,
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schooling, and employment. Both data sets also include information on county of residence which permits us to
supplement the data on individual attributes with information on characteristics of countiesusing data collected by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census and other governmental agencies. [NTIS/FEDRIP] Cohort: Y.

1517 TYREE, ANDREA and TREAS, JUDITH A. "The Occupational and Marital Mobility of Women."
American Sociological Review 39 (June 1974)/93-302.

The NORC data on occupational mobility of women presented by DeJong, et al (December 1971)are reanalyzed in
order to compare male and female patterns of occupational mobility in the U. S. Both male and female occupational
mobility pane* are then compared to patterns of marital mobility (from father's occupation to husband's) of wives
not in the civilian labor force. For the comparisons, all three matrices are adjusted to identical marginal distributions
to eliminate the extent to which size of occupational categories of either origin or destination differ. The
occupational mobility of women is .found tote less similar to mobility patterns of men than is women's marital
mobility. Thus, similar patterns govern movement of both men and women from their origins to the status of male
head of their families, The occupational mobility of the women themselves, however, does not follow the pattern of
men so closely as Delon& et aL concluded in their original article. Cohort: W.

1518 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. "Profile of American Youth: 1980 Nationwide Administration of the
ASVAB." Report, U.S. Department of Defense, 1982.

-In order to assess the vocational aptitudes of American youth, it national probability sample ofapproximately 12,000
young men and women, selected from participants in the NLSY, weft administered the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), an instrument used by the Wintery Services to determine eligibility for enlistment and
qualification for assignment to specific military jobs. Sponsored by the Department of Defense (DOD) and the
Military Services, in Cooperation with the Department of Labia; thia 1980 study tested young people representative
of all youth in the United States, ages 16-23 years old. Analyses focuSedupon young people ages 18-23 at the time
of ASVAB testing. Cohort: Y.

1519 UPCHURCH, DAWN M. "The Effects of Early Childbearing on High School Completion Among Recent
Cohorts of American Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1988. Cohort: Y.

1520 UPCHURCH, DAWN M. and MCCARTHY, JAMES. "Adolescent Childbearing and High School
Completion in the 1980s: Have Things Changed?" Family Planning Perspectives (Forthcoming).

This paper explores the trends in the association between age at first birth and high school completion over the past,
thirty years. Data from three national surveys of women, the NLS of Mature Women, Young Women,and NLSY,
were utilized in Order to examine the experiences of women who were adolescents from the 1950s through the early
1980s. It was found that differentials in percentages completing high school by age at first birth persisted, but were
considerably smaller in 1986 than they were .in 1958. This convergence occurred' because increases in the
percentages of scribol-age mothers graduating from 1958 to 1986 were greater than the gains achieved by all women.
However, there were differences by race in the concentration of these gains between 1958 and 1986. Young white.
mothers experienced the greatest increases between 1975 and 1986, whereas the largest gains for young black
mothers were in the earlier period, from 1958 to 1975. To examine changes by socioeconomic staves, within racial
groups, the authors focused more closely on the period from 1975' to 1986 and found that school-age mothers from
more disadvantaged backgrounds had the greatest gains in percent graduating, but that differentials by
socioeconomic status persisted in 1986, with more advantaged black and white young mothers still more likely to
graduate than their less advantaged counterparts. Cohort: G W Y.
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1521 UPCHURCH, DAWN. M. and MCCARTHY, JAMES. "The Effects of the Timing of a First Birth on High
Schad Completion." Working Paper, Johns Hopkins Utiversity, 1989. Presented: Baltimore, Annual Meeting of
the Population Association Meeting of America, 1989.

This paper re- examined, the relationship between childbearing and schooling for a recent cohort of women. Utilizing
data from the NLSY, it was found that while a birth is not predictive of dropping out of school, a birth does hinder
eventual, graduation among high schooldropouts. Additionally, a women who becomes a mother at any time after
dropping out of school is less likely to graduate; the effect of a birth depends very little on when it occurred after a
women dropped out. Cohort:- Y.

4522 WEEK MICHAEL "Educational and Military Experience of Young Men During the Vietnam Era: Non-
Linear Effects of ParentalSocial Class." Journal of Political and Military Sociology 8 (Spring 1980):15-29.

Parental social class is known to have a positive impact on the quality of many experiences of a son or daughter, and
studies employing this variable often asauno that the impact is linear. Thispaper argues, however, that failure to
consider possible non-linear effectaof parental soCideconomic status (SES) on offspring experience can significantly
distort interpretation of the impact of social origins. Drawing on data,from a nationally representative longitudinal
study of 1,922 young men during the 19674970 period, he author examines the form of the relationship between
,parental SES and two important areas of their sons' experience- continuation of schooling and service in the armed
forces duringa three year,Period after the young men reached their eighteenthbizthday. Educationaland military
experience are found to be better Predicted as a second degree function of parental,SES than as a linear function of
parental SE& The evidence also indicates that the curvilinear relationship between linear relationshipand military
experience- is partly the product of the non-linear relationship between social origins -and education experience,
suggesting that if non-linear effects of social origins and education experience in one institution are overlooked, the
sons' experience in another institution may not be fully interpretable. Finally, a linear assumption :is found to
systematically underestimate the actual degree of inequality in the distribution of access to educaticin. Cohort: B.

1523 VALECHA, GOPAL K. "Construct Validation of Intemal-External Locus of Control as Measured by an
Abbreviated 11 -TIE 1E Scale." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1972.

The study focuses on construct validation of internal-external control, of reinforcement as measured by an
_abbreviated new scale of Internal-External Locus of Control (I-E) and administered to a national probability sample
of over 4,000 young rnen, .16126 years of age in 068: The lust chapter deals with the definition of I-E, its
theoretical underpinnings, and the early studies related to development of the 29-item forced-choice scale and other
measures of-I-E. The second chapter relates I-E to various other constructs that bear a similarity and are in some
fashion related to it. The third chapter summarizes literature pertaining to construct validity of LE. Chapter Four
examines the hypothesized relationship between I-I and factors believed to influence I -E, and factors assumed to be
influenced by.I-E. Chapter Five deals with the methodologyas related to,sampling, interviewing of individuals, and
the statistical operations to be perforined. The ,.results and their interpretation and discussion are presented in

ter Six. The conclusion and summary are provided in Chapter Seven. Cohort: B.

1524 VAN VELSOR, ELLEN and O'RAND, ANGELA M. "Family Life Cycle, Work Career Patterns, and
Women's Wages at Midlife." Journal of Marriage and the Family (May 1984):365-73.

Thepreserit study identifies midlife wage differentials across four employthent timing patterns and finds that the
wage attainment process itself varies by employment and timing patterns. Wives whose careers were interrupted for
childbearing earn less, on the,average, than wives employed during every life cycle stage, but more than wives with
delayed work careers. Sectorial location is the most important determinant of wage forwives employed during every
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stage and among those whose work lives were interrupted by childbearing. The full-time or part time status of
current employment is the most important determinant of ,wage among wives whose work lives began during the
childbearing stage, while education is most important for wives who enter the work force after childbearing. The
wage effects of birth cohort, education, employment continuity, female perdentage of occupation in last job, and,the
full-tithe or part time status of that employment differ significantly across patterns, as well. Cohort: W.

1525 VAUGHAN, SUZANNE and WRIGHT-ROMERO, LINDA. "The Structure of Labor Markets and Sectors of
Production: An Analysis of Underemployment Among Hispanic Youth." Report to the National Council of La
Raza, U.S. Department of Labor, 1982.

Data from the NLSY are used to explore the distribution and utilization of labor power among Hispanic youths
through examining their conditions of employment and their relationship to major structural features of the labor
market. The focus of the study is upon evaltiating the extent to which Hispanic youths differ from other groups.and
among themselves regarding labor force participation and the labor markets in which they participate. Findings
include:, (1) wide gape that appear between the rates of underemployment among minority youths and whites are
probably symptomatic of a continuing process of misallocation of employment opportunities for minorities; (2)
HiSpanic youth fall somewhere in the middle with regard to their distribution.across sectors, with a somewhat
higher proportion of Hispanics employed in the state sector as opposed to blacks; .0) the competitive sector is not
the only sector that should be the focus of scrutiny; and (4) Unemployed and "discouraged" teenagersare more likely
to be -within the state sector and monopoly. sector. Overall;.the results of the study suggest that both the quantity
and, more importantly, the quality of the employment experience differentiate white youth from black and Hispanic
youth. Policy recommendations are provided on the basis of those findings. Cohort: Y.

1526 VERDUGO, NAOMI and NORD, ROY ,D. "Projections of the Male 'Youth Population and Enlistment
Propensity by Army Recruiting Battalion, 19804495." Mimeo, Manpower and Personnel Policy Research GrOup,
Army ReSearch Institute, Research Product 87-34, 1987.

This report provides estimates and projections of the number of 17- to 21-year-old males by race-and Hispanic
ethnicity in each Army recruiting battalion fiat the years 1980-1995. Additional estimates are p:ovided by test score,
category (TSC) on-the Armed Forces Qualification Testf(AFQT), high school graduation status, and propenSity to
enlist in the Army specifically, and a More general propensity_ to enlist in any service. Population estimates ana
projections are also provided for Hispanic males aged 17 to 21 in each of 10 states with large Hispanic populations.
A variety of data sources were utilized including the Profile of American Youth sample of the NLSY. Findings
include evidence of significant population declines in this_ age group, particularly during the 1980-1985 period.
Hardest hit by population declines are the 1st (Northeast) and 4th (Midwest) recruiting brigades. While the overall
youth population is declining, the Hispanic population is increasing in both size and proportion. An obstacle,to
recruiting more HiSpanics, however, is that they are lesS likely to-graduate froin high school than either whites or
blacks. With respect to Insular Puerto Ricans, the inability to speak English prevents many from passing the AFQT..
Cohort: Y.

1527 VERDUGO, RICHARD R. "Race, Ethnicity, and Attainment in the Early Career." Report to the National
Council of La Raza, U.S Department of Labor, 1982.

Data from the 1979 NLSY are used to explore socioeconomic differentials in early career among Chicanos, blacks
and whites. The attainment-process appears to be more complex and disjointed for °lacks than for whites or
Chicanos. In fact, attainment for Chicanos seems to be less complex than for either blacks or whites and predicated
primarily on merit and aspirations. Differences in the attainment process of the three groups are highlighted by the
fact that blacks, although having more years of schooling, coming from better socioeconomic origins, and realizing
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greater income returns to their education than Chicanos, still earn less, on the average, and work at jobs comparable
to those held by Chicanos. Cohort: Y.

1528 VERDUGO, RICHARD R. "Race, Powerlessness and the Status Attainment Process: Evidence from the
Sixties and Early Seventies." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1981.

The intent of this dissertation is to examine interracial socioeconomic differentials and also to assess the influence of
racial group membership on the status attainment process. In examining interracial socioeconomic differences, three
strategies have been mapped. First, black-white differentials are examined in three areas of socioeconomic standing.
education, occupation, and income. -Second, an extended version -of a Blau-Duncan (1967) model Of the status
,attainment process is estimated across racial grOup boundaries. Extensions to the basic Blau-Duncan model include
thelollownis variables: items' measuring' the quality of school 'attended by a respondent; a social psychological,
variable, powerlessness, which reflects Perceived-Control over one's life chances and which may adverselywffect
one's attainment; and finally, the attainment procesS over six.points in time (1966 to 1971), which shows estimation
of changes in the attainment experiences-of the same cohort-of men over time. Third, racial discrimination is
addressed-by- seeking an answer to the following question:' would interracial differences on selected measures of
socioeconomic position persist if both blacks and -whites were given the same profiles and white- advantages?
Cohort: 'B..

:1529 VETIER, LOUISE and STOCKBURGER, DAVID W. "Career Patterns of a National Sample of Women."
Columbus, OH: The National Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio Slate University, 1974.

This -research examines career_ development variables such as education, attitudes toward- work and number of
children in relation to the career patterns. Since.White and black women were distributed differently among these
patternts-showed blaCks generally having spent more time in-the work force. For both races, continuously
working wOmen, had more education, relatively, more desirable occupational assignments, and a greater personal
income as compared to non-continuously working groups of women. The non - continuously working groups showed
,married women not working at that time had attained a higher educational level, a more desirable last occupational
assignmentand a husband with a more desirable job and higher income than white women who were working (non-
continuously); hoWever, the opposite was true for blacks. Cohort: W.

1530 VIN/NO, DANIEL R. "On the Possibility of the Reemergence of a Dysgenic Trend with Respect to
Intelligence in American Fertility Differentials." Intelligence 6 (1982):241-264.

This paper-examines the relationship between IQ and fertility in the NLSY, a sample of men and women aged 25-34
as of the late 1970s. The major finding of previoUS studies was that the IQ/fertility relationship is slightly positive,
contrary to expectations though confirmatory of the So-called-Eugenic Hypothesis. The working hypothesis is that

is special to the cohort chosen for study, i. e. , one whose child-bearing took place during a period of
rising birth rates. In periods of rising birth rates, persons with higher intelligence tend to have fertility equal to, if
not exceeding, that of the population as a whole. In periods of falling birth rates, the oppbsite is the case. This
thesisis generally supported by the data set described above. Fertility differentials to date within the post-World
War' II cohort, which entered its reproductive years during a period of falling- birth rates, show a negative
relationship between intelligence and fertility. The relationship is less negative for white men than for white women
and for white women than for black women (black men are omitted froth this study due to deficiencies in the data).
The stated Intentions of this cohort with respect to future fertility, if realized, will moderate the degree of this
relationship, particularly for whites, but not change its sign. Cohort: Y.
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1531 VISCUSI, W. KIP. :Employment Hazards: An Investigation of Market Performance." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Harvard University, 1976.

The purpoie of this thesis is to analyze labor market performance with respect to job hazards. Part I analyzes wealth
effects and earnings premiums for job .hazards. Part II analyzes the quit rate response to job hazards. Part III
analyzes the process of worker learning about job characteristics. As predicted, observations of job characteristics
and injury experiences were important determinants of worker's job risk assessments. Cohort: M.

1532 WAITE, LINDA J. "Child Care, Fertility, and Female Labor Force Participation." (In-progress Research).

The- proposed research will examine the relationships among women's employment, the number and spacing of
their children and the means they use to provideoare for children. First, we will use data from the NLS of
Young Women, Mature Women, and NLSY and the June Current Population Survey from 1977 and 1982 to analyze
each of the two-way relationships between child care, number of Children and their dining, and women's
employment. In paiticular, we will focus on what kinds of women provide care for their children theinselves, and
what fadtors determine the use of formal versus informal, paid versus unpaid child care. Using information from the
NLS and cps, we will estimate women's,child care costs, by age of child and type of care, for women with various
characteristics. These predicted costs are of interest in their own right and also serve as determinants of women's
labor force behavior and fertility in the causal. analyses. Our analyses of the two -way linkages in our model
comprises two parts: (1) a tabular analysis of child care, fertility and employment; and; (2) a multivariate analysis.
These analyses will -present-a comPrehensive.picture of the associations between the components of our model,
proyiding general infOrmation for scholars and policy makets on the processes at work as well as providing the basis
for our later causal analyses of these relationships. We will build and estimate causal models linking these
decisions. In our Causal modeling.we test hypotheses relating to a variety of issues: young women's expected labor
force paiticipation and fertility; effects of child card on market and fertility; hoW differing availability of child care
for different racial, ethnic and age groups affects their labor supply after childbirth; effects of child care type on the
stability of market work; how parents sperid time with their children. [FEDRIP/NTIS] Cohort: G W Y.

1533 WAITE, LINDA J. "Projecting Female Labor Force Participation From Sex-Role Attitudes." Social Science
Research 7 (1978):299-318.

In this paper;evidence on the casual connection between employment of women and sex-role attitudes is presented
and evaluated utilizing data from the Mature and Young Women cohorts. The effects of sex-tole attitudes on.labor
force participation are &viewed and changes in sex-role attitudes during the next 15 years are projected.
Information on the relationship between sex-role attitudes and labor market activity is used to make tentative
projections of female labor force participationto 1990. Cohort: G W.

1534 WAITE, LINDA J. "Working Wives and the Life Cycle." American Journal of Sociology 86 (September
1980):272-94.

The concept of the "family life cycle" provides a valuable context within which to study labor force participation of
married women. This article tests the hypothesis that the process by-which wives make the decision to supply labor
to the market varies with position in that life cycle. An examination is made of market activity during the early
stages of the cycle, from marriage through the completion of childbearing. The effects of the most important;
determinants of married women's labor force ,involvement are found to depend on life-cycle stage. Wives wt
consider their families complete tend to be more responsive to family financial circumstances and the characterisdcs
cf the labor market in which they live than do childless women or mothers who,expect more children. Hi3tory or
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employment is found to be most important in predicting current market activity for mothers who expect more
children and least important for those who do not.' Cohort: G.

1535 'WAITE, LINDA J.-and BERRYMAN, SUE E. "Job Stability Among Young Women: A Comparison of
Traditional and Nontraditional Occupations." American Journal of Sociology 92,3 (November 1986): 568-95.

This paper explores young Women's retention in sex- atypical, jobs in the military and in civilian firms. It develops
hypotheses about the effects on one-year turnover of sex composition of the occupation in the national labor force.
These hypotheses were drawn from several theoretical perspectives on career mobility and the effects of outgroup
membership on acceptance. Tests of theschyPotheses, using data from the NLSY, provide no evidence that being in
a nontraditional occupation increases the chances that a young woman will leave her current employer. The military
sector shoWs a more complex relationship between occupational typicality and women's exit from the services.
Cohort: Y.

1536 WAITE, LINDA1. and BERRYMAN, SUE E. "Women in Nontraditional Occupations: Comparisons of the
Military and Civilian Sectors." Presented: the Meetings of the American Sociological Asiociation, 1983.

Since the early 1970s, the United States militamhas dramatically increased its recruitment ofwomen and, to ensure
that their promotion possibilities would equal those of men, has adopted a policy of distributing wo, .11 among all
eligible Occupations; including some formerly filled only by men: The military has had mixed success in integrating
women into these nontraditional jobs. Many women prefer traditional work, in medical, clerical, or administrative
specialties. Anecdotal evidence suggests that recruiters sometimes pressure them into nontraditional training slots,
Among those women who *elk traditionally Male jobs, tensions often arise with male coworkers and supervisors,
which may explein; in part, the higher attrition rate of women. Attrition studies, though few in number, show high
attrition of women from blue-collar, nontraditional jobs in both the military and -civilian. sectors; nontraditional
professional, Managerial, and administrative jobs show kiWer attrition. Hypotheses relating to female attrition rates
in aminaditional jobs are developed and tested separately in the civilian and military sectors, using data from the
NII5r1979-1981), which included -a special supplement on youth in the military, among them 300 women. A
polytomOus logit specification is used, allowing women who began the period in nontraditional jobs to: (1) remain
in the-job or change to another nontraditional job; (2) chalge to a traditional job; or (3) leave the labor force.
PolytOmous logit permits assessment of the impact of the independent variables on the probability of making each of
these transitions relative to making a reference transition. Cohort: Y.

1537 WAITE, LINDA J.; GOLDSCHEIDER, FRANCES K.; WITSBERGER, CHRISTINA. "Nonfamily Living
and the Erosion of Traditional Family Orientations Among Young Adults," American Sociological Review 51,4
(August 1986): 541-554.

Young adults in recent cohorts have been leaving the parental home earlier and marrying later now than they did
several decades ago, resulting in an increased period of independent living. This paper explores the consequences of
time spent in non - family living, usingdata from the NLS of Young Mon and Young Women. The authors expected
that experience in living away, from home prior to marriage will cause young adults to change their attitudes, values,
plans, and expectations, and move them away from a traditional family orientation. They found strong support for
this hypothesis for young women; those who lived independently became more likely to plan for employment,
lowered their expected family size, became more accepting of employment of mothers, and more non-traditional on
Sex roles in the family than those who lived with -their parents. Non-family living had much weaker effects on
young men in the few tests that were performed for them. The paper-also addresses the conditions under which
living away increases individualism, and discusses the implications of these findings. Cohort: B G.
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1538 WAITE, LINDA J.; LEIBOWITZ, ARLEEN; WITSBERGER, CHRISTINA. "What Parents Pay For Quality
of Child Care and Child Cam Costs." Presented: New. Orleans, Meetings of the Population Association of America,
1988.

Although most children whose mothers work receive some non-parental care, this "child care" varies greatly in its-
features, espeCially quality. Child development researchers and practitioners have explored in detail the features of
child care that provide the best environment for children. However, we know virtually nothing about which parents
selecChigh-quality" care for their children, or which arrangements most often haVe the featurei associated with the
best outcomes for children. This paper explores these issues, using data from the NLSY. Wolind that on several
dimensions, care in a homethe child's own, a nonrelative's or a relative's--provides features linked to quality care.
Our results show, however, that parents do, not pay more for any of the features of child care associated in the child
development literatures with high qtiality. Finally, we find that those families with the greatest access to relatives
obtain the highest "quality" care. The implications of these results are discussed. Cohort: Y.

1539 WAITE, LINDA J. and MOORE, KRISTIN A. "The Impact of an Early. First Birth on Young Women's
Educational Attainment." Social Forces 56 (March 1978):845-65.

Women who'become mothers at an early age tend to accumulate fewer years of schooling than those who delay
entry into motherhood. In this paper, the impact of age at first birth on the process of educational attainment of
young women is examined using data from,the NLS of Young Women for the period 1968 to.1972. The results of
this analysis indicate that: (1) the younger the age at rust birth, the fewer years of schooling completed, other things
equal; (2) the effect of most determinants of educational attainment depends on age at first birth; and (3) the
educational decrement caused by an early birth is about half as large for young black women as for their white
counterparts. Cohort: G.

1546 WAITE, LINDA J. and SPITZE, GLENNA' D. "Young Women's Transition to Marriage." Demography:18
(November 1981):681-94.

This paper examines determinants of timing of marriage for young women by modeling the transition from the
single to the married state by age. The authors fmd that those characteristics of a young woman's parental family
that reflect the availability of parental resources tend to deCrease the chances of a marriage during the early teens.
Chances of marrying appear to decrease. with increases in the availability and attractiveness of alternatives to the
wife role and in the costs of assuming it. Cohort G.

1541 WAITE,-LlisIDA J. and STOLZENBERG, ROSS M. "Intended Childbearing and Labor Force Participation of
Young Women. Insights from Nonrecursive Models." American Sociological Review 41 (April 1976):235-52.

In this paper, we investigate young women's fertility expectations and plans for future labor force participation (i. e.
plans for labor force participation when they are 35 years old). Our analyses are based on a large national sample of
women in their mid twenties (n=3589 after deletion of cases with missing data): The authors found that the number
of children a woman plans to bear has only a small effect on the probability that she plans to participate in the labor
force when she is 35 years old. However, it was found that a woman's plans to participate in the labor force when
she is 35 have a substantial effect on the total number of children she plans to bear in her lifetime. This relationship
was found for presently married and for never- married women. That same relationship was found for married
women when their husbands' income and their husbands' attitudes toward their labor force participation are
included in the model. Methodological implications of these findings for other studies of women's fertility and
labor force activity are discussed: Cohort G.
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1542 WAITE, LINDA J.; SUTER, LARRY E.; SHORTLIDGE, JR., 'RICHARD L. "Changes in Child Care
Arrangements of Working Women from 1965 to 1971." Social Science Quarterly 58,2 (Sept 1977):302-311.

An attempt is made to identify and describe secular changes from the late 1960s to early 1970s in patterns of child
care utilization among employed mothers. The results of the 1965 survey of child care arrangements of working
women, carried out by the Children's Bureau and the Women's Bureau, are compared with results obtained in the
1971 NLS of Mature Women. Factors which were expected to influence child care utilization include a decline in
the availability of female private household workers, fewer friends and relatives at home to care for young children
as female labor force participation rises, and large-scale federal funding of day care and early childhood education
programs. A shift in location of care by nonrelatives from inside to outside the child's home occurted, probably
caused, at least in part, by decreasing availability of private household workers. This change took place mostly
among white, children under six years old. A decrease in agricultural employment of women may have been
responsible in large measure for a decline in the number of women who care for a child while working,. .A smaller
proportion of children under six received care in the home of a relative in 1965 than in 1971, probably because the
increased labor force aciivity of wives meant fewer female relatives were available for childcare. Utilization of day
care centers and family day can's homes increased. This was especially pronounced among nonwhite children under
six years old, perhaps reflecting titie impact of federal programs such as Head Start. Cohort W.

1543 WAITZMAN, NORMAN1. "The Occupational Determinants of Health: A Labor Market Segmentation
Analysis." Ph.D. Dissertation, The American University, 1988.

The thesis contains two major theoredcal strains, one critical, the other constructive. The critical strain concerns the
theory of wage compensating differentials for differential workplace risk in the labor market. Under the theory,
workers choose health outcomes by choosing from among The portfolio of jobs available to them. It is maintained,
however, that the theory relies on a model of health riska "labor market risk" model-that is incomplete; it
emphasizes isolable and external events that are purportedly confined within the labor market:to the excluSion of
structural determinants of health embedded in the occupational class structure. The constructive strain of the thesis
forwards an alternative, "occupational determinants" model of health that focuses on structural determinants arising
from labor market segmentation. 'Health risk is posited to increase the lower one is situated on the occupational

`hierarchy due to higherlevels of competing physical hazards and higher levels of stress. The existence of structural
determinants of health does not preclude the possibility that workers face options in the labor marketover health
outcomes. The issue lends itself to empirical analysis. The Cox, proportional hazards model is applied to the
mortality and morbidity experience of die NLS Older Men cohort studied from 1966 to 1981. In addition to risk
measures associated with wage differentials in various studies, variables assessing class location and other control
variables associated with health status are entered into the analysis. The variables assessing class location are found
to be powerful determinants of health outcomes. Individual job risk measures, on the other hand, are often found to
be wrong-signed and insignificant. The empirical results from the thesis discredit the notion that efficient labor
market conditions assure worker choice over health outcomes. Health and safety regulatory policy should address,
in addition , to individuated risks, the regimentation and mutinization of work as well as other sources of
occupational stressthat tend to characterize jobs at the lower end of the occupational structure. In addition,
macroeconomic policy directed at full employment as well as labor law reform directed at strengthening labor
unions, are implicated as important occupational health policies. [UMI ADG88- 25086] Cohort: M.

1544 WALDRON, INGRID and HEROLD, JOAN. "Employment, Attitudes Toward Employment, and Women's
Health." Women & Health 11(1986): 79-86.

The relationships between self-reported general health, employment, and attitudes toward the employment of
married women have been analyzed for a representative sample of married, middle-aged women in the United
States. The cross-sectional data indicate that women who were in the labor force had better health than women who
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were out of the labor force. In addition, women whose labor force status was compatible with their attitudes toward
employment tended to have better health than women for whom there was a discrepancy between labor force status
and attitudes. Analyses of the longitudinal data indicate that several causal mechanisms contributed to the
relationships observed in the cross-sectional.data. For the women with favorable attitudes toward employment, it
appears that beinta-honsewife had more detrimental effects on health than being employed. In contrast, for the
women with.unfavorable or neutral attitudes toward employment, it appears that employmentstatus did not affect
health. Being employed may have contributed to more favorable attitudes toward employment for healthy women,
who were nuke likely than, unhealthy women to stay in the labor force. Thus, it appears that there are multiple
causal relationships linking employment status, attitudes toward employment and women's health. Cohort: W.

545 WALDRON, INGRID; HEROLD, JOAN; DUNN, DENNIS. "How Valid are Self-Report Measures for
Evaluating Relationships Between Women's Health and Labor Force Participation?" Women & Health 7 (Summer
1982):53-66.

zr,3r a sample of white women aged 45-64, women who were out of the labor force had poorer self-reported health
and higher mortality than women who were in the labor force. It has been hypothesized that women who are out of
1he labor force may tend to exaggerate their poor health in self-report data. However, no evidence of bias of this
type was found in an analysis of the relationships between self-reported health tinci subsequent mortality. The
validity of self-reports of illness as a reason for not seeking work has been assessed using data fora sample of 3i=44,
year old women who were out of the labor force. Over 96% of the -women who gave illness or disabilityas their
main reason for not seeking work had previous, or contemporaneous independent, self-report evidence of poor
health. The findings of this study and previous evidence indicate that poor health reduces the likelihood that a
woman will join the labor force, and this is a major reason why women who are not in the labor force havepoorer
health than those who are in the labor force. Cohort: W.

1546 WALDRON, INGRID; HEROLD, JOAN; DUNN, DENNIS; STAUM, ROGER. "Reciprocal Effects of
Health and Labor Force Participation Among Women: Evidence from Two Longitudinal Studies." Journal of
Occupational Medicine 24 (February 1982):126-32:

This study examines the effects of health on labor force participation and the effects of 10a:force partic:Pation on
women's health. The results indicate,: that there are- significant relationihips betweP ,self-reporteci,health and
subsequent changes in labor force participationAowever, no significant relationships were observed between labor
force participation and subsequent self-reported change in health. The evidence shows that health affects women's
labor force participation; however, no evidence was found that, on the average, labor force participation has harmful
or beneficial effects on the general health of middle-aged married women. Cohort W.

1547- WALDRON, INGRID and JACOBS, JERRY A. "Effects of Labor Force Participation on Women's Health-
New Evidence from a Longitudinal Study." Journal of Occupational Medicine 30,12 (December 1988): 977-983.

The effects of labor force participation on women's health are evaluated in analyses of data from the NLS of Mature
Women. The results indicate that labor force_ participation had beneficial effectson health for unmarried women and
for married black women with blue collar usual occupations. In contrast, labor force participation appears to have
had harmful effects on health for married women with white collar usual occupations. Our findings, taken together
with preVious evidence, suggest thzti employment contributes to increased social support and consequently
employment has beneficial effects on health for unmarried women and for married women whose husbands are not
emotionally supportive confidants. Additional results from this study showed no significant difference in the health
effects of part -time and full-tithe employment. Cohort:
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1548 WALDRON, INGRID and JACOBS, JERRY A. "Effects of Multiple Roles on Women's Health- Evidence
from a National Longitudinal Study." Women & Health (Forthcoming).

This Study analyzes data from the NLS of Mature Women in order to assess.the health effects of three roles-- labor
force-participant, spouse, and parent. Women who held more roles had better health trends. The effect of each
specific role varied, depending on Mee and the other roles a woman held. .For example,, it appears that labor force
participation had beneficial effects on health for white women wtio,.we-re not married and for black women with
children at home, but not for other women. The fmdingi do notsupport the hypothesis that involvement in multiple
roles contributes to role strain and consequent harmful effects on women's health. Rather, it appears that
involvement in multiple roles generally contributed to better health, due to the beneficial effects of labor force
participation and marriage for some women. Cohort: W.

1549 WALLACE, T. DUDLEY; IHNEN, LOREN A.; PALMER, STEVEN K. "An Empirical investigation of the
Determinants of the Expenditures and Time Spent on Formal Schooling: A Test of a Lilo Cycle Model of Human
Capital." Final Report, U.S. Department of Health, Education, &Welfare, National Institute of Educatibn, 1975.

This project explores,a life cycle model for, implications about economic variables influencing choice of length of
full-time schooling and applies the resulting model to the NLS data. A Ben Porath type model was solved for the
reducedlorm,relating length of full-time schooling to the exogenous variables (model parameters). In,addidon,
directional effects of-these variables on length of full-time icr,oling were derived. The results, confirm the
implication of the theoretical model that schooling choice is subject to economic explanation. Cohort: B.

1550 WANNER, RICHARD A. and LEWIS, L 5: "Economic Segmentation and the Course of the Occupational
Career." Work and Occupations 10,3 (Augiist 1983): 307-324.

The segmented labor market is studied to determine the difference Of career paths of workers. Core industries are
structured to maintain continuous production and skills acquisition. They have firm internal lairs makets, unlike
peripheral firms, which have low profit margins and high turnover. Using data from the NLS Olde -:tits., cohort, -it is
determined that the resources that have the greatest impact on the degree of status change in career' development are
the education and training variables. Core industries are found to be more upwardly mobile in the case of white or
minority workers studied. Cohort: M.

1551 WANNER, RICHARD A. and MCDONALD, LYNN. "Ageism in the Labor Market: Estimating Earnings
Discrimination Against Older Workers." Journal of Gerontology 38,6 (1983): 738-744.

In this paper, the authors attempt to determine the degree to which older persons who are employed full -time
experience a decline in earnings not related', to a decline in productivity. Such a decline in earnings is labelled
discrimination. Using panel data for a cohort of men age 45-54 in 1966, trends in earnings between 1966 and 1976
are examined. The effects of labor force experience on earnings controlling for factors related to productivity, such
as health, time on the job, and specific occupational training, as well as other :actors known to influence earnings
levels are analyzed. Comparing earnings attainment models estimatedat both time periods, it was found that the
effect of experience on earnings is negligible in 1966 but substantial and negative in;1976. Furthermore, by far the
largest component in the real earnings decline experienced by these men between 1966 and 1976 is associated with

0 the increase in age-related experience. Cohort: M.

1552 WAYNO, FRANK JOHN, JR. "The Retirement Decision Process: A Multinomial Logit Analysis of the
Expected Retirement Decisions of Middle-Aged Male Workers." Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, 1983.
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This study examines the process by which an employed male, nearing the point in his work career where retirement
becomes a possibility, selecti an intended retirement-mode-from among the several possibilities available to him.
Utilizing data from the NLS and employing multinomial logit analytical procedures,- the study identifies,the factors
which inflUence the selettion of retirement modes (early retirement and never retiring) different from tlit traditional
one of: retirement at age 65. The research design: (1) operationalizes the decision to retire as a choice among
Multiple options; (2) incorporates mandatory retirement as a specifying variable in the retirement decision model; (3).
utiliies a multivariate framework for analysis which includes six broad categories of factors reputed to be influential-
in the retirement decision ,(information about retirement; personality characteristics: social 'psychological factors;
'ecOnonfic,and noneconomic rewards of employment; expected financial needs and resources in retirement; physical
and mental ability for work);_ and (4) utilizes a longitudinal time_frame in the analysis-of the retirement decision
process._ The major findings of the study indicate-that: (1) The six categories of factors do not each play a role in
every retirement decision. The expectation of early retirement grows out of a decision proceSs dominated by social
psychological -and informational factors, with age and changes in ,family income and assets playing a minor role,
while the decision process associated with the expectation of never retiring contains several factors from the
employment rewards and retiretnenvneeds and resources categories; as well as the social psychological factors of
importance to the early_ retirement choice. (2) Workers subject to mandatory retirement regulationsare more prone
to expect to retire early, and tend to consider a wider range of factors in their early retirement decision, than workers
not so subject. A normative explanation for the findings is developed using anthropologist Richard Hall's "levels of
culture" framework. Cohort: M.

1553 'WAZ1ENSKI, ROBERT J. "Structural and Individual Determinants of Commitment to Work." PhD.
Dissertation, University of Kansas, 1987.

The purpose of this research is to clarify the concept of commitment, assess some of the determinants of
commitment to work, and isolate and discuss gender differences in commitment to work. The study utilized data
from 6;396_ in the Young Men and Young Women cohorts of the NLS. Discriminant analysis was used
to assess a model including occupational status, industrial sector, gender, race, education, marital status, job tenure,
job content, job context, job satisfaction;-and locus -of control as determinants of commitment to work. It was
hypothesiied that the structural factors of occupational status and induStrial sector are more important determinants
of commitment to work than the individual factors including personal characteristics, perceptions of job
characteristics, and attitudinal characteristics for both genders. Results from the analyses fail to support this
hypothesis. Overall, the individual determinantS of percentions.pfjob content and job satisfaction are the most
consistent and significant determinants of commitment to work. Structural variables are significant determinants
only for men. For women, personal factors such as education and marital status are significant. These findings are
interpreted and discussed in terms of the different sources ofpower and control for men and women. Cohort: B G.

1554 WEGNER, T. G. and REE, M. J. "The 1980 Youth Population: Correcting -the Speeded Subtest."
Unpublished manuscript, Manpower and Personnel Division, U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Brooks
AFB, TX, N.D.

In the effort to change the reference base of the Armed_Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to a sample
representative of American youth in 1980, anomalies noted in the speeded subtest performance of the new sample
indicated it might be an inappropriate reference. Discrepancies were traced to a nonoperational answer sheet used
for data collection of the 1980 NLSY sample. The present study was conducted to correct the problem by equating
the speeded subteit scores of the youth sample to operational test scores. Data were collected on the speeded subtest
from about 9,500 service applications at Military Entrance Processing Stations; half used operational answer sheets
as were employed in -the youth sample. Results indicated that the adjustments for the answer sheets resolved the
anomalies, and that the 1980 NLSY sample could be appropriately used with these adjustments. Cohort: Y.
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1555 WIELGOSZ, JOHN B. and CARPENTER, SUSAN A. "The Effectiveness of Alternative Methods of
Searching for Jobs and Finding Them: An Exploratory Analysis of the Data Bearing, Upon Coping with
Joblessness." American Journal of Economics and Sociology 46,2 (April 1987): 151-164.

Although job search has an impact on both the extent and the duration of unemployment, little is known about the
relative effectiveness of alternative job search methods. Using data derived mainly from the 1982 NLSY, job search
methods are examined to determine their effect on search duration and job satisfaction. Jab search methods do seem
to differ significantly in influencing job search diiration. In all cases, significantly shorter job search durations were
associated with the use of informal chaitnels. Some have held that informal job search channels convey a particular
type of qualitative information that produces a better job choice. The data, however, did not support the widely held
view that -informal job search methods `had a positive effect on job satisfaction. The occupation and industry
variables appear to be the main variables influencing job satisfaction. [ABI/INFORM] Cohort: Y.

1556 WIELGOSZ, JOHN B. and CARPENTER, SUSAN -A. "The Effectiveness of Job Search and Job Finding
Methods of Young Americans." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,
1983.

This study examines whether particular methods of job search exert a significant influence on the duration of job
Search and the level Of job satisfaction of young Americans. It is well established that informal methods of job
search are very important in the job search Process. The reasons for this importance, however, are not at all clear.
Previous studies that haVe examined the effectiveness of job search methods have been rather limited. They have
tended to use rather narrow definitions of effectiiiness and have not adequately controlled for the variety of personal
and labor Market characteristict that might impinge on method effectiveness. This study attempts to overcome many
of these problems. The authors conclude that search methods do indeed significantly influence the duration of job
search, with the informal methods performing significantly better than the state employment service. However, no
evidence was found to support the often-espoused view that informal methods convey a particular type of intensive
and qualitative information which makes for greater job qaticfaction. Cohort Y.

1557 WILLIAMS, DONALD R. "Non-pecuniary Rewards and the Labor Force Participation of Black and White
Youth." Mimeo, Department of Economics, Kent State University, 1987.

Previous work regarding the labor force participation of black and white youth has ignored the fact that they may
face jobs with different non-pecuniary characteristics. In this paper, the arthor extends the standard "second-
generation" model ofilabor force participation to include non:pecuniary rewards, and estimates the effects such
rewards have on the probability of participation for a sample of black and white males from the NLSY. The results
suggest that job characteristics have a significant impact on participation, and that racial differences in job
characteristics explain up to 25 percent of the black-white participation rate differential. Cohort: Y.

1558 WILSON, ALISA. "Women's Interindustry and Oc.cupational Mobility Using a Multidimensional Model of
Economic Segmentations." PhD. Dissertation, University of Southern California, N.D.

This study of women's movement 'between empirically defined segments of the economy assesses whether
intersectoral mobility occurs and whether selected industry characteristics prohibit such movement. Interest in these
questions stems from the belief that industries, as structural institutions, exert a unique influence on the mobility
process. The rust part of the study seeks to determine whether economic segmentation is more realistically
portrayed by a bifurcated model of the economy, as suggested by dual economy theory, or by an empirically defined
model of economic segmentation which allocates industries to sectors on the basis of ten concept groups:
concentration, size, capital intensity or labor intensity, foreign involvement, government intervention, profit,
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autonomy, productivity, unionization, and growth. A review of existing theoretical and empirical data indicates that
a bifurcated model of the economy does not adequately reflect the complex dimensions ofour current industrial
strucure. The dual economy typology is rejected in favor ofa multidimensional typology of economic segmentation
which includes 16 industrial sectors: oligopoly, core,: wholesale, periphery, small shop, core utilities and finance,
periphery utilities, core transport, periphery transport, local monopoly, education and nonprofit, agriculture, brokers,
real estate, ordnance, and tobacco. Major findings are: (1) intersectoral mobilitynccurs, albeit with decreasing
frequency as women age. Nearly three quarters of older women are sectorally immobile. (2) black women and
white women exhibit quite different mobility patterns for the two time periods in question. During the early years
(1967 to 1973);-black women are,more mobile than white women, whereas during the later years (1972 to 1978),
white women are more mobile than blackwomen. (3) industrial sectors retain women between time 1 and time 2 on
a bails much greater than that expected to occur by chance. This finding confirms the independent effect that
industrial groupings exert ai labor market mobility. Cohort: G W.

1559 WILSON, R. MARK. "An Analysis of Initial Occupational and Educational Choices of Black and White Men
and Women." Review of Business and Economic Research 15,2 (Winter 1979-80): 2845.

This study examines the determining factors of the initial occupational and educational choices of yourig white and
tiack females and males. A legit estimation technique, is used due to the qualitative nature of the dependent
occupation _variables; -this technique has bea.i. demonstrated to be consistent with models of choice behaviorbased
on individual utility maximization. The empirical framework rests on the theory that an occupatidnal choice is the
result of utility maximization. The data utilized was the NL.5 of Young Men and Women. Results confirm that the
set of independent variables, representing socioeconomic background characteristics, is significant in the
determination of those choices; 'a father's education is particularly important in the choice between base categories,
especially for whites. The basic idea of inteidependence between educationaland occupational choice is supported.
This interdependence should be taken into account in studies ofdiscrimination. Cohort: B G.

1560 WINDLE, MICHAEL. "Substance Use and Abuse Among Adolescent Runaways: A Four-Year Follow-up
Study." Journal of Youth and Adolescence (Forthcoming).

Using data from the NISY, runaway status in early adolescence (ages 14-15) was associated with subsequent (four-
years later) substance abuse, alcohol problems, and school dropout status. Threerunaway categories were formed
never runaway, runaway mice, and runaway two-or-more times. Overall, the repeat runaways reported engaging in
higher levels of substance use and abuse than never and once runaways. However, some degree of gender
specificity in the relationships for repeat runaways and substance abuse were found. Female repeat runaways were
particuhrly susceptible to abusing illicit drugs (and not alcohol), whereas male repeat runaways manifested a more
generalized susceptibility to abusing alcohol, cigarettes, marijuana, and other illicit drugs. Whereas substance use
and abuse was linearly associated with runaway status, both the one-time and repeat runaways manifested equivalent
proPoriions of school dropouts, and at levels far exceeding never runaways. Results are discussed with regard to the
heterogeneous developmental pathways leading toward and away from adolescent runaways. Cohort: Y.

1561 WINDLE, MICHAEL and BLANE, HOWARD T. "Cognitive Ability and Drinking Behavior in a National
Sample of Young Adults." Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research 13,1 (January/February 1989): 43-48.

"esearch explored the relationship of verbal intelligence to alcohol-related problems using data from the NLSY.
It was found that while lower verbal intelligencewas associated with a lower risk of drinking, it was also associated,
amongst those who drink, with a higher risk for alcohol-related problems. Cohort: Y.
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1562 WINHOLTZ, GERALD M. "Some Economic Determinants and Consequences of Marital Disruption." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1981.

This-thesis represents an effort to formulate and test a theory which might account for the, sharp -rise iri marital
dissolution in recent decades. It was hypothesized that the increasing economic independence of woman constitutes
a critical factor in the upsurge in marital dissolution: with greater economic independence, marital dissolution
becothes a less costly, more viable alternative for women. A number of variables relevant to the_increasing
availability of employment for women [are] level of women's earnings, number of children, presence of a young
child, and availability and level of public assistance payments. The NLS data set (Young Women and Mature
Women cohorts) was utilized to attempt to test our theory. From this data set, 4,798 cases were selected consisting
of women who, at the time of the initial interview, vat currently married; 'married for the rust time, no longer
enrolled full-time in school, and living with their husband in a separate household. (This included 1,312 women
ages 14 to 24 and 3,486 women ages 30 to 44). The Marital status of these women two years hence was determined
from a second interview. Using the NLS data set, it was possible to examine the influence of each of the variables of
interest except public assistance payments. A set of control variables was also utilized, including age, age at
marriage; duration of marriage, urban residence, husband's income instability, and level of husband's earnings. The/
dependent variable, marital dissolution, was - defined to include both diVorce and separation. Availability Of
employment, for women (represented by-in index of market demand for "female labor) exhibited the expected
influence -significantly increasing the probability of marital dissolution. The influence of wife's earnings potential
on marital dissolution, though positive as expected, was not statistically significant. Contrary to expectations,
however; the number of dependent children and presence of a young child were found to increase significantly the
probability of marital dissolution. In sum, our hypothesis regarding the centrality of wife's economic independence
as a deternibmit of marital dissolution was only partially upheld. To the extent that the economic independence of
women may haVe been a significant factor in rising divorce rates in recent decades, these findings suggest that it is
the increasing availability of jobs for women, rather than the leVel of pay or reduced responsibilities,
which is the "key factor. Husband's income instability was also found to increase significantly the probabTlity of
marital dissolution. Consistent with some previous findings, level of husband's earnitti did not significantly affect
mantel diaolution when income instability was held constant. Age was found to reduce significantly the probability
of marital dissolution as expected; and while duration of marriage showed a signifiCant negative correlation with
marital dissolution, its influence became insignificantwhen age was held constant. Urban residence exhibited a
positive influence on marital dissolution, part of that influence being mediated by the positive influence of
urbanization on market demand for female labor. As one might expect, marital dissolution had a significant
detrimental effect on- the woman's economic wellbeing (indicated by an incomelneedS ratio which takes into
consideration family size as well as income). Those respondents who experienced:marital dissolution had lower
than average family income prior to dissolution, and dropped substantially further subsequent to dissolution.
Somewhat surprisingly, older women whose marriages dissolved experienced less absolute decline in economic
wellbeing and remained better off than younger women. Those women whose husbands had more unstable income
incurred a lesser absolute decline in economic wellbeing. However the most important determinant of economic
wellbeing among those women whose marriage dissolved was their potential earnings. [UMI ADG81-22348]
Cohort: G W.

1563 WITYAK, NANCY LYNN. "Occupational Attainment Resources and the Life Cycle Patterns of Young
Women." Ph.D. Dissertation, The George Washington University, 1982.

This study is directed toward two primary objectives: the identification of ordering patterns characterizing the
feniale-transition to adulthood, and the development of models to explain the female occupational attainment
process. The transition to adulthood is argued to reflect social expectations in the font of normative patterns for
ordering three key life cycle events: completion of full-time education, marriage, and entry into the labor force. Six
possible female ordering patterns are hypothesized including a Female Normative pattern and a Male Normative
pattern. Young women complete the transition to adulthood according to the Female Normative pattern when they
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first complete their education, then marry, and last enter the labor force. The Male Nonnative pattern occurs when
young women reverse the order of marriage and entry into the labor force. Using data from the NLS Young
Women's cohort (ages 14-24 in 1968), it is demonstrated that the,Female Normative pattern inost frequently
characterizes young women's ordering of transition events, while the Male Normativepattern is the second mast
frequently evidenced method of ordering events in.:the transition to adulthood. After establishing temporal
sequence of events, the theoretical possibility that different ordering patterns produce variation in the process of
occupational attainment is examined. The findings demonstrate the continuing importance of early attainments as
bases for later occupational attainments in both the Female and Male Normative models. The marital family has a
greater impact on later occupational attainments in the Female Normative model, and the effects operate primarily
through husband's socioeconomic status, the absence of children in the maritalfamily, and post-marital education.
Male Normative orderers do obtain significant advantages from husband's socioeconomic status as well. In both
models, age it first marriage is found to have a negative effect on occupational attainment in 1977. The results of
the study demonstrate the usefulness Of employing a life cycle perspective to elaborate the variable order of events
prier to the development and testing of occupaticinal attainment models for women. Cohort: G.

1564- WOLFBEIN, SEYM'2UR L. "Men in the Pre-Retirement Years. Papers on the Occasion of a Conference on
National Longitudinal Surveys of Men 45-64 Years of Age." Philadelphia: Temple University School of Business
Administration, 1977.

The report contains addresses by Eli Giazberg and David Affeldt, and five papers presented at the conference:
Health Limitations and Labor Market Experience during the Pre-Retirement Years, by Paul J. Andrisani; Middle
Age Mobility: Its Determinants and Consequences, by Ann P. Bartel and George J. Bo_ rjas; Determinants of Poverty
Status and Poverty Level Wages: A Reconsideration of Human Capital Theory, by Susan L Miller, Factors
Associated with Early Withdrawal from the Labor Force, by Farold L. Sheppard; The Effectiveness of Training
Programs in Raising Earnings, by Robert E. Hall. Cohort: M.

1565 WOLFE, BARBARA L. "Childbearing and/or Labor Force Participation: The Education Connection."
Research in Population Economics, Volume 2,1980.

The "effect of more education for women on their fertility behavior is examined using data from the National Bureau
of Economic Research - Thorndilte-Hagen sample (NBER-TH) and a comparable group from the NLS. The NBER-
TH data are longitudinal 25-yea histories of 5,083 white males and their families. The effect ofeducation on family
size is analyzed through several distinct factors: contraceptive efficiency, age at marriage, tastes toward children and
desired standard of living, opportunity cost, and efficiency in-raising children. Investigation shows that a
combination of the taste and. efficiency factors has a positive, though nonlinear, relation to fertility. Opportunity
cost has the expected negative relationship to family size. Since the opportunity cost factor has dominated other
results, this raises questions concerning the true impact of increased women's wages on fertility. Cohort: M.

1566 WOLFE, BARBARA L. "Interrelations of Fertility and Women's LaborForce Participation, with Particular
Emphasis on the Effects of Education." Presented: Seattle, Population Associationof America Meeting, 1975.

This study investigates the effect of more education for women on their fertility behavior. The opportunity cost
effect (wage rates) has a negative relationship to family size; however, a positive, though nonlinear, relationship
exists hetween fertility and a combination of taste and efficiency factors; however, the cost factor has a negative
relationship to family size. Cohort: M.
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1567 WOLFE, JERRI-L. "Employment Experience and Job Satisfaction of New Mothers." Ph.D. Dissertation;
Oregon Stme University, 1987.

In spite of the high family demands associatectwith having an infant, an increasing number of women are choosing
.to retain close ties to the labor force during this period. This study explored the employment adjustments and job
satisfaction of a giimp of warren Who becanie mothers for the first time. The'ciata for this study were taken from the
NLSY.. 'Thirty-one 'mairied..women who bad _their first child between the 1981 and 1982 interviews a:id were
employed during both the 1980 and -1982interviews were the foctis of:analysis. A pre-post design.Was utiliied to
identify changes in employment characteristics runt job, satisfaction following childbirth. Two additional &ups of
wallet); childless women (n =171) and women with at least two children,(n 62) were included in the analysis for
comparison purposes. Strategiet for managing ^the_ new responsibilities of parenthood included-decreasing hours
,worked Ort:the job and changing the shift- worked. -Few other-Changes were observed-in the 'comparison of pre,
pregnancy jOb characteristics with postchildbirth job characteristics No change in job satisfaction-was found -This
stability; may be,dae to the-fact that 65.percent of new Mothers were attached to one employer during this two year
pericid. Additional analysis revealed that 91 percent of new mothers had only one employer during the year they
_gave birth. Thus, it appears from these data that the ability to return to same employer folloWing childbirth may
be pivotatin -women's decision-- to return quickly to -the labor_ force. Correlation and stepWise regression analysis
watt utilized to identify factors Mated to 1982 level of job satisfaction and1980-1982 changes in job satisfaction. In
general,-both static job satisfaction and change in job satisfaction were moreitmfigly related to job characteristics
than personal and family characteristics: Stepwise regression analysis provided a six- variable accounting for
44 potent of the:_variance in the staticlneasure of job satisfaction and a ten-variable model, accounting for 37-
percent of the variance in change in job satisfactiondUMI -ADG87-17052] Cohort Y.

1568 WLLPIN, KENNETH L "Estimating a- Structural Search Model: The Transition from School to Worlc."
Economelrica 55,4 (July 198V801-818.

ThiS paper presents a job search model that is monometrically implemented using all the restrictions that are implied
by job search theory, and it provides a statistical test of those restrictions. The usefulness of this approach is that it
provides a check on the internal consiitency of the model as revealed by the data; one can verify the extent to
which the internal logic of the theory misrepresents the data. The most interesting experiment is related to the impact
of a change in the offer probability schedule on reservation wages and working probabilities. On the whole, working
probabilities are not very sensitive to changes in offer probabilities, given the other parameter estimates. It would
therefore be misleading to corzlude that it is the rarity of offers that causes long durations of unemployment because
an increase in offer probabilities alone will not reduce the duration. There exist combinations of parameters which
would lead to greater sensitivity of working probabilities to offer probabilities, but evidently those combinations do
not fit the data as well as the parameters estimated here. Cohort: Y.

1569 WOLPIN, KENNETH I. "Search, Layoff, Quits, and Endogeneous Wage Growth." (In-progress Research).

The purpose of this paper is to study empirically the early employment patterns of recent male high school graduates
in the context of an explicit lifetime optimization model. As an essential ingredient of the analysis a detailed
longitudinal description of the employment characteristics of this group, distinguished by race, is provided using
unique data from the NLSY. The descriptive information gives a more recent picture of the transition from school to
work in the first five years since permanently leaving school than is elsewhere available (e.g., Topel and Ward,
1988) and provides a set of statistics which the model must attempt to fit. The estimates of the structural model can
he used to address a number of important labor market issue's. The power of the structural approach is that it
systematically and consistently integrates a number of behaviors which have previously been studied separately.
The questions that can be addressed encompass a number of related literatures including: What are the effects of
unemployment compensation parameters on the length of covered unemployment spells? In addition, is the length of
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uncovered unemployment spells as well as employment spells affected by changes in unemployment compensation
parameters? What is the effect of job tenure or employer-specific experience on wages? What is the effect of job
tenure or employer- specific experience on wages? What is the effect of general work experience on wages? Is the
probability of receiving job offers while unemployed greater or smaller than while employed? Do these offer
probabilities Vary with work histories? Is the appropriate interpretation of a layoff as-a bincling.constraint or as a
new offer from the rum that the worker rejects? What accounts for black-white differences in employment patterns?
Cohort: Y.

1570 WOLPIN, KENNETH I. and GONUL, FUSUN. -"On the Use of Expectations Data in Mitro Surveys: The
Case of Retirement." Columbus, OH: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, 1985.

Most large-scale data sets, cross - sectional and longitudinal, contain questions concerned -with expectations about
futurelife events, among them future labor force behavior, fertility, schooling, and occupation. The aim of this
paper is to ascertain whether data on retirement expectations are consistent with data on actual laborsupply in the
Sense that both are derived .from thesame optimizing: model. The researchers develop a methocicilog; for this
purpose and implement it using data from the NLS of Older Men. They fmd that reported expected retirement ages
are actually more accurate than expected retirement ages predicted by the labor supply model, although the
correlation between them is significant. This is consistent with tho idea that expectations data provide valuable
information abOla labor supply behavior which can be exploited to improve estimates of labor supply .models.
Cohort: M.

1571 WON, CHANGIEE. '1Jnionism and Turnover: Exit-Voice Tradedf, Firm Size, and Spillover Effects."
PhD. Dissertation, The Ohio State University,.1988.

It has been shown in the literature that unionism has a deterrent effect on turnover: The deterrent effect of unionism
on turnover is primarily explained by union wage premium and voice mechanism.. The exit-voice tradeoff
hypotheSis was established from the tradeoff between voice and' exit. The existing test of the exit -voice tradeoff
proposed by Freeman is to show a negative Coefficient on the union membership variable when wages are controlled
in quit regressions. Whether such a test is valid is in fact questionable. If the union effect is to be regarded as the
composite effect that captures all but the union wage effect, and if the composite effect contains other effects as well
as the voice effect, then union membership is not merely a proxy for union voice. Based on this criticism, the author
proposes another test of the exit-voice tradeoff and incorpcirates an explicit instrument for union voice, that is, the
percentage of union contracts covered by grievance provisions. To identify the more precise effects of union voice,
some, omitted variables such as rum size, fringe' benefits, and tenure are also included which are correlated with
unionism. A number of studies have reported that unionism haS an important spillover effect on nonunion rums.
This paper proposes that large nonunion employers faced with the threat of unionization may remain nonunion by
mimicking unions on grievance provisions.but not on seniority rules. To test the exit-voice tradeoff, a turnover
model is used in Which a worker quits his current job if the total compensation of the best alternative job exceeds the
total compensation of his current job plus the cost of changing jobs. The results from the NLSY, Young Men, and
Old Men demonstrate_that the exit-voice tradeoff is seen among younger union workers but not .among older
members. The data also support the argument that large unorganized firms mimic union grievance procedures to
deter unionization. Seniority rules are important among older union workers while they are not adopted by large
unorganized rums as an optimal strategy. [UMI ADG88-24645] Cohort: B M Y.

1572 WONG, ODALIA HO. "A Survival Analysis of First Marriage Postponement." Ph.D. Dissertation, The
University of Chicago, 1987.
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This dissertation analyzes theMenninanta of the age, at first marriage of yotmg:women. The empirical analysis is
performed:on a sample of white women born between the late 1940s and the mid-1950s which is taken from the
NLS of Young Women. The prOPOrtiOnal hazards model, which is ideal for analyzing, panel data, is used in our
analysis. The- relationships - between -the age at firSt marriage and the women's personal characteristicS such as
educational attainment, school enrollment;,employment, income, -future plan at age 35 and SMSA residence are
examined. In addition, ..tho relationships between the age-at first marriage_ and the women's family _background
characteristics such aYParental education _level, father's occupational level, mother's employment and living
,anangernent at age14 are also examined. Our analysis shows that late reamers are generally more highly educated,
employed, have higher income, and plan to work later in life. This lends support to our hypothesis that young
women are taking the opportunities to achieve in the economic world more seriously by placing more emphasis and
-spending more time on the pursuits of a better education and a working career.,Ths-finding that higher education and
employment only reduce the likelihood of marriage for women underage-20 but not fur women over age 24 is an
iniportant,one. It:indicates that the pursuits of higher education and/or a caret r is:ineo:npatible only with early
,marriage, but not with a young woman's plans to eventually have her own family.'Iq other Worl:s, the recent increase

in the-median age at first-marriage of the bride should not-be takerrls a sign that young woineware foregoing
marriage. -Rather, it ,is -an indication .that young women are postponing marriage until :education is completed,
employment is secured and savings accumulated. [LW ADG05-61995] Cohort: G.

1573 WOOD, ERICA BROWN. "The Impact.of Household, Structure on .the Economic Status of Employed
Women: A Cohort and Racial Comparison." PhD. Dissertation, Syracuse 1983.

This dissertation examines the impact of household type on the economic status of employed women. One Of the
Major assumptions of the research is that the two are interrelated to such an extent that a comprehensive assessment
Of economic status cannot be made without simultaneously controlling for the effects Of household composition.
Another important assumption is that patterns in household composition differ by race and that, in turn, causes both
infra- and inter - racial economic disparities. The data for this study come- from the NLS of -Mature and Young
Women for the-years 1967,1968,1977 and 1978. All aspects of the data analysis are controlled for household type
(married husband. present and head of household); race (black and white women); and cohort (mature and young).
The descriptive data examine the structure of respondents' changing household composition, current employment
status_and labor force history-as wall as components of respondent total family income. The inferential analysis
focuses' on a human capital model of labor force earnings. The independent variables are education, Duncan
occuPatiOnalprestige code, labor force history, age of youngest child and other family income. The main finding
with respect to the model is that both black and white married women in each cohort tend to capture higher returns
ontheir human capital investments. with respect to earnings than do _black heads of household. The model and the

-descriptive data indicate signs- of economic distress wittrespeet to the increasing population of black heads of
household: a drop in labor force participation over, the decade studied, low levels of human capital attainment, and
low levels orincome otherthan earnings. Simultaneously, blkk heads of household tend to have nearly as many
children as do married (husband present) women but only one-half the total family income of married women with
which to strport their families. Results of the model-provided substantially lower R('2)s, for white than fer.bla;.k
women, suggesting a need to reevaluate the rapidly changing economic and familial roles of white women with data
and research. Cohort G W.

1574 WOODROW, KAREN ANN. "Fertility and Marital Dissolution among Young American Women." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1984.

The focus of this research is on the impact of childbearing upon the likelihood of marital dissolution during the first
ten years of marriage. The birth of the first child causes numerous shifts in spousal roles, the household division of
labor, time for leisure activities, and economic demands. Children also constitute a unique type of marital-specific
capital, capital of greater-value in the marriage than if the marriage were to dissolve. This research has two major
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tlirecticins: first, to discern the relationship between marital dissolution and the tempo of marital childbearing, the
pact at which women experience the first, second and third marital births; and, second, to discern whether women's
involvement non-familial activities influences marital dissolution. The sample utilizes event-history data on rust
marriages for ever-married women from the NLS of Young Women, 1968-1978. A methodology particularly
appropriate with longitudinal, event-history data is discrete-time proportional hazards modeling of the hazard of
divorce. The independent variables are the woman's characteristics at the beginning of each marital year, including
not only her characteristics at the time of entry into first marriage, but also,- more importantly, the time-variant
characteristics related to childbearing and non-familial roles. The dependent variable is simply the probability that a
divorce occurs prior to the end of each marital year. The findings confirm that the occurrence of the first and second
marital births decreases the hazard of divorce for black and white women. during the first,ten years of their first
marriages. Rapid family formation, i.e., occurrence of first, seccifid, and third marital births during the first six years
of moTriage, is associated with an increased hazard- of divorce. Young women's involvement in the labor force
increases the hazard of divorce. The timing and occurrence of the rust marital birth is important in decreasing the
likelihood of diVorce during the early years of Marriage, especially for women who entered into marriage at young
ages. Future research should address the causal linkages between the presence of children and women's involvement
in labor force activities. Cohort G.

1575 WOODS, ELINOR M. and HANEY, WALT. "Does Vocational E_ ducation Make a Difference? A Review of
Previous Research and Reanalysis of National Longitudinal Data Sets." National Institute of Education. Cambridge:
The Huron Institute, 1981.

This study was designed to determine whether vocational education appears to make a difference in terms of a
variety of outcomes, including subsequent employment and advanced education and training. The report contains a
review of previous national and non-national research concerning the effects'of vocational education and a reanalysis
of three national longitudinal data sets. A description of the characteristics of secondary vocational students and
graduates (such as background, coursework taken, and test score differences) is provided. Then an assessment is
made of gainful employment outcomes associated with participation in secondary education programs.
Postsecondary programs are also examined. The results of the research, as regards the title question, is a qualified
yes. The report ends with an overall summary and a series of conclusions addressing the question in detail. Cohort:
B.

1576 WU, HUOYING. "Two Essays in the Human Capital Theory." Ph.D. Dissertation, The Ohio State
University, 1989.

This dissertation resents two essays on human capital theory. The rust essay, "Human Capital and the Wage
Generating Process," provides a review of the literature on the earnings generating theories of the optimal human
capital accumulation models. A modified Ben-Porath model is used to explain the life-cycle wage generating
process by incorporating uncertainty and the value of leisure. An econometric method for estimating-this continuous:
time optimal control problem is also developed. In addition, time-dependent wage offer distributions are derived.
The data, estimation procedures, empirical' results, and tests of hypotheses are included. The second essay,
"Temporary Layoffs, Permanent Layoffs, -and the Shared Investment of Specific Human Capital," analyzes the
effects of firm-specific human capital and sharing ratio on permanent and temporary separations. Cohort: Y.

1577 WU, LAWRENCE L. "Robust M-Estimation of Location and Regression." In: Sociological Methodology
1985, Nancy B. Tuma, ed., San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1985.

This chapter discusses one class of robust estimators, the M-estimators, which are designed to perform well even
when the observed data deviate from the common assumption -of a Gaussian (or normal) distribution, An advantage
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of M-estimators is that they permit the estimation of both central tendency in univariate problems and regression
coefficients in multivariate problems. Several empirical examples are .given, including an analysis of data taken
from the 1979 NLSY on hourly wages of a sample of 19-year-old white males. Differences between OLS and M-
estimates of regression coefficients appear due to one extreme outlier and several other cases with low reported
wages. Cohort: Y.

1578 YANG, HAE-SUNG. "Union-Non:aim Wage Differential: A Human Capital Approach." Ph.D.
Dissertation, Tulane University, 1982.

The objective of this study is to empirically examine union-nonunion wage differential in the context of human
capital theory. As a starting point, previous theoretical ancLempirical studies explaining the union-nonunion wage
differential are surveyed. Most recent empirical studies surveyed since Lewis' work (1963) have shown that there
exists a quite large wage differential of about ,15 to 30 percent. In examining the underlying causes which bring it
about, most conventional studies stand on-the view of the wage differential as monopoly rent. This approach,
however, does not explain several aspects of real phenomena. Recently, several theories which-interpret the wage
differential from different points of view have heen developed. This study attempts to analyze the role of unions in
the creation of wage differentials via their effect on investment in speCific human capital. From the theoretical
argument one testable hypothesis follows:,the worker-fmanced stock of specific human capital would be increased
under unionism,-and thereby some portion of the allegedly higher wage &union workers would be explained by the
return to increased union worker-owned specific human capithl. The oilict implication of the theoretical analysis for
an empirical testing is that the stock of specific human capital in a particular industry might be proxied by the rehire
rate of the industry; The basic wageequation to be employed for the empiriCal test is the expanded human capital
-model in which the specific human capital variable and other control variables are included. The empirical content
of the hypothesis is tested by the introduction of the interaction term between union dummy variable and rehire rate.
The primary data for the study were taken from the NLS of Young-Men. Cross-sectional results show that one-third
or one-quarter of union wage premium might be credited to the specific human capital possessed by union members.
Additionally, the empirieil estimates from the wage change equation, which are utilized to take fuller advantage of
the longitudinal nature of the data, provide some indirect evidence for the support of the hypothesis. Cohen: B.

1579 YBARRA, LEA and ZAKS, VIVIAN C. "The Educational and Occupational Aspirations and Attainment of
Young Hispanic Female Workers." Report, National Council of La Raza, U.S. Department of Labof, 1982.

This study examines the relative influence of maternal and paternal employment, educational attainment, and
generational status upon the educational, and occupational aspirations, expectations, and attainment of young
Hispanic-women. Both the educational level of father and mother and the occupations of the adult male and female
in the household when the respondent was fourteen had an impact On "the respondent's educational attainment.
Second and third generations continue to have exceedingly high dropout rates, and all groups tend to have the same
relatively low percentage of respondents who attend college. Data show that Hispanic women workers continue to
be concentrated in the lower paying occupations and that because of lower educational attainment, this pattern seems
entrenched. Overall results indicate that it will be some time before Hispanic females achieve parity in the higher
paying occupations. Mobility, in terms of educational and occupational attainment between second and third
generations, seems almost nonexistent. This mobility is hindered by factors of sexism, racism, low educationaland
.occupational levels of parents, and young women's own low levels of educational attainment and subsequent
reduced chances of moving into higher paying jobs. Cohort: Y.

1580 YU, CHIEN. "Factors Influencing Young Women's Occupational Choice and Aspirations." Ph.D.
Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State University, 1987.
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The purposes of the present study- were: (1) to investigate the ,differences in employment patterns of the 1968
women's cohort and the; 1979 *omen's cohort, aged 14 to.:22; (2) to explore the differences in occupational
aspirations of the 1968 women's cohort and the 1979 women's cohort aged 14 to 22; and (3) to apply the regression
models for young women's occupational choices and aspirations to the 1979 women's cohort. The data used in this-
study wen selected from the Young Women cohort and the,NLSY. The statistical techniques of chi-square,
independent west, and wfivariate and multivariate multiple regressions were applied in the present study. The
findings are: (1) More women from the 1979 cohort aged 14 to 17 were engaged in professional, technical, and
kindled levels than those from the 1968 cohort. In the age group of 18 to 22, however, the pattern was reversed. "(2)

'Fewer women in the 1968 cohort aged 14 to 17 were found to be hired in manufacturing, transportation,
communication and public utilities than their counterparts in 1979. (3) The father's education and,the female's
residence were found to be associated' with a female's occupational choice. (4) There is an interactive effect of a
female's' age andeducation on her occupational choice. (5) Females enrolled in an academic program had higher
scores in occupational choice than those enrolled in vocational and general education. (6) With respect to
relationships of all independent variables to occupational choice, the main effect of a female's resideute, as well as
the interactive ,effect of a female's age and education, was found. (7) The mother's education and occupation, the
father's occupation, and the female's residence were foUnd to be related to a female's occupational aspiration. (8) A
female's sage, education,. family /career attitude and knowledge of work were significantly related to a female's
-occupational aspiration. (9) The academic.;prograin was found to be significantly associated with a female's
occupational aspiration. = (10) Concerning relationships of all independent variables to a female's occupational
asPilation, the Mother's occupation, as well as a female's residence, age, education, knowledge of the world of work,
and school prograin attended was found to significant. 01) 4 female's residence, family/career attitude, school
-program'enrolled in, and the interactive effect of alemalo's age and education were found to be predictiVo of a
female's occupational choice and aspiration simultaneoL;ly. [UMI ADG87-28096] Cohort: G.

1581 ZAK, THOMAS A. "Earnings and Occupational Amenities." Ph:D. Dissertation, Vanderbilt University,
1980.

This dissertation examines the role of nonpecuniary compensation for woikeit. The idea of higher wages
compensating for onerous tasks is not new in the economics literature; however, until recently, very little empirical
work was attempted in this area Some factors which influence psychic income may be measurable. The statistical -
relationship between wages and job characteristics` may indicate the marginal evaluation that people place on
different features of the quality of life, as refleded in job related factors. Such valuations are known as hedonic
wages. Job characteristic variables from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (such as: hot, cold, and wet working
environments, filmes, hazards, and isolation) are introduced into reduced form wage equations containing personal
characteristics from the National Longitudinal Survey (such as: race, years of schooling, and union membership) to
provide' hedonic wage, estimates. A statistically significant negative job characteristic coefficient implies, everything
else equal, that woricets accept low r pecuniary compensation in jobs containing that condition -- an occupational
amenity. A disamenity,' however, requires additional monetary compensation to induce workers to undertake these
tasks and is indicated by a positive coefficient. Hedonic wage equations estimated across all occupations yield weak
and misleading results. While some evidence of compensating differentials appears, "wrong signed" coefficients
also occur. Personal characteristics, for the most part, determine the occupational opportunity set to which an

-individual has access; but many personal attributes remain unmeasured. In an attempt to reduce the problem created
by unmeasured skills, the sample is divided into five groups of occupations, thus reducing the likelihood of
estimating hedonic wages across wage-characteristic opportunity frontiers. Segmentation produces mixed results.
Compared to estimates across all occupations, each subset of occupations has far fewer "wrong signed" coefficients.
For three occupational groups (clerical and sales, craftsmut and foremen, and operatives) including jobs
characteristics has very little effect. The additional variables add little explanatory power to the simple wage
equations, and we find few significant coefficients. The most encouraging results come from the professions. Both
the increase in explanatory power and changes in personal characteristic coefficients when measures of working
conditions are added indicate that psychic income plays a major role in these occupations. Regressions based on
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laborers also produce interesting results, with positive compensating differentials for a number of conditions
belieyed to be onerous. [UMI ADG81-01690] Cohort: B.

0 1582 ZALOKAR, C. NADJA. "Careers of Young Women During the Transitional Decade of the 1970s."
Contemporary Policy Issues 7,1 (January 1989): 95-109.

Information from the NLS of Young Women was used to examine the careers of young women during the
transitional decade of the 1970s. Women in skilled, traditionally male occupations were the primary focus.
Although human capital theory predicted otherwise, women with high initial labor force attachmententered skilled
jobs in the traditionally female sector rather than the traditionally male sector. Women with low initial labor force
attachment who entered skilled jobs later in life were more likely to enter skilled male jobs: Women experienced
mixed success in skilled male occupations. Those in skilled male jobs were less likely to make long-term career
.commitments than women in skilled non-male jobs; however, they earned considerably more than women in other
positions. The chances of women remaining in skilled male occupations increased throughout the decade of the
1970s, which suggests that prospects for women in these jobs improved. [ABIJINFORM] Cohort: G.

1583 ZALOKAR, C. NADJA. "Generational Differences in Female Occupational Attainment -- Have the 1970s
Changed Women's Opportunities?" American Economic Review 76,2 (May 1986): 378-381.

Earlier studies found evidence that sex differences in labor force attachment may explain sex differences in
occupations. However, England (1982) and Corcoran et al. (1983) find that women with high labor force attachment
are no more likely than other women to be in male occupations. This suggests that, when selecting occupations,
women 'nay-face constraints in the form of direct labor market discrimination preventing them from entering male
occupations or of a socialization process through which,women and men acquire differing tastes for occupations. In
the present analysis, data from the NLS of Mature Women are compared with the NIS of-YoungWomen when each
cohort Was aged 30-38. The main source of women's increased occupational attainment during the 1970s was a
decrease in women's costs of entering (increase in women's tastes for) more skilled, less fatale occupations.
Cohort: G W.

1584 ZALOKAR, C. NADJA. "A Human Capital Model of Sex Differences in Occupational Distribution and
Wages." Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, 1982.

This dissertation develops a human capital model of occupational choice in order to determine the extent to which
differences in the labor force participation patterns of men and women can explain sex differences in the distribution
of first occupations. In Chapter 1, the theoretical and empirical research on the causes of sex differences in
occupations is examined. It-is argued that a better hurnan capital model of occupational choice must be developed
before the human Capital explanation of sex differences in occupations can be given a fair test. In Chapter 2, a
simple Noah capital smodel of sex differences in Occupational distribution and wages is developed in a general
equilibrium framework. The model suggests hoW changes in the lifetime labor force participation patterns of
women can lead to changes over time in the occupational,distribution of men and women and in their relative wages.
In -Chapter 3, a partial equilibrium framework is used to develop a more realistic human capital model of
occupational choice. Under the assumption that occupations require different amounts of general and occupation-
specific training, it is shown that the length and timing of discontinuities in the labor force participation pattern
affect occupational choice, because they affect the optimal investments in general and specific training. In Chapter
4, data from the NLS of Mature Women are used to test the Model. It is shown that, in fact, women's choices of first
occupation among general and specific training categories are quite sensitive to their labor force participation
patterns. The occupational distribution of women if they had men's labor force participation patterns is simulated
and compared to the women's actual occupational distribution. It is found' that if women had men's labor force
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participation patterns, they woula choose first occupations requiring more training, especially occupation-specific
training, In Chapter 5, it is concluded that the effect of sex differences in labor force participation patterns on their
occupational distributions can potentially explain almost three quarters of the male-female wage differential.
Cohort W.

1585 ZALOKAR, C. NADJA. "Male-Female Differences in Occupational Choice and the Demand for General and
Occupation-Specific Human Capital" Economic Inquiry 26,1 (January 1988): 59-74.

A human capital model of occupational choice as demand for general and' occupation-specific human capital is
presented to demonstrate how women's occupational choices vary with their lifetime labor force participation
patterns. Data from the NLS of Mature Women are used to test the model. Simulations that use parameter estimates
from -e,ie model reveal that, if women were to work continuously through out their lives, then they, would enter
occupations that require more human capital, particularly more specific human capital. Women's wages would
increase because these occupations pay more and because women Would' be working More and gaining more
experience. The model assumes that there is no labor market discrimination against women; how this assumption
affects the results depends upon the nature of actual labor market discrimination. [ABI/INFORK Cohort W.

1586 ZELLER, FREDERICK A.; SHEA, JOHN R.; KOHEN, ANDREW I.; MEYER, JACK A. "Career
Thresholds, VolUme 2." Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971.

The-present report, the secondin the series on the ,NLS of Young Men, summarizes some of the fir, sings of the
second round of interviews with that cohort that were conducted in' the autumn of 1967. Based exclusively on
tabular data, its primary purpose is to describe the magnitude and patients of change that occurred in the educational
and labor market status of the youth during the 12-month period between the first and second surveys. The age span
covered in the survey includes those years of a young man's life in which he first becomes integrated into the world
of work. This is a critical period in the total socialization process. The young man's subsequent labor market
behavior is influenced substantially by his educational and early,labor market experiences. In this report, the authors
have begun an analysis of these experiences by focusing cauthe magnitude and character of various changes that
have occurred over a one-year periodin school enrollment status, labor force participation, unemployment
experience, occupational and interfinn mobility, and educational aspirations. Cohort: B.

1587 ZWYCEWICZ, ANNE MARIE B. "Do as I Say, Not as I Did: A Mother's Influence on Her Daughter's
Educational and Occupational Achievements." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Maryland, 1984.

The present study investigated whether a mother's behavior and attitudes about work and school were significantly
related to her daughter's educational and occupational achievements. It also explored whether the powerful
influence of. education on male achievement applies equally well to female achievement. Data from the NLS were
used to study these questions. A subgroup of (144) NLS mother-daughter pairs selected by race served as the
present subject sample. Multiple regression analyses were used to test each of five research hypotheses. Daughter's
perceived encouragement from father to continue education past high school was included as a variable to clarify the
role of parental encouragement on daughter's achievements. Three covariates, mother's age, daughter's age and
daughter's oldest child status, were believed to influence the outcome measures, but were not of theoretical interest
in the present study. Two mediating variables, daughter's IQ and SES of daughter's parental family, were chosen
because of their known influence on achievement. Six maternal attitudinal factors were the main focus of the study:
mother's occupation, whether mother worked for wages when daughter was a teenager, mother's educational
achievement, mother's attitude toward women working, mother's predietion of daughter's educational achievenient,
and daughter's perceived encouragement from mother to continue education past high school. The study
investigated the effect of these variables on two outcome measures, daughter's occupational achievement and
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daughter's educational achievement. The analysis shot?. ed that mother's aiiitudes and not her behaviors are related
to daughter's occupational and educational achievements, and that daughter's educational attainment is correlated
with daughter's occupational achievement. It was found that mother's prediction of daughter's educational
achievement and daughter's Perceived encouragermt from mother explained an additional twenty percent of the
variance in daughter's educational achievement, over and above the thirty-four percent of the variance explained by
the covariates and mediators. Cohort: G W.
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948, 1021, 1025, 1027, 1031, 1044, 1046, 1064, 1066, 1091, 1100, 1209, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1220, 1243, 1244,
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354 Undemdjustment Bias in the Quasi-Experimental Evaluation of Manpower Training
975 Underreporting of Substance Use in a National Longitudinal Youth Cohort: Individual and Interviewer

Effects
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169 Unemployment as a Factor in Early Retirement Decisions

1150 Unemployment Experience of Individuals Over a Decade
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1294 Unemployment Experiences of Noistudents
619 Unemployment Laurance and the Duration of Unemployment: A Note_on Ehrenberg and Oaxaca
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1413 Union Effects on Quit Rates and Training
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Cohort B [Young Men or "Boys" who were 14-24years of age in the initial interview year of 1966.]

1, 6, 7;8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25;28, 29, 30, 31; 32, 33, 34;35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46,
47,49, 50, 56,57,, 58, 66, 67, 73, 74, 77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 84, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 109, 110,
114, 115, 118, 119, 120, 123, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135,,139, 142, 143, 146, 152, 156, 163, 164,
166, 170, 171, 175, 177, 184, 185, 186, 189, 191, 192, 196; 214, 215, 221, 222, 223, 225, 226, 227, 228,
229, 230, 231, 237, 241, 270, 274, 277, 238, 281,282,102, 303, 308, 309, 310, 313, 315, 316, 317, 318,
323, 328, 333, 336, 337, 339, 342, 349, 352, 353, 354, 359,361, 367, 369,.373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 382,
387, 392, 393, 394, 397, 398, 401, 402, 403,-,406, 420; 421, 422, 423, 427, 429, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439,
440, 441, 442, 444, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 459, 460, 463, 464, 465, 466;467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472,,
481, 482, 483, 485; 491, 492,,495, 497, 498, 499, 506, 508,509, 510, 511, 513, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521,
522, 523, 524, 525536, 537, 538, 539; 540, 541, 542, 543, 547, 550, 551, 552, 564, 566, 571, 576, 591,
593, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 616,617, 618, 619, 621,622,621;-625, 626, 627,
628;630, 635, 640, 654, 658,.660, 661, 662, 664, 666, 679, 682, 687, 688, 689, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700,
701, 704,.709, 712, 714, 716, 717, 718, 719, 726, 727, 734,744, 745, 746, 764, 765, 770', 772, 773, 774,
776, 777, 778, 779, 781, 782, 783; 784,385, 786, 788, 790791, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 807, 810, 814,
815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820, 825,126, 827, 828, 832, 831, 834,-835, 837, 838, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844,
845, 848, 858, 859, 860, 861; 863; 864, 865, 866, 867, 868,169, 870,172, 883, 884, 885,187, 894, 896,
901, 908, 909, 910, 918, 931, 935939,947, 962, 963, 971, 977, 986;989, 991, 992, 1000, 1001, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, 1053, 1060, 1070, 1075, 1079, 1080, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1087, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097,
'1101, 1107, 1108, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1131, 1138, 1141, 1144, 1146, 1147, 1148,1149,
1150, 1158, 1162, 1163,1168, 1169, 1172,1179, 1181,1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1191,
1194, 1205,1211, 1212, 1229, 1247, 1253, 1254, -1255, 1256, 1257, 1262, 1276, 1278, 1279,.1282, 1283,
1296, 1306, 1307, 1311, 1315, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1328, 1329,1330, 1332, 1333, 037,1339,
1344; 1351, 1352, 1359, 1364, 1379,'1380, 1381, 1406, 1410,1412, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1424,
1425, 1427, 1428, 1430, 1432, 1438,1440, 1454, 1455, 1462, 1464, 1465, 1466, 1468, 1472, 1479, 1487,
1488, 1498, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1522, 1523, 1528, 1537, 1549, 1553, 1559, 1571, 1575,
1578, 1581, 1586

Cohort C [Children of female respondents of the 1979 youth cohort who were one to 17 years of age in 1

346,366,723, 724, 879, 880, 972, 1009,1118, 1122, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1242,1316

Cohort G [Young Women or "Girls" who were 14-24 years of age in the initial interview year of 1968.]

6, 7, 15, 16,17, 23, 28, 30, 31, 32, 39, 40,41,49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, 5E; 61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 77, 80, 103, 105,

106, 107,,114, 118, 120, 126, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 152, 163, 166, 170, 173, 174,

185, 186, 190, 195, 214, 220, 223, 239, 241, 242, 245, 274,279, 281, 282, 284, 291, 297, 299, 302, 303,
318, 328, 333, 339, 342, 345, 348, 351, 359, 360, 361, 375, 376, 377, 378, 387, 395, 397, 398; 399, 400,
401, 404, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 418, 419, 429, 442, 444, 476, 485, 486, 496, 497, 498, 499, 501,
507, 509, 513, 518, 522, 524, 525, 526, 527, 529, 552, 571, 606, 618; 625, 627, 631, 632, 633, 635, 636,,
637, 640, 654, 658, 659,664, 668, 671, 674, 680, 682, 683, 685, 686, 692, 697701, 703, 709, 720, 744,
745, 756, 757, 761, 762, 770, 771, 775, 776, 778, 780, 781, 787, 788, 792; 797, 799, 802, 807, 811, 821,
822, 823, 832, 841, 842; 843, 848, 858, 862, 866, 884, -886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 894, 896, 909, 929,
930, 931, 933, 934, 935, 939940, 941, 950, 951, 952, 953, 955, 958, 959, 960, 962, 963, 971, 977, 983,
997,1000, 1001, 1002, 1004, 1010, 1011, 1012? 4013, 1014, 1015, 1017, 1018,1019, 1020, 1021, 1033,
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1038, 1041, 1044, 1046, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1053, 1056, 1060, 1062, 1063, 1064,
1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1079, 1083, 1085, 1087, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098,
1110, 1111,1112, 1114, 1174, 1129, 1130, 1138, 1144, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150,
1169, 1179, 1181, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1194, 1265, 1209, 1210, 1211', 1212, 1240, 1246,
1260, 1267, 1268, 1270, -1272, 1274, 1276, 1278, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287,
1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1307, 1311, 1315, 1318, 1329, 1332, 1333, 1337, 1338,
1352, 1353, 1364, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1376, 1386, 1387, 4391, 1461, 1402, 1405,
1420, 1421, 1422, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1439, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1444, 1445, 1446,1447,
1451, 1452, 1454, 1455,1458, 1459, 1463, 1465, 1467, 1469, 1470,-1472, 1476, 1479,
1486, 1487, 14883491, 1509, 1513, 1520, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1537, 1539, 1540, 1541,
1562, 1563, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1580, 1582, 1583, 1587

Cohort M [Older Men who were 45-59 years of age in the initial interview year of 1966.]

1065, 1066, 1067,
1107, 1108; 1109,
1155, 1158, 1162,
1247, 1253, 1254,
1288, 1289, 1290,
1339, 1341, 1342,
1406, 1410, 1411,
1448, 1449, 1450,
1480, 1484, 1485,
1553, 1558, 1559,

2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 13, 14, 16, 21, 24, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 58, 77, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,88, 89;90, 91, 92,,
122, 135, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 152,-164, 165,
218, 219, 222, 223, 241, 247, 249, 250, 251, 252,
283, 285, 290, 295, 306, 308, 310, 316, 325, 329,
376, 377, 388, 407, 416, 420, 421, 422, 425, 426,
458, 459, 461, 462, 463, 465, 467, 469, 474, 483,
546, 554;555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560,61, 564,
593, 595, 596, 507;.598,400, 614, 618; 619, 620,
705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711;;725, -743, 747,
776, 786, 789, 793, 794, 795, 796, 804;-_813, 826.
844, 852, 861, 866, 871, 872, 876, 877, 887, 894,
947, 961, 963, 964, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 987,
1084, 1086, 1087, 1089, 1090, 1099,1100, 1105,

1106, 1108, 1113, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149,
1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1156; 1157, 1158, 1161, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1170, 1172, 11730174,
1175, 1175, 1177, 1178,-1179, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1189, 1190, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1196, 1198, 1199,
1200, 1207, 1211, 1212, 1216, 1217, 1219, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1241, 1245, 1251, 1261, 1269, 1276, 1277,
1278, 1297, 4298, 1299, 1304, 1305, 1115, 1319, 1324, 1337; 1343, 1352, 1362, 1365, 1366, 1372, 1373,
1374, 1377, 1399, 1408, 1410, 1413, 1419, 1431, 1432, 1436, 1453, 1455, 1456, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1481,
1494, 1495, 1497, 1511, 1513; 1531, 1543, 1550, 1551, 1552, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1570; 1571

93, 94, 95, 96, 105, 108, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121,
166, 169, 181, 182, 183, 189, 211, 212, 213, 216, 217,
253, 254, 255,,256, 257, 258, 259; 260, 261, 262, 270,
330, 331, 334, 335, 338, 339, 350, 359, 367, 368, 372,
427, 428, 430, 431, 442, 444, 445, 453, 454, 455, 457,
488, 493, 494, 495, 509; 513, 515, 518, 522, 535, 545,
573, 574, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585,
629, 641, 643, 646, 658, 669, 675, 678, 682, 694, 704,
748, 749, 750, 751,152, 753, 759; 760, 763, 764, 765,
829, 830, 831, 832, 8.)3, 834, 835, 836, 838, 839, 840,
895, 898, 900, 911, 912, 927, 928, 932, 936, 937, 946,
988, 991, 1007, 1008, 1054, 1055, 10593077, 1078,

Cohort W [Mature Women who were 30-44 years of age in the initial interview year of 1967.]

16, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 51, 54, 58, 64, 65, 69, 77, 79, 87, 105, 108, 112, 118, 120, 128, 136, 147, 148, 149,
150, 151, 152, 165, 166, 167, 168, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 195, 199, 200, 223, 233, 234, 235, 238, 239,
240, 241, 243, 244, 247, 248, 249, 251, 252, 255, 260, 263, 264, 265, 266, 269, 271, 272, 273, 297, 299,
314, 318, 319, 321, 326, 327, 339, 341, 348, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 364, 365, 370, 376, 377, 384, 385,
386, 389, 390, 391, 399, 400, 414, 415, 423, 424, 426, 429, 431, 432, 433, 434, 442, 443, 444, 474, 475,
500, 509, 513, 514, 515, 518, 522, 528, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 549, 553, 563, 565, 567, 575, 586, 587,
'588, 589, 590, 592, 594, 599, 608, 618, 634, 636, 637, 638, 639, 644, 645, 653, 657, 658, 663, 665, 672,
673, 674, 676, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 690, 691, 692, 702, 703, 709, 715, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742,
758, 759, 766, 767, 768, 769, 776, 780, 797, 798, 799, 809, 812, 832, 850, 851, 855, 856, 857, 861, 866,
873, 874, 875, 887,.888, 889, 890, 891, 893, 894, 895, 906, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 925, 926, 929, 933;
938, 940, 942, 947, 948, 953, 954, 955, 958, 959, 963, 981, 982, 987, 993, 994, 995, 996, 998, 999,1022,
1024,1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1041, 1044, 1046, 1055, 1076, 1087, 1091, 1100, 1108, 4109, 1111, 1113,
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1115; 1138, 1144, 1146,1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1171, 1179,1180, 1181, 1184,1194,
1195, 1211,.1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1218, 1220, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239,
.1240, 1243, 1244, 1271,1273, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1280, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1308, 1309,
1310, 1312, 1313, 1315, 1331, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1340, 1341, 1350, 1352, 1356, 1357, 1375, 1376,
1378, 1382,-1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1388, 138911300, 1391, -1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398,
1400; 1403, 1404, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1423, 1426, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1439,
1441, 1442, 1443, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1449, 1453,1455, 1457, 1458, 1460,1461, 1482, 1483, 1490, 1491,
14921493, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1513, 1517, 1520; 1524, 1529, 1532, 1533, 1542, 1544, 154:.,
1544, 1547, 1548, 1558, 1562, 1573, 1583, 1584, 1585,1587

Cohort Y [Youth of both sexes who were14-21 in the initial interview year of 1979.]
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